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PREFACE
TO

THE THIRD EDITION

This edition is an exception to the general rule as to new

editions of law books from the fact that it will be found to be

much shorter than its predecessor, although it contains all

the important matter of the second edition, together with the

law brought down to the present date.

This result has been obtained by very careful and search-

ing revision of the text, and condensation of the statements

of cases therein.

While reducing the length of the work in the manner

above alluded to, every effort has been made to ensure that,

although shorter, the present edition shall be not less com-

prehensive and complete than the former ones
;
and it is

hoped that the utility of the book will be found to be in-

creased, and that not only the legal profession, but also all

who are concerned in land and the erection of buildings, will

still find that it is, as it aims to be, a practical and complete

work on the extensive subject of which it treats.

The author takes this opportunity of acknowledging the

invaluable co-operation of his friend and former pupil, Mr.

Henry Jopinston of the Chancery Bar, who has devoted very

much time and energy to the production of the new edition.

August 1895.
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THE

LAW RELATING TO BUILDING.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY.

To a person possessed of land, the value of which he is desir-
ous of nnproving by building, there are, in general, four course^
open, (i) He may enter into a building agreement with a
contractor to erect the houses or buildings for him, and, when
they are completed, grant leases at the rack rent. (2) (A) Hemay let the land at once to the builder on building leases

^ rr^ the builder may,®by sub-
letting, create leasehold, or, as they are misnamed, ‘ improved ’

ground rents
; or, (B), as is more usual, he. may nSe a^agreement m the first place for building leases with the condi-W bel ^he holiesnave been piher covered m or completed, as the case mav bPto his or his architect’s satisfaction.

(3) He may convev theland m fee to the grantee for building n conSrator Vf a

MiforS with th, r '» ^Pcare

,

a course would only swell this vnlnmp

in thpSSuTbookf on knLid°andLmu^
posed .0 consider the law direct], co„“e«ed®“tlf
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2 Preliminary.

relating to the improvement of land by building. We shall,

therefore, divide the subject as follows ;

PART I.

THE LAW RELATING TO BUILDING LEASES, BUILDING

CONTRACTS, THE CONSTRUCTION OF, AND THE IM-

PROVEMENT OF LAND BY, BUILDINGS, Sfc.

PART II.

PRECEDENTS FOR BUILDING PURPOSES.

PART III.

THE STATUTE LAW WITH RESPECT TO BUILDING,

WITH THE CASES DECIDED IN REFERENCE TO THE

SAME.
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CHAPTER II.

WHAT BUILDING LEASES AND AGREEMENTS MAY BE MADE.

All persons who are not under any legal disability may make
building contracts, and may grant building leases for such terms,

and subject to such conditions and restrictions, as are not in-

consistent with the nature and quantity of the estates which
they have.^ It is now intended to refer shortly to certain

statutory provisions and rules of law relating to exceptions to
the above general rule.

Mortgagor and Mortgagee.—The difficulties in the way of
building leases by a mortgagor or mortgagee in possession
have been, to ,a great extent, removed by the Conveyancing and
Law of Property Act, i88i, sect. 18,2 to which reference should
be made.3 This section only applies in the absence of a con-
trary intention in the mortgage deed, and it must be borne in
mind that it is a very common practice to exclude, or at least
restrict, its operation, and in that case the concurrence of both
mortgagor and mortgagee must be obtained.'*

Settled Estates and Land.—The Court was empowered to
authorise building leases, contracts, and grants of settled
estates by the Settled Estates Act, 187 7.^ This Act is still

in force, but, in practice, it has been superseded by the Settled
Land Acts.

Building land is now largely developed by means of the
provisions of the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890.6 Wide
powers are given to a tenant for life, a term which includes
almost all limited owners with the exception of a dowress
(who, however, is within the Settled Estates Act, 1877),and the management of settled lands is thereby practically
taken out of the hands of trustees and placed in those of a
tenant for life.

see
* Woodfall, I. Platt, 28. As to corporations
44 & 45 Viet. c. 41, sect. 18.

/'’u

^ on the Conveyancing Acts, 7th
Challis on the Conveyancing Acts, 4th ed.

^ Renner Tolley, 68 L. T. 815, 189^ W. N. qo.
® 40 & 41 Viet. c. 18.

o
° bottled Land Act, 1882, 45 & 46 Viet. c. ^8 : ,S.

48 Vict. c. 18 ; S. L. A. 1887, 50 & 51 Viet. c. 30 : S.
53 Vict. c. 36 ; S. L. A. 1890, 53 & 54 Vict. c. 69.

p. 20.

ed. ; Hood am

L. A.
L. A.

1884, 47
1889, 52

B 2
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^
Building Leases.

For the provisions of these Acts, reference must be made

to some of the works treating of them m detail
, ,

Charity Lands.—Reference must be made to the Charitable

Trusts A^s, 1853 to 1894, for powers to grant leases of

charity lands. Leases to trustees for charitable Purposes

must conform to the provisions of the Mortmain and Char -

table Uses Act, 1888.2
^ the Crown

The Crown.—By the i Anne, c. 7, sect. 5
(Ruff.), the

mav erant building leases for any term not exceeding fifty

vears^or three lives. In modern times most of the Crown

fands have been placed under the management of the Com-

missioners of Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues, who may

SaTt building leases for any term not exceeding ninety-nine

years subject however, to certain restrictions and conditions

^ cUpanies and Corporations,

made to the statutory provisions applicable, according
_ _

corporation, or body ;
such provrstons

GeTlV.‘andTwm. IV. c. 65 ; 5 6

Will. IV. c. 17 - And see also the Esta'es Acb 1877^

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, i88i
,
and

^^^*L^aUcs—The law relating to lunatics will now be found

in the Lunaiy let. .890,‘ the Settled Estates Act, .877, and

.a ds

(2) Every woman married before 1883, as regar

tenant makes a lease for
llrd

special custom, “^/hhcence^^r^^^^^^^ E
^

where the fines and fees me ^ freehold, it is

considered in the neighbour
enfranchisement of the

usual for copyholders

TenanTin M-- is unnecessary to do more than refer to

> Wolstenbolme, Hood and Challis, Shelford.

^ 51 & p Viet. c. 42
-

g ,88s, a list of which will be

’ See the Crown Lands Acis, 10 y rp.., ,302.

found in the second schedule to the Short Titles Act, 1892

*
53 Viet. c. 5.

s
45 & 46 Viet. c. 7 S-.,

^
, t -26 where will be found a

.
SCkfl land'r» building and also

a deed of covenant to accompany the same.



Disused Burial Grounds Act. 5

the Fines and Recoveries Abolition Act, 1833,’ and to state

that tenants in tail are tenants for life within the meaning of

the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890.

Tenant for Life.—See Settled Estates and Land, supra,

P- 3-

Bankrupt.—See the Bankruptcy Acts, 1883 and 1890.

Disused Burial Grounds.—By sect. 3 of the Disused Burial

Grounds Act, 1884,^ it is enacted that, after the date thereof,

it shall not be lawful to erect any buildings upon any disused

burial ground, except for the purpose of enlarging a church,

chapel, meeting-house, or other places of worship.

The Act defines ‘disused burial ground’ as ‘a burial

ground in respect of which an Order in Council has been made
for the discontinuance of burials therein.’

Apart from this Act, an agreement to build on a disused

unconsecrated burial ground, necessitating the removal of

some thousands of corpses—which removal would, of neces-

sity, involve an outrage on public decency, amounting to an
indictable offence—is illegal.*

‘ Disused burial ground ’ means any ground, whether con-
secrated or not, which has been at any time set apart for the
purposes of interment, whether interments have taken place
in it or not, and which has been partially, or wholly, closed
under the provisions of any Statute or Order in Council, or has
become otherwise disused.'’ The site of a church where
intramural burial has taken place has not been ‘ set apart for

purposes of interment,’ and is not within the prohibition
against building.®

Express Powers.—In conclusion it may be stated that
building leases are often also granted under express powers for
that purpose

; the law relating to powers does not fall within
the scope of this work.®

Chap. II.

What Build-
ing Leases
and Agree-
ments may
be made.

‘ 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 74.

47 & 48 Viet. c. 72. See Titistees of St. Saviour^s Rectory and
Oylerre, 31 C. D. 412 ; 55 L. J. Ch. 269 ; 54 L. T. 9 ; 34 W. R. 224 ;

50 J . P. 325. Gibbons v. Chambers, i C. & E. 577.
“ Gibbons v. Chambers, supi-a.
* Re Ponsford and Newport District School Board, [1894] i Ch. 453 :

63 L- J- Ch. 278 ; 70 L. T. 502 ; 42 W. R. 358 ; 10 T. L. R. 207.
Re Ecclesiastical Commissioners and New City of London Brewciy

Company, [1895] 1 Ch. 702 ; 43 W. R. 457.
As to powers, see Farwell on Powers, 2nd ed.
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CHAPTER III.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES, SPFXIFICATIONS, TENDERS, AND
SURETIES.

There are certain steps preceding the execution of tte con-

tract to build which are now to be considered, viz. Bills ot

Quantities, Specifications, and Tenders. 1
_

Quantities.— ‘ Taking out the quantities, or a bill ot

quantities,’ is the usual mode of obtaining tenders ;
^ a schedule

of the items of materials and workmanship is inade, and copies

are supplied to the various competitors for pricing. A single

‘ quantity surveyor’ is in general employed ;
but twosurveycns

are frequently appointed when the works are extensive, one by

the employer, and the other by the builders who intend to

furnish tenders.
_

Bills of quantities are sometimes made part ot the contract,

and, indeed, this is very often the case in small contracts, par-

ticularly in the provinces ;
in which case the architect takes

out his own quantities, and the contract usually consists of the

agreement, the drawings, and bill of quantities. But it is not

safe to make a contract in this way. The danger of making the

bill of quantities part of the contract is illustrated by the case of

Kemp V. Rose? The effect of so doing is to make the contract

an agreement to do so many yards and no more. That course

is obviously unsafe, and consequently not usual, because it can

hardly ever be accurately known beforehand what is the exact

number of yards that may be necessary, and m that case, if it

exceeded the specified number of yards, the excess would be

^^^’^A^sSdule of prices is a statement of the values of the

materials and labour
;

it is occasionally made a schedule to

' As to preliminary drawings, set post, p. 42.
whole

" rniinril of the Roval Institute resolved in 1874 that ta®

Pemp 1: %sl' I Giff. 258, at p. 268, and see the case, posi, p. 46.
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the building contract, where a bill of quantities does not form

part of the contract. But a contract solely on this footing is

not an advisable plan, as it gives the employer no idea of the

total expense. In any case, it should always be sufficiently

comprehensive.^ A schedule of prices for extras, however,

may be useful, and may prevent disputes.

If the agreement does not provide in what manner, and by
whom, the expenses incurred in taking out the quantities are

to be paid, it may be shown, in accordance with the rule that

extrinsic evidence of custom and usage is admissible to annex
incidents to written contracts in matters with respect to which
they are silent,^ that the architect, who is retained to prepare
the plans and specifications, has an implied authority to en-

gage a surveyor to take out the quantities, as agent for the

employer. The usage is a notorious one and valid,^ that the
fees of the quantity surveyor are paid by the builder whose
tender has been accepted by the building-owner

; while, if no
tender be accepted, or the work be abandoned, or an entirely

independent plan adopted, the building-owner or architect is

liable.

As to the liability of the builder, it has been recently
decided that although there is no such privity between the
builder and the quantity surveyor as to enable one to sue the
other for a tort,-’ the quantity surveyor can recover his fees
from the builder whose tender has been accepted. The effect

of the employment of the quantity surveyor is, not that there is

a contract by the building-owner to pay the quantity surveyor
in any event, but that the latter is to be paid by the builder,
if his tender is accepted.

But in a case ® which is not reported in the regular reports,
the plaintiff, a quantity surveyor, contended that by a general
usage or practice of the building trade, an architect is author-
ised to employ a quantity surveyor to measure up the work
which has been executed, for the purpose of a final certificate

;

that his commissiori is charged in the builder’s account, and on
payment to the builder the amount is handed by the latter to
the surveyor. In giving judgment the Court said, that with
respect to the general usage, of which evidence had been
offered, he thought a jury would hesitate to establish it. There
were good grounds for considering it unreasonable as applied

' See the Precedents, post.
- Parke, B., in Hutton v. Warren, i M. & W. 474; and notes to

Wigglesivorth v. Dallison, Doug. 201 ; i Sin. L. C. (7th ed.) 606
» North V. Bassett, [1892] i Q. B. 333 ; 6i L. J. Q. B. 177 ; 66 L. T.

i °9 > 40 W. R. 223 ; 56 J. P. 389. Moon V. Guardians of Witney
Union, 3 Bing. N. C. 814, where the building-owner was held liable.
See Taylor v. Hall, 4 Ir. R. C. L. 467, where the custom of the building
trade as to taking out quantities was considered.

' North V. Bassett, supra.
‘ Priestley v. Slone, 4 T. L. R. 73c.
" Plimsaul v. Lord Kilmorey, ‘ Times,’ Nov. 10, 1884.
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Bills of Quantities.

to circumstances such as were presented in this case, and it

must often prejudice a building owner.

On the other hand, if the performance of an accepted con-

tract is prevented by the act of the builder employed to carry

out the work, he will, according to the above custom, if

proved, be liable to the surveyor for his fees in taking out the

quantities.

So, where a builder contracted with a surveyor, that if he

would supply the quantities for a certain projected building, he,

the builder, would, if he were accepted as the contractor, pay

the surveyor for the same out of the first instalment j
and

the quantities were furnished, but the builder subsequently

abandoned the building contract ; it was held, (i) that it was

implied that the builder should duly proceed with the buildmg

contract
; (

2
)
that, performance of his contract with the sur-

veyor having been rendered impossible by his own act, he was

bound to pay the surveyor for the quantities furnished
;
and,

further, that it was not a condition precedent that the first in-

stalment should be previously paid.'

It is a rule that the mistake of a party in some fact or

circumstance collateral to an agreement, though it may have

induced him to make the agreement, yet if it do not entei into

the agreement as matter of stipulation or warranty, arid if the

other party be not implicated in any way in the mistake, is

wholly immaterial to the validity at law, and cannot be alleged

in avoidance of the agreement ;
and where a builder entered

into a contract for work according to a plan and specification,

upon an erroneous statement of the quantities, which had been

taken out by the architect : it was held that he had no claim

for more than the contract price, in respect of extra quantities

of materials used beyond what he had supposed would be

necessary ;
inasmuch as the architect had not acted as agent

of the employer in taking out the quantities, nor was the latter

responsible for the mistake.^ The mere employment, therefore,

of an architect to prepare plans, &c., for a house, and to P'"0-

cure a builder, does not render the employer responsible as

guaranteeing the accuracy of the bill of quantities furnished by

such architect to the builder.''
, u u ^ k,,

It follows that the builder will, in general, be bound by the

quantities unless he can show that in taking them out the

architect was the employer’s agent, or that the employer

guaranteed their accuracy ;
‘ and even, where the builder

> McConnell A’ilgallen, L. R- J''- 2 L. 119.
,,e Fx

2 Scrivcnei- v. Pask, 18 C. B. (N. S.) 785 ; L. R. i C. P. 71S .

Ch. See Sharpe v. San Paulo Kaihvay Co., and Thorn v. Mayor of

London host p 10, a.s to incorrectness of specifications ;
but ste Atrnberley

f b,. . i 4. L. J- Ch. 38, - io U« agency of the arch.-

tect in superintending the works under a contract, pst, p. 4 •

„ ^ .

3 Ibid ;
and see Stevenson v. Watson, L. K. 4 C. P. D. 148

,

4* to. J-

‘ ’iij V. Pose, I Gif. 258 ;
v. Pask, supra. As to the
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might not be bound by the quantities, he must, if he wishes

to dispute them, stop at once on discovering their inaccu-

racy.'

It is the custom to refer in the building contract to the

plans and specifications only, the builder being supplied by the

architect with bills of quantities from which to make his tender.

From the above cases it will be seen that the builder, under
such circumstances, takes the whole risk of the bills of quan-
tities being inaccurate, or being prepared by incompetent
persons. It is generally fairer to the builder, architect, and
employer to insert a clause providing that errors in the bill of
quantities shall be made good within a prescribed time, and
such a clause is now frequently inserted in the building con-
tract.''

As a matter of practice, in extensive works, it is not advis-
able for the architect to take out the quantities, since, if paid
by the builder, he is not, when differences or misunderstand-
ings arise, in that impartial position which it is necessary he
should hold between employer and employe

;
and, again, the

fact of the architect acting both professionally for the building-
owner and also as quantity surveyor for the builder, may be
the cause of similar difficulties to those which occurred in the
case of Scrive7ier v. Pask.'^ The Royal Institute of British
Architects recommend'* that when an architect supplies
builders with quantities, he should do so with the concurrence
of his employer, and that the architect should be paid by him
rather ^than by the builder.

It would seem that, in general, complications might be
avoided by an agreement in the first instance by the building-
owner with the surveyor to pay his fees for taking out the
quantities, with suitable provisions protecting the former
apmst any inaccuracies in the quantities, and stipulating that
the surveyor should look to the builder for payment in caseme latter refuse to proceed after his tender has been accepted,
r or it will be seen from the above cases that, whoever employs,
or IS directly answerable to, the surveyor for the bill of quan-
tities, whether the building-owner or the builder, when the con-
tract is performed, the money for the same comes out of the

building-owner and goes through the hands of
the builder, and he includes it in the contract price

;
and that

where, on the other hand, the performance is prevented by the
act ot the building-owner, he again is liable for the surveyor’s

Where by the terms of contracts entered into with a local
authority for the purposes of the Public Health Act, 1875, the

rectification of a schedule of quantities annexed to a contract for theexecutmn of works, see Netll v. Midland Railway Co., 17 W R 871' Kimberley y. Dick, L. R. 13 Eq. 20.
^ 071-

See a clause, post, p. 300. j a,,*. „ o
' See the Schedule R. I. B. A., No. 16, post.

'
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surveyor Wcis to receive from tine contmetors, in respect of bills

of quantities to be prepared by him, certain percentages, he

was liable to a penalty under sect. 193 of the Act as having

been * concerned or interested
’

in a contract made with the

local authority.^
_ . . , •

Specifications.—The specification ^ is the written descrip-

tion of the nature of the work shown in the drawings and to

which the contract relates.

Although details, which were known to be clearly necessary

to carry out the work, are not expressly mentioned in the

specification, yet the builder will not be allowed to charge for

such evident omissions as extras. For instance, where the

specification omitted to refer to flooring, it was held that floor-

ing could not be charged for as an extra.
^ ^ v r

Where plans and a specification are prepared for the use ot

those who are asked to tender, the person asking for the

tenders does not enter into any implied warranty that the work

can be successfully executed according to such plans and speci-

fication." The builder, therefore, should examine them for

himself: for, if he undertake the contract on the basis of speci-

fications which understate the amount of the work to be done,^

or specify an impossible mode of doing it, he will be bound

by the contract.® j

It seems that if the builder has any remedy under the above

circumstances, it would not be in an action for damages as for

breach of warranty, but for compensation as upon a quantum

nxe'^^ictt • •

If a builder undertake to do work of specified dimensions

and with specified materials, and deviate frorri the specification

without special orders authorising such deviation, he cannot

recover for the work, labour, and materials as upon a qua7itiim

valebat^ And, in such a case, it will be seen that the possession

of the land alone cannot raise any inference of acceptance m a

sense implying a consent to pay for the deviations; but there

must be^some positive request or acquiescence in order to

WhenT^buflder agrees to do certain work according to

> Whiteky V. Barley, 21 Q. B. D. 154 5 57 L- J- Q- 643 J 36 W. R.

Yoxall, i C. & K. 315. as to evidence of tender and

. Tkorn.. Mayor of Undon w AW/U:

f R ^8 Cii Ap W7
B. (N. S.) 785;

t i C P. 715 fand p. 8 ,
as to accuracy of quantities.

5 S/iarfc V. San Paulo Raihvay, supra.
_
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1

plans and a specification, and by the specification the builder

is to allow for the value of the old materials, although, in an

action by the builder against the owner, the former alleges that

he had made this allowance in his estimate, no evidence will

be received that the work was not done according to the plans

and specification, and unless the builder can prove that he had
informed the owner or the architect of his having allowed for

the old materials in his estimate, he must deduct the value from
the amount of his charge.'

Tenders.—Care should always be taken not to accept a

tender absolutely, but only conditionally on the builder signing

a contract in a prescribed form, and also, in some cases, find-

ing sureties,^ to be approved by the employer, for the due
execution of the work.

A tender made by a contractor, and an acceptance by the

employer, constitute in law a binding contract when the accept-

ance is unqualified, and no new terms are contemplated. An
intimation in the written acceptance of a tender that a contract
will be afterwards prepared, does not prevent the parties from
becoming bound to perform the terms in the tender and accept-
ance respectively mentioned, if, at the time when the docu-
ments were signed, the parties had a contracting mind, and it

was their intention thereby to enter into an agreement, and
the preparation of the contract was contemplated merely for
the purpose of expressing the agreement already arrived at in
formal language.^

In Lewis v. Brass ^ the acceptance of a tender did not
TOntain any terms such as ‘ subject to signing a contract,’ and
it was not intended that the agreement should be conditional
upon signing a contract

;
if it had contained such terms, the

tender would only have been a proposal for a contract, and
there would be locus poenitentice until a written contract should
be signed.® And, in Wtnn v. Bullp where, by a written agree-
ment, the defendant agreed with the plaintiff to take a lease of
a house for a certain term at a certain rent, ‘ subject to the

HM~vey\. Laivrence, 15 L. T. (N. S.) 571. 2

T 3 Q- D- 667 : and see Crosshy v. Maycock,
L. R. 18 Eq. 180

: Jo 7ies v. Vicioria Dock, 46 L. J. Q. B. 219 ; Bolton
V. 41 C. D. 295 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 425 ; 60 L. T. 687 ; 37 W. R.
434 ; 5 1. E. R. 357. See the Precedents, /w/, for a form of tender foi
building leases.

^ Supra.
= Guardians of ICmgston-upon-Hull v. Fetch, 10 Ex. 6io ; 24 L. T.

T
^ Chinnock v. Marchioness of Ely, 4 D. T. & S 6^8 -betLord Westbury : Rossiter v. Miller, 3 Ap. Ca. i;24, and the numerbu'

cases there cited. Bonncwell v. Je7tkins, 8 Ch. D. 70 : Hussey v. Hor77e'-

f R ^4^51^”' <^^*a7-dta7ts of Navan U7iion v. McLo7ighlm,

So h' ^ V. ^ddis07t, 52 L. J. Ch.
^
1
°’ Harvey y. Barfiardh I7i 7i,

750; 45 L. T. 280; 29 W. R. 922; Wood v Silcock50 . . 251 , 32 W. R. 84s ; W. N. 1884, p. 44, and cases, post, p. 1 5.
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preparation and approval of a formal contract,’ and no other

agreement was ever entered into between the parties
;

it was held

by Jessel, M.R., that there was no final agreement of which

specific performance could be enforced against the defendant,

and he explained the rule as follows :
—

‘ It comes, therefore, to

this, that where you have a proposal or agreement made in

writing expressed to be subject to a formal contract being

prepared, it means what it says
3

it is subject to, and is depen-

dent upon, a formal contract being prepared. When it is not

expressly stated to be subject to a formal contract it becomes a

question of construction, whether the parties intended that the

terms agreed on should merely be put into form, or whether

they should be subject to a new agreement, the terms of which

are not expressed in detail.’
^

An advertisement offering goods for sale by tender does

not import a promise to sell to the person who made the

highest tender or to accept any tender.^ Of course, the

advertisement inviting tenders for building might contain

words amounting to such an express offer as would be made

binding by an unqualified acceptance by tender. But in

advertisements for tenders for buildings, it is usual to reserve

the right of rejecting all tenders or of accepting any tender

without restriction.
. ,

• 1

A proposal to receive tenders for certain building materials

which were to be sold (specifying no limitation or qualification),

and an acceptance (also specifying no limitation or qualifica-

tion), were held to be a contract for the whole. thus, an

advekisement in the words following Old ^yestmlnster

Bridge —Offers will be received for the old Portland stone,

Brarnley Fall stone,’ &c., followed by an acceptance, was

construed as a contract for the whole.^
r

When tenders are advertised for to supply goods or for the

performance of work, and a tender offering to supply the goods,

or do the work, in such quantities and at such times as might

be ordered, is accepted, there is a sufficient consideration tor

the promise, although there is no binding contract on the part

^ L. R. 5 C. P. 56> ! 39 L- J- C. P- 332- And

|9

L. I. Q. B. 14 i Mmprict v. WatU!, 6 B. & S. 430 ; 34 L; J- ^
B.

220 • Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co. [1893], i Q. B. 25 ,
2 . J.

Q.^B. 2sf; 67 L. T. 837 ; 41 W- B- ^lo
; 57 W- R. 210 ; 57 J-

B- 3^5 .

^
v^‘ The Commissioners of Public Buildings, 32 ^eav 4^.

i» uwe n..«„c. to i„d«d«i in

the tender to purchase. Ibtd. eg)(3 . Sed qua;.
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of the person accepting the tender to order anything
;
and the

tenderer is bound to supply the goods or perform the work
upon any order being givend

Sale by Auction.—An advertisement of a sale by auction

does not constitute a contract, with a person attending the

sale, that all the lots advertised should be put up for sale.^

But an advertisement of a sale, knowingly made without any
power or intention of carrying it out, may be ground for an
action for fraudulent misrepresentation at the suit of a person
who acts upon it, and incurs expense in inspecting and valuing
the property.^

Sureties to Building Contracts.—Where building contracts
are for the erection of extensive works, it is usual to obtain
security for the proper performance of the work, and it will be
convenient here to refer shortly to such arrangements.

If the builder is to give security for the due performance of
his contract, the giving of the security is a condition precedent
to any liability on the part of the employer upon the contract,
unless the condition has been waived by the builder being
required to proceed with the work, or the work having been
executed without security.

A surety is discharged from liability if a new agreement
with the builder, in variation of the original contract, is made,
which is equivalent to a discharge of that contract, and a sub-
stitution of a new contract in its place

;
and he is not affected

with any liability in respect of the substituted contract, unless,
with^ full knowledge of all the circumstances, he consent to
continue surety under it.'’

If the employer does any act injurious to the surety, or
inconsistent with the right of the latter, or if he omits to do
any act which his duty enjoins him to do, and the omission
prove injurious to the surety, the latter may be discharged

)
’

' Great Northern Railway Co. v. Witham, L. R. 9 C. P. 16
2 Harris v. Nickerson, L. R. 8 Q. B. 286

; 42 L. J. Q B 171
= Richardson V. Silvester, L. R. 9 Q. B. 34 ; 43 L. J. Q. B. i. Fraud

must, however, be proved, Derry v. Peek, 14 A. C. 337 ;
1:8 L. T. Ch.

riSo’ul T n’ n’ ^ ; 5 T- L- R- 625 : Re Lievre v. Gould,
J- 353 ; 68 L. T. 626

; 41 W. R. 468

;

57 J. r. ^4 ; 9 T. L. R. 243. See Warlow v. Harrison, E. & E. 201; •

29 J. Q. B. 14 : Mainprice v. Westley, 6 B. & S. 420 ; 34 L. J. Q. B.’
229. As to advertised sale ‘without reserve,’ see the Sale of Land byAuction Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Viet. c. 48, sect. 5.

^

Doiht ^35 : Kingston v. Preston, cited 2Loug. 689 , Addison, 672. See Andreivs v. Lawi-ence, 19 C. B. (N. S )768 , as to becoming security for payment according to building contract.As to contribution between co-sureties, see Steel v. Dixon, L. R. 17 Ch
,

Precedents, post, for a form of a Bond,

r... S B. & C. 269 : Rees v. Berrington, 2 Ves. Tun.

^ B L. R. 6

I co-sureties, see Wardv NatiofialBa„t .f N„„ L R. 8 Ap. Ca. 7SS ; ia L. J. P. C
Addyman, L. R. 9 Q. B. D 783

^

Story’s Eq. Jur. sect. 325 : IVatts v. Shuttlexvorth, 5 II. & N. 235 ;
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thus, where by the contract between the builder with the

principal the latter agreed to insure the work from fire during

its progress, which he failed to do, and the work was burned,

and the completion of it was thereby prevented, the surety was

held discharged.* So, where instalments of the price were

paid before the work was done for which they were due, the

surety was discharged. ^ And where the defendant executed a

bond of guarantee for advances to be made to a third party,

upon the faith that no advances were to be made beyond the

limit of the guarantee, he was held discharged by advances

being made to a greater amount.^

But a surety for a contractor is not discharged from lia-

bility, although his position has been altered by the conduct

of the employer, where that conduct has beeir caused by a

fraudulent act or omission of the contractor, against which the

surety has, by the contract of suretyship, guaranteed the

employer.”* Thus, where the sureties contracted with the

employers that the contractors would ‘ well and truly ’ execute

the works, and the contract gave the employers a right ot

superintending the works, through their engineer, and provided

for the retention of a certain percentage of the contract price

until a final certificate should be given by such engmeer six

months after his certificate of completion of the works, and

portions of the work were defectively done and fraudulently

concealed, the final certificate was given and the retention

money paid, and in an action against the sureties it was found

that the certificate was obtained by fraud, but also that there

was an omission on the part of the employers to properly

superintend the work which led to the scamping of it
,
the

sureties were held liable on the ground that the mere *ion-

superintendence was not a dereliction of any duty owed by the

employers to the sureties, and therefore did not relieve theiii.

Nor were they discharged by the fact that the engmeer had

given his final certificate although the work was not properly

done or that the retention money had been paid thereon, as

Sae mere giving of the certificate was not shown to have

altered the position of the sureties for the worse, and both

that and the payment of the retention money w'ere procured

by a dishonest execution of the work, against which the sureties

had guaranteed the employers.® • •

The true doctrine on this subject is this : mere omission on

the part of the employer, or mere passive acquiescence in acts

29 L. J.
Ex. 229, 234: and see Black v. Ottoman Bank, 10 W. R. S71,

P. c.
d Watts Shuttlevjorth, supra.

\ rc;o
2 General Steam Navigation \. Rolt,(iQ.^.

L. J. Q. B. 55 ; 67 L. T. 539 5
4i W. R. 19 , 57 J- ^>5 . ^ ^

672.
5 Ibid.
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which are improper on the part of the employe, will not release

the surety
;

but, if there be an omission to do some act

which the employer has contracted with the surety to do, or to

preserve some security to the benefit of which the surety is

entitled, the case is different.^

Again, if the creditor enters into a binding contract Avith

the principal debtor to give him time for the performance of

his contract, Avithout the assent of the sureties, and Avithout

reserving his remedy against the sureties, such giving of time
discharges the sureties. But to produce this result, two things
are necessary. There must be a binding contract to give time,

capable of being enforced
;
and the contract must be Avith the

principal debtor. ^

In the absence of special agreement, a judgment or an
aAvard against a principal debtor is not binding on the surety,
and is not evidence against him in an action against him by
the creditor, but the surety is entitled to have the liability

proved as against him in the same way as against the principal
debtor.3

* M>- Taggart v. Watson, 3 C. & F. 525 : Dawson v. Zawes, Kay 280 :

Durham [Mayor of) v. Foiuler, 22 Q. B. D. 394 ; 58 L. J. Q. B. 246 ;

60 L. T. 456 ; 53 J. P. 374 ; 5 T. L. R. 238 : Taylor v. Bank of New
South Wales, ii A. C. 596 ; 55 L. J. P. C. 47 ; 55 L. T. 444 : Pearl n.
Deacon, 24 Beav. 186 ; r De G. & J. 461.

- Saimiell v. Howarth, 3 Mer. 272 : Frazer v. Jordan, 8 E. & B. 303 :

Clarke v. Birley, 41 C. D. 422 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 616 ; 60 L. T. 948 ; 37W. R. 746 : Bolton v. Buckenham, [1891] i Q. B. 278 ; 60 L. T. Q. B.
261 ; 64 L. T. 278 ; 39 W. R. 293 ; Bolton v. Salmon, [1891] 2 Ch. 48
60 L. J. Ch. 239 ; 64 L. T. 222 ; 39 W. R. 589.

^ Ex parte Young, In re Kitchen, L. R. 17 Ch. D. 668.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CONTRACT TO BUILD.

Form of Contract.—A contract to build a house, or the

like and to provide materials for the purpose, need not, it

seems, be in writing, unless it is not to be performed within a

vear Such a contract is clearly not a contract relating o

land or for the sale of goods within the provisions of the

Statute of Frauds,' nor the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, sect. 4 ,

a contract to build a house or the like, being m^
contract for the sale of goods, even as regards the rnaterials,

but being an entire contract for work and rriaterials. But a

contract for the sale of the ‘building materials ’ of a house-

with a condition that all materials are to be taken down and

cleared off the ground within two months, ‘ after which date

nnv materials then not cleared will be deemed a trespass and

become forfeited, and the purchaser’s right of access shall

absolutely cease ’-is a contract for the sale of an interest in

innfl within S6ct. 4- of tho Stcituto of Frauds.

r7rcu^^^ in the conduct of two parties may establish

bindinu contract between them, although the agreement

reS bvo wrhTn^^ a draft, has not been formally executed

bv either In such a case the word ‘ approved, written by one

of the parties at the end of the draft agreement, must be taken

^ an app oval of the substance of the draft, and not, as m the

Af?ronvevancer’s or solicitor’s draft, an approval of the

. fnrm° But where parties entered into a prehminary

.
’ i;6 & Viet. c. 71.

1 29 Car. 2, 3
> 4 s 272 ; Clay v. Yates, i H. & N. 73-

As iol'bufiding contSc; no. consliluting n par.norship, son AW«V v.

J. cm S70 .
58 L. T. S46 ,

A/. Cn L. R.^ Ap. & 666.
^

how-

sol. ,. Ch.

750 ; 45 L. T. 280 ; 29 W. R. 922.
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performance of the agreement or to give damages for its
breach. ^

A mere assent to the terms to be stated in a proposed
contract would not be binding, but acting upon those terms
may be sufficient to show the adoption of the writing and to
constitute it a valid contract. The onus, however, of ^showing
that both parties have acted on the terms of an agreement
which has not been, in due form, executed by either, lies upon
the party who rests his case on that circumstance.^

In practice, however, the contract is always in writing and
Its terms will depend upon the extent of the works to be
executed. It is unfortunately the case that these agreements
are frequently prepared by persons who have not sufficient
nowledge of the law beanng upon the various clauses required,and of the dangers to which their clients may be exposed It

Will not be necessary here to refer to the clauses which a
point out what formsshould be avoided, as these matters will be dealt with in theollowing chapters. But care should be taken not to adoptthe usml forms, for the clause relating to ‘ extras ’ is generaUy

and^ endless'expense

nrK.w
appointing the architect of the employers asrbitrator, which is almost universal, is very dangerous for thebuilder, for the questions which are likely to arise for arbitration are generally questions on which the arcffitSt L Scourse of his employment has already had before him and

builder pW''agreed°tha™hrS
Te^^rbittor'

arise, or are dismvprf-rl'^nft-c^^
^ arbitrators judgment

into.^
discovered after the contract has been entered

Butwhere1hewScli°ar^^
Chal^^XV^’

^4-

9 SI’ s l't-
= Q.' B.66; fe,
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If during the progress, or on the completion of, the build-

ing operations, the employer and builder wish to submit any

partiSilar disputes to arbitration, they are always free to enter

'"^°irthL^contScrS^educed into writing, whether con-

formity with the requirements of a statute or no, and whether

1° be a contract under seal or no, as a general rule pare

testimony cannot be received to
“"“f

subtract from the terms of the original contract But ex

trinsic evidence is admissible to show that the parties to tne

I WenTgreement have contracted upon a common basis of

rn^ror custom applicable to the building trade ;
or evidence

in their ordinary meaning unambiguous ;
the principle is, m

woa' done wTs^conkru^^^ t^tL usage of *e build-

mSibie "t^SntradS o?vTy what is plain.* And 'vhe^

externally partly of
a Luse as ‘substantial and

3 Myers V. Sari, 3°L. J. ^ ^ p^,- Cur. in Brenun

> Jhid. 30 L. J. Q- B. 9 . 3 • Malian v. May, 13

- fw'-
,!,''• st as io i.U.»'cL2c,s and evidence of usage, &c„

Taylor on Evidence, vol.
'^;*,v|bytnTgent to for the ptindpal

A. .0 parol S ,fa. B. D. 651 ! 49 L. T.

and in his own right, see rotm^

546- tT &K tai. See Beaeon Life and Fire Assure

3 CUarllon v. Gthon, i C. & B.. 54
g ) 73 ; 7 L. T. (N. S.) 574-

anee Co. v. Gibb, i Moore, P- C. C. S.; 73 . /

> See post, Chap.V., as to plans.

’ Hodges V. Horsfall, i R- My-

" PcTMell V. Doubble, Sug.. 29 (14 ^a.).
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external walls was only half a brick in thickness.' Although
that was a case of construction of particulars of sale, yet it
shows the danger of meagre descriptions in writing of the work
to be executed.

Upon an agreement to do work at a measurement price,
to be settled by a person named in the agreement, the settle-
ment of the price is a condition precedent by which the
parties are bound, and not a mere reference to an arbitrator
w’hich could be revoked.^

When a contract is made with reference to certain antici-
pated circumstances, and where, without any default of either
party, it becomes wholly inapplicable to, or impossible of
app ication to, any such circumstances, it ceases to have any
application; it cannot be applied to other circumstances
which could not have been in the contemplation of the partieswhen the contract was rnade.-^ Thus, where a contract wasmade in the month of June, for the execution of certain works
tor a water company within four months, the company con-
tracting to be ready at all times to give possession of the sites,

company’s delay in giving such possession,Ae work was thrown into the winter months, when wages were
difficult to construct, it was

^
a summer contract having, by implication, been inthe contemplation of the parties when the contract was made

n damages

pclledTincir.*
“P“diture which he was com-

Duty independently of Contract.-A builder who hascontracted to do certain work, is bound to enter upon Idsemployment without delay
; to be active, industrLus carefulpd diligent in the performance of the work

; to do it’ accord’

i
“Sreement. the contractor mar.n gXalenter into sub-contracts for the completion of the work but

tTsLtfThetnr^^^^^^ " a'nd

IM'ismv. Smarif, 2 Giff. lei . 6 Tut- N q Srr- c at
- V. Baj>/ey, 2 H. & C ^6 •Vp T T v ^ P- “9-

not fixed according to the contract
’

-il f
agreement of persons namerl tho /•

death, refusal, default, or dis-

3rd ed. p. 55^
" ^^’Uhepartiesarenotbound. Leake on Contracts,

’ V C/n/on Afanne Insurance Co. L R 8 C P c-r,

Addison, p. 675.

V. 10 A.’&
hj- Patteson,

J,, in Wmlwor/h

Louage, No. 421. 49 L. J. C. L. 321 ; Pothier,
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So also there may be an implied contract on the part of

the employer, which is not part of or necessarily connected

with th? contract in writing, to do certam “

the building operations; and the

damages would be the loss which the builder had unavoidably

.ill, .—y"saa" !r~.'Si

rin""rs.—

contracts.®
nf the general rule, a municipal

For instance, as examples of^fte^^

SdSta—
s

£d Sfg', Tull

SeredSSihe^coVrate boofe^^^

SecTor?in£d,£

iSVthe StSco’mpany.t So also was an agreement

. Lawsons. Wallasey Local Boani,^^^. J- Q- J
and in court of first instance, H Q- B. G.

^^^.9

^Sf^AW^'torpomtion.’ Com. Dig. ‘Franchise,’ F. 13.

on Companies, p. io°-

< I Black. Com. 47

5

- „ yict. c. 13 G sect. 37)-

5 The Companies Act, i»o7 (3 i -

Companies 6 M.’& W. 815 : Mayor of Oxfords.

“ Mayor of Ludlow s. C
-r-’-gQ. 4.2 W. R. 200.

Crow, [1893] 3 Ch. 439 i

l. R. yCh. 562 ;
41 L. J.

Ch. 817 :

’ Cramptons. Variia hMlwciy L ., 1^ 0
g^g ; Cope s.

Williams s. Chester and Ho yie
finlay s. Bristol and Bxeter

Thames Haven Dock Co., 3 Exch
(N. S.) 897-^ Seal

Railway Co., 7 Ex. 4°9 = Railway Co., L R-

fEt^^8?clparl7x parJe' Contract Corporation, L. R. 3 Ch. 105.

Thring

The
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with a railway company, made by a mere order of the secretary

without the seal of the company^
But where the purposes for which a corporation is created

render it necessary that work should be done to carry such
purposes into elfect, or where general convenience requires it,

and the work is done, and the whole consideration for pay-
ment is executed, the corporation cannot refuse to pay, upon
the ground that the contract was not under seal

;
as, where a

contract was entered into, and not under seal, at a meeting
of a board of the guardians of a poor-law union, for the
erecting of water-closets in the union. ^ But not for extra
work done under a contract to build the union workhouse,
although ordered by the architect and accepted by the guar-
dians.^ And, again,'* an incorporated company contracted
2inder seal with a builder for the execution of works, according
to a specification annexed, which contained provisions for
extra work

; but the company was not liable for additional
works, which were not within the provisions of the contract,
though approved by the architect.

Can, then, a corporation, in general, be made liable upon
contracts not under seal, when the consideration of the con-
tract has been executed for the benefit of the corporation?
It is extremely doubtful whether, and in what cases, the cor-
poration would be so liable.'^

' Digglev. BlackwallRailway Co., 5 Ex. 442 ; 14 Jur. 937 ; 19 L. T. Ex.
308 ; and see London Dock Co, v. Sm?tot^ 8 E. & B. 347 • 27 L T O B
129.

J* V- •

Clarke V. Cuckfield Unio7t, i Bail C. C. 8i ; i6 Jur. 686 ; 21 L. T.

% ,•
349 . See R. v. Mayor ofNorwich, 30 W. R. 752 : Sanders v. St.

Neots Untott, 8 Q. B. 810; 10 Jur. 566 ; 15 L. J. M. C. 104.
^ Lampi-ell v. Billei-icay Unio7i, 3 Exch. 283 ;

18 L. J. Ex. 282.

^
Ho77iersha 77i v. Wolverhampton Waterworks Co., 6 Exch. 137 • 20

L. J. Ex. 193 : Mayor of Ludloiv \ . Charlto7t, sup7-a.
® Himt V. Wi77ibledo7i Local Board, 4 C. P. D. 48 ; 48 L. J. C. P. D

207. Per Brett, L. J. : ‘ It is said that there is a rule that’ where
orders are given by or on behalf of a corporation, and those orders resultm an apparent contract, though not under seal, and the party with whom
that apparent contract is made has fulfilled the whole of his part of the
contract, and the corporation on whose behalf such apparent contract has

l^enefit of the performance of the
corporation is liable, although the contract is notunder seal. I doubt very much w'hether there is any such rule, either inUw or . /« 56 y Mayor of

K. 8 Ap. Ca. 517 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 713 ; 49 L. T. i • 31 W R ovcBut see Mfyp- of Niddermuister v. Hardivick, L. R. 9 Ex^ 13
•’

43’ L.
['

IC6
9 Corporation v. B7-ougha 7n, L. R. 4 Ap. ’Ca.’

i
CroTV, see also v. MayX of Poole

Ludlow V. Charlt07i, sup7-a •La7/7prell \. BiPericay U7tio7i, supra : Eaton v. Basker, L. R. 6 O B^ D
Sch^S’Sv 398. 597 : Att..Gc77:.. L r!

V"',. ,'.^37 > 52 L. J. Ch. 163 ; 47 L. T. 1:66 • 21 W R nc Ao
to the liability for proportion of expenses of paving,’ &c., where contract is

P^^l.^'^f 7^^Boiir7te77iotM fPa/A, L. R. 14 Q. B D»7 , 54 L. J. Q. B. 93 ; 33 W. R. 280
;
post, p. 572.

^
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Brett, L.J., in Himt v. Wimbledon Local Board^ clearly

points out the important difference between such a contract

when made with an urban authority, as in the above case, and

with other corporations ‘ It is not like the case of a cor-

poration where directors may give an order and make an

apparent contract, and those on whose behalf they give the

order may either reject or accept it
;

as, for instance, if the

directors of a railway company verbally order a railway to be

constructed by a certain contractor, the whole corporation

(namely, the shareholders, on whose behalf the directors have

given the order) may, if they should please, reject the o^er ;

but if the railway is constructed, they may accept it by ob-

taining the benefit of what the contractor has done, and re-

ceiving dividends in respect of the use of the railway Where

there is a body of shareholders capable of accepting the benefit

of the contract, such a doctrine as is suggested may be app i-

cable.2 But here the board is the corporation, who acting

for the inhabitants, who can neither accept nor reject what the

board has done. The inhabitants cannot make use of what the

board orders in the same way or in the same manner as t

shareholders of a railway make use of a railway. •••

sLnS to me, therefore, that in the case of such a corpora ion

as this the doctrine suggested would not be applicable at al

.

Where work was partly performed by engineers under a

contracrnot under seal, and before the work was completed

thfcorporation seal was affixed to the contract, it was he d

that the^engineers were entitled to recover under the contract.

The case subsequently went to the Court of Appeal, and ^vas

overruled on another point
;
no opinion was expressed on the

gt‘e« requiring the corrrmon contra*

Milf th^tewaftoe tte p?ofiT"uch Sucramounts to a

Sitract by the landowner that the person who spends the

tirmche V. AsUmry Carriage Co ,
L. K 7 H. L. 653^; 44 L^J-

Ex. 185 : Smidi v. ffuil Glass Co., “ ."26 L J. Q. B. 46:

Renter v. Electric Telegraph Co
171 inalkoJbe, ibid 249 =

Spachnanv. Evans,\..\y l^-^^^ 7 phosphate of Lime
liulds.oorth . Evans, And. 263 T ChJ5

^
^,7,.

Qo, V. !-* T T* TO*?

26 Ch. D. 107 ; 53 J;
Ch. 1025 5 5° '

'

^
‘ ^ of in Young

» Hunt V. Wimbledon
517 ! 5 ^ L. J. Q- B.

AdfLlL B..nU .4 Q. B. u. 9.. t 54 L. J.

J- <2 - B. -431 53 I-T.8,or 34 W- R-

L, R- 7Ch. SOr 1 4 . L. J. Ch. S. 7 .
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money shall have possession of that on which the money is

spent, and the enjoyment of the property he has so created.*

Thus, where a person, under an agreement to let made by a
resolution passed by a municipal corporation, entered into and
built upon the demised premises, with the acquiescence of the
corporation, they were compelled to grant a valid lease.^ This
equity equally avails in favour of a corporation. ^ But where
the builder did not act in ignorance of the rights of the
corporation or landowner, he could not claim compensation
for having been induced to build on the land of the corpora-
tion.'*

To architects, builders, and others dealing with companies
and corporations, the following observations of Baron Martin
in IV\lhams v. Chester Cr Holyhead Railway Co. ® are very im-
portant, and should constantly be borne in mind when it is

intended to enter into building contracts :

—

‘ Persons dealing with these companies should always bear
in mind that such companies are a corporation, a body essen-
tially different from an ordinary partnership or firm, for all
purposes of contracts, and especially in respect of evidence
against them on legal trials

;
and should insist upon these

contracts being by deed under the seal of the company, or
signed by directors in the manner prescribed by the Act of
Parliament. There is no safety or security for any one dealing
with such a body upon any other footing. The same obser-
vation also applies in respect of any variation or alteration in
a contract which has been made.’

The result of the authorities as to contracts with corporations
would appear to amount to this, that any person dealing with a
corporation should see

—

I St. That the contract is within the scope of the
company’s powers.

2ndly. That the directors, or other agents engaged in
making the contract, are duly authorised by the company

;

Lastly. That the contract is under the seal of the com
**^ such other form as may be prescribed by Ac

o arhament
; or, if not, that the company is a tradin

rl Co. V. Vhtcent, 2 Atk. 83 : Att.
= Cairdv. Birkenhead Naihuay,-iohm

i T ^t‘
Hartlepool Railway, 2D. J. & £

n ,1,
•’y

T
Mayor of Kidderminster v. Hardwick, L. K

L T
'' of Oxford N. Crow, [1893] 3 Ch. 439

X;
" Crook V Corporation of Seaford, L. R. 6 Ch. 551. But see Hwit v

>^o.yor of Oxford y. Crow, [1893] 3 Ch. 439 • 6

’ London and Birmingham Railway y. Whiter, Cr. & Ph OCrampton v. Varna Railway Co., supra.
'

’ IS Jur- 829.
^
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corporation and the contract relates to matters necessarily

incident to the purposes for which the corporation was

created.^

In agreements between builders and persons having a cor-

porate capacity, or trustees of building funds, it should be

clearly stated, whether the liability of the contracting parties is

personal, or only extends to the amount of the fund of which

they have to make use. But a contract by persons expressly

restricting their liability to an alleged corporate capacity, not

in fact having any such capacity, was held to bind thein per-

sonally, the restriction being rejected as repugnant. For a

proviso which is in terms wholly repugnant to a covenant

creating a personal liability is void ;
but a proviso only limiting

the personal liability without destroying it is valid.=^ The con-

tract may be so framed that the liability of the trustees of a

building fund may be restricted to the period during which

they are the trustees, and terminate on their ceasing to hold

the office, and it may also be stipulated that their liability, in

any case, shall extend only to the amount of the building fund

and no further.'*
. u i, m

Directors, making a contract without authority on behalt ot

a company, may, of course, render themselves personally liable

upon an implied warranty.® .

Divided Contracts.—Where a church or other building is

to be erected by a committee formed for that purpose, it is

sometimes expedient to modify the contract so as to divide a

large work into stages or sections, at which the committee may

stop if funds are not provided for going on In that case it is

fair to the contractor that they should be bound to say jvithi

some reasonable time after the first section is completed whether

they require him to go on.

1 See Thring on Companies, Lindley on Companies, and Brice on

Furnivalls. Coombes, 5 M. & G. 736 ; 6 Djy
3 See iudgment, Jessel, M.R., m Wilhainsv. Hatlia.My, 6

C40 expliining Funiivall v. Coombes, supra. See McCollin

I n B D ^i6 as to words sufficient to make directors personally liable.

^ 6 Ch. Div. 544- See Eaton v. Basber,

7 Q. B. D. 529; 29 W. R. 398, 597 - t t c P. 129: Firbank
s Weeks v. Propert, F- R- S C. 1

. 4 7 > 4 • J
•

'

-g t t 36 ;

V. Humphreys, 18 Q. B. D. 54 5 Sj L- J- Q- ^ 57
,
^6 ,

35 W. R. 92 : Elkington v. Hurter, [1892] 2 Ch. 45 , J

66 L. T. 764-
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CHAPTER V. Chap. V.

AGREEMENT FOR BUILDING LEASE, AND DESCRIPTION OF
BUILDING LAND BY PLANS.

Form of Agreement for Building Lease.—As a general rule,
when land is to be let for building, the commencement of the
term to be granted is postponed until completion of the houses,
and, therefore, an agreement is generally necessary in the first

place, and this will particularly be the case where the agreement
is for erecting several houses and the landlord is to have the
option of deferring the grant of the several leases until a par-
ticular day.*

A contract to build need not be in writing, but a contract
for a building lease is a contract for an interest in lands within
the rneaning of sect. 4 of the Statute of Frauds, which must be
in writing, or of which there must be a memorandum or note
in writing, signed by the party to be charged therewith, or some
other person by him lawfully authorised.^ But an agreement
after lease granted that the landlord shall enlarge the premises,
and the tenant pay a certain percentage on the landlord’s outlay
IS not within the statute.^

An executory agreement for a lease does not satisfy the
Statute of Frauds unless it can be collected from it on what
day the term is to begin, and there is no inference that the
term is to commence from the date of the agreement, in the
absence of language pointing to that conclusion.'* It seems
that the words ‘immediate possession is required’ in an agree-

term ®
^ P°***t o**t the commencement of the

It is usual in agreements for granting building leases tc
prov.de that the landlord shall grint a sfparate le£e of each

* See forms, post.

stall and
memorandum or note thereof muststate, and how the agreement must be signed, &c. , see Woodfall’s T T

L. R. 48 L

M. & w: Ml
'

3 B. & Ad. 89,

.

Ir,
19 Ch. D. 233 ; Wy„ V. RushU, ,i L. R.

386^1 I- r Cl'- 8 . 4 ; 48 L. T.
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house or pair of houses.* This is done in consequence of the

danger to which otherwise each assignee or sublessee of part of

the demised premises would be exposed of being distrained

upon or evicted by the superior landlord for non-payinent of

rent or breach of covenant by persons over whom he has no

Where a lessee assigns part of the land comprised in his

lease and sublets the remaining part at apportioned rents, the

sublessee, if he be compelled to pay the whole of the rent, has

no right of contribution against the assignee for his portion

thereof, as the assignee and sublessee are not subject to a

common demand.^
. • j u ^ u

The agreement in some cases simply provides that, when

the houses are completed, the lessor will grant the lease or

leases, but that the lessor may enter and take possession ot all

the buildings and building materials Mf the lessee fail to co^

plete the houses within the time limited. Tt is advisable to

give the builder, in the first place, a power of entry only for the

purpose of building and, after providing for deterrnming tte

agreement as to any particular parcel of ground if the tenant

fail to complete the house or houses, to provide that the agree-

ment is intLded, until the leases shall be executed, to ereate

^
tenancv at will upon the terms mentioned, but to entitle tne

landlord to the like power and remedy, by distress or otherwise,

as if the lease or leases had been actually granted.

In describing the land which is included m the agreement,

it is advSwe tl refer .0 the adjoirti.^ land as -tended
f

be built upon, up to the land hereby leased, so that there

may be no ground for any doubt upon that matter.

A condition should be inserted in an

building lease of one of several lots, reserving to lessees

other lots the right of building into or upon the end

wills upon certain terms, so that such walls may become party-

framing agreements for building leases, the best plan is to

set out in extfnso the several provisions which the lease itself

' Lowther v. Heaver, 41 Ch. D. 255 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 482 ,
60 L.

310 • 37 W. R. 465 ;
and see infra, p. 3°-

D. .46 ; 59 L. J. Ch. 3- ;
6a L. T. 537 ;

T'A?d h'

.''powSfof entry for buiffing to
j,. Bet see

. See V. 4 Q- ^
D 480^

and
/J

P 3
^ ^ 5

.

now misk V. LoM, 21 Ch D. 9 ,
5^ C- J- ^

31 W. R. 109 ; infra, p. 26. ^ee form, p. 3 4 -

f See Waddington v. Naylor, 60 L. i . 4°0 -
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contain
;
but the provisions are sometimes referred to in con-

cise terms (as the lessee to covenant to pay rents and taxes, to

repair, to insure, &c.), and left to expansion at a future day, a

somewhat dangerous course of proceeding. It is scarcely

necessary to say that an agreement stipulating for the insertion

of all usual covenants, or allproper covenants, or the like, should

be carefully avoided. In some cases where the building estate

is extensive, a form of the lease is contained in the schedule to

the agreement, and that is the best plan.^

In Haywood v. Silber ^ an agreement for a sublease was en-

tered into, the underlease to contain all usual covenants (in-

cluding a covenant not to assign or underlet without the consent
of the sublessor), together with such other covenants, clauses,

and provisos as were contained in the lease under which the
premises were held. The original lease contained (i) a
covenant that disputes relating to the demised premises between
the lessee and other tenants of the lessor should be referred to

the arbitration of the lessor
; (2) that the lessee, his executors,

administrators, or assigns would not assign or sublet without
the licence of the lessor

; (3) that demises and assignments
should be prepared by the solicitors of the lessor. It was held
that the covenants in the original lease were not to be taken as
models and inserted into the underlease with the names of the
underlessor and underlessee substituted for the names of the
original lessors and lessees respectively, but that they must be
inserted without modification, so as to bind the underlessee to
refer disputes with other tenants of the original lessor to the
arbitration of the original lessor, not to assign or underlet with-
out the consent of the original \&'s,s,ox, and to have his demises
and assignments prepared by the solicitors of the original \&s,^ox,

a decision to be carefully guarded against when such is not the
intention of the parties.

It is now decided ^ that since the Judicature Acts, where
there is an agreement for a lease under which possession has been
given, the possession is held under the agreement. The tenant
holds under the same terms in equity as if a lease had been
granted, it being a case in which both parties admit that relief is
capable of being given by specific performance. The landlord
can exercise the same rights as he would have had if a lease had
t^en granted. On the other hand, the tenant is protected in
the same way as if a lease had been granted

;
he cannot be

turned out by six months’ notice as a tenant from year to year."*

' See forms, p. 317. As to stamps on agreements for, and on buildinc
leases, see the Stamp Act, 1891.

°

; 34 W. R. 1 14.
yVillia»iso7t, L. R. g Ch. 7^9) where it

was to be a model only.

Walsh V. Lonsdale, 21 Ch. D. 9 , ^ j. ^ a
31 W. R. 109 : cf .dda,ns v. LLagger, 4 Q. B.'d.’ 480, Ind infra,\xlo.

,10 •
^48; S8 L. J. Ch. 482 ; 60 LTt.

310
, 37 W. R. 465 ; see pos/, p. 30.

See, however, Williamson v.
was held that the original lease

52 L. J. Ch. 2 ; 46 L. T. 858 ;
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During the time a lessee is in possession under an agree-

ment for a lease the Statute of Limitations does not begin to run

against the owners of the land, inasmuch as they have not an

effective right of entry or action for the recovery of the land.

Covenants not to carry on a particular trade, or in restraint

of trade in a trading locality, are not ‘ usual covenants ,

whether they are so or not, however, is a question of fact.

Under a contract for a lease to contain usual coveriants, where

the lessee was to build, and not to use the premises for any

other purpose than a glass manufactory, it was held, that the

lessor was not entitled to the insertion of an affirmative covenant

compelling the lessee to carry on this business.'*

Where premises are described as ‘leasehold business pre-

mises ’ the purchaser is entitled to have an assignment of pro-

perty on which he can carry on any business, subject only to

restrictions imposed by the general law, or in force as to any

particular trade.

.

Although there are words of present demise m an agreement

for a lease, if the document provides that it shall not operate as

a lease, but only as an agreement, it will be construed as such.

And words of present contract, with an agreement that t e

lessee should take possession immediately for building or other-

wise, and that a lease should be executed in future, operate only

as an agreement for a lease, and not as a lease itse .

a contract that B. should receive certain sums of money from A.,

and should build on A.’s land, and procure responsible tenants

at a given rate, and himself pay the rent from a certain day

till he procured such tenants, creates no tenancy between A.

Where, after words of present demise (‘ doth agree to let,

&c.), there was an agreement to grant a lease when certain

buildings had been finished by the tenant, it was considered tha

as the tenant had to lay out money on the premises, he took an

1 Warren v. Murray, [1894] 2 Q. B. 648 ; 64 L. J. Q. B. 42 ;
7i

Wilbrah^t'^Ltvesly^^^ 206: Property.

K. Z%, V. C.rt,
I
V ^ lot!

7 C. D.’sss i La„4triuutB,.siiy, [1892] 3 Ch.

%l;2u r96 , 7 B. . C 6^
: Strdi; l. t.

100 ; 37 W. R. 217 ; S3 ^0 • 7 C. & B. 360 : Taylor
® T^pyyi'ti^ V. Bvooh^ I cL 1n.» 5^^ ^ • • it

CaUhvell, 3 B. & S. 826. Compare Doe d. Jackson v. Ashburncr, 5 T. R.

^ , . , , „ , . „ rrr,,, r T R Scc Adaftis V. Hagger,

building. ^ o -r- 00
8 Taylor v. Jackson, 2 C. <x K. 22.
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immediate legal interest, with an agreement for a subsequent

more formal assurance.' And an agreement for a lease, with

stipulations for the lessee to commence with laying out a con-

siderable sum on the premises (the lease to contain certain

specified covenants), ‘and in the meantime, until such lease

shall be executed, to pay rent, and to hold the same premises
subject to the covenants above-mentioned,’ amounts to an actual

demise.^

But, on the other hand, where it is the landlord who agrees
to complete certain erections on the premises, that, it seems, is

an argument against an actual demise.^

It is frequently made a condition precedent to the granting
of the lease that the buildings should be duly covered in to the
satisfaction of the landlord’s architect, in conformity with plans
to be approved by him

;
and the law with respect to the breach

of similar conditions, where the approval of the architect is

made a condition precedent to payment or any other matter,
will be considered in a future chapter. It would probably be
a sufficient reply to a landlord, relying upon the default by a
lessee in complying with such a condition, that such default
was caused by the failure of the landlord and his architect to ap-
prove the plans when submitted, or to supply plans if so agreed.®
But if there is a condition, which is clearly expressed, making
the architect the sole and exclusive judge in all disputes which
may arise in consequence of breaches of the conditions in the
agreement, the lessee will be bound by his determination.®

An agreement by a builder with a lessee to erect a building
of such a class, &c., as shall be approved by the freeholder does
not, in strictness, make the approval by the freeholder a condition
precedent

;
but it is a definition of what is agreed to be erected,

and, if the freeholder do not approve, there is nothing you can
perform, and nothing of which the lessee can insist upon the
performance. In the absence of such approval the builder is

‘ Pode V. Bentley, 12 East, 168 ; 2 Camp. 286. But see Walsh v.
Lonsdale, supra, p. 27.

. rj
6 Bing. 206; 3 M. & P. 497 : Rollason v. Leon,

7 H. & N. 73 ; 31 L. J. Ex. 96 : Wilson v. Chisholm, 4 C. & P. 474.Compare Bicknell v. Hood, 5 M. & W. 104 : Curling v. Mills, 7 Scott
JN. K. 709 : Anderson v. Midland Railway Co., 30 L. T. Q. B. 94 • 3 e!6 E. 614 : Holland v. Kensington Vestry, L. R. 2 C P i;6<; • ^6* T T
M. C. 105.

• a j j-

^ Doe A. Jackson y. Ashburner, 5 T. R. 163 : Regnart v. Porter,
7 B'ng- 4SI : Gore

y Lloyd, 12 M. & W. 463 : Doe d. Wood v. Clarke,

iStatl EiiiS
’ "

‘ See post. Chap. VII. See/<?r^ Chap. XVIII., and pp. 137 138 asto covenants to complete buildings to the satisfaction of the surveyor Seeforms, pp. 3S4, 357.
^^e

* Aoberts v. Btay Improvement Commissioners, L. R./ c C P -jin •

39 L. J. C. P. 129 ; see post. Chap. VII. ’

Commissioners, supra: Tones v 9/Joluis College, Oxford, L. R. 6 Q. B. 115 ; 40 L. J. Q. B. 80 • and theother cases which are considered, post, p. 50, Chap. VIL
’ °
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not liable for breach of contract, if he do not build
;
the true

construction of such an agreement is not to put up such a

building as the freeholder shall approve, but such as he shall

have approved—that is to say, when approved it shall be put

So where, as is usual, the agreement contains a condition

that the lessee will complete the buildings within a certain

time he may bring an action against the kndlord for wrongly

taking advantage of a proviso for determining the agreement

in the event of the tenant failing to complete within such time.

The remedy of the landlord for breaches of conditions by the

lessee as to time of completion will be found m a future

When, as is frequently the case, it is stipulated that sums

in the nature of rent shall from time to time be paid before the

lease is granted, such payments have been considered sums

in gross, quasi rent, but not rent.^ Consequently, assignees of

the builder do not acquire any estate in the premises, nor if

they pay the quasi rent do they assume the position of yearly

tenLts ;
the person liable to pay the quasi rent is the original

contractor.** The same principle was acted on in Adams v.

Haller where, although the builder never took possession of

SS, rrs held thit there «as a collateral contract to the

intended lease to pay the amount of the rent, and that non

Dosscssion of tho l3.nd \v2.s iniiri3.tcritil.
rr

As will be seen in a later chapter,® agreements for building

leases Ire in general, intended to be divisible and to entitle

the builder to have a lease of each house when finished, with-

out the Sition precedent of finishing all the other houses

The contract is also made divisible in this manner, so that

Te buddS, as soon as he has built to a certain extent on

Dortions of the land, may, by obtaining separate leases of the

hniisps take them into the market for the purpose of raisin-,

Xey If reqS, to enable him to complete the rest of the

contract ^ And there is no obligation or condition

contracts of this description that if the intended lessee shall

assiern to anybody, that assignee shall enter into a distinct and

Smratfagreemen and covenant on his part to perform the

Xk agrSent.« In such a case, as soon as the agreed

1 NortJmmherJand Avenue Hotel Co., 56 L. T. 833.

c. P. 335: '.honsdak, 21

rh S L f’ch 2 ; 46 L. T. S58 1 31 W. R. 109, supra, p. 27.

And^ee cases noth (1) and (2), p. 29. See forms, p. 324.

6 4 Q. B. D. 480-

‘

'ri^8 Ch' L. I. Ch. 38. In

, ,m;sr dbS;'-* lj a. m
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number of houses has been covered in, the builder, or his

nominee, is entitled to claim and bound to accept a lease of

such houses, and his rights and liabilities are the same as if the

lease had been granted, and he no longer holds such houses on

the terms of the building agreement, but on the terms to be

inserted in the lease, in accordance with the decision in Walsh
V. Lo7isdale

;
^ and a proviso for re-entry contained in the

agreement, on the builder discontinuing building operations

for a certain number of days, cannot be exercised against the

completed buildings, although default is made as to other parts

of the land comprised in the agreement, and although a lease

has not actually been granted of the completed buildings.’^

From the moment the right to have a lease has accrued as

regards any particular plot, that plot is to be treated as if a
lease had been granted.^

The ground landlord sustains no injury by treating such
a contract as separable in this respect

;
he gets a particular

portion of his property covered with houses, finished to a
certain extent, and he secures a lessee of those houses, who,
having laid out money already to a considerable amount
upon them, will, for his own sake, be anxious to complete
them, and will be bound to pay him the ground rent

;
and he

still retains exactly the same right he had under the original
agreement as regards the remaining ground.

It is common in the case of agreements for building leases
to provide that the leases are to be granted to the lessee, or
to his nominee or nominees. Where there is an agreement to
grant a lease to a nominee only, the appointment of a nominee
is a condition precedent, and the lessee cannot maintain an
action for specific performance of the agreement if he has
not performed the condition.'*

Where there is No Written Agreement.—Although a mere
oral agreement for a building lease cannot be sued upon as
such, yet, if the terms of such contract be distinctly proved
or admitted, and there are acts of part performance, referable
solely to the contract as alleged, and consistent with it, and
which are sufficient to take the contract out of the operation
accordance with the contract because water-pipes had not been put up, and
evidence was given by several surveyors that water-pipes ought to be putup before a house can be said to be, strictly speaking, ‘covered in.’
Janies, L.j., said : ‘It is, however, reasonably clear that a water-pipe to
a cott^e costing 200/. must be a matter causing only trivial expenditure

^ ?
ground for saying that a builder who

lad omitted it had not completed his contract for the present purpose ’ As
to a wooden roof being deemed complete though not covered with zinc, asprovided by the agreement, Lowther v. Heaver, supra.

21 Ch. D. 9 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 2 ; 46 L. T. 858 ; 31 W. R. 109.Lowther v. Heaver, 41 Ch. D. 265 ; 58 L. T. Ch. 482 • 60 L T

5 T
’

lY’638
61 L. T. 470 ; 1889 W. N. 135 ;

’ Lowther v. Heaver, supra.
' rniliams V. Brisco, 22 Ch. D. 441 ; 48 L. T. 198 ; 31 W. R. 907.
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of the Statute of Frauds, an action for a specific performance

can be maintained. ^ This equitable doctrine will particularly

apply in the case of agreements for building leases; and if a

tenant enter, and, with the privity of the landlord, build m
such a manner as cannot be referred to any other title than the

alleo-ed agreement, this would be a sufficient part performance

of the contract.^ It is the fraud and injustice which would

result from allowing the landlord to refuse to grant a lease after

the laying out of money in building under such circumstances,

which give rise to the equitable jurisdiction in decreeing specific

performance of a parol agreement.^
, , tt r

And it has accordingly been laid down by the House ot

Lords, “ that if a man, under a verbal agreement with a landlord

for a certain interest in land, or under an expectation created

or encouraged by the landlord that he shall have a certain

interest takes possession of such land with the consent of the

landlord, and upon the faith of such promise or expectation,

with the knowledge of the landlord, and without objection by

him, lays out money upon the land, this, though not strictly

part performance, may raise an equity analogous to that which

is raised when one stands by and sees another expend money on

his land, believing he has good title
;
and the Court will compel

the landlord to give effect to such promise or expectation, bo

if a tenant from year to year laid out money in building upon

land upon an erroneous supposition, created or encoura^d by

the landlord, that he should have a lease, a Court of Equity

would not allow the landlord to profit by such

But if the tenant failed to show that he had any absolute right

as against the owner beyond that of a tenant from year to year

ortLt the owner knew he was expending his

mistaken belief that he possessed such right, he would not be

^"^ft^sh^uM brobserved that the agreement must be com-

plete as a contract, whether it be proved by one or more

> See post, Chap. XV., Specific Performance, ^nd PP- I i 7
|

Price V. Salusbury, SzBeav. 446 5 32 L. J. Ch. /
T T N S. no. See Maddison v. Alderson,

^
52 • J-

Ch 66\1’s6 35 1- P- 7oS':

2- & b'.'3Q3: S-Merlmtd v. BHss>, i

Myf &C. 3 D= 0. M. S:

Fto V. .4 386
: 3^; In

Lord Cranwonh.

142.
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writings, or by parol evidence, coupled with sufficient part
performance to take it out of the statute^

It will not be irrelevant here to refer to the canons laid
down in Rainsden v. Dyson,

^

with respect to building on land
where there is no special agreement

:

r. If a tenant builds on his landlord’s land, he does
not, in the absence of special circumstances, acquire any
right to prevent the landlord from taking possession of
the land and buildings when the tenancy has determined.

2. If the tenant, being a mere tenant at will, builds on
the land in the belief that he thereby acquires a title after-
wards to claim a lease of the land, and the landlord allows
him so to build, knowing that he is acting in that belief,
and does not interfere to correct the error \semble), equity
will interfere to compel the grant of a lease.

3- If a stranger begins to build on land, stiffosi?ig it
to be his own, and the real owner, perceiving his mistake,
abstains from setting him right, and leaves him to per-
severe in his error, a Court of Equity will not afterwards
allow the real owner to assert his title to the land,

4. But if a stranger builds on land knoiving it to be the
property of another, equity will not prevent the real owner
from afterwards claiming the land, with the benefit of all
the expenditure on it.^

person, therefore, expending money in building by mis-
take upon the property of another has, it seems, no equity
against the owner who was ignorant of, and did not encourageim m his expenditure

;
but if it were necessary for the owner

to proceed in equity, he would probably only be entitled to its
assistance, according to the ordinary rule, by doing equity andmaking compensation for the expenditure.'*

So where the lessor is ignorant of his own rights, and there
IS nothing to show that he knew that the plaintiff, who had laid

SarriSr?n" oThE
nipni-

action for a specific performance of the agree-ment could not be maintained against the lessor.’ Mistake of

n V. Oglander, 2 H. & M. 46
<;

•

ci SSfi
L. R 2 H. L. 127 • 26 L T

ttanl, L.‘r. 1^%'^’ ^ ' Bankart v. Tm-
V. Stone, 33 W R 421 ^^‘^der

India Co. V f^w/2 All I, 328 : East

Ch
V. T.Ja,u, L. r’

, 3, L. j.

z> V
Eennie v. Young, 2 De G. & T 116Railway Co., L. R. 7 Ch. Ap. 562.

'' ^

» 4 Hare, 97.

which theXne'^^frfcl Heh^^vm
the circumstances under

433 . Mother V. Femdime Hospilol, . V, S: 13 . 'iffSien'i.
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fact under these circumstances is not the less a ground for

relief because the person who has made the mistake had the

means of knowledge.^

Although the agreement be not m writing, and the plamtitt

cannot, therefore, bring an action on it, yet he may be able to

recover the amount he has expended on a house of which he

expected to obtain a lease, as for work and labour done with

the defendant’s consent.^
, ^ , a . o 3

Landlord’s Title.—The Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874,

enacts that ‘ under a contract to grant or assign a term of years

whether derived or to be derived out of a freehold or leasehold

estate, the intended lessee or assign shall not be entitled to

call for the title to the freehold ;’ but this is ‘ subject to any

stipulation to the contrary in the contract. An agreemen o

deliver an abstract of the title to the freehold pcludes this

s-'Ction ^ A lease comprising a right of way is within the

section even as to the right of way.'^ And the Conveyancing

and Law of Property Act, i88i,« enacts that on a contract to

grant a lease for a term of years to be derived out of a ease^

hold interest, with a leasehold reversion, the m ended lessee

shall not have the right to call for the title to that reversion.

This section, also, does not apply if a contrary intention is

expressed in the contract. Under a contract to sell and assign

a ferm of years derived out of a leasehold mterest m land, or

to grant a lease for a term of years to be derived out of a

llsehold interest with a leasehold reversion, the ^tended

assign or lessee has the right to call for the lease under which

the intended assignor or lessor holds.
K„;iri it is

If however, the intended lessee purposes to build, it is

imprudent and unusual to take a lease without investigati g

the lessor’s title.®

Calor S Ves. 690, as to expenditure by lessee giving an

wJ questioned by Fry, J., in

cited, however, in Bankart Tennant, L. R. 10 Lq. 141. i 47 -

‘ Willmottv. Barber, supra.
t n Tt t 78 • -,dL. T.95.

2 Pulbrook V. Lawes, i Q. B. D. 284 ; 45 L. J. Q- B. I 7» , o4 ^

3 77 & 38 Viet. c. 78, s. 2.

Re Pursell and Deakin, 1893 W. N. 152-
.7, . 38 W R. 725 5

^ Jones V. Watts, 43 Ch. D. 574 5 62 L. T. 471 . 3« ^ ’

^ ^AC^qrt c 41 s 13. Thissectionissupplementary tos.3 (I),

to Yates, 30 Ch. D. 344 > 54 J’ ‘
as evidence of per-

785. A purchaser is entitled to
'
Johnson and Justin,

formance of covenant to build, ibui ^ut ch Ad^
®^b/[-893) 1 Q? B. 39 i

68 i T. 89 ,

4;^^ .06.

necessary where the lessee is to build.
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Description of Parcels by Plans.—In agreements for leases, Chap. V.
and in leases of land which is cut up for building purposes,
the parcels are frequently described by reference to a schedule Agreement

and plan. This is a convenient mode of describing the
property, but a plan, though a useful adjunct to a specific DScription
description, can seldom, especially when drawn on an in- of Building
adequate scale, show with strict accuracy the precise position Land by
of the property

;
and a slight error in the drawing of the plan Plans,

may cause complications of a serious nature. In using plans, in agree-
therefore, for this purpose, there should be an independent ments for

substantive description of the situation, extent, and dimensions building

of the property intended to be leased, so as to let the plan be and

merely in aid and explanation of this description. An instance
ie\ses''^"’°of the probable consequences of relying upon the description

‘

of the property by reference to a plan which turns out to be
incorrect will be found in the following case. A deed con-
veyed a piece of land, and the schedule described the land
thus :

Number on the Plan
of the B. F. Estate.

Description of
Premises

— —

153 ^ . A small piece
marked on the
plan

In the occupa-
tion of A.

34 perches

The plan was drawn to a scale, but it was found that ^
contained less than 34 perches, according to the actual measure-
ment of the plan, and 27 perches only according to the actual
measurement of the land. It was held that the deed passed
only the portion of land actually marked off on the plan as
measured by the scale. * And, again, where a deed purported
to convey all that messuage and several closes of land thereto
belonging, called Cotton Farm, in the occupation of G. S and
consisting of the several particulars specified in the first divi-

delmenipr1?^^'^“
^ thereunder written, and more particularly

the S?H the margin of
no general words

; it was^ held

thf ^ ^ ®hp of land had always been occupied with

i
delineated in the schedule and plan

that the dln^
Cotton Farm, was not admissible,^andthat the deed was conclusive.^ But on a conveyance of a plot

See’ "PZyPtl 'i
"

.? L •

P ^ S?',
?«•

vv. R. S3';

Dam y'shepkcr,
I, L. R. TcChi. vlnfyComnnssioners v. Dunkley, 4 Ch. Div. 1

^ J^rautage

Barton v. Dawes, supra.
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of land of certain measurements, set out on a plan, two

houses recently erected or about to erected thereon, it be^
proved that the foundations were laid before the deed was

executed, the Court considered that it was immaterial that the

ground occupied by the houses exceeded the measurements

stated ' Where land is conveyed by reference to a plan, and

there is an adjoining house of the grantor which m part over-

hangs the land so conveyed, the overhanging part of the house

oasses bv the conveyance of the land.
r r r.-.,-

^ The question of parcel or no parcel is a question of fact for

a iurv to^decide ;
but it is the province of the judge to explain

jury ho„ ’the plan, as any other portion of the deed, ts

^PlffRichardt' the boundary in a lease was described

as ‘a lini drawn from J.
V.’s house’ to a bound- stone and m

the description of the parcels in the lease it \vas said, \\hich

said pr^r^h es are particularly described by the map on the

SLiscsfes ss .ia

struction. And this seems ‘°‘>= be
long as the P)“ ^ ^ of the instrument, by the
interpreted, like ^ to incorrectly represent

S?;js"L‘ hoJse, it was\ question of fact what parcels

were intended to be
'Vo„,Snce by reference to a

p

" -
> Mannings. 61 L. J. Ch. 352; 4° W. R.

,,;.ifro’^4L?gtf»t‘»ice.
see WukaHr v. a H. & C.

admissible on the
v. T/wmas, 3 M>' 1 - & 353 •

Llealdey v. Smil/i, n bmi. 15

• Sn/>ra. “ Lyle v. Richards, supra, 23S.

5
y);w<r;/^/c«/^honn\estburj.
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but not coloured, was held to pass under the word ‘yards,’

which was used in the general words.

^

So where land is sold for building by reference to a plan

accompanying the particulars, which is incorrect, it will be a
material consideration with the Court whether the purchaser
was misled by such plan.^ If accurate, it is merely tantamount
to a view of the property.^ Should the purchaser be misled
by the plan which represents adjoining land as forming part of
the property, the Court may refuse to enforce the contract."*

Where lot i was described as building ground, and was ex-

pressed to be sold subject to the rights of way reserved by the
existing leases of adjoining property 2, and the particulars

contained plans which disclosed a carriage way reserved over
lot I to 2, and also a foot-way reserved over lot i to another lot

3, but gave no indication of a 7iother foot-way reserved over lot i

to 2, the misdescription was held sufficient to entitle the pur-
chaser to rescind the contract.-’’ And where the owner put up
the whole of an estate, except a small piece of land, for sale in
lots, subject to restrictive covenants as to the class of buildings
to be erected thereon, and the different lots were coloured, arid
the excepted piece of land was uncoloured, but was not marked
with the vendor’s name, though the names of the adjoining
owriers were printed, the Court refused to enforce the contract
against a purchaser of one of the lots, who had purchased in
the belief that the whole of the vendor’s estate was included
in the particulars of sale, unless the vendor entered into similar
restrictive covenants as to the excepted plot.®

A plan if referred to by an instrument, must be read along
with it, and be looked to for the purpose of explaining it.'^ But
the mere exhibition of a plan does not amount to a representa-
tion or warranty that all the ground exhibited in the plan shall
be put, or shall continue, in the same state in which it was
exhibited upon the plan

;
® and, on the lease or sale of building

land, the exhibition on the plan of intended roads or other
improvements on the adjacent land, does not bind the lessor

> Willis V. Watney, 51 L. J. Ch. 181 ; 45 L. T. 739; 30 W. R
^24*

» Ibid.

Weston V. Bird, 2 W. R. 145 ; Denny v. Hancock, L. R. 10 Ch^p. I .

4 Bing. N. C. 463 ; 6 Scott, 320. See Att.-Gen. v
II Ch. Div. 327 : Ashbumerv. Sewell, [18913^Ch. 405 , 60 L. J. Ch. 784 ; 65 L. T. 524; 40 W. R. 169 ; 7 T. L. R

“ Baskcomb w. Beckwith, L. R. 8 Eq. 100, and see post, p. 197.

n Lincolnshire RailLy Co.

2 kni 77? j u :T J- See Tulk v. l^Lhay
8 ^ ^ *°5 ; i8 L. T. Ch. 85.

^T^"V*893] I Ch. 19s; 62 L. J. Ch. 172; 67 L T7 3 > 41 R. 156. See/oj-/, Chap. XX. as to restrictive covcnams
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or vendor to make or execute such roads or improvements.'

And, again, the lessee or purchaser will not be entitled to a

grant of a right of way over any roads so laid down on the

plan, except such as form the direct means of communication

with the nearest highway.'^ Of course, where the plan has

been made distinctly and expressly a part of the agreement,

the case is very different.^ And it seems that it would not be

competent to a vendor to divide the land in a different manner,

so as to attract an occupancy and population entirely different

from that which would have been produced by acting on the

plan proposed and held out at the sale.'*

If a man buy land with notice acquired from plans that it

forms part of a building estate, he may be restrained by other

landowners on the estate from dealing with the land he has

purchased, otherwise than in accordance with the restrictions

disclosed on the plan.

1

For the purpose of identification, it has been held at law

to be sufficient that an abstract should refer to, without con-

taining copies of, maps or plans indorsed upon the deeds .

but this can scarcely be so in cases where, as sometimes

happens, a deed contains no substantive description of the

property, but conveys it merely by reference to the plan.' A

tracing of the plan employed to define, or to elucidate the de-

scription of the parcels, when not sent with the abstract, is

usually furnished upon the purchaser’s request, and may, it

seems, in most cases be insisted on.®

If a building agreement expressly refer to a plan as an

existing document, forming a term in the contract, paro

evidence is admissible for the purpose of identifying the plan.

But the evidence must be such as to leave no doubt of the

identity of the papers to which the reference is made ;
and a

bill was dismissed for the specific performance of an agreement

> Feoffees ofHeriofs Hospital v. Gibson, 2 Dow. 301 : Squire v. Camp-

I,ell, . Sfr/c. 459 ,
486 ; S. C. 6 L. J. (N. S.) Ch. 4.

;

Seymour, i2Beav. 269 : Fewsterv. Turner, 6Jur. 144 ,
n b- B •

Tulk V. Moxhay, supra. See Baskcomb -BeclrmlKsupm .
'

Creed 10 Sim. 9 : Nicholson v. Rose, 4 De G. & J.
10 . Isastiuooa y.

Lever, 4 De G. J. & S. 114: hut see Beaumont v. Dukes, Jac. 422.

V. "Hall, 4 De G. & S. 343 - See also po.t, p. 201, under

‘

V. Huskisson, 4 Sim. 15 = Sice v. Corporation of Brculford,

4 Giff. 262.

^ Peacock V. Penson, rr Beav 355 - see
s Tindall v. Castle, 62 L. J.

Gh. 555, io9j "• ^

V. Smith, 2 Exch. 792
; reference

’ See ^w^c,pp. 35-37. us to the danger of describing p p y }

only to a plan.

: . R. &My. ..8. ^ ''

Lef. 32 ; and Murley v. McDermott, 3 N. & P. 35^ ,
» A. • 3
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Chap. V.

to grant a lease of ‘all those premises at, &c., as per plan, &c.,’

because the evidence failed to show which of several plans was
the one intended.* In order to avoid questions of this nature,

the plan should be signed by the parties, and annexed to the

contract
;

or, what would be still better, should be indorsed,

where possible, on the contract.

* Hodges V. Horsfall, supra.
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THE ARCHITECT, HIS DUTIES AND LIABILITIES.

It should be observed that several of the statements in this

and the following chapters are to a great extent as much

applicable to an agreement for a building lease, as to a building

contract.
• • r

His Appointment.—When the building to be erected is of

importance an architect is generally retained, beuig selected

either by competition,* or by private arrangement.

^

No particular form of appointment is necessary, and the

retainer may, with two exceptions, be either verbal, or implied

from the acts of the parties, or the circumstances of the case.

If the agreement is one which is not to be performed ^ylthln the

space of one year from the making thereof^,^ that is, is incapable

of being completely performed within the year,'* it must be in

writing. And if the architect is retained by a corporation, the

agreement must be under seal. Thus,® where an urbim

authority verbally directed their surveyor to employ the plaintiff

an architect, to prepare plans for offices, which was done, and

the authority advertised for tenders for building the offices

in accordance therewith, but when these were sent in, it was

found that the plaintiff’s plans were upon too expensive

a scale, and the intended offices were not erected ;
but

although the offices were necessary for the purposes of the

defendants, and the plaintiff’s plans were necessary for the

erection of the buildings for which they were designed (the

case was decided in reference to the Public Health Act,

187 c;®), it was held that, notwithstanding the statute, the

plaintiff could not recover, on the ground that the defendants

' See Conditions for a competition, /w/, p. 379 -

See form of agreement, post, p. 378.
r. v •

=* Statute of Frauds, 29 Car. 2 c. 3. s. 4 - See

II 0 B. D. 123 ; 48 L. J.
E-x. 362 ; 40 L. T. 240 ; 27 W. K. 482.

^ Doncllan v. Read, 3 B. & Ad. 899 = Birch v. Earl of Liverpool,

q B. ft C. 392 : and see Hohy v. Roebuck, 7 TautU. 1 S 7 - _ _

C P D S40 ; on appeal, L. R. 4 ^ 4^ > 4^ '
•

*
/ caI

Approved^n 6- CV s Mayor, Roya^^Uaim^^^^^^^

8 App. Cas. 517 : 52 E- J- Q- E. ^^y, 49 L. T. i , 31 V. K. 925 -

“ 38 & 39 Viet. c. 55.
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were a corporation, and that the contract was not under Chap. VI.
seal.‘

So a claim for making a plan of one of the parishes of Archi-

an union was disallowed, on the ground that this was not a Dutles^and
contract incident to the purposes for which the guardians Liabilities,
were incorporated, and therefore not within the exceptions
to the general rule, requiring contracts by a corporation to be
under seal.^

Where the work is to be performed under the direction of Appointment
an architect to be appointed by the employer, the appoint- condition

ment of such architect is a condition precedent to the P^"®csdent to

liability of the builder to commence his work
;
and, if the

architect is not appointed within a reasonable time, the builder
may be released from his engagement to do the work.^

Remuneration.—The mere employment of a professional
person implies an undertaking to give him a reasonable re-
muneration, but this inference may be rebutted by circum-
stances.'*

There is no fixed rule regulating the payment of archi-
tects, but a Schedule of Rules and Charges is published by the
authority of the Royal Institute of British Architects.^ These
rules, of course, cannot be binding on the parties to a building
agreement, unless they specially agree that the charges of
the architect shall be in accordance with those authorised in
the schedule.

Having regard to the above circumstances, it is most
advisable rhat the remuneration of the architect should be
defined by a written agreement between him and the employer.

The remuneration of the architect, if regulated by contract,
may be made contingent on the happening of a certain event!
and he will not be entitled to make any charge unless such
event actually happens

; or it may be subject to the plans
6rc., being previously approved of by the employer,^ in which
case no right to payment will arise until such approval has
been obtained.

•
moneys due and payable to an architect for work donem the course of his profession, either before or after ah act of

2 P- 20-24, as to building, contracts by corporations.

It L T sT r/ Union, 8 Q. B. 326; 10 Jur. 308 ;

i 5 O b' n’ Clifton School Board,

in t^e FIpTTiP^f
^ where ‘ necessary officer,’

» cSX V r 1870, was held to include an architect.Coo?n6e v. Greene, 2 D. N. S. 1023 ; ii M. & W. 480 • 12 L T Fv
^VIII., at p. 157, and cases there cited.

^

2 6 & K fS;.
’ 5 M. & W. 1

1

, , Bird
“ See the rules, post.

ee,"If IS C. B. 583 ; I Jur. (N. S.) 283 ; 24 L T C P^
P- preliminary plans.

^ 4 L' J • C- P-

Moffatt V. Dickson, 13 C. B. 543 ; 17 fur lOOQ- 22 T T r Psee this case, post, p. 42, under preliminary plans.
^ ’ • J- C. P. 265 ,

Remunera-
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bankruptcy, pass to the trustee upon his bankruptcy, after de-

ducting a sufficient sum to support life.'

_

Contracts, which have for their object some performance

or matter which is strictly personal to the parties,^ are, in

general, construed as made upon the implied condition that

the contracting parties shall live long enough and continue

practically capable to perform the contract. The contract,

therefore, of an architect is discharged by his death, or by in-

capacity from illness, and does not survive to or against his

representative.^ So, if there was a special contract to do

particular work for a certain sum, the representative of the

deceased architect could not, if the work was not entirely

performed, recover any payment. But the death of the

architect does not discharge a vested right of action accrued

under a contract; for instance, instalments already earned

under a contract providing for payment by instalments.

Plans and Preliminary Drawings.—Preliminary plans are

either made subject to a special contract for that purpose, or,

usually, in the case of public competitions, to the terms of the

advertisement; the latter mode will, therefore, require no

further consideration, beyond stating that where plans are sent

in for competition, the employer cannot make use of them if

the competition is not proceeded with.

If an architect agree to prepare probationary plans and

drawings (which Jervis, C.J., considered to drawrn^^^^^

be approved of by all the requisite parties ),
and he fail to obtain

such approval, he will have no cause of action ;
® and, if no time

is fixed within which the plans are to be Wished, the Presump-

tion will be that a reasonable time was intended, and the ques-

tion whether a reasonable time has elapsed will be for the

contract in the above case of Moffatt v. Dickson is not

unlike one in an action in which the same person was plaintitt

,

there the architect was to make all requisite plans for laymg out

certain land for building purposes on

make no charge for such services, but that if the land >\as dis

. Emden v. L. R. 17 Ch D. 768. But

tj I/I n B D 101, as to future earnings. See /ifr rarxe, c.,

re Hutton, lA'd.-y- ; ’o --i End see Beckham Dral’C,

(Jtov.
Q. B. 337= mitmoj-e v.

?2 M^& W. 808 ; 8 Jur. 672 : and Ex farte Ben-well, sup a, as

t?cScis%^quiring the banUrug’s pers^^^^^^ giU and laboiir^

V. Murray, 4 Bxch. 866. r 2 Fx tii • ^6 L. J. Ex. 166.

» Stubbs V. Holywell Railway Co., L. K. 2 tx. 31 1 » 3° J

• Landless v. Wilson, 8 C. of Sess. Cas 289.

5 Moffatt V. Dickson, 22 L. J. C. P. 265 , 13 li. 543 . / J

See ante, p. 41*
. nr 0. w sti?

« Burton v. Griffiths,
,r C B. 583 ;

i Jur. (N. S.)

’ Moffatt V. Lawne, 24 L. J. C. P. 50 > o 3 J ’ ^

283.
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posed of for building purposes, he should be appointed archi-

tect ; the land was not so disposed of, and it was held the archi-

tect could not recover for the plans. This case makes it clear

that, where an architect enters into an agreement to give his

services without making any charge, except upon certain events

happening, when he is to be appointed architect, or is to

receive remuneration, although he may have given his services,

he will not be entitled to make a charge if the exceptional

case of a right to payment for the services in question has not
arisen.

In an action by an architect whose plans, after having
been accepted, are rejected on the ground that the work
cannot be done for the amount of his estimate, it seems that
it is a question for the jury whether it is an express or
implied condition of the contract that the estimates shall be
reasonably near the actual cost.^

All agreements should, therefore, clearly set out the
terms upon which probationary drawings, &c., are to be
provided

;
and, if it is intended that the architect should

make a charge for such preliminary work under any circum-
stances, or, in any event, for work actually done, a special
clause should be inserted to that effect. ^ In the absence of
an agreement, the usual fee paid to the architect for work,
which is subsequently abandoned, is 2| per cent, on the esti-
mated cost.^ But it has recently been decided that an archi-
tect is not entitled to recover commission (claimed on the
amount of the lowest tender) on the estimated expense of a
building, never in fact erected, as that would include pay-
ment for supervision of the works, but he was allowed re-
muneration for plans, specifications and working drawings,
and quantities taken out by him.'*

It is advisable that a special provision should be insertedm the agreement as to the ownership of the plans
;

for the
Schedule of the Royal Institute of British Architects merely
states that, ‘ it has hitherto been the general custom for the
architect to be paid for their use only, those documents re7nain-
tng his property: But it has been held that, supposing a
custorn to exist that the architect, in the event of his employ-
ment being put an end to, is entitled to be paid for the plans
and retainthem, such a custom is not a reasonable one.®

‘ See/er Cockburn, C.J., in Nelson v. Spooner, 2 F. & F. 6i^^ See form, post, p. 378.
See Schedule of R. I. B. A., post. But see ante, p. 41.
Farthing v. Tompkins, 9 T. L. R. 566.

reported in the Times, November 17, 1870.

tl.:!

of Rules, post. In case of sketches for works abandoned^is custom IS recognised by the Office of Her Majesty’s Works and PublicBuildmp. See Gooding v. Ealing Local Board, i Caffi & El. 359 ; Times

th^T^n-'^
**''^^** authority, acting under

'^75 , to retain plans, although they havrclis-pp oved of the erection of the buildings comprised in them.
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Duty of Architect.—The public profession of an art is a

representation and undertaking to all the world that the pro-

fessor possesses the requisite skill and ability. And when

architects or surveyors are employed, although the highest

possible degree of skill cannot be demanded, yet, there is on

their part an implied warranty that they are reasonably com-

petent to the task they undertake.' The architect is, more-

over, responsible not only for himself, but for those whom

he may employ under him.^

It was at one time held that valuers, recklessly valuing

property for a mortgagor., were liable for loss sustained by a

mortgagee, who acted on such valuation.^ The same law would,

no doubt, have been applied to an architect acting recklessly,

but the law is no longer the same."*

In Le Lievre v. Gould,

^

mortgagees of the interest of a

builder under a building agreement advanced money to him,

from time to time, on the faith of certificates given by a surveyor,

that certain specified stages in the progress of the buildings

had been reached. The surveyor was not appointed by the

mortgagees, and there was no contractual relation between

him and them. In consequence of the negligence of the sur-

veyor, the certificates contained untrue statements as to the

progress of the buildings, but there was no fraud on his

part and it was consequently decided that the surveyor

owed no duty to the mortgagees to exercise care m giving

his certificates, and that they could not maintain an action

against him by reason of negligence.
_ ,•

In the absence of any contract, an action for negligence

cannot be maintained where there is no fraud.

The most satisfactory mode of determining whether the

architect has exercised proper skill is, to show by evidence

whether a majority, or even a moiety, out of a

of skilful and experienced persons, would have acted as he

Where a person undertakes, and is employed in perform-

ing, a work of skill and labour, and fails therein, so that his

^5 C. B. 168;

^ f^rd^NoruL’C^^'Dy^ ‘^Mackersy v. Ramsays, 9 C. & F. 8i8.

The principal, in most instances, has no remedy
Vq^”b.

agenf, there being no privily between them ;
see Cobb v. Bede, ^

mSr 39 57 L. J. Ch. 1034 ; 37 W. R. ^3 ;

1; Lievre v. Gould, [1893] i Q- B- 49^
6^ L. T Q- B- 353 i

68 L. T. 626 ; 41 W. R. 468 J 57 J- B. 484 ; 9 T. L. K. 243-

« ifltevre v. Gould, supra: Derry ^.Peck, H A_C- 337 5 58 L. J.

Ch. 864 ;
61 L. T. 265 ; 38 W. R. 33 i 5 T. L-

’ Chapman v. Walton, 10 Bing. 63 ; 3 ^ Scott, 389.
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employer derives no betiefit from the work, the former is not
entitled to recover payment, as the employer buys both his
labour and his judgment, and he ought not to undertake the
work, if he does not know whether he can succeed or not.*
If, therefore, architects or surveyors make estimates, which
turn out to be incorrect to a considerable amount, and of no
use, through their omitting to take ordinary precautions, as
to examine the ground for the foundation of the work, they
may not be entitled to recover anything for plans, specifi-
cations, or estimates made for that work.^ If, however, the
incorrectness of the estimate arises from inherent difficulties
in the work itself, the employer will not be relieved from
the obligation of payment.^

Where an engineer (and the same rule would, of course,
equally apply in the case of an architect) was employed by
a committee for erecting a bridge and forming a road to it,
to make an estimate of the expense, it seems that he was
bound to ascertain for himself, by experiments, the nature of
the soil, although a person previously employed by such
committee, having made the experiments, gave him, by their
desire, information of the result.^

An agent is not allowed to make any profit out of the
agency, without the knowledge and consent of his principal
beyond his proper remuneration; and any sum of money’
so obtained by an agent from any other source, must be
accounted for to the principal, who may claim it as money
received to his use.® Where, therefore, an engineer (^nd
this case, again, equally refers to an architect) entered intoa sub-contract with the contractor, without the knowledge
or consent of the employer, it was held that any surrepti-
tious dealing between the contractor and the engiLer was a
fraud, and entitled the defrauded employer, if 11^0^ in
time, to have the contract, which was entered into withouthis knovvledge or consent, rescinded, and to refuse to oroceed with It in any shape.® P

• 2
J., in Dimcaii v. Blundell, supra

Moneypeimy V. Hartland, i C. & P r j
" 1 “<> sfli,!,;,

Addison on Contracts.

CarLr, E tfi 2'Tdffen 35^ = '

work was improperly Sne ol hrfn?
reducing dama.ges by showini

cases, post. Chap. VIII.
’ action for negligence, and se

‘ Morrisons. Thompson, L. R on P ao t t to
Great Western Insurance Co. v. Cunlffh' L R ^ Ch

^

741 : Hay's Case, L. R. 10 Ch. wT- r r ^
^ ^^ 43 .^- J- C

m?h.n8V44i?b^r42t'"'’

Telegraph WorkfioTt. p'
rin^on v. Victoria Graving Dock Co ^ tJ' c^'-

''

3Q. B. I). 553: and see J,’
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So, on the other hand, the architect should not, without

the knowledge of the builder, enter into a contract or en-

gagement with the employer. If, besides the contract between

the employer and the builder, there is a contract bet\\eeri the

employer and the architect, not communicated to the builder,

that the outlay shall not exceed a given sum, and the builder

is, by the contract, subject to the orders of the architect as to

what works he shall execute ;
this agreement is not binding

upon the builder, and such restriction of the architect s authority

by contract, as agent for the employer, cannot in any respect

prejudice the builder’s rights.'

Authority of Architect.—An arrangement by which an

architect is merely employed to prepare and sell plans is an

ordinary contract for fixed services at an agreed amount of re-

muneration, and no question of his authority can, m this case,

arise. j v

Where an architect is engaged to superintend the erection

of the works, he becomes the agent of the employer generally

for all purposes within the contract connected with the erec-

tion of the building," and the ordinary rules as to the rights

and duties of agents of a general character, and having a re-

cognised apparent authority incident to their character, will be

applicable. His authority may be either expressly given or

inferred from the acts of his supposed employer. When it is,

as it should be, expressly given, there can be no doubt as to

its extent, except from the uncertainty of words employed m
delegating it." When, however, it is to be inferred from the

conduct of the employer, that conduct furnishes the only evi-

dence of its extent, as well as of its existence ;
and, sdving

all questions on this subject, the general rule is, that the

extent of the agent’s authority is (as between his employer and

third parties) to be measured by the extent of his usual em-

The" architect, as a general agent, therefore, has the full

apparent authority due to his position, and the employer is

Venezuela v- L- ^ ^ ^ l. R. 18

3 a. & J. 304 :A-W",.

DUK L R .3 F,q.
|

T T Ph iS * Scott V. Corporation of Liverpool^ 3 ^

\

i8C.1i.Xs!' 785 ;
l’ R-

;

C. R
b. surged

»d d..ie,

between principal and agent.
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bound by his acts within that authority, notwithstanding
special instructions restricting that authority, which are not
known to the builder.' Where the terms of the agreement
between the employer and the builder are general, and do not
define, or only in part, or indistinctly define, the nature and
extent of the architect’s authority, and in the absence of
specific instructions, it is the architect’s duty to pursue the
accustomed course, which, if reasonable, the Court will sup-
port.

But where the limits of the architect’s authority are clearly

set out, as is usually the case, by express terms in the agree-
ment between the employer and the builder, the authority
must be strictly followed, as an employer will not be liable for
the acts of the architect unless the authority be duly pursued
by him.^ At the same time, the Courts are so far liberal in
construing authorities given to agents, that they will hold them
to include permission to use all necessary, or even usual,
means, of carrying the main intention of the principal into
effect in the best manner."

In an agreement by an architect on behalf of his principal,
for building a house, &c., the principal will be bound, although
no special authority to make the specific contract be proved,
so that the general authority be sufficient to comprehend the
terms of the agreement. “*

The law as to architects’ certificates and extras is con-
sidered in subsequent chapters."

Architects entrusted with authority involving a trust or
discretion, cannot delegate it to another, without a special
authority to do so; as expressed by the maxim, ^ Delemta
potestas nm potest delegari.’ For, where a man employs an
agent, relymg upon his peculiar aptitude for the work en-
trusted to him, it is not competent to that person to delegate
the trust to another." But this rule must be distinguished

^ P- as to order for ‘extras.’

iatam et ex’tenfam. ’

" interpretationem sedillicita

2 Ex
' Camp. 43 n.

: Johnston v. Kershaw, L. R.

//;£ ch't /n/ ^ Q- E- 99 ; Ibid. 5 Q. B. 516 •

mi s c: p. 4̂6 ; S.' 7'c pX 7

lax'
Stevenson v. Watson, L. R. 4 C P n

;S; f f •» s?e
& W. 60 ; I p. N. S. 392

’ J- 37 • Cooper v. Langdon, 9 M.
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from cases where he does not so much delegate his agency,

as exercise a power impliedly contained in his appointment

;

in doing which, he must act with precaution, and not exceed

what is proper under the circumstances of the case, arid

warranted by the usage. An architect might be justified in

retaining a surveyor to take out quantities, but he could not

delegate the whole of his duty. So, ivhere an architect was

employed to draw a specification, and he employed a surveyor

to take out the quantities, the Court decided that the surveys,

though he had no communication with the employers, might

sue them for compensation, having first proved that the

tect, in employing him, had acted in accordance with the

It may not be irrelevant here to state that the clerk of the

works is the person chosen by the architect to superintend the

work, and to see that the materials and labour are of the

nature shown in the drawings, or specified and described in

the agreement. He is paid by the employer, and is the

medium through whom the orders of the architect are con-

veyed to the builder
;
but he has no authority to make any

alterations or changes in the work without the instructions of

the architect or employer.
. ,

,

If an architect orders materials or does some act professin^

to contract for the employer, he impliedly warrants to the

other contracting party that he in fact

he assumes to exercise ;
and he becomes liable to an action

for the breach of such warranty. ‘The obligation

such a case is well expressed by

fessincr to contract as agent for another, implied y,

pressly undertakes to or promises the person who enters into

Lch Sntract upon the faith of the professed agent being duly

authorised that the authority, which he professes to have, does

fn poTnfof fact exist.’ ^ If he know at the t-e that he does

not possess the authority, he, of course, would be liable to a

claini for the damages caused by the false

So a builder recovered from an architect not only the value of

buiSm^^^^^^^^ by him without authority, but also, as

iamagel the costs of an action against the supposed emploje ,

. Moon V. Guardians of Witney Union I Bing. N. C. 817. See ante.

Chap. III., as to architect ‘

J. Q. B. 215 ;

2 Per Cur. in Collen v. Wnght, 7 I^- I*- - ^7 1- J
^

o

and see cies under Thomson v.
L C. (7 h ed. go,

381, 382: Simonss Patchett, 7 E- f ,fLeme,

57
^‘561:. T. 36 ; 35 W. R. 92 : Elkington v. Hurter, [1892] 2 Ch. 452 ,

Nkhdlan, >8 Q ®' S°3 ’

pHncip.1

in existence.
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which had failed for want of the authority to bind him, such
action being the direct consequence of the assertion of the
architect that he had such authority.'

Where such a question arises, it would now be competent
for the builder to join both the alleged principal and the archi-
tect in the same action, and claim a remedy in the alternative

;

against the one as principal, if the architect had authority to
bind him, and against the architect, if he acted without
authority.^ And an architect, charged upon a contract, or for
any other act, upon his own personal liability, may serve upon
his employer a notice of claim to indemnity for that act, and
thereby make him a party to the proceedings.^

^ Randell v. Trivien, i8 C. B. 786; 25 L. J. C. P. 307 : and see
L'.R. 4C. P.

j 3 ' C- 1883, Order 16, r. 7 : Honduras Railway Co. v. Lefevreand Tucker, 2 Ex. D. 301 ; 46 L. J. Ex. 391.
® R. S. C. 18^, Order 16, r. 48. Per Cur. in damson v. Jarvis,

4 Bing. 72. See Dugdale v. Loverin^, L. R. 10 C. P. 196 • 44 L T

L. R. 1%'
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CHAPTER VII.

APPROVAL OF WORK AND CERTIFICATES.

In all building contracts it is usually made a condition pre-

cedent to payment, and in agreements for building leases to

the granting of the lease by the lessor, that the building shall

be completed to the satisfaction or approval of the employer,

or of both employer and architect, or, as is customary, of the

^''^'Approval by Employer.—As a general ruk, where payment

bv the employer is made conditional upon his approval of the

work 1 the right of approval, on which the contract is dependent,

must’ be exercised in a reasonable, and not arbitrary or capri-

cious manner, as stipulations and conditions of this kind should,

where the language of the contract admits of it, receive a reason-

able construction, and it will always be a question ^e jury

to determine, whether the employer has acted bona fide^, mid

ought reasonably to have been satisfied with work done But

where by the terms of the agreement it is stipulated that the

TatisfacJon or approval shall be quite arbitrary, then, however

unreasonable and oppressive the stipulation

he the only restriction upon the right is, that it must be

exercised in good faith, and not merely for the purpose of

Where^ Sding contract provides for the inspection or

annroval of the work by the employer before payment, he must

SorLd In opportuLy of inspection before he can be called

be attoroea
^

pp
withholding his approval un-

SnablyVnd maid fide, after an opportunity of inspection

has been afforded him, deprive the builder of payment.

' See Moffatt v. Dickson, 13 C. 22 L. ^ C. P.

see post, Chap.
N°C^'^io5^; 5 Sc. 382 : Parsons v. Sexton,

^ Dallmans’ ff-
N.

^
4 C. B. 899 ;

16 L. J. C. P. 1^4 • J
L. J. Q. B. 75 :ssiM or ^3^ >

3 \tl!eeHtrls v. 2C. B.

518 ; 45 L. J. C. P. D. 7^ 7 -

, . ^ Belfetd, supra. See Poth.
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Certificates by Architect or Engineer, &c.—It is usually,
in building contracts, made a condition of payment for the work
done, that the architect give his certificate of approval. And
the following remarks will, of course, equally apply in the case
of a certificate by a surveyor or an engineer.

Certificates are of two kinds, ‘ progress certificates ’ and
final certificates. Certificates, given from time to time by the

architect during the progress of the work, merely control the
pyments made by the employer by way of advances to the
bufider

; such certificates are clearly defined by Lord Cairns,
L.C., as being simply statements of a matter of fact, namely,
what IS the weight, and what is the contract price, of the
matenals actually delivered from time to time upon the ground •

and the payments made under these certificates are altogether
provisional, and subject to adjustment or to readjustment at
the end of the contract. Of course the ‘progress certificate’
also includes the value of the labour on the work executed from
time to time.

certificate IS the certificate given by the architecton the conipletion of the work, when the whole contract hasbeen carried out to his satisfaction, and by virtue of which thebalance of the contract price is made payable to the builder
I he following case illustrates the distinction between ‘pro-

S'f u
' ‘^""1 certificates.’ A contract provided

that all the works should be left complete and clear^ to thesatisfaction of the architect, and did not contain anrprovision

not entitled to recover for the value of work done as tohich, while incomplete, the architect had expressed approvalso far as then partially executed, but which was not subseqLntlvcompleted to the architect’s satisfaction. ^
subsequently

the.
ordinary clause in building contracts that

worSetd *ould be conclusivftfto tt
submission’ to arbtoaTonrSSdTha' «rXaTeSTS-tect IS not an award, nor is it liable to be examined as such

thLSTshoTd'r' ‘bat the certSe ofe architect should be a condition precedent to payment, the
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ment k d^re q"u>iWest pa^^^^
puisse etre .adinis indistincte-

^ Richardsoti v. Mahon, 4 L. R Ir C P a 9,« ti c
3 Ap. Ca. \o^o,posl, p. io5.

^ ‘ ^ Sulphur

Lawson Wallasey Local Board T O^P
^

in Court of first instance, ii f). B.^D. 220
^ ^ ‘

60
Gas Light 'to. ;. Parnell, 15 C. B. 630 • -4 I TCP

S Ch. Z;/:
Paulo

R.
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Court will not obtain jurisdiction because of the power to refer

“
“where by an agreement the right of one of the pa«ies ‘o

have or to do a pirticular thing is made to depend on the

determtaation of a^hird person, that is a subjssron to

a mere reference to a^itration
^ contract

Kme“"dLrhS
be bound to leave all

,
j. , ^ the contractor

architect, whose dec|s.on *ould be final, and mat t

would be paid » certtfica e of^
that the functions of the atohdect m ascerto^^^^^ ^
due to "5°

"tjessionaf judgment, opinion, and

SfandK

dition must be satisfied, and * ^ wan
writing give

the builder’s clam ; “ ,%„e cheeking by the arehi-

^eTtKe'builte? Sa^es does not amount to such a cert,.

See this case also
> Sharpe v. San Paulo Railway Co., supra.

2 Wadsworth v. Smith, supra.
-- t t p-y 170.

3 Millss. Bayley, 2 H. & C. 36 5 32 L- J- ' 79 -

P. ^Thirs'is fulphuland Coppr cV^'.Loftl, L. R- 8 C. P. i-

\e post, p. 106.
r' n fN S 1 “iQZ ; 32 L- J- ^

S^kTs” and^SS*if V. Bilkricay Unim, 3 E<;

“ See, as to written orders, cU., J ,. j,, c. B. (N. S.) U9

\rf
n- ^/hS.Wu'ikl J Phi,,. 640 1

s. C. .7 L. J.
(N. S.) C
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ficate of satisfaction as to enable the builder to sue the employer.*

If there be no stipulation to the contrary, the architect’s

certificate of final completion is sufficient without mentioning
the amount remaining due.^

Effect of Conditions requiring Certificates and References,—When a building contract provides that the builder is to

obtain the architect’s certificate in writing before payment of
any money under the contract, it is a condition precedent to
the builder’s right to sue upon the contract that such certificate

be given by the architect, and no claim can otherwise be made
for payment under the contract.^ The Court has no right to
dispense with that which the parties have made a condition
precedent, unless, of course, there has been some conduct, on
the part of the architect or the employer, which may make it

inequitable that the condition precedent should be relied on.
If nothing of that kind has happened, then the parties are
bound by that which they have made a condition precedent.^

Work, therefore, which has been done, but not to the
satisfaction of the architect, cannot be charged for.® When
the certificate, however, has been given the architect is functus
officio, and he cannot vary or alter it.®

The question of the right to recover money under the
contract is not affected by the fact that the architect unrea-
sonably and wrongfully refuses to give such certificate

;
^ or

Morgan v. Bimie, 3 M. & Scott, 76 ; 9 Bing. 672.
BM/iij/ V. Birmingham {Mayor, 18 C. B. 2, where the proviso

was as follows : ‘ That no payments should be made to the contractors,
except on the poduction of a certificate from the architect, that a certain
amount of work had been done, and that the architect should deliver his
certificate thereof at the end of every fourteen days ;

’ and ‘ that the con-
tractors should be entitled to receive at the end of every fourteen days theamoun for which the architect should have given such certificate, theamount of such certificate to be less, by certain varying proportions, than

P^y*"^***s should be made to the contractors

rnmnW
Calendar months after the architect should have certified thecompletion of the whole work to his satisfaction, when one-half of the

froTth?Lte°nf fh^^
^ *he balance at the end of twelve months

* ^ ^ architect’s certificate of completion.’

Co Hoiikittc ^ Railway

Ackers IT i ? A ^S°r 733 = Mayor of Salford v.

GleZl v ^eit'h ^’r'' I 5 829 ; 20 L. J. £. 68 :

569 : and see Grafon v.

per Menish''"T
^o., L. R. 8 Ch. 597, 612,

^

Dobson V Hudson, i C. B. (N. S.) 659 ; 26 T.^C. P. 10
provWertUt'brd'^worLhou^^^

'^he building contract usually

he cmifi^es have been given. Se‘he lWen““»TC/n* V. ,8 C. B. (N. S.) ,,S
; 34L. ,48 , v.//W
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negligently certifies for less than the proper sum
;

* or, by the

fact that the architect has a personal interest in the work, as

being a shareholder in the employer’s company.^

But if the architect has fraudulently refused to certify in

collusion with and by the procurement of the building-owner,

the claim of the builder may be supported against the latter,®

or he may maintain an action against the architect for

damages upon the ground of fraud.'^ For the builder may

recover for work done if the withholding of the certificate be

due to the fraudulent interposition of the employer, who prevents

the architect from giving the certificate.® The employer,

however, is not responsible for any misconduct of his architect

or surveyor in refusing to certify, not brought about by his

instrumentality or interference.®

It is as clearly settled in equity, as at law, that where the

contract provides that the builder is to obtain the architect s

certificate before any payments are made, his certificate must

precede any action for the recovery of the money due under

the contract
;
nor is there any claim in equity for the work

done, upon the mere ground of the architect’s refusal of the

certificate, unless the case might be brought within the

jurisdiction of the Court on the ground of fraud, or gross

misconduct amounting to fraud, on the part of the architect in

refusing it, or, it seems, of his wilful neglect or absolute inca-

pacity to perform his duties.'^ Relief, therefore, will be given

where there is collusive dealing and concert between the em-

ployer and the person whom he has appointed architect, lor

the purpose of injuring the builder or defeating his claim.

The case of Pawley v. Turnbull^ appears to go a step

V. Field, 5 Ex. 829 ;
20 L. J. Ex. 68 : and see v. The East India

Co I T R 6^8. But see Pawley v. Turnbull, 3 Giff. 70, P‘ 55 -

SUvLonv. Watson, L. R. 4 C. P. D. 148 ; 48 L. J. C. P. D. 318.

See Murphy v. Bower, 2 Ir. R. C. L. 507.

2 Ranger V. Great Western Railway, 5 H. E. G. 72.

2 Batterbury v. Vyse, 2 H. & C. 42 5 32 L. J. Ex. 177 ; 8 K T. b.)

283 : Bmnsden v. Beresford, i Cababe & Ellis ;
and see

Weymouth {Mayor 5Cc.), i H. & R. 67 ; 35 L. J. C. P.

position of an assignee in case of collusion, see Wakefield Baulin^

Co. V. Norma7iton Local Board, 44 L. T. ^7 . L c fixfi

^ Ltidbrook V. Barrett, 46 L. J. C. P. D. 798 ; 36 L. T. (N. S.) 616.

No cause of action by builder against architect for mere carelessness, or

„,glig,„cem certir,ijg^ v.

- £« V. PertL C>rf., 3 D. G. & J. 334 ;

^dahil.SpPauloRaUwafio., L. R. 8Ch. S97 .

witKt ftci from which fried will be infored arc not sufficierrt to avo.d

a demurrer : and see now R. S. C. 1883, Orckr 19, r.
. ^

G.
J Tn. s.)

Ch. 469: WaHiig'.. Mamhesur b’c. Rcal-ioay.n

Ranger v. Great Western Rathvay, 5 H. E- Ea. 72.
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beyond the other decisions, and, bearing in mind the provision

of the Judicature Act, 1873,^ it would seem that, ia future,

mere improper and unfair conduct on the part of the architect,

without imputing fraud or collusion, will suffice to enable the

builder to recover in spite of the absence of a certificate. Both
employer and architect were ordered to pay costs, and that

seems to point to misconduct on the part of the employer
also.

It should also be observed that the bill in the last-mentioned

case, in addition to the claim for relief on account of the

unfair conduct of the architect, prayed that the contract might,

as regards the clause making the architect sole arbitrator, be
set aside and rectified, on the ground that this clause had been
concealed from the builder by the architect on the execution
of the contract

;
and it should be remembered ^ that the non-

disclosure of a material fact, of which the other party is known
to be ignorant (where the circumstances import a duty of
informing the other party, or evidence a fraudulent intention in

not informing him), may, under the circumstances of the case,
be equivalent to an active concealment, and consequently have
the same effect as an express misrepresentation in operating a
fraud

;
for the non-disclosure may have the effect of impliedly

representing that the fact does not exist.

Where there is any circumstance calculated to bias the
mind of an architect or engineer, unknown to the other party
who has submitted to his decision, that is a sufficient ground
for the interference of the Court. Thus, where the architect
had given an assurance to the employer that the cost of the
building should not exceed a certain sum, which was con-
cealed from the builder, it was held to be a fraud upon the
builder, and to discharge the condition, and to entitle him to
recover for the work done notwithstanding the refusal of a
certificate.^

When, however, the builder is aware of the agreement
between the architect and his employer, and of the fact of
the architect’s interest in consequence, he will be bound by
the architects certificates. And when, also, he might have
known of the position of the architect or engineer, the
certificate is conclusive

;
so, where it was agreed that the

ecision of the engineer should be final, and the contractor,
subsequently discovering that the engineer was a large share-
holder m the company, when disputes arose, filed his bill to

‘ 8. 25 (II).

T
L.C.j'and L. Cairns, in Peek w. Gurney,

n c'
W ; /er Blackburn, J., in Lee v. Jones,

r R ^
L. J. C. P. 13 i : and in Philips v. Poxall,

£.ni,’A a Ex. ’xS9 ; 36
^

ScoU V. Corp. of Liverpool, 3 De G. & J. 334 ; 28 L. J. Ch. 230.
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have the accounts taken
;
the House of Lords held that this

gave no right to relief.'

The circumstances, in consequence of which it is desired

to avoid the contract, may arise after the agreement has been

entered into. Where payments to a contractor were to be

certified by the engineer of a railway company, and he after-

wards became lessee of the company at a rent depending on

the amount to be so certified for, he was held not to be dis-

qualified on that account.^

Upon the same principle, that no claim can be made for

payment under a contract, when it is made a condition of

payment for the work done that the architect give his certifi-

cate, unless such certificate be first given, whenever, under

similar conditions, the architect’s certificate is given that a

certain balance is due, it is, in the absence of fraud, conclusive.^

No action can be maintained where the contract shows that

the parties intended the final expression of the architect’s

satisfaction with the entire contract to be conclusive.'* And

where a building contract is made determinable upon default

in the builder, to be decided upon by the architect, his certi-

ficate is conclusive and puts an end to the contract.® So,

where a builder undertakes to complete works, to be ordered

by an architect, within a given time, the order is conclusive as

to the possibility of completing them, and he may be liable for

delay.®
. , , , ,

And, again, where a contract provided that no claim

should be made for extras without the written order of the

architect, and no such written order as stipulated for was given
;

it was held that the final certificate of the architect including

such extra work was conclusive, and that neither party could

raise the question of whether or not there was a sufficient

order in writing.^ The certificate may also be conclusive on

the question what are extras. And where a contract provided

* Ranger v. Great Western Railway, 5 H. L. C. 72. See also the

cases, ante, p. 17, as to architect being arbitrator.
y q.

2 Hillw. South Staffordshire Railway, ii Jur. (N. S.) 192 ,
12 i^. 1.

^'Arnoldf-^^lker, i F. & F. 671 ;
Sharpe San Raulo Railway Co.,

L R. 8 Ch. See Lawson v. Wallasey Local Boards 52 J.
iJ*

^02 -'48 L.’t. 507 ;
and in Court of first instance, ii Q- B. D. 229.

^ ^ Dunaberg ifc. Railway Co. v. Hopkins, Gilkes C^., 36 L. T.

Roberts v. Bury Commissioners, L. R. 5 C. 39 I - J-

129 : Wadsworth v. Smith, L. R. 6 Q. B. 332 ; 40 . J. Q.
' q t,

» See tost Chap. X. ;
and Jones v. St. John's College, L. R. 6 Q- B-

115 ; 40 L. /. Q. B. 80. As to the effect of a certificate, when gi\^n,

with respect to the property in building materials,

Railway Co. v. Daniel, W. N. Dec. 20 1884, p- 243, P'/r p
’ Goodyear \. Weymouth {Mayor, drc.), 1 H. & R- 67 , 35 ^

12 : Lapthome v. 5/’ Aubyn, 1 C. & E. 486. See Westwood v Secretaiy

oj state for India, ii W. R. 261 ; 7 L. T. (N. S.) 736 ;
and see post.

Chap. XIII., ‘ Extras,’ p. 106.
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that all extras should be paid for at the price to be fixed by

the surveyor, and there was no other clause which provided

for determining what were extras, it was held that this condi-

tion, standing alone, impliedly gave the surveyor power to

determine what were extras.*

Although the final certificate may be conclusive as to

extras for which no written order as stipulated for has been
given, yet it appears that this is not the case with progress

certificates
;
and where a contract provided that no alterations

or additions should be made without a written order from the

employer’s engineer, and during the execution of the contract

the contractors were allowed to erect certain additional works,

and the particulars were entered in the ‘ progress certificates,’

the House of Lords held that these certificates were not
written orders, and that the claim was therefore excluded by
the terms of the contract.^

In cases where the certificate is negligently withheld by an
architect, the usual clause, making his certificate a condition
precedent to payment, places the builder in a very unfair posi-
tion. It is always very difficult to prove collusion between the
employer and the architect, and unless this can be done, or the
particular case brought within Pawley v. Turnbullp or the
other cases which have just been referred to, the builder is

practically left without a remedy.
The architect’s certificate when given will, in the absence

of fraud, be binding upon the employer under the same cir-

cumstances, and to precisely the same extent, as it is conclusive
upon the builder."* Although the employer may incur con-
siderable expense owing to a subsequent discovery that part of
the work has not been done as certified, or only imperfectly
finished, unless the agreement contains a clause providing that,
notwithstanding the architect’s certificates, bad work discovered
within a certain time after completion must be rectified by the
builder, the same rule will apply.®

‘ Richards v. May, lo Q. B. D. 400 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 272 ; 31 W. R.
708 : Lapthorne v. St. Aubyti, supra.

Sulphur Co. v. M‘Elroy, 3 Ap. Ca. 1040 : Lamprell v.
Btllericay Union, 3 Ex. 283 ; 18 L. J. Ex. 282. See post. Chap. XIII.
bee p. 57, as to the difference between ‘progress’ and final
certificates.

^ Ante, p. 54.
‘ Goodyear v. Weymouth [Mayor, Ss^c.), 1 H. & R. 67 : 35 L. T. C P

* C- & E. 486. But see an Irish case’,
Mansfield \. Doohn, 4 Ir. R. C. L. 17, where it was held that the archi-
tect s award was not a condition precedent to an action by the employer
gainst the bmlder for not completing the buildings, and for leaving them
unfinished. Cf. Connor v. Belfast Water Commissioners, 5 Ir. R C. L.
55 - See>w«^ v. St.John’s College, L. R. 6 Q. B. 115 ; 40 L. T. 0 . B. 80'

‘*°"^***°** precedent to the employer’s nght to apenal^ for non-completion of work. See Chap. X.
^

o 1

Trustees v. Adams, ii C. of Sess. Cas. 326 (Sc.) as to

LcTiartgT^T^^^^^
settlement; Cunliffe v. ManipJ Wick
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But the architect’s certificate is final only as between

builder and building-owner, it is not conclusive as between the

building-owner and the architect himself
;
any question between

them would not be decided by the certificate.

'

But, as before stated, relief will be given if the architect or

engineer has entered into some agreement with the builder or

contractor, which it is a fraud to conceal from the employer.^

And where the builder and the architect have conspired to-

gether to give false certificates, a defence by the employer to

an action by an assignee of the amount due to the builder,

that he had since the assignment discovered that the agreement

had been obtained by the fraud and collusion of the builder,

will be a good answer to such an action, and there is no obliga-

tion on the employer to give notice to the assignee of the dis-

covery until the agreement is enforced.^

So, where contractors agreed with a company to do certain

work, for a sum of money payable by instalments on certificates

by the company’s engineer, who was fianied in the contract

,

and, shortly afterwards, the engineer agreed with the contractors

to do the work for a sum of money payable to him by instal-

ments when the contractors received their instalments from*

the company
;

it was held that the agreement between the

engineer and the contractors was a fraud, which entitled the

company to have their contract rescinded, and to receive back

the money which they had paid
;
any surreptitious dealing

between one principal and the agent of the other pnncipal is a

fraud on such other principal cognizable by the Court ;
the

defrauded principal, if he comes in time, is entitled, at his

option, to have the contract rescinded, or, if he elects not to

have it rescinded, to have such other adequate relief as the

Court may think right to give him.'*
, j • •

Although a contract provides that the architect s decision

shall be conclusive ‘ on any difference concerning anything in

connection with the contract,’ yet, if the dispute is one arising

from a breach of an implied contract which is not part of or

necessarily connected with the contract, such decision will not

A^sbpulation that ‘should any difference arise between the

proprietor and any of the contractors in regard to the tme

meaning of the plans, drawings, or specifications, or th

manner in which the work is to be executed, or any matter

arising thereout or connected therewith, the same is hereby

* Rogers v. James, 56 J. P. 277 ;
8 T. L. R. 67.

^ t ^ ,q qJj
" pltama ifc. Telegraph Co. v. India Rubber dfc. Co., L. R. 10 cn.

45 L. J. Ch. 121. See cases cited, p. 45*
, .a \ T

Wakefield b=c. Banking Co. \. Normanton Loca, Board, 44 i- -i*

Panama Telegraph Co. v. India Rubber &=c. Co., supra. See

South-Eastern Railway v. Waiton, 2 J*
& F* 45^ _

„ .p

“ Lawson v. Wallasey Local Board, 52 L. J. Q. B. 302 , 4» i

and in Court of first instance, 1 1 Q. B. D. 229.

515
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submitted to the determination of W. H. B.’ (the proprietor’s

architect) ‘whose decision shall be final,’ does not include a

dispute regarding the accuracy of the measurements of the

work, obtained by the contractor for the plumber’s work, after

the building had been completed.^

Right of Person Advancing Money on Guarantee.

—

Where, under a building agreement, there is a stipulation

that the contract price for the houses is not to be payable to

the builder until the architect shall have certified that all the
work has been done according to the contract, it has been
pointed out that, upon the completion of the buildings, there
would be a debt due to the builder, but not payable until the
architect had certified the fact of completion. And if the
builder, therefore, simply assigns his rights to a third person,
the latter, of course, would be entitled to no more than his
assignor. But where the employer signed and handed to a
third person, advancing money to the builder, the following
document, ‘In consideration of your advance and Mr. J.’s
(the builder) authority of this date, I promise to pay you the
sum of no/, on the completion of six houses in accordance
with a contract dated the 28th of April, 1876, between myself
and Mr. J. ;

’ and, in an action upon the employer’s guarantee,
the jury found that the houses were completed according to
the contract before the commencement of the action

;
the

House of Lords held that the finding of the jury was con-
clusive, and that the surveyor’s certificate was not a condition
precedent to the payment of the no/, to the plaintiff under
the guarantee

;
as, if the certificate had been given, it could

not have made the houses more complete than they were in
fact, and the fact that it was withheld does not make them
less so.^

The right of an assignee of an amount due to a builder on
a building contract, which it is alleged has been obtained by
fraud and collusion, has just been referred to.^

fnr
1
°.

C- of Sess. Cas. 1094 (Sc. ). As to damages
for failure to deliver within stipulated time, and reference clause, see zL/
V. Thomson, 10 C. of Sess. Cas. 1134 (Sc.).

^

^ 357 - See /or Lord Watson.
P-

^

9 ) as to assignees under building contracts.
Wakefield Grc. Banking Co. v. Normanton Local Board, supra.
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CHAPTER VIII.

PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK AND PAYMENT.

General Rule.—We have seen, in the last chapter, the

effect of a provision making the architect’s certificate a condition

precedent to payment.

In other cases, it is a general rule that, while a special

contract to erect a house or other building remains open, i.e.

unperformed, the builder cannot sue to recover any compensa-

tion for work and labour, nor can he maintain an action on the

contract for what he has done until the whole is completed.

For a builder is not entitled to recover the value of the building

materials employed by him in building a house for the defen-

dant, under a claim for goods sold and delivered.^ But, where

a builder engages to build a house, to be paid for his work and

labour and the materials supplied, by measure and value, or

according to the customary rate of valuation, he is entitled to

demand payment from time to time as the work proceeds.

By agreement contained in the original contract, the right

may be given in certain events, or in case of deviations and

alterations, to reduce the debt or claim arising under it by set-

off And where, subsequently ta a building contract, the m-
ployer agreed to supply part of the materials, it was held that

he was entitled to deduct from the contract price the value of

materials so supplied.^ So, where the employer had done part

1 Ellis V. Hamlen, 3 Taunt. 52. See SincMr^. 9 & C- 92 •

dwavs.Fogg, 5 Mee. & W. 83 ; Read v . Hutchinson, 3 Camp. 352 -

t^son V. ?aXglon, 3 Car. & P. 457 ; 9 B- & C 59 = v.

Car & P. 126. See pp. 1 09-1 10. See Chap. Xyili., unaer

covenants ’ for the rules laid down in order to discover the intention of

he p"S?; by which imenlion. the question whether the acts st,p«lat|d

or Kdven contract are concurrent, or whether performance or reading

o nerfora on either side, be a condition precedent to the right to enforce

ir^— o“n lire'othe,: is to be solved, and not
>7
“4““

5ee Terry v. Dunize, 2 H. Bl. 389. as to a covenant to build, and a cove

zB-i AlkZson 8 B. & C. 277, 283. As to an altered buddmg

igLment and suing on a quantum meruit, see
’

:as. 82 : Grainger v. Raybould, 9 C. & P. 229. See infra, as to set ott.
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of the work himself, it was held that the contract price must be
diminished by the value of that portion of the work.‘

Anticipatory Breach of Contract.—There are numerous
cases, of which the best known is perhaps the case of Hochster v.

De la Tour,"^ laying down the rule as to anticipatory breach of
contract. That rule seems to be that, where a party to a
contract has made statements before the time for performance
has arrived importing a refusal to perform or be bound by the
contract, the other party, if he chooses, may elect to act upon
such statements as a renunciation of the entire contract, and
may thereupon treat it as a breach of the contract and bring his
action.^ On the other hand, the promisee, if he pleases, may
treat the notice of intention as inoperative, and await the time
when the contract is to be executed, and then hold the other
party responsible for all the consequences of non-performance

;

but in that case he keeps the contract alive for the benefit of
the other party as well as his own

;
he remains subject to all the

obligations and liabilities under it, and enables the other party
not only to complete the contract, if so advised, notwithstand-
ing his previous repudiation of it, but also to take advantage of
any supervening circumstance, which would justify him in de-
clining to complete it.'*

The recent case ofJohnstone v. Milling ® arose on a covenant
by a lessor in a lease to rebuild the demised premises at a future
date. The point was not necessary for decision, but all the
members of the Court of Appeal expressed a strong opinion
that in such a case, where the covenant in question was a parti-
cular covenant in a lease, not going to the whole consideration,
and an actual breach whereof at the time fixed for performance
would not entitle the tenant to throw up his lease,® an anticipa-
tory breach could not entitle him to do so, and that he could
not rescind part of the contract.

There is no case which shows that the doctrine in question
applies to the renunciation of one particular covenant or stipu-
lation in a contract.

Such a claim for wrongful repudiation ofa contract can only
succeed, where the repudiating party’s language amounts to a
oeclamtion of intention not to carry out the contract, or is such
that the other party is justified in inferring from it such inten-
tion

; and the language must be construed by the light of the
contract and the circumstances of the case to see whether there
is any such renunciation.
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V T
" 447- See Pardow

Car. & M 531 : Baniford v. Harris, i Stark. 343." 2 E. & B. 678 ; 22 L. J. Q. B. 455.
^ Johnstone^. Milling, 16 Q. B. D. 460; 55 L. L 0 B 162-
L. T. 629 ; 34 W. R. 238 ; 50 J. P. 694

J • 162 ,

Frosts. Knight, L. R. 7 Ex. in. 5 Sutraourphce v. Farnsworth, 7 M. & G. 576.
^

49
•• Sociiti GMrale de Paris v. Milders,

54
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62 Performance Refused or Prevented.

Performance Refused or Prevented.—The liability for the

non-performance of a contract to build will fall upon the party

who was in default and was the cause of the contract not being

carried into effect.*

Wherever one of the parties to a special contract not under

seal has, in an unqualified manner, refused to perform his side

of the contract, the other party has thereupon a right to elect

to rescind it, and may, on doing so, immediately sue, as on a

Quantum meruit, for anything which he had done under it pre-

viously to the rescission. The refusal must be unqualified :

in Lines v. Rees^ the action was assumpsit, on a contract to

build a house for a specified sum, with a count for work and

labour, and materials. It appeared that the house was not yet

completed, but that a good deal of extra work had been done

by the defendant’s order
;
that the plaintiff had called on him to

pay for all that had been done, and that he had replied ‘ that

he would not—perhaps never.’ On this evidence the plamtifiPs

counsel submitted that he was entitled to recover on a quantum

meruit for the extra work, and also to treat the special contract

as rescinded. Coleridge, J.,
admitted that this would have

been so, had the refusal to pay been absolute and unqualified
;

but thought that, in this case, the refusal to pay must be

construed with reference to the demand, which was made, so

far as the work done under the contract was concerned, too soon.

He therefore considered the plaintiff entitled to recover for the

extras only.*
, , , .

The same consequence follows, where a party has incapaci-

tated himself from performing his side of the contract, as if he

had absolutely refused to do so.®
, , , , ,, ,

It is a rule of law, which was established and well under-

stood 200 years ago, and is laid down in Com. Dig., that the

performance of a condition shall be excused by the obstruction

of the obligee ;
as if a condition be to build a house, and he, or

another by his order, hinders his coming upon the land, or says

that it shall not be built, or interrupts the performance. It,

after part performance of the work, the completion be refused or

prevented by the employer, the builder may insist upon his

rights under the contract, or claim damages without completion.

1 Pnyttif&X V. I B. 75 *
/ 1 i\ , t

2 Qpp nViips to Cutter V. Powell, 2 Sm. L. C. (7th ed.l 1 1 et seq. .

Ppvnnl/is 2 B & Ad. 882: Planchis. Colburn, 8 Bing. 14;

iT^Sc.1?T - Miller, 4 A. & E. 599 - See

* f TC=db“rM,!'j.’coT«MB=,aUhe Monmo^

AJrpLRaU,.ay C., .7 Q-^J:
AW v. 4 E. & E- 9,9

a!?303 V. S Bins

Com. Dig. Condition (L. 6), where authorities are collected.
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and he will be entitled to recover what he has lost by the act of
the defendant.^

And the builder, if prevented by some act of the employer,
will not be held liable for any penalties, ^ although he has a
cause of action against the employer for any damages he may
have sustained.^

The measure of damages, where performance is prevented
by the employer, is the difference between what the performance
would have cost the builder, and the price which the employer
agreed to pay. A fair deduction must be made from the con-
tract price in respect of the value of materials which have never
been supplied, and wages which have never been paid."* In the
case of unreasonable delay on the part of the employer in doing
certain acts, the proper measure of damages will be the loss
which the builder has unavoidably sustained in consequence of
such unreasonable delay.-'’

If a question is raised by the defendant in an action for work
done and materials supplied in respect of certain dwelling-
houses, whether he was really the owner and person interested
in the houses, the plaintiff may call other tradesmen as
witnesses, to prove that the defendant had personally given
orders to them to do work and supply materials in respect of
the same houses.®

If the builder, after part performance, have himself refused
or failed to complete the contract, without any default of the
employer, the latter may be entitled to treat the contract as
rescinded, and maintain an action for damages

; but, in general
the contract will not be specifically enforced.^ And if a builder

Tnrnfn J I'
H 1 I M. & Sc. 5 1 : Lmuso7i V. Wallasey

n 5°7 . and in Court of Rrst
instance, ii Q. B. D- 229. See Ariertal Dramage Co. v. Ralhan^an

7ov^%&^Mackayv. Dtck, 6 Ap Ca. 251. As to measure of damages, see infra.

o Zsleliy/'^ a V
^^ 5 - See this case,/.r/.

p. as . Russell v. Sa Da Bandeira, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 140 • -12 I T r P

S'-Q. B. 45 : Thornhill v. Neats, 8 C. B. (N. S.) 831. See Chan

&-es^L^de!aV'^ penalties

T
Improvement Commissioners, L. R. c C P 210 •

S' Board, sLra: S.i/
v’

I and Harbour of Whitehaven, 52 J. P. 392 ante
i77;2Saund. 350: CollLl. pJeTs

132^. ^eiiyv. Williams, 8 Taunt. 70 ; i Moore, 498 ; and cases subra^

p.
of Brooklyn, 7 Hill, N. Y. R. 61 ; Ad^dison

^‘^f.^onv. Wallasey Local Board, 52 L. J. O B 202 • 48 T T
507, and m Court of first instance, 1

1 Q. B. D 220 • Bush v T/,er
of Town and Harbour of Whitehaven, supra.

^ ^ Trustees

22 L.
L. R. 5 Q. B. 285 ; 39 L. J. Q. B. 71 ;

i 6 M^&wX ?^76 lYS'8^4'^^^^^ Barlar,
the breach of th? defendant’s proml^ to build a
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64 Negligent and Defective Construction.

enter into a contract to expend a certain sum of money on

land, and, after spending part of it, decline to perform the con-

tract, he has no lien on the land for the money which he has

expended.' .

Negligent and Defective Construction.—If a building is so

negligently constructed as to be dangerous and unfit for use,

the employer may require the builder to take down the struc-

ture and rebuild it
;
and if the builder neglect so to do, and

refuse to fulfil his part of the contract, the employer may give

him notice to remove his materials from off the land, and may

resist payment of any portion of the price of the work. If he

retain the materials, and make use of them, he will be bound

to pay their fair value ;
but, if the materials are altogether

useless, or the employer has suffered from the breach of con-

tract on the part of the builder more damage and injury than

they are worth, he is not bound to pay anything. ihus

where the front of a house was erected by a builder so much

out of the perpendicular that it was in danger of falling, and it

was necessary to take it down, the builder could not recover

for such defective work."

Whenever anything is done under a special contract, but not

in conformity thereto, the defendant may reduce the damages

by showing that the work was improperly done, and may entitle

himself to a verdict by showing that it was wholly inadequate to

3,nswcr tli0 purpose intendeci.^

But now, by the Judicature Acts,^ in the case of pecuniary

' Wallis V. Smith, 21 Ch. D. 243 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 14S ? 47 L. T. 389 ,

^Tindal^^C T-, Hill v. Feathersionhaugh, 5 M. & P. S4 i> 544 . 548 ;

7 Pinp ^eq’- Addison. See Pothier, Louage d’ouvrage, No. 434. See

^The Times ’Fire Assurance Co. v. Hawke, 28 L. J. Ex. 317, as o an

insufficient and imperfect compl^ion of a building
.. p

3 Farnsworth v. Garrard, i Camp. 38 : v

ACT See t>er Le Blanc, J., Fasten v. Butter, ^ East, 484 • CMncan v.

^nd^ tsiX. 6 : Haysiiden v. Staff, 5 Ad. & E. 161. By the French

W the a?cffitect and the builder are liable during ten years for negligent

consuui. i fai. pirit an .oa. »« <!»

par le vice de la construction, meme par le vice du
f

L.,=pr.n.»r=.sontrasp^^^^^^^^

2= L. R. a P. c. 33 J'f
“

...ying

i"' ‘I
ort^,a^orS fi

Davis \. Hedges,!^, ys.. a. ' ’
. t r bv Hare and Wal-

recoupment, in notes to American edition, Sm. L.
^ ^

lace : and as to recouger in our Courts /A R m C. P. 300.

:88l; ol; r. 17. and s. 24 of the

Judicature Act of 1873, subss. i, 2, 6, 7 -
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claims, the power of set-off is no longer, as was formerly the Chap. VIII,
case, limited to debts. Claims for unliquidated damages may
for the future be set off or set up against debts, and debts Performance

against damages, and damages against damages. And a cross-
^nd^P

claim by a defendant may not merely be used byway of set-off,

as an answer to the plaintiff’s claim
;
a defendant may, by way

of counterclaim, unless the Court or judge refuse permission,
claim in the original action any relief against the plaintiff (and
subject to certain restrictions against any other persons *) which
he could formerly have sought by a cross-action : so that there
may be a judgment in his favour for a sum of money, if the
balance of pecuniary claim prove to be in his favour

;
or any

other remedy or relief may be adjudged to him to which he
may show himself to be entitled.

The counterclaim need not be a joint claim against the
defendants to it, but may be for separate and distinct causes
of action, as, where the claim against the defendant was for
damages in preventing the plaintiff completing certain work,
the defendant by counterclaim pleaded breach of contract
against the plaintiff and damages, and that one R. (whom he
served with notice) had bound himself to be answerable for the
plaintiff’s due execution of the work.^

Where an action is brought for damages for the non-per-
formance and improper performance of certain work, it is no
defence that the defendant had already sued the plaintiff for
the price of the work in dispute, and that the plaintiff had
settled the action by paying the whole amount then sued for.
For, although the plaintiff might have used the causes of action
for which he sued in reduction of the claim in the former
action, yet he is not bound to do so, but may maintain a
separate action for them.^

But, when the employer elects to give the non-performance
or defective performance in evidence in reduction of the pricem an action by the builder, no evidence of any other damage
caused by such breach of contract, not directly bearing upon
the question of the value of the work, is admissible

;
and such

special damage must, subject to the provisions of the Judicature
'

S. 24, subs. 3. R. S. C. 1883, Order 16, rr. 48-55 ; Order 19, r. 3
•

Order 21, r. 12. As to this section, see the remarks of Hellish, L.J.,’

V R n
^ ’ 45 L. J. Ch. 113 :

30 W R 420 ; 4^L. T. ?7°;
"" v. Balt, 8 Q. B. D. 701 ;

= Turners. Hednesford Gas Co., I 145. See R. S C 188^

2/w. R%33.'=
CentrV. African Gr^V,

T }}:
6 Q- B. 687 : MonJely. Steel, 8 M. & W

Rn, V. Burbidge, 15 M. & W. 599 • and see

r
’ 7 479 : v. Bostcl 7 East, 481 n :

'

SsTs f7’th
see V. Hampton, 2 Smith’s LeadingCases (7 h ed.) 405, and cases thereunder. See Tye v. G^vynne 2 Camif
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Part Performance.

Actj^ 6c sought in a, distinct claini.^ Ifj on the other hanclj

the employer pay the contract price, and afterwards maintain a

separate action for the damages, it seems that the effect of his

admissions in the action by the builder for the price is confined

to the action or proceeding in which they are made
j
they do

not operate in estoppel, nor can they be used as evidence in

other actions. So the statements in the pleadings in a cause,

though binding upon the party for the purpose of the cause,

unless put in issue and decided, are not binding m other pro-

cccdinss ^

Part’ Performance.—Although it is the general rule that

the person, retaining the benefit of a part-performed considera-

tion, may render himself liable upon a new contract to pay for

it as in the case of his accepting an incomplete delivery ot

goods under a contract of sale;* yet, the circumstances in

building contracts are generally such that there is rio option of

returning or rejecting the consideration performed ^ 'vh*ch

case no promise can be implied to pay for it. And if a builder,

after expending a certain sum, decline to perform the rest of the

contract, he has no lien on the land for the money which he

^''^^n^the'^case of a building contract, the mere fact that the

part performance has been beneficial, as that the buildings

remain upon the land, is not enough to render the employer

liable, and is not such an acceptance as imports a new

to pay for the work
;

it must be shown that he has tak^ the

benefit of the part performance under circumstances sufficient

tl^ raise an imphed promise to pay for the work done, notwith-

standing the non-performance of the special contract, and some

positive®acquiescence in the incomplete or existing state of the

building is necessary to render him liable to pay according to

measuil and value.** But where a lessor contracted to pay his

tenant, at a valuation, for certain erections, pursuant to a to

be agreed upon, provided they were completed in tivo months,

Ld no plan was agreed on, and, after the condition broken, the

lessor encouraged the lessee to proceed with the work
;

it vas

1 See ante, 64. g & W. 858 :

' &'W W8 As to damages by improper repairs,

Rigge V. Burlndge, 15 M. f 59^-

^ j ^gg.

see m/sony. ^ No'udett y.
3 Carter

. 31 L 15°: bu't see C«r. in

/vS,/^'rx 68.! and Prdtman v. no;nas, 9 P- D. 70, 210;

SB 109̂ 32 W. K. 842. Sec Tnrner v. 71//.;-, 46 L. J.
Ch.

7^3 *
, ft / T C'2 • Siile of Ooocls Act, 1893*

: ch. i- j- ch. ^
i- t. s;.? .

ibL"*; />»«, s E. .. E. 73s ; 4 1-. (N. 3.)

See ll'at/is v. Sritie/i, supra.
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held that the lessee might recover as for work and labour, on
an implied promise arising out of so many of the facts as were
applicable to the new agreement.*

When a builder contracts to do certain work in considera-
tion of a fixed sum to be paid on completion, and the further
performance is prevented by some accident or event that may
excuse the non-completion {e.g. destruction by fire of the
premises on which the work is to be done)

j
yet, if there be no

default of the employer, the builder has no claim for the part
performed before the prevention occurred.^

But if, on the other hand, the contract be to erect certain
buildings, and provide materials and workmanship, for which
payment is to be made from time to time as performed or sup-
plied, the claim for the part which is performed remains valid,
although further performance may be prevented by accident'
and the part already performed become useless. And where
a contractor was employed at continuous work upon the repairs
to a building, which was accidentally destroyed by fire before
the repairs were completed

j
he was entitled to charge for his

work and rnaterials rendered up to that time.^
Rescission after Part Performance.—If a building contract

be rescinded by a subsequent agreement, whilst it is in course
of performance, and after it has been in part performed, or after
some consideration has been paid or taken under it, any claimm respect of the part performance, or of what has been paid
or received under it, must be referred to the agreement of
rescission

; and, in general, no such claim can be made
unless expressly or impliedly reserved upon the rescission.'*

So, where a contract is rescinded by a subsequent agree-
ment, although the latter agreement be voidable, if it is volun-
tarily acted upon by a party to it, with a knowledge of all the

SSdvantrge"°^ his

' Burn V. Miller., 4 Taunt. 741; Spp Pim-i /

landlord allowing builder to expend money in error
’’ ^

Appleby V. Myers, L. R. 2 C. P. 6:;i • T T r P
post. Chap. XIV., as to impossibility of perforrnance" As to nerfn

’

being prevented by strikes, see KinU T
Performance

to completion prevented by accideng Robert v’ Hc^dlk fp ' Ta
32 L. J. Q. B. 164 : Cutter v. Powell, 6 T. R 220 • 2 9 n-, T r ’

B i c * =’ B. 738 ;

699’:

See Mariden v. Samlell, 28 W K rescinded,
cla.m 10 have a building comract racmdid

^ ^ ’ ’’’

Or,,,,, V. 2 D. G. F.
J. 3,3 ,

3,, l. j. Ch. . , 9 w. R. 25.
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The subsequent agreement may affect certain parts or

provisions only of the former contract, expressly or impliedly

leaving the original contract in all other respects to stand;

and, consequently, may have to be construed upon the basis

of, and with reference to, the original contract.' But, as will

be seen in another chapter,^ a subsequent agreement for

additional work, which is so mixed up with the original con-

tract to build, as to render it impossible to complete within the

time appointed, will operate as a waiver and discharge of the

original contract as regards the time of completion, so that no

penalties can be claimed for delay.

Deviations.—A builder, under a contract to erect a house

in accordance with plans and specifications for a certain sum,

to be paid on the completion of the building, can recover the

contract price although there are certain immaterial omissions

or deviations from the contract, if the building has been sub-

stantially completed ;
" but the defendant will be entitled to

such a deduction from the contract price, as will enable him

to complete the work in exact accordance with the contract.

A building contract may be broken in the letter with trifling

damage to the employer
;
and, if performance in every minute

particular were made a condition precedent to the builder’s

right to sue, ‘a trifling injury to the one party might occasion the

loss of all remuneration to the other for a long and laborious

S6rvic6/ ^

And, in an action for the contract price, the defence to

which is that the work did not answer the purpose required,

if the work is substantial in the main, though not quite so

complete as it might be under the contract, and can be made

good at a reasonable rate, the plaintiff is entitled to recover,

deducting such sum as would enable the defendant to do

what was required.® But where it appears from the whole

tenor of the agreement, that the parties intended, the one to

insist upon, and the other to submit to, conditions, however

unreasonable and oppressive, the Court will in such case give

effect to them.®

> Carrv. Wallachian Petroleum Co., L. R. i C. P- 636 ; 35 L. J-

C P 314: see Legge \. Harlock, 12 Q. B. 1015; L- J‘ C- ’

I s,. >/.»'/W, L. R. 6 Q. B. ..5 i 40 L. J. Q. B. So : and

see Hunt v. South-Eastern Radway, 45 L. J . C. 1 . 67.

= ThonihilH. Neats, 8 C. B. (N. S.) 831 ;
see post. Chap. X., p. 7 /.

Godwin, 3 Bing. N. C. 737 5 4 Scott, 502 ; 3 Hodgp, 114

See post, p. 77 - See/orf, Chap. XIII., under ‘ Extras,

original contract and estimate are excluded by deviations.

^ Tindal, C.J., Stavers v. Curling, 3 Sc. 755. bee

Tames, L.J., in Wilkinson v. Clements, L. K. 8 Ch., at p
•'

Cutlery. Close, S C. & P. 337 = Chapel y.Hukes, 2 C. & 214

4 Tyr. 43 : Thornton v. Place, i M. & Rob. 218. bee a?ite, ^\^ 64 ,65

“ Stadhard or Stannard v. Lee, 3 B. & S. 364 ; 32 L. J. Q- • 75

See ante, p. 50.

as to when the

the remarks of

106.
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Assignee under Building Contract.'—An equitable assign-

ment of a chose in action may be made by any words or acts

showing a clear intention to assign
;
a deed or writing is not

required for the purpose. ^ Hence, in equity, an order given by

a builder to his creditor upon the employer, having money due

to the builder in his hands, to pay the creditor out of those

funds, is a binding equitable assignment of so much of the

funds
;
and, if communicated to the employer, will prevail

against a subsequent bankruptcy, though intervening while the

letter containing the order is on its way to the employer and

in all other cases, such an order, if assented to by the employers,

would even at law, before the Judicature Acts, have amounted
to a binding appropriation. It is essential, however, that the

fund out of which the money is to be paid should be specified.'’

But an authority to an agent to receive payment from the em-
ployer and pay over the amount is not an assignment of the

debt ;
it does not affect the employer, except by enabling him

to discharge the debt by payment to the agent so authorised to

receive it.'’ And, again, where a contractor gave his banker a

letter directing the employer to pass the cheques which might
become due to him ‘ to his account with the bank,’ it was held

that this was not an equitable assignment, but that it would
have been if it had directed the cheques to be passed to the

bank.''

' As to the right of an assignee, where the architect’s certificate is

made a condition precedent by the building contract, see an/e, p. 59. As
to advances to builder, see next chapter.

Such an assignment will now be valid under the Judicature Act in all

Courts, though not falling within s. 25, sub-s. 6. See infra, p. 70. As
to equitable assignments, see Row y . Daiuson, i Ves. Sen. 331 : Letty.
Morris, 4 Sim. 607 : Malcolm v. Scott, 3 Hare, 39 ; Buck v. Robson,
L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 686 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 250 ; 39 L. T. 325 : Ex parte
Hall, re Whitting, 10 Ch. D. 615 ; 48 L. J. B. 46, 79 ; 40 L. T. 179 ;

27 W. R. 385 : Ex parte Brett, re Irving, 7 Ch. D. 419 ; 26 W. R. 376 ;

37 L- T- 507 ; 2 White & T. L. C. 726, 770, 810, 1156 (5th ed.). See
the notes thereunder as to notice of the assignment and other necessary
steps to render an equitable assignment binding.

“ Ex parte South, 3 Sw. 392 ; affirming i Mad. 53 : Rotu v. Dawson,
supra : Lett v. Morris, stipra : Burn y. Carvalho, 4 My. & Cr. 690 :

Collyer v. Fallon, T. & R. 459 : Boyd v. Mangles, 18 L. J. Ex. 273 :

Dickinson y. Marrow, 14 M. & W. 713. But see Lord Braybrooke v.
Meredith, 13 Sim. 271 -.Ex parte Flower, 4 D. & C. 449 : Ex parte Bell,
17 L. J. Bk. 9 : Crowfoot v. Gurney, 2 Mo. & Sc. 473 : Ex parte Steivard,
3 M. D. & D. 265.

Hutchinson v. Heyivorth, 9 A. & E. 375 : Walker v. Rostron, 9 M.
& W. 411 : Williams v. Everett, 14 East, 582.

‘ Percival v. Dunn, 29 Ch. D. 128; 52 L. T. 320; 54 L. J. Ch.

® Rodick V. Gandell, 12 Beav. 325 ;
affirmed 3 Mac. & G. 754 ;

i D(
G. M. & G. 763: Phillips y. Prichard, i Jur. (N. S.) 750 : Scott v
Porcher, 3 Mer. 652.

’ Bell y. London and North- Western Railway Co., 15 Beav. 548But see Riccardy. Prichard, i K. & J. 277 : Brice v. Bannister, 3 O. B
D- 569; 47 L. J. Q. B. 722 ; 38 L. T. 739 ; 26 W. R. 670: Bucky
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Though notice may not be essential to perfect an assign-
ment inter partes, it is necessary to complete the title of an
equitable assignee, as against another assignee of the same
matter

;
for as between two equitable assignees for valuable

consideration, without notice of prior charges, he who gives
notice first has the better title.' This, it seems, will operate so
as to postpone even a trustee in bankruptcy to an assignee
without notice of the bankruptcy.'^

It is provided by the Judicature Act-'* that an absolute
assignment by writing of any debt or legal chose in action,
of which express notice in writing shall have been given to the
debtor, shall be effectual in law (subject to all equities which
would have been entitled to priority previous to the Act), to
pass the legal right to such debt or chose in action from the
date of the notice, and all legal remedies for the same, and
the power to give a good discharge for the same, without
the concurrence of the assignor. An order in writing to pay
a sum, out of a debt to become due under a building contract,
is an absolute assignment under this section

;
and, therefore,

the assignee has a- right to maintain an action in his own name
to recover payment. * The fund, however, out of which the
money is to be paid must be specified.® And the assignment
is valid against advances subsequently made by the employer
to the builder to enable him to complete his contract

;
and

payment to the builder after notice is bad.® But there must
be an actual chose in action

;
thus, after an agreement between

a landowner and a builder as to the erection of houses by
the latter, he asked the landowner to advance him money to

enable him to carry out his contract, and the landowner agreed

to do so. The builder then purported to assign part of the

money so agreed to be advanced
;
but it was held that the

assignment was ineffectual. The promise by the landowner

created no debt, there was no consideration for it, and no

Robson, 3 Q. B. D. 686 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 250; 39 L. T. 325 : Ex parte

Hall, re Whitting, supra. As to the stamp on an order to pay moneys
due under a contract to a third person, see Diplock v. Hannnoud, 2 Sm. &
G. 141 ; 5 De G. M. & G. 320 ; 23 L. J. Ch. 550 : Crowfoot v. Gumey,
supra : Buck v. Robson, supra.

' Dearie v. Hall, 3 Russ, i : Ward v. Duncombe, [1S93] A. C. 369

;

62 L. J. Ch. 881 ; 69 L. T. 121 ; 42 'W. R. 59.

2 Pabner v. Locke, 18 Ch. D. 381 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 124 ; 45 L. T. 229 ;

30 W. R. 419. Baldwin (4th ed.), 170.

=* 36 & 37 Viet. c. 66, s. 25, sub-s. 6.

' Brice v. Baimister, 3 Q. B. D. 569 > 47 L- J- Q- 722 : Buck v.

Robson, 3 Q. B. D. 686 : overruling Ex parte Shellard, L. R. 17 Cq. 109 :

Ex parte Nichols, re Jones, 22 Ch. D. 782 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 635 ; 31 V . R-

661 ; 48 L. T. 492. See Fishery. Calvert, W. N. 1879, p. 7-

^ Percival \. Dunti, 29 Ch. D. 128; 52 L. T. 320; 54 L- J- d'-

570, supra: Ex parte Hall, re Whitting, 10 Ch. D. 615 ; 4^ L. 1. B.

46, 79 : 40 L. T. 179 ; 27 W. R. 385.
. . , •

® Brice v. Bannister, supra. As to assignee suing in his own name,

see Sanders &-= Co. v. Peek, 50 L. T. 630 ; 32 \V. R. 462.
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action would lie on his promise, and it could not therefore be

occinrripH ^

Where a builder, after the time for completion had expired,

assigned to the plaintiff 200/. of what should be coming to

him° under the building contract (which provided that the

building should be finished by a certain day, and, if not, that

the employer might engage another builder to coinplete it)
;

and soon afterwards the builder executed a creditors deed,

and the trustee of this deed completed the building with his

own money, and was repaid by the employers, and, allowing

this repayment as proper, nothing remained due on the

contract
;

it was held, upon the plaintiff filing his bill to

enforce payment of the 200/., that the payments by the em-

ployer to the trustee were proper, and that the plaintiff was not

entitled.^ The decision proceeded on the view that the employer

exercised his power of taking the work out of the contractor’s

hands.® If he does not exercise such power, and the trustee in

the liquidation merely completes the original contract, the

assignee’s claim is good as against the trustee."*

It is to be regretted that the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, con-

tains no definition of the words ‘trade or business,’ but a

builder was a ‘trader ’ within the definition of the Act of 1869.

It has been held that an assignment by a trader of the future

receipts of his business is, as regards receipts accruing after

the commencement of the bankruptcy, inoperative as against

the title of the trustee.®

Where a contract, a sum to become payable under which is

assigned, is abandoned, and a new contract substituted therefor,

the assignee cannot, upon completion of the substituted con-

tract, sue the defendant for the sum stipulated to be paid to

him, as the original contract, the rights under which were

assigned, had never been completed, but he may have some
claim for damages.®

Where the builder and the architect have conspired toge-

ther to give false certificates, this is a good defence by the

employer to an action by an assignee of the amount due
to the builder, and the employer need not give notice to the

assignee of the fraud until the agreement is enforced.^

' May V. Lane, 43 W. R. 193 ; 64 L. J. Q. B. 236 ; 71 L. T. 869 ;

Western Wagon Co. v. West, [1892] i Ch. 271 ; 61 L. J. Ch. 244 ; 66 L. T.

402 40 W. R. 182 ; 8 T. L. R. 112.

Tooth V. Hallett, L. R. 4 Ch. 242 : and see Myers w United Guarantee
and Light Assurance Co., 7 D. M. & G. 112: Bristow v. Whitmore,
9 H. L. C. 391.

See Brice v. Bannister, supra : Drew wjosolyne, 18 Q. B. D. 596 ;

56 L. J. Q. B. 490 ; 57 L. T. 5 ; 35 W. R. 570.
' Ex parte Moss, re Toward, 14 Q. B. D. 310 ; 54 L. J. Q. B. 126 ;

52 L. T. 188 : Drew \. Josolync, supra.
® Ex parte Nichols, re Joties, 22 Ch. D. 782 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 635 ;

31 R. 661 ; 48 L. T. 492. But see post, p. 90, as to that which has
been earned, and Ex parte Moss, re Toward, supra.

“ Humphreys v. Jones, 5 Ex. 952 ; 20 L. J. Ex. 88. Sed qucere.
’ Wakefield CsTc. Banking Co. v. Normanton Local Board, 44 L. T. 697.
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CHAPTER IX. I

ADVANCES TO BUILDER. V

Mode of Providing for Advances.—A landowner, when
agreeing to let land to a builder for building, sometimes
agrees to lend him money upon the security of the houses to

be built and the building materials, and a clause is frequently

inserted in the agreement providing for such advances to

the builder.' It is sometimes provided that the landowner
will advance sums of money, not exceeding a fixed amount,
as the surveyor from time to time certifies.

Another mode of providing for advances, and one which
would probably avoid the disputes which not unfrequently

arise as to the sum to be advanced upon any building, is

to refer to a schedule, which should set out the times for

making the advances, and also the particular sums to be
advanced, during the progress of the work. Thus, when the

lessor’s surveyor has certified in writing that the brickwork

has been completed up to a certain point, so much is to be
advanced in respect of each house

;
and in the same way,

when all the brickwork is finished, joints fixed, roofs covered,

plastering done, joinery finished, and all complete.'^

Right to recover Advances.—Where a landowner agrees to

let land and to advance money for building twenty houses, and
after six houses are erected and part of the money advanced,

the contract is abandoned, the landowner can recover the

money so advanced, though the contract is never completed.^

Mortgages of Building Agreements.— It was formerly usual,

in mortgages of building agreements, to include in the mort-

gage all building materials and plant which should be brought

on the land, with power to seize and sell the same on default

;

but recent decisions show that such clauses are void under the

Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882.

It has long been settled that an ordinary building agree-

ment between a landowner and a builder is not brought within

' .See forms for advances, />os/, p. 369, and forms of mortgages by the

builder, /os^, p. 370. For forms of inquiry directed in an action for fore-

closure by a mortgagee in possession, and who has laid out money, see

Hotighion V. Seveuoaks Estate Co., W. N. December 20, 1884, p. 243.

See another mode in Kelly v. Sr.ottc, inji-a.

^ James v. Cotton, 7 Bing. 266. See also ante, p. 59 >
^uid p. 69 ct

seq., as to assignees under building contracts.
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the Bills of Sale Acts, as regards plant and materials, merely

by reason of a provision in it, that the plant and materials,

when brought upon the land, are to be considered as annexed

to the land, or are to become the property of the lessor or

building-ownerd The ground of these decisions appears to

be that such a provision is, in effect, a contract that the

chattels are to vest absolutely in the lessor or building-owner,

as part of the land, or in him as landowner, and that such a

contract is not similar to the assignments or assurances

specified in the Bills of Sale Acts. A mortgage, however, by
a builder of his interest in a building agreement to a stranger,

to secure money advanced by the stranger to enable the

builder to carry out the building agreement, differs very mate-
rially from a mere building agreement, and if it include plant

and materials, is void under the above-named Acts, so far,

at least, as such plant and materials are concerned,^ whether
the mortgage contain an express power of sale,^ or not.'*

The result would, therefore, seem to be that in no case
can the plant be mortgaged otherwise than by a duly registered

bill of sale in the form given in the Act of 1882. As to the
•building materials, such of them as are actually used on the
building become part of the land in accordance with the
maxim, ‘ Quidquid plantatur solo, solo cedit

j
’ other materials

are chattels, and can only be dealt with as such by registered
bill of sale.

Restriction on Consolidation.—The Conveyancing Act,
1881,’’ provides that a mortgagor seeking to redeem any one
mortgage shall be entitled to do so, without paying any money
due under any separate mortgage made by him, or by any
person through whom he claims, on property other than that
comprised in the mortgage which he seeks to redeem, unless
a contrary intention is expressed in the mortgage deeds or one
of them. In the case, therefore, of loans to builders, where it

' Brown v. Bateman, L. R. 2 C. P. 272 ; 36 L. J. C. P. 134 ; i L T
(N. S.) 658 ; 15 W. R. 359 : Blake v. Izard, 16 W. R. 108 : Ex tartt
Nrwitt, 16 C. D. 522 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 381 ; 29 W. R. 344 ; 44 L. T. 5
Reeves v. Barlow, 12 Q. B. D. 436 ; 53 L. J. Q. B. 192 ; 50 L. T. 782 :

32 W. R. 672. See post, p. loi.
- Climpson V. Coles, 23 Q. B. D. 465 ; 58 L. J. Q. B. 346 ; 38 W. R.

*^t’i S’
Churchv. Sage, 41 W. R. 175; 67 L. T. 175

^ Climpson v. Coles, supra.
< Churchy. Sage, sttpra: and seeA’e Yates, Batcheldorv. Vates,^8C.T).

47 ; 36 W. R. 563 : Re lustp, 60 L. T.
j 37 W. R. 304 ; cases of trade machinery, and as to trade machinery

where an express power of sale is given, see Small v. National ProvincialBank of England 42 W. R. 378 ; [1894] i Ch. 686 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 270 ;

r
Cumberland Union Bank v. Maryport STc. Co& ^"7 : 66 L. T. 108 ; 40 W. R. 280 : Gough

I-
food, [1894 I Q. B. 713; 42 W. R. 469; 63 L. J. Q. B. 364;

Ch 2i^-‘
[1S94] 2 Ch. 600 J 64 L. J.

* J 7 ^
• 39^ > ^ 444 *

44 & 45 Viet. c. 41, s. 17.
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74 Advances.— Whether Partnership Constituted.

is intended to make numerous advances, the right to consoli-
date must be reserved.*

Solicitors Neg;otiatiiig Advances.—Solicitors should be
careful not to advise clients to make advances to builders, or
to negotiate the same, without obtaining the opinions of com-
petent surveyors. But, although a client may obtain relief

against his solicitor for loss sustained by gross negligence, yet
where the loss is in respect of a matter of conduct as to which
the advice of the solicitor is founded on the opinions of com-
petent surveyors as to the value of the property, and those
opinions submitted to the judgment of the client, no claim can
be made against the solicitor.**

Trustees.—A trustee lending money on mortgage is not
chargeable with breach of trust by reason only of the pro-

portion borne by the amount of the loan, to the value of the

property at the time when the loan was made, provided that in

making the loan :

(1) The trustee was acting upon a report as to the value of

the property made by a person whom he reasonably believed

to be an able practical surveyor or valuer
;

(2) The surveyor or valuer was instructed and employed
independently of any owner of the property, whether such sur-

veyor or valuer carried on business in the locality where the

property is situate or elsewhere
\

(3) The amount of the loan does not exceed two equal

hird parts of the value of the property as stated in the report

;

(4) The loan was made under the advice of the surveyor

or valuer expressed in the report.^

Whether Partnership constituted.—Advances are not un-

frequently made to builders under an arrangement to share in

the profits derived from the buildings, for the erection of

which the advances are made. Such arrangements do not

necessarily constitute a partnership. Some rules for de-

termining the existence of partnership are contained in the

Partnership Act, 1890, and the case of Kelly v. Scotto^ may be

referred to, as showing that the agreement there in question

(being for advances to a builder in consideration of a share in

the profits, in a form not uncommon with builders) does not

constitute a partnership.

' See, too, for recent limitations of the Jennings Jordan,

6 A. C. 698 ; 30 W. R. 369 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 129 ; 45 L. T. 593 : Harter

V. Colman, 19 Ch. D. 630 ; 30 W. R. 484 ; 51 L- J- Cf*- 481 ; 4^ L. T.

154 : Cummins v. Fletcher, 14 C. D. 699 ; 28 W. R. 772 ; 49 L- .!• di-

563 ; 42 L. T. 859 : Re Raggett, 16 C. D. 117 : Pledge v. Carr, [1895]

I Ch. SI ; 43 W. R. 50; 70 L. T. 586; 64 L. J. Ch. 51 ; Minterw
Carr, [1894] 3 Ch. 498 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 705 5

L. T. 526.
.

- Chapman v. Chapman, L. R. 9 Eq. 276. See also British Mutual

Investment Co. v. Cobbold, L. R. 19 Eq. 627 : Whiteman v. Hawkins,

4 C. P. D. 13 : Phosphate Sewage Co. v. Hartmont, 5 Ch. D. 394.

“ Trustee Act, 1893, s. 8.

* Kelly V. Scotto, 49 L. J. Ch. D. 383; 42 L. T. 827. See also a

recent American case on the same subject Ciiriy v. Fowler, 41 Amer. K.

343 (U. S.).
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CHAPTER X. Chap. X.

TIME, PENALTIES, AND FORB'EITURE. Time, Penal-
ties, and

Performance of the work comprised in a building contract Forfeiture,

must be completed at or within the time fixed by the contract.

Where there is no time fixed by the contract, the work must
be done within a reasonable time, having regard to the nature
and circumstances of the performance.'

Building contracts usually contain a condition binding the
builder to complete the works within a fixed time

; and, when
an allowance is to be made if the works be delayed by reason
of any inclement weather, alteration or causes not under the
builder’s control, or in case of strikes, or lock-out atfecting any
of the building trades, it is advisable, instead of stipulating
that the builders then are to complete the works within such
time as shall be reasonable, to provide that the builder shall
do so within such time as the architect shall consider to be
reasonable, and shall from time to time in writing appoint.

General Buies as to Time.—Whilst at law the mere delay in Equitable
performance would operate as a breach of contract, and disen- construction

title the party in default from further asserting his rights, a Court stipula-

of Equity would, as a rule, relieve against the legal consequences,
.

notwithstanding the delay, upon equitable terms
;

it was, there- as m*^tinre
fore, said that in equity time is not considered to be of the
essence of the contract.''

^

But now, by the Judicature Act, 1873,3 it is enacted that Same relief
stipulations in contracts as to time or otherwise, which would Courts

not before the passing of this Act have been deemed to be or
to have become of the essence of such contracts in a Court of
^uity, shall receive in all courts the same construction and
eifect as they would have heretofore received in equity.’

'

Co. Lit. 56 b ; see/er Rolfe, B., in S/ariftiji v. Macdonald, 6 M. & G
,RS

' L. R. 4 Q. B. 133 ; 39 L. J. Q. B.
Fisher v. Ford, 4 Jur. 1034 ; as to a covenant to build within areason^le time, and a defence that the house remained unbuilt, with the

plaintiffs knowledge, and that a reasonable time had not since elapsed

c;.
''• 3 1^- M. & G. 284 ; 22 L. J. C. 398. As to

see/w/, Chap. X\. : Tilley v. Thomas, L. R. 3 Ch67 : Parkin v. Thorold, 16 Beav. 59.
’ 36 & 37 Viet. c. 66, s. 25 (7).
See Noble X. Edzvardes, 5 Ch. D. 378 : Patricks. Milner, 2 C. P. D.
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76 General Rules as to Time.

By express provision in the contract time may be made
essential, as, where, in addition to merely naming a day, the

parties introduce words clearly showing that this was their

intention. ‘ Time may also be made essential where it was

not originally so, or where the condition of time has been

waived, by giving notice clearly expressing the intention of

abandoning the contract if not completed within a given time,

which must be a reasonable time having regard to the circum-

stances.^

The subject of the contract may impliedly make the time

of completion essential
;

as where possession is required for

the purpose of immediate building,^ or where a lease for

building is subject to forfeiture if the building is not completed

by a certain day.'*

An extension of time may be given by sufficient agreement

of the parties, without waiving the condition as to time being

of the essence of the contract, further than substituting the

extended time.® And so long as negotiations continue between

the parties for completion of the contract, the time, though in

the first place essential, is extended.®

The builder will not be prevented from recovering payment,

as previously stated,^ if there has only been a slight delay in

the completion, and the contract in other respects has been

substantially carried out
;
any inconvenience occasioned by

such delay to the employer being a matter for compensation

in damages.®

A contract to be performed ‘directly’ means to be per-

formed not within a reasonable time, but speedily, or, at least,

as soon as practicable.® ‘ Forthwith,’ in a contract, was held

not necessarily to mean immediately.*® In computing a given

period of time ‘ from ’ or ‘ after ’ a specified act or event, the

day of the act or event is to be excluded, and the last day of

the given time included.** The words ‘at’ or ‘ on’ or ‘ upon

’ Hudson V. Temple, 29 Beav. 53^; 3° L- J- C- 251*

- Green v. Sevin, 13 Ch. D. 589 : Compton v. Bagley, [1892] i Ch.

313: 61 L. J. Ch. 113. ,

3 Wright V. Hoivard, I S. & S. 190 : Hokes v. Lord Rilmorey,

I De G. & Sm. 444.
* Barclay v. Messenger, 43 L. J. Ch. 449.

« Hudson V. Bartram, 3 Madd. 440 : Wood v. Bernal, 19 \ es. 220 :

Southcomb V. Bishop of Exeter, 6 Hare, 213 ; M'Murray

L. R. 5 Eq. 527 ; 27 L. J. C. 505 : Webb v. Hughes, L. K. 10 Eq. 281 ,

39 L. J. C. 606.

^ See d7ttC 1) 6o«

» Lucas V.’ Godwin, 3 Bing. N. C. 737 ; 4 Scott, 502 ; 3 Hodges, 1 14 •

Littlery. Holland, 3 T. R. 590: Ma>yon v. Carter, \ G. cV 1 . 295 .

Kingdom V. 2 C. B. 661 ; 15 L. J. C. P. 95- See the remarks of

Tames, L.J., in Wilkinson v. Clements, L. K. 8 Ch. at p. 106.

" Duncan v. Topham, 8 C. B. 225 ;
18 L. J. C. • 3^°-

>» Roberts v. Brett, 34 B- J- C. P. 241 : see Ex parte Sulhva ,

36 L. J. B. I : Hudson v. Hill, 43 L- J- C- P- ^73 = Ex parte Lamb,

L. R. 19 Ch. D. 169.
, J c;,vi aia‘

" Lester y. Garland, 15 Ves. 257 : Gorst v. Loivndes, u Sim. 434 -
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a certain time or event, or like expressions, mean before or

swndtatieously with, or after the act or event referred to, in

accordance with a reasonable construction of the context.'

The term ‘months’ denotes at law lunar months, unless the

context shows, or there is admissible evidence of an intention

in the parties, that the word was used to denote calendar

months. 2 In an Act of Parliament, or in any document which

is part of any legal procedure, ‘ month ’ means calendar month,

unless otherwise expressed.^

Effect of Extras on Time Conditions.—Subject to any

express terms in the agreement, a subsequent order by the

employer for extra work, which necessitates additional time,

may entitle the builder to claim the time necessary, under the

circumstances, to execute the extra work in addition to that

originally fixed, but as regards the stipulation as to time in all

other respects, the original contract will stand
;

with the

exception that if the order for extra work is so inconsistent

with the terms of the original contract that they cannot subsist

together, and it becomes impossible to complete the work in

the first agreement until the additional work is completed, the

subsequent agreement will be construed to discharge the

former."* And consequently, if the employer knew, or must
have known, that the additional work would render it impossible

to perform the contract as originally made, the second agree-

ment will operate as a waiver of the stipulation as to time in

the first agreement, and a consent that the completion of the

work shall be postponed until after the lapse of a reasonable

time for carrying out the work as altered. It will thus be
seen that where a contractor undertakes to do certain works,

subject to alterations, within a prescribed time, he will be held
to be excused by the employer ordering such alterations as

render completion within the time impossible, to the latter’s

knowledge.

Robinson v. Waddington, 13 Q. B. 753 : Young v. Higgon, 6 M. &
W. 49.

* Per Cur. in The Queen v. Humphrey, lo A. & E. 370 : and in The
Queen v. Arkwright, 12 Q. B. 970. See also Sidebotham v. Holland,
[1895] I Q- B. 378 ; 43 W. R. 228 ; 64 L. J. Q. B. 200 ; 72 L. T. 62 ;

II T. L. R. 154.

Simpson v. Margitson, ii Q. B. 23 ;
Htitton v. Brown, 45 L. T.

343 ; 29 W. R. 928 : see Latig v. Gale, i M. & S. iii : Cockell v. Gray,
3 B. & B. 186 : Turner v. Barlow, 3 F. & F. 946. But see Hipwell v.
Knight, I Y. & C. 401. See Catesby’s case, 6 Co. 62 a, as to a ‘ twelve-
month.’

In calculating a calendar month, if the computation commences during
the course of a month, the right method is to proceed from a given day in
one month to the day with the corresponding number in the ensuing
month. Freeman v. Read, ii W. R. 802 ;

8 L. T. (N. S.) 458.
^ R. S. C. 1883, Order 64, r. i. As to calendar months, see Migolli

V. Colville, 27 \V. R. 115 : Interpretation Act, 1889.
* As to the effect of subsequent agreements, see ante, pp. 67, 68.

/XT
^ff^^^twood V. Secretaiy of State for India, ii W. R. 261 ; 7 L. T.

(N. S.) 736: Holme v. Guppy, 3 M. & W. 387: Thornhill v. Neats,
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78 Effect of Extras on Time Conditions.

Suppose a builder contract, under a penalty, to build and
completely finish two houses within a given time, and No. 2 is

not completed within the time : it would be no answer for

him, when sued for the penalty, to say that he was prevented
from completing it, because the employer had required an
alteration to No. i. But if the alterations ordered to No. i are

so mixed up with the work specified in the original agreement,
that the employer must have known that it would be impos-
sible to complete No. 2 and the work in the first agreement
mentioned, until the additional work was also completed, this

raises an equity, and would be a good defence by the builder

to an action on the original contract.

Of course, if the builder be prevented by some act of the

employer, he will not be held liable for any penalties, although

he has a cause of action against the employer for any damages
he may have sustained.^ And where a contractor agreed with

a local Board to do certain work by a certain time, subject to

extension according to the certificate of the Board’s engineer,

in case the Board should not remove certain obstructions

within such time as would enable the contractor to complete

the work by the agreed time, it was held that there was an

implied contract by the Board to remove the obstructions

within a reasonable time, and that the contractor could recover

damages incurred by him through their failure to do so.^

But, however unreasonable the time specified in the

contract may be, and notwithstanding extra work to a con-

siderable extent may be ordered, if the builder choose to

contract positively and absolutely to do certain works, and also

any alterations, additions, or variations within a given time,

the Court will not, in the face of such a stipulation, infer a

condition that is at variance with the express terms of the

contract, or relieve the builder because it happens to operate

hardly.^ If the parties choose even arbitrarily, provided both

of them intended to do so, to stipulate for a particular thing to

be done at a particular time, such a stipulation is effectual, and

the parties are bound by their contract, even though it involve

an impossibility.'*

8 C. B. (N. S.) 831 : Russell v. Sa Da Baudeira, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 149 ;

32 L. J. C. P. 68; 7 L. T. (N. S.) 804: Legge v. Harlock, 12 Q. B.

1015 ;
18 L. J. Q. B. 45 : see Fletcher v. Dyche, 2 T. R. 32 : Macintosh

v. Midland Counties Railway Co., 14 M. & W. 548 ; S. C. 14 L. J. Ex.

338 ; Hunt V. South-Eastern Railway Co., 45 L. J. C. P. 87, sis to a

substituted contract, and the power of sale and lien being lost by such

substitution.

’ See the case, ante, p. 63.

" Laioson v. Wallasey Local Board, 52 L. J. Q. B. ^02 ; 48 L. I.

507 ; and in Court of first instance, ii Q. B. D. 229 : ante, p- I 9 -

^ Jones V. St. John's College, L. R. 6 Q. B. 115 j 40 L. J. Q. B. 80 .

and see Roberts v. Bury Improvement Commissioners, L. R. 5 C. P. 310 ;

39 L. J. C. P. 129 ;
Oakden v. Pike, 34 L. J. Ch. 620 : Jew v. Nrwbold-

on-Avon School Board, i Cababe & Ellis, 260.

* Oakden v. Pike, supra.

\

\

j

9
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Time for Enforcing^ Forfeiture Clauses.—AVhere there

is a clause, similar to that in Walker v. London and North-
Western Raihvayl^ providing for the avoidance of the contract,

and the forfeiture of the contractor’s implements and materials,

if he fail to proceed with the work at the rate of progress
required in order to complete the woiks within the period
limited for the purpose, or upon certain other events

; such a
clause can only be acted on, and enforced, before the time
originally fixed for the completion of the works has expired.

And the exercise of the right of election to rescind a building
contract, on the ground of delay, or that the works cannot be
completed within the given time, must be signified in an un-
qualified manner, and, at all events, not after the builder has
gone to expense in the reasonable belief, induced by the acts
or omissions of the employer, that the right of election would
not be exercised, or has altered his position under such circum-
stances to his prejudice.^

The question, when, or at what time, the right to avoid the
contract is lost, is open to some doubt. In Marsden v.

Sambell^ Fry, J., after referring to Morrison v. Universal Marine
Insurance Co.^^ where the point was left undecided, held that,
if the proper view was that the right must be exercised in a
reasonable time, three weeks was not a reasonable time

;
and

that if the true view was, that the right is a right to elect at any
time, unless the rights of third parties have intervened, or the
other party to the contract has altered his position, under the
belief that the contract was a subsisting one, the builder had
altered his position under the impression that the contract was
still subsisting, by laying out money on drainage pipes and
other matters.

It follows, therefore, that when it is intended to take ad-
vantage of any breach of covenant or condition in a building
ease, or contract, so that it should operate as a forfeiture the
landowner or employer must take care not to do anything
which may be deemed to be an acknowledgment of the con-

Walkcr London andNorth-Western Railway Co,, i C P D ci8
45 L. J. C. P. D 787 ; distinguishing Roberts v. Bu7y ’l»t'proi;emen

DlZalTT' J- Mohan.nundalL, Newry, and Gi-eeitore Railway Co., 6 L. R. Ir. 477 wherp iV,
time IS extended. Cf. Stadhard or Stannard v. Lee, 3 B & S
V h 75 ; 7 L. T. (N. S.) 850 ; II W. R. 361.^

^ ^

emnV 952 . A mistaken claim by themployer that a building contract was at an end and to rescind it, doJs norpso facto operate to rescind the contract, unless the builder demSd
o! f

of the mistaken claim. Ibid. See ante p 7.2as to the building owner allowing the builder to expend money in budd^m
ZAA'i enforcing a forfeiture in the case of a substituted contraci>ce Hunt V. South-Eastern Railway Co., as; L. T. C. P 87

^

^ Supra. See cases infra.
'

'

V. 'Lyi, TU' r“o ",r32W. R. 989.
^ J- 4971 51 L.

1
T. 637
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Restraining a Forfeiture.

tinuance of the tenancy or contract, and so operate as a waiver
of the forfeiture.^ Where a lessee subdemised land with a
covenant by the sublessee to finish certain houses thereon, and
with a power of re-entry in case of default, and subsequently by
deed, reciting the subleases, assigned the land subject to the
subleases

;
the Court inclined to think that, if the covenant had

been broken, the assignment, subject to the subleases, would
have been a waiver of the forfeiture although the forfeiture was
not known to the lessee.^

Where there is a clause in a building agreement, that in

case of default in not completing the buildings, at successive

periods, the owner should be at liberty to re-enter and seize

the materials, and successive defaults are made, and several

periods of indulgence granted, but there has been no waiver
of the last default on the part of the owner, and no alteration

of the builder’s position to his prejudice, the owner may be
entitled to re-enter and seize the materials.^

Eestraining a Forfeiture.—When the building contract is

one where, if the employer was wrong in resuming possession
in exercise of a power contained in the contract, the builder

could be amply compensated in damages, whereas if the

builder were allowed to continue the work, the Court could
not enforce specific performance of the contract in order to

compel the completion of the works according to the terms of

such contract, the builder will not generally be entitled to an
interlocutory injunction.

An interlocutory injunction may, in some cases, be obtained

to restrain the builder from preventing the employer taking up
and completing the work in pursuance of a condition in the

contract,® of course, upon the usual undertaking by the em-
ployer to abide any subsequent order as to damages.

Penalties or Liquidated Damages in Building Contracts.

—

A contract may in express terms assess the sum to be paid as

the liquidated damages for a breach, and building contracts

usually stipulate for a fixed sum to be paid daily or weekly for

delay in completing the work f a contract may also fix a sum

* See Doe d. Kensington v. Brindley, 12 Moo. C. P. 37 : Marsden v.

Satnbell, supra. Ex parte Newitt, /« re Garrud, L. R. 16 Ch. D. 522,

531 : Arterial Drainage Co. v. Bathangan Drainage Board, 6 L. R.

Ir. 515.

Hunt V. Bishop, 8 Exch. 675. Sed qucere : where there is no

knowledge actual or implied : Hunt v. Remnatit, 9 Exch. 635. See 23

& 24 Viet. c. 38, s. 6, as to an actual waiver not operating as general

waiver in leases.

“ Stevens v. Taylor, 2 F. & F. 419. See post. Chap. XII., as to

property in building materials.

' Garrett \. BansteadandEpsom Doiuns Railway Co., 4De G. J. & S.

462 : Jennings v. Brighton &rc. Sewers Board, 4 De G. J- & S. 735 *’•

But see Garrett v. Salisbury and DorsetJunction Railway Co., L. R. 2 Eq.

358, post, p. too. * Corporation of Cork v. Rooney, 7 L. R. Ir. 191.

“ Fletcher v. Dyche, 2 T. R. 32 : Jones v. St. John's College, L. R.

6 Q. B. 115 ; 40 L. J. Q. B. 80 : Law v. Redditch, infra.



Penalties or Liqtiidated Damages. 8i

of money to be paid on a breach, with no intention of assessing

the damages, e.g. a bond with a penalty
j

^ the question whether
a sum is a penalty or liquidated damages, is a question of law,

to be decided by the judge upon a consideration of the whole
instrument.^

In the case of a penalty, the Courts of Equity always
exercised jurisdiction to relieve against the judgment at law
upon payment of the sum really due, or the actual damages
occasioned by the breach of contract

; and they used to direct

an issue, quantwn damnificatus
;

and, when the amount of
damages was ascertained by a jury upon the trial of such an
issue, they granted relief upon the payment of such damages.^
And now, therefore, although the penalty be forfeited ?ind

payable according to the terms of the contract, relief in all

Courts will, in general, be given upon equitable principles
against the full penalty by allowing only the damage really
incurred by the non-performance.

But, on the other hand, where building contracts are con-
strued as stipulating for liquidated damages and not for a
penalty, no necessity arises for equitable relief against the pay-
ment. In this case the Court will not interfere, but will deem
the parties entitled to fix their own measure of damages, and
the whole sum is recoverable, and no more, both at law and
in equity, by force of the agreement.'* It is, consequently, im-
portant to determine whether the sum expressed in the contract
to be payable for a breach is of the one kind or the other.

Persons who intend that the breach of a building contract
shall involve the payment of a fixed sum, independently of the
amount of actual damage thereby sustained, should stipulate
for the payment as ‘ liquidated damages,’ ® though the use of
that term is not conclusive, for, as just stated, it is a question
of construction depending upon the whole of the agreement ^

And there are numerous cases, where sums made payable as
liquidated damages, and not as penalty, have been nevertheless
construed as penalties.'^ But this has never been done, except

(Sth e'dT'"”
’

; 52 L. J. Ch. I4S ; 47 L. T. 389

;

<1- -j
.several cases distinguishing ‘penalties’ from

liquidated dam^es ’ were considered and explained by^ Tessel, M.R.
Parren, 6 Bing. 148; Mansfield, C.T., inLowe V. Peers e, Burr. 2229 : and see Wyllie v. Wilkes, 2 Doug ^22 •

A^Bramwell, B., in Betts v. Burch, 4 H. & N. 510; 28 L T Ex 260 •

and see K. 4 Ch, D. 733 i 46 L. J. 8.^9', e Wwi; |t£'L. C. 1112 (sth ed.). But see Wallis v. Smith, 21 Ch. D. 243 • 42 L t’Ch. I4S ; 47 L. T. 389 ; 31 W. R. 214.
• 243 , 52 U J.

^ Lowe V. Peers, 4 Burr. 2228.

dliTslmsuftil Is9®“-
Gals-

.73’; 1- J- Q- B.

Boys V. Ancell, 7 Scott, 364; 5 Bing. N. C. 390- Kemble v6 Bing. 141 : Remdell v. Schell, 4 C. B. (N. S.) 97 ; 27 L. J. Q V ilfi.
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in cases like Kemble v. Farren^ where the damages were made
payable, not on one single event, but on a number of events,

some of which might result in very inconsiderable damages.^

And, so also, the Courts have frequently held that a sum
stipulated by use of the word ‘ penalty ’ was, from the circum-

stances of the case and the nature of the agreement, to be

construed as liquidated damages, and that it was consequently

recoverable in full.^ Whether, therefore, the sum, mentioned

in an agreement to be paid for a breach, is to be treated as a

penalty or as liquidated and ascertained damages, is a question

of law, to be decided by the judge upon a consideration of the

whole instrument.*

One rule which appears to be recognised in the cases as a

canon of construction with regard to agreements of this kind

is that, where the parties to a contract have agreed that, in

case of one of the parties doing or omitting to do some one

thing, he shall pay a specific sum to the other as damages, as

a general rule such sum is to be regarded as liquidated

damages and not as a penalty. One recognised exception to

such rule is where a sum of money is to be payable upon the

non-payment of a smaller specified sum, in which case the

Courts have treated the larger sum as a penalty, not as

liquidated damages ;
another exception would probably be

where the sum agreed to be paid is, with regard to the matter

in respect of which it is agreed to be paid, so large as to make

the idea that it was intended to be payable by way of liquidated

damages so absurd that the Court would be compelled to arrive

at the conclusion that it was to be paid, not as liquidated

damages, but as a penalty.®

In Law V. Redditch Local Board ^ the contract provided

that ‘the works shall be completed in all respects, and cleared

of all implements, tackle, impediments, and rubbish, on or

before April 30, 1889, and in default of such completion, the

contractor shall forfeit and pay to the urban authority the sum

of 100/., and 5/. for every seven days during which the works

* 6 Bing. 141.

2 Fer Kay, L.J., Lam v. Local Board of Redditch, supra.

=> sparrow V. Paris, 7 H. & N. 594; 3i L- J- Ex. 137 = Pfrfitt v.

Chambre, L. R. 15 Eq. 36; 42 L. J. Ch. 6: Elphinstone v. Monkland,

1 1 A. C. 332 J 35 ^7*

*
'Per Wilde, C.J., in Sainter v. Ferguson, 7 C. B. 716. Per Bram-

well, B., in Betts v. Burch, 4 H. & N. 511 ;
28 L. J. Ex. 271.

Coleridge, C.J., in Magee v. Lavell, L. R. 9 C. 1 . i IS ; 43 L- J- ^ \
-

I2S : Wallis v. Smith, infra. And see Ranger \. Great Western Rail-

way, 5 H. L. C. J 2 , 105, as to construction being the same at law and in

Z«7£/ V. Local Board of Redditch, supra-, ReNrwman, L. R. 4 C- D-

72a • 46 L. T. B. 57 : Fletcher v. Dyche, 2 T. R. 32 : Crux x.Aldred,

14 W. R. 656: Wallis V. Smith, 21 Ch. D. 243; 52 L. J- Ch. 145 5

47 L. T. 389 ;
31 W. R. 214 ;

see Bonsall v. Byiiie, i Ir. R. C. L. 573 =

Browne v. Phillips, 10 L. R. Ir. 212.

“ Supra.
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shall be incomplete after the said time, and the sums so for-

feited may be recovered by the urban authority from the

contractor as and for liquidated damages,’ and inasmuch as

the sums agreed to be paid as liquidated damages were
payable on a single event only, viz. non-completion of the
works, it was held they were to be regarded as liquidated

damages, not as penalties.*

Where the damage is altogether uncertain and yet a
definite sum of money is expressly made payable in respect of
it, by way of liquidated damages, the words will be read in

their ordinary sense as meaning liquidated damages and not
as a penalty.^

On the other hand, when a single lump sum is made
payable by way of compensation, on the occurrence of one or
more or all of several events, some of which may occasion
serious and others but trifling damage, the presumption is that
the parties intended the sum to be penal and subject to modi-
fication. ^ This is most obviously the case when one of the
stipulations is for the payment of a sum of money of less
amount than the penal sum named.^

The fact that the payments stipulated are made proportionate
to the extent of the breach of contract, or that they are to bear
interest from the date of the breach, point to the conclusion
•that payments so adjusted are liquidated damages.®

If all the events on which the sum is made payable are
matters of substantial damage, then the sum is payable as
liquidated damages, not penalty.®

Having regard to the doubt arising from the decisions on
the subject,^ where the contract is to contain different stipula-
tions of different kinds, the agreement, instead of fixing one
sum to be paid for any breach of whatever kind, should provide
for the payment of a fixed sum for the breach of each particular
stipulation

;
and, where no contrary intention is shown, such

sum may be recovered as liquidated damages.® For in the case

j
See the judgments in this case for the meaning of ‘ completion.’

M "& ^ : confirming Green v. Price, 13

V. Monkland Iron &-c. Co., Lim., ii A. C. IS2 •

35 K. 17.
^

I
P‘^r>'en, 6 Bing. 141 : Astley v. Weldon, 2 B. & P. 146

Elphi 7istone v. Monklaitd, supra.

31 W.T?i4
.' ''•

5

SI
^43 ; 52 L. J. Ch. I4S ; 47 L. T. 389 ;

^ An 1

cases fully considered by Jessel, M.R.And see /fir I-Ieath, J., in Astley v. Weldon, 2 B. & P. 3C3 adoofed

V Pennon b’ & I'Ty' a^*?'
7^' = JDn Davies

9 M. & w 681
* by Alderson, B.

, in Horner v. Flintoff,

^W. 7 ScS; 36T^lintN^
^ ^95 =

it “t. r r. Ti 7 ^r'i- sf'T;
^

^Vkttaker, L. R. 8 C. P. 70.
» 37 J . C. 1 . 8i : Lea
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84 Enforcing Penalties and Liquidated Damages.

of In re Newman^ ex parte Capper^ where a building contract

provided for completion of the works by a stated day, and in

default the contractors were to forfeit to the employer 10/. per

week for every week after that date during which the buildings

should remain unfinished, and the contract also contained various

other stipulations, with a final provision that, in case the con-

tract should not be in all things duly performed by the con-

tractors, they should pay to the employer 1,000/. as and for

liquidated damages ;
it was held that the sum of 1,000/. was m

the nature of a penalty, and that the employer could only

recover the actual damage he had sustained by the delay m the

completion of the works.
. . , t-u 4.

Enforcing Penalties and Liquidated Damages. 1 he party

entitled under a deed containing covenants, or under a simple

agreement, to build, with a penalty,^ may either bring an action

of debt for the penalty, or may proceed as for breach of the

covenant or agreement, and recover full damages exceeding the

penal sum, as the penalty is auxiliary to the performance of the

contract.^ But the party entitled totally discharges the other

party from any future obligation after he has taken the penalty.

Specific performance is seldom granted in the oase 0

building contracts,'^ but where such relief can be given, arid the

contract contains a stipulation for a fixed sum payable in the

event of a non-performance, whether as liquidated damages, or

as a penalty, this does not release the parties from their agree-

ments, and, if there appears to be no intention that the act may

be done on payment of the money, the contract will, notwith-

standing the stipulation, be enforced by specific performance

But the Court, in granting an injunction or decreeing

specific performance, will impose the terms of not claiming the

liquidated damages or penalty ;
and the party entitled canno

claim an injunction or specific performance in respect of

• 4 Ch. Div. 724 ;
46 L. J. B. 57 = and see Law v. Local Board of

. bond no damngos boyond the penally can be

recovorf.
^ ^

and in

V ZS' s Bum bsm . W. Bl. 387 1 An m ffa.rm,. >•

7 H. & N. .581

30L J. Ex 348131^73 1^
&c. XVin., « ;p. .58, I59..n<ie, • Covenant.' a, .0

penal rents in building le^es.
TTnhhvns 2 Atk. '170. And

lx: in

Knighf-Btuce, L.J., in C«U, S f <§,’ VoS-, 43^1-. ji

m- fve/sis >» ^
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breach, if he has previously sued for and recovered the liqui-

dated damages for it, upon the same ground that he cannot

bring an action for damages after he has taken the penalty.^

But a claim to damages may be supported in respect of a past

breach, with specific performance or an injunction for the

future.*

In the absence of a special agreement to the contrary, if

the builder be delayed in the work contracted for, or otherwise

prevented from completing the contract within the time limited,

by the act of the employer, the former will not be liable in law

for the default, or for any penalties during such delay, and in

some cases he may be excused from performing the agreement

contained in the original contract, and from the payment of

penalties altogether.® In Holme v. Gupfy ^ there was a con-

tract to do work within a given thne, viz. four months from the

date of the contract, and in default to forfeit 40/. per week for each

week of delay beyond the prescribed time, as liquidated damages.

The plaintiffs did not begin the work for four weeks after the

date of the agreement, in consequence of the defendants not

being able to give them possession
;

they were afterwards

delayed one week by the default of their own workmen, and
four weeks by the default of the masons employed by the

defendants
; and the work was not completed till five weeks

after the time limited. It was held, upon these facts, that the

plaintiffs were not liable to penalties for the delay, either for

the one or the four weeks
;
as the plaintiffs undertook to com-

plete the work in a given four months, and the particular time
was extremely material, because they probably would not have
entered into the contract unless they had had the specified four
months and a half, within which they could work a greater
number of hours a day. The same result follows where it is

also agreed that if the work should not be completed for any
cause not under the control of the contractor, then the penalty
should not be enforced for such number of days as the em-
ployer’s agent should name in a certificate, although no such
certificate is given.® So, also, where the delay was caused by
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when delay

in building

caused by the
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Howard v. Woodward, 34 L. J. Ch. 47 : Sainter v. Ferouson,
I M. & G. 286 ; 19 L. J. Ch. 170. A7ite, p. 84.

9 W ffsT/'
7 H. & N. 158 ; 30 L. J. Ex. 348 ; 31 Ibid. zTi ;

/T P' recovering damages
; Com. Dig. Condition

\i-/. o).

R r 3 M. & W. 387 ; I Jur. 825 : Thornhill v. Neats,

117
Westwood V. Secretaiy of State for India.

8 T T
’ 7 L T. (N. S.) 736 : Legge v. Harlock, 12 Q. B. 1015 i

t ^ =
p‘^‘»JS0n V. Wallasey Local Board, 52 L. J. Q. B. 302 •

Z f' i'T Court of first instance, ii Q. B. D. 229. And see
(iftte, p. 62, as to right of builder to payment.

32L.'j!‘aV68f7L!'T^'(N^^^^ ’
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not providing the required plans, and setting out the ground,
for building works.*

A contract may be made with an express stipulation to set

off mutual claims arising under it, as a building contract with
a stipulation that penalties for delay shall be deducted from the
contract price, ^ or with a condition that works and materials

provided by the employer shall be allowed for in the price,^ or

with the condition, express or implied, that the contract price

shall be reduced by the damages recoverable for defective work
or delay in completion, and now such claims, apart from express

stipulation, could be set off or set up by way of counterclaim

by the defendant under the rules of the Supreme Court.®

Under agreements of the above description, where it is

stipulated that if the work be not completed within a fixed time,

the builder shall forfeit a certain sum weekly, such penalty to

be deducted from the amount which may remain due on the

completion of the work
;

if the contract price be paid without

making any deduction for payments which have become due
under such stipulation

;
the employer will be entitled, after

having paid the contract price, to set off the penalty in an action,

brought subsequently, for extra work. He has a double remedy,

either to deduct it from the contract price or to recover it.®

Notice Necessary.—When a contract provides that, if it

should appear to the employer or his agent that the work is not

properly executed, and with due expedition, it should be lawful

for them to give notice in writing to the contractor to alter any

improper work, and to supply proper and sufficient materials

and labour
;
and that if he should fail to comply with such

notice, then that the employer or his agent may take the work

out of his hands
;
a notice in a general form is sufficient.

Thus it has been held that the following notice was sufficient

:

‘ I give notice to you to supply all proper and sufficient

maftrials and labour for the due prosecution of the works, and

with due expedition to proceed therewith
;
and, further, that if

you shall for seven days (the time named in the contract) after

the giving of this notice, fail or neglect to comply therewith, I

shall as engineer, and on behalf of the corporation, take the

’ Roberts v. Bnry Improvement Cominissioners^ L. R. S C. P. 310;

39 L. J. C. P. 129 : Bush V. The Trustees of the Town and Harbour of

Whitehaven, 52 J. P. 392. As to implied contract by the employer to do

certain things within a reasonable time, see Lawson v. Wallasey Local

Board, 52 L. J. Q. B. 302 ; 48 L. T. 507, and in Court of first instance,

L. R. II Q. B. D. 229, and ante, p. 20. See ante, p. 51

the architect’s certificate generally ;
and ante, p 78) when the contract is

express, that damages are to be paid for delay by whomsoever caused.

'* Jones V. St. John's College, L. R. 6 Q. B. 1

1

5 ; 40 L- J- Q-

Turner v. Diaper, 2 M. & G. 241 ;
2 Scott, N. R. 447-

' Young V. Kitchen, 3 Ex. D. 127 ; 47 L. J. Ex. 579 : Newfoundland

Govemmetit v. Newfou7idland Railway, 13 A. C. I99-

“ Order 19, r. 3.

“ Duckworth v. Alison, i M. & W. 412.
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» Paulingv. Dover {Mayor, Ss=c.), lo Ex. 753 ;
24 L. J. Ex. 128. See

forms of notice, p. 310-
^ r ^ ^

2 Ibid., per Parke, B. See forms of notice, post, p. 310.

works wholly out of your hands.’ ^ But, on the other hand, it

seems that, if the employer desired the contractor to do some

particular act, for example, to pull down some of his work, he

ought to give him a notice to that effect, specifying to what

extent he wished to have the work pulled down.^
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CHAPTER XI.

DEATH OR BANKRUPTCY OF THE BUILDER OR EMPLOYER.

Death of Builder.—The contract of the architect is a
personal contract, which can only be performed during his
lifetime, and is subject to the implied condition of his con-
tinuing alive and in health, and is revoked by his death or
incapacity from illness.^ But this is not the case with the
contract of the builder, as, upon his death, the personal
representatives, with the exception mentioned below, become
entitled to the benefit of the contract of the deceased remaining
incomplete at the death, and are entitled to complete it, and
recover the value for the benefit of the estate. On the other
hand, the personal representatives, if they have sufficient assets,

are bound to carry out the work, although they are not men-
tioned in the contract,^ or they must pay damages out of the
assets.^

In Marshall v. Broadhurst,^ a contractor agreed to do
certain work, and died before the work was begun, and his

executors did the work, using the materials
;

it was held that

the executors, in their representative character, could recover
for work and labour done and materials found. And the

executors will be liable even where the heir is named, and the

executors are not named, in the contract.®

* See a7ite, p. 42.
* WenHuorth v. Cock, 10 A. & E. 42. Where, in an action against an

administrator for refusing to receive slate ordered by the intestate, the

Court held that the action would lie, and that the legal personal repre-

sentative must receive and pay for the goods so ordered.
^ Marshall v. Broadhurst, I C. & J. 403 ; i Tyr. 348 : Sibotti v.

Kirkman, I M. & W. 418
:
Quick v. Ludburrow, 3 Bulstr. 30, by

Coke, C.J. By the French law the contract is determined by death of

the architect or builder ;
but the owner must pay a proportion of the

agreed price to the legal personal representative for the work done and

materials used, if they can be of use to him. ‘ Le contrat de louage

d’ouvrage est dissous par la mort de I’ouvrier, de I’architecte ou entre-

preneur.’ Code Civil, Liv. III. tit. viii. 1795. ‘ Mais le propridtaire est

tenu de payer en proportion du prix portd par la convention, i leur succession,

la valeur des ouvrages faits et celle des materiaux pr^parfe, lors seulement

que ces travaux ou ces materiaux peuvent lui etre utiles.’ Ibid.

See Pothier, Louage, 456.
*

I C. & J. 403.
® Williams v. Burrell, i C. B. 402. As to contracts under seal, see

Conveyancing Act, 1881, 44 & 45 Viet. c. 41, s. 59.
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But if the agreement with the contractor be such as to

require personal skill or taste of an exceptional description, the

interpretation of contracts of this kind must necessarily depend

upon the nature of the work, and the particular circumstances

of each case. Thus a contract to build a lighthouse was held

to be discharged by the death of the contractor. ^

Death of Employer.—If, after a building contract has been

entered into, the employer die before it is completed, the rights

and liabilities of his personal representatives will be generally

the same as those just referred to in the case of the death of

the contractor. The personal representatives of the employer,

if they have sufficient assets, are bound to pay any sum due

to the contractor, and to permit the latter to complete the

contract, or they must pay damages. On the other hand, they

are entitled to bring any action against the contractor, and to

recover damages, if he does not carry out his contract.^ The
case of Cooper v. farman^ further illustrates the rules above
stated

;
there, a person contracted with a builder to erect a

house on a piece of freehold land belonging to him, and,

having died intestate before the house was finished, it was held

that the heir-at-law was entitled to have the house finished at

the expense of the personal estate of the intestate. Where a
testator had expended a large sum in building on land of his

own, and his executors, at the request of the tenant for life, on
whom the land was settled by the testator’s will, laid out further

sums in completing the buildings, it was held to be an un-
authorised investment by the executors, but that the expenditure
was in the nature of salvage, and there was a lien on the land
for the money.'*

Bankruptcy of Builder.—The contract of the builder is

not, in general, a personal contract, and, if it is unexecuted at
the time of his bankruptcy, the right of the trustee to sue in
respect of it will depend on his ability to perform what remains
to be done on the bankrupt’s part

;
® as a rule, therefore, it

would vest in the trustee.

Contracts in which the personal skill of the bankrupt forms
a material part of the consideration do not pass to his trustee in
bankruptcy

;
yet, if the work is completed according to the

contract by the bankrupt on behalf of the estate, or if com-
pletion by the trustee were accepted by the other party, the

' See case cited by Patteson, J., in Wentworth v. Cock, lo A. & E. 45.
Wentworth v. Cock, supra.

’ Cooper V. Jarman, L. R. 3 Eq. 98.
Ferguson v. Ferguson, 17 L. R. Ir. 552.

T w
Carruthers, 8 M. & W. 321. See Tooth v. Hallett,

„ r'4
.

• 18 Q. B. D. 590 ; 56 L. J. Q. B. 490 ;

5 't-
^ ’ 35 W. R. 570, as to the trustee of a creditor’s deed, advanc-

ng his own moneys to complete the building of property mortgaged afterume lor completion, having priority over the mortgagee. Ante, p. 71,

em \
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trustee would be entitled to recover the contract price. ^

Having regard, however, to the provisions of the Bankruptcy
Act, 1883, which expressly bind the bankrupt to aid to the
utmost of his power in the realization of his property, and
subject him to punishment if he fail to do so,* it would seem
that the trustee will be entitled to require the bankrupt to give

his aid in completing any contract unexecuted at the time of

his bankruptcy, at the risk of punishment, if, being able to

comply with the request, he refuse to do so.^

As the trustee, if he adopt the contract of the bankrupt to

build, will be compelled to perform all that the bankrupt was
bound to do, so, on the other hand, he will be entitled to

enforce any claims with respect to the contract. And rights

of action for the recovery of damages for the breach of any

contract, whether liquidated or unliquidated, provided the

injury affects the property of the bankrupt, will, as a general

rule, pass to the trustee.'* Personal actions for breaches of

contract wholly unconnected with the debtor’s property do not

pass to the trustee.®

An equitable assignment by a builder of future contingent

receipts of his business is inoperative, as regards receipts

accruing after the commencement of his bankruptcy, as against

the title of the trustee.® But this case must be distinguished

from an assignment of money which the bankrupt has already

earned. That which has been earned is in the nature of

property which can be validly assigned as against the trustee in

the bankruptcy of the assignor, though it does not become pay-

able until after the commencement of the bankruptcy ;
that

which has not been earned cannot be so assigned. It is

essential, however, that the fund out of which the money is to

be paid should be specified.'^

For example, a person entered into a contract to erect a

building, the price for which was to be paid in certain specified

instalments. At a time when a large part of the work had been

done, and a part of the price, much less than the value of the

work done, had been paid to the builder, he wrote a letter to

» Whitmore v. Gilmour, 12 M. & W. 810. See Knight v. Burgess,

33 L. J. Ch. 727 : Jackson v. Swarbrick, W. N. 1870, p. 133. See supra

as to such contracts on death of builder.

2 Bankruptcy Act, 1883, s. 24, and s. 28.

“ Robson, 293.
* Wright V. Fairfield, 2 B. & Ad. 727 : Porter v. Vorley, 9 Bing. 93 ;

2 M. & Scott, 141.

® Beckham v. Drake, 2 PI. L. C. 579 ; n M. & W. 315 ; 13 9^1 >

and 8 M. & W. 846. r ^ .
“ Ex parte Nichols, re Jones, 22 Ch. D. 782 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 635

,

31 W. R. 661 ; 48 L. T. 492. As to a charge on moneys payable under a

contract, and the winding-up of the contracting company, see Re AsphaUe

Wood Pavement Co., 26 Ch. D. 624 ; 51 L. T. 321 ; 32 W. R. 9 I 5 >
vane ,

on appeal, W. N. 1885, p. 35. See atUe, p. 71 et seq.

’ Percival v. Dunn, 29 Ch. D. 128 ; 52 L. T. 320 ; 54

Supra, p. 70.

L. J. Ch. 570.
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the employers requesting them to pay to M. (a creditor of the

builder) 129/. ‘out of the instalment due to me ’ on delivery of

work. The,builder afterwards became bankrupt, and the trustee

in the bankruptcy completed the work, and as the instalment

had already been earned, at least to a greater extent than 129/.,

it was held that the assignee was entitled as against the

trustee.^

Drew V. Josolyne ^ is a somewhat similar case, where it was

held that, in the absence of anything to show that the building-

owners had exercised a power (which the contract conferred on
them) of taking the work out of the contractors’ hands, the

trustee must be taken to have completed the work under the

original contract as trustee of the contractors’ estate, and not as

a person employed to complete the work in substitution for

the contractors
3
and that the assignment held good as against

the trustee.

Building leases of a bankrupt builder vest, under sect. 20 of

the Bankruptcy Act, 1883,® in the trustee on his appointment,
unless the term is limited, as is usual, so that it absolutely

ceases on his bankruptcy.^ So, also, the benefit of the bank-
rupt’s option to take a building lease passes to his trustee.^

Although the trustee has not taken actual possession, or done
any act amounting to an acceptance of the lease, he becomes
personally liable for the rent accruing due after his appointment,
and for any breach of the covenants of the building lease since
his appointment, but he has a right to be indemnified out of
the assets.** The liability probably only extends to such
covenants as run with the land.'^

In the event of the bankruptcy of the builder, the trustee
may disclaim an unexecuted contract, if he thinks it would not
be beneficial to the estate

;
he may do so in express terms, and

the employer would then be discharged.®
If a building contract or building lease be found not to be

' Ex parte Moss, re Toward, 14 Q. B. D. 310, distinguishing
Nicholls, supra, and Tooth v. Hallett, L. R. 4 Ch. 242.

18 Q. B. D. 590; 56 L. J. Q. B. 490; 57 L. T. 5 ; 35 W. R. 570.
Where the lessee, after assigning, becomes bankrupt, the lease is not deter-
mined

; Smith V. Gronow, [1891] 2 Q. B. 394; 60 L. T- 0 - B. 776:
65 L. T. 117 ; 40 W. R. 46 ; 7 T. L. R. 596.

’ 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52.
•• Doe V. Carter, 8 T. R. 57 ; Doe v. Clarke, 8 East, 185. But see

Doe d. Lloyd v. Powell, 5 B & C. 308.
Buckland v. Papillon, L. R, 2 Ch. 67 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 81.

raa".
9 Q. B. D. 473 ; 51 L. J. Q. B. 472 ; 30 W. R.

’ ^
*T>^*

070* Trustee can assign to a pauper ; Hopkinson v. Lover-
’ 52 L. J. Q. B. 391 : Oitslow V. CorriCy 2 Madd. 330.

,8 5 Ex. D. 155 ; 49 L. J. Ex. 437 ; 42 L. T. 375

;

28 W. R. 597 ; Ex parte Dressier, re Solomon, 9 Ch. D. 252 : 48 L T B
W. R. 144. See post. Chap. XX.

^ '

b-Jtow V. Carruthers, stipra: Lawrence v. Knowles, 5 Bine. N C
399. Set Morgan v. Bam, L. R. 10 C. P. 15 ; 44 L. J. C. P. 47 : Exparte Chalmers, L. R. 8 Ch. 289 ; 42 L. J. B. 37.

47 •
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beneficial to the estate, the trustee can disclaim, under sect. 55 of
the Bankruptcy Act, 1883,^ which enacts that whereany part of the
property of the bankrupt consists of land of any tenure burdened
with onerous covenants, or of unprofitable contracts, the trustee,

notwithstanding that he has endeavoured to sell, or has taken
possession of, the property, or exercised any act of ownership
in relation thereto, but subject to the provisions of that section,

may, by writing signed by him, at any time within twelve months
after the first appointment of a trustee, disclaim the property.^

Provided that, where any such property shall not have come to

the knowledge of the trustee within one month after such
appointment, he may disclaim such property at any time within

twelve months after he first became aware thereof. The bank-

rupt’s interest in an agreement for a lease is in the nature of land

burdened with onerous covenants, and can be disclaimed under
this section.^ But apparently not without leave of the Court.

It was held, under the Act of 1869, that freehold property, if

burdened with onerous covenants, might be disclaimed, the

legal estate reverting apparently to the Crown."*

But the ftustee is not entitled to disclaim property in pur-

suance of the above section in any case where an application in

writing has been made to the trustee by any person interested

in the property, requiring him to decide whether he will dis-

claim or not, and the trustee has for a period of twenty-eight

days after the receipt of the application, or such extended

period as may be allowed by the Court, declined or neglected to

give notice whether he disclaims the property or not. And, in

the case of a contract, if the trustee, after such application, does

not within the said period, or extended period, disclaim the

contract, he is deemed to have adopted it.®

It should, however, be observed that the Court may, on the

application of any person who is, as against the trustee, entitled

to the benefit, or subject to the burden, of a contract made

with the bankrupt, make an order, rescinding the contract on

such terms as to payment, by or to either party, of damages for

the non-performance of the contract, or otherwise, as to the

Court may seem equitable, and any damages payable under the

' 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52, as amended by the Bankruptcy Act, 1890, s. 13.

^ See Wilson v. Wallani, L. R. 5 Ex. D. 155 ! 49 E. J. Ex. 437 >
28

W. R. 597 ; 42 L. T. 375, as to the necessary signature to the dis-

claimer.
^ Jie Maughan, ex parte Monkhouse, 14 Q. B. D. 956 ; 54 E. J.

Q. B. 128 ; 33 W. R. 308.
* J?e Mercer and Moore, 14 Ch. D. 287 ; 49 E. J. Ch. 201 ;

28 \V. K.

485 ; 42 L. T. 311.

® 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52, s. 55 (4). As to extension of time, see Ex parte

Lovering, re Jones, L. R. 9 Ch. 586 ; 43 L. J. B. 94 ; 3° E. T. 621.^ Aat

parte Harris, re Richardson, 16 Ch. D. 613; 44 L. f. 282; 29 W. K.

899: Banner V. Johnston, L. R. 5 H. L. 157; 4° E. J.
Eh. 73°- ™ ®

proof of delivery of application, see Reed v. Harvey, 5 Q. B. U. i 4 J

28 W. R. 423; 49 L. J. Q. B. 295; 42 L. T. 51 1.
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order to any such person may be proved by him as a debt under

the bankruptcy.*

A trustee is not entitled to disclaim a lease without the

leave of the Court, except as follows—viz. : Leave to disclaim is

not necessary (i) where the bankrupt has not sublet the

demised premises, or any part thereof, or created a mortgage

or charge thereon, and
{a) The rent reserved and the real value of the property

leased as ascertained by the property tax assessment are

less than 20/. per annum, or

(f) The estate is administered under sect. 121 of the

Act of 1883 (small bankruptcies), or

(f)
The trustee serves the lessor with notice of intention

to disclaim, and the lessor does not, within seven days after

the receipt of such notice, give notice to the trustee

requiring the matter to be brought before the Court

;

(2) Where the bankrupt has sublet the demised premises,

or created a mortgage or charge upon the lease, and the trustee

serves the lessor, and the sublessee, or the mortgagees with
notice of his intention to disclaim, and neither lessor, nor sub-
lessee, nor the mortgagees, nor any of them, within fourteen days
after receipt of such notice require or requires the matter to be
brought before the Court. ^

But in cases of disclaimer without leave, the Court has no
power to grant compensation to the landlord.® The Court may,
before or on granting leave to disclaim, require such notices to
be given to persons interested, and impose such terms as a con-
dition of granting leave, and make such orders with respect to
fixtures, tenant’s improvements, and other matters arising out
of the tenancy as the Court thinks just.^ If the lessor wishes
to have terms imposed on the trustee, he should apply, when
the order is made, for a stay of proceedings thereunder.® When
the lessor has been kept out of possession of the property, and
the trustee’s occupation has either in fact produced a benefit, or
was contemplated as likely to produce a benefit to the bankrupt’s
estate, the Court will order compensation to be paid to him.®
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' 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52, s. 55 (5). Re Sneezum, ex parte Davis. C. D.
463 ; 45 L. J. B. 137 ; 35 L. T. 389 ; 25 W. R. 49.

Bankruptcy Rules, 1890, rule 69.
’ Re Sandwell, ex parte Zerfass, 14 Q. B. D. 960 ;

i;4 L. T O B
323 ; 52 L. T. 692 ; 33 W. R. 522.

j V •

47 Viet. c. 52, s. 55 (3). See £x parte Ladbury, re Ttirner,
17 Ch. D. 532; 50 L. J. Ch. 838; 45 L. T. 5. As to landlord’s power
to put an end to possession at any time by giving notices, see s. 55 (4).

re Hawes, 19 Ch. D. 122 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 201 ;30 W. R. 173. As to appeal from discretion, see Bankruptcy rule in Ex
East and West India Dock Co., re Clarke, 17 Ch. D. 71:9 ; co L. T

a8
L. T. 6 : Ex parte Edmonds, re Tipping,

4° L. T. 77 : Ex parte Amal, re Witton, 24 Ch. D. 26.
^ ^

re Witton, 2^ Ch. D. 26: Ex parte Izard, re

e, T T
^^P^rte Isherwood, re Knight, 22 Ch. D. 384 •

52 L. J. Ch. 370 ; 31 W. R. 442 ; 48 L. T. 398.
^ ^ ’
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The disclaimer operates to determine, as from the date of
the disclaimer, the rights, interests, and liabilities of the bankrupt
and his property in or in respect of the property disclaimed,
and also discharges the trustee from all personal liability in

respect of the property disclaimed, as from the date when
the property vested in him, but does not, except so far as

is necessary for the purpose of releasing the bankrupt and his

property and the trustee from liability, affect the rights or

liabilities of any other person.^

A legal mortgage of the building lease, or a charge by way
of equitable mortgage, subject to the mortgagee being excluded
under the provisions of sect. 55 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, if

the mortgagee decline to take a vesting order, will not be
affected if the trustee disclaims.^ Nor is a sublease by a bank-
rupt builder, who is lessee, destroyed by a disclaimer of his

trustee
;
but this too is subject to the provisions of sect. 55.

Although there may be no direct liability by the sublessee on
the covenants of the original building lease, yet, the lessor can
indirectly enforce compliance with those covenants through the

power to distrain, or re-enter for breaches of covenants in that

lease.^

The Court may, on application by any person either

claiming any interest in any disclaimed property, or under any
liability, not discharged by the Act, in respect ofany disclaimed

property, and on hearing such persons as it thinks fit, make an

order for the vesting of the property in or delivery thereof to

any person entitled thereto, or to whom it may seem just that

the same should be delivered by way of compensation for such

liability as aforesaid, or a trustee for him, and on such terms

as the Court thinks just
j
and on any such vesting order being

made, the property comprised therein is to vest accordingly in

the person therein named in that behalfwithout any conveyance

or assignment for the purpose.

But where the property disclaimed is of a leasehold nature,

the Court is not to make a vesting order in favour ofany person

claiming under the bankrupt, whether as underlessee or as

mortgagee by demise, except upon the terms of making such

person subject to the same liabilities and obligations as the

bankrupt was subject to under the lease in respect of the pro-

perty at the date when the bankruptcy petition was filed. And
any mortgagee or underlessee declining to accept a vesting

‘ 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52, s. 55 (2).

2 Ex parte Buxton, re Muller, 15 Ch. D. 289 ; 29 W. R. 28 ; 43 L. T.

183: Ex parte Walton, re Levy, 17 Ch. D. 746, at p. 753; Doe v.

Fyke, S M. & S. 146. As to vesting the legal estate, see infra.

“ See Ex parte Walton, re Levy, 17 Ch. D. 746 ; 50 L. J. Ch. 657 ;

45 L. T. I ; 30 W. R. 395 : Smalley v. Hardinge, 7 Q. B. D. 524

;

50 L. J. Q. B. 365 ; 29 W. R. 554 ; 44 L. T. 503. Where the bankrupt

is assignee, see Hill v. East and West India Dock Co., 9 Ap. Ca. 44^ •

Harding V. Preece, 9 Q. B. D. 281 ; 51 L. J. Q. B. 515 ; 47 L. T. 100

;

31 W. R. 42.
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order upon such terms will be excluded from all interest in and

security upon the property, and if there be no person claiming

under the bankrupt who is willing to accept an order upon such

terms, the Court has power to vest the bankrupt’s estate and
interest in the property in any person liable, either personally

or in a representative character, and either alone or jointly with

the bankrupt to perform the lessee’s covenants in such lease,

freed and discharged from all estates, incumbrances, and
interests created therein by the bankrupt.*

But, by sect. 13 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1890, the Court
may, if it thinks fit, modify the terms of sub-sect. 6 of sect. 55 of

the Act of 1883, so as to make the person in whose favour the

vesting order may be made, subject only to the same liabilities

and obligations as if the lease had been assigned to him at the
date when the bankruptcy petition was filed

;
and (if the case

so requires) as if the lease had included only the property com-
prised in the vesting order.

The use of the power given by this section will prevent the
difficulty arising, which was adverted to in Re Finley^ ex parte
Clothworkers’ Compa 7iy^ whether a mortgagee taking a vest-

ing order simply under sub-sect. 6 would become liable to the
same extent as if he had been the original lessee instead of the
bankrupt, or only as if he were assignee of the original lease.

Where leaseholds are disclaimed which are mortgaged by
subdemise, the landlord may have a vesting order, vesting the
property in the sublessee, and, if the sublessee decline to
accept such an order, he will be excluded from all interest in
the property and the landlord may have an order for posses-
sion.3
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A mortgagee who does not appear on the application for
leave to disclaim will be excluded from all interest in and
security on the property unless within a short date he elect to
take a vesting order.'*

Any person injured by the operation of a disclaimer will be
deemed to be a creditor of the bankrupt to the extent of the
injury, and may accordingly prove the same as a debt under the
bankruptcy.®

For example, if the property disclaimed were an unprofitable
building contract, the measure of damages would be the differ-
ence between the sum for which the bankrupt builder had under-
takeri to do the work, and the sum for which some one else
would reasonably undertake to do it. And, in addition, if it

^ *' 55 (6)- See ReAIercer and Moore, 14 Ch
f *

28 W. R. 48s ; 42 L. T. 31 1.

r.,T T
ex parte Clothworkers' Company, 2I O. B. D 47c

V J; 9
- ^ L. T. 134 ; 37 w. r: 6.

^

cs T
^ S/nlson, 20 Q. B. D. 343

^
' /T' ’ 36 W. R. 187 : Re Finley, supra.
Ae Parker, ex parte Turquand, 14 O. B. D,

670 ; 33 VV. R. 262.
40 A: 47 Viet. c. 52, s. 55 (7).

D.

57 L. J. Q. B. 169;

54 L. J. Q. B.405
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were a lease, the measure would be the difference between the

rent which the bankrupt actually paid, and the rent that could

then be obtained for the same property.'

Conditions, however, are usually inserted in building con-

tracts providing that, in case of the bankruptcy of the builder,

or of an assignment by him for the benefit of his creditors, it

should be lawful for the employer (generally by his architect)

to enter and take possession of the premises,* and to get the

work done by other builders, as he should think fit
;
and

also that the builder and his trustee should, under these cir-

cumstances, forfeit all claim to further payment, except to such

balance (if any) as might remain out of the contract price,

after the completion of the work by such other builders or

workmen
;
but without prejudice to any remedy which the em-

ployer might have against the builder for breach of contract.

Bankruptcy of Employer.—The principles above mentioned

will be equally applicable to the case of the employer’s bank-

ruptcy. And if it is stipulated that, in case of a breach of the

contract to build, a sum of money shall be paid by way of

penalty to the employer
;
and a breach takes place before

his bankruptcy, the right of action for the penalty will pass

to the trustee.^

In large contracts provision is, also, in some cases made

for the employer’s failure, the agreement stipulating that, in

such an event, the contractor is to be at liberty to suspend

the works, and is not to be bound to proceed further with

the contract.

' See Ex parte Llynvi Coal Co. ,
re Hide, L. R. 7 Ch. 28 ;

41 L J. B. 5 ; 25 L. T. 609 ;
20 W. R. 105 : Ex parte Blake, re McEwan,

II Ch. D. 572 ; 40 L. T. 859; 27 W. R. 901- As to forfeiture of de-

posit by trustee who disclaims, see Ex parte Barrell, re Parnell, 33 L. T.

1 15. As to proof by an underlessee, see Ex parte Walton, re Levy,

17 C. D. 746. . ,

2 See the Precedents, post, and post, p. 99, as to plant and materials

upon such re-entry.

=> Beckham v. Drake, 2 H L. C. 579 5
n M. & W. 315 ; 13 Jur. 921-
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CHAPTER XII. Chap. XII.

PROPERTY IN BUILDING MATERIALS.

The preceding chapter on the bankruptcy of the builder leads
us to the consideration of the present subject. The question
whether conditions in building contracts relating to the pro-
perty in materials, &c., which may be brought on the ground
during the progress of the building, or providing for their for-

feiture in certain events, can be upheld as against the trustee,
when the builder has become bankrupt, depends principally on
the original intention of the parties, to be collected from the
terms of the agreement.

Employer’s Interest under Clauses.—It may be said, as a
general rule, that if, by its terms, it appears that the contract
is intended actually to transfer specific materials immediately
they are brought upon the building ground, and the effect of
the contract is to give the employer from the very time when
the contract was entered into an interest in the building
materials, then, if for valuable consideration, it is, subject to
the reputed ownership clause,’ good as against the trustee
or judgment creditor.'^ In order that a mere contract may
amount to an actual assignment, it must purport to confer an
interest in the future chattels immediately, by its own force,
and without the necessity of any further act on the part of the
assignee upon the future chattels coming into existence

; and
therefore, an assignment of existing chattels coupled with
words which amount to a mere licence to seize after acquired
property, will not be construed as an assignment of the latter :

”

ough, if possession is actually taken of the property when it
comes into existence, a legal interest is acquired.'’

nition"^
^ was a trader within the defi-

v etted
'^^9 - The present Act, it is to be re-

?6 C D . 22 r f T
^ ‘ business. ’ Ex parte Newitt,

33 \ ’ 54 L- J- Q B. i
; 51 L. T. 740 ;

T T n
^ v. Robinson, 15 Q. B. D. 288 •

342 • ci ^ t' f 1,4 ’ 33 W. R. 426 : but see Collyer v. Isaacs, 19 Ch. D.’

I 33 L. J. Ch. 63 ; ii W. R. 334.

66 L. t'^'^32o‘-
^ 352 ; 62 L. J. Ch. 518 ;

55 L. J. Q^B° 49̂o°;^4 W. ff''"’

H
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If there is a mere licence to seize, and no interest in, the

building materials, the licence cannot be exercised to the pre-

judice of any person who has obtained an interest in the

materials in the interval before seizure.'

It is important, therefore, for the protection of the land-

owner, that the building contract should contain a clause to

the effect that all building materials brought upon the ground

shall immediately become his property.'' Under such a clause

the interest obtained by fhe landlord is a legal interest, not an

equitable one, and consequently not within the Bills of Sale

Acts as being ' a right in equity to any chattels under an agree-

ment.’ Down to the time when the building materials are

brought upon the landlord’s premises there is no contract

relating to any specific goods at all, and the moment the

goods are brought on the premises the property in them passes

i.71

Whether the nature of the interest of the landlord is also

legal where the clause merely provides that the materials

brought on the land shall be considered as immediately

attached to and belonging to the premises, does not appear to

have been decided. The question arose in Brownv. Bateman,

but the Court abstained from giving a decision, it being suffi-

cient for that case to decide that there was, at all events, an

equitable interest. It is submitted that the interest of the

landlord under this clause also is legal, and not equitable and

not within the Bills of Sale Acts.

The case of Beeston v. Marriott '^ may, at first, appear to

be somewhat in conflict with Broivn v. Bate77ia7i,yMi, bearing

in mind the fact that, in the construction of conditions of this

description, the Court always looks at the terms of each parti-

cular agreement to find the intention of the parties, the reason

for the decision seems sufficiently clear. In this case, the

contract not only provided that the materials brought upon the

ground should immediately become the absolute property ot

1 The distinction between a mere licence to take possession and the

creation of an interest will be found well defined m the cases oi Holtyyd

nii4» <;nrtiatur effectum, interveniente novo actu.
^ *

S?e i"v. Barl<nv, supra. As to right of lien and power of sale

being lost by a substituted contract, see Hiuit v. South-Eastern Ratlwaj

^ TCP 87. See ante, p. 78.

‘s^K^eves\ Barlmo, 12 Q. B. D- 436 ; 53 L. J. Q- B. 192 ; 5° L. T.

•7X7 • 12 W R 672 : Blake v. Izard, 16 W. K. 108.

I Brownv. Bateman, 1^. R. 2 C. P. ^72 ; 36 J'
•

955
-

c; 1 fic8 • It; W R. 359 - As to Beldtng \. head, 3 U. <x t— 955

iaL T Ex 212 se^ per Bo^en, L.J., in Keez^es v. Barlo-.o, supra

" TZln, 9 J«r. (N.’s.) 960, 4

8 L. T. (N. S.) 690. See Hawthorn v. Newcastle KaiUvay Co., 3 kl-

734 : Bi re Winter, ex parte Bolland, 8 Ch. D. 225.
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the employer, and that the contractor should have no property
in them, except the right of using them on the land for the
purpose of the works

j
but also that, if he should duly com-

plete his contract, the employer would give to the contractor,

as part of his payment, the unconsumed materials
;
and that,

if the employer should use the materials, instead of the con-
tractor, he should compensate the latter in respect of them.
It was held that the materials w'ere not, by the terms of this

contract, so absolutely the property of the employer as to be
seizable by the sheriff under an execution upon a judgment
against the employer.

Conditions providing for Bankruptcy.—A simple stipula-
tion providing that, if a builder become bankrupt, certain plant
and materials, which were his property up to the date of the
bankruptcy, should be forfeited to the employer, and be taken
away from his creditors, is void as being a violation of the
policy of the bankrupt law.' But a power to seize the materials,
in case the builders make default in, or delay with, the com-
pletion of the works, may be exercised on such default or delay
occurring, although the builders have become bankrupt. Thus
in Ex parte Neivittp under a stipulation that the landowner,
upon the default of the builder in fulfilling his part of the
agreement, might re-enter upon the land and expel the
builder, and that on such re-entry all the materials then in and
about the premises should be forfeited to, and become the
property of, the landowner as and for liquidated damages, it
was held that, the interest of the builder in the materials being
a defeasible one, the right of the landowner to seize was not
defeated by the mere fact of the commission of an act of
bankruptcy by the builder before the seizure was made. The
trustee in bankruptcy of the builder takes subject to the right
ot the landowner under the agreement. As a transfer for value
ot the inaterials by the builder to a third party would not have
defeated the rights of the landowner, the bankruptcy of the
builder could not do so. It will be observed that the con-
dition precedent to the power was not bankruptcy but defaidt.

' Ex parte Mackay, L. R. 8 Ch.

Ch ^ Ch. D. 138: Ex parteJayjn re Harrison,

Bateman ’ w ’ distinguishing Brow>t v.

parte Mad/v
'^

’

^
t

parte Dickin, infra. See also Exparte ^p^^ffejeavons L. R. 8 Ch. 642 ; 42 L. J. B. 68 ; 21 W. R.

S3 L. J Ch.

39 7-fit' 5” 5 - L. J. Ch. 381 ;

46 L. T. « 1 T 4 C. D. 524;
castle Railway ’Co^ \'oB if

Hawthorn v. New-

22s ; 47 L \ b’’ L •

^ ^^'fcr. ex parte Bolland, 8 C. D.
L- R. s Ex 280

' cC Central Gas Co.,

46 L T n ! T :
Attwater, re Turner, 5 C. D. 27 •

L. R. 2 Eq. 358.
and Dorset Junction Railway Co.\
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In Ex parte Barter, re Walker ' the subject-matter was a

contract to build a ship, and the case is of importance from the

fact that the contract contained both a ‘vesting clause,’ vesting

materials in the buyer after payment of the first instalment of

the price, and a power to seize such materials, and use the

builders’ ynrd, plant, and tools in case the builders became

bankrupt, or made default in performance of the contract.

The builders became bankrupt, and the buyers entered and

seized the materials, and used the builders’ plant, &c., in com-

pletion of the ship. It was held that the materials already

belonged to the buyers under the vesting clause, the first

instalment having been paid, and that they had only seized

their own property, which they were entitled to do
;
but as to

the user of the builders’ the power to do this was

held to be bad, as a fraud on the bankruptcy laws.^

The result of the cases may be summed up as follows :

A. Without a Vesting Clazise.—'Poyier to seize or use

materials on bankruptcy—bad ;
see a?ite, p. 99. Power to

seize or use for default—good, may be exercised although t e

builders have previously become bankrupt ;
see ante, p. 99-

B With Vesting Clause.—Power to seize, good—whether

exercisable on default or bankruptcy. In any case the em-

ployer only seizes his own property.
, , ,

It may be here added that, in Ex parte Barter, the buyers

attempted to justify their user of the builders’ plant, on the

ground that, although they, in fact, exercised the power when

the builders became bankrupt, yet subsequently the builders

had made default in performance of their contract; but it was

held that, having seized for bankruptcy, they could not justity

their seizure on the ground of subsequent default.

As to the effect of the reputed ownership clause ot the

Bankruptcy Act on such cases, it does not apply to a case,

such as Ex parte Newitt,'^ where there is no vesting clause, ^
until the employer seizes he is not the true owner of the

materials.® The point was not raised in Ex parte Barter,

where there was a vesting clause, and there appears to be no

decision on the point under those circumstances ;
but it is

submitted that, where a builder ^ehvers materials on his

employer’s land, such materials are not in the order and dispo-

sition of the builder as reputed owner.^

The ‘mutual credit and set-off’ section® will not assist the

employer under a ‘ user ’ clause with respect to materials.

• 26 C D. 510; S3 L. J. Ch. 802; SI L. T. 81 1 ; 32 W R. S09.

The headnote in 26 Ch. D. Si° does not set out the whole of the

s"; also as to user of materials, &c., Haiothoni
y.

way Co., supra : Garrett v. Salisbury and Dorset Junction hath j

^ „ 4 Sufira ‘ Bdd. ' ^>'pra.

: . .K 350 ; 55 L. J. P- C ,54 ^ 54 T- 6^.

» See now s. 38 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, 46 47 ' • 5
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A contract provided that the plant brought on the works

should ‘ be deemed the property of’ the employers ‘ for the time

being,’ and should ‘ not be removed during the progress of the

work without the written order of the engineer,’ and that, in case

of suspension of the works by the engineer for any act or default

of the contractor, the plant should be ‘ subject to be used ’ in

and about the completion of the works. The works were sus-

pended, the contractor w’ent into liquidation, and, the works

having been completed by the employers, the plant was by con-

sent sold. But it was held that the plant did not become the

property of the employers, and that the user of the materials by
them, after the suspension of the works, was not such a ‘ deal-

ing,’ within the meaning of the 39th section of the Bankruptcy
Act, 1869,' as to entitle them to set off the value of the plant

against the sum due to them from the contractor for breach of

the contract.^

Registration as Bills of Sale.—A building contract contain-

ing a clause to the effect that all building materials brought upon
the ground should immediately become the property of the

landlord is not a bill of sale, within the Bills of Sale Acts, 1878
and 1882, as being an agreement by which a right in equity to

personal chattels is conferred.^ Nor does a clause enabling the
landowner, upon the default of the builder, to re-enter on the
land and expel the builder, and that on such re-entry all the
materials then in and about the premises shall be forfeited to

and become the property of the landowner, make the building
contract a bill of sale, as being a licence to take possession of
personal chattels as security for a debt, for there is no debt

;

and if there was, the chattels are taken not as security for, but
in discharge, of the debt.^ The result would appear to be the
same where the agreement provides that materials brought on
the land shall be considered as immediately attached to and
belonging to the premises.’’’ Indeed, it would seem, from the
judgment in Reeves v. Barlow

f

that under no circumstances can
an ordinary building agreement be a bill of sale, such documents
not being within the scope of the Acts.

As stated in an earlier chapter, a mortgage of a building
agreement stands on a different footing, and, whether or not
an express power of selling the materials be contained in the
mortgage, it is a bill of sale.'^

' See now s. 38 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, 46 & 47 Viet. c. 52.
= In re Winter, ex parte Bolland, 8 Ch. D. 225 ; 47 L. J. B. 52

hr See Ex parte P^'ice, re Lankester, L. R. 10 Ch. 648 :

23 W. R. 844; 33 L. T. 1 13.
^ ’

'k 436 ; S3 L. J. Q. B. 192 ; 50 L. T.
782^; 32 W. R. 672 : Blake v. hard, 16 W. R. 108.

'Ex parte Newtlt, in re Garrtid, supra-, see, too. Ex parte Parsons.

1w!TS9.'^
Q- 532; 55 L. J. Q. B. 137; S3 L. T. 897 :

® See Brown v. Bateman, ante, p. 98 .
e Supra

’ Climpson V. Coles, 23 Q. B. D. 465 ; 58 L. J. Q. B. 346 ; 38 W. R.
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Time of Seizure.— It should be remembered, in the event

of the bankruptcy of either the builder or employer, that, where
a building contract provides that, in case of delay or default on
the part of the builder, the contract should be cousidered void,

and all materials and implements forfeited, it has been held

that such a clause could only be enforced before the time

originally fixed for the completion of the works had expired

and the trustee must take subject to the rights of the builder or

employer.

Work dene on Builder’s Premises.—With respect to work
to be executed on the premises of the builder, and which re-

mains in his workshops at the time he becomes bankrupt, the

presumption is that the ownership of the bankrupt continues

whilst the articles remain in his possession, order, or disposition.-

But if the articles have been so appropriated, and set apart for

the employer, as to preclude the notion that they belong to the

bankrupt, or that the employer assents to the bankrupt’s

disposition of them as owner, the title of the employer will

prevail.''^

It is, also, a general rule that the property in goods

ordered to be made on the bankrupt’s premises does
^
not

vest in the employer until they are completed, and paid for, or

delivered. But where work was being done upon the bank-

rupt’s premises, under a contract by which it was to be paid

for by instalments, regulated according to the progress of the

work, it was held that the materials as put together, or, at all

events, after payment of the first instalment, belonged to the

employer, and not to the trustee of the bankrupf* Any
materials, however, intended for the work, but not actually

used for that purpose, would in such a case pass to the

trustee.'’

no; 6i L. T. ii6: Church v. Sage, 41 W. R. 175; 67 L. T. 800;

9 T. L. R. 1 19; ante, p. 73.
' IValker London and North-Western Railway, i C. P. D. >

45 L. J. C. P. D. 787 ; 25 W. R. 10 : Marsden v. Sambell, 28 W. R.

952. See ante, p. 79.
“ Bankruptcy Act, 1883, s. 44, par. iii.

^ Wilkins V. Bromhead, 6 M. & G. 963 > 7 Scott, N. R. 9^1 >
°

83; 13 L. T. C. P. 74 : Ex parte Marrahle, i Gly. & J. 402: and see

Tripp V. Armitage, 4 M. & W. 687 ;
i H. & H. 442 ; 3 Jur. 249. As to

giving notice where materials are in custody of third party, see Knowles v.

Horsfall, 5 B. & A. 134 : Tucker v. Ruston, 2 C. & P. 86.
r-

' Clarke v. Spence, 4 Ad. & E. 448 : Holdeniess v. Rankin, 2 De G.

F. & T. 258 ; 6 Jur. (N. S. ) 903- See McBain v. Wallace, L. R. 6 Ap.

Ca. 588; 45 L. T. 261 ; 30 W. R. 65 : Ex parte fPh/A, 9 Jur. (A. S.)

238 ; 32 L. r. B. 35 : Woods v. Russell, i Dow. and 1^. 588 ; 5 B.Jk A.

942 : Wood v. Bell, 6 E. & B. 355 ; 25 L. J. Q. B. 321; 2 Jur. (y'- S.)

664 : Swainsion v. Clay, 4 Giff. 187 ; 32 L. J. Ch. 388 ; 3 De G. J. d'

Sm. 558. See Clarkson v. Stevens, 16 Otto, 50S> U- S-> and the Sale o

Goods Act, 1893. „ J r'
» See Ex parte Barter, re Walker, supra, p. 100 ; Baker v. Orrj

17 C. B. 462 ; 2 Jur. (N. S.) 400 ; 25 L. J. C. P. 161 : Hawthoiii^-. New-

castle Railway Co., 3 Q. B. 734. See Goss v. Quinton, 4 Scott, JN. N.

I



103Effect of Certificate.

Effect of Certificate.—Where a building contract is entered

into, providing that, at certain times during the progress and

until the completion of the work, the employer’s ^chitect

shall, according to a schedule of prices to be agreed on between

him and the contractor, certify the amount due and payable

to the contractor, at the rate of 90 per cent., in respect of the

value of the works executed and materials delivered, and there-

after the certificates shall be paid in full seven days after presen-

tation
;
and all payments actually due to the contractor in ac-

cordance with the contract, and not paid within seven days,

are to bear interest until payment ;
on the giving of a certificate

by the architect, the property in the materials comprised in it

will pass at once to the employer, though the materials are

not yet fixed in the work, but remain loose on the employer’s

land.^ '

—
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471 ;
12 L. J. C. P. 173 : Woods V. Russell, i D. & R. 5^7 15 ®-^

Aid. 942.
‘ Banbuiy &fc. Raihuay Co. v. Daniel, 54 L. J. Ch. 265 ; 33 K.

321 ;
W. N. 1884, p. 243.
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The subject of this chapter may, in the first place, be con-

veniently considered under two heads
:
(i) as to cases, where

by the terms of the contract some particular authorisation is

required before any claim can be made for extra work
;
and it

should be borne in mind that the rules with respect to agree-

ments making the architect’s certificate a condition precedent

to payment, &c., which have already been stated, will be equally

applicable to this class
;
and (2) as to cases where there is no

such provision, but extra work has been done beyond the

original contract.

The question as to what are extras must, of course, depend

upon the particular circumstances of each case
;
but if the con-

tract provides that extras are to be paid for at the price fixed

by the architect, this impliedly gives him power to determine

what are extras under the contract.*

Provision making Special Order necessary.—If a building

contract provides that no extra work or alterations shall be

charged for unless they have been previously authorised in a

particular manner, that provision, if not legally waived, must

be strictly followed ;
if not, no claim can be maintained for such

extra work or alterations.^ For instance, if it is stipulated that

no extra work shall be paid for unless the contractor previously

obtain an order in writing, no claim can be made unless this

stipulation is complied with.^ Nor will the mere want of writing

give ground for relief in equity.'*

Where a clause stipulates that for all extra work written

directions should be given by the architect j
a sketch made by

the architect, and not signed by him, is not such a direction as

' Richards v. May, 10 Q. B. D. 400 ;
52 L. J. Q. B. 272 ,

ji W. R.

ritames Iron Works Co. v. The Royal Mail Steam Packet Ct^., 8Jur.

(N. S.) 100 ; 31 L. J. C. P. 169 ; 13 C. B. (N. S.) 358.
, t p

3 Russell V. Sa Da Bandeira, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 14?; 32 L. J. C. P.

68 ; 7 L. T. (N. S.) 804. For a form of decree for Inquiries and Accounts

in action by liuilding contractor against his employer and architect, see

Kimberley w. Dick, L. R. 13 Kq- 22 : and Am/ v. Rose, i Giff. 269.

^ Kirk V. Bromley Union, 2 Phill. 640; S. C, 17 L. J. (N. S.) Ch.

127 : Richards v. May, 10 (;). B. D. 400; 52 L- J- Q- 272 ; 31 W. R.

708.

1

I

<

/

¥

I

I
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Provision making Special Order necessary. 105

complies with the contract/ nor are the mere oral directions of

the employer to do some increased work, in the absence of

proof of a new contract.^

It frequently occurs that the architect gives a certificate

including extra work, and, as has been seen, there is a distinc-

tion between a final certificate and a ‘progress’ certificate,^ as

the former may do away with the necessity for a written order,

but the latter cannot have this effect.

A progress certificate is not a ‘written order’ within the

meaning of a clause providing that no alterations or additions

should be made without a written order from the employer’s

engineer.'* A similar decision was also arrived at in another
case,® where the certificates during the progress of the works were
made generally in respect of the works actually done, without
distinguishing one kind from the other

;
although letters were

in evidence signed, some by one of the architects, and others
by both, in which allusion was incidentally made to some of
the additional works in progress, and containing suggestions as
to the mode of executing them, and the architects, on the appli-
cation of the plaintiff (but long after the works were complete),
made a final valuation of the additional works, and signed a
paper stating the amount of their valuation.

But, however, in Goodyear v. Weymouth {Mayor, e^’c.),®

where the building contract provided that no extra work should
be done without the written authority of the architect, and that
no claim should be made for extras without the production of
the written order of the architect, signed when the instructions
for them were given

;
and that the architect’s decision, as re-

garded the value of the extras and additions, should be final,
and the architect certified that a certain sum, which included
extras and additions, was proper to be paid

;
it was held that

neither party could raise the question of whether or not there
was sufficient order in writing, and that the architect’s certificate
was conclusive. But where a building contract provides that
no extras shall be paid for unless ordered in writing, and weekly
bills delivered for the same, and this has not been done, though
extra work is executed

;
it seems that the fact that the architect’s

certificate for the final balance awards a certain sum in respect
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‘ Refers y. Sari, 30 L. J. Q. B. 9 ; 9 W. R. 96.

f. T 3 F. & F. 65, and see note to case ibid. p. 66 :o B. r. (N. .S.) 291.

,

ante, p. 5 1 , as to ‘ progress ’ certificates.
Sulphur Co. V. M ‘.Elroy, 3 Ap. Ca. 1040. See a^ile, p. 57,as to certificates covering ‘

extras.’
^

0
Billericay Union, 3 Ex. 283 ; 18 L. J. Ex. 282.

Coodyear v Weymouth {Mayor, Src.), H. & R. 67 ; 3=: L. 1 . C. P
seal wouTrhp"n^'^

case whether an order by the corporation under theirseal would be necessary to entitle the plaintiff to recover in respect of
if they were not wTS the

486
architect. See Lapthome v. St. Auhyn, 1 C. & E.
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of extras, does not entitle the builder to recover beyond the
certified sum for extras in respect of which written orders have
not been given, nor weekly bills delivered.*

It will be observed that the certificate under the above
circumstances binds the employer to the same extent as the
contractor.^

By the terms of some contracts certain preliminary matters

may also be necessary before the builder is entitled to bring an
action for extra or additional work. Where a contract provides

that the engineer may order additions or alterations in writing,

and that the value of such additions or alterations should be
‘ ascertained,’ and added to or deducted from the contract price,

as the case might be
;
and, further, that any dispute or difference

as to such additions or alterations should be referred to the

engineer, whose decision or valuation should be final
;
no

action can be maintained for extras, the value of which has

not been ascertained.**

If a contract provides that all extras or additions shall be

paid for at the price which may be fixed by the architect, this

impliedly gives him power to determine what are extras."*

Where, however, a contract contains a provision that if any

dispute, difference, or question shall arise with the contractors

in any way relating to the contract, such dispute, difference, or

question shall be settled by the architect, whose decision shall

be absolute and final
;

it seems that this condition will not

apply to differences between the contractors and their employers

as to their claim for extras after the completion of the work.'’

But it should be borne in mind that the extra work ordered

may not be an addition within the meaning of the original con-

tract, but may be entirely dehors the same, amounting to a new

contract
;
in which case a written order would not be necessary

to entitle the builder to maintain an action for the work.®

Where there is no Provision in Contract.—There is a

class of cases which appears at first sight to be an exception to

the general rule, that so long as a special contract remains

open, no action lies by the builder or contractor. Where

something has been done by the builder beyond what he was to

8 T.
3

’ Brunsdo7i v. Staines Local Boards i Cababe & Ellis, 272.

' See cases, supra : and see Rogers v. James, 56 J-- -
277;

L. R. 67.

’

^
^ T 'T

Westwood V. Secretary of State for India, ii W. R. 261 ; 7 k.. i-

N. S.) 736. Sernble that the valuation should have been by the

:ngineer. See Richards v. May, 10 Q. B. D. 400 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 272 ,

ji W. R. 708.
* Richards v. May, supra.

rr; -u a
“ See Pashbyv. Birmingham (Mayor, Src.), 18 C. B. 2. The head-

lote to this case is wrong, as the point there referred to was not actually

lecided. See Lawson v. Wallasey J.ocal Board, ii Q. B. D. 229;

52 L. J. Q. B. 302 ; 48 L. T. 507. And see cases, ante, p. 56, as to

"^"^^“^^See^fw/ra ;
and ante, p. ct scq., as to the right of the builder to

me upon a new contract.
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perform according to the special contract, and that has been

done at the instance of the employer, the price of the extra

work, not being under the contract at all, can be recovered for

work and labour done
;

yet, the contract must be proved, in

order that it may appear how much was extra, in the absence

of positive proof that the work in question was entirely sepa-

rate from that included in the agreement, and was in fact done

under a distinct orderd A builder, therefore, may recover for

all work done beyond a special contract, under subsequent or

antecedent directions, in the same manner as if no special

contract had been maded
When extra work is ordered by the architect, either in the

progress of building under a contract where there is no pro-

vision which necessitates a previous authorisation in writing or

otherwise, or which is shown to be dehors the original contract,

the ordinary principles of law relating to principal and agent ^

will apply. The extent of the architect’s authority has already

been pointed out."* But the architect is only the agent of his

employer to see that the works contemplated by the contract

are carried out properly
;
he cannot, without authority, bind his

employer to pay for additional work. Where, therefore, extra

work is done by order of the architect, the builder must show
an authority in the architect to give directions for extra work

;

and, when the architect is shown to be the employer’s agent
to bind him by any deviation or addition, it will be necessary
to inquire whether the agency of the architect to order extras
was general, or limited to a specified extent.'^

The architect may render himself personally liable for the
value of extra work executed by the builder, if he falsely, or
even under a bona-fide belief, without having such power,
represent to the builder that he has the authority of the em-
ployer to order such work.^

If it is alleged that the order was given by the employer,
the contractor, suing for work extra the original contract,
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' Buxton V. Cornish, i D. & L. 585 ; 12 M. & W. 426 ; 13 L. J. Ex.
91 ; S. Q., Jones v. Howell, 4 Dowl. P. C. 176 : Vincent v. Cole, M. &

257, Lord Tenterden
; 3 C. & P. 481 : Holbard y. Stevens, 5 Jur.

71 : Barton v. Cole, 6 Jur. 370. See Reid v. Batte, M. & M. 413 : Rtissell
'/.Sa Da Bandeira, 13 C. B. (N. S.) 149; 32 L. J. C. P. 68 ; 7 L. T.
(N. S.) 804 : Edie v. Kingsford, 14 C. B. 759 ; 23 L. J. C. P. 123 : Inglis
V. buttery, 3 A. C. 552.

Thorntony. Place, i M. & R. 218 : Fletchery. Gillespie, 3 Bing. 637.
bee ante, as to right of builder to payment, p. 60.

“ See Leake, p. 387 et seq.\ Smith’s Merc. Law (9th ed.), p. 104 et sea.
See ante, p. 46.

nv c
I & J- 37 : Cooper v. Langdon, 9 M. & W. 60; i D.

I r?' B
^o^in^g, 2 F. & F. 98. And see Wallis v. Robinson,

3 h. & F. 307 : Lovelock v. King, 1 M. & R. 60.

PP 9 25 L. J. C. P. 307. Seea«/.,
pp. 24’ 48 : Ftrbank v. Humphreys, 18 Q. B. D. 54 ; 56 L. T. O. B. <;7

•
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must not only put in that contract, if in writing, but also prove
a separate and distinct contract with the employer to do the

work sued for.^ If the builder has done extra work without
any authority from the employer, the latter will not be bound
to pay for it.- The mere fact of the employer having assented

to certain alterations is not sufficient to make him liable to

pay for them as extras, unless he is either expres.sly informed,

or must necessarily from the nature of the work be aware,

that the alterations will increase the expense.^ But where
it was shown that, in the progress of building, some process

more expensive than that contracted for was ordered by the

architect, with the knowledge of the employer, who was present

at the time, and the builder’s subcontractor was told that it

was to be charged as additional work, it was considered that

there was sufficient evidence of a contract to pay the builder

extra for it, and of authority in the architect to make such a

contract with him.'*

Evidence on Claim for Extras.—Upon the principle that

contracts in writing cannot be varied by extrinsic evidence of

the intention of the parties, where a claim is made for extra

work beyond that contracted for in a written contract, the

question whether the work is extra can only be decided by

reference to the written contract, which must therefore be pro-

duced in support of the claim.® If the written contract is

inadmissible for want of a stamp, the judge cannot look at it for

the purpose of determining whether the extra work is included

in it or not.® It is now enacted that all such instruments as

may be stamped after execution, can be received in evidence at

the trial, or before an arbitrator or referee, by payment to the

officer of the Court, or to the arbitrator or referee, of the

proper duty and penalty and the further sum of i/.'

Where the written agreement between the parties is colla-

teral to the question in issue, it need not be produced
;

as, for

instance, if it clearly appears that, whilst certain work was in

progress in the inside of a house under a written agreement,

a verbal order was given to execute some alterations or im-

provements on the outside.®

‘ Eccles V. Southem, 3 F. & F. 142.

- Dobso7i V. Hudson., i C. B. (N. .S.) 659 >
26 L. J. C. P. I 53 -

“ Lovelock V. King, i M. & R. 60.

Wallis V. Robmson, 3 F. & F. 307.

^ Buxton V. Cornish, i D. & L. 585 i 12 M. & W. 426 ; 13 L. J.
Ex.

91 : S. C., Jones v. Howell, 4D0WI. P. C. 176 ; Holbard v. Stevens, 5 Jur.

71, Bail C., per Williams, J. ;
Barton v. Cole, 6 Jur. Bail C. 370, per

Patteson, J. See Edie v. Kingsford, 23 L. J. C. P. 123 ; 14 C. B. 759-

“ Vmcent v. Cole, M. & M. 257, per Lord Tenterden, 3 C. & P. 4^*-

See Edie v. Kmgsford, 23 L. J. C. P. 123 ; 14 C. B. 759 5
where it was

held that the defendant was not entitled to a non-suit, but the Court made

a rule for a new trial. Hughes v. Budd, 8 Dowl. P. C. 478 : Fielder v.

Ray, 3 M. & P. 659 : Stephens v. Finney, 2 J. B. Moore, 349.

’ Stamp Act, 1891, 54 & 55 Viet. c. 39, s. I4 -
,

.

» Reid V. Batte, M. & M. 413, Lord Tenterden; commented on
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Where details indispensable for the completion of the work,

and which it must have been the intention of the parties to

include in the agreement, are omitted from the specification,

the builder cannot make a claim for such articles as extras,

e.g. a contractor was not entitled to recover for the flooring as

an extra.*

A builder who has accepted a contract upon an erroneous
statement of the quantities, taken out by the architect, cannot
claim for extra quantities of materials used.^

If the builder, in completing a contract for a stipulated
price, use materials of a better kind than those contracted for,

he is not at liberty, on that account alone, to charge more than
the stipulated price, nor, of course, can he require the materials
worked into the building to be returned, because the employer
will not pay an increased price on account of the better
materials.**

How far Contract excluded by Extras.—When work is

to be done, and materials supplied, under a building contract
for certain estimated prices, and there is subsequently a
deviation from the original contract by the consent of the
parties, the contract and estimate are not on that account
excluded, but are to be the rule of payment, so far as the
special contract can be traced to have been followed

;
and for

any excess the party is entitled to sue as upon a qua 7itum
7)ieruit, although the time for completing the payments under
the original contract has not expired when the action is com-
menced.'* But ® if the work to be carried out under the original
contract has been so entirely abandoned, and there is such a
total deviation, that the terms are not applicable to the new
work, and it is impossible to trace the contract, and to say to
what part of it the new work should be applied, the builder is
entitled to recover by measure and value for all the work as if
there had been no contract at all.®

’

3 H. & N. 844. See Thorn v. Mayor
tion?”’

Railway, ante, p. 10, under ‘ Spedfi.

V wTf 7^5 ; L. R. I C. P. 715 :

L R TfVn 258 : Kimberley V. Du
titie^’’

^ referred to at p. 8, under ‘ Qua
“ Wibnot V. Smith, 3 C. & P 453

l: SSt.

special "coract!"'
'' builder’s Hght to payment unde,

“ See cases in note (<), supra.
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Hozv far Cotitract excluded by Extras.

Building contracts, in general, specially provide that any

alterations or additions in or to the works shall not vitiate the

contract
;
but that all additions, omissions, or variations, made

in carrying out the works, for which a price may not have been

previously agreed upon, are to be measured and valued, and

certified for by the architect, and added to, or deducted from,

the amount of the contract, as the case may be, according to

a schedule of prices annexed, or, where the same may not

apply, at fair measure and value.'

It may be stipulated, at the time when the agreement

for alterations or deviations is made, that the terms of the

original contract should be applicable to the same. And
where, in a contract under seal, there was a stipulation that

the employers might make additions to the original works on

giving the contractor written instructions for that purpose

signed by the engineer
;
and a verbal arrangement was after-

wards made by the engineer for the execution of certain

extension works, allowing for a variance in the prices, but

stipulating, with the exception of that variance, that all the

provisions of the contract should be considered as applicable

to the extension work
;

it was held that the contractor could

not afterwards reject the terms of the contract, and claim

remuneration for the work as upon a quantum meruit, nor

could he ask in equity for accounts to be taken independently

of the contract.''

Corporations.— As to extras in contracts with corporations,

see ante, p. 20.^
.

Time Conditions.—As to effect of extras on time conditions,

see ante, p. 77.

' See the Precedents, post.

- Ranger v. Great Western Railway, 5 H. L. Ca. 72.

=> Ante, p. 10 et seq. But see Goodyear \. Weymouth {Mayor, &’e.),

PI.'& R. 67 ; 35 L. J. C. P. 12 ;
ante, p. 105, note.
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CHAPTER XIV. Chap. XIV.

BUILDING BECOMING IMPOSSIBLE.

General Rule. If, subsequently to the making of the con-
tract, the performance of the work become impossible, it will
depend upon the construction of the agreement whether the
contract remains applicable to the subsequent impossibility, or
on whom the consequences of such impossibility shall fall

Where the law creates a duty or charge, and the party is
disabled from performing it without any default in him, there
the law will excuse him, as expressed by the maxim lex no7i
cogit ad impossibiha

; but where the party by his own contract
creates a duty or charge upon himself, then he is bound tomake It good, notwithstanding any inevitable accident, because
he might have provided against it by his contract* If a person
by his own contract absolutely engage to do anything without

must make compensation in damages,
although the performance is rendered impracticable by someunforeseen cause over which he had no control **

^

Shmild
important that the agreement to build

K -m
^ against accident, &c., as, otherwise

anvnbif^V''^
bound by his stipulation notwithstandingany obstacle arising by accident, &c.

;
for, although the lav?

implied covenant for performanceyet It will not against an express one ^ ’

.0 S;- s^
after part perfonnancfof

in case of accident
!iable"if hrsuppTi s he

lost in any r^Lner before det-erj ‘

la matibe, la chose vient i oerir Jp o, i

^ ® ouvrier fournit
d’etre livree, la perte en est miur l’’™

^ T*® maniere que ce soit, avant
demeure de recevoir la chose ’ Todfr^

Q B 'qsCodege, Oxford, L. R. 6 Q. B. iicV.o L T o‘
St.John's
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covenantor to rebuild the bridge, although it was broken down g
by an extraordinary flood.' And where a builder contracted u
to do certain specific works, including alterations, within a fixed “
time

;
^ or according to a specification

;
^ it was held, in the H

first case, to be no excuse that alterations rendered perform- g
ance of the work within the time fixed impossible

;
or, in the «

second case, that the work was impracticable according to the
^

specification. If one party to a contract stipulates for the K
option of performing his part in one of two lawful ways, he is, ,,

after having once made his election, bound by such election
,

and if the performance is impossible, and not illegal, he is

liable to damages for not being able to perform it. So, an

insurance company, having elected to reinstate insured pre-

mises which had been damaged by fire, were held bound to

reinstate, though the buildings were taken down by the

public authority as dangerous."'

There is a curious rule laid down in i Roll. Abr. as

follows :

® ‘If a man covenant to build a house before

such a day, and afterwards the plague is there before the

day, and continues there till after the day, this shall excuse

him from the breach of the covenant for not doing thereof

before the day, for the law will not compel him to venture his

life for it, but he may do it after.’ But it would seem that

the contract would be suspended only,® not dissolved.

Where from the nature of the contract it appears that the

parties must from the beginning have known that it could

not be fulfilled, unless, when the time for the fulfilment ot

the contract arrived, some particular specified thing con-

tinued to exist, so that when entering into the contract they

must have contemplated such continued existence as the

foundation of what was to be done
;
then, m the absence of

any express or implied warranty that the thing shall exist,

the contract is not to be construed as a positive contract,

but as subject to an implied condition that the parties shall

be excused in case before breach the contract becomes im-

possible from the perishing of the thing without the default

of the contractor.^ Where a contract was made for the

erection of machinery upon buildings of one ^
be paid for on completion 3

and in the course of the work the

see Dyer,

Eastbourne> Brecknock Navigation, isTc. v. Pntchard, 6 T. R. 75°

33 a (10). See Erringtonv. Aynesley, 2 Bro. C. C. 34°

Local Board v. Jackson, ‘Times, Feb. 19, 1885.
1 1 r • 40 L. J. Q. B.

•= Jones V. St. John's^ College, Oxford, L. R. 6 Q. U. 1 15 , 40 J V

80; and see p. /-o • .ic I T Ex. 487;
» Thorn v. Mayor of London, i Ap. Ca. 120 , 45 J- 4 /

°-"‘‘^T]iZl'L:BoyalI,.,«ra«cc Co., oS, L. J. Q. B. WS! 853,

E,le/j.7?L»/.v4; Baofooortk v. Yo,ms, 4 Drew. I ;
46 L. J. Ch. . 5,.

: Se^A^Campiell,
’ Per Cur. in Taylor v. Cahhuell, 3 B. b. 833 , 32 J- V



A ct of God.—By Act of Laiv.—By A ct of Parties. 1 1

3

premises were destroyed by fire
;

it was held that both parties

were excused from further performance, and no liability ac-

crued on either side.' So, with a contract for the construction
and fitting of engines for a ship then on voyage, to be paid for

by instalments
;
under which the work was commenced and

payments made accordingly, but before completion the ship
was lost at sea

;
it was held that both parties were discharged

from further performance, that the shipowners had acquired no
property in the materials, and that they could not recover
instalments already paid as on failure of consideration.^

Act of God.—It is a rule of law that when the law creates a
duty, and the party is disabled from performing it, without any
default of his own, by the Act of God, the law will excuse him

;

but when a party by his own contract creates a duty, he is bound
to make it good, notwithstanding any accident, by inevitable
necessity.^ ‘ The act of God is in some cases said to excuse the
breach of a contract. This is in fact an inaccurate expression

;

what is meant is that it was not within the contract.’ ''

By Act of Law.—No contract can be carried into effect
which was originally made contrary to the provisions of law
\e.g. a contract for building in contravention of the provisions
of the London Building Act, 1894’'’), or which, being made
consistently with the rules of law at the time, has become illegal
m virtue of some subsequent law.® Upon this principle, a
covMant, restrictive of the use of land as regards building, is
discharged by a railway company subsequently taking the land
under compulsory powers and building a station upon it.’^

By Act of Parties.—See ante, Chap. VIII., p. 60 etseq.

p.

L. R. 2 C. P. 651 ; 36 L. J. C. P. 331 ; atih

" Anglo-Egyptimt Navigation Co. v. Re 7tnie, L. R. lo C. P. 271, qyi
44 J. C. P. 130.

^

^ Per Cur. in Nichols v. Marsland, 2 Ex. D. 4 ; 46 L. T. Ex. 178 • se

Jr J- /
429; 45 L. J. C. P.V02, forihe e^p/anatS

damnum fatale, casus fortuitus

LalJte'y’f^r
Crespigiiy, supra. See Co. Lit. 206 (a)

I Q^B D 54^^^’ ^ Comi7iissioners v. Adamson

dos" i
'’Gourley, 7 C. B. (N. S.

) 99 ; i L. T. (N. S.
) 33 ;

i F. & F
6

London Building Act, 1894, /uj/, Part III.

7 D-.' ^^tunson V. Ritchie, 10 East, 1:34.

DoeaT T C^pPigny, L. R. 4 Q. B. 180
; 38 L. J. Q. B. 98

39 • ^twfnJtZ /
Q- : see Newby v. Sharp^% Ch.^D39 tvewmyon Local Board v. Cottmgham Local Board, 12 Ch. D. 725.
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SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF BUILDING CONTRACTS AND AGREE-

MENTS FOR BUILDING LEASES.

General Rule as to Building Contracts.—The practice of

the Court as regards the specific performance of building con-

tracts has undergone some variation. The earliest trace of

the jurisdiction is a dictum of Justice Genney in the

Book of 8 Edward IV., that a promise to build a house would

be specifically enforced.* Lord Hardwicke’s opinion was, that

upon a covenant to build a landlord might come into equity

for a specific performance, as the not building took away his

security.2 And a prior case is to be met with in which such a

decree has been pronounced.^ So, in another case, an agree-

ment to build was specifically enforced against a tenant who,

having undertaken to rebuild the farmhouse, had done so on

his own soil instead of his landlord’s."*
,

But, notwithstanding early decisions to the contrary, it is

now settled that, with certain exceptions, the Court will not

decree specific performance of contracts to build, on the gener

principle that the Court does not specifically enforce contracts

involving personal services, skill, or confidence.'

Upon this principle the Court has refused to enforce a

covenant to lay out a given sum in a building of a certain

1 P. 4 (i)
;

I Madcl. Ch. Piact. (3rd ed.) 467 ;
Fr)' (3rd ed.), 44-

City of London v. Nash, 3 Aik. 512 ; S. C., 1 \'es. Sen. 12 : Buxiot

- Eq. Ca. Al>. .7. ,.l. 6; r Fonbl. Eq. B.

Ch. *5 7 ,
note (.r). Fry (3rd ed.), 39 - tj u mn

?Pembroke v. Thorpe, 3 Swanst. 437 . 443 -
note: Holt ^. Holt,

2 Vern. 321 : Rook v. Worth, 1 Ves. Sen. 461.
r R i Fa

‘ V. Johnson, 2 H. & M. 118. See Coopers,
^

98 : Saunders s. Trading Harbour Impro^'ement Co
j,’

e.2 L. T. 426 : Errington v. Aynesley, 2 Bro. C. C. 343 . •>
.

; V. Clayton, .

rT 17 Kq. 3S8.^See strelley v- *5 D^i 3 '

The South Wales Railway Co. v. Wythes, i R- '-A J. .5

Itl. & G. 880 ; 24 L. J. Ch. 87.



Exceptions to General Rule. 115

value ; ' and would not enforce the usual stipulations for build-
ing in a building agreement.^

Many contracts to build are specifically performed in Scot-
land, in respect of which a Court of Equity would refuse to
exercise its jurisdiction in England the Scotch Courts ap-
pointing some properly qualified person, under whose super-
intendence the work is directed to be executed.^

Exceptions.—There are, however, exceptional cases which
seein to show that the ground, often alleged, for the refusal of
the Court to interfere in the case of building contracts—that
it has no suflficient means of ascertaining whether the work has
been properly executed, or the stipulated amount expended
thereon is not always an efficient reason.

Thus, in Mosely v. Virgin,^ Lord Loughborough, L.C. (after-
wards Earl of Rosslyn), was of opinion that specific perform-
ance of an agreement to build might be decreed if sufficiently
certain

;
and this opinion was concurred in by Romilly M.R.m Brace v. Wehnertp in a recent case it was held thatwhem a contract to build or to repair is in its nature defined,

the Court will enforce the same by specific performance.^

tn
Lord Rosslyn/ as will be seen from cases

UK has, to a
certain, although a very small, extent, received confirmation.

^ events, the Court has jurisdiction to enforce specific

bS eTo
^ contract to do work, which is not only defined,

thp np f
defendant’s own property, and in

which i/noro^
of which the plaintiff has a m^aterial^nterest.

The fact thn^f

of adequate compensation in damages.

his land to tU a ? ^ Parted vvith

buildml n/ has no opportunity of erecting the

damaae. J
cost, and so ascertaining the amount of

contract mnkpT^^r^ non-performance of the

specific nerfo^mo
^ anxious to decreeP cihc performance of a contract to build.® Knight-Bruce

were b^und^o"rn^f
declaring that the defendants, accompany’,

railwTv tn
struct and maintain an archway through therailway to connect the plaintiff’s lands, sufficient to permit a

taut’s, Se\ Cas in^hc’
^ betesivorlh v. Dt

; ch. .8.

^ Mosely'^v.
^ M<Queen, 668.

"23: Baumann v Tames \
^ lojur. (N. S.)

Railway Co.; ig W R
CL Greenhilt v. Isle of

389, 397 - Fry (3rd ed.\ 46
’

‘ ^^^eara, 12 Ir. Ch. R.

;
ffLrn ^73 -

(3rd ed.), 45: and Cuiill v.

V- Corporatioifof p)n!a7^^^J mzance, 4 Hare, 506 : Soames v. Eeigc, i Johns. 669.

Brace v.

Dean of St.
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loaded carriage of hay to pass under the railway.' So, the

Court has decreed specific performance of an agreement to

make certain roads and ways, which were necessary for commu-

nication between severed portions of the land
;

and to con-

struct and maintain a station upon the land
;

•* and to make

a siding upon the land of an adjoining proprietor for his use."*

And, again, a railway company was decreed to make a road

and wharf, upon land which they had purchased from adjoining

proprietors, upon the terms of executing these works.®

The cases just cited appear to have been decided with

reference to a distinction which has been drawn between a

contract with a builder to build a house, and one for the sale

and purchase of land, where some stipulated building or work

has to be carried out by either party, by way of easement, or

of accommodation for the other.

Upon the same principle as to work sufficiently defined, the

Court has decreed that the elevation of a house should be

altered to correspond with the adjoining houses, according to

the covenant of the lessee to that effect,® and that a building

line be adhered to.'^
• j j

Part performance of a contract has, in some cases, induced,

the Court to exercise a jurisdiction, which it would not have

done if the contract had remained wholly incomplete. Thus,

where purchasers of land covenanted to make a road and erect

a market-house ;
and they entered into possession, but did not

build the market-house ;
specific performance was ordered

But, again, unless the terms of the contract are sufficiently

' See the form of decree in Storer v. Great Western Kaikvay Co.,

f’’CocLrlLtth &Tc. Raihuay Co., \i Beav. 49?; See

the form of decree in Lytton v. Great Northern Railway Co., 2 K. c J.

aoA: Darnley v. London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Co., I De

G T. & S. 204 ; 3 Ibid. 24 ;
L. R- 2 H. L. 43.

’

^ Hood V. North-Eastern Railway Co., L. R. 5 Ch- S^S- See If /Ison

V Northampton and Banbury Railway Co., L. 9 ^79 1 43 • J-

Ch 303 : and Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co. v. Taff Vale Railway Co.,

L R VS. 331, distinguished in Todd v. Midland G,-eat JVeste,-n

WeS
'

Cheshie Railway Co., L. R. '3 Eq.
^ ; 41 L- .T-

Ch 17. See also Wood/mf v. B/-econ Sfc Railway Co
,
V. R. i^4 >

Lostwithiel and Fowey Railway Co., [1894] 3 Ch. 621 , 64 L. J. • 37 .

^^'wiZl’Ziuniess Railway Co., L. R. 9 Eq. 28 |^39
L- J.

?‘vsrr >.

’.s-r
v" jN. s!) U23"; for form of o^der, see Seton, iSqS- See

Price V. Corpoi-ation of Penzance, 4 Hare, 5° • „ pcmb/'oke
« Price V. Coi-poi-ation of Penzance, 4 Hare, 506, 509- See J emu/

o



Assessing Damages. 117

definite, part performance cannot be relied on as a ground for

enforcing it.'

Where companies have contracted to perform certain works,

and have got the whole benefit of the agreement, it is no

defence by a company, to an action for specific performance,

that the public would be subjected to inconvenience if the

company were compelled specifically to perform their contract

;

or that the company were incorporated for another purpose

;

nor, where they had only partially fulfilled the agreement,

could they set up as a defence the Statute of Limitations.^

But the Court will not decree specific performance even of

contracts of this description, when justice can be better done
by an award of damages. Where a company agreed with a

landowner to construct a station on certain lands, which they

had bought from him
;
and the company refused to carry out

the works in the specified place, and substituted one at some
distance, damages were given instead of specific performance.^

Assessing Damages.—In the case of damages, the plaintiff

will be entitled to the benefit of such presumptions as, ac-

cording to the rules of law, are made in courts both of law
and equity against persons who are wrongdoers, in the sense
of refusing to perform, and not performing, their agreements.
It is an established maxim that, in assessing damages, every
reasonable presumption may be made as to the benefit which
the other parties might have obtained by the bona-fide per-
formance of the agreement."*

An action for specific performance cannot, under any cir-

cumstances, be maintained, after the plaintiff has recovered
damages for non-performance of the contract.

'*

Agreements for Building Leases.—Upon a contract to
build a house and accept a lease of the premises, the Court
will grant specific performance of the contract as to the lease,
and give damages for not building the house.*’

V. Thorpe, 3 Swanst. 437 n. : Sa}iderson v. Cockermouth &‘c. Railway
Co., II Beav. 497 : Oxford v. Provand, L. R. 2 P. C. 135 : Crook v.
Corporation of Seaford, L. R. 10 Eq. 678 ;

L. R. 6 Ch. 551. See ante,
p. 31 et seq.

,
as to specific performance against lessor after part perform-

ance by builder; and ante, p. 67 et seq., as to payment after part per-
formance.

_

‘ South Wales Railway Co. v. Wythes, i K. & J. 186 ;
and see

judgment as to non-performance not constituting fraud.
Wilson V. Furness Railway Co., L. R. 9 Eq. 28, -3. See Raphael

\\ Thames Valley Railway Co., L. R. 2 Ch. 147 : Alt. -Gen. v. Mid-Kent
Railway Co., L. R. 3 Ch. 100 : Fortescucv. Lostzvithiel and Fowey

^ L. J. Ch. 37; 71 L. T. 423;
43 W. R. 138 ; 8 R. 664. See p. 21, as to specific performance in
the case of part performance and acquiescence of corporation or companies.

Wilson V. Northampton Raihvay Co., L. R. 9 Ch. Ap. 279.
bee ante, p. 31, as to the right to a lease after laying out money under a
verbal agreement.

' Wilson V. Northampton Sfc. Raihvay Co., L. R. 9 Ch. 279; Ilnd.
205. bee Armory v. Delamirie, i Sm. L. C.

* See the cases cited, ante, pp. 84, 85.
“ ^°°'fnes V. Edge, Johns. 669 : Mayor of /.ondon v. Southgate, 38 I.. J.
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Specific Performance of

And the Court will order the execution of a lease containing
covenants to build in accordance with the agreement, so as to

give the lessor his remedy for breach of covenant.'

It appears that, though the contract does not in terms so

provide, the lease, which the plaintiff will be entitled to call on
the defendant to accept, should contain covenants to build in

accordance with the spirit of the contract.^

Specific performance will not be decreed, where arbitrators

fail to agree upon details to be settled by them,^ nor where a

plan remains to be approved of by the parties."*

Performance will not be compelled when it would impose
on the defendant the risk of forfeiture

;
thus, where lots of

building ground were sold, with an undertaking to make a

certain road through other leasehold land, which the vendor
could not make without incurring a forfeiture of the lease,

the Court excepted that part of the contract from the de-

cree, giving compensation for the want of the road.*' But no
damages can be given for delay in making a road in such a

case, there being no distinction in this respect between a

contract to grant a right of way and a contract to sell real

estate.® So, the Court will not compel a defendant specifically

to perform an agreement, when the result would be to compel

him to commit a breach of a prior agreement with another

person.” But the Court will look to the fact, by whose act and

Ch. 14 1 : Kay Johnson, 2 H. & M. 1 18: Middleton v. Greenwood,

2 De G. J. & Sm. 142: Oxford v. Provand, L. R. 2 P. C. I35- Soarnes

v. Edge, supra, was distinguished in Norris Jackson, I J. & H. 319-

See Lancaster v. De Trafford, 31 L. J. Ch. 554- Cory v. Thames Iron

Co., II W. R. 589 : Johnson v. Wyatt, 2 De G. j. & S. 18 ; 33 L. J. Ch.

394 : Hindley v. Emery, L. R. i Eq. 52 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 6 : Durell v.

Pritcha 7-d, L. R. i Ch. 244 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 223. Although Lord Cairns’s

Act is repealed by the Stat. Law Rev. Act, 1883 (46 & 47 Viet. c. 49,

s. 3), under sect. 5 the jurisdiction conferred thereby is still in force. Per

Baggallay, L.J., in Sayers v. Collyer, 28 Ch. D. 103; 54 L- J- Ch- * »

48 L. T. 939 ; 33 W. R. 91. See also Hipgrave v. Case, 28 Ch. D. 356 ;

54 L. J. Ch. 329 ; 52 L. T. 242 : Holland v. Worley, post, p. 250.

See z\s,o post, pp. 177, 213. The extended jurisdiction provided under the

Judicature Act, 1873, enables the Court to give either remedy, as the case

may require. See Krehl v. Burrell, 7 Ch. D. 551 ;
ii Ch. D. 146 : Fritz

v. Hobson, 14 Ch. D. 542 ;
and cases cited, post, p. 176.

* Per Thurlow, L.C. ,
Lucas v. Comerford, i Ves. Jun. 235: Oxford

v. Provand, L. R. 2 P. C. 135.
- Mayor &Tc. of London v. Southgate, 38 L. J. Ch. 141.

“ Tillett v. Charing Cross Bridge Co., 26 Beav. 419.

Brace v. Wehnert, 25 Beav. 348. But see Mayor (s^c. of London

V. Southgate, 38 L. J. Ch. 141. See ante, p. 29, as to the erection of

buildings subject to plans to be approved of. See ante, p. 5^ seq., as

to architect’s certificates
;
and see Soames v. Edge, supra : Stocker v. Wed-

derburn, 3 K. & J. 393 ; S. C., 26 L. T- Ch. 713 : Peto v. Brighton E‘c.

Railway Co., i H. & M. 468 ; S. C., 32 L. J. Ch. 677 ;
ii W. R. 874-

° Peacock v. Penson, ii Beav. 355 = Elides v. Hooker, 3 Madd.

193: Pegler v. White, 33 Beav. 403; 33 L. J. Ch. 5^9’- idfillmott v.

Barber, 15 Ch. D. 96.
“ Rowe v. The School Board for London, 36 Ch. D. 619; 57 L. 1.

182; 57 L. J. Ch. 179. ' Willmottv. Barber, supra.
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by whose conduct the forfeiture would be occasioned, and will

not permit a defendant to put himself in sucba position, as that

his performance of the agreement shall create a forfeiture.

'

The incompleteness, or the uncertainty in the construction,

or in the application, of the terms of the contract, may afford

sufficient grounds for the refusal of the Court to grant a specific

performance of the agreement for the lease.

An agreement for a lease, stipulating that the house should

be ‘handsomely decorated according to the present style,’ is

too uncertain to be enforced by a decree for specific perform-

ance.^ But, where the agreement stipulated that the lessor

should put the house ‘ in substantial and decorative repair,’

the Court decreed specific performance at the suit of the

lessee, with an inquiry whether the repairs had been properly

executed
;
and, if not, then an inquiry as to damages.^ An

agreement to take a lease of a house, which was in course of

building, when it was ‘ complete, finished, and fit for habita-

tion,’ was specifically enforced, an expert having first reported

that the house was ‘ complete, finished, and fit for habitation.’

So, also, where parties have entered into a preliminary

building agreement, intending to execute a more complete and
formal contract, the Court will neither decree specific perform-

ance of the agreement nor give damages for its breach.

The general rule is, that the Court must be able specifically

to execute every part of the agreement, and at the time that

its interposition is asked for
;

for the Court will not decree
specific performance of part of a contract,** unless the part

which it is impossible to enforce has already been performed,^
or the unperformed part is separable and divisible from the
rest.

As an example of the latter exception : in Wilkinson v.

Clements^ under an agreement for building several houses on
different plots of ground, and for granting separate leases of
the plots as soon as the houses should be finished, it was held

‘ Helling v. Lumley, 3 De G. & J. 493 ;
28 L. J. Ch. 249.

Taylor v. Portington, 7 De G. M. & G. 328 : and see Jeffery v.

Stephens, 6 Jur. (N. S.) 947 ; 8 W. R. 427. See atite, p. 18.
“ Samuda v. Lawford, 4 Giff. 42 ; 8 Jur. (N. S.) 739.
Faulkner v. Llewellin, ii W. R. 1055; 12 W. R. 193; 31 L. J.

Ch. 549. See Parker v. Taswell, 2 De G. & J. 559 ; 27 L. J. Ch. 812.
= Wood V. Silcock, 50 L. T. 251 ; 32 W. R. 845 ; W. N. 1884, p. 44.

But see ante, p. 16, as to preliminary agreements.
“ Ogden V. Fossick, 32 L. J. Ch. 73 ; u W. R. 128 : Gervais v. Ed-

svards, 2 D. & W. 80 : Hills v. Croll, 2 Phill. 60 : Stocker Wedderburn,
3 K. & J. 393 ; 26 L. J. Ch. 713 : Scottish North-Eastern Raihvay Co.
V. Stexvart, 3 Macq. H. L. Ca. 382 ; Oxford v. Provand, L. R. 2 P. C.
135. But see Burroiu v. Scammell, 19 Ch. D. 175.

* Hope V. Hope, 22 Beav. 351 : Dietrichsen v. Cahburn, 2 Phill. 52.
« Wilkinson v. Clements, L. R. 8 Ch. 96 ; 42 L. J. Ch. 38 ; 27 L. T.

034- See, too, Loivther v. Heaver, 41 Ch. D. 265 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 482 •

00 4^5 ; Strong v. Stringer, 61 L. T. 470; W. N.'
1889, 135 ; 5 T. L. R. 638.
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that, although the Court could not specifically enforce the

contract for building under the agreement, yet, after the houses

were finished, specific performance would be decreed of the

leases
;
and that the agreement could be construed divisibly,

so that the building of all the houses was not a condition

necessary to obtain the lease of each plot. In Green v. Low,^

there was an agreement for a lease of land as soon as the

grantee had erected a house thereon, and the lessee also had the

option of purchasing the fee
;
the agreement fora lease was to be

void if the lessee failed in performance of his part of the agree-

ment
;
the lessee erected the house, but there was a breach of

the stipulations of the agreement. It was held that the option

of purchase could be exercised and enforced, notwithstanding

the forfeiture of the agreement for a lease.

The law with reference to the enforcement of verbal con-

tracts which have been part performed will be found in an

earlier chapter.^

If a plaintiff has made default in a collateral agreement or

representation, upon the faith of which the defendant was

induced to enter into an agreement for a building lease, the

Court will, in general, refuse specific performance.^ So, where

land is let, upon representations by the lessor as to improve-

ments to be made upon the adjoining land, or as to the mode
of using it, which would increase the value of the land let, as

by making roads, building houses, churches, and the like, the

Court will not give the lessor specific performance unless he

makes good the representations.'* Plans exhibited may operate

as such representations.®

Construction by Court of Agreement.—Although, where an

agreement is clear, the Court will act upon its own view of the

construction, without regard to the view entertained by the

parties, yet, where a party has throughout insisted on one

construction of an obscure agreement, he cannot get specific

performance on the footing of the opposite construction.®

‘ Subject to Contract to be Settled.’—Specific performance

' G7'een v. Low, 22 Beav. 625. But see Re Adams and the Kensing-

ton Vestry, 27 Ch. D. 394; 54 L. J. Ch. 87; 51 L- T- 382 ; 32 W. R.

883, where Greeii v. Low was distinguished. See Blackett v. bates, 2 H.

& M. 270, reversed on appeal, L. R. i Ch. Ap. 117.

Ante, p. 31, and Ramsden v. Dyson, L. R. i H. L. 129.

^ See Gibson v. Goldstnid, 5 D. M. & G. 757 > 24 L. J. Ch. 279-

* Beaumont v. Dukes, Jacob, 422. See fer Lord Cranworth, m
Myers'^. Watson, i Sim. (N. S.) 523-

^ Peacock v. Benson, ii Beav. 355 : Nurse v. Seymour, 13 Beav. 254.

See Randall v. Hall, 4 D. & S. 343 : Tindall v. Castle, 62 L. J. Ch. 555 ;

W. N. 1893, 40 ;
Tucker Vowles, [1893] i Ch. 195 ;

62 L. J- Cjb ^ 72 ;

67 L. T. 763 ; 41 W. R. 156. See Piggott v. Stratton, i De G. F. & J.

33 ; 29 L. J. Ch. I, as to the vendor or lessor being compelled to specific

performance of such representations in some cases. But see the cases

ante, p. 35 et seq., as to plans forming part of the agreement.

“ Marshall v. Berridge, 19 Ch. D. 233. See Preston v. Luck,

27 Ch. D. 497.
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1

of an agreement ‘subject to a contract to be settled,’ or ‘subject

to a proper contract,’ will not be enforced.' But where an
agreement for a lease, contained in two letters, included the

clause, ‘ a proper lease to be drawn up with all proper clauses,

and approved of by me and my solicitor,’ it was held that the

last words did not prevent the letters forming a valid con-
tract.^

Building Leases to Nominees.—As to when the appoint-
ment of a nominee is a condition precedent to right to relief,

see ante, p. 31.

Mandatory Injunctions and Injunctions.—The means of
enforcing indirectly the affirmative terms of a contract relating
to building, of which the Court could not directly decree
specific performance, will be more conveniently dealt with in
a future chapter, after referring generally to the nature of
restrictive building covenants.^

' Harvey v. Principal &^c. of BarnarcPs Inn, 50 L. J. Ch. 750

;

45 L. T. 280; 29 W. R. 922 ; Wood v. Silcock, supra. See ante, p. ii,
as to agreements made subject to a contract being prepared.

“ Eadie v. Addison, 52 L. J. Ch. 80 ; 47 L. T. 543 ; 31 W. R. 320
“ See post. Chap. XIX.
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CHAPTER XVI.

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY OR PERSON C.YUSED BY

BUILDING OPERATIONS.

Pulling down Buildings.—All persons must use due care

and skill, and take due, reasonable, and proper precautions

in pulling down houses and walls, which rest against, or are

in contact with, an adjoining house or wall
;
and if an injury

is sustained from a neglect ro exercise such care, skill, and

precaution, a wrong is done, and the wrongdoer is responsible

for the damage ; ' and it is no answer to an action for damage

done to set forth that the damage was repaired by the de-

fendant before action, although the fact may be given in

evidence in reduction of damages
;

for the mere fact o

contiguity of buildings imposes an obligation on the owners

to use due care and skill, in removing the one building, not to

damage the other, even though no right to support has been

acquired.^ A landowner will be responsible for damage

caused by negligently and carelessly excavating his own land

close to the foundations of his neighbour’s ^^o^se, withou

giving the latter sufficient warning in order to afford him an

opportunity of shoring up or protecting his house. So, an

owner has no right to underpin a party-wall between °wn

house, which he has pulled down and the house adj° mi^g,

either partially or wholly, unless that could be done ^thout

injury to the iLter
;
even though it might be doubtful

the interests of the parties were several, or whether they stood

in the relation of tenants in common.'^ But there is no obliga-

q'b. 634 :
C.

^ ;

;

Topics. Preston, 24 C. D. 739 5 53 L. J. Ch. 5°, 49 ^-99.

32 W. R. 166.
^

"
If aqi • 1 N & M. 739 : Massey v. Goydcr,

Dodd V. Holme, i A. cK E. 493 > 3 ^ A , . c r .

aC &P i6>; But see V. Trosuer, 6 Bing. •
.

8 Scon, I, 20 ;
8 L. J.

(N. S.) Ex. 286. See the London Building Act,

post. Part III. See the cases cited at p. 441
- /v Q U64 S Scott,

» Bradiee V. Christ’s Hosptal (Coventors), 2 V. {\.S.) 4,5

a- r/: i £•. Ĵ; -b.
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tion upon the owner of the building about to be removed to

shore up the other building.'

Although the fact of contiguity of buildings raises an
obligation to use due care and skill in removing one not to

injure the other, that obligation cannot arise if, from the cir-

cumstance of the latter building being underground or other-
wise, the party removing the former has no notice of its

existence.^

Damage to Highway.—The right of a landowner to use
a public highway, for the purpose of bringing materials for the
building of a house on his land, must be exercised reasonably.
If there are several ways of access to the land, there is no abso-
lute right to use the most convenient way exclusively, without
regard to the convenience of neighbouring landowners. So,
the owner of a house is entitled to recover damages from a
person who, by an unreasonable use of the highway, interferes
with his private right to access from his house to the highway.
He can recover damages in respect of loss of custom in the
business which he carries on in his house. Moreover, in the
case of substantial injury, he is entitled to recover damages on
the ground that he has suffered a particular injury from a public
nuisance.^

Section 23 of the Highway and Locomotives (Amendment)
Act, 1878, empowers a road authority, where extraordinary ex-
penses have been incurred by such authority in repairing a high-
way, whether a main road or not, ‘by reason of the damage caused
by excessive weight passing along the same,' or extraordinary
trathc thereon,’ to recover m a summary manner the amount of
th(^e expenses from the person by whose order the weight or
traffic has been conducted.® This section has recently been
the subject of an important decision in the Court of Appeal ®

where extraordinary expenses had been incurred by reason of
damage done to a road in carting materials for building a
Covernment fort.

°

6 1W N C t- s'
r^‘ 739: Chadwick V. Trower

y ntfe's L R 8 Xn r J. (N. S.) Ex. 2S6 . Perciva

buildifg^any-Salls.
in pulling clown, o.

fnr
S^c. of London, 9 B. & C. 725. See -post p

bv employer for injury caus“ec3by builder in carrying out a contract.
jury causea

3 H. 1 see Rylands v. Fletcher, L. R.

Fvxtz V. JH'obsoxz. 14. Ch D ca2 * a“> 'T' />or c ^

4" ” "5' *’*’ - ^-'O'^t.893,

49 J. p. 709:

• 43'-w. r.°I,3 fa: ifTVTT;
c. .6. ; 6, r. T.
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‘ Extraordinary traffic,’ as distinct from ‘ excessive weight,

includes all such continuous or repeated user of the road by a

person’s vehicles as is out of the common order of traffic, and

as may be calculated to damage the highway and increap the

expenditure on its repair,^ and some ‘obvious instances were

given which would fall within the section, viz. ;
‘ A contractor

builds a large house, or factory, or church, and by so doing

temporarily increases the user of the road in a way that ^^ds

by damaging the road itself. Why should he not pay for the

extra use of the road ? It is argued he ought not to pay because

he is only using the way in a lawful way. If he used it in any

other way he would be indictable for a nuisance. But this

section of the Act of Parliament is not intended only to prevent

unlawful user, it applies also to damage caused by legitimate

and proper user. It is argued that he is only carrying over the

road the same substance as that which other people ordinarily

carry. Here, again, the answer is that the section is not penal,

but remedial and recuperative, and that it is because, though

he carries ordinary articles, he does not carry them in e

manner or on the limited number of occasions in and on which

other people carry them, and because the frequency o is

travels over the road has caused the special mischief to the road,

that such frequency constitutes in itself a reason why he should

pay more than his neighbour.’

^The section does not mean that a man is to be mulcted,

merely because he uses a road more than others do, even if it

be his own user which has produced the mischief to the road.

The traffic must be extraordinary as regards the ordinary user

of the road as a whole by all who use it, and not merely larg

as regards the traffic put on the road by other pers°n^

The standard of comparison is the ordinary traffic of

road in question, and not the traffic conducted by persons over

other roads in the district.^

Any person against whom expenses are or may be recowr

able may enter into an agreement with the authority for p y-

ment of a composition in respect of such expenses.

The proceedings under this Act are in the nature °^n act on

for a perLnal tort, and therefore cannot be taken against t

exeX of a person by whose order the extraordinary traffic

''“uabimy for Injury caused by BuUder -The =™Ployer

liable to thhd persons for the tortious

I Q. B. 39 ;
42 w. K. 198 ; 69 L. T. 702 ;

10 T. L. K- 62.

^ SAear</, [1892] 2 Q. B. 51S 1 61 L. J. M. C. 178 ; 67 L. T.

423 ; 41 W. R. 31 ; 56 J- A 760.
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by another, is as responsible as if he did the act himself. Thus,

in violation of a right to property, whether real or personal, or

to personal security, he who procures the wrong to be done is

a joint wrongdoer, and may be sued, either alone or jointly

with the agent, for the wrong done.* Moreover, he who pro-

cures or authorises an act to be done by another, is responsible

for all that the other necessarily does in the execution of his

authority. Thus, every person who directs the doing of an act,

which cannot be done at all without inflicting an injury on a

third person, is personally responsible to such third person.^

If an employer contracts with a builder to do work which
can lawfully be done without injury to others, and the builder

selects his own workmen, and has the immediate control over
the work, the employer will not, as a rule, be liable for injuries

to strangers caused by negligent execution of the work.^ So,
if the execution of work, or the construction of a drain, is

entrusted to a builder, who exercises an independent employ-
ment, and selects his own workmen, and has the immediate
control and superintendence of the work, the owner of the
house, who employs the builder, is not responsible for the
creation of nuisances in the public thoroughfare, by the neg-
ligence of the builder’s workmen, if he was ignorant of their
unlawful proceedings, and had no knowledge of the probable
consequences of their acts."* But the employer also may be
liable, if he interferes with, or retains control over, the builder.®
It is immaterial, however, that the defendant lends some of his
own men to the contractor, if they are acting substantially as
the contractor’s servants at the time of the injury.®

But where an employer orders a builder to do an act w'hich
is unlawful in itself, or which cannot be done without creating
a nuisance, then the act done by the builder is in substance
the employer’s act, and he, as well as the builder, is responsible

' Erie, J., Ltimley v. Gye, 2 E. & B. 216 ; 22 L. J. Q. B. 463. As
to subsequent ratification, see Wilson v. Tmnmon, 6 M. & G. 242 •

6 Sc. N. R. 907 ; Woollen v. Wright, i H. & C. 554 ; 31 L. T. Ex. 513.’
^ Wilsyi V. Peto, 6 Moore, 49 : Witte v. Hague, 2 D. & R. 33Hole V. Sitthigbourne Railway Co., 6 H. & N. 488 ; 30 L. T. Ex 81 •

Addison (7th ed.), p. 95.
' ’

j
Rapson v. Cuhitt, 9 M. & W. 710 : Butlers. Hinter, 7 H. & N.

826 : Reedie v. London and North-Western Railway Co., 4 Ex. 244 • Steel
South-Eastern Raihuay Co., 16 C. B. 550: Murray sr. Ctirrie, L. R.

’7
f^o-fle V. Layerick, L. R. 9 Q. B. 122. See also Gayford \.

Ntcholls, 9 Ex. 702 : Ellts v. Sheffield Gas Consmuers' Co., 2 E. & B. 767.As to liability of a subcontractor, see Overton v. Freeman, ii C B S?"* •

21 L. J. C. P. 52 : Blake v. Thirst, 2 H. & C. 20 ; 32 L. J. Ex. 189.
’

Peacheji v. Powland, 13 C. B. 185. See G7'ay v. Pulleji. B. & S
9Tf, 981 ; 34 L. J. Q. B. 265 : Knight v. Fox, 5 Ex. 725 : Alle7i v.

^ L. J. Q. B. 99. But see Fritz v. Hobson,

^
Btygess v. Gray, i C. B. 578 ; 14 L. J. C. P. 184.

’^ Murray v Cur,de L. R. 6 C. P. 24 ; 40 L. J. C. P. 26. But seeRfMeson
y

Murray, 8 A. & E. 109 : Milligan v. Wedge, 12 A & E741 : Murphy v. Caralli, 3 II. & C. 462 ; 34 L. J. Ex. 14.
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for the consequences which naturally result from it.^ And if

an employer orders work to be executed on his own premises,

lawful in itself, but from which, in the natural course of things,

injurious consequences to his neighbour must be expected to

arise, unless means are adopted by which such consequences

may be prevented, the employer will be responsible for any

damage that results from the work
;
although the builder is

competent, and has been directed by the employer to take

proper precautions in executing the work.‘-^ For when an em-

ployer contracts for the performance of work, which, properly

conducted, can occasion no risk to his neighbour’s house,

which he is under obligation to support, he is not liable for

damage arising from the negligence of the contractor. But,

in cases where the work is necessarily attended with risk, he

cannot free himself from liability by binding the contractor to

take effectual precautions. He is bound, in a question with

the party injured, to see that the contract is performed, and is,

therefore, liable, as well as the contractor, to repair any damage

which may be done.®

Where A. and B. were owners of adjoining houses, between

which was a party-wall
;
and A. employed a builder to pull down

and rebuild his house, which involved operations which might

imperil the stability of the party-wall, and B.’s house was

damaged ;
it was held that A. was liable for the damage,

although it was caused by the negligent acts of the builder.

A difference of opinion arose when this case was betore

the Court of Appeal,® from a difference in the views taken of

the facts
;
Holker, L.J., considering that the hazardous part ot

the work was over before the workmen began to fix the stair-

case and that the owner was not liable
;
Baggallay and Brett,

L.TT-) considering that it was not, and that the owner was liable.

And it is very important to observe, with respect to future

cases of this description, that Lord Blackburn, in his judgment,

stated that he thought that the view of the law taken by Holker,

L.J., was well worthy of consideration, in any case where the

facts were as the Lord Justice seemed to suppose.

Whenever one person is, by circumstances, placed m sucn a

> Ellh V. Sheffield Gas Co., 2 E. & B. 757 5 ^5 L. J. Q- B 42

Board of Works 16 C B (N. Sd
546^h

33 L J- C- 233.
_

AngtcsT^DlltonX'-^- 4 Q- D- 162’; and by House

V. Angus, 6 Ap. Ca. 740 - See also Lcma^trcv.
f

'9 Ch' D. 28

Hole V. Sitlingbourne Railway Co., 6 H cS: N. 488 . 3° L. J- LX;

Tarry v. Ash%n, i Q. B. D. 3H : Rickards-. Smith, 10 C. B. b.)

470 -

^ Dalton \. Angus, supra.
_ 7 o r-, • 1:2 L T.

n It ft d,
S'erLtel ’as exceptions !o the rale. See Lcmdtre v. Dtvn, apn.

‘ 9 Q. B. D. 441.
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position with regard to another, that every one of ordinary
sense, who did think, would at once recognize that, if he did
not use ordinary care and skill in his own conduct with regard
to those circumstances, he would cause danger of injury to the
person or property of the other, a duty arises to use ordinary
care and skill to avoid such danger.*

In the absence of a special agreement, which is sometimes
inserted in building contracts, after the building has been
properly completed, and the works have been handed over to
the employer, the liability of the builder ceases

;
and, for any

subsequent injury caused by the natural result of the work, the
employer, and not the builder, will be responsible. So, where
a contractor opened a highway for the purpose of constructing
a sewer thereunder, and, after finishing the sewer, properly filled
in and made good the road, which, however, subsequently sub-
sided (the natural result of such opening the road and loosening
the materials of which it was composed), he was held not liable
for damage caused to a horse which was injured by stumbling
in the hole caused by subsidence.^

Liability of Officers and Servants.—The employer who
authorises the doing, and the officer or servant who does, an
act of trespass or other unlawful act, may be made responsible
as principals, and sued jointly for damages.^ For the officer or
servant, who actually inflicts the injury through his own negli-
gence, is always responsible for the injurious consequences of
his default. ‘ Those who construct works, or who do any other
thing from whence may ensue damage to others, will be answer-
able for that damage, if they have not taken the necessary pre-
cautions to prevent it. Thus, masons, carpenters, and others
who carry materials up their scaffolds, and those who, from the
top of a tree, cut down the branches thereof, must give timely
warning to all persons likely to be endangered by their pro-

to do"
answerable in damages if they neglect so

But, whenever the cause of action in the two actions i

Identical, the recovery of judgment in the one is a bar to th
other, and if the injured person sues either the employer 0the servant, and obtains judgment, he cannot sue the other.^

257'
Pender, ii Q. B. D. 503 ; 52 L. J

“ Hyams v. Webster, L. R. 4 O. B. n8 • 28 I
V. Baker, 3 H. & C. 153 ; 34 l" f Ex. 8

’ ^

7
Batey. Biding, 6 B. & C. 38 : Hutchinson

'ftway Co., 5 Lx. 350. So also a surveyor of a

Ex^
L. R.

* Domat, Liv. 2, tit. viii. s. 4.
* Kitchen V. Campbell, 3 Wils. 304 ; W. BI

4 Co. 946: Bhillips
JfeidsMorth v. Bentley, 23 L. I. O B'^t

4 A. C. 516 ; 48 L. J. C. P. 705 ; 41 L. f.’ 418 f

. Q. B. 702 ; 49 L.

• J. Q. B. 21 : Barth

V. Yo7-k and Newcast
highway board obeyir
10 Ex. 92 ; 44 L.

827 : Bird v. Randa
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If however, labourers are hired to do the employer’s work

by a ’servant, an action for the negligence of such labourers

can only be brought against the labourer who is the cause ot

the injurious consequences, or against the employer, or both

jointly
•

' for the servant, who merely hires the labourers to do

such work, is not personally responsible But k seems that a

clerk who superintends the erection of a building, by which

ancient lights are darkened, and who alone directs the workmen,

is responsible, as well as the builders who appointed him to

superintend the progress of the building.2 „
^Employer’s Liability to Workmen, &c.—For his oivn

personal negligence a master was always liable, and still is liable

at common law, both to his own workmen and to the general

public who come upon his premises at his invitation on business

Fn which he is concerned. But, in the case of injuries ^’Sing

out of another servant’s negligence, the workmen stood, before

recent legislation, at a disadvantage as compared with the world

outside.
® For damage done by the negligence of his servants

acting within the scope of their employment, the master, on the

princfple of respondeat superior, was responsible to strangers.

But a workman injured by the negligence of a fellow-workman

had no such redress. By entering into a contract of service

fhe common law inferred that he had taken on himself the

ordinary risks incident to such business as was lawfully carried

Fn upon his master’s premises j
and the much-canvassed

<^
e

of Priestley v. Fowler,^ and a series of decisions following in

Fts train had engrafted on this doctrine the grave corollary that

the negligence of a fellow-servant in the common employ o

hF maSefwas one of such ordinary risks. The corollary gave

rise to much apparent hardship and to

the year 1880 the legislature passed the Employers Liability

Act dealing to a certain extent with these hardships.

^
Thts A?t is to continue in force until December 31, 1895,

viewed each year for twelve months : and the only

who are entiUed to the benefit of its provisions are

servants, and any persons to whom the Employers and

Workmen Act, 1875,'* applies.’

/- 1 •o-;,/ T 'R Ai I • Wilson v. Peto, 6 Moore, 49-

3 3 M. & W I.
xaleaning of the word ‘workman,’ as

used i^^he^L^^oye;s’ and'Workn^^^^^ ^1875, a^es

any person who, bei g
’otherwise engaged in manual labour,

artificer, handicraftsman, mi
’ „g.,,g or above that age, has entered into

whether under the “S' c’ontnrc. be made

or works under a contra
express or implied, oral or m

SSservlc. or acoa.- PersonaUyo »ec«m auj,

%% q. b. d. 8,^ , 53 b j.
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A person may be engaged in manual labour within the
meaning of the Employers’ and Workmen Act, 1875, ^ven
although he may have other duties of a different kind to per-
form, but the manual labour must be the real and substantial
employment of the employe, and must not be merely accessory
or incidental to his employment. ‘ So where the plaintiff, while
engaged in loading sacks of corn in the hold of a ship, was
injured through one of them falling upon him, it was held that
another workman, whose duty it was to guide the beam of the
crane by means of a guy-rope, and to stand by the hatchway,
and warn the men below to stand from under, was ‘ engaged in
manual labour’ within the meaning of the Act.^ And a slater,
paid by the piece, and employed by the defendant to slate a
house, is entitled to the benefit of the Act, he being a workman
within the 8th section.^ It has also been held that the word
‘ railway,’ as used in the 5th subsect, of sect, i of the Act,
applies also to a temporary railway laid down by a contractor
for the purposes of the construction of works so that the
e.xpression railway servant ’ will have a corresponding meaning.

On referring to the persons to whom the Act is intended to
it will be observed that nearly every grade of workman

likely to be employed in building operations would be entitled
to the benefit of its provisions.

The Act is permissive only, and there is nothing in it to
prevent a workman, contracting with his employer, not to claim
compensation under it. And, if he should so contract, he not
only binds himself, but also his widow, suing for damages under
Lord Campbell’s Acf^ Of course, in such a case, the workman
would be relegated to his common law rights.

By sect, i of the Act, it is provided that where personal
injury is caused to a workman ,<5 by reason of any of the following
causes :

°

(i) Defect in the condition of the ways, works, ma-
chinery or plant connected with or used in the business
of the employer

;

^

35 WT 57t-’si
D. 6p; 56 L. J. Q. B. 309; 57 L. T. 476

I O R Northern Railway, [1891

j I : 64 L. T. 418 ; 55 J. P. 470.
^ ^

6c T
y. Lawrence, [1892] i Q. B. 226; 61 L. J. M. C 21^5 L. T. 844; 40 W. R. I

; 56 J. P. 118 ; 8 T. L. R. i.

n o'
earn Navigation Co., 10 Q. B. D. 356 • ;2 L T

5^“; • but V,
Cubitt,\e> l. t

son
’

I I O p n
man handed a plank to another, Osborne v. /achII q. L D. 619: lullardv. Rooke, 21 O. B. D 367 • C7 ‘T TQ. B. 599 ; 36 w. R. 875 ; 52 J. P. 820.

^ ^ ^ > 57 L. J

4 nV' 49 L. T. 138; 31 W. R. 706.
Dcncghtyv. Fu-bank, 10 Q. B. D. 358 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 480 ; 48 L. T

Q. i.V« °«'l. VI: ’ ‘2 - 357 ^ 5. L. J
See s. 8, and supra.

See s. 8.
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(2) The negligence of any person in the service of the

employer, who has any superintendence entrusted to him,

whilst in the exercise of such superintendence ;

(3) The negligence of any person in the service of the

employer to whose orders or directions the workman at

the time of the injury was bound to conform, where such

injury resulted from his having so conformed ;

(4) The act or omission of any person in the service

of the employer done or made in obedience to rules or

byelaws of the employer, or in obedience to particular

instructions given by any person delegated with the

authority of the employer in that behalf
;
or

(c) The negligence of any person in the service of the

employer, who has the charge or control of any signal,

points, locomotive engine, or train upon a railw-ay ; .

the workman, or, in case the injury results in death, the legal

personal representative of the workman and any persons en-

titled in case of death, shall have the same right of compen-

sation and remedies against the employer, as if the wcrkrnan

had not been a workman of, nor in the service of, the emplo>er,

nor encaged in his work. .

But, in limitation of the liability of the employer, it is pro-

vided by sect. 2 that a workman is not entitled under the Act

to any right of compensation or remedy against the employer

in any of the following cases
;

1

(1) Under subsect, (i) of sect, i : unless the defect

therein mentioned arose from, or had not been discovered

or remedied owing to the negligence of the emplojer, or

of some person in the service of the employer, and en-

trusted by him with the duty of seeing that the ya>s,

works, machinery or plant were in proper °™er

(2) Under subsect. (4) of sect, i ; unless the injury

resulted from some impropriety or defect in the rules,

byelaws, 01 instructions therein mentioned.

(3) In any case where the workman kney of the

defect or negligence which caused his mjury, an^d failed

within a reasonable time to give or cause to be given

information thereof to the employer, or some person

superior to himself in the service of the employer, unless

he^was aware that the employer or such superior already

knew of the said defect or negligence.

1 he amount of compensation recoverable

sum equivalent to three years’ wages, current in the district

Aracln'cZoT'be maintained unless

has been sustained is given within six weeks, and the actio

defective.
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commenced within six months, from the occurrence of the
accident causing the injury

;
or, in case of death, within twelve

months from the time of death. But, in case of death, the want
of such notice is no bar to the maintenance of the action, if the
judge is of opinion that there was reasonable excuse for such
want of notice.^

There have been several decisions as to what constitutes
a sufficient notice under this and the 7th section, which pro-
vides for the contents of the notice of injury, and the mode of
serving it.^

By sect. 6, provisions are made for the trial of actions under
the Act : the most important being that the action is to be
brought in a County Court, but may be removed into a superior
Court, by either party, in the usual way.^ This power of
removal, however, will only be exercised in exceptional cases.'*

The decisions on the Act have chiefly turned upon the
question, wffiat is a defect in the condition of the ways, works,
machinery or plant

;
® or whether some third person was a person

having superintendence entrusted to him under sect, i (2)
or whether the plaintiff was bound to obey the orders of the
person under whose orders he did in fact act.^ And it has
been held that the provisions of sect, i, subsect, (i), as to
defects in the condition of the machinery used by the employer
apply to a case where the machine, though not defective in its
construction, was, under the circumstances in which it was
used, calculated to cause injuries to those using it.** So, where

’ See s. 4.
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the plaintiff was injured, by reason of the breaking of a ladder,

which was being used to support a scaffold, and which was in-

sufficient for the purpose for which it was being used, it was

held that, under the circumstances, there was evidence ot a

defect in the condition of the plant.

^

It would appear that the plaintiff must elect whether he

will bring his action under tliis Act, or whether he will rely on

such relief as the common law affords

apparent intention of the Legislature that he should not have

^
^The defence^arising from the maxim volenti non fit injuria

has not been affected by the Act." It is a question of fact 111

each case whether the plaintiff undertook to

danger from which he ultimately suffered. The mere kno

ledge on his part of the existence of such a danger is not 1

itseff sufficient to disentitle him to recover, although it is sorne

evidence that he voluntarily undertook to incur it. But, if he

voluntarily undertake to incur a danger from which aftenvards

suffers he^ cannot, either at common law or under the statute,

recover for it.’'^ The maxim has no application to cases where

STnjury occurs through the neglect of statutory precaution^

Anart from the Act, the defence of common employ-

ment^may still be raised, but it is not applicable unless the

ffiPed person and the servant whose negligence caused the

474 ;
33 W. R^S9S,^ Approved of in

V. Palmei^i Skipbmldmg ‘ ^
. p. ; Vwmas v.

V Garnett, .6 R- -95 P J- 4 9

^ T. 537 ;

®“w ;"“T« j'l p 5 i 6 V. Franee. 19 Q- B- D. 647 i

.7 Q. eA. . 87 i 34 w. R. 593. As 10 plant, see Pa.-

"“'fcfipTT'jXtn Q. B^D. 583 ! S 3 L- J- Q- B- S-7! S- L. T.
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injury were not only engaged in a common employment, but

were in the service of a common master. Thus, where builders

contracted to build a block of houses, under a specification

prepared by the owner’s architect, certain fireproof portions of

the houses to be executed by Lindsay & Co., ironfounders,

Lindsay & Co. contracted with the architect to do their portion

•of the work, and had no contract with the builders, and were

not under their direction or control. While Lindsay & Co.

were carrying out their contract, workmen employed by them
in raising concrete to the upper story of the building negli-

gently let a bucket fall on Johnson, who was working in the

lower storey, in the employment of the builders. It was held

that Lindsay & Co. were responsible to Johnson,’ as the work-
men and Johnson were not in the employment of one common
master.

Percolation of Collected Water.—It may here be observed
that where a person, while building a house, allows water to

collect in the cellar, which percolates into the cellar of the ad-
joining house, this is a wrong within the decision of Rylands v.

Fletckerl‘- and the owner of the adjoining house is entitled to

damages.” So, where a person raises the soil of his land, by
placing earth thereon, and, in consequence, the rain water
oozes through his wall into the adjoining house, the owner of
such house will be entitled to recover compensation for any
substantial damage so caused.

The primct facie rule is that the occupier of land has an
absolute proprietary right not to have his premises invaded by
injurious matter coming from his neighbour’s land, otherwise
than in the course of nature, without reference to wilfulness or
negligence. This primct facie right, however, is subject to
qualifications or exceptions. One of them may be that the
defendant may excuse himself by saying that the damage
resulted from the act or default of some third person. A second
is recognized in Ryla^ids v. Fletcherp and is that when a man
uses his land in the ordinary and reasonable manner of use, and
damage happens to his neighbour without wilfulness or negli-
gence, no action lies. A third is where, though the defendant
has brought the injurious matter on to his land, and therefore
is not within the second exception, yet the plaintiff has con-

' Johnson V. Lindsay Csf Co., [1891] A. C. 371 ;
61 L. J. Q. B. 90;

'”5 97 ; 55 J- I’- 644 ; 7 T. L. K. 715 : Donovan v. Laiins, [1893]
I Q. B. 629; 63 L. J. Q. B. 25 ;

68 L. T. 512; 41 W. R. 455 ; 57 J. P.583 •

9 T. L. R. 313 : Cameron v. Nystrom, [1893] A. C. 308; 62 L. J- C.

rV 1 A J- P- 550: Union Steamship Co. v. Claridtre,
£1894] A. C. 18s ; 63 L. J. P. C. 56 ; 70 L. T. 177.

L. R. 3 II. L. 330.
’ Snow V. Whitehead, 27 Ch. D. 588 ; 53 L. J. Ch. 885 ; 51 L. T.

^53 ; 33 W. R. 128; and see Ballard v. Tomlinson, 29 Ch. D no
33 W. R. 533 ; 54 L. J. Ch. 454.

’ ^
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y. North-Eastern Railway Co., L. R. 3 C. P. D. 168 ;
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sented to what the defendant did. ' A third exception has been

made in Ross v. Tidd,"^ where the plaintiff had taken a floor in

a house, and it was held that he took the premises as they

were, and subject to the ordinary risks arising from the use of

the rest of the house as it stood, and consequently could not

recover against the occupier of an upper floor for damage done

by water escaping from a closet on the defendant’s floor, there

being no negligence on the defendant’s part
3
and there may be

other exceptions.^

> Carstairsx. Taylor, L. R. 6 Ex. 217 ; 19 W. R. 723-

2 L. R. 7 Q. B. 661.
3 Edouin, 39 S. J. 98 ; 7 i L. T. 762.
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CHAPTER XVII.

RENT AND RENT-CHARGES, AND APPORTIONMENT IN BUILDING
LEASES AND GRANTS.

Rent in Building Leases and Building Grants.—P'or the
purposes of this work it is only necessary to treat of the law
relating to apportionment of rents, and the mode of severing
land held subject to one rent. It is proposed to divide the
subject as follows : A. Building leases

;
(i) Rent as between

lessor and lessee
; (2) Apportionment of the benefit

; (3) Appor-
tionment of the burden. B. Building grants

;
(i) Rent as

between grantor and grantee
; (2) Apportionment of benefit

;

(3) Apportionment of burden.
A. Building Leases, (i) Rent as between Lessor and

Lessee.—At common law there were three kinds of rent :

I. Rent-service
;

2. Rent-charge
; 3. Rent-seck. Wherever the

relation of landlord and tenant exists and a rent is reserved, it

is a rent-service, for which there is a common law right of
distress. It is absolutely necessary for the creation of rent-
service that a reversion remain in the lessor. The expression
‘ground rent,’ which is one very carelessly used,^ as a rule is
intended to mean rent-service, less than the rack rent of the
premises out of which it issues, at which land is let for pur-
poses of improvement by building.^

A peppercorn rent is the reservation of a peppercorn or
nominal sum of money, and is commonly employed in a build-
ing lease when it is desired that the lessee shall have the land
rent free for the first year or two of the term. The custom of
making such a reservation arose from the notion (it is hardly
necessary to say, erroneous) that a rent was essential to the
validity of a lease.

Apportionment of the Benefit of Rent-service.—Rent
service can be apportioned in various ways

:
(a) By operatio,

J law. Ihis arises when the reversion in lands which araemised at an entire rent becomes divided between differen
persons, as, if freehold and copyhold lands are demised at oil

' Evans v. Kobins, 8 Jur. (N. S.) 846.

278
^ V. Salmon, i Tur. (N. S.l

(N.’s.) 10^84.
^

^
2 Jur.
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entire rent, and the copyholds descend to one and the freeholds

to another
;

* so, with freeholds and leaseholds, an apportion-

ment among the real and personal representatives takes place

on the death of the lessor.^

(J))
By act of lessor.—This arises where a lessor disposes, by

deed or will, of part of the reversion of the land from which

the rent arises. In such case a proportionable part of the

rent passes immediately with the part of the reversion disposed

of, without any express mention being made of it.^ The

general consequence of the apportionment is that the lessee is

liable to several actions or distresses for the rent by the re-

spective owners of the several parts thereof. If the proportions

in which the rent is to be divided have been fixed with the

tenant’s consent, each owner of an apportioned part of the rent

can distrain or bring his action for his part of the rent j
but,

if the tenant’s consent to the apportionment has not been

obtained, the proper course is for one of the owners of the

reversion to bring an action for his proportion of the rent, and

the proportion to which he is entitled will then be ascertained

by the jury,"* or, under the present practice, by a judge in the

position of a jury.'^ It seems clear that, until the exact propor-

tion is thus ascertained, the owner of part of the reversion

cannot distrain.

The owner of part of a reversion can recover on the

covenant to pay rent from the original lessee or his personal

representatives, although, the lease having been assigned, t e

claim is based not on privity of estate, but privity of contract.

The owner of a reversion can also recover from the ongirial

lessee, although his assignee has surrendered part of the

By act of the lessee.—This may arise where the lessor

purchases part of the land, when the rent-service will not be

extinguished but apportioned, either according to express

agreement of the parties, or according to the value of the land.

So, if the lessee redemise part of the premises to the lessor

ft

i

' Hardings Case, Godb. 139 ;
Vin. Abr. (Rent W. 6).

2 Huntley y. Roper, i And. 21 ;
Moody y. Garuon, i Rol . Abr. j7

(D O; S. C., 2 Bulstr. 153 : Leey. Arnold, Vm. Abr. (Rent G. a S) .

ind Ue Doe d. Vatcgkan v. Meyler, 2 M. & S. 276 : ’

Dyer, 46; Co. Lit. 148b, 215a ; 4 Kep. mob : Esuery. Mayle, Cro. Lliz.

Goodwin y. Parker, 2 Jones, i : Roberts y. Cox,
V

Watkin Moor. 549: Austin v. Smith, i Leon, 315: H
He'wley, i Lord Raymond, 82 : Swansea {Mayor of) v. Thomas, 10 Q. B. .

Aid. 876 ;
I D. & R. 291 ; 4 Madd. 229 :

Walter y. Maunde, i Jac. & W. 181.

Swansea {Mayor of) v. Thomas, supra.

’ ^Baynton v. Morgan, 22 Q. B. D. 76 ;
58 L. J. Q- B. I 39 J

37 W. R. 148 ; 53 J- B- 166 : 5 T. L. R. 99 -

“ Gilbert on Rents, p. 152.
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without reserving any rent, but not if a new rent be reserved

on such redemise, ^ or accept a new lease of part of the land

comprised in the former demise. Eviction from part of the

lands by title paramount to that of the lessor also effects an
apportionment of the rent.^ Alienation by a lessee to a
stranger may effect an appoitionment for some purposes.

Thus, where the lessee aliens part of the land to another, the
alienee is liable to a proportionate part of the rent.® The
lessee cannot, however, discharge himself from his liability

upon his covenant to any part of the rent by the alienation of
part of the lands, any more than he can exonerate himself
from the whole rent by an assignment of all the lands.'^ So,
where an assignee (who is liable to the rent by privity of estate
only, and not by contract) aliens part of the land, he and his
assignee from that time are respectively liable according to
their respective parts in the land. The right of distress for
the whole rent upon every part of the land, of course, remains
unimpeached.®

Covenants and Conditions of Ee-entry on Severance of Ee-
version.—The assignee of part of the reversion is in the same
situation with regard to covenants running with the land as he
is with respect to the rent, but formerly was not so with respect
to conditions of re-entry

;
now, however, where the reversion is

severed and the rent is legally apportioned, the assignee of each
part has the benefit of all powers or conditions of re-entry for
noti-pay?nent of the origi7ial rentp and, as to leases made after
December 31, 1881, the loth and 12th sections of the Con-
veyancing Act, 1881, provide for the apportionment of all cove-
nants and all conditions of re-entry.

Apportionment of Burden of Eent-service.—Although, as
\ve have seen, there are cases in which the lessor can compel
the lessee to pay his rent in proportionate parts, yet the lessee
has no corresponding power of compelling the lessor to accept
payment otherwise than in one sum. And it is to be borne in
mind that the mere reservation of distinct rents will not neces-
sarily convert the one lease in which they are contained into
several leases

; and, consequently, that a general condition for
re-entry will extend over the whole premises, notwithstanding
that one only of the rents be in arrear.^ But distinct rights of
re-entry into distinct parts of the premises may be reserved on

I' ^43; Pollexf. 141; Vent. 276Hodgkins y J^obson Vent. 276; Vin. Abr. (Rent G. a 17): Uoy
^

'y. Mating.

* Co. Lit. 148 b : Smith v. Matings, supra.

231.
Lambard, 2 East, 580 : Ganmon v. Vernon, 2 Lei

^
(fgitt V. Kemshcad, 4 Taunt. 642.

» ur I Scott, 742. 0 22 & 23 Viet c s 2
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non-payment of the rent, or non-performance of the covenants

incident to those distinct parts.

^

When some of several houses held under one lease are to

be assigned or subleased, considerable inconvenience is ex-

perienced from the entire ground rent, with its attendant power

of distress and right of re-entry affecting all the houses, as the

lessor is able to re-enter upon the whole of the land for breach

of covenant in any part, and each assignee or sublessee is

liable to be distrained on by the superior landlord, in the event

of the head rent being unpaid by some person over whom he

has no control.^

Where, therefore, land is to be let for building numerous

houses which are likely to be subsequently separately sold,

provision should be made to meet these facts. One course

adopted, when there is no building agreement preceding the

building lease, is to insert a covenant by the lessor to join in

underleases or assignments in order to exonerate the several

parcels thus sublet or assigned from more than their proportion

of the original rentd And the provision should prescribe the

amount of rent to be apportioned to each house or plot.

A more convenient plan is to enter into a preliminary

building contract, the landowner agreeing, if required by the

intended lessee, to grant separate leases of the respective house.s,

as they are finished or covered in, at certain rents
;
and this is

the ordinary course adopted. These rents should amount in

the aggregate to such an additional sum as will fairly repay the

lessor for the trouble and expense in collecting the money m
smaller sums. The lessor will thus obtain a higher rent, on

account of the increased value imparted to the leases
;
and as

in practice, having regard to the general interest of the owner

of a large estate, the lessor would never take proceedings against

one tenant for the default or breach of another, no security for

his rent or covenants could be lost.
, • ^

Where no such provision has been made in the head lease

on a sale of the houses in lots, unless, of course, the landlord

will concur in apportioning his rent, provision must be made a

far as possible to free the purchasers

regard to their own respective lots. The liability cannot b

actually got rid of
j

all that is possible to give rights ofmdem-

nity against such liability. Several courses are

example, a lease of five houses at a ground rent of so/., the

lessee wishing to sell the five houses separately .

I. He can assign each house subject to part, say 4/-, of the

> Knight's case, ^ Co. 54 b; Moo 199
; J

And. 173 ; 3 Leon. :

^TsVpLidin^for a fresh “"^ition ^of re-enUy^^t^^^^
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2ol. rent, leaving the assignees to arrange between themselves

as to paying the 20/. to the landlord, if he insist on one pay-

ment of 20/. instead of five of 4/., and giving to the assignee

of house No. I a cross-power of distress and entry and receipt

of profits against No. 2, and No. 2 the like on No. 3, No. 3
the like on No. 4, and No. 4 the like on No. 5, by way of

security against payment of more than their respective shares

of the 20/. This course is not desirable. In the first place.

No. 5 gets no indemnity against payment of more than his own
proportion of the 20/. , true, he has a right to sue for contri-

bution from the other assignees, as for money paid for their use, ^

and he would presumably have a right of suing the lessee on
the covenant he would give to pay the 20/. and indemnify, but
these might be of no value

;
and as to the cross-powers, pro-

bably, so far as they give a right to distrain, they are bad under
the Bills of Sale Acts, as being given by way of security for a
debt.

2. A better course would be to grant a sublease of each of
the first four houses, at a rent of, say, 5/. each, and then assign
the original lease to the purchaser of No. 5 ;

he would thus be
liable to pay the 20/. original rent, but he would receive the
four subrents of 5/. each, with power to distrain for them, and
practically he would hold rent free. The sublease of No. i

would contain power for the sublessee, if distrained on for the
20/., to retain his own 5/. and to distrain and enter and receive
the profits of No. 2p and similar powers would be inserted in
the other subleases as described above, the liability finally
resting on No. 5, which is properly liable therefor.

If all the lots are sold at the same time, the lease can be
assigned to the largest purchaser, who himself can grant the
underleases to the other purchasers

;
but this places the assignee

in the dangerous position of being obliged either to covenant
to indemnify the other purchasers against any breach of cove-
nant contained in the original lease relating to any part of the
property, or to give the usual covenant for quiet enjoyment,
and he must depend for his own protection on the covenants of
the underlessees.

3. This is similar to the last, except that an underlease is
granted by the lessee of all five houses

;
the original lessee then

receives the subrents himself, and himself pays the 20/. rent, or
the lessee can assign the lease to trustees, and they can grant
the underleases and pay the head rent. But No. 5 has no
remedy if distrained on for the 20/., except a right which his
underlease would give him to retain his own subrent, and a

this'cSpT'i.?
of distress bad under the Bills of Sale Acts in

r n ''one, Hunter v.
I C. B. 300 : Johftson v. Wild, supra.
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right to sue his own lessor on his covenant
;
he cannot sue for

contribution for money paid for the use of the other under-

Igssgcs. ^

In any case, the underlessees should execute counterparts

of their underleases and covenant with the person granting

the underleases, for the observance of the covenants in the

original lease, so far as they relate to their respective lots.

Whatever course is adopted, it will be observed that the

power of re-entry remains untouched against the whole of the

lots in respect of a breach on any part of any of them
;

this

cannot be remedied, but the provisions of the Conveyancing

Acts, 1881 and 1892, render this less serious than it formerly

Building Grants, (i) Rent as between Grantor and

Grantee.—Rent in these cases is either a rent-charge, if a

power of distress is reserved by the deed of grant, or rent-seck,

if there is no such power. A rent-charge is an annual sum

granted or reserved out of lands by deed or will, with a power

of distress, the distinction between this and rent-service l^ing

that the grantor retains no reversion in the land, i he Con-

veyancing Act, 1881, now gives a power of distress for all

annual sums (limited after 1881) arising out of any land

except for rents incident to a reversion, with further powers

to enter and take the income of the land, and, whether taking

possession or not, to demise by deed the land charged, or any

mrt thereof, to a trustee for a term of years, on tiust, to raise

bv sale, mortgage, or demise, all arrears of rent and costs.
^

Ordinary rent-charges are often called ‘ fee farm rents, but,

strictly speaking, a fee farm rent is a rent settee reserved on a

grant of a fee, which, of course, cannot be rnade since the

itatute Quia Emptores ;
they are also called chief rents, particu-

larly in Lancashire, though, strictly, a chief rent is a rent servic

paid by freeholders in lieu of all feudal services.

^ Apportionment of Benefit of Rent-charges.-Formerly a

rent-charge could not be apportioned, ‘ because the rent is enti e

and against common right and issued out of every part of the

land.’ But there were exceptions ; a rent-charge was apportione

where part of the land charged and the rent-charge became

vested in the same person by descent^ (but otherwise where it

Tappens^y dSise,«"^in wh4 case the whole rent is exUn-

tniishedl • m where the owner of the rent-charge gave part oi the

?ent to h stranger, and the tenant attorned ^ (which would not

> Hunters. Htmt, i C. B.

- See the provisions of these Keis, post, p. loi.
,-inwer of

• All rent, am

SI. ^

295 ; 42 W. R. 678 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 695 , 7 i L. T. 27 ^^5
9

‘ Co. Lit. 147 c -388 ' Co. Lit. 148 a.

“ Dennett v. Pass, i Bing. N. C. 3°°-
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1

be necessary now). And, where the rent-charge was granted to

the owner of the land and to a stranger, the rent became extin-

guished as to a moiety only.'

But, if the owner of the rent purchased part of the land
subject to it, the whole rent was extinguished

j
or, formerly, if

part of the land was released from the rent- charge, unless there
was a proviso in the deed that the remainder of the land should
continue subject to the rent-charge, such proviso operating as
a new grant of the rent-charge,^ though in such case the new rent-

charge would, it seems, be subject to any incumbrances which
had been created between the original grant of the rent and the
implied new grant.

But the owner of a rent-charge may release to the tenant
of the land part of the rent and reserve part."* So he may
grant part of the rent-charge to another, and the rent-charae is

divided.®

The rule that the release of part of the land from the rent
extinguished the whole rent occasioned considerable difficulty
in practice, to remedy which it was enacted by sect. 10 of
22 & 23 Viet. c. 35 that the release from a rent-charge of part
of the hereditaments charged therewith should not extinguish
the whole rent-charge, but should operate only to bar the right
to recover any part of the rent-charge out of the hereditaments
released, without prejudice to the rights of all persons interested
in the hereditaments remaining unreleased and not concurring
in or confirming the release. The effect of this section is that,
on a release of part of the land from the rent-charge, the whole
of such rent-charge is not extinguished

;
but only a proportionate

part of it can be recovered from the person to whom the unre-
leased portion was conveyed, for clearly one of his rights which
IS not prejudiced is to recover a proportion of the rent from the
other land in the event of his being compelled to pay more than
his due proportion.® It is not clear that this section would include
a purchase of part of the land by the owner of the rent, and it
would seem advisable in such case to first release the land to
be purchased from the rent.

Apportionment of Burden of Rent-charge.— Sect. 10 of the
Inclosure Act, 1 7 & 18 Viet. c. 97, enacts that in all cases where any
hereditaments are charged with any fee farm rent, rent-seck rent
o assize, or chief rent, or other annual or periodical fixed rent, or
other certain payment, any persons respectively interested in
such lands and in the said rent issuing therefrom may applym witing to the Inclosure Commissioners (now the Board
of Agriculture) to apportion the said rent among the lands

^ j
apportionment is made by an order ofhe Board, and the lands become chargeable in respect of

' Co. Lit. 149 b.

”• 3 '*^ 54 L. J. Q. L. T.
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the rent only in manner and to the extent set forth in the

This Act enables an apportionment to be made where the

owner of the rent, though suijuris, is under some disability.

Apart from the powers conferred by the above Act, which,

it will be observed, can only be invoked on the application of

both the person entitled to the rent and to the lano, similar

difficulties to those mentioned in the case of leaseholds arise

in the sale of freehold land subject to a rent-charge in lots.

The following are examples of the courses which can be adopted,

viz. five houses held at one rent of 20/.

I The landowner can sell each house subject to, say, 4/. as

an apportioned part of the 20/., giving cross-powers of distress

and entry as explained in the case of leaseholds. This course is

open to the same objections as m the similar

2. He can create rent-charges of, say, 5/. on each of first

four houses sold, and then sell No. 5 subject to the whole of

the 20/. rent, at the same time conveying the 5/, rents to him
,

or he can grant leases of the first four houses disposed of for a

long term\t 5/. rent each, and convey the reversions to the

purchaseraOf Na 5.^ ^

auction it may be provided by the conditions that each lot

S b^arastZted part of the rent-charge, and be stipu a ed

Sat the apportionni^ent shall be made at the expense of the

purchasers^hi proportionate shares or if one

charged the vendor may provide that he will limit to trustees

sich lot a rent-charge of equal amount with the original

rentfch “ge ;
‘ or it may be provided that the purchaser of such

[ofshall covenant for payment of original rent^^^^^^^^

shall limit to trustees a rent-charge of equal amount for secur

ins repayment of the expenses incurred by non-payment of

thi original rent-charge and expenses ;
or the

be effected by limiting to trustees a term m the lot to be

^*^^Whtre although an entire rent-charge has been

?SScSve"portiSn"s! Stho^ut^a 'valid appSnmTnra purchaser

cannot be Compelled to presume such an apportionment,

in- a rent-charge, the

amoun? of wh^S annually adjusted according to the average

1C Trvonrln In the fifth edition of Davidson, vol. 1. ,
hy

i,„cl D^;i:;;;nrst:='i ll«':». ,«ive<. ,=asesfo,.iv«<„y.arsc..i

be apportioned under this Act.

1 5”; f,o‘“
• Dalidson lil. i. (4th eel.). 545-

\ » Casamajorv. Strode, 2 Swanst. 34^

: -^4^ p-

is a precedent.
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price of corn. The commutation may be effected in one of
two ways : either by a voluntary parochial agreement, confirmed
by the commissioners, or by the compulsory award of the
commissioners.^ In some cases, lands may obtain an exemp-
tion under the Commutation Acts from all liability either to
the tithe or rent-charge.

If land subject to tithes is divided into plots for building,
the owner should redeem the tithe rent-charge, or at any rate
it seems he should guard himself by stipulation against being
called on to apportion the rent-charge as between the different
sections of his estate, at least where he is owner of all the
property subject to the rent-charge. But where a person sells
a property, which along with property belonging to other persons
is subject to a tithe rent-charge, he cannot, in the absence of
any stipulation, be required to bear the expense of apportioning
the rent-charge between his property and the other property
subject to it.

2

Tithe rent-charge is now payable by the owner of the lands
out of which it issues, notwithstanding any contract between
him and the occupier, and any contract made between an
occupier and owner of lands after March 26, 1891, for the pay-
ment of tithe rent-charge by the occupier is void.^

Where the occupier was liable under a contract made before
that date to pay the tithe rent-charge, he ceased, on the passing
of the Act of 1891, to be bound by that .part of his contract
but became liable to pay to the owner such sum as the owner
has properly paid for tithe rent-charge which such occupier
was liable under his contract to pay.< But, where the lands
out of which any tithe rent-charge issues are occupied by
seyeral occupiers who have contracted to pay the tithe rent-
charge, any of such occupiers is liable only to pay such pro-
portion of the sum paid by the owner of the lands on account
ot that tithe rent-charge as the rateable value of the lands
occupied by him bears to the rateable value of the whole of
the lands occupied by such occupiers

j
^ this proviso may lead

to a curious result in cases where the apportionment of tithe
rent-charge has been fixed upon a large area belonging to one
vner, but let to different tenants, which has been partially

.04J
lie. r,”'

s so IS:
] »d sfvTcT

= 48 & 49 3a
:

«

37 wlderr"' ** L. T. 84.

;

’ 54 Viet. c. 8, .s. I.

42 I 314; 69 L. T. 417

;

10 T. L. R. V §3 B ± 60 T
^^9

’ 54 Viet. e. 8, s 2
^49; 42 W. R. 294.
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built upon. The rateable value of land on whmh a house

stands will, of course, be much larger than that of land which

has not been built upon, and an undue proportion of the whole

tithe rent-charge will fall upon the occupier of the land built

upon.
The sum to be paid by the occupier under the above pro-

vision is recoverable by distress.^

Tithe rent-charge in arrear is now recoverable from the land-

owner in the County Court.^

> Leach, Tithe Acts, p. 149 - ^
“ 54 Viet. c. 8, s. 3.

3 See Tithe Rent-charge Recovery Rules, 1891.
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CHAPTER XVIII. Chap.XVIII.

BUILDING COVENANTS. Building
Covenants.

General Objects.—Building covenants may, in general, be General
said to be inserted in building agreements, leases, and con- objects of

veyances, with the object of providing for the building of houses covenants,

of prescribed description and value, restricting user of the land
in prescribed manner, the making of roads, sewers, drains,
and other similar objects.

Although the vendor propose to sell the whole of his land
absolutely, yet, if he does so in several lots, it will be important
to insert restrictive covenants to prevent the land being used
for purposes other than those for which it is sold, for, otherwise,
some lots may be used in such a way as to decrease the value
of the remaining lots.

Covenant to Build.—A covenant by a person to build such
a house as he should think fit, binds him to nothing, as a
promise cannot be conditional on the mere will of the promiser. ‘

According to a technical rule of the common law, a covenant
Alterati fto complete certain houses within a limited time was not effec- covenanrto^

tively altered by a parol agreement extending the time.^ So, a build by
covenant in a lease to build certain buildings during the term, agree-

was not discharged by a verbal request not to commence the
building until requested.^^ But now, under the Judicature
Acts, the above rule of the common law has been practically
superseded. If a man enter into a covenant to build or not Covenant
to build

; and an Act of Parliament, subsequent to the contract, to build or
renders it impossible of performance, the covenant is discharged."*

Where a lessee covenanted to repair buildings comprised *^*scharged

in the lease, and, further, within the first fifty years of the lease ’'J
^P^******'*

to take down the demised messuages as occasion require Lrbamentand in their place erect not less than four other good and sub-
stantial brick messuages, it was held that, if the lessor had the
original houses substantially as good as new in the course of

* Jios/ier V. Williams, L. R. 20 Eq. 210 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 41Q • AndrewV. Mien 2. C D 2.8
; 5, L J. 08^94 ; is L. P 148 , r

lAtiler V. Holland, 3 T. R. 590. See Chap. X.
Cordwent v. Hunt, 8 Taunt. 596.

' d Angles^ {Lord) v. Rugeley, 6 Q. B. 107 : Baily v. De Cres-

as^to’
’ ^

f
; 38 L. J. Q. B. 98 ; and see ante, p. 111 et sea

Spossiwf becoming

L
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the fifty years by being repaired, the covenant would be satisfied

and the lessee need not actually rebuild.' But where certain

premises in a state of dilapidation were demised, and the lessee

covenanted to neiv build the brick houses within three years,

he must rebuild the whole, it was held that making extensive

repairs by pulling down and rebuilding the fore and back fronts

was not a performance of the covenant.^

If the landlord by his conduct induces the tenant to beheve

that performance within the stipulated time will not be insisted

on, he cannot afterwards treat the non-performance within the

time as a ground of forfeiture.^
, 1

The ordinary covenant with regard to building, where a

ground rent or rent-charge is reserved or limited, is *at the

covenantor shall build within a definite period of no long

duration, generally two years at the most.

A covenant to build an additional house at any time at the

reouest of the grantor is not ‘usual,’ and a purchaser who has

contracted for the purchase of land subject to such a covenant,

upon a representation that there are no unusually restrictive

covenants, is entitled to be relieved from his contract.

Not to Build on Adjoining Land.—A covenant, entered

into bv the owner of certain land with a purchaser, that a

adjoining plot ‘should never be hereafter sold, but kft for the

common benefit of both parties and their

able and does not contravene any rule of law.

to keep land open and unbuilt upon is not broken by making

^
lots, and there are

covenants bv the purchasers, that the land shall not be used

so as to create a nuisance to the original vendor, or the occupiers

ornroprSorsfo the time being of the ‘adjoining’ property

the^wmd ‘adjoining’ means the property adjoining each lot’

?„dro "n.ere;ythe*property adjoining tte

originally sold ;
and the owner of any l°tf entitled to

the" covenant against the owner of any oth-r lot

Bv reason of the doctrine that a conveyance of land

also includes the subsoil of an adjoining street ‘ us(^ue admediim

> Evelyn v. Eaddts//, 7 Taunt. 4” 1 S. C., Holts. N. P. C. 543 .
see

A'.lA°.'a ; s. C„ . ves. Sen. D...-

U.,.t C.. V. W AW,-

Raihvay Co., 40 C- D. 268 :
60 L T. 527-

^ ^ j ;

' Andrew V. JUlen, 22 Ch.J). 2 , 5
. v. Bailey,

31 \V. R. 425 : Ros/ier v. Williams, siipia. bee also a ly

2 My. & K- 5 17. 535 -

j p , p r ,27.
“

» McLean v. McKay, L. R. 5 '
;

l_ r. 130.

’ Graham V. Newcastle, 67 L- T. 790 ;
W. Ps- IS92, i 34 , y

" Hanison v. Good, L. R.
t ch 21 ; 42 W. R. 56-

» Haynes v. King, [1893] 3 439 ; 6^ L- J-
'-'i- >
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Where Permission necessary.—A person who has pur- Chap.XVTII.
chased land under a condition prohibiting building thereon
except after permission obtained, will be restrained from build- Building
ing before obtaining the permission required. ‘ Covenants.

Restriction as to Building within certain Distance, or
generally.—If a person covenant not to erect any building
upon land to a greater height than is prescribed, within a
certain distance from other property, he will be restrained
according to the terms of the covenant.^

Where a covenant was that ‘ no buildings,’ except dwelling- Is a wall ‘ a
houses, not to cost less than 200/. each, to front with the road building’
should be erected on certain land

;
and the defendant’ such

having thrown the land into pleasure ground, built a garden
"" ’

wall alongside the road, 8 ft. 6 in. high, and in one part ii ft.
igh, behind which part he also erected a vinery with a roof

leaning against the wall
;

it was held that the building of the
wall to the height of 8 ft. 6 in. was not a breach of the covenant
but that the building of the wall to the height of 1

1

ft. andme erection of the vinery, were breaches of the covenant
Damages, however, were awarded, and a mandatory injunction

The building of a wall, rising to some fifteen feet, at righi
angles and close up to a street, was held to be a breach of rcovenant ‘not to erect any building within the distance of sij
feet Irom a street

; but this covenant was not broken by the
projection a few inches too far of the lower part of the wall ol

came forward one foot

htteen feet high would be an infringement, he doubted whether
the erection of a wall five feethi^h, and he was satisfied that a wall two feet high with an ironrai mg upon it was not, at all events, such a building as theCourt would interfere with.

^

1 he erection of wooden hoardings, for the purpose of advertisement, fastened to the premises, ’is a breach o7a covenantnot to erect or make any building or erection on any pm ofthe demised premises.’ ? But the erection of an adverdsementhoarding ,s not a breach of a covenant that Sy
2

V. Br/g^s, I Jur. (N. S.) 1084.

cfiS Dover Bailwav Co 2 Dp f’ T X, t:

Co.', 2
Wolverhampton, and Dudley jJailway

^ P' ^ 7° seq., as to

“ nr. the injunction
ground of acquiescence

the Lords Justices chiefly on the
L. R I C

see mem at p. 4 of Kay. In Morish v. Harrh
walls and mofed o;er,TrwhiS‘lua'l^^
a ‘ building ’ or not.

^ manures were kept, was

Wooden
hoardings.
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which should be erected on the land should be of a certain

height, and have a stuccoed front and slated roof and be used

BufldingVine.’—Bay windows carried from the foundation

UD to the roof, and projecting three feet beyond the line of

the existing houses,^ are a breach of a covenant not to erect any

‘hiiildins’ nearer to the road than the line of frontage of the

tSfpreLnt housS in that road, and to observe a_ straight line

of froSe whh the line of houses ;
and an injunction was

ntpH rbp Court beine; of opinion that it was unnecessary

f^wlkmi^and^^^^^^ in a'ny case, the invasion of privacy

constituJ:ed
covenant, the houses were al-

ready built, and the covenant prohibited """y trees or bmldings

whatsoever in the garden exceeding a certain § > ,,

bpld that ‘garden’ meant the whole space from the bac

bakehouse to remain which had been erecceu u y

bS""* covenant in the purchase

deefolaholaina.?race.ha.no

:rde“i r.e/ract
conveyed, applies only to t a p

mediately opposite to, and is of the iMQin ,

conveyed.'^

t" L
‘ ' itivC/iiaisVli

pp. 406-409.
, p p) 671 : 4 'i

L. J.
Ch. 404.

^
=* Lord Manners y. Jp 'nson, i C.

• y 3 But see /art-son

f "
X.

R. 1. S60, « j. p. .

V. P/aeI?erniott,L. TL. i

^ was decided

upo;SS^iaYl£;Sf^e"ofL
-

W ^3% d' 3^4. Seejest, pp. ly b ^T^-

tiguous.
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As to Prospect.—The right to a prospect can be acquired

only by grant or covenant, and not by prescription. Thus,

where a motion was made to prevent the defendant from pro-

ceeding with certain buildings which would intercept the

prospect from Gray’s Inn Gardens, an injunction was refused

before answer.* So, the Court will not restrain the erection of

a building because it injures the plaintiff by obstructing his

place of business from the view of passers-by.^ But a person
may acquire a right to have an uninterrupted prospect, where
there is a covenant to that effect.^

Where a lessor, pending an agreement for a building lease,

represented to the intended lessee that he could not obstruct

the sea view from the houses to be built by the lessee, pursuant
to the proposed lease, because he himself was a lessee under a
lease for 999 years, containing covenants which restricted him
from so doing

;
but after the building lease had been taken,

and the houses built upon the faith of this representation, the
lessor surrendered his 999 years’ lease, and took a new lease,

omitting the restrictive covenants
;
the Court restrained him,

by injunction, from building so as to obstruct the sea view."*

Against Buildings for Trades, Businesses, or specified
purposes.—If building land is to be laid out with private resi-

dences, a covenant is inserted to restrain the lessee from
erecting any buildings on the premises to be used for carrying
on trades or businesses

;
and, in framing such covenants, care

must be taken to express accurately, whether the restraint is to
extend to trades or businesses generally, or to particular trades
or businesses.® The real object in all these cases is to prevent
the lowering of the tenement in the scale of houses, by the
exercise, whether wholly or partially, of those trades which, in
the judgment of the lessor, may depreciate their value at a
future period.®

A covenant restrictive of the user of premises is not affected
by the rule against perpetuities,^ and is not void as being in

' ^p‘-Ge7t. V. Doughty, 2 Ves. Sen. 453. See Aldi-eti’s case, g Co.
Rep. 58 b, post, p. 250.

' Butt V. I77ipei-ial Gas Co., L. R. 2 Ch. 158 ; Smith v. 0'ive>i,

35 L- J- Ch. 317 ; 14 W . R. 422. But see, however, Bivierew. Bower,
Ry. & Moo. 24.

r-
Campbell, i My. & Cr. 459: Piggottv. Sh-atton, i De

o
^ ^ 2 Ph. 774 ; I H. & Tw. lOS ; 18 L. T.

Ch. 83 : Westerns. MacDermotl, L. R. i Eq. 499 ; L. R. 2 Ch. 72.
*• *>' Piggottv. Stratton, i De G. F. & J. 33 ; 29 L. J. Ch. i ; 8 W. R.
13 ; I L. T. (N. S.) III.

r. A 3 My. & K. 269 : Flight v. Booth, i Bini;. N. C. 370 ;b. C, I Scott, 190.
>6. J/ >

“ Per Lord Ellenborough, C.J., Doe d. Gaskellv. Spiy, i B. & Aid.
19. Covenants of this description are not of modern growth, an instance

being found in Chinsleyv. Langley, i Roll. Abr. 427, PI. M. 8 fac. B RSee Htslop v. Leckie, 6 Ap. Ca. 560, as to the Scotch law with respect to
restrictive covenants as to building.

^

’ London and South-Western Railway Co. v. Gomm, 20 Ch. D. 562;
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restraint of trade ^ such a covenant in a lease runs with the

land.'^

Whenever the vendor sells property subject to certain

liabilities, or restrictive covenants, for the observance of which

he is personally liable, and it is a part of the assignment that the

purchaser shall take the land subject to the same restrictions,

the purchaser must enter into a covenant with the vendor to

abide by the same.® .

A covenant not to carry on any trade, busutcss^ or ccilliug in

a house, or to otherwise use or suffer the same to be used,

to the annoyance, nuisance, or injury of any of the houses

on the estate, is broken by carrying on a girls’ school
;
and

the covenantee does not waive the benefit of the covenant,

though he has permitted other houses held under the like

covenant to be used as schools."* And, again, the erection of a

building to be used for the education and lodging of 100 girls

in connection with a charitable institution for the daughters 0

missionaries, supported by voluntary contributions, is a breach

of a covenant that no house should be used or occupied other-

wise than as a private residence only, and not for any purpose

of trade ;
and the latter words, ‘ and not for any purpose of

trade,’ will not be construed so as to restrict, define, or limit

the former words.® So a charitable institution, called a

Home for Working Girls,’ where the inmates were provided

with board and lodging, was held, whether

taken or not, to be a business.® A covenant to build a house

fit for a private family is a continuing covenant, and to convert

it, when built, into a public-house is a breach of such covenant.

i;i L. J. Ch. 530 : Mackenzie v. Childers, 43 Ch. D. 265 ; 59 L- J. Ch. 188 ,

62 L. T. 98 ; 38 W. R. 243.

^ Earl of Zetland \.Hislop,n h. C. ^T].
k

tlTdo lyif I Q. B.’ 34H 60 L. T. 790 ; 37 W. R. 7.4 i

5 T L R. 42a See/..^ Chap. XX., as to covenants which run.

3 Moxhays. Indenvick, i De G. & S. 708.
^

^ Kempv. Sober, i Sim. (N. S.) 5 i 7
J"

21 L T Ch. 462. See Doe d. Brsh v. Reeling, i M. & S. 95 •

25 J. 4
• 12 W R. IIQ, 284; user as coal omce,

V. Rogers 2 De G. J. ^ S. 62 12 W. K.^i 19, 4̂
,

iVtckenden v. Webstei

,

0 E. ci. n. 307 ,5 ^ ctnHin Patman v.

of restiictive covenants, see post, p. 172 : user as art studio, 1 atman

Harland, 17 Ch. D. 353 - Tames. L.T-, in considering
German v. Chapman, 7 Ch. D. 271. james,

^
»

“
V. 77 Ch. D. 7. i 53 L. J. Ch. 687 ; 50 L. T. 597 ;

32W. R. 806.
See d. Ambler \ . Wood-

' Bray v. Fogarty, I. R- 4 S44 -

bridge, 9 B. & C. 376-
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A covenant to carry on a specific trade is valid/ and a
covenant to use for a given purpose and not to convert the
building to any other use is not broken by non-user.^
‘ Business ’ means almost anything which is an occupation or
duty, and not a mere pleasure/'*

The object of the covenant, sometimes, is to restrain the
erection of buildings for the purpose of carrying on certain
specified trades and businesses only, and, in such cases,

questions may arise as to whether a particular trade is within
the meaning of the covenant. Such a prohibition goes only
to those trades or businesses which are actually specified, and
implies that other trades may be carried on.^ The test
whether a covenant not to carry on ‘ a similar business ’ to
that of the lessor has, or has not been broken, is whether the
one business is sufficiently like the other to compete with it.-’’

If a person has covenanted not to let any land for the
erection of any house to be used as an hotel or inn, within
certain limits, he will be restrained from parting with any land
for such a purpose, or from doing any act which might aid in
the violation ot the covenant.®

A covenant that land should not be used ‘ as a site for any
hotel, tavern, public-house, or beerhouse,’ nor ‘should the
trade or calling of an hotel or tavern keeper, publican, or beer-
shop keeper, or seller by retail of wine, beer, spirits, or
spirituous liquors’ be ‘used, exercised, or carried on at or
upon the same, is not broken by the sale of wine and spirits
in bottle by a grocer, in the course of his trade.^ Nor is a

310' P°^^’>^(^ster-Gencral, L. R. 6 Q. B. 644 ; 40 L. J. Q. B.

" Doey. Rtigeley, 6 Q. B. 107 ; 13 L. J. M. C. 137.
Bindley, L.J., Rolls v. Miller, supra.

T
V. Benham, 40 Ch. D., at p. 83 ; ";8 L. T Ch 8^ •

59 L. T 85 ; 60 L. T. 241 ; 36 W. R. 688
; 37 W. R. 38 Ts T. L R 9

:

iS'bJeaSr^^’
^ restrain-

58 J. R'803"; 7“^:
^ "5 * 63 L. J. Ch. 547 ; 71 L. T. 220

;

30 Beav. 563. See Clarkson v. Edge, 33 Beav.

Vic. ^ covenant in restraint of trade within a gi^n dis-tance, the measurement will not be by the nearest available mode of aceess

y cle ^ place to another upon a map {Mote^e’l

I i
42 L. J. Ex. 8

) ; and express words must be u4d
parties that the distance should be otherwisemeasured : Alkyns v Etnuier, 4 Exch. 776 ; 19 L. T. Ex. 132.

18 W^TVsn r’- ^74 ; 39 L. J. Ch. 405 ; 23 L. T. 304 •

^ V. L. R. 7 Eq Z2 where it

.=n. lie '»!.;?
*'' f ' liqioi-S not p, !

hnule*" / extended to the sale of spirituous liquors inbottle, an injunction was granted accordingly. L Pease v^Si
Wv.SSir/m/WdaL tVs. ^^6 : Skoal-

38 W. R. 399 , 54 J P 23^' ^ 346 ; 59 L. J. M. C. 63 ;
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covenant not to use premises as a public-house, inn, tavern, or

beershop, or for the sale of wine or liquor, broken by the sale

to the members of a club for the benefit of the club held on the

premises. 1 Nor, apparently, by user as a private hotel, t.e. by

sale only to guests and travellers staying in the hotel. But a

covenant to use the premises ‘as and for offices and the storage

of wine and spirits only ’ is broken by selling wine by the gl^s ,

and a covenant not to permit any house to be used as a beer-

shop, or public-house, is broken by the sale of beer in the

shop, in pursuance of an Excise retail beer licence for the sale

of beer to be consumed off the premises."' A covenant not

to use premises as a public-house is broken by use as a beer-

house :
® and a covenant against the trade of ‘ a retailer of wine,

spirits, or beer ’ is broken by setting up a counter for selling

wine, spirits, and beer in a theatre."

Care, therefore, is necessary in framing these covenants ;

as it appears that there is a distinction between beerhouse

and ‘ beershop,’ and that, whereas ‘ beerhouse means a place

where beer is sold to be consumed on the premises, a beer-

shop is a place where beer is sold to be consumed off the

premises
’’ The word ‘ shop ’ is introduced into leases because

the word ‘ beerhouse ’ has obtained a technical meaning, and

must be so taken." But Bacon, V.-C, has said that a beer-

shop ‘ is a shop where beer is sold, independently of any othe

circumstance.’"
. or^r^l;pc m

The expression ‘ vintner ’ in such a covenant applies to a

person selling wine not to be drunk on the premises.

^ Tt would seem that a covenant with respect to specified

businesses may be held to extend to businesses analogous to.

' Eanken v. Hunt, 38 S. J. 290 ;
10 R. 291.

^'^‘^‘^onshire {Duke
Coilver,^i.Devonshire {Duke oj) v. estmmofis, o. j . ,

• - - • -

Randell v. Bloch, 38 S. J. 141 = Holt ^ to. v. Lollyei

,

L. K-

%M^^ofSt. Albans v. Battershy, 3 Q- B. D. 359- Jee Luke^ w
7-\ m ?^Vi Ti '> 0*1 See Coombs v. Cooks i Ctibaoc ^ 75>

IQ Ch. D. 258.

® II Geo. IV. and i Will. IV. c. 64, s. 3 ^-
. tR W R 742 :

“ Buckle V. Fredericks, 44 Ch. D. 244 ;
62 L. . 4 > 3

6 T. L. R. 264.

’ Bishop of St. Albans v. Battershy supra.
^

» Per lames, L.J., London and Suburban Land Co. . ’ r

where the^ other two learned judges did^not
the same

opinion. In Jones v. Bone,
> g{‘. „ ’ceo IV. &^i Will. IV. c. 64,

1869 and 1870, 32 & 33 Vict. c. 27, 33 34 ^ »ct. c. 29.

Nicollv. Penning, sttpra.
t- c 3 ,,2 • iq W. R. 465. See

Wells V. Attenborough, 24 L. T. (N. b.) 3'2 , 9
, Doe d.

V. i Bing. N. C. 126 as to
^^Man.

Wetherell v. Bird, 6 C. & P. 195 1 2 Ad. & L. 161 ,
b. G., 4 .

285, as to a lunatic asylum.
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orejusdem generis \i\Xh, those specified.^ It is not necessary to Chap.XVIII.
constitute a breach that the tenant should carry on every branch —

—

of a prohibited trade. ^ But a covenant not to carry on a Building

prohibited trade is not broken by carrying on a part of that
s-

trade which is also part of another distinct trade, even though it

be a substantial part of the prohibited trade, and only a sub-
ordinate part of the other trade.^ But a breach of covenant
is committed although the prohibited trade is only carried on
as auxiliary to other business."*

If the covenant provide against the exercise of certain Distinction

trades or businesses, specifying them, ‘ or any other offensive between

trade,' omitting the words ^ or busmess,’ the Court will not trade and

extend to the word trade, in the latter part of the sentence, the
^**®***^®®-

meaning of the word business, in the former part
;
but will

treat the word trade as applicable to a dealing by buying and
selling only

;
for every business is not a trade, though every

trade is a business.® It is not essential that there should
be payment in order to constitute a business

;
nor does

payment necessarily make that a business which, without
payment, would not be a business.®

In some cases there is only a general covenant, which is General
so framed as to restrain the erection of houses or buildings covenant as

for the exercise of o^ensive trades or businesses, or to
buildings

prohibit occupations which may be a nuisance or anno\^-
ance to the other tenants of the lessor

; and in construing niSan°es.
such covenants, much will depend on the situation of
the premises, and the particular circumstances of each case.'^

Where a lessee covenanted not to do anything on the
premises which might be, grow, or lead to the damage
annoyance, or disturbance of the lessor, or any of his
tenants, or to any part of the neighbourhood

\
and the lease

contained a proviso for re-entry if any occupier of the pre-
mises should carry on any specified trades or businesses
(that of a licensed victualler not being one of them) or
any other business that might be, or grow, or lead to be
onensive to, or an annoyance or disturbance of, the lessor’s
tenants; it was considered that the opening of a public-

Wadham v Postmaster-General, L. R. 6 Q. B. 644 ; 24 L. T. ?4C.bee d. Anglesea v. Churchwardens of Rugeley, 6 O. B. io7
I B. & Aid. 617 : Doe v. Elsam, Moo. & M.' 189.

78 W 344 ; 59 L. J. Ch. 142 ; 62 L. T. 333 ;

34 d’t!'(N V )^774‘
Metropoliian Railway cl,

Ch.'4TS
' *' . Ch. 77 ! 6a L. J.

« Li’"rk ' 27 Ch. D. 7, .

53 D. J. Ch. 682
; 50 L. T. 597 ; 32 W. R. 806.

' ’

tdilter, 27Ch. D. 71, 81; • 1:7 L T Ch

i n i. • ;
as to ‘ occupation or callinc.’

^
GuUertdge v. Munyard, 7 C. & P. 129

;
per Tindal, C.J. '
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house on the premises was not a breach of the covenant or

pro-^^^
word ‘nuisance’ in a covenant is insufficient to '

prevent an act causing annoyance only.^ A school has been
\

held not to be a nuisance, within the meaning of a gerieral ^

covenant against nuisances ]
^ hut to be a business ;

and so
j

probably is a lunatic asylum.'* Bacon, V.-C., held that nuis-
,

ance ’ meant an actionable nuisance ;
** but it seems that he put -

too restricted a meaning on the covenant before him. Where .!

the covenant was, not to carry on ‘any noisome or offensive
,

trade or business, it was held that a building for the deposit ,

of lucifer matches was not a breach.’^ But setting up lime-

kilns is a breach of a covenant against ‘ noisome trades. he

business of a slaughterhouse-keeper is not necessarily a breach

of a covenant not to carry on any ‘ noxious, noisome, or

offensive trade or business.’ **
•

‘Annoyance’ and ‘grievance’ are wider terms than nuis-

ance, and include anything which disturbs the reasonab e peace

of mind and pleasure of an ordinary sensible person, although

it do not amount to physical detriment to comfort
j

thus, the

establishment of a hospital for the treatment of outdoor patients

suffering from diseases of the skin and other diseases, is a

breach of a covenant against carrying on certain specified

trades, or ‘doing any act which shall or

the annoyance, nuisance, grievance or damage of the lesso .

But the Courts would not interfere m the case of a trifling,

fanciful, or temporary annoyance.*^
in Hp

When there is a covenant against erecting premises

used for a trade, it is not necessary constitute a breach o

the covenant that the act done should be a public or private

w"he^^ prohibits the erection of buildings for

> Jones Thome, i B. & C. 715 ;
S. C., 3 Dow. ^

Sir William Erie in Brand v. Hammersmith and City Kail y

L. R. 2 Q. B. at p. 246.
c c

• StftV “och. D. 60.

,

’ Hickman V. Isaacs, 4 E. i. trs- 3

was not used.
^ - t T R 410. As to ‘ bone-boiling,’ see

» Wiltshire V. Cosslett, 5 .J- ^ p 44

r

Cardiff Manure Co. v. Cardiff Union, 54 J-

>• Bapley v. Smart, 38 S. J. 129 ; h' 1-1894] 3 Ch. 671 ;

>» Tod-Heatley v. Benham, supra : Wood '• - Li»94J 3

43 W. R. 201 ; 63 L. J.
Ch. 845 ; 71 L. T. 222 ,

8 K. SW-

^Serett v. Remington, [1892] 3 Ch. 148 ;
61 L. J-

Ch. 574 1

n liaBierv. The Foundling Hospital, i Ves. & B. 188.
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the exercise of trades which may grow to the annoyance or
damage of the lessor, &c., without his written licence, the mere
fact of the lessor’s suffering the tenant to carry on one trade
will not, afterwards, authorise the carrying on of another
without his written licence.*

A covenant in a lease of a plot of land, part of a building
estate, not to build ‘ without the consent in writing of D. [the
owner of the estate], his heirs or assigns,’ means the consent of
the owner of the estate in its broad and popular sense, and not
of such owner and of all lessees and purchasers acquiring title
after the date of the covenant.^

If the lessor permit the tenant to expend money on the
premises in order to adapt them to a trade which is pro-
hibited by the covenant, it would be evidence of his con-
sent, and a licence would probably be implied

;
but the mere

lapse of time alone, without such an implied assent, or some
positive act by the lessor, is not a waiver of the forfeiture.

^

,

framing covenants against nuisances and trades in
building leases, it should be observed that the omission of
the words ‘ offensive trade, business, or occupation ’ may be

r
importance to the lessor, having regard to the

liability of an owner or occupier of land, both at law,-* andm equity, in respect of nuisances committed, or caused, by
hose whom he brings on the land, at any rate where he
licenses the acts causing the nuisance. The landlord may
not be liable where a nuisance is caused by the act of a

^?’i
^ expressly contemplated in, and

authorised by, the ease, the landlord may be liable for any
injury caused thereby,** although the tenant, if sued, mighthaye no defence to the action.^

’ ^

of T ^ particular trade, or in restraint

wLTw tK
^ trading locality, are not ‘usual coyenants:’«

ether they are so or not, howeyer, is a question of fact.**

c.

''' Hospital, i Ves. & B. 188 : 23 & 24 Viet.
^ 'dop rl ^ pii a Everett v. Remington, supra.

Tc\7f„T <'•

47 ? rch!-RTf6
'';

47 L T An Eover Railway Co. v Bull

'ifT “/i-- 56 l. ddl'.

" Woodfall, L. & T.

Bennett v. Womack, 3 C. & P. 96 ; 7 B. & C. 627.
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But a contract for a lease, where the lessee is to build,

and not to use the premises for any other purpose than a

glass mafnufactory, does not entitle the lessor to the insertion

of an affirmative covenant to carry on this business.
_

What Alteration amounts to Breach of Covenant against

Trades.—It would appear that a covenant restraining the con-

version of houses into shops may be broken by user, without

any architectural or structural alterations of the house.

Lessor’s Liability to enforce Trade Covenants.—A cove-

nant by a lessor, not to let any house in the same street for a

particular business, will not be so construed as to oblige him, at

the request of the lessee, to enforce a covenant, by another

lessee of an adjoining house, not to carry on such business

without the consent of the lessor.^ Of course, the case

would be otherwise if the adjoining house were let with the

intention of allowing the prohibited business to be carried on.

Elevation or Form.— If a building has been erected

a form that is in violation of a covenant, the Court inay

restrain the defendant from using the building ;
or as has

already been seen/ may compel him .0 alter the e e^tron

or form, of the building so as to conform to the terms o

the covenant.^ But when there is an agreement m the hrst

stance ii is advisable, in the interest of ‘he lessor *
clause should be inserted therein, to the effect that the^sso

shall not be bound to grant a lease of any part of the land, so

long as a house is standing which shall have been erected con-

trary to the provisions of the agreement.
J „ o hnnsp

A tenant will be restrained from pulling down a house,,

and building another, which the lessor objects to, or roi

. Boe d. Marsms of Bute v. 15 M. & W. 160.
f
ee

p. 27, as to how covenants to be inserted in a building ease

included in the agreement.
62 • 12 W. R. i I 9 i

284.
2 Wilkinson V. Rogers, 2 De G. J. & S. 62 , 12

outward
See Evans v. Davis, 10 Ch. D. 747 ,

as to covenant not to permit

show of business. /- t t nu • n L. T. S'?

;

use of the premises is intended-that
\

‘
.^^^ing the said term

or f«n.s ro he

demised or let, &c.’

^ Master Hansard, e, Gti. U. 7 3
- ^ , Railway Co., 9 Hare,

5 Warden of Dover Harbours. South-Eastern Kauw y

Ante, p. 1 16 et seq., under Specific Performance. See Lo^d

Manners s.Jolmson, ante, Kay, 56;
^Franklyns. Tuton

\
5 De G. M. & G. I , 23 L. J. • 5

r^rat Western Railway Co.,

TyTc.C. C. T^ChSli V. Liglas, Kay, 560 ; 5 He G. M. & G.

739
*> Smith V. Carter, 18 Beav. 78.
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making material alterations in a dwelling-house, as by changing
it into a shop or warehouse.*

To ‘ Rebuild.’—A covenant by a lessee to ‘ rebuild ’ a house
on the site of the demised messuage, which he covenants to pull

down, involves no obligation to erect the new house in the
same manner, style, and shape, or with the same elevation, as
the old building. 2 If it is intended, therefore, that the house
should be rebuilt in the same style, the covenant should be so
framed as to clearly express this agreement.

Amount to be Expended.—In order to ensure the erection
of a particular class of houses upon a building estate, a cove-
nant is sometimes inserted, that the lessee shall not erect
houses which shall be of a less yearly letting value than a cer-
tain sum, or which shall be below a stipulated value. The
difficulties in the way of the Court, as regards enforcing specific
performance of such covenants, have already been considered.^
A similar covenant is also frequently entered into by the
lessor, for the protection of those taking building leases of
part of the estate.

A covenant to the effect that private houses only,’ of a cer-
tain minimum value, are to be built on several plots of land, is
not broken by the erection on one of them of a stable with a
bedroom over it, of such dimensions, and in such a position,
that It would still be possible to build a house of the stipulated
value upon the plot."* But a covenant not to build a house
of less value than 400/. on certain land, was held to be
broken by building two houses with certain common con-
veniences, each of less value than 400/., but together of
greater value.®

°

Building to Satisfaction of Architect.—If a lessee enter
into a covenant to complete certain buildings, ‘under the
direction and to the satisfaction of the surveyor ’ of the lessor
the appointment of such surveyor is a condition precedent to
the performance by the lessee of his covenant to complete the
buildings. But m fanes v. Ca7inock,’’ where the covenant was
to erect certain buildings within a fixed time, ‘the whole ofwhich were to^be left to the superintendence of the plaintiffand
the defendant s son

;
it was held that the covenant to erect the

' Dotiglasss mggin, Johnson, Ch. R. (Amer.), 43 c ; 2 Stor Ea Tur

4 De G. J. & S. a86.

Russell V. Baber, i8 W. R. 1021 : Blake v. Marriage, 9 T. L. R.

Snow V. Whitehead, 53 L. J. Ch. 885 ; 51 L. T. 2<3.

vm, P- 50 et seq., as to the approval of the architect orveyor being made a condition precedent. See also n « e/ sea Z TV Grem, 2 D. (N. S.) ,023 : tzM.&W. 480“ .a E^ao, ?
22I I eAT’ ^ '‘A ”5- *”»' W.' 8 Ea* 6,8

’ /ones V. Cannoek, 3 H. L. Ca. 700- ^ Exch V12 ^ so f ? h ^ 5 -

s.«
4 Bing. N. C.’los',®S. ct's slottl’k.*'
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buildings was an absolute covenant
;
and the clause, respecting

the superintendence, merely granted the liberty for the parties

to superintend, but did not impose any duty, so as to make the

superintendence a condition precedent or concurrent. And

this decision appears to give the sounder view, with respect

to covenants of this description.'

Provisions to secure Performance of Eestrictive Covenants.

It is not unusual in building leases to find increased (or

what are sometimes termed penal) rents made payable for a

departure from a prescribed course of building, or for other

breaches of restrictive covenants. In these cases the sum re-

served is regarded not as a penalty,^ but as the amount fixed

by the parties as a satisfaction for a breach
;
^ and the right to

’ See IVigsell V. Indigent Blind School Corporation, 43 L. T. 218, as

to covenants to build being absolute or conditional. It is important in

reference to building leases, and building contracts, to bear in mind the

general rule as to the construction of covenants dependent or independent,

and it has been laid down as follows There are three kinds of cove-

nants • I Such as are called mutual and independent, where either party

may recover damages from the other for the injury he inay have received

by a breach of the covenants in his favour, and where it is no excuse for

the defendant to allege a breach of the covenants on the part of the plaim

tiff 2 There are covenants which are conditions and dependent, in which

the performance of one depends on the prior performance of another and

therefore, till this prior condition is performed, the other party is not liable

to an action on his covenant. 3. There is also a third sort of covenants,

which are mutual conditions to be performed at the same time ;
and, in

these, if one party was ready, and offered to perform his part and he

other neglected, or refused to perform his, he who was ready and offered

has fulfilled his engagement, and may maintain an action for the default o

the other; though it is not certain that either is obliged to do ^^e ^^t

act ’ And the general rule of construction with reference to these distinc-

tions is stated to be ; ‘That the dependence or independence of covenants

was to be collected from the evident sense and meaning of the parties, and

That however transposed they might be in the deed, their precedency must

depend on the order of time in which the intent of the transaction re-

quFres their i^erformance.’ Per Cur. in Kingston v. Preston, cUed m

iZs v Barhleji, 2 Doug. 689 : and see Pordage v. Cole, 1 Wms Saund.

320 (i)

:

notes to Peelers v. Opie, 2 Wms. Saund. 352 = notes ‘o Cutter^.

2 Smith L. C. i. ‘The rule has been established by a long

series of decisions, that the question, whether covenants are to

denradent or independent of each other, is to be determined by the

intention of the parties as it appears on the instrument, and by the appli-

cation of common-sense to each particular case : to which mtention, whei

once discovered, all technical form, of
is a SnoS

jrfe^thrcovenmS’ w be" treated as iodepend'ett rather than as con-

ditions precedent, is

putTn”y°of tte cmsidmtion on ’one side it an indcirendent covenant,

£d not a condition precedent :
4 W;

AS L^SinfS SS-h of’lS

a penalty and

liquidated damages in building contracts.
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the additional rent, nomine poence, is not waived by the accept-

ance, with a knowledge of the breach, of the principal rent

reserved, up to and inclusive of a period covering the time of
such alleged breach.' ‘

So, where an increased rent was reserved by way of liqui-

dated damages, the same construction prevailed in equity
;

although relief was given against penalties, from which these
rents are distinguishable. And an injunction will not be
granted to restrain the lessee from committing the breach of
covenant, in respect of which the increased rent becomes
payable.®

But where a penal rent is reserved by a lease, in case any
trades shall be carried on, and there is a proviso for re-

entry, if there should be a breach of any of the covenants on
the part of the lessee, such lessee is not entitled to carry on a
trade within the restrictive covenant upon payment of the
penal rent, for the lessor has two remedies : if the increased
rent is received, with knowledge of the forfeiture, any exist-
ing cause of forfeiture is waived, but if the forfeiture is in-
sisted on, the lessor is entitled to re-enter under the condi-
tion for re-entry.^

These cases, where an increased rent is reserved upon a
breach of a covenant to build in a prescribed manner, must
be distinguished from cases where, by a covenant, a fixed sum
is made payable upon a breach, whether as liquidated damages
or as a penalty

\
for, as stated in a former chapter,® equity

will, in the latter case, notwithstanding the covenant to pay a
fixed sum, enforce the covenant not to build, or do any other
act, by specific performance or injunction, where such remedy
is appropriate

;
unless it appears to have been the intention

that the act might be done upon payment of the money.® So,
where a lease contained a covenant not to carry on a certain
trade, under a penalty of a certain sum per month, and of
forfeiture of the lease, an injunction was granted to restrain a
breach of the covenant.'^

If a covenant, restricting the description of buildings to be
erected upon the land, is not forfeited by a proviso for re-
entry m the lease, the breach of it will not support an eject-

p \nTseq ^ 734 1 S. C., 3 Tyrw. 630.

J-
Woodward V. Gyles, 2 Vern. 119 ; Rolfe v. Peterso7i, 6 Bro. P. C436 ; Ayla V. Dodd, 2 Atk. 238-9 : Benson v. Gtdson, 3 Atk. 3QC 6

Beers, 4 Burr 2225, 2228 : Birch v. Stephenson, 3 Taunf. 46c
4 / 3-4 : -Denton v. Richmond.^ supra.

^ '

!
supra : Forbes v. Carney, Wallis, by Lyne, 38

^

Weston V. Metropohtati Asyluni District Managers, 9 Q. B. E

^

See a7ite,
y, 84 etseq under ‘ Penalties and Liquidated Damages ’

Coles V. Suns, 5 De G. M. & G. i
; Kay, 56 : 23 L. T Ch 2^8Barret v. Blagrave, 5 Ves. 555. See }o,L v. IleatLs, 4 Ch E

404

636
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ment, but only an action for damages, or claim for an

injunct
^ purchase of building land, m con-

sideration of a perpetual rent-charge, the conveyance to con-

tain certain conditions and restrictions as to bunding, and a

covenant for their observance, and proper provisions for secur-

ing the due performance thereof
;
the vendor was held entitled

to^ave a power to enter and remove any buildings erected m

breach of covenant, inserted in the conveyance, bn, not

to have a term of years, or a rent-charge, limited to a trustee

by way of security for the performance of the covenant. The

power of entry must not extend beyond twenty-one years afte

the death of I life, or lives, in being, or it will be void under the

per^tuity ru
e^t building covenants is not so

annexed to the whole of the land retained by the vendor as to

nnss as a matter of course, by a conveyance of a part ot sucn

knd to a subsequent purchaser, in the absence

mcnt or expression of intention to that effect. On a sale ot

Sing p!S the conditions as to building &c. may be

either fnserted in the conveyance to each purchaser, or em-

SVr a general deed of covenant, to be executed by a

b^ilibngSrn land Ts^^purchSSy P^’"'°"V"oflhis

""t *d a'‘'S“fte“reTp5ive prria1e”'.hrv“e„dor.

r S™ of a deed
"d«d“ofc'ovenlnt

£dTe'endued on one of the principal title d^ds, so th«

38 L. J. Ch. 665.
5_ 44 of the Conveyancing

.nd’lfjrp'ro^VAct, .88., as to the .on.odi.s for recovery of rent-

‘'*‘?ge‘’Sd '598°
’tefofgnny’te^^ remoKl SfC.

15 t^'iSt 'gnSties, seeas Ch. D. 6l9,.as to a genera

to the rule against p^erpet ,

opinion of the Court m
Co. V. Gomm, 20 t./n. u-

Ex parte Ralph, supra. Manners v. Johnson,

* Keates v. Lyon, L. K. 4 210 .

I Ch D. 673 ;
and see Chap. -tvA.

a?Se’rfg™. 'J -ig„«s nude, sadr restrictive

covenants. See forms, past, p. 3^ 5 -
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similar covenants entered into by the other purchasers, and
an agreement that, as regards any lots not already sold and
conveyed, the same shall be subject to the like restrictions. *

Provisos for re-entry in leases are conditions annexed to
the term, and are to be construed, like other contracts, accord-
ing to the intent of the parties, to be collected from the words
used, and not with the strictness of conditions at common
law

; therefore the lessor, and not the lessee, has the option of
determining a building lease upon a breach made within the
proviso. 2 A proviso, in an agreement of demise, that the
tenant should within a certain time build a house, and that, if
he did not do so, the landlord might retake possession of the
premises, and the agreement should be null and void, makes
It voidable only at the election of the lessor.^

It is enacted by the Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act, i88i,4 as follows

: (i) ‘A right of re-entry or forfeiture
under any proviso or stipulation in a lease, for a breach of any
covenant or condition in the lease, shall not be enforceable,
by action or otherwise, unless and until the lessor serves on
the lessee a notice specifying the particular breach complained
of and, if the breach is capable of remedy, requiring the lessee

remedy the breach, and in any case requiring the lessee tomake compensation in money for the breach, and the lessee
tails, within a reasonable time thereafter, to remedy the breach
If It is capable ofremedy, and to make reasonable compensationn i^ney, to the satisfaction of the lessor, for the breach.’

notice must be in writing, and a notice addressed to

Sd stved.^
occupation, is sufficiently addressed

lessor to re-enter is postponed until theotice has been served.^ The notice may be good though itdoes not require payment of compensation in money.^
^

see Pdhct v. L/S, 21 Ch. D 466^. 47 L°°T
”,“1

(^e, I Sm. L. C. : Roberts V ^avev A f nThe Queen, L. R. 75 An Ca tic- /V
’ ^ ’ T)avenport v.

421. See Hunt v. Remnani, 9 Exch • 2,
'6 C. B. (N. S.)

re-entry for condition broken he.nr^
’1^1^ of

•See Hunt v. Bishop 8 Exch 6?c^
Passing by assignment,

omitted in the provho.
words ‘to re-enter ’ were

niode'^of service.'^^see s^’fi? notice and the
Kllis, 72.

’
i

MUchison V. Thomson, i Cababe &

W, [.8p3jich. »7 IVd r.' 5’jfJ g L. T. 56,,
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The lessor is entitled to recover as a debt due to him from

the to, and, in addition to damages (if any),

l-Se“n “ i^hlh^'^thf 'of« ,'1;

''a h/ the lessor by writing under his hand, or from

Xh thl lesser is relieved under the provision of the
which the les

nr 1802 Such moneys cannot be

STy^^SoflL^rr^ndetlessee. ^
by complying with a

from be:

°:X^e—t is'’™P^^^
»'ithin the meaning of

himself, apply to the Lou
Uavino- regard to the pro-

or refuse relief Court, to
ceedings anti conduct P circumstances,
visions of this section, f^ f such terms,

thinks fit; and in ° ^ ^ c^ompensation,'* penalty,

if any, as to injunction to restrain

a“:.yl!lTtoichtn tllfuturl as the Court, in the eircumstances—ce independent

this subsection, he must commence by writ, not oy o „

“ThTSiiant can only obtain relief under this section before

the lessor has
extend to a covenant or con-

The above section to
„„gerletting, parting with the

dition against the ^-ssigning,
leased;^ and is not to

possession, or disposing o
forfeiture or relief in case

Let the ‘ewf^S^^r-^r aVp i
made either

of noivpaymem of -nt
^.3,.; 3, 54ai

41 w. R. 369; 9 }- % gQg. 6c L. T. 240; 40 1'^- 57 >

60 L J. Q- B. 629; 63 L. 1. 09»r

'
'^i LL'fndng ACI, l8,a. SS 5^ Vict. c. 13. s. a, ,.v«i.g «,«,,rr

63 L. J. Q- B- 836 1 70 B- T- »3 ‘
"

, ^,,a.

't t»«‘r d/»3>to“. 9 Q- B- 13. 677 1 sa b. J. Q- B. 44 1 47 •

IhL'XIik 1.8931 a ch. 47. 1
8a L. J. Ch. 58a; 88 L. T. 58,1

41 W. R. 369 ; 9 T. L. R- 363- ,
g 6: Rogers v. Rtce, [1892]

“ Quitter V. Mapleson,9
gg L. T. 640; 4° • h. 4 9 ’

2 Ch. 170; 61 L. J.
Ch. 573 .

, Sub-s. 6. and
« k hae ay

^

County Banking Co., 14 Q- B- C>. 347-
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before or after the commencement of this Act, and has effect
notivithstmidhig any stipulation to the contrary. *

This section did not enable an underlessee to obtain relief
for breach of covenant in the head lease.^ To remedy this,
the Act of 1892 provides that, where a lessor is proceeding by
action or otherwise to enforce a right of re-entry or forfeiture
under any covenant, proviso, or stipulation in a lease, the
Court may, on application by any person claiming, as under-
lessee, any estate or interest in the property comprised in the
lease, or any part thereof, either in the lessor’s action (if any),
or in any action brought by such person for that purpose,
make an order, vesting for the whole term of the lease, or any
less term, the property comprised in the lease, or any part
thereof, in any person entitled as underlessee to any estate or
iriterest in such property, upon such conditions, as to execution
of any^ deed, or other document, payment of rent, costs,
expenses, damages, compensation, giving security, or otherwise’
as the Court, in the circumstances of each case, shall think
nt

; but in no case shall any such underlessee be entitled to
require a lease to be granted to him for any longer term than
he had under his original sublease.^ A sublessee can be
relieved even in a case where the lessee himself could not e o-

on the lessee’s bankruptcy. ’
’

dhe Act of 1881 did not apply to a condition for forfeiture
the lessee, or on the taking into execution

o the lessee s interest
;

but now the exception contained in
subsect. 6 of sect. 14 is to apply to a condition for forfeiture
on^the bankruptcy of the lessee, or on taking into execution

* Sub-s. 9. See Qinlter v. Mapleson, stipra. The following are thesubsections of s. 14 relating to this subject :

^
‘ (3) For the purposes of this section a lease includes an onVinal orderivative underlease also a grant at a fee farm rent, or securbfa len

aL th^*^h°"
’ ^ includes an original or derivative underlessee

ornnt^ T’ administrators, and assigns of a lessee also a

punsuance of the directions of any Act of Parliament. ’

229; ^ Q- <^64 ; 65 L. T.
" Conveyancing Act, 1892, s. 4.
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of the lessee’s interest, only after the expiration of one year

from the date of the bankruptcy, or taking m execution, and

provided the lessee’s interest be not sold within such one year
;

hut, in case the lessee’s interest be sold within such one yjar,

subsect. 6 ceases to be applicable thereto. But this amending

subsection does not apply to any lease

pastoral land, (l>) mines or minerals, (c) public-house or beer-

IhZ (d) furnished house, (.) any property with respect to which

the^rsonal qualifications of the tenant are of importance for

the reservation of the value or character of the property, or

on the ground of neighbourhood to the lessor or to any person

holding under h
legislation seems to be as follows ;

Therfis no relief from forfeiture on bankruptcy oj execution

Jnll cases mentioned in subsect. 3 of sect. 2 of the Act of

tRq 2 • in all other cases relief can be given from such forfeiture,

only before the expiration of a yearfrom the baiikruptcy or

execZion, if during such year the lessee’s

n';rSfo? .try in

covenant will not apply
or cause to be

“'Sut proviso LTrry“each of^an^y^^of the cov.

I s. 2, bub-s. 2 of the Act of 1892.

Sub-s. 3 of s. 2 of the Act of i«92 . ^ct, see

q‘b 57 L. J. Q. B. 47S; 36 W. B.

50
; Lr;. yi-, b. R. s Q. ?. 4<»t 39 L. J. Q-

3Es, U- 72! 47 L. J,
'71,

; S 7.5 !

‘5b- D-

nln„a,„r-G.,u,;l. L. R. 6 Q. B. 644 ! 4» B- J'

Q. B. 310. A TT T r 672 • 27 L. J. Q- B. 321 ••

'•

" Croft V. Lumlcy, 6 II. o/ > ' •’

Baker, 49
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•50 enclosed as to be used in common by all the tenants of the
houses, the lessee of each plot should covenant to concur with
all the other lessees of the land fronting the garden in inclosing,
in a specified manner, and forming the garden, and also to
contribute such a proportion of the expense as the frontage
of the parcel of ground demised bears to the whole of the
frontages

;
and to concur in appointing a committee to manage

the garden, and to pay the rate assessed for keeping it in
j-epair, or to permit the lessor to pay such rates if default is
made, and to repay the same

;
and, lastly, to abide by the

rules from time to time made by the committee with respect
ito the garden.'

Of Covenants to Repair in Building Leases.—Buildings
erected by the lessee during the term, as well as buildings
forming the subject of the lease, seem to be within the scope
of a general covenant to repair." A fortiori, if the covenant is
to repair buildings erected or to be erected.’ ^ it appears to
have been laid down m general terms that if a man took a
tease or a house and land, and covenanted to leave the de-mised premises in good repair at the end of the term, and
erected another house on part of the land, in addition to
that which was there before, he would be bound to keep and
leave the newly-erected house in repair, as well as the other.'But this IS not so where the covenant is to repair and uphold the
buildings demised, and, if necessary, to rebuild such buildings.^

Ih
to repair extends in terms to buildings^ tobe thereafter erected on the premises, it will, in this case

S''-?bm
into and fixed in the soil and free!hold

, but buildings resting upon blocks or pattens beingmere chattels are not comprised in such a covenant.^
’ ^

Where old buildings on the demised premises are to be

^

See form in Davidson, vol. v. pt. i (3rd ed.), leo

with the land.
^ ^ to covenants to repair running

^ Hudson V. Willianis, 39 L T 632

„ahis Sc.

9 c’ & P tRR'T’ "f!';’ •?•'"* •’/ iy'-rcur V.

Ch 7,'' ’•''Vnoto,.. Whiu,. Waiky. i6 Bea “',7^ S L j!

3 ScSTn

'

i *.9“; ?8®“s M Skk.
It erections are built, and used’ for the rmrnAsV

^ greenhouse.

wU" sL“ Wooclfall,"L°'r tee

Ibid. . Davis V. Jones, 2 B. & Aid. ifie
’
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pulled down and new ones erected, the covenant to repair, and

deliver up in repair, should be carefully framed, so as to com-

prise all the houses to be newly erected, which, in some

instances, may exceed the number of the old buildings.

Where a lease was made of three houses, and the lessee

covenanted to pull them down, and to build three others in

the same place
;
and also, during the term, to repair all the

houses so agreed to be rebuilt, and to deliver up at the end of

the term the said demised premises^ thereafter to be erected and

built, well and sufficiently repaired
;
and, instead of three, he

built four houses
;
the Court was of opinion that the covenant

to leave in repair extended to the fourth house, although the first

covenant was only to repair the houses agreed to be built- ^
another case, however, a lessee covenanted to lay out^
sum within fifteen years, in erecting and rebuilding some bouses

,

and to repair them when erected, with all such other houses

&c. as should at any time thereafter be erected, and to deliver

up the said demised premises, with all such other ^

so well repaired. It appeared that, after expiration of he

fifteen vears during which tune no new buildings had been

erected', the premises became vested in the defendant; and t e

question was, whether the buildings on the premises at the

W of the demise were subject to the operation of he

covenant. The Court held that not only the words of the

covenant, but also the intent of the parties, manifestly showed

that it was not meant that any of the money should be laid

out on the old buildings, but that they were to be pulled

down, and that whatever the lessee should erect

of money named, ^or otherwise for his own convenience, should

SSn7ui'derlease.-The building sublease should ob-

tain an express covenant by the sublessee to
f ^

covenants in the original building lease, except such of them

ns the lessee himself is to continue to perform ;
and it is n

SvIsaWe the covenants in the ongina

repeated
to the different dates at

covenants will be ainereni, b a„ pffect of an
which the two tenancies commenced.’ As to the effect ol a

> Deme\.Cak,
'' but* one covenant,

XfiS * LZpU V.
,f„aktng“mS

retS at.rt:?l.io“ioVo7S; s^eW-S . caha>».

Ellis, 412.
. Q q Thresher East Loudon Water-

S; l*'c„TD0W.t7,6a: v.

brooke, 13 M. & W. i 74 ; P; p j Q. B. D.

. Woodfall See Ys^: kj'ue v. ILaiue, i6 M. &

132, 156 : and see
goi : Walker v. Hatton, lo M. &

W. : Penley'f. Watts, 7 ^ '

, , , r) u 41C4 : Frggott v.

w! 549, 258 : DoK^fty V. Boscman (in error), 1 1 Q. B. 454

Stratton, 29 L. J. Ch. i, 7 -
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agreement for a sublease to contain such covenants, clauses,

and provisos as were contained in the head lease, see the case

of Haytvood v. Silber,^ which is stated in Chap. V., ante,

p. 27.

As no privity exists between the underlessee and the

original lessor, the covenants entered into between the latter

and the original lessee, though they be covenants which run

with the land, cannot affect, either by way of right or liability,

the underlessee personally
;

but the original lessor may distrain

for rent, or evict the sublessee, if the rent be in arrear or a

forfeiture be incurred
;
^ and he may obtain an injunction to

restrain a breach by the sublessee of a covenant in the original

lease.'*

Railway Companies.—A railway company, selling its

superfluous land, is at liberty to impose restrictive conditions
upon the user and enjoyment of the land.'^

Clauses as to giving- up Land for Building.— If it is not
intended that the land demised should be immediately used
for building, it is not unusual to find a stipulation in the lease
that the lessee should give up possession of part of the land
in case the lessor should at any time require the same for
building.® A clause in an agreement to let land for a term of
years, that the lessor might take any part for building, on
making a proportionate abatement in the rent, operates as a
covenant, and not a defeasance of the estate, as there are no
words giving him a right of re-entry.^

But where the lessee covenanted that, if the lessor should
be desirous to take part of the land for building, he might,
after a certain notice, enter upon any part to make such
buildings, with a proviso that the lease should be void for
non-performance of covenants

;
it was held that the lessor,

having entered into a building contract, could give such notice,
and that, after refusal by the tenant to give up possession, he
might bring ejectment.® And, where there was a suitable
proviso and covenant to give up possession of all the land, the
lessor, under this proviso, after giving the notice required,
might resume all the demised land.^ In equity, however,
where the lessor’s intentions with regard to building can be
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’ 30 Ch. D. 404 ; 34 W. R. 1 14.

62^
^ 183 : Doe d. Wyatt v. Byron, i C. B.

ft,

’ V. Woodivard, 6 B. & C. 519. As to re-entry, see s. 14 of
the Conveyancing Act, 1881, ante, p. 16 1, which includes an underlease.

' Parker^. Whyte, i II. & M. 167; 32 L. J. Ch. 520 ; and seepost, p. 170, and p. 186 et seq.
“ Re Higgins &=e. contract, 21 Ch. D. 95.

(3rd ed!), 24^r”^
proviso for this purpose, Woodfall

; 5 Davidson

B ^rZ a V-Z" 13 ; S. C., 9 Moore, 46.

^

Doc d. Wilson v. Abel, 2 M. & S. 541.
" Doe A. Gardners. Kennard, 12 Q. B. 244; 12 Jur. 821.
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more rigorously scrutinized, the lessee might find protection

against an ejectment, unless the land was clearly wanted for

the purposes of building.'

Waste.—It may here be observed that the lessee of land

who erects a building thereon without the consent of his

lessor, does not commit waste within the definition in Co.

Lit. 53 a, unless it can be shown that such building is an
injury to the inheritance.^ ‘You may prove,’ said Jessel, M.R.,
‘ an injury in the sense of destroying identity, by what is

called destroying evidence of the owner’s title, and that is a

very peculiar head of the law, which has not been extended in

modern times.’ ^

A lessee will be restrained from throwing down inclosures,

or pulling down houses.'*

' Rtissell v. Coggins, 8 Ves. 34.

- Jones V. Chappell, L. R. 20 Eq. 539. See Doe d. Earl of Darling-

ton v. Bond, 5 B. & C. 855.

^ Jones V. Chappell, supra, at p. 542, citing Doe d. Gnibh v. Earl of

Burlingt07i, 5 B. & Ad. 517-
* Com. Dig. Tit. Chancery (D. ii), Mayor &^c. of Lotidon v. Hedger,

18 Ves. 355 : Hindley v. Emeiy, L. R. i Eq. 52 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 6 ; see cases

supra, under ‘ Elevation and Form.’
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CHAPTER XIX.

ENFORCING PERFORMANCE OR RESTRAINING BREACHES OF
RESTRICTIVE BUILDING COVENANTS.

Enforcing Restrictive Covenants.—Two remedies are open
to the lessor for breaches of building covenants, in addition to
his right of re-entry, which is dealt with in the preceding
cha.pter

j namely, proceedings for specific performance, or an
action for damages. Although the Court will not, in general
decree specific performance of covenants to build,^ yet where
the covenant is of a restrictive nature, that is to say, where a
person has entered into a covenant not to build upon certain
land, specific performance takes the form of an injunction, or
order restraining the party from doing the act. But the Court
in accordance with the general principles of applying specific
performance, will require a complete performance by the other
party as a condition of granting, and continuing the injunction.-*
It the covenant is in terms negative and the construction ofthe instrument be clear, and the breach clear, then it is not aquestion of damage, but the party is entitled to’ his in]unctioi"

hp
whether the negative stipulation

it l,e implied from

UDoTf,nd
•* A covenant, therefore, not to buildpon land will be enforced, and an injunction will be granted

covmant
6^ of buildings erected contrary to the
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Ch 677^^ c/
Uckjield Railway, i H. & M ^468 • 22 L IGh. 677: Stockers. Wedderburn, 3 K. & T. 40? -26 I fHaywood v. Brtmstvick Buildm^ Socieiv^ Vi ta

'

andSouth-WesUr^t Railway Co. ^ Gomnl, 20̂ Ch D 56^2°- J p Tsf"
270: Roke^^sley, 2 K. & J.
see

p. 178 as to where thereS inly trivki daLg^'

Cytv. Tourle, L. R, 4 Ch 78 T T
44° ’ 43 L. J. Ch. 131 ;

Briinsxvick Buildmsr Society 8^ n’ ^ ^ Haywood v. •

^^frnRaii,,ay Co. v. Gom777, 2?Ch: D.

’ • 9 Ch. 463 : Lo,-d Ma7,7iers v. Jolmso7,, sup7-a. See Tear
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When a person seeks the aid of the Court to restrain the

breach of a covenant, he must show that his own dealings in

the matter have been fair and consistent with equity
;
as, upon

an application for an injunction, his general conduct in respect

of the transaction in question will be taken into consideration.’

And where it is evident that no real damage is likely to be

sustained, or where the circumstances which were contemplated

when the covenant was entered into no longer exist, an appli-

cation for an injunction will, in general, be refused. If the

party has, by his own conduct, brought about the state of

things of which he complains, or has put himself in the wrong,

he cannot obtain the assistance of the Court.^

The Court may interfere to prevent a threatened breach if

the defendant claims and insists upon a right to break his

covenant, 3 and may grant an interlocutory injunction ;
but a

person who has covenanted not to use a building for certain

purposes {e.g. a circus) will not be restrained from erecting a

building which can apparently only be used for such purposes.'

Where the owner put up the whole of an estate, except a

small piece of land, for sale' in lots, subject to restrictive

covenants as to the class of buildings to be erected thereon,

and the different lots were coloured, and the excepted piece

of land was uncoloured, but was not marked with the vendor s

name, though the names of the adjoining owners were printed,

the Court refused to enforce the contract against a purchaser

of one of the lots, who had purchased on the belief that the

whole of the vendor’s estate was included in the particulars ot

sale, unless the vendor entered into similar restrictive covenants

as to the excepted plot.®

Mandatory Injunction.—By means of a inandatory in-

junction ’ the Court will, in some cases, enforce indirectly the

affirmative terms of a contract relating to building, of which it

V. Freebody, 4 C. B. (N. S.) 228, 262 - Simpson s. Smith, L- R- 6 C. P-

87 In Rankin v. Huskisson the order was as follows : This Court

dJth order that an injunction be awarded to restmin the defend^ants th«r

agents and workmen, from continuing the projected

raencing any other buildings whatever, on the garden or plot

Sibed in the pleadings in this cause, or any part thereof: and alsoS nermitting such part of the said buildings as have been already

erected on the^said garden or plot of ground, from f
until the defendants shall fully answer the plaintiffs bill or this

make order to the contrary. o, Cp
' Barret v. Blag)-ave, 6 Ves. 105: Bateman v. Ramsay, ^ f

459: Gibson V. GMsmid, 5 De G. M. & G. 757 , 765
- ff fZ-f ';

^Sssell, 2 Jur. (N. S.) 348: Maythome v. Fatmer, n Jur. (B. S.) 3

rts:. C.„ , DC G. J. S: S.

568 : Dutton v. Furntss, 35 L. J. Ch. 463.

“ Tipping v. Eckersley, supra.

•• Wilkinson V. Rogers, 12 W. R- 284-

Worsley v. Swann, 51 L. J. Ch. 570. ,

» Baskcomb v. Bee/rwith, L. R. 8 Eq. 100 ;
and see post, p. I97 ,

ante, p. 37 -
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could not directly decree the specific performance^ In adju-
dicating upon covenants in the nature of restrictive covenants,
where an affirmative covenant has a negative element in it, or
where a covenant is partly affirmative and partly negative, the
Court will in a proper case enforce the negative portion of the
covenant.^ Thus, a public board of functionaries was restrained
from periiTiitting such buildings as had already been erected
from continuing on the ground.^ In another case ^ (which is

one of the first instances in which an order for a ‘ mandatory
injunction ’ was . made against a breach of covenant) I.ord
Eldon, although he refused to make an order on the defendant
specifically to repair the banks of a canal and stop-gate and
other works, nevertheless made an order by which the same
effect was obtained, the defendant being restrained from im-
peding the plaintiff from navigating, using, and enjoying the
canal, by continuing to keep the canal, banks, or works out of
repair, and by diverting the water, or continuing the removal
of a stop-gate. So, also, a person was restrained from con-
tinuing to keep up a wall on his land which obstructed a right
of the plaintiff, under an agreement with him, to use a certain
road. So, again, a railway company, having agreed with a
person to make a road at a certain level, w’as restrained from
making a road at a lower level than it had agreed to do.*' But
the Court will not grant a mandatory injunction where it
would cause serious inconvenience to the district.'^ Nor will
the Court restrain the breach of an affirmative covenant if, by
so doing, the damage to the defendant would be very much
greater than any possible advantage to the plaintiff, or if the

' Doherty v. Allman, mpra. See JChap. XV. Per Tessel M R^.^,nth V Smith, .0 Eq. 500*; 44 L- J- Ch. 63a A; L^idWesthury, L.C., in Isetibergv. East India House Co., 3 De G. J. & S 272 •

(8) of Judicature Act, 1873. See Joyce’
as to the jurisdiction of the Court with respect to

Poarf°,7
seeyJer Brett, L.J., in Glossop v. Heston Local

M r i i 49 L. J. Ch. 89 ; 40 L. T. 736 ; 28 W. R.Ill, as to when granted.

38
59 L. J. Ch. 477 1 62 L. T. 502

;

^83 : but see Whitwood Chemical Co v^-rdman, [1891] 2 Ch. 416 ; 60 L. J. Ch. 428 ; 64 L. T. 716 ; 39 W R.'

168
; 8 r‘. ^25.^' t^894] 3 Ch. 654 ; 43 W. R.

673'; 4?? J.'"cf“^
Mamiers v. Johnson, i Ch. D.

3627irT.l.^fr’ ^^^Port V. C., 39 S. J.

7 W rh' Seaivell v. Webster,

33 L T Ch ^^’^it^head, 51 L. T. 253’
V %T : Callender v. Haiukins, 2 C. P. D ;q2 • but spp

IS CE D 113
^

378 •
Wolverhampton Src. Raihoay Co., 2 W. R

Eaiiway Co., L. 147"^' v- Thames Valley

47 L.^T;-s?o
;

3";
22 Ch. D. 221

; 52 L. J. Ch. 108 ;
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injury is not one which, when done, cannot be remedied or

compensated for by the payment of damages.*

There is no rule which prevents the Court from granting a

mandatory injunction where the injury sought to be restrained

has been completed before the commencement of the action
;

but the Court will only grant such an injunction to prevent

extreme or very serious damage.^

In a fit case, the Court will grant a mandatory injunction

on an interlocutory application.^

Without any undertaking given on an interlocutory applica-

tion, the Court has jurisdiction at the trial to order the pulling

down of any buildings erected after the commencement of the

action, or after notice given to the defendant that the plaintiff

objected to the building."*

Liberty will not be given to a plaintiff in an action for a

mandatory injunction, in aid of specific performance of a

building agreement, to apply to the Court, in the event of the

defendant erecting any wall or building which should prevent

free access of light and air.®

Delay, Acquiescence, Participation, &c.—Delay, or ac-

quiescence, may disentitle a party to relief by way of either an

injunction or damages.® The real question in each case is,

whether the particular circumstances prove, to the satisfaction

of the Court, that there has been such an amount of acqui-

escence on the part of the plaintiff as disentitles him to relief.

Where a conveyance in fee had been made of certain lands

in the city of London, and the feoffee covenanted not to use

the land in a particular manner, with a view to the more ample

enjoyment of the adjoining lands by the feoffor and afterwards,

by the voluntary acts of the feoffor, and those claiming under

him, the character and condition of the adjoining lands had

been so greatly altered that the contemplated benefits were

entirely gone ;
the Court refused to interfere to compel specific

performance by injunction, and left the party to his remedy at

law on the covenant.'^

‘ Doherty v. Albiian, 3 A. C. 709.

2 Dwell V. Pritchard, L. R. i Ch. 244- See Curners Compauy

V. Corbett, 1 1 Jur. (N. S. ) 7 19 = Martin s. Headon,y R. 2 Eq. 425 =

V. Laivrence, 2 De G. J. & S. 261 ; Lady Stanley ofAlderley v Shrr,oslury,

L. R. 19 Eq. 616: Hackett v. Baiss, L. R. 20 Eq. 494- See Baxter

Bower, 2^'^- * Gaskin v. Balls, 13 Ch. D. 324: and psf,

^^""^'^nnlr Great Western Railway, 24 Ch. D. i ; 48 L. T. 619;

'^'^Utht. Day, 13 Ch. D. 651 : Daniel v. Ferguson, [1891] 2 Ch. 27 ;

^
'^r Lord Westbury, C., in L<rw v. Lines, 4 De G. J. & S. 297 ;

see

i>ost, p. 179: Lloyd v. Dimmack, 7 Ch. D. 398.

“ Stocker v. Wedderburn, 3 K. & J. 393 . 405 ;
26 L. J. C • 7 j •

Pcrwelly. Allarton, 4 L. J. Ch. (N. S.) 91 =.
l^^Bey v. L T Ch-

34. Semble, the plaintiff could not maintain an action, even for nominal

damages only, on the covenant at law.
„ vr t V cca-

^ Duke of Bedford v. Trustees of Bntish Museum, 2 M. -S. K. 552 .
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Where the plaintiff, a purchaser of one of the lots on a Chap. XIX.
building estate, had for three years before action been aware
of the breach by the defendant, a purchaser of another lot, of a Enforcing

covenant that no house on the estate should be used as a shop,
E®^°rmance

by using his house as a beershop, and had for some time bought °ng SXes
beer at the defendant’s shop

;
and several other houses on the of Restrictive

estate had also been used as shops, and many adjoining houses Building
were occupied in separate portions at low weekly rents

;
it was Covenants,

held that the plaintiff had, by acquiescence, disentitled himself
to enforce the covenant.'

And where the landlord had waived a covenant, intended
for the general benefit of the property, with some of the tenants,
the Court would not restrain a similar infringement by other
tenants.^ And where the vendor permitted, without inter-
ference, material breaches of covenants, entered into by pur-
chasers of lots of the estate with the vendor, and also, hiter
se, by some of the purchasers, he could not enforce them
against a purchaser who bought after the breaches had been
committed.^

But the principle of The Duke of Bedford v. Trustees of
British Museum^ does not apply where an alteration in the
character of the adjoining property has not taken place, either
through the acts or permission of the plaintiff in person, or those
under whom he claims, and where the change which has taken
place was beyond the control, and independent of the action
of the plaintiff.®

’

u
'^"st be drawn, where the covenant is only for

the benefit of each tenant, and not for the benefit of all the
other tenants, though entered into by the lessor with all his
tenants, or if it is left to the lessor himself to determine what
tenant shall be relieved from the obligations of the covenant.^

1 he fact that the plaintiff did not interfere to prevent a smalland limited breach of a restrictive covenant in a building leasedoes not conclude him for all time in respect of a wider and

Ch. 129: Tackson v. Fenwick T T
J^Ieredtth v. Wilson, L. T. 336 : comp. Kemp v. Sober, i S^ni (N S )

siipra
'

: L. R. 2 Ch. 72. But see Kelsey v. Dodd,
' Sayers v. Collyer, 28 Ch. D. 103 ; 34 L. T Ch i • 41S T m

Wiltshire v. Cosslett, S T. L. R 4’io

'
’ ’

739 M. 3<G.

is V Is s?.-

’ Peek V. Afa/thezus, L. R. 3 Eq. 313 4 e 4.

' ReSS" ..

Limit of
Duke of'
Bedford v.

British

Museum.
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more important breach.' And, if there is a pbstantial breach

of the covenant, acquiescence, or even participation, in trivial

breaches will not, alone, deprive the person injured of his

remedy, or warrant a subsequent extension of them to an extent

productive of serious damage.^

Thus an injunction was granted, at the suit of the owner

of one house, restraining a breach of the building covenants—

as to building and planting trees in the gardens—notwith-

standing that the plaintiff and the other owners had committed

small breaches of the covenant as to planting, which had not

been interfered with.'* And where the vendor of a building

estate, subject to covenants not to use houses thereon except

as private residences, gave permission to one of the purchasers

to open a school in his house, which was capable of accommo-

dating about eighteen boys, it was held that this was not a

waiver of the covenant in favour of another purchaser, whose

house was at some distance, so as to enable him to erect a build-

ing to be used for the education and lodging of loo girls, in

connection with a charitable institution. So, where the plain-

tiff’s house was built two feet in advance of the building line

prescribed by a deed of covenant between the original pur-

chasers, it was held that this deviation was too slight and

immaterial to affect the plaintiffs rights.-’ And where in several

instances the original vendors, who were trustees under a deed

of covenant for all the purchasers, had permitted, without

interference, several breaches of the restrictive building

covenants, it was held that such breaches could not be set up

ao-ainst the plaintiff (who claimed under one of the original

purchasers), as they were committed in relation to other por-

tions of the property, not affecting the plaintiffs enjoyment of

his plots.®

' Fer Fry, J.,
Richards v. Reroitt, 7 Ch. D. 224, where there was a

covenant against public-houses &c.
• ,

•

‘ It is impossible to contend that, because a man has acquiesced m
the erection of certain works which have produced little or no injury, he

is not afterwards to have any remedy, if by the increase of the works at a

subsequent period he sustains a serious injury. . . . I am unable to accede

to the^argument that he must be held to have foreseen and assented, as a

probable consequence, to the great and injurious additions which have been

made to the works. He assented, it is true, to what was done and the

consequences flowing necessarily therefrom, but no further. Those cases

must be distinguished where the consequences of the act assented to .are

obvious and plain, and others where they are necessarily doubtful, per

Lord Romilly, M. R. ,
in Bankart v Houghton, 27 Beaw 430.

3 Western v. McDermott, 2 Ch. Ap. 72 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 76. .

held that the plaintiff might obtain relief without bringing the other owners

before the Court; seeW- P- * 78 - See EasHoood v. Lever, supra.

Thompson v. Hakeavill, II Jur. (N. S.) 732. v
^ German v. Chapman, 7 Ch. D. 271; distinguishing Roper a.

Williams, Turn. & R. 18. „ 0 t ..V nc tn rove-
» Jackson V. Winnifrith, 47 L. T. 243- See ante, p. 148, as to coxe

nants with respect to ‘ building line.’

8 Ibid.
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So, the right of a purchaser of one plot on a building estate

to restrain a breach of a general covenant as to the front build-
ing line on an adjoining plot was not barred by immaterial
breaches of the covenant as to the front building line

;
nor by

breach of a covenant as to the rear building line, as that was an
essentially different covenant, and could be treated as inde-
pendent of the otherd

The principle, therefore, as to acquiescence will not be
carried so far as to hold a man who has permitted one infringe-
ment of a covenant bound to permit another.^

Acquiescence must be distinguished from delay, for a much
less period is required in the case of acquiescence than if there
has been merely delay.^ If, under a building scheme, the
property has become entirely, or so substantially, changed as
that the character of the neighbourhood has been altered, and
the whole object for which the covenant was originally entered
into must be considered to be at an end, the covenantee cannot
obtain the aid of the Court

;
but, under other circumstances,

the degree of acquiescence which will be a sufficient bar to
relief must, in each case, depend upon the nature of the breach.
Thus, where the covenant was not to use the house ‘ as a public-
house,’ and the breach was manifest, a delay of nearly six
months did not deprive the vendor of his relief

; but there
were special circumstances connected with this case.^ And
where the plaintiff gave notice of his right to prevent the party
from erecting buildings upon his land, and of an intention to
enforce it, before any expense was incurred, and followed such
notice by a bill for an injunction, although not filed till four
months afterwards, he was not estopped by his delay, as it
appeared that the plaintiff could not sooner establish his right
to restrain the party from building.

Where, however, the breach of covenant is of a direct and
substantial character, such as the erection of a new building a
structuial or architectural alteration of an extensive character
or the carrying on of an obnoxious trade, a shorter delay will’
under certain circumstances, bar the plaintiff’s title to relief
and preclude him from obtaining the assistance to which he
would otherwise have been entitled.

As may be seen from the foregoing decisions, the Court will
rarely interfere to pull down a building which has been erected
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^

Chitty V. Bray, 48 L. T. 860
; 47 J. P. 695.

ggg
I^oiidon, Chatham, and Dover Bail-way, 2 De G. J. & S.

06 543 = Willmottv. Barber, 15 Ch. D.96, 49 L. J Ch. 792: Fitllwood V. Fulhvood, 9 Ch. D. 176- 47 L T

if'fslsfh w.ltU' 'A ^ ftracts conditioned upon the approval of the landowner.
^ ’
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without complaint. In one case, under very special circum-

stances, however, a building was removed, though no complaint

was made until after it was completed
;

but it should be

observed that the building was of such a nature as to be easily

altered, and no idea of the damage could have been formed

until it was completed.' Where the defendant ^ purchased land,

part of a building estate, on which stood buildings which had

for five years been erected in breach of a covenant as to a

building line without complaint, and of which the defendant

had notice, a mandatory injunction was granted as to buildings

erected by the defendant in breach of the covenant, but not as to

the old buildings.^ Nor were damages given, as the deed of

covenant provided that no one should be personally liable in

respect of breaches not committed during the period of his own

possession.'* But a defendant who had, after express notice,

erected a porch in breach of a covenant entered into by him,

was, upon interlocutory motion, ordered to remove the same,

although it had been completed before the filing of the bill.-’

Where a lessee covenanted to build certain additional

houses, to keep in repair the houses built and to be built, and

at the end of the term to deliver them up to the lessor
;
and

there was a proviso for re-entry
;
but the additional houses

were not built, and for forty-six years the lessor received the

rent, and thus v/aived the obligation to build
;

it was held that

the covenant to deliver up extended to the additional houses,

as well as to the houses built at the date of the demise.

A short acquiescence may induce the Court not to interfere

ex parte. A longer acquiescence may, under the circumstances,

throw serious doubt upon the right of the plaintiff, and induce

the Court not to interfere by interlocutory order, even when

' Baxters. Bower, 23 W. R. 805. See per Malins, V.-C., in Bir-

mingham Joint Stock Co. V. Lea, lb L- T- (N. S. ) 847. See v.

Pritchard,!^. R. i Eq. 244 : Lady Stanley ofAlderley v. Earl ofShrews-

hurv L. R. 19 Eq. 616, a case of ancient lights, where a mandatory in-

iunction could not be granted, but an inquiry as to damages was directed,

though not prayed by the bill : Hackett v. Baiss, L. R. 20 Eq. 494.

Gaskin v. Balls, 13 Ch. D. 329.
^ ^ c

=• Gaskin v. Balls, 13 Ch. D. 324. The Judicature Act, 1873, s. 25,

sub-s. 8, has not altered the principles on which the Court acts m panting

injunctions in this class of cases. Ibid. 329, Th^iger, L.J. See

Krehl v. Burrell, 7 Ch. D. 551 ;
ii Ch. D. 146: Evans s. Davts,

10 Ch D 747 : Fnllwood v. Fitllwood, 9 Ch. D. 176 : Senior s.Pawson,

T R '2 Eo. 220. See as the effect of the Judicature Act upon the power

of granting injunctions generally, Beddow v. B<:dd^, 9 Ch. D. 89: Day

V Brownri^g, lo Ch. D. 294: Thomas v. Williams, 14 .di. D 864

,

X T T ri, fine • A2 L T QI • 28 W. R. 983. Comp. Dicks v. Brooks,

I? Ch^ D at p^.’25, sed qucBre. See Bonners. Great Western Railway

cl 24 Ch. D I ; 48 L. T. 619 ; 32 W. R. 190, as to power to grant

a mandatory injunction on an interlocutory application.
. ^ , j

.

< Ibid See Fritz s. Hobson, 14 Ch. D. 542 ; 49 L. J. Ch. j2 ,

42 L T. 22s ;
28 W. R. 459, as to damages after writ.

‘ Morris s. Grant, 24 W. R. 55 ;
and see ante, p. 172.

« Noiiaille s. Flight, 7 Beav. 521.
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. applied for on notice j ' but, in general, the principles of the
Court are equally applicable to the cases of applications for
perpetual, or for interlocutory, injunctions. The reason for the
-distinction, as to the degree of acquiescence required by the
Court in interlocutory applications and at the hearing, is that
in the former the Court does not conclude a right, but merely
refuses to interfere summarily in favour of a party who has
•shown delay in making the application

;
but, at the hearing of

the cause, the Court decides upon the right of parties, and the
•dismissal of the action upon the ground of acquiescence amounts
to a decision that a right, which has at one time existed, is
absolutely extinguished.^

So long as matters remain m statu quo, delay in takinu
proceedings is not material

;
^ but delay may be sufficient to

induce the Court not to interfere by interlocutory order, though
It may not amount to proof of acquiescence.'*

An injunction may be made perpetual, on motion, by con-
°^herwise, it will not be granted before the hearing

Where an interlocutory injunction has been granted on the
Bsual undertaking as to damages, if it afterwards is established
at the trial that the plaintiff is not entitled to an injunction, aninquiry as to damages may be directed, though the plaintiffwas not guilty of misrepresentation, suppression, or other
•default in obtaining the injunction.^

Lord Cairns’ Act® is repealed by theStatute Law Revision Act, 1883,0 under sect. 5, the jurisdiction

Ech of
aversion frcn the

7 H II; Imperial Gas Co. v. Broadbent

l’ T 'Ch
Chaiham a,id Dover Raihvav Co ’

33
L.J.

Ch. 505 : Johnson v. Wyatt, ^ De G. J. & S. 18, 25 sZ fos'/,

1

Cawa/ Co. v. King, 2 Sim. (N. S.) 78

p. 3 G. G. 304. See 3^44,

I
Pearson, 12 Beav. 284.

S.L T 434.

riis L;.- 5"''?: irs^wT’/sr'-

S4 L."r"ciaT^48y V"’
3’ojerj v.'’ CoUy’er, aS D.^" 103 ;

26 Ch. D C78’ ca T
Holland v. Worley

49 T P 7
'Jo/ 5 50 L. T. 526; 72 W R

m-, 52 2^2."^^ ' Ch. D. 356 ; 54 L j.^Ch.’

40Ch.""D. lo,tT9\^Xt t"ch'8V
V.

36 W. R. 688 ; ^37^w R ^5 : 6o L. T. 241
5 Ves. 555.

’ W. R. 38 ; 5 T. L. R. 9: Barret v. Bla^L,
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178 Trivial Damage.—Parties to an Action.

Trivial Damage.—It must be clear that there is no appre-

ciable or, at all events, no substantial damage, before the Court

will, merely on the ground of the smallness of the damage,

withhold its hand from enforcing the covenants.' Ihe Court

will though the acts may be beneficial, restrain a violation ot

a ddiberate engagement.'^ And, in the case of an infringement

of a covenant by using premises as a school, it was observed

that ‘ the feeling of anxiety is damage.’ An injunction will

be granted in the absence of proof of substantial damage, where

the defendant claims a right to continue doing that which the

Court holds he is not entitled to do."*

The Court has power to refuse an injunction, although no

case is established for granting damages in substitution lor the

injunction, and, in such a case, may dismiss an action to en-

force a covenant with costs
;

Lord Cairns’ Act applied even

where the damage was infinitesimal."
. ,

,

Release of Restrictive Covenants.—A lessor, it \\ould

appear, cannot effectually release restrictive covenants in build-

ing leases, to the prejudice of intermediate lessees of other

parts of a building estate ;
and, consequently, it follows that

Lch a release cannot be made to the prejudice of prior lessees,

who have stipulated for the insertion of the restrictive cove-

t^an the original covenantor has parted

with all interest in the property, and is not in any way in fa ,

he is not a proper party to an action to restrain an assigne^ 0

the lease from violating a restrictive covenant as to building

W?e«, however, such covenants are entered by mens-

bers of a building club with the trustees of the club for the

Lnefit of the persons for the time being claiming under con-

. /-..Turner, L.J., Lloyd.. London,

See cases under ‘ Light,’ post, p. 246.
^

j
'
j^ge^bd proved.

414, relief was refused to a remainder-man no
^1

- Dickenson.. GrcindJunction Canal Co., 5 ‘ •
' p. p. £- 0 .

4C L. J. Ch. 404.
3 Kemp.. Sober, i Sim. ^ .

a, iJ fo'- u W " .H “tt'case of .n act ».sing injury

public,
*'%'' b-a- “ bh- !>• 75^-

‘ Supra.
,

V- T T as to the amount
- Collyer, supra. Seea so /.;

of acquiescence on the part of t e
j iniuntion. See Holland

induce the Court to give damages ^ns'ead °f a«
Zra.

V. Corley, supra, and post, p. 2^ ^
> child .. Douglas,

’ D.art, V. & P. (4th fh) 708. Se"/
052. Comp.

5 De G. M. & G. 739 ;
l^av, 572 ; 2 Jur.

for the doc-

V Lyon, L. R. 4 Ch. Ap. 218: and.see/^.f/,p. ibS«'-^''/--

trine of equity as to notice ofr^
" Scarisbrick v. J unbrtdge, 3 Uq. ik-

L. R. I Eq. 200.
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veyances made by the trustees, the trustees are necessary
parties

;
and it seems that the plaintiff should sue on behalf

of himself and all other persons entitled to the benefit of the
covenants^ But where each of the original owners of houses
in a row entered into restrictive covenants with the original
owner of all the land on which they stood, it has been held
that one only of the several persons entitled to relief from a
breach of such covenants might maintain the action, and the
others were not necessary parties to the same.^

Future Breaches.—It has been held, in a suit by the as-
signor of a lease, that payment by the assignee can be directed
only on account of breaches of covenant already committed

j

and a general declaration of the assignor’s right to indemnity,
giving liberty to apply from time to time in case of future breach,
will not be made.^

' Eastwood V. Lever, 33 L. J. Ch. 355 ; 4 De G. J. & S. 114 ; 3 N. R.
yyomersley v. Daley^ 26 L. J. Ex. 219, as to tenants in common.

- Wes^rn v. McDermott, L. R. i Eq. 499 ; L. R. 2 Ch. Ap. 72 ;30 E. J. Ch. 76. See KtlbeyN. Haviland, 24 L. T. 353 ; 19 W. R. 698
where it was held that the suit was properly framed, and that the vendors
were not bound to obtain the consent of all the parties entitled to the

covenant. Ante, p. 174; and see R. S. C. 1883,Urd. XVI. r. 9, as to the practice in the High Court of Justice where
there are numerous parties having the same interest. A plaintiff suinv
under this rule must indorse his writ accordingly; see R. S. C 1883
Urd. HI. r. 4.

Lloyd V. Dtmmack, 7 Ch. D. 398 (see the order there made), whereKanelaugh
y. Hayes, i Vern. 189, was disapproved of. See Att.-Gen. vyton Local Board, 22 Ch. D. 221 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 108 ; 47 L. T. 510

;

70 ^^^94] I Ch. 276; 63 L J. Ch. 209;

fhf.
^ 9°’ injunction to apply tothe future See Low v. Lnnes, 4 De G. J. & S. 297 ; p. 1 16, under

pS^Act Conveyancing and^Law of Pro-

In";
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CHAPTER XX.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF ASSIGNEES UNDER COVENANTS

RELATING TO BUILDING.

Covenants are enforceable by or against assignees by reason

of {a) their running with the land or the reversion, as the case

may be
;

(b) the equitable doctrine of notice.

Covenants running with the Land or Reversion. A cove-

nant is said to run with the land when either the liability

to perform it, or the right to take advantage of it, passes to the

assignee of the land.^ The doctrine only applies to covenants

between lessor and lessee, not to covenants in building grants

in

A covenant is said to run with the reversion when either

the liability to perform it, or the right to take advantage of it,

passes to the assignee of the reversion.^
• v . i j

The leading authority on covenants running with the land

is Spe?tcer^s case,^ where the following rules are laid down :

First.—Covenants which run with the land, though assigns

be not named
;
and of this kind are covenants ‘ which extend to

a thing in esse part of the demise,’ as a covenant to repair the

demised premises. ,

Under this heading the following covenants have been held

to run : covenants for quiet enjoymeny^ for further assurance,

to pay rent,^ to repair,® to put in repair or leave m repair, no

to assign without licence,'® not to carry on a. particular trade on

the premises," to use the premises as a private dwelling-house

> Spencer's case, i Sm. L. C. 65 {9th ed.) ; 5 Rep. 16.
. g

2 AusUrberry V. Corp. of Oldham, 29 C. D. 750; 55 L. J- Cn. 633 ,

r, T TnZf-i W R 809 ; 49 T. r. 532 : Haywood v. Brunrwick,

S 8 6 I Sml: C.^is (9th ed.) : Hrew's Es^afe, L. R.

2 Eq. 206; 35^1. J.
Ch. 845: Hodson v. Coppard, 29 Beav. 4,

30 L. J. Ch. 20.

’ Spencer's case, supra.

5 Campbell v. Lewis, 3 B. & Aid. 392.

Supra.

B. 373 -

B. 147 Dean of

“ Kingdon v. Nottle, 4 M. & S. 5T
’ Williams v. Bosanquet, i B. & B. 238.

" Wakefield v. Brosvn, 9 Q. B. 223 ; 15 L. J- kl-

“ Marlyn v. Clue, 18 Q. B. 661 ;
22 L. J. C-

Windsor’s case, 5 Co. 24 a.
-o _

*" Williams v. Earle, L. R. 3 Q- B. 739 - ivihnn v Hart,
•> Congleton {Mayor of) v. Pattison, '36

‘ ^^^1 6?
L. R. I Ch. 463 : Patman v. Harlandy 17 Ch. D. 353 ,5 • J* '

44 L. T. 728.



Covenants running with the Land, &c. i8i

only,’ to insure against fire,^ to conduct the business of an inn
in a proper and orderly manner, ^ not to sell on the premises
any ale other than ale purchased of the lessors."*

Secondly.—Covenants which will bind the assignees if
named, but not otherwise, and to this class belong covenants
to build a house &c. on the land demised.’’^

Under this head come all covenants respecting a thing not
in existence at the date of the covenant, but which, when it

comes into existence, will be annexed to the land.
Speficeds case it was held that a covenant by the lessee

to build a house, or other new building, upon the demised
premises was personal to him only

;
but it was said that, if the

lessee had covenanted for himself and his assigns that they
would build, the covenant would bind the. assignee. A
covenant, not naming assigns, to erect buildings of a certain
description on the demised premises does not bind the assigns
of the covenantor.®

No reason is given for the alleged difference between cases
where the assignee is named and where he is not named

; on
the contrary, the reason given for binding in any case an
assignee not named—namely, that he takes the benefit and the
burden—seems equally to apply to both cases. No doubt the
resolution in Spencer's case has been repeatedly cited for the
same thing, as imagined to have been laid down in that case

;but that resolution never appears to have been acted upon.^
I he distinction, however, though intrinsically artificial and
se dom alluded to in terms of approbation, has, as a general
rule, been followed in subsequent cases calling for its applica-

In Easterly v. Sampson ® a covenant in a lease of mines to
build a new smelting mill and keep it in repair, and so leave it
at the expiration of the term, was held to run as tending to the
support and maintenance of the premises. It may be not
unreasonably said that to build a new house does not extend
to the support of the thing demised.^

In Minshull v. Oakes the Court did not in terms overrule

58 L. J. Q. B. 341 ; 60 I. T.

L. J. Ch. 477 ; 62 L. T. 502 ;

‘ Wilkmso7t V. Rogers, 12 W. R. no.
“ Vernon v. Smith, 5 B. & Aid. i.
^ Fleehvood v. Hull, i-x O. B D '

-jc

790 137 W. R. 714; 5 T:^R. 42o.^^^
44 c. D. S03; 5938 W. R. 433 ; 6 T. L. R. 233.

^

® SpeficeVs case, supra.

2 H. & N. 793
’ • Minshull v. Oahcs, 27 L

J- E.v. 194;
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182 Covenants running %vith the Land, dfc.

Spencer's case, but suggested a distinction, and the rule as to

covenants to repair buildings already completed was extended

to buildings not erected at the date of the demise. It was

there held that by a covenant, not naming assigns, to repair

and leave in repair all buildings which might be thereafter

during the term on the demised premises, the assignee

was bound, though not named in the covenant,* upon the

somewhat doubtful reasoning that the covenant was not

absolutely to do a new thing, but to do something condition-

ally viz. if new buildings were erected on the demised pre-

mises during the term to repair them. However, it was further

considered that when built they would be part of the thing

demised, and consequently the covenant extended to its

support
;
that, as the covenant clearly bound the assignee as to

things in esse, so also as to things in posse
;
and that there

was only one covenant to repair, and the assignee, being clearly

included as to part, must be taken to be included as to the

whole.
. 1 . 1

•

For covcricints to run with tho land, under this rule, it is

necessary that they should affect the land, do benefit to the

land, or affect the rent issuing out of the land and in addition

to covenants to build may be mentioned a covenant to convey

coals along a railway to be constructed on the demised land,

and a covenant not to assign without licence, which, it appears,

binds the assigns whether named or not."*
, , • u

Thirdly.—Covenants which are simply collateral, and which,

as they do not concern the subject of the demise, will not bind

assignees, whether named or not
;
as a covenant to build a

house on land not parcel of the demise.®

By the term collateral covenants, which do not pass to the

assignee, is meant such as are beneficial to the lessor, without

regard to his continuing the owner of the estate.®

Under this head it has been held that the following

covenants do not run—viz. a covenant that the lessor will not

dispose of land adjoining the demised premises without first

offering it to the lessee so, if the case is reversed, and the

lessee covenant to give a right of pre-emption of other *and to

the lessor, the assignee of the lessee, though also owner of the

other land, is not bound by the covenant.
, , ,

So, too, a covenant in an underlease by the lessor to

> Grcenaivayv. Hart, 14 C. B. 340 : Doughty v. Boauman, 1 1 Q. B. 444-

Hayivood v. Bitinswick, B, .S. 8 Q. B. D. 403.

3 Hetniuffioay v. Fernandez, 13 Sim. 228. nv.TP.nR
- Williams V. Earle, L. R. 3 Q- B. 739 = West v. Dohh, L. R. 4 Q- B.

Silenceds case, supra: Mayho v. Buckhurst, Cro. Jac. 43S-

“ Per Best, J., in Vernon v. Smith, 5 B. & Aid. n ;
see Phillips 'i-

Miller, L. R. 10 C. P. 420; 44 L. J. C. P. 265.

’ Collison V. Lettsom, 6 Taunt. 224 ; S. C., 2 Marsh, i.

« Keppell\. Bailey, 2 M. & K. 51?, 544; C., Cooper sSel. Ca. temp.

Brougham, 298.
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observe and perform the covenants in the superior lease, or in

default to indemnify the underlessee, one of the covenants

being to build several houses on the land not comprised in

the underlease,* does ^ot run
;

nor does a covenant by a

lessor not to build or keep any public-house within half a mile

of the demised premises,'^ nor a covenant to pay taxes charge-

able upon the lessor in respect of premises other than those

demised.^

The doctrine of covenants running with the land only
applies where the demise is by deed

;
it does not apply to a

tenancy created by agreement not under seal.'* But if a
tenant not holding by demise under seal assign his tenancy or
die, and his assigns or personal representatives continue to

pay rent and the landlord accepts it, or by other unequivocal
act shows that he accepts the new tenant, the new tenant will

hold on the terms of the original agreement.'^

At common law covenants ran with the land, but not with
the reversion

;
® but by the Statute 38 Henry VIII. c. 34,

which applies to leases under seal only,^ such covenants were
made or declared to be assignable with the reversion

;
so that

if the covenants be of a kind that run with the land, and not
collateral covenants, the assignee of the lessor can sue, or be
sued, on the same covenants under the statute.®

Covenants are divisible, and upon the severance of the
land, or the reversion, the covenants run with the severed
parts.** It is now enacted by the Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act, i88i,‘** that ‘rent reserved by a lease, and the
benefit of every covenant or provision therein contained,
having reference to the subject-matter thereof, and on the
lessee s part to be observed or performed, and every condition

' Doughty V. Bo%uman, 1 1 Q. B. 444 ; 17 L. J. Q. B. 1 1 1 ; but see
Martyn v. Clue, 18 Q. B. 681 ; 22 L. J. Q. B. 147.

- Thomas v. Haysvard, L. R. 4 Ex. 31 1 ; 38 L. J. Ex. 175.
Goiverw. Postmaster-General, 57 L. T. 527.

‘ Elliott V. Johnso7i, L. R. 2 Q. B. 120
; 36 L. J. Q. B. 50.

“ Ibid. : Buckworth v. Simpson, i C. & M. 834 ; 4 L. I. Ex 104 •

Smith X. Eggington, L. R. 9 C. P. 145 ; 43 L. J. C. P. 140.
“ Thursby v. Plant, i Wms. Saund. 240, n. {0 ) : Stevens Copp, L. R.

4 Ex. 20 ; 38 L. J. Ex. 31.
’’ Smith V. Eggington, supra: Biydges v. Leiuis, 3 Q. B. 603
" Standen v. Christmas, 10 Q. B. 135 ; i Wms. Saund. 240, a (n.) ;

5 Co. 1 8 a, in Spencer’s case, supra: Thursby-:. Plant, supra: Bickford
V. Parsmi, 5 C. B. 930 : Martyn v. Williams, i H. & N. 817 ; 26 L T Ex

366
‘ '

9 Q- B. d!

10 O "n of Ssvansea v. Thomas,
10 Q. B. D 48: 52 L. J. Q. B. 340; 47 L. T. 657; 31 W. R co6

’

koberts V. Holland, [1893] i Q- B. 665 ; 62 L. J. B. 621 : 41 iv R
494. > ‘t • .

44 & 45 Viet. c. 41. s. 10. This and the following section apply

as to?hlT' 31. 1881. See also s. 58, post, p.ixs to the benefit of real covenants. See s 12 tnt/p n n*7 nc
tionment of conditions on severance.

’ ’ ’1-37) s to appor-
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184 At Common Lazv, and by Statute.

of re-entry and other condition therein contained, shall be
annexed and incident to and shall go with the reversionary

estate in the land, or in any part thereof, immediately expectant
on the term granted by the lease, notwithstanding severance
of that reversionary estate, and shall be capable of being,

recovered, received, enforced, and taken advantage of by the

person from time to time entitled, subject to the term, to the

income of the whole or any part, as the case may require, of
the land leased.’ ' By this section, the beneficial owner as

well as the legal reversioner is entitled to sue
;
and so, also, is

a mortgagee on the lessee’s covenants in a lease made, under
sect. 18 of the above Act, by the mortgagor.

And sect. 1 1 enacts that ‘ the obligation of a covenant

entered into by a lessor with reference to the subject-matter of

the lease shall, if and as far as the lessor has power to bind the

reversionary estate immediately expectant on the term grantedi

by the lease, be annexed and incident to and shall go with

that reversionary estate, or the several parts thereof, not-

withstanding severance of that reversionary estate, and may be
taken advantage of and enforced by the person in whom the

term is from time to time vested by conveyance, devolution in,

law, or otherw'ise
;
and, if and as far as the lessor has power

to bind the person from time to time entitled to that rever-

sionary estate, the obligation aforesaid may be taken advantage

of and enforced against any person so entitled.’ ^

The two preceding sections effect an extension of the

principle of the above-mentioned Act, 32 Hen. VIII. c. 34.

The covenant must have been entered into with the legal

owner of the reversion, in order to be within that Act

;

but

now, under sect. 10 of the Conveyancing Act, 1881, wherever

there is a legal reversion, that is, where a lease is made by

means of an ordinary powder, or a statutory power, as under

sect. 18 of that Act, or under the Settled Land Act, 1882,.

enabling a legal term to be carved out of the reversion, the

lessee’s covenants are annexed to and run with the reversion,

and are no longer covenants in gross. So also, under sect.

II, the covenants of a lessor, who has power to bind the

reversionary estate, will run with that estate and bind the

reversioner, though the lessor be tenant for life only, or

mortgagor.^

If a mortgagor grants a lease without having a power to

bind the mortgagee, sect. 1 1 of the above Act will not apply,,

as no legal term is created, and there is no reversion. Upon

‘ S. 10. The lessee’s liability for performance of the covenants is nor

altered by this section. See t\Iayor of Swansea v. Thomas, su/»a.

See 8 & 9 Viet. c. 106, s. 9. , u
See Curtis v. Spit/y, i Bing. N. C. 756, as to part of leasehold

“ Jlimicipal &-C. Building Society v. Smith, 22 Q. B. D. 70; 5^ J-

O. B. 61 ; 37 W. R. 42 ; 5 T. L. R. 17 : Wilson v. Queen's Club, [1891J

2 Ch. 522 ; 60 L. J. Ch. 698 ; 65 L. T. 42 ; 40 W- B’- 172.
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a reconveyance to the mortgagor, the lease takes effect by
estoppel.

From the above remarks it will be seen that it is still most
essential that assigns should be named when it is wished that
covenants of the second class above referred to should run
with the land.*

It should be observed that in some cases the terms of a
covenant may operate as a grant of an incorporeal heredita-
ment, so as to render it unnecessary to determine whether,
qtid covenant, the burden of it runs with the land.^

Covenants enforceable by Keason of Notice.—The benefit
and burden of covenants of the class hereinafter mentioned,
although they may not run at law, may be enforceable by
reason of notice to the party affected.

If a man take land with notice of a restrictive covenant
although not binding on him at law, entered into by a person
under whom he claims, he is bound to observe it, and it is
quite immaterial whether assigns are named or not.^

The rule only applies to such a covenant as can be com-
plied with without expenditure of money.-* Where there is a
negative covenant, express or implied,® as, for instance, not to
build so as to obstruct a view, or not to use a piece of land

covenln^^e^^^ru^^
^ garden, the Court interferes to enforce the

covenant. ^e purchaser takes the estate subject to the

iTl
qualification that, if he acquired the

burde^^
'' freed from the

Thus the following covenants cannot be enforced evenagainst a purchaser with notice, if they do not run at law—viza covenant to repair a house,« or a road
;
« a covenant giving aght of pre-emption, **> nor would such a covenant run at law ^>*

be built on the ald*^But the following have been enforced, viz. • to leave landunM. on -3
that land shall be dealt iith in a pardcuta

Jie Fawcett and Holmes, 42 C. D i en • cR r T rr, c. t rr.

105
; 5 T. L. R. 515.

^ ^ J- <-h. 763 ; 61 L. T.
^ Foivhotham v. Wilson, 8 H. L C -jaR • -jn T T n -d
^ Tulk V. Moxhay, 2 Phill 774

’ 3° L. J. Q. B. 49.

- - -
38 W, J- ="• 4771 6a L. T. 50a;

» Londmt and South-Western Raihoay Co. v. Gomm, 20 Ch. D .62

,,
So,,a.m„„, Mail,,ay CaS. Go,,,,,,. „,p„.

Of o'mal,,ytpm^^' ’ “'"‘H'l'iileil 6y AiuUrbeny v. Cor-

38 L. ‘«f-: JCoalos v. L. R. 4 Ch. a. 8 ;
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manner, or that all houses shall be uniformly built ;
' not to

erect an hotel without consent
;
^ restricting the height of

buildings
\
® restricting the trades to be carried on

;

** a covenant

not to buy, sell, or dispose of, on the premises, any ales other

than ale purchased of the lessors.'^

The rule applies even if the covenant is in form affirmative ;

as a contract to buy all beer from the vendors, if it involves a

negative contract, e.g. that he should not buy beer from any

one else.®
. .

The rule applies even to a mere agreement
;

it is not

necessary that there should be a covenant.^ The restriction

may be contained in a general deed of covenants executed by

all the purchasers of land on the estate, or contained in the

purchase deed itself
j
but this does not affect the rule, though it

may be important on the question who is entitled to enforce

the covenant.®
.

Notice of a restrictive covenant puts the assignee ot the

land in the same position as if he had been a party to the

covenant. The covenantee, suing on breach of the covenant,

is no more bound to prove substantial damage in one case

than in the other, but the Court will proceed exactly as if the

assignee with notice were a party to the covenant.®

A restrictive covenant can be enforced against a mere

occupier with notice of it.'® i- u
Constructive Notice.—Lastly, the doctrine upon this sub-

iect is further extended by the principles of constructive

notice In order that an alienee may be bound m equity, it

is not necessary that he should have formal notice of the

covenant. Constructive notice has been defined as, know-

ledge which the Court imputes to a person

tion so strong that it cannot be allowed to be rebutted, that

' Western v. McDermott, L. R. 2 Ch. 72 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 76 :

V Stetheiis IS Sim. 377 : Whatman v. Gibson, 9 Sim. 196 : Birmingham-

v! zi, 36 L. T. (N. S.) 843 : V. Kay, 56 ;

Bel;;.'s4 S« Nuoll v. F.n.i.,,, L. R.

ig Ch. D. 258.
® Western McDermott, supra.

t rv, efin- W R.
< Wilson V. Hart, L. R. i Ch. 463 ; 35 L.

/• v!

988 : Feilden v. Slater, L. R. 7 Eq. 523 . 38 J’
(N. S.)

Harland, L. R. 17 Ch. D. 353 ; 5° L. J. Ch. 642 , 44 K ^ '

a^gg^ir ^Hands, supra: Catt v. Tourle, L. R. 4 Ch. 654; 38 L. J.

« : '-I'L
w. -

^^^7’
V. Moxhap, supra : Spicer v. Martin, 14 A. C. 12

, 58 L. J.
Ch

309 ;f 60 L. T. 546 ; 37 W. R. 689 ; 53 J- 5 16.

H Pq^I p, IQ I.

" Richards v. Revitt, L. R. 7 Ch. D. 224.

'» Maiider v. Falcke, [1891] 2 Ch. 554 J 65 L. T. 20j.
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the knowledge must have been communicated.* The Convey-
ancing Act of 1882 ^ has introduced special provisions limiting
the doctrine, but we will, before referring to the Act, consider
some of the cases bearing on this subject.

As a general rule, a purchaser is bound to inquire into the
title of his vendor, and will be affected with notice of what
appears upon the title, whether he inquire or not, and this
rule applies to a purchaser of leasehold estates, as much as to
a purchaser of freehold estates, and it applies equally to a
tenant for a term of years. ^ Where, in the deed of convey-
ance, a restrictive covenant was entered into by the purchaser
in fee, who leased to a tenant without such covenant, it was
held that the tenant, though he had no notice in fact, was put
upon inquiry, and was fixed with constructive notice of the
covenant.'* For a lessee is a purchaserpro tanto, to whom the
maxim caveat einptor applies.® He must therefore, at his
peril, ascertain that the intended lessor’s conveyance does not
restrict him from permitting the premises to be used in certain

lessee is bound by the restrictive covenants as to
building of his lessor, even, it appears, although he has no
knowledge of them, and might be compelled to the observance
ot such covenants by the covenantee.**

An underlessee may be restrained from breaking restrictive
covenants contained in the original lease,^ or entered into
with respect to the property, by any person claiming through
the original lessee,® although they are not repeated in the
sublease. But it has been held that a person who contracts
lor an underlease has constructive notice of the provisions of
the original lease, only when he has had a fair opportunity of

455 - See also the definition in

2 iCfra, p 189
definition in Dart, p. 861.

ni,

^ Turner, L.J., in Wilson v. Hart, L. R. i Ch 467 • n: T T

,o“-"'‘Prh

At
V. sJe,:, it: ?‘e„- g' rf ,

L. R.^ I Jr
' Clements v. Weills,

I Eo or . Vv ’ Mitchell V. Stezvard, L R
3 i 6^’ii l‘ T o' B

Dennett Y. Atherton, L. R. 7 Q. R.'

“Me,
See 'Tlmtemll i.Jelmsim, infra. See

" Clements v. Welles, L. R. i En 200 • i c r r r-i 4:

a* ^
.88: i kv„,„fra:

Cossei^Y.^ollii^Zfu^ &’"k^28f- A*’"''"’
*8 Beav. 85:

*73 : Smith v. Hart 185^
‘ " J'
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ascertaining for himself what they are. And the principle of

Hyde v. Warden applies to an agreement to purchase an exist-

ing lease, as well as to an agreement to take an underlease.^

It will be observed that both cases were actions on a contract

;

they do not decide that, if the underlease or the assignment

had actually been executed, the underlessee or assignee would

not be bound.
Although the lessee or purchaser may have contracted

with his lessor or vendor upon conditions restricting or pre-

cluding him from inquiry into the title, he will be equally fixed

with constructive notice of a covenant which would have been

disclosed on a forty years’ abstract.- And when the purchaser

or lessee has notice of a deed forming part of the chain of

title of his vendor or lessor, the effect of such constructive

notice is not done away with by any representation by the

vendor or lessor of the non-existence of a restrictive covenant

in the original conveyance as to the class of buildings to be

erected.^ It should, however, be observed that this case was

so decided in an action by the owner in fee, with whom re-

strictive covenants had been entered into, against a purchaser

and his tenant
;
for it cannot be assumed that the result would

have been the same, had the purchaser, who made the mis-

representations, been the plaintiff and his tenant the defendant.

In such a case it would seem obvious that the lessor himself

would be bound by estoppel from disputing the truth of his

own assertions.^

The Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874,'* has not reversed

the rule laid down in Wilson v. Hart,^ so far as it concerns

lessees
;
® it only makes an express stipulation necessary for

obtaining the title.'^ ‘You may bargain to shut your eyes, but

if you do wilfully shut your eyes, whether as a bargain or not,

you must be liable to the consequences.’ ®

So a subtenant is liable to a restrictive covenant entered

into by the purchaser of the freehold for himself and his

' Reeve v. Berridge, 20 Q. B. D. 523 ; 57 L. J. Q. B. 265 ; 58 L. T.

fobZn De^G? h'& S. 608 ; 34 L- J- Ch. 226 : Re Cox

and Neve, [1891] 2 Ch. no; 64 L. T. 733 ; 39 W R 412. See -4/.r-

Wv. Cook, L. R. 6 Eq. 252 ; 37 L. J. Ch. 825. See/«-Vood, V.-C,

in Parker v. Whyte, supra, where a doubt was expressed as to what

would be the effect if an underlessee had contracted not to investigate his

lessor’s title. ttz-u/c.., ...tt
Patman v. Harland, 17 Ch. D. 353 ; 5° L. J. Ch. 642 , 44 L. 1.

728. But see the cases in note (4), p. 189-
.

,

> 37 & 38 Viet. c. 78, s. 2. See the section, ante, p. 34 ;
and

see, too, the further provisions of the Conveyancing Act, i88i, ante,

P- 34'
* Supra.
* See Davidson, vol. v. pt. i, 76-

, u 1 j
’ See the judgment of Jessel M.R., in

67^
Thorne-well v. Johnson, 50 L. J. Ch. 641 ; 44 L- 1 • 768 , 29 V . 1 • 77

« iVr Jessel, M.R., in Patman v. Harland, supra.
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assigns, though neither the subtenant nor his lessor has
actual notice of it, and notwithstanding sect. 2 of the above
Act, preventing the examination of the title to the freehold
unless by agreement.*

’

It follows, therefore, that the lessee should, especially if he
IS to build upon the demised premises, if possible, either
investigate the lessor s title, or obtain an unqualijied covenant
for quiet enjoyment during the term, without any interrup-
tion or disturbance by the lessor, ^ or by any other person or
persons whomsoever P i.e. against all persons having lawful
title.

^ ^

It should be remembered that the doctrine of constructive
notice, with respect to covenants restricting the manner of
building on the land, will operate against a purchaser only for
the protection of the rights and equities of third parties • it
does not apply as between the contracting parties themselves
and has nothing to do with the rights and liabilities of vendorsand purchasers as between themselves.^

The lessee or purchaser will not be affected with con-
structive notice of restrictive covenants, by reason merely of
neglecting to inquire, where he could not, by doing so, haye
discovered them by examination of the deeds :

* Ip. if the
restrictive covenants be contained in a separate agreement andnot referred to on the title deeds. ^

^ ^

There may be cases where the deed cannot be got at orwhere, for some other reason, with the exercise of all theprudence in the world, a person cannot see it, and then theremay be no constructive notice affecting the title « A mereoccupier even, may be restrained from breaking a restrictivecovenant of which he has notice.^
^ restrictive

that a purchaser**

orlhinTuSet-
(i) It is within his own knowledge, or would havecome to his knowledge if such inquirfes’ and inspections

TJ„ell ..Johnson, 50 L. J. Ch. 641
; 44 L. T. 768 , 29 W. R.

^ Om'ons V. Cohen, 2 H. & M T t /-i, o
^ Caballero v. Henty, L. R. 9 ^Ch

Woodfall.

V. Mace, 2 Sm. & G. 225 ; 23 L^T Chios’ ^
I'

‘

Wilson V. Short, 6 Hare 166 llr ^ ^ ^*g'‘***"> in

I De G. M. & G. 710 21 L ’/ph ^^yneUv. Sprye,

ante, p. 188.
’ v. JPa4aL,

< Carter v. Williams, L. R. q Ea 678 • •jn T t r
Leach, M.R., in Ha7ibury v. Litch%ld^2.

‘ Carter v. Williams, supra.
^

p T
M.R., in Patman v. Harland t 7 Ph rv

side^;d.’
728. where Carter Pmia^ns, ^./afislon-

’ Mander v. Falcke, [i8qil 2 Ch c.tA • fir t
‘ Purchaser ’ includes a mortgagee and a^essee,’ s°f, subs. 4,\i'
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had been made as ought reasonably to have been made by

him
;

* or

(ii) In the same transaction with respect to which a

question of notice to the purchaser arises, it has come to

the knowledge of his counsel, as such, or of his solicitor,

or other agent, as such, or would have come to the

knowledge of his solicitor, or other agent, as such, if

such inquiries and inspections had been made as ought

reasonably to have been made by the solicitor or other

agent.

But subsect. (2), which appears to contemplate the cases

represented by Tulk v. Moxhay,^ including restrictive covenants

in superior leases, provides that the section shall not exempt a

purchaser * from any liability under, or any obligation to

perform or observe, any covenant, condition, provision, or

restriction contained in any instrument under which his title

is derived, mediately or immediately
;
and such liability or

obligation may be enforced in the same manner and to the

same extent as if the section had not been enacted.

A purchaser is not to be affected by notice, by reason of

anything in the above section, in any case where he would not

have been so affected if the section had not been enacted.

During what Time Assignee is liable.—It may be here

observed that the assignee of a term is liable on the covenants

which run with the land, although he has not taken actual

possession \
so also the assignee of an assignee for breaches

happening after the assignment to him,*' and before any assign-

ment over by him.^ And where a covenant was entered into

by a lessee for himself and his assigns, to pull down certain old

houses, and build others within seven years, and, after the end

of seven years, he assigned, without having performed th^is

covenant, it was held that an action would not lie against the

assignee because the breach was complete before the assign-

‘ See as to this, Bailey v. Barms, [1894] i Ch. 25 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 73 ,

6q L T ;42 ; 42 W. R. 66 ; 7 R. 9.

45 & 46 Viet. c. 39 .
s. 3 .

subss. (i) and {2).

'd€ Lirnt’i. Aftgh-Penwim Ch. V. ygy”’
IC Ch D 639; Kealewell\. Watson, 21 Ch. D. 685. Cl. tilter

Imutt, 2 Ha\e, 394 ,
probably modified by this section : Harsreavess.

Rothwell, I Keen, 160, can no longer be regarded as law.

4 ‘ Rirchaser ’ includes a mortgagee and a lessee, s. i, subs. 4, n.

^ The section applies to purchases made either before or after the com-

monJifS the r« ,
exco‘p. where an actio,. is pending a, the com-

mencement of the Act. Subs. (4).
2 M & Ry. 525 : Walker v.

" Paulv. Nurse, 8 B. K C. 4^6 , b- C., 2 m. X i 0

7> Afst n • 1 Id 10 1 Tdvloi* V. Shuffty I Bos. cL 1 . 21

Wilson^

^

R.^_4 C. P. 57 -. .

A» assignee may assi^

over to a man of straw, and get rid of his liability except as to prev

breaches, Onslovj v. Come, 2 Madd. 330 -
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ment, and the liability of the assignee depends solely upon the
privity of estate

;
but if the lessee had assigned before the

expiration of the seven years the assignee would have been
liable. 1

Who can enforce Restrictive Covenants.— i. The cove-
nantee 2 or his heirs, executors, or administrators, can, of course,
enforce covenants. In covenants executed since the Con-
veyancing Act, 1 88 1, it is not necessary to specify the heirs,
executors, or administrators of the covenantee.

2. Restrictive covenants can also be enforced by an assign
of the benefit of the covenant.^ In Clegg v. Hands the good-
will of a brewery was assigned, and the benefit of covenants
in a lease of a tied public-house, and it was held that the
assignee could enforce the restrictive covenants.

3 - A purchaser of other part of the same estate. ‘ The law
on the subject has never been more clearly stated than it was
by Vice-Chancellor Hall in V. Cowlishaw,'^ viz. . Anyone
who has acquired land, being one of several lots laid out for
sale as building plots, where the Court is satisfied that it was
the intention that each one of the several purchasers should be
bound by, and should, as against the others, have the benefit
of, the covenants entered into by each of the purchasers, is
entitled to the benefit of the covenant

;
and this right, that is,

the benefit of the covenant, enures to the assign of the first
purchaser, in other words, runs with the land of such purchaser,
his right exists not only where the several parties execute a

but wherever a mutual contract can

to ti!^^K
established. A purchaser may also be entitled

to the benefit of a restrictive covenant entered into with hisvendor by another or others where his vendor has contractedwith him that he shall be the assign of it, that is, have thebenefit of the covenant. And such covenant need not be

Turchase^
transaction of sale and

Hence it is important to consider the expressed, or other-wise apparent, purpose or object of the restrictive covenant iCreference to its being intended to be annexed to other pCopeky;
' Chwrhwardens ofSt. Saviouds, Southwark, v. Smith, \ W Blac 20 •

8. C., 3 Burr. 1271 : Grescot v. Green, Holt I77 -SC ’

Brauns. Vaux, i Lutw. 360: HawkinTl] SJfman fc I P
=

8ee Bennett v. Herrinp, 3 C B fN S 1 air, nc tr r 1 4

• & P. 459.
forfeiture, arising out of a breach of coven^’nf/

ejectment for

(in carcase), com'mitted pLrrtllsrg™^^
742 • 6"t L R 2fif

^44 ; 62 L. T. 884 ; 38 W R

6T. L. R. 2,,rAV”hi:.£'i 4% <‘i‘- T- 502! 3SW. R.%3,
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or to its being only entered into, to enable the covenantee more

advantageously to deal with his property, and for his own

benefit
;
in which case, on a grant or demise to other persons,

without any notice of the covenant, the benefit of the covenant

does not enure to the subsequent grantees or lessees.

These general propositions will now be made clearer by a

reference to the decisions upon which they are founded. When,

accordingly, building land is sold, and the purchaser covenants

to build upon, or use, the lands in a certain restricted manner

with reference to the adjoining land of the vendor, a purchaser

of the adjoining land, to whom it is conveyed with the benefit

of the covenant, becomes entitled to that benefit in equity,

although the covenant be not one running with the land at

law.* And where the owner of land sold a part, and entered

into a restrictive covenant with the purchaser against building

on an adjoining plot of land, any person holding the vendee’s

land can enforce the obligation against any person holding the

vendor’s land.*^ So, where the vendor of a piece of land takes

a restrictive covenant as to building from the purchaser, who

sells the same lands by auction in lots, with similar restrictive

covenants from each purchaser, the owner of any lot can enforce

the covenant against the owner of any other lot.^ And where

a scheme is laid down for building by a building society, with

certain regulations applicable to every lot of ground, and on the

sale of the land in lots, each purchaser enters into restrictive

covenants with the trustees, to whom the property had beeri

conveyed, for the benefit of all the purchasers or allottees of

the several lots
;
any prior or subsequent purchaser is entitled,

in equity, to the benefit of the covenant as against all other

purchasers.**
. . .. r

But on the other hand, restrictive covenants of this de-

scription must be expressly, or impliedly, assigned with the

land to which they relate in order to entitle a purchaser or

assio'nee to the benefit of them. It must appear that the bene-

fit of the covenant was part of the subject-matter of the pmchase.

Thus, in Keates v. Lyon,^ A. sold part of an estate to B., who

entered into restrictive covenants for himself, his heirs, and as-

signs with A., his heirs, executors, and administrators, but there

were no similar covenants by A. in respect of the land retained
;

nor did it appear that there was any general building scheme

affecting the property at the date of B.’s conveyance : A. subse-

' Western v. McDermott, L. R. 2 Ch. 72 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 76.

McLean v. McKay, L. R. 5 P- C- 327 - t t pu ~c\a And see
. V. L-

^ X..-
Lord Manners v. Johnson, i Ch. U. 673 . 45 J; ^

^velly. Johnson, 50 L. J. Ch. 641 ; 44 L.J .768 ; 29 W- R- 677-

^ East-moodv. Lever,p L. J. 355 1 4 De G. J. R
^

Child V. Douglas, Kay, 560; S G- M. G. 7W
, cMldv.

Dmigfas, supra, is considered. See Birmingham Joint Stock Co. v. Lea,

36 L. T. (N. S.) 843-
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quently sold other portions of the estate retained to different
purchasers, and afterwards bought back from B. the lot which
he had sold to him. It was held that the benefit of B ’s cove
nants did not in equity pass to the purchasers of other oarts of
the estate from A.

;
and that persons claiming through A. couldmake a good title to the repurchased land, discharged from the

covenants. It should be observed that, in the case just citednothing appeared as to the contents of the conveyances of theother purchasers, and there was no evidence as to whether thev

^ is a further illustration of the propo-sition that, if a man, on disposing of building land takes arestrictive covenant for his own benefit, and then dispSL of

the"St'°ofAe “venant,tne beneht of the covenant will not enure to subseouentgrantees or lessees. It would be too great an enlargement ofthe doctrine of implied obligation, to raise by impEdon /ng in the nature of an equitable assignment of the benefit ofsuch a covenant.^ Nor will the plaintiff, under the circumstances just stated, be entitled to relief
that the lessor could not derogate from his own gra^nr^'^Ttwould be a novel extension of that doctrine to hnM H!' fonly a grantor cannot do anythin-^ to deroMtP

covenants entered into by their predecelsors in^AI? '‘"‘rconveyance to the plaintiffs"contained nTrSSence to ’th"
®

strictive covenants relating to the defendLS n
the conveyances containing them or Mhemfl °f
any contract or representation thnr u

"

dential estate were^o h^vfthe LenefeXh™^ ‘

assign to take the benefit of
be something in the deed to define th

^ there must
of which they were entered°Mo •

.he'prtrty r^&t^th'e'TcltoTof^^^conteming the restrictive covenants «
^ conveyance

Master v. Hansard, 4 Ch. D 7 i 8 - t tCowhshaw, II Ch. D. 866.
' '

S05 = -ffena/s v.

faster V. Hansard, A Q,\i n 7,0 3 t-i-j

^
Renats v. CowlishaJ, supra

.
' ^

'

5
bee the remarks of Hall V -P ir, r>

^29, as to this; and the matteA im 1

’ henals v. Cowlishaw, Q Ch D
not express, but is to be collected froLTtnfac;^'on?

o
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covenant runs with the land at law, it is immaterial in applying

the equitable doctrine, where the purchaser does not know of

the existence of the restrictive covenant.*

The subject has been before the Court on numerous occa-

sions recently, and the law seems to be now completely elucidated.

The principle deducible from the cases is ** that where the

same vendor, selling to several persons plots of land, parts of a

larger property, exacts from each of them covenants, imposing

restrictions on the use of the plots sold without putting himself

under any corresponding obligation, it is a question of fact

whether the restrictions are merely matters of agreement

between the vendor himself and his vendees, imposed for his

own benefit and protection, or are meant by him and are

understood by the buyers to be for the common advantage of

the several purchasers. If the restrictive covenants are simply

for the benefit of the vendor, purchasers of other plots of land

from the vendor cannot claim to take advantage of them. If

they are meant for the common advantage of a set of purchasers,

such purchasers and their assigns may enforce them ifiter se

for their own benefit. Where, for instance, the purchasers from

the common vendor have not known of the existence of the

covenants, that is a strong, if not a conclusive, circumstance to

show that there was no intention that they should ^*^***^

their benefit. Such was the case in Keates v. Lyon
;

Mastet

V. Hansard
\
* and Re7ials v. Cowlishaw:' But it is m all cases

a question of intention at the time when the partition of the

land took place, to be gathered, as every other question ot

fact from any circumstances which can throw light upon what

the intention was
;
Renals v. Cowlishaw.- One circumstance

which has always been held to be cogent evidence of an inten-

tion that the covenants shall be for tbe common benefit 01 the

purchasers is that the several lots have been laid out for sale

as building lots, as in Mann v. Stephens,^ Western v. McDa--

motO Coles v. Sims or, as it has been sometimes said, that

there has been a ‘ building scheme Renals v. Cowltshaw. In

some instances, the exhibition to intending purchasers of a plan

embodying such a scheme has been relied on. Obviously,

however, this is a mere detail of evidence,** and is by no means

necessary in order to establish the existence of such a scheme.

129, as to this ;
and the matters to be considered when such “ J*

not express, but is to be collected from *he transaction See p. 9 •

= Per Wills, J.,
Nottingham ""1 ?L f 0 B 2S0’:

iq O. B. D. 268 ;
affirmed on appeal, 16 Q. B. D. 778 , 55 L. J. t...

54 L. T. 444 ; 34 W. R. 405 ;
I C. & E. 565.

^
» L. IL4 Ch. 218 ; 38 L. J. Ch. 357 : cited supra, p. 192-

^ 4 Ch. D. 718 ; 46 L. T. Ch. 505 ;
cited supra, p. 193-

» 9 Ch. D. 125 ;
II C. D. 866 ;

cited supra, pp. 191. I93-

6 I c SiiTi

’ L. R. 2 Ch. 72 : 36 L. J. Ch. 76 ;
cited supra, p. I74-

» Kay, 56 ; 5 De M. & G. i ;
cited supra, p. 161.

ft. r -r

» Sel Tucker Vowles, [1893] i Ch. 195 ;
62 L. [. Ch. 172, 7

763 ; 41 W. R. 156.
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Where land is put up to auction in lots, and two or more
persons purchase according to conditions of sale containing
restrictive covenants, it is very difficult to resist the inference
that they were intended for the common benefit of such pur-
chasers, especially where the vendor purposes to sell the whole
of his property. Where he retains none, how can the covenants
be for his benefit

;
and for what purpose can they be proposed

except that each purchaser, expecting the benefit of them as
against his neighbours, may be willing on that account to nav
a higher price for his land than if he bought at the risk ofwhatever use his neighbour might choose to put his property0? Where, therefore, the vendor desires to sell at theau?tioii
the whole of his property, the inference is strong that suchcovenants are for the common benefit of the purchasers andthe strength of this inference is not diminished by the fact that

puJcLsers.''
"'"'^ber of the lots may fail to find

UD
applies, although the whole estate is not put

ii^ ^ ^ ^ 'vhere the vendor

sirniic
selling the whole estate, though not de-ous of selling the whole at one and the same time.*

In Spicer v. Martin ^ none of the lots were nut un fnr

schem? The h
accordance with a buiMincr

to be used for

imnosed on rhp h m ^ covenant to that effect was

•0 parcel™ a“d sdlt°cr™fft 'atirThe^f
S‘*"and“‘'' t to the publirfs

Squ\edio?„trr.r.L"'''“
lessee had in

^ restrictive covenant, and ever\-

that me of . K of this, it wLS
ing the ownem of mJe^

was entitled to an injunction restrain-

ing an hotel • ‘EvSwSs^
houses from converting them

lessee was bound Juse ffis ho,
that every other

This restriction was obviond r residence only,
on the estate • thev all had

^ benefit of all the lessees
the restriction Thl com?n/ maintaining

tive covenants bv obL?n
" ^‘^fo^ce restric-

from granting a iLse of Jltf
l^j^^otion to restrain the lessor

the former cLe tn.1/ restriction.** In
sale by auctionVefS ^ P^ots foron, referring to a plan and conditions of sale which

36 * 57 L. J. Ch. 76 ; 57 L. T. 764

;

''
P- s'

6^‘
^ 60 L. T. 546 ;

98; S9L.J. Ch. 188; 03 L. T.
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referred to a deed of mutual covenants which was to be

executed by the vendors and each purchaser. The deed

contained a recital that it was intended to be part of all future

contracts that the several purchasers should execute the deed

and be bound by the stipulations in it
;
and thereby each

purchaser covenanted with the vendors and with the other

purchasers to conform to the restrictions on building therein ;

but there was no express covenant by the vendors to the like

effect. Twenty years after, the trustees were proposing to sell

other lots of the estate free from the conditions, but they were

restrained in an action brought by purchasers who had executed

the deed of covenants ;
it being held that no formal words are

necessary to make a covenant on such a deed. A statement of

a binding intention on the part of the vendors who execute the

deed, made on the face of it, for the purpose of inducing

purchasers to buy, is as good a covenant as could be made by

the most formal words.

But where the vendor has not power to fetter the land re-

tained by him, the doctrine does not apply.' Thus, a municipal

corporation selling one lot of land laid out for building has no

power to bind the land retained with the restrictive covenants

of the building scheme without the consent of the lords ^
Treasury, and unless such consent has been obtained they hold

the retained lots free from the restriction.

^

It is not in itself sufficient that a vendor prepares a plan ot

a building estate showing lots with houses marked on

and that an intending purchaser is shown that plan, and that

his agreement with regard to a plot purchased by him happens

to be on a printed form with written alterations ;
m such a case

the purchaser is not entitled to assume that the whole estate is

governed by a building scheme that each plot shall, without

variation, be built on strictly in accordance with the indications

on the plan, and shall of necessity be governed by the printed

portions of the agreement." In Tucker v. Vowles the plan

was prepared for the local sanitary authority. It did not

show the whole estate, and had no condition or statement

on it as to what it was intended to represent, and no inquiry

was made by the plaintiffs as to the plan, or whether there was

any building scheme, or whether any of the plots were subject

to restrictive covenants. The printed form of agreement i^as

prepared by the solicitor for his own convenience and without

instructions from the vendor.
,. . . ^

The fact that the vendors have other adjoining

net sufficient to rebut the general rule, and does not m .tself

' Davis V. Corporation of Leicester, [1894] 2 Ch. 208; 63 L. J. Ch.

440 ; 70 L. T. 599 ;
42 W. R. 610 ; 7 609-

3 ^Tucker v. Vaivles, [1893] i Ch. 195 ;
62 L. J. C^- i?2 ; 67

L.
J-

762 • 41 W. R. 156; iind see Everett v. Remington, [1892J 3 C,n. .

61 L. J. Ch. 574 : 67 L. T. 80.
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s2iow that the restrictions are personal only
;
so that in such

case, where all the lots offered for sale subject to restrictive

covenants are not sold, a person who has contracted to buy one
lot is entitled to the benefit of a contract by the vendors implied

in the conditions of sale, that the vendors would, as to the lots

unsold at the auction, observe stipulations similar to those

which the purchasers of those lots, had they been sold, would
have been bound to observe, and, further, the purchaser is

entitled to have such obligations of the vendors expressed in

the conveyance to him of his lot*

It may appear from the wording of the covenant, that it is

personal only, and not intended to bind assigns
;

thus, in Re
Fawcett and Holmes,"^ the covenant was, that the purchaser, his

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns would make certain

payments and do certain acts, and the covenant proceeded,
‘ and the said purchaser, on erecting any building, shall only
erect buildings ’ of a certain description

;
it was held that the

restrictive covenant was personal only.

Upon the subdivision of a plot, part of a building estate
subject to restrictive covenants, the owner of one part of the
plot cannot, in the absence of special agreement as to user of
the part of the plot, enforce the covenants against the owner of
the other part, though, of course, the owners of other plots
might be able to do so.^

A lessor who has parted with his interest in the property
may enforce restrictive covenants, where he has made himself
liable to other lessees in case the covenant should be infringed.^

If the original covenantor has parted with all his interest
and IS m no way in fault, he is not properly made a defendant
to an action to restrain a breach of a restrictive covenant.®

When a lessor covenants not to carry on, or allow to be
carried on, certain trades on his adjoining land, or that a lessee
shal have the exclusive right to sell a certain class of goods on
the lessor’s estate, he will be restrained from carrying on or
allowing the specified trades by other tenants.® But a personal
covenant by the landlord, not in terms extended to bind his
assigns, that he will not let adjoining premises for carrying on
a specific trade intended to be carried on by the tenant, does
not bind the person to whom he may let those adjoining
premises not to carry on that particular trade

;
nor is the

covenant broken if the landlord does not specifically let for

^42- f Land Co. and AUday, [1893] i Ch.

- Ilk ;
41 W. R. 189 ; 9 T. L. R. 31.

3 J- 763; 6i L. T. los ; s T. L R cic

37 W r!Ys3 ; 60 L. T.^785
;

Spencer y. Bailey, 69 L. T. 179 ; 9 T. L. R. 364.

^

Clements v. Welles, L. R. i Eq. 200.
^

j- 39s; au„„ ...
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the purpose of that particular trade
;

' nor, apparently, in such
case, would it be a breach of a covenant which only binds the
lessor ‘not to consent’ to a trade being carried on.*

* Kemp V. Bird, 5 Ch. D. 974 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 828 : Master v. Hansard,
4 Ch. D. 718 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 505.

See C. A. in Stuart v. Diplock, 43 Ch. D. 343 : 59 L. T. Ch. 142 ;

62 L. T. 333 ; 38 W. R. 223 ; 6 T. L. R. 10
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CHAPTER XXI. Chap. XXI.

ROADS AND DRAINS ETC. FOR BUILDING.

By Express Agreement.—When land is appropriated and
laid out for building purposes, the landowner, in some cases,
forms and makes all the roads and drains, with the object of
opening up the land for the encouragement of building.
Having done this, the lessor usually demises to the lessee the
land and an equal moiety of the road, which the lessee
covenants to repair

;
* and then a right of way is given to the

lessee over the other moiety of the road, and also over all
other neighbouring roads belonging to the lessor, together with
a right of passage and running of water and soil through the
main sewer or drain under the road. The lessor afterwards
reserves a right of way over the moiety of the road demised,*
and a right of passage of water and soil through all sewers or
drains.

A reservation, in the strict sense of the term, can only bem respect of some right or profit issuing out of the subject of
the demise, which had previously no separate existence, just as
an exception must be parcel of the thing demised. A right of
way, reserved to the lessor by the building lease, over the land
dennsed, is not strictly an exception or a reservation, being
neither parcel of the thing demised, nor issuing out of it, but
IS m strictness of law an easement newly created by wav of
regrant from the lessee.^ If the grantor reserves an easement,

the l.efn
Chap. XXVI., as to the liability o

^rainTfri f payment of assessments for paving anc

lirbiHtf’JheATh
to pay rates, taxes, &c. As to the lefsor’i

liability, where there is a general system of drainage, on his covenant foi

imperfect construction of thtdrains see Sanderson v. Mayor of Berwick-oti-Tzveed, 13 Q. B D •

S 3 L. J. Q. B. 559 ; 51 L. T. 495 ; 33 w. R. 67.
^ ‘

^

1

of way is a mere easement over the soil of another
^ 59 =

.. n Sunderland Railway Co. v. Walker 2 O R rv..r^

3V?' IS: f;r 1
? ^

/r ^
y' ^79, 57 J. Ch. 1078; 59 L. T. : 2a'W rCorp, ofLondon v. Ri^^s 12 Ch T) a »• c

^ ^ *
* 777 *
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By Express Agreement.

he cannot use it for any other purpose than the particular
purpose for which it was originally granted

;
but if he reserves

the land itself, he can use it in any way consistent with the
rights of the public at large and of adjoining landowners.'

When land is let for building, the nature and extent of the
easements, or quasi-easements, which the lessor intends 1o
retain, should be expressly stated. The ordinary rule, that a
grantor shall not derogate from his absolute grant, will pre-
vail, if the right, to be reserved by implication, is not cleady
essential to the enjoyment of the property retained.^

Where the lessor excepts and reserves to himself the right
to make and use a sewer in the land demised, whereby the
exclusive use of such sewer is reserved to him, he may maintain
an action against the lessee for opening and using the sewer.^

If the ownCT of a building estate grants to the lessees of
the plots the right of passing over the roads made, or to be
made, through the estate, in the same manner and as fully as
if the same were public roads, that right will extend to the
whole road, and not merely the ‘ via tritaJ

It may here be observed that the lessee, under a building
lease in which there is a reservation of minerals, has the right
of digging foundations for buildings about to be erected, and of
disposing of the materials dug out, but he may not do so
merely to improve the surface as a building site.'’

If a lessor covenants to make roads in accordance with
a proposed building scheme, such a covenant may not be
satisfied by merely making the roads over a certain part of the
land which has been let

;
but the lessor may be compelled to

make all the roads, if, from the construction of the covenant
and the character of the proposed building scheme, it appears
to have been so intended

;
for instance, a covenant in a lease

of a plot of land, part of a building estate, ‘ that, on such
buildings being covered in, they would cut good and sufficient

roads in, through, and over the land, and construct a good
and sufficient sewer under the intended roads, for the common
use of the builder, and all other lessees or tenants of the other

portion of the land
;

’ it was held that the covenant was not
satisfied by the making of a road up to the houses in question,

but that, as soon as the houses were covered in, roads over the

thing itself, nor of something issuing out of another thing : Shep. Touch.
8o; Davidson, vol. v. pt. i, i68 : Pearce 'i. Waits, L. R. 20 Eq. 492.
See further as to the distinction between an exception and a reser\-ation,

Co. Litt. 47 a ; Com. Dig. Fait. E. 5 ; Platt, vol. ii. pp. 37, 529 ;
Wood-

fall, 159. As to implied reservations, see Ptisseil Watts, post, p. 233.
' Duke of Hamilton v. Graham, L. R. 2 Sc. Ap. 166.
- Curriers' Company v. Corbett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 355.
^ Lee V. Stevenson, E. B. & E. 512 ; 27 L. J. Q. B. 263. See also

Rawstron v. I'aylor, 1 1 Exch. 369.
“ Nicol V. Beaumont, 53 L. J. Ch. 853 ; S° L. T. 112. See Reg. v.

United Kingdom Telegraph Co., 31 L. J. M. C. 166; and Turners.
Ringwood Highuay Board, L. R. 9 Eq. 418 ; 42 L. T. 74S-

° Robinson v. Milne, 53 L. J. Ch. 1070.
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whole land must be made as contemplated by the building
scheme, although no other houses than the plaintiff’s had
been built.' No damages can be given for breach of such a
contract

;
the only remedy is specific performance.^

If, on the other hand, the roads and drains have not been
made by the lessor, the lessee generally covenants to lay and
make all the pathways and roadways of the streets or portions of
the streets forming part of the premises demised to him, accord-
ing to such system as the lessor or his surveyor may direct

;
and

also to make all sewers, drains, and channels upon such plans
and systems as to join or coalesce with other sewers on the
adjoining lands, and to permit the lessor to construct them at
his expense, if he fail to do so. In other cases, there is a
covenant by the lessee to pay a proportion to the lessor, or to
some other person appointed for that purpose, of all expenses
and charges for making the roads, pathways, and drains, &c.
which are to be used in common by the other tenants of the
building estate of the lessor.^

It is important to consider, in connection with rights of
way, a matter which has already been referred to,^ namely
what IS the effect of plans which show roads, either made or
intended to be made, annexed to conveyances or leases of
land. If the land, where the road is represented, is the pro-
perty of the vendor, and there is an express reference to the
plan in the deed of conveyance, though the way might not be
otherwise referred to, it seems probable that the deed and the
plan together would operate as a grant of a right of way, or
that the vendor would be estopped from denying the ease-
ment. But the mere exhibition on a plan of intended roads
where there is no reference to it in the conveyance, does notDind the lessor or vendor to make such roads ^

Where, however, as before stated, in addition to the plan,roads corresponding with those shown in the plan are mentinned m the deed of conveyance, though the?e may be no

fgranTo^S^^^f
together may opLate as

L shown ® 5 ^^0 no roads madeas shown in the plan." Thus in a lease the land demisedwas described as ‘bounded on the east and north by newly

375 ; L. J. Ex. 478. See Crist v. Price5 aunt. 548 : and see Low v. Imies, 4 De G. T. & S 286
’

3 Sn Board, 36 Ch. D. 619 ; 57 L.' T. 182.

other'narte'of
^ covenant by the lessor \.o insert in leases of

bear part ot

5 5^® P- 3 S> as to description by plans.

27 L. 1
C.B.. in Clave v. Bardins-

the same vim. <^hd not entertam

96. Br!l7y. ^Clowslr^t ^ & C.
phated Guam ii Ch D S2>7^-

Biplws-
<5^0 Society, 52 L. T. 144; 49^1-

Railway Co. v. Cumberland
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made streets,’ and a plan was endorsed on the lease which
showed ‘ new streets ’ in those positions, and it appeared in

evidence that when the lease was granted, the strips of land,

described on the plan as new streets, were, on the east, a

piece of waste land, and on the north, a piece of land indis-

tinctly marked out as a street, and it was held that the lessor

was estopped by his deed from denying that there were streets

or ways in the places indicated in the lease, and that, though

no public streets had been made, the lessee was entitled to

rights of way over the places where the new streets were

described in the lease. ^

Where there is no Express Agreement.—In the absence

of a grant of a right of way, there is always a presumption that

the soil of a road, usque ad medium filum vice, belongs to the

owners of the adjoining lands
;
which applies equally to a

private as to a public road.^ It was questioned, in the case of

Beckett V. Corporation of Leedsp whether such a presumption

had any application to a street in a town. The law on the

point is very clearly summed up in Dwyer v. Rich‘s as follows :

The authorities establish, as a general rule of construction,

that where land adjoining a highway or inland river is granted,

the primd facie presumption is that the parties intended to

include in the grant a moiety of the road, or of the river bed,

as the case may be
;
and that such general presumption ought

to prevail unless there is something to indicate a contrary

intention. . . . and the authorities seem further to establish

that this general presumption is not to be considered as

rebutted by this circumstance alone, that the subject of the

grant is described as abutting on, or bounded by, the road or

river, or that the quantity of land specifically described as granted

is satisfied without including the half of the road or river, or

that the grant refers to a map or plan in which the half of the

road or river is not included. To rebut the general presump-

tion, there must be something in the language of the grant

indicating an intention to exclude, or something in the subject-

matter or in the surrounding circumstances from which such

an intention may reasonably be inferred.®

On the grant by the owner of a part of his heritage, there

will pass to the grantee all those continuous and apparent

easements which have been, and are at the time of the grant,

used by the owners of the entirety for the benefit of the parcel

' Espley\. Wilkes, stipra. See also v. Schofield, 43 L. T. 763,

as to estoppel : Roberts v. Karr, i Taunt. 495. t t nr /-

2 Holmes v. Bellingham, 7 C.^ B. (N. S.) 329 ; 29 L. J. M. C. 132 .

Smith V. Hosuden, 14 C. B. (N. S.) 39^'

L. R. 7 Ch. 421 ;
26 L. T. 375 ;

20 W. R. 454-

‘ See also 'MickMhwait v. Newlay Bridge Co., 33 Ch- D- 03 >

cc L. T. 336, and cases there cited: Pryor v. Petre, 2 Ch. ii;

63 L. J. Ch. 531 ; 70 L. T. 331 ; 42 W. R. 435 5 7 R- 424, where the

presumption was rebutted.
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granted,* and it is immaterial whether the entirety, or the parcel

granted, is then in the occupation of the owner or of a tenant.^

If, therefore, the owner of the entirety has annexed peculiar

incidents to different parts of his estate, so that one por-

tion of his land becomes visibly dependent upon another for

the supply or escape of water, or for means of access, or for

beneficial use and occupation, the incidents thus manifestly

imprinted upon the property pass with the lands to which
they are annexed to the grantee, as accessorial to the beneficial

use of such lands
;
^ but restricted in duration to the period

for which the grantor had power to grant at the date of the
instrument. But, as a general rule, if the grantor intends to

reserve any right over the tenement granted, it is his duty to

reserve it expressly in the grant.®

The following are instances of continuous quasi-easements
which have been held to pass : the use of an artificial water-
course,® of a drain,'' of a coalshoot and waterpipes,® of window
lights and the like. Stated generally, a mere right of way is

not such a continuous apparent easement as to pass without
express words, but it seems to be now settled that a particular
formed way may pass without any words, although in some
sense it is not an apparent and continuous easement

;
or

rather may pass, because, being a formed road, it is considered
by the authorities to be a continuous and apparent easement,
in cases where the surrounding facts point to that being the
intention, e.g. in Brown v. Alabaster^ where a particular

Ewart V. Cochrane, 4 Macq. 122
; 7 Jur. (N. .S.) 925 : Hally. Lund,

I II. & C. 676 : Suffield V. Brown, 4 De G. J. & S. 185 ; 33 L. J. Ch.
258: Pearson V. Spencer, i B. & S. ST^ • Eolden Bastard, L. R.
I Q. B. 156; 35 L. J. Q. B. 92: Allen \\ Taylor, 16 Ch. D. 355:
Bayley v. Great Western Railway, 26 Ch. D. 434 ; 51 L. T. 337 : Russell

I'r,
590 ; 55 L. J. Ch. 158 ; 53 L. T. 876 ; 34 W. R. 277 ;

50 J. 00.

Barnes v. Loach, 4 Q. B. D. 494 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 756.
Addison, Torts (7th ed. ), 302 : Suffield v. Brown, supra: Wheeldon

V. Burrows, 12 Ch. D. 31, where Pyer v. Carter, i H. & N. 916, was
dissented from, and Suffield y. Bro'wn, 4 De G. J. & S. 185 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.)
999 ! 33 L. J. Ch. 249, 256; 10 Jur. (N. S.

) in, and Sivansborousth v.
Coventry, g Bing. 305, were explained : Francis y. Hayivard, 22 Ch. D

^91 ; 48 L. T. 297 ; 31 W. R. 488 : Watson v.
48 L. T. 508 ; 47 J. P. 518 : Worthington v. Gimson, 2 E. & E.

T

‘

J?/
' Poldcn v. Bastard, supra: Pearson v. Spencer,

27 L. J. Ex. 286. See Russell v.
s, post, p. 233, as to the difference between implied grants and implied

reservations. ^ o r

^

Booth V. Alcock, L. R. 8 Ch. 663; 42 L. J. Ch. 557
•• Eussell y. Watts, supra : Taws v.

»W R. i 4 L. T. ,.4 1

7
v.’Eelson, L. R. 6 Ch. 166

; 40 L. J. Ch. 126.

1 H & C ^ L. J. Ch. 126: Hally. Lund,
H rj-

®6e as to this, Wheeldon v. Burrows, sup7-a.

„
^wchchffe V. Ktnnoul, 5 Bing. N. C. i.
Brown v. Alabaster, 37 Ch. D. 490 ; 57 L. J. Ch. 255 ; 58 L. T.
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formed road led to gates in a wall, part of the demised
premises, and without which construction those gates would
have been perfectly useless. As to the effect of general words

on the question of what passes, see post^ p. 206
;
and see further,

as to implied grants. Chap. XXII., implied grants of rights of

light, the law on which subject is the same as with regard to

other easements.

The rule applies on a severance of an estate by will, and a

right over a defined road will pass though not mentioned.'

Another e.xception to the rule, that a right of way does not

pass without express words, arises where there is an absolute

necessity, and nothing less, when a right of way will be pre-

sumed." For a right of way may arise by operation of law
;

and if a man grant a piece of ground in the middle of his field,

he at the same time tacitly and impliedly gives a way to come

at it.^ Where a way, granted by a lease, passes over the land

of a third person, and therefore cannot be used by the lessee,

if there is no other way to his land, he can claim a way of

necessity to the nearest highway by the shortest line across

the grantor’s land."* Every right of way of necessity is founded

upon a presumed grant, and, for this reason, a landowner

cannot create a way of necessity over his neighbour’s soil by

any act of his own, as, for instance, by building a house to

which he has no means of access except by crossing his

neighbour’s land, unless, indeed, his neighbour sold him the

site of the house for the express purpose that the house should

be built.

A

way of necessity is limited by the necpsity which

created it, and when such necessity ceases, the right of way

also ceases.*" Easements of necessity, like other easements,

are extinguished by unity of possession ;
but on severance a

new easement of necessity is created, if the necessity con-

tinues.'' And the new easement is limited in extent by the

extent of the existing necessity.

266; 36 W. R. 155: Watts V. Kelson, supra: Pearson v. Spencer,

3 B. & S. 761 : Thomas v. Owen, 20 Q. B. D. 225 ; 57 L. J. Q. >

58 L. T. 162 ; 36 W. R. 440 ; 52 J. P- 516. See, too, Barloiv v. Modes,

I Cr. & M. 448 : Worthington v. Gimson, supra: Wardle v. BrockUhiirst,

I E. & E. 1058 : 2 E. & E. 612 : Brett v. Clowser, L. R. 5 C. P. D. 370 :

Taws V. Knotvles, supra. „ „ - d ......

‘ Pearsoti v. Spencer, i B. & S. 571 ; 3 B. & S. 761 :
•

Loach, 4 Q. B. D. 494 : Phillips v. Lmue, [1892] i Ch. 47 ;
01 L. J. t-n.

44; 65 L. T. 552; 8 T. L. R.

- Pinnington v. Galland, 9

761 : Gayford v. Moffatt, L.

5 Taunt. 31 1.

3 Oldfield's case, Noy, 123;
* Osborn v. Wise, 7 C. & P
5

23-

Exch.
R. 4

I : Pearson v. Spencer

,

3

Ch. Ap. 133: Buchby v

B. & S.

Coles,

498:

2 Roll. Abr. 60, pi. 17-

, ,
761.

Roberts v. Karr, i Taunt., Lord Ellenborough,CJ., at P-

Davies v. W, L. R. 7 Eq. 427 5 38 L. J. Ch. 545 :
Espley^. Wilkes,

L. R. 7 Ex. 298.
“ Holmes v. Goring, and Holmls v. Elliott, 2 Bing. 76. Woodfall

;

\6P\ Buckbyv. Coles, supra.

’ Pheysey v. Vicaiy, 16 M. & W. 484 : Holmes v. Goring, 2 Bing. 7 •
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In cases of ways of necessity, the grantor has the right to

point out the way, provided it is a convenient one,' and a

person cannot have two ways of necessity.''

Although, as a general rule, there is no corresponding

implication as to continuous easements in favour of the

grantor, yet the law will usually presume a reservation in the

conveyance of such an apparent easement over the part con-

veyed as is essential to the due enjoyment of the part retained,

where there is nothing in the conveyance to negative the
presumption.^ On a grant of land wholly surrounding a close,

the implied grant, or regrant, of a right of way by the grantee
to the grantor to enable him to get to the close '* only creates

such a right as will enable the owner of the close to enjoy it

in the condition it happened to be at the time of the regrant

;

and, if at that time the close was agricultural land, the owner
of the close can only claim such a right of way as is suitable
to the enjoyment of land in that condition

;
and he cannot

claim a right of way suitable to the user of the close as
building land.®

But where a purchaser has notice® that the adjoining land
is to be laid out in building, in a manner which will make a
right of way over the purchased land necessary to the vendor,
such right of way is reserved to the vendor by implication, as
a way of necessity.'^

As an instance of the danger of purchasing property, where
the conveyance from a common vendor contains no express
reservation, the following is an interesting case. The owner

' Bolton V. Bolton, 1 1 Ch. D. 968 : Deacon v. South-Eastern Railway,
61 L. T. 377 ; W. N. 1889, p. 79. 2bid.

^
= See Wheeldon v. Burrows, supra : Russell v. Watts, supra, post

P- 233. See Ptnningto7i v. Galland, sttpra: Pearson v. Spcttcer, supra-
Richards v. Rose, 9 Exch. 218 : Mttrchie v. Black, ii Jur. (N. S. ) 608 :

Taws V. Knoiules, supi-a.
• • /

Corporation of London v. Riggs, 13 Ch. D. 798. See post, p. 21 1
•

Gayfordv. Moffatt,l.. R.
4 p. Ap. 133, 135 ; Mr. Serjeant Williams’

note \.o Pomfret V. Ricroft, i Wms. Saund. (ed. 1871) pp. 571-574.
" It seems tpt the same rule applies, if the grant is of the landlocked

close, wp an implied grant of a way of necessity over the surrounding

T "t.' ii-
st^pra. See Watts v. JCelso7f,

E. K. 6 Ch. 166; 19 W. R. 338.
“ See a 7ite, p. 38, and p. 185 et seq. as to assignees with notice of

restrictive covenants.

„ I 427:W V. Mton Local Board
31 Ch. p. 679; 55 L. J Ch. 569; 54 L. T. 379; 34 w. R. 563. As toeffect of a conveyance of a gateway, see Reilly v. Booth, 44 Ch D 12 •

66 L. T. 378; 38 W. R. 484; 5 T. L. R. 676. See 35 ei2 ’

^ to plans forming part of an agreement. See Att.-Ge7i. v. BiphosphJted
txc. Co., ii Ch. D. 327. See St/field v. B7-ow7t, 4 De G 1 & S isf.
9j«r.(N.S.)999; .0 J»r. (N. So I

; 33 L. j.v CochraTie, 4 Maccp 117 : Morla7id v. Cook, L. R. 6 Eq 252;Lund, I H. & C. 676; Dodd v. B7i 7'chell, i H & C 112 Fnco
by 'he London Building Act: 'Welbv. Ody,

- P-
Co7iye7-s, 5 Taunt. 465: Crofts v. Haldane T

p'
2 Q. B. 194. See the above Act and cases, /w/, Part III.

’ ’
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of certain adjoining cottages, A and B, laid down a four-inch
pipe from A in order to drain the surface and refuse water.

This pipe formed a junction with a six-inch pipe, which ran
under the yard of B and thence into the main sewer under
the highway. B was sold to the defendant and, some days
after, A was sold to the plaintiff, the conditions of each sale

providing that it was subject to all existing easements. In the

conveyance to the defendant, there was no express reservation

of a right of drainage. The plaintiff having connected the

soil pipe of a water-closet with a socket joint in the four-inch

pipe, in place of which he laid down a six-inch pipe, the de-

fendant stopped the flow of all drainage from the plaintiff’s

pipes into his. It was held that, as no easement of the kind
existed when the cottages were severed, and there was then no
junction by means of which sewage could pass into the pipe

(although the former owner might have intended at some
future time to use the socket joint for such a purpose), the

plaintiff was not entitled to use the drain for the additional

purpose of conveying sewage.*

General Words.—If the easements are not continuous and
apparent or of necessity, the grantor, in order to pass them,

must either employ words of express grant, or must, prior to

the Conveyancing Act, i88i, have described them as used and
enjoyed with the land conveyed, or in similar terms.^ A right

of way would not, in general, pass as ‘an appurtenance,’^

though, as we have seen, a right over a particular formed road

would pass.'*

Before the Conveyancing Act, i88i, it was consequently

the practice to insert a long string of general words in all deeds,

to prevent any question whether a particular easement or right

would or would not pass without such words. In most cases

the words might be useless
;

still, in some cases they might be

required.

The word ‘ appurtenances ’ is not an apt word for the

creation of a new right, and the word ‘ appurtenant ’ is not apt

to describe a right which had never previously existed
;
but

from as long ago as the fourth year of Philip and Mary the

word ‘appurtenances’ has easily admitted of a secondary

meaning, and as equivalent in that case to ‘ usually occupied.’

> Watson V. Troiighton, 48 L. T. 508 ; 47 J. P. 518. As to a right

to use a fascia, see Feancts v. May^uavd.^ 22 Ch. D. 177 ! 5 ^ I— J* Ch. 12,

291 ; 48 L. T. 297 ; 31 W. R. 488.

^ James v. Plant, 4 A. & E. 749 : BarMv v. Rhodes, i Cr. & M. 448.

’ Worthington v. Gimson, 2 E. & E. 618; 29 L. J. Q. B. 116:

Clements v. Lambert, i Taunt. 205 : Grymes v. Peacock, Bulstr. 17

:

Plant V. James, supra. See Kooystra v. Lucas, $ B. & A. 830, as to the

words ‘ together with all ways appertaining, or with any parts thereof used

or enjoyed and also Harding v. Wilson, 2 B. & C. 9^> ways

thereunto appertaining.’
' t ^

‘ Thomas v. Ou'cn, 20 Q. B. D. 225 ; 57 L. J. Q. B. 198 ; 58 L. T.

162; 36 W. R. 440; 52 J-
!’• SI 6.
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Even where no easement existed before the unity of Chap. XXI.

possession, but a right of way was subsequently used with

one tenement over the other, a grant of the first-mentioned
Drains

tenement, ‘ together with all ways now used or enjoyed there- for Building.
withi would pass the right of way.'

But this rule does not apply to an alleged right, which,

although it might be within the meaning of the words used,

clearly, from the surrounding circumstances, was not the in-

tention. ^ In that case the words ‘ now or heretofore held or
enjoyed ’ were held not to include the right of way over a
private road, which had formerly existed, but which was blocked
up at the date of the deed.

But it is now provided by the Conveyancing and Law of Implied

Property Act, i88i,^ that certain ‘general words’ shall be under Con-

deemed to be included in every conveyance.'* The section and^Law^of
applies only to conveyances made after the commencement of Property

°

the Act, and so far as a contrary intention is not expressed.® Actf i8^.
It should, however, be observed that the words in this Extin-

section, ‘ at the time of cotiveyancei may still render an express guished

grant necessary when the easement in question has been ex- easements,

tinguished by unity of possession, since the Act does not
seem to provide for the regranting of extinguished easements.

A purchaser is only entitled, in a contract for the sale of
land ‘ with the appurtenances,’ to have such general words in
his conveyance as he would have been entitled to before the
Conveyancing Act came into operation

;
and if the general

words implied by sect. 6 of that Act are more extensive than
the contract, the vendor is entitled to have them limited
accordingly.®

Right of Way by Prescription.—The Prescription Act Right of
does^ not preclude rights of way from being claimed, and way.
acquired, by prescription at common law.^ The Prescription
Act ® provides that ‘ no claim which may be lawfully made at

> Barksinre V Grubb, i8 C. D. 6i6; 50 L. J. Ch. 731; Watts v.
Kelson, R. 6 Ch. 166; 19 W. R. 338: Kayv. Oxley, L. R. 10 O B

37 Ch. D. 490; 57 L. J. Ch. 255; 58 L. T.’
266

; 36 W. R. 155 : Bayley v. Great Western Raihuay Co., 26 Ch. D aia.
SI L. T. 337.

T
22 Q. B. D. 224; 60 L. T. 345; 37 W. R. 228;

53 J • r. 246.
“ 44 & 45 Viet. c. 41, s. 6.
‘ Conveyance includes leases and assignments, sec. 2, subs. 5.
•• As to contrary intention, see Beddington v. Attlke, 25 Ch D 217-

56 L. J Ch. 655; S6 L. T. 514; 35^ w. R. 799; 5^ j. P.'S;Birmingham, Dudley, drc. Bank v. Ross, 38 Ch. D. 295 • zy J t pu
106, 601

; 59 L. T. 609 ; 36 W. R. 91 ; 52 J. P. 421.

598 /as -f-

.3L.J.Q.B. us:
“ 2&3Will. IV. c. 71. S. 2.
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the common law by custom, prescription, or grant to any way
or other easement ... to be enjoyed or derived upon, over, or
from any land . . ., when such way or other matter as herein

last before mentioned shall have been actually enjoyed by any
person claiming right thereto without interruption for the full

period of twenty years, shall be defeated or destroyed by
showing only that such way or other matter was first enjoyed

at any time prior to such period of twenty years
;
but never-

theless such claim may be defeated in any other way by which

the same is now liable to be defeated,* and where such way or

other matter as herein last before mentioned shall have been so

enjoyed as aforesaid for the full period of forty years, the

right thereto shall be deemed absolute and indefeasible unless

it shall appear that the same was enjoyed by some consent or

agreement expressly given or made for that purpose by deed or

writing.’ ^

Any occurrence, during either the shorter or longer period,

inconsistent with the continuous enjoyment of the easement,

claimed as an easement and as of right, is fatal to a claim

under the above section, as, for instance, unity of possession

at any part of the period,^ or permission asked at any time

during the period ; or an agreement made at any time within

the period,® or any other fact showing that at any time during

the period the enjoyment could not then have been as of

right.®

Eight to discharge Water from Houses.—Everyone is

bound, in building,, so to construct his house as not to over-

hang his neighbour’s property, and to construct his roof in

such a manner as not to throw the rainwater upon the

neighbouring land.'^ But allowing rainwater to run across a

highway from the eaves of a building is not ‘ wilfully obstruct-

ing the highway,’ ® nor is an overhanging tree.®

' For instances, see Bright v. Walker, i Cr. M. & R. 219 : Kinlochv.

Nevile, 6 M. & W. 806 : Tickle v. Brcrw7i, 4 A. & E. 383 : Beasley v.

Clarke, 2 Bing. N. C. 705.
, it 1 1

•

2 As to deducting period of a tenancy for life or years, where claim

resisted by reversioner, see s. 8 ;
a remainderman is not a reversioner

within this section. Synwtis v. Leaker, 15 Q. B. D. 629 ; 54 L. J. Q. B.

480 ; 53 L. T. 227 ; 33 W. R. 875 ; 49 J- P- 775 -

» Onley v. Gardiner, 4 M. & W. 499 ;
and see supra, p. 202. bee

Outrain v. Maude, 17 Ch. D. 391. v 1

' Monmouth Canal Co. v. Harford, i Cr. M. & R. 614 : Beasley v.

Clarke, 2 Bing. N. C. 7°S-
, c t- o

» Per Cttr. in Tickle v. Brcnun, 4 A. & E. 3S3.

« Warburton v. Parke, 2 H. & N. 64 : Caved v. Marty>1, 19 C. B.

(N S ) 732 • Outram v. Maude, supra. See Hollins v. Verney, 13

Q.'b. D. 304 ; 53 L. J. Q. B. 430 ; 33 W. R. 5, where road was occa-

^onally stopped up. Cf. Ladyman v. Grave, L. R. 6 Ch. Ap. p. 768.

’ Com. Dig. Action on the case for a nuisance, A.

“ Croasdill V. Radcliffe, 5 L. T. 834. •

" Walker v Horne, i Q. B. D. 4.
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But a right may be acquired, by user, to compel that

owner of the adjoining property to receive all the water

dropping from the roof of a house.* Such a right appears to

have been recognised by ancient decisions. In Rolle Abridg.'^

it is said, ‘ If a man hath a sue, that is to say, a spout,

above his house, by which the water used to fall from his

house, and another levies a house paramount the spout, so
that the water cannot fall as it was wont, but falls upon the
walls of the house, by which the timber of the house perishes,

this is a nuisance.’ But a right to discharge water by drops
upon the land of another does not create a right to collect
the water in a spout or gutter, and to discharge it, in a single
stream, over the land.**

A right of this description will not be destroyed by
heightening, or in any other way altering, the house from
which the water falls, so long as the burden upon the servient
tenement is not increased.'* But where two freehold tene-
ments become completely united in the same owner, he may
uiodify the previous relative position of the different parts at
his pleasure, and if he change the direction of a spout which
emptied the rainwater of one house on the adjoining one,
by so doing, he destroys the easement for ever.® In the nth
Henry VII. f. 25, it was decided ‘that a customary right in
the City of London to have a gutter running in another man’s
land was not extinguished by unity of possession.’ ® If the owner
does not exercise the above right, it has been contended that,
when he again severs the tenements, all easements having the
qualities of being both continuing and apparent, as well as those
which existed by necessity, were revived upon the severance.^

It may be here added that one can have an easement con-
sisting of the right to affix a signboard to the servient tenement.^

Licences.—A mere permission to do an act, which would
without permission constitute a trespass, is a licence. Licences

iq
grantor, for no interest in land

conferred on the grantee by the grant of a licence
; but it

1’' raje, cited in Sury v. Pigott, Palmer 446 • Ponham

wJ' * W. & N. 922 : Harrop v. Hirst L R /t Fv .i-, .

C B Se' at'
Peskett, \ M. & S.'2l4 i

“ Roll Ahr <

V. Waters, L. R. 8 Ch. 162.

‘Nuzance ’G c Twn"’’ ?'
-^i’

3- 22 b ; Vin. Abr.
Civil Law’ I ’l I ff deT of easements are recognised by the

^ervitus projiciendi servitus

*
2 Lord Raym. iqgg

34L.J.Tn.226?"^'''""'’ " 34: Thackeray v. Wood,

“ P’>'0'inne's case, supra.

^66
; sly\ St^ 444 ; Popham,

Moody V. Siiggtes, 12 Ch. D. 261.^
^ ^

P
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has been said that reasonable notice of revocation should be
given, especially if it is necessary for the licensee to do some-
thing, as to alter the direction of pipes or bell wires.* That
which is called a licence, however, is often something more
than a licence

;
it frequently comprises, or is connected with, a

grant
;
and then the party who has given it cannot, in general,

revoke it so as to defeat his grant to which it was incident.

A licence under seal (provided it be a mere licence) is as

revocable as a licence by parol
;
and, on the other hand, a

licence by parol, coupled with a grant, is as irrevocable as a
licence by deed, provided only that the grant is of a nature

capable of being made by parol, but not otherwise.’*

If the licensee, acting upon the permission granted, has

executed work of a permanent and expensive character, the

licence is also irrevocable.^

A licence which is not irrevocable may be revoked by any
act of the grantor putting it out of his power to continue the

permission, as, for instance, locking a gate across the way.'*

A mere parol licence to enjoy an easement on the land of

another does not bind the grantor after he has transferred his

interest and possession in the land to a third person, and it is

not necessary to give notice of the transfer of the land in order

to terminate the licence.''’

Extent of User of Ways &c.—Where a right has been

granted by deed, the extent of the right is determined by the

construction of the deed.®

Where the right has been acquired by prescription, the

extent of it must be determined by the accustomed user.'*

And if, from the extent of user having been gradually and

imperceptibly increased, it is impossible to measure definitely

the extent of the user at the period of its commencement, no

easement can be acquired.®

A person having a right to an easement may, as a general

rule, use it in such manner as is necessary for its commodious

enjoyment. But the immemorial user of a right of way for all

’ Mellor V. Wa'kins, L. R. 9 Q. B. 40x3.

® Per Cur. in Wood v. Leadbitter, 13 M. & W. at p. 844 ; 14 L. Jf.
Ex.

at p. 164. In this case the subject of licences received much considera-

tion. See Newmarsh v. B7'a}tdltug, 3 Swan. 99.

“ Whiter V. Brockivell, 8 East, 308 : Wallis v. Handsou, 4 M. & W.

538 ;
8 L. J. (N. S.) Ex. 44 ; Rochdale Canal Co. v. King, 2 Sim. (N. S.)

78 ; 20 L. J. Ch. 67s ; 16 Beav. 630 ;
22 L. J. Ch. 604 ; Duke of Devon-

shire \. El^n, 14 Beav. 530; 20 L. J. Ch. 495 : Laird v. Birkenhead

Railway Co., Joh. 500; 29 L. J. Ch. 218 : Hervey v. Smith, 22 Beav.

299; Mold V. Wheatcroft, 27 Beav. 510; 29 L. J. Ch. ii : Bankart v.

Tenant, L. R. 10 Eq. 141.

^ Hyde v. Graham, i H. & C. 593 ! 3 ^ L. J. Ex. 27.

* Wallis V. Harrison^ supf*a, ** Cannon v, Villars^ 8 Ch. D. 4 ^ 5 ’

’ United Land Co. v. Great Eastern Raihuay Co., L. R. lo Ch. 586 ;

44 L. J. Ch. 685 : Wimbledon STc. Conservators v. Dixon, 10 Ch. D.

362 : Bradburn v. Mot-ids, 3 Ch. D. 812 ;
Ltnch v. Great Western Rail-

way Co., 5 Ex. D. 258. T r> r-u
“ Goldsmid v. Tonbridge Wells ts°c. Commissioners, L. R. i Ch. 349 -
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1

purposes for which a road was wanted in the then condition of

the property, does not establish a right of way for all purposes

in an altered condition of the property, where that would
impose a greater burden on the servient tenement.* Where
there is no limit in a grant of a right of way, it may be used
for all purposes. The grantee of a right of road may lay a flag-

stone down in front of his house, if necessary for his enjoyment
of his right, and no obstruction to the road is thereby caused.*

If premises are demised or conveyed ‘ with a right of way
thereto,’ it may be a question for a jury what is a reasonable

use of such right. ^ A grantee of a right of way ‘ in, through,

and along ’ a particular way is not justified in making a trans-

verse road across the same.^ A public road differs from a
private road in this :

‘ You may make an opening in your
fence and go into it at any part of the length of the public road
or at the end

;
but in a private road you must go in at the

usual and accustomed part’ And this is so, as to a public
road, whether the person claiming the right is the presumptive
owner of the soil of the highway or not.®

Upon this principle, where a road to a farm has been
immemorially used, not only for ordinary agricultural purposes,
but, in certain instances, for carrying building materials to
enlarge the farmhouse and rebuild a cottage on the farm, and
for carting away sand dug out of the farm, such user does not
establish a right of way for carting materials for building a
number of new houses on the land.'^ But where a railway
company, having taken land compulsorily, had contracted to
make level crossings, without any restrictions as to their use,
the uses that might be made of such crossings by the land-
owner were held not to be restricted to those made of them
at the time of the contract, but to be extended to all such uses
as any subsequent alterations on the land by buildings, or
otherwise, might render necessary or convenient.® And where
a right of way was given, by an award under an Inclosure Act,
in respect of certain allotments to the owners and their re-
spective tenants, and the owner of one of the allotments,
having commenced building houses upon it, began to lay
down a metalled road, where there had only been an ordinary

‘ Wimbledon &=c. Conservators v. Dixon, supra
“ Gerrardy. Cooke, 2 B. & P. N. R. 115.

nv
Carbines, 27 L. J. Ex. 44 : Skullx. Glenister, 16 C. B.

36 L j c’p^2s6^
^ V. James, L. R. 2 C. P. 577 ;

* Senhouse v. Christian, i T. R. 560.

V S Taunt, at p. 132 : Berridge

7 Q. B 166
^ Ulleswater Steam Co., L. R.

''' J-o‘al Board, 67 L. T. 169 ; 8 T. L. R 700 •

^ i A. C. 662 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 68.

8
Conservators v. Dixon, i Ch. D. 362.

L R in
Eastern Railway Co., L. R. 17 Eq i <8 •

• • 10 Ch. Ap. 586. See Corporation ofLondon v. Riggs, ante%. 205’
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cart track, over the adjoining allotments, it was held that the
allottees were not confined to the use of the road for agri-

cultural purposes only, but were entitled to construct a sub-
stantial roadway, suitable for the building purposes to which
the land was then in the course of being applied.^ Where
a road is held subject to a covenant, that the owners and
occupiers of adjoining land should have the full use and
enjoyment of the roads ‘ as if the same were public roads,’ a
request to be supplied with gas by a minority of the occupiers
of adjoining land is sufficient, without the consent of the free-

holder, to justify the breaking up the roads by a gas company
in order to lay down their pipes to comply with such request.®

The dominant owner can only use a right of way which is

appurtenant to his tenement for the purpose of passing to and
from that tenement.^ He cannot, therefore, make a mere
colourable use of the dominant tenement

;
for instance, he

cannot, in order to get the benefit of the right of way for

carrying building materials to ground adjoining the dominant
tenement, on which he is building a number of cottages, carry

them first to the land to which the right of way was appurte-

nant, and, having deposited them there, subsequently move
them to the land on which he is building. **

The right of the owner of the dominant tenement must not

be exercised in a manner which will produce unnecessary in-

convenience, or injury, to the owner of the servient tenement
;

®

and such right cannot be extended so as to increase the

burden or restriction placed by it on the servient tenement.®

Thus a reservation of ‘the free running of water and soil,

coming from other buildings and lands contiguous to the

premises thereby demised, in and through the sewers and
watercourses made or to be made within, through, or under

the said premises ’ does not give a right for the passage of any-

thing except water in its natural condition, and such matters

as are the product of the ordinary use of land for habitation,

and it does not give a right of passage for the refuse of tan pits.'^

‘ Newcomen v. Coulson, 5 Ch. D. 133.

- Selby V. Crystal Palace District Gas Co., 30 Beav. 606 ; 31 L. J.

Ch. 595 ;
10 W. R. 636 ;

6 L. T. (N. S.
) 790. See the cases there cited

as to the dedication of roads to the public, and also a covenant for the use

of an occupation road. See Wood v. Stourbridge Railway Co., 16 C. B.

(N. S.) 222.

* Ackroyd\. Smith, 10 C. B. 164 ; 19 L. J. C. P. 315.

Skull y. Glenister, 16 C. B. {N. S.) 81; 33 L. J. C. P. 185:

Williams v. James, L. R. 2 C. P. 577.

5 Gerra7-d v. Cooke, 2 B. & P. N. R. 115. An easement is de-

fined to be a privilege without profit, which the owner of one tenement,

which is called the dominant tenement, has over another, which is c.-illed

the servient tenement, to compel the owner thereof to permit to be done,

or to refrain from doing, something on such tenement for the advantage of

the former. “ See Greeuslade v. Halliday, infra.

' Chadwick v. Marsaen, L. R. 2 Ex. 285. See Midgley v. Richard-

son, 14 M. & W. 59S : Hedley v. Fenwick, 3 H. & C. 349. Sec Gale on
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When it is intended to erect additional buildings beyond

those standing at the time of the demise, care should be taken

to see that the rights granted are sufiSciently extensive. Where
land and buildings were demised together with the free passage

of water and soil to a cesspool, the easement was restricted to

a reasonable use for the purposes of the premises, in the

condition in which they were at the time of the demise, and
was not extended to buildings subsequently erected.'

Remedies for Disturbance or Excessive User.—If there is

a disturbance in the enjoyment of an easement, by the owner
of the servient tenement erecting buildings or otherwise stop-

ping up a way, the owner of the dominant tenement may either

proceed at law, or, after notice and request to remove the

obstruction, and without doing more damage than is necessary
for that purpose, pull it down, although inhabited.^

If, on the other hand, the owner of an easement exceeds
his rightful enjoyment, or does anything which would, after

long user, produce an increased right, the servient owner may
in all cases obstruct or prevent the excessive enjoyment, or
the user of the thing, which would enable the dominant owner
after a time to claim an increased right.^ But this right to
obstruct the excessive user does not give the servient owner
the right to interfere with the proper enjoyment, unless it is

impossible to obstruct the excessive user without also obstructing
the rightful enjoyment.^

Under the Judicature Acts, proceedings may now be taken,
in an action in any division of the High Court of Justice, for
a disturbance of an easement, for damages either in addi-
tion to, or in substitution for, an injunction.'^ A mandatory
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Easements, 581. As to the duty and liability of owners of adjoining
preinises with respect to drainage from the respective premises, see Hiiin-
;phries v. Cousins, 2 C. P. D. 239.

' Wood V. Saunders, L. R. 10 Ch. 582. See Williams v. James,
E. R. 2 C. P. 577, 582 : Finlinson v. Porter, L. R. 10 Q. B. 188 :

Collins Slade, 23 W. R. 199 : United Land Co. v. Great Eastern
Railioay Co L R. 17 Eq. 158, 162; L. R. 10 Ch. 586; 44 L. J. Ch.
685 : and also Henning v. Burnet, 8 Exch. 187 : The South Metropolitan

yC C. B. 57 : Hew Windsor v. Stovell, 27 Ch. D. 66>; :

Metropohtan Board v. London and North-Western Raikuay Co.,
17 Ch. D. 246,

r.1
'6 Q. B. 546; Bro. Abr. ‘ Nusans,’ 105 b,

^ ‘Nusans’ (S), (W) : Wigford v. Gill,

?
V. Eitzhowe, 8 Q. B. 757 : Lane v. Capsey, [1891]

3 Ch. 411 ; 65 L. T. 375 ; 40 W. R. 87 ; 61 L. J. Ch. ssf where thepersons claiming the right had failed to obtain a mandatory injunction.

on
6 Bing- 379 ; 8 L. J. C. P. 124: Goddardon Easements (2nd ed.), p. 225.

^

see
p.^2?s.

principle applied to rights to light,

and'
Pg’ ' 7°’ as to specific performance, or an injunction,

hyVrctfon ^ '"hen relief will be giveny njunction &c. See Goodhart v. Hyett, 25 Ch D 182- T T r'v,
219; SO L. T. 95 ; 32 W. R. 165, andV--,^, ^

1 5

’ “
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t

injunction may also be granted, that is, an order directing the
removal of a building, so far as it improperly obstructs a right
of way.' A lessee claiming a right of way, as to which there is

a dispute, may take proceedings for relief against the other
party laying claim to such right of way, and also against the
lessor

;
asking in the alternative, if the right be established in

favour of the other party, an indemnity and damages against
his lessor under his covenant for quiet enjoyment.^

Where the obstruction of a way is of a permanent character,
or calculated to call the right of a reversioner in question, he,

as well as the occupier, will have a right of action.^ As a rule,

however, the act is one which causes injury to the occupier
alone.^

Although, perhaps, a sanitary authority might obtain an
injunction to restrain persons from using the sewers who had
no right to do so, a landowner, complaining of the nuisance,

cannot bring an action against them for not doing so. For the

sanitary authorities, in whom the sewers are vested, have only
a limited ownership in them

;
they are not in the same position

as to responsibility for fouling a stream as a private individual,

because they cannot stop the sewers, on account of the damage
to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood.® But where the

third party is acting in violation of an agreement, entered into

with a local board, to pass surface water only through the

pipe, and where no special inconvenience would be caused to

other neighbours, the plaintiff is entitled to an injunction

against the local board, on the ground that they could them-
selves prevent any nuisance being caused, by stopping up the

pipe, which was being used in contravention of the agreement,

under the powers given them by the Public Health Act.®

Eepairing Roads and Drains &c.—The liability for the

repair of roads and drains in the case of highways will be dealt

with later on in this chapter. In the case of easements the

law is clear that the dominant owner may enter the servient

tenement, and do the necessary repairs, and that the servient

owner is under no obligation to do them.'^ And where an

‘ See ante, pp. 170, 17 1, as to mandatory injunctions, and cases there

cited. See Krehl v. Buivell, 1 1 Ch. D. 146.
^ Child V. Stemiing, 7 Ch. D. 413 ; ii Ch. D. 82.

^ Bell V. Midland Railiuay Co., 10 C. B. (N. S.) 287 ; 30 L. J- C. P.

273 : Kidgill v. Moor, 9 C. B. 364 ; 19 L. J. C. P.

Y Mott v. Schoolhred, L. R. 20 Eq. 22.

® Att.-Gen. v. Guardians of Dorking, 20 Ch. D. 595, distinguished in

Charles v. Finchley Local Board, 23 Ch. D. 767 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 554 ;

48 L. T. 569; 31 W. R. 717. See Lea Conseivancy Board v. Hertford

{Mayor drc.), 48 J. P. 628 ; i Cababe & Ellis, 299 : Hirk v. Todd, 21 Ch.

D. 484: Att.-Gen. v. Actoti Local Board, 22 Ch. D. 221. See the Act,

post, p. 553. * Charles v. Finchley Local Board, supra.

’ Pomfret v. Ricroft, i Wms. Saund. at p. 56S> see p. 269

:

Hamilton v. Veshy of St. George, Hanover Square, L. R. 9 Q. B. 42

;

Gerrard v. Cooke, 2 B. & P. N. C. 109: Colebeck v. Gtrdlers' Company,

1 Q. B. D. 234 : Newcomen v. Coulson, 5 Ch. D. 133.
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easement exists, giving the owner of a house a right to bring

water to his house through pipes under adjoining land, the

owner has the right to enter the adjoining land to repair the

pipes, and can restrain the defendant from committing any

act which would occasion greater difficulty or expense in the

exercise of such rights, or which, if acquiesced in, might in the

future materially affect those rights.^

Where a person carries water by means of conduit pipes

through his neighbour’s land, it seems that he must keep those

pipes in repair.^ But although this is the case where the

easement is by artificial work, yet no liability accrues if the

easement is natural, and the injury to the servient tenement

arises from natural causes only.^

A properly framed building lease will contain a covenant

by the lessee, either to maintain, during the term, in good

condition and repair the roadways, sewers, and drains when

made, or to pay a reasonable proportion of the expense of

repairing and cleansing them, and also such other easements

as are to be used in common by the occupiers of the demised

premises, and the occupiers of any other buildings to be erected

on any other part of the estate of the lessor ;
and it is usually

stipulated that the proportion should be ascertained by the

architect or surveyor for the time being of the lessor.** It is,

when necessary, provided that if the road, a moiety of which is,

as before stated, usually demised with the building land, and

the sewer and drains under the same, shall be adopted wholly,

or partially, by the parish or public as a public road, sewer,

and drain, the obligation under the covenant to repair shall

cease to the extent to which the road, sewer, and drain may
be adopted by the parish or public. And, in some cases,

particularly in leases under powers,^ in order to carry out a

large building scheme, the lessor covenants that, until the roads

shall be repairable as public roads or highways, he, or the

reversioner, or any other person for the time being having
power to grant leases, will insert covenants in all the leases of

other parts of the estate, binding the lessees, during such time
as the roads &c. shall not be so repairable, to bear part of the

expense of the same
;
and that he will permit his name to

be used, should it be necessary, in order to recover any such
contributions.

' Goodhart v. Hyett, 25 Ch. D. 182
; 53 L. J. Ch. 219 ; 50 L. T. 95 ;

32 W. R. 165, and see the cases there cited : Mayor of Birkenhead v.

London and North-Western Railway Co., 15 Q. B. D. 572; 55 L. J. Ch.
673

_; 52 L- T. 237 ; 33 W. R. 585 ; 49 J. P. 90.
See Bell v. Tiuentyman, i Q. B. 766 : Lm-d Egremont v. Pulman,

M. & M. 404. But see Hoare v. Dickinson, 2 Lord Raym. 1568 : Alston
V. Grant, 3 El. & Bl. 128. * Gale (5th ed.), p. 530.

j
See Precedents, post. Part II. As to a covenant by lessor to repair

drains &c. not extending to structural alterations, and as to notice
necessary of defects, see Huggall v. McKean, i Cababe & Ellis, 391.

’ See Precedents, Part II.
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When land is sold in building plots, and the roads have not
been made, or, if made, are not repairable as public roads, a
deed is, in some cases, made between the vendor and trustees-
on the part of the several purchasers, by which a certain part
of the land is conveyed to the trustees, with the various
necessary powers as to the formation and maintenance of
roads for the use and benefit of the purchasers and the owners
for the time being of parts of the estate.* Where there are
only a few houses as in the case of houses forming a small-
terrace, the deed, providing for the making and maintaining of
certain land as a private carriage road and footway, is usually
entered into between the respective owners of the houses
themselves.^

Where an accident happens through the defective state
of repair of a coalplate in a footpath, the question whether
the landlord or the tenant is liable is one of fact whether
the accident is caused by a structural defect existing when
the premises were originally let, or whether it was caused by
the negligence of the tenant, and in the case of a weekly
tenancy there is not for the purpose of this question a reletting
by the landlord each week.^

Dedication of Highway.—A highway, other than a
statutable highway, must be dedicated to the public by the
owner of the soil

;
that is, he must have done some act, or

conducted himself in some manner, showing an intention to
give the public an irrevocable licence to travel along it at their
free will and pleasure.® A landowner might dedicate his land
for public use by giving a right of way over it, without thereby
binding himself to keep the road so granted in repair. If the
public use the road so granted, they must keep it in repair.®

Where no express dedication can be shown, uninterrupted user
of a way by the public is, in the absence of explanatory evidence,

' For a precedent of such a deed, see Davidson, vol. ii. pt. i

(4th ed.), 530.
For a precedent of an agreement of this description, see Davidson,

vol. ii. pt. I (4th ed.), 137.
^ Bowen v. Ande7soft, [1894] I Q. B. 164 ; 42 W. R. 236 ; 58 J. P.

213 ;
10 R. 47 ;

correcting on this point, Sandfordw. Clark, 21 Q. B. D.
398; 57 L. J. Q. B. 507 ; 59 L. T. 226 ; 37 W. R. 28 ; 52 J. P. 773.
The law as to a yearly tenancy is the same, Gandy v. Jubber, 5 B. & S.

78 ; 9 B. & S. 15.
•' There are three kinds of ways : { i )

a footway for man alone to pass

along, called iter ; (2) a foot- and horse-way, actus (ab agendo), commonly
called a pack and prime way; (3) via or aditus, a road for carriages,

horses, and men, which includes both the former; this last being twofold,

viz. regia via, the king’s highway for all men &c. ; and communis strata,

belonging to a city, or town, or private persons, Co. Litt. 56 a.

“ See Steer’s Parish Law (4th ed.), 210 : Poole v. Huskinson, ii M. &
W. 827 : Surrey Canal Co. v. Hall, I M. & G. 392. See Selby v. Crystal

Palace District Gas Co.
,
ante, p. 212.

“ Reg. V. Lordsmere, 19 L. J. M. C. 219 : Healey v. Mayor of Bailey,

L. R. 19 Eq. 375 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 642.
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conclusive proof of an accepted and valid grant of highway. ^

If a person has a private right of way, his right is not neces-

sarily, and in every case, extinguished if the public gains a

right to use the same road, and the owner of the private right

may, at any time, assert and rely upon that right to justify his

user of the way without resorting to the public right. The
power to do so may indeed be of great importance to him, for

the public right may be disputed, or it may possibly, for other

reasons, not form a justification for an act for which he is

sued.^ A cul-de-sac may be a highway. That is so in a street

in a town into which houses open, and which is repaired,

sewered, and lighted by the public authority at the expense of

the public, but it seems that is not the case in the country

where public money has not been expended on the site in

question.^

A dedication will be presumed if a person form a street on
his own land, and fail to erect any bar or other impediment,
and it is used as a highway by the public.^ But where a person
in 1865 laid out a proposed road across part of some land,

and built houses on one side of the road, but in 1870
abandoned the intention of making the road, and in 1874
demised the remainder of the land, including the site of the
abandoned road, it was held that the laying out of the proposed
road was no dedication of a public right of way.®

The dedication must, in general, be by the owner of the
fee

;
and a tenant for life,® a leaseholder, however long his

term, or a person having only a limited estate, cannot devote
any portion of the land to a highway, so as to bind the rever-
sioner.^ A dedication may be for a restricted purpose, as for
a footway, horseway, or driftway

; but there cannot be a dedi-
cation to a limited part of the public, as a particular parish.
Such a partial dedication is simply void, and operates as no
dedication at all.® The grantor, however, may make his grant
subject to any reservation, or condition, not absolutely incon-
sistent with the right of way. Thus he may reserve such rights

' See /er Lord Kenyon, Rugby v. Merryweather, ii East, 375 n. :

Reg. V. Petrie, 4 E. & B. 737 : Reg. v. East Mark, ii Q. B. 877 : llling-
V. Mo7itgomery, 2 L. T. (N. S.) 726. See ss. 149-160 of the Public

Health Act, 1875, post, Part III. As to the construction of sewers, and
acquiescence of owners of land, see Birkenhead {Mayor SsTc.

)
v. London

(ina North-Western Railway Co,^ 49 J- P. 135.

^
Allen Y. Ormond, 8 East, 3 : Reg. v. Chorley, 12 Q. B. 515 : Dimcan

V. k-puai, 6 Q. B. 915. See Chichester y. Lethridge, Willes, 71.
Young V. Cuthhertson, i Macq. 456 : Bourke v. Davis, 44 Ch. D.HO

; 62 L. T. 34; 38 W. R. 167 ; 6 T. L. R. 87.

f Lade v. Shepherd, 2 Str. 1004: Rex v. Lloyd, i Camp. 260. See
Woodyer v. PLadden, 5 Taunt. 125, as to a bar &c. being kept across the

5

(!

7

B

Hall V. Bootle Corporation, 29 W. R. 862 ; 44 L. T. 873.
Eyre v. New Forest Highway Board, 56 J. P. 517Wood V Veal, 5 B. & Aid. 454 : Rex v. Barr, 4 Camp. 16.
bteers Parish Law (4th ed.), 212 : Poole v. Huskinson, supra.
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as to maintain gates or stiles across it,i cellar flaps, coalshoots,
or steps in it.^

If a street has once been decided to be repairable by the
inhabitants at large, and that decision has been acquiesced in,

it is conclusive, and the adjoining owners cannot afterwards be
called upon to pay for the repairs.^ As the expense of repair-
ing a highway, repairable by the inhabitants at large, cannot
be charged to individuals, so, on the other hand, in the case
of a highway not repairable by the inhabitants at large, the
local authorities have no power to defray the cost of surveying,
levelling, paving, &c. out of the general rates, but must call

upon the owners of the adjoining premises to do such works as
are required.'*

A right of passage only is obtained by a dedication of a
way to the public, and the grantor retains all rights which are
consistent with such user by the public, or as are usual or
necessary for the enjoyment of his adjoining property, and the
appropriation made, and adopted by the public, of a part of
the street to one kind of passage, and another part to another,
does not deprive him of any of his rights not inconsistent with
the right of passage of the public.'^ The grantor, therefore,

may carry water, sewage, or gas, in pipes underneath the road,®

or obstruct it for a reasonable time while repairing &c. an
adjoining house.^ If a person maintains a lamp projecting

over the highway for his own purposes, he must maintain it so

as not to be dangerous to the passengers.®

The rights and liabilities of the grantor, as to the road
dedicated, run with the land, and (in the absence of proof to

the contrary) are presumed to vest in the owners of the fee of

the adjoining land on either side, each of whom is owner of

the soil of the highway, usque ad medium filum vice. Qua the

public, however, these rights and liabilities are vested in and
attached to the occupiers of such adjoining lands.®

At common law it is not necessary that highways which

’ SeeJames v. Hayward, Cro. Car. 184.

Fisher v. Prowse, 2 B. & S. 770. Spearman’s Highways, 44. As to

canal towpath, see GrandJtmction Canal Co. v. Petty, 21 Q. B. D. 273 ;

57 L. J. Q. B. 413, 572 ; 59 L. T. 464 ; 36 W. R. 795 ; 52 J. P. 692.
“ See Reg. v. Hutchins, 6 Q. B. D. 300 : Reg. v. Inhabitants ofBrad-

field, L. R. 9 Q. B. 552. See note (6), ayite, p. 216.
' Drydenw. Overseers of Putjtey, i Ex. D. 223: Alt. -Gen. v. Wands-

worth District Board of PVorks, 6 Ch. D. 539 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 777. See

the provisions of the Metropolis Local Management Acts, and the Public

Health Act, 1875, infi-a, and post. Part HI.
“ Y. B. 4 Edw. 4, 9 : St. Ma>y, Newington, v. Jacobs, L. R. 7 Q. B.

47. See notes (i) and (2) supra-. Original Hartlep>ool Collieries Co. v.

Gibbs, 5 Ch. D. 713 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 311.
" Goodtitlc V. Alker, I Burr. 133. As to consent of local authority’s

surveyor, see Reg. v. Longton Gas Co.
,
2 E. & E. 65 1 : Goodson v. Richard-

son, L. R. 9 Ch. 221, and the Acts in note (4) supra.
’ St. Maty, Nnuington, v. Jacobs, supra.
“ Tarty v. Ashton, 1 Q. B. D. 314. ^ Spearman’s Highways, 48.
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have been dedicated to the public should be adopted by the

parish.* Now, by the ^ 6 Will. IV. c. 5°) s. 231 where any

landowner proposes to dedicate a highway to the use of the

public, and is desirous that the same should be a repairable

highway, the following conditions are in the first place neces-

sary :
(i) He must give three months’ previous notice in

writing to the highway authority of such intention. (2) If the

highway authority deem such proposed highway not to be of

sufficient utility, the question is to be heard and determined

before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction. (3) Notice must

be given to the highway authority, by the landowner, to inspect

such highway, and to two justices to view and certify at his

expense that it has been made in a substantial manner, and of

the width required by the Act.^ (4) After the highway shall

have been used by the public, and kept in repair by the land-

owner for twelve months, it will become a repairable highway.®

A highway must only be used as such
;
to make improper

use of it is to commit a trespass.^

Metropolis Management, London Building, and Public

Health Acts.—The provisions in these Acts relating to roads

and drains will be found in full in the third part of this work.

Settled Estates and Land.—As to roads and drains on
settled estates, reference may be made to the Settled Estates

Act, 1877, and the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890.
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' I?ex V. Leake, 5 B. & Ad. 469.
^ Such certificate is to be enrolled at the quarter sessions holden next

after the granting thereof.
“ This section applies only to roads which had not been completely

dedicated when the Act passed : Reg. v. Westmark, 2 M. & Rob. 305.
See s. 36 as to where the vestry &c. is desirous that any driftway, carriage-

way, or occupation road should become a repairable highway. See also

25 & 26 Viet. c. 61 ; 27 & 28 Viet. c. loi ; and 41 & 42 Viet. c. 77, as to

parish highways.
^ Harrison v. Rutland, [1893] i Q. B. 142; 62 L. J. Q. B. 117;

68 L. T. 35 ; 41 W. R. 323 ; 57 J. P. 278 ; 9 T. L. R. 115.
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An easement may be defined to be a privilege without profit,

which the owner of one neighbouring tenement has over
another, existing in respect of their several tenements, by
which the servient owner is obliged ‘ to suffer or not to do ’

something on his own land, for the advantage of the dominant
owner.' A right to light and air, either by prescription or
otherwise, is an easement. But it should be observed that
there is a distinction between the acquisition of a right to light

by prescription and a right to air, for the former is regulated
entirely by the Prescription Act,^ but the latter can only become
a prescriptive right by virtue of the common law.®

The cases on this subject have, as a general rule, been
decided with reference solely to the interference with the access

of light. But, in a recent case, damages were given, on the

ground of implied covenant, in respect of an obstruction of
access of air to a slaughterhouse which had been used for

upwards of thirty years.^ But a right, by way of easement, to

the uninterrupted access of air, not coming by any definite

channel, but over the general unlimited surface of the alleged

servient tenement, cannot be acquired under the Prescription

Act, sect. 2, by mere enjoyment for the statutory period,® and if

claimed at common law it could only be on the ground of ex-

press or implied covenant not to interfere with access of air.®

' Gale (Sth ed.), 5. 2 & 3 Wm. IV. c. 71, s. 3.

’ As to the difference between the rights of light and air, see 2 Roll.

Abr. 141 ‘ Nusans,’ G. pi. 16 ; Winch. 3 ; Godbolt, 189, 221 : Webb v.

Bird, 10 C. B. (N. S.) 268 ; 13 C. B. (N. S.) 841 : 31 L. J. C. P. 335

;

8 Jur. (N. S.) 621 : Gale v. Abbot, 8 Jur. (N. S.) 987; 6 L. T. 852;
10 W. R. 748: Curriers' Company^. Corbett, ii Jur. (N. S.)7i9; 4DeG. J.

& S. 764; 13 L. T. 154; 13 W. R. 538: Dent\. Auction Mart Co.
,
L. R.

2 Eq. 238 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 555 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 447 ; 14 L. T. 827. And
see Bryant v. Lefevre, 4 C. P. D. 172 ; 48 L. J. C. P. 380 ; 40 L. T.

579; 27 W. R. S92. Cf. Hall v. Lichfield Brewery Co., 49 L. J. Ch.

655 ; 43 L. T. 380 ; 45 J. P. 53.
* Hall V. Lichfield Brewery Co., 49 L. J. Ch. 655; 43 L- T* 3^ >

45 J- P- S3 ;
see Bass v. Gregory, 25 Q. B. D. 481 ; 59 L. J. Q. B. 574

;

6 T. L. R. 412, where an injunction was granted.

® Harris v. De Pinna, 33 Ch. D. 238 ; 56 L. J. Ch. 344 ; 54 L- T.

770; 50 J. P. 486 : Aldin v. Latimer, Clark dr Co., [1S94] 2 Ch. 437 ;

63 L. J. Ch. 601 ; 71 L. T. 1 19 ; 42 W. R. 553 ; 8 R. 352. See generally

as to right to access of air, Chastey v. Ackland, [1895] 2 Ch. 389, decided

while this work was in the press. * Ibid.
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But, under the doctrine of derogation from grant, a grantor

of land, to be used for a particular purpose, is under an obli-

gation to abstain from doing anything on adjoining property

belonging to him which would prevent the land granted from

being used for the purpose for which the grant was made, e.g.

obstructing the access of air to land demised for the express

purpose of carrying on the business of a timber mercharitd

Questions as to air usually arise when it is necessary to decide

whether pollution is justifiable, a subject which does not come

within the scope of the present work.

Nature and Extent of Eight.—No easement of light can be

claimed except as appurtenant to buildings, whether in town

or country.2 ^ j-ight to light cannot be claimed by twenty

years’ user in respect of a sawpit.^ And a permanent struc-

ture, used for storing and seasoning timber and showing it to

customers, which consisted of upright baulks of timber, or

standards fixed in stone bases built on brick piers, with cross-

beams and diagonal iron braces, divided into floors or stagings

with open unglazed ends or apertures between the uprights,

and used for drying the timber, and also for admitting light, is

not a building within the Prescription Act, and is not entitled

to an easement of light.'*

To found a claim to light, there must be an aperture in a

building, opened there on purpose to admit light and in order

to acquire an absolute and indefeasible right to light under
sect. 3 of the Prescription Act, it must be shown not only that

there has been an uninterrupted access of light to the building,

in respect of which the easement is claimed, but also that the

light has reached the building by one and the same definite

channel for the statutory period.®

Except as to the incidence of light, there is no difference,

in principle or in fact, between skylights and windows of any
other character.'^

If a householder opens new windows, overlooking the
adjoining landowner’s ground, the latter can obtain no relief,

for it is the undoubted right of every owner to open any windows

' Aldin V. Latimer, Clark Lr Co., supra. See this case as to obstruc-
tion of access of air to ventilators in the walls of the demised premises
made by the lessee, with the lessor’s permission, but for which permission
no consideration was given.

Yates V. Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 539 ; 12 Jur.
(N. s.) 305 ; 14 L. T. 151 ; 14 W. R. 618 : Dent v. Auction Mart Co.,
L. R. 2 Eq. 238 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 555 ; 12 Jur. (N. S. ) 447 i U L- T. 827

:

Martin v. Headon, L. R. 2 Eq. 425 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 602 ; 12 j’ur. (N. S.)
387 ; 14 L. T. 585 ; 14 W. R. 723 : Kelk v. Pearson, L. R. 6 Ch. 809 ;

24 L. T. 890; 19 W. R. 665.
® Roberts y. Macord, Moo. & Rob. 230 : Potts v. Smith, L. R. 6 Eq. 31 1.
* Harris v. De Pinna, supra.
* Garritt v. Sharp, 3 A. & E. 325 ; 4 N. & M. 834 ; i H. & W. 224.Hams V. De Pinna, supra : and see Scott v. Pape, 31 Ch. D. 554,and other cases cited post, p. 225, as to alteration of the building.
Harris v. Kinloch, W. N. 1895, p. 60.
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he may desire. But the landowner, who is annoyed by the
opening of new windows overlooking his ground, can raise an
erection so as to obstruct the light before it has been enjoyed
for twenty years, before action brought to contest the right

;

*

as every landowner may build on his own ground, although the
erection entirely deprives the adjoining householder of the light
and air.’* But, in raising an erection in order to obstruct new
windows, care must be taken not to interfere with ancient lights
which previously existed, for, if it is not possible to obstruct the
new windows without at the same time interfering with the right
to light which already exists, the owner of the servient tenement
is prevented from taking advantage of his remedy.^

An owner of a house has no equity to restrain a railway
company from taking measures to prevent prescriptive rights
from being acquired for windows looking upon their land.'*

The right to the use of light may be acquired, not only for
the ordinary purposes of domestic life, but for the convenience
of trade or manufacture. The extent of the right, acquired by
the user, will be proportioned to the actual amount of enjoy-
ment had during the requisite period

;
which, if doubtful, is a

question of fact to be determined by a jury.® Thus, where the
owner of land grants part of the land with a house upon it,

which is to be used for business purposes, the intention to be
imputed to the parties, in the absence of a special bargain, is

that the house is to be granted with light sufficient for all

ordinary purposes of business in the locality
;
and, in considering

the effect of such a grant, the Court must look back to the time
when the contract between the parties was entered into, and
cannot impute an intention that the premises should be used
for a special purpose, not shown to be in the mind of either of
the parties at that time.® In a recent case a person was held

‘ See post, p. 229, as to interruption of the right ; and 2 & 3 Wm. IV.
c. 7t) s. 3. Where the right is acquired by grant, see post, p. 242.

• TapUngy. Jones, ii H. L. C. 290; 20 C. B. (N. S.) 166; 34 L. J.
C. P. 342 ;

1
1 Jur. (N. S.

) 309 ; 12 L. T. 555 ; 13 W. R. 617 : Truscott v.

Merchant Taylors' Company, ii Ex. 855; 2SL. J. Ex. 173; 2 Jur. (N. S.)

356: Freivenv. Phillips, ii C. B. {N. S.)449; 30 L. J. C. P. 356; 7 Jur.

(N. S. ) 1246 ; 9 W. R. 786 : Ttirner v. Spooner, i Dr. & Sm. 467 ; 30 L. J.

Ch. 801 ; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 1068 ; 4 L. T. 732 ; 9 W. R. 684. See also Re
Penny and the South-Eastern Railway Co., 7 E. & B. 660; 26 L. J. Q. B.

225.
’ Tapling v. Jones, supra. See Newson v. Pender, 27 Ch. D. 43 ;

33 W. R. 243 ; 52 L. T. 9, and/iJV, p. 224.
* Bonner v. Great Western Railway Co., 24 Ch. D. i ; 48 L. T. 619

;

32 W. R. 190 ; 47 J. P. 580.
‘ Gale (5th ed.), 324 : Martin v. Goble, i Camp. 322 : Lanfranchi v.

Mackenzie, L. R. 4 Eq. 421 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 518 ; 16 L. T. 114; 15 W. R.

614 : Younge v. Shaper, 21 W. R. 13$ ; 27 L. T. 643 : Courtauld v.

Legh, L. R. 4 Ex. 126
;
38 L. J. Ex. 45 ; 19 L. T. 737 ; 17 W. R. 466.

See also Yates v. Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295; 35 L. J. Ch. 539; I2jur. (N. S.)

305 ; 14 L. T. 151 ; 14 W. R. 618 : Aelk v. Pearson, L. R. 6 Ch. 809

;

24 L. T. 890; 19 W. R. 665 ;
and see post, p. 224.

“ Corbett \. Jonas, [1892] 3 Ch. 137 ;
62 L. J. Ch. 43 ; 67 L. T. 191.
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entitled to the light which came through an arch under a rail-

way.*

The nature and extent of a right to light are the same,

whether acquired by prescription, or by grant, express or

implied.^

In order to give a right of action, there must be a sub-

stantial deprivation of light, sufficient to render the occupation

of the house uncomfortable, or to prevent the plaintiff from

carrying on his accustomed business on the premises as bene-

ficially as he had formerly done.^

Each case must depend on the fact whether the defendant’s

buildings do interfere with the plaintiffs lights. The question

of the amount of obstruction is always a question of fact, which
depends on the evidence of each case. There is no conclusion,

either as a matter of law, or as a necessary inference of facts,

that a building will not substantially interfere with any ancient
light if it permits the light to fall on the window at an angle
of not less than 45° from the vertical.'* Any such idea is

erroneous.®

Light required for a special purpose is not protected under
the Prescription Act unless it has been previously used for

that special or a like purpose, or there is a reasonable proba-
bility of its being so used. There is, however, no rule that such
special amount of light must have been used for the ordinary
prescriptive length of time.® A memorial chapel, unconsecrated,
used for Church of England and Presbyterian services and for

> Myers v. Catterson, 43 Ch. D. 470 ; 59 L. T. Ch. 315 ; 62 L. T. 201; ;

38 W. R. 488; 6 T. L. R. III.
^ 5 ’

' Kelk V. Pearson, L. R. 6 Ch. 809, per Mellish, L.J., at p. 813-
24 L. T. 890 ; 19 W. R. 665 : Allen v. Seckham, ii cL D. 790 : 46 L T*
Ch. 611 ; 41 L. T. 260; 28 W. R. 26.

^ ‘I J-

^ Back V. Stcuey, 2 Car. & P. 465 : Parker v. Smith, 5 Ibid. 438 : Cal-
craft y. Thompson, 15 W. R. 387 ; Clarke v. Clark, L. R. i Ch. 16 :

Ecclesiastical Commissionersfor England v. Kino, 14 Ch. D. 21 3 • 49 L T
Ch. 529; 42 L. T. 201; 28 W. R. 544. See.Atf/.^ V. Pearson, supra-.
City of London Breivery Co. v. Tennant, L. R. 9 Ch. 212- 43 L. T.
Ch. 457 ; 29 L. T. 755 ; 22 W. R. 172 : Theed v. Debenham, 2 Ch. D.

Myers v. Catterson, supra: Wilson v. Queen's
Club, [1891] 3 Ch. 522; 60 L. J. Ch. 698; 65 L. T. 42; 40 W. R. 172
and cases in next note. For a case of obstruction by a wall at right angles
to the building, see A/nW v. Godfrey, W. N. 1893, p. 115.

* Parker V. First Avenue Hotel Co., 24 Ch. D. 282; 49 L. T. 318-
32 W. R. 105 : Ecclesiastical Commissionersfor England v. Kino, suira •

ilackett V Baiss, L. R. 20 Eq. 494 ; 45 L. J. Ch. 13 : Myers v. Catterson,
supra. See cases in last note.

‘ Ibid.

» Moore v. Hall, 3 Q. B. D. 178 ; 47 L. J. Q. B. D. 334 : Att.-Gen.
Garden and Mansions Co., 60 L. T. 739 • 37 W R 1:72 •

5 T. L. R. 430 : Lanfranchiv. Mackenzie, L. R. 4 Eq 42? - 36L T Ch’518; 16 L. T. .14; 15 W. R. 614. See’ 7h//4 v.V«i’ n h‘

C

w, ’ 3 W. R. 617 : Adamson v. Gatty, W. N. 1870 n iSa

'^Nonll, supZ.^'''^^^
^ S-) I 27

’4i;
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The right is one between the owners of the dominant and
servient tenements. The former has a right to as much
light over his neighbour’s land, to and for the use of his house,
as he has enjoyed during twenty years before action, and the
neighbour has no right to deprive him of such light because
the owner of the dominant tenement has either by purchase
from, or by the free gift of, any other person, or by the opera-
tion of an Act of Parliament, obtained other light in addition
to that to which he had a prescriptive right.^

The owner of a house whose ancient light is obstructed has
not only a right to sufficient light for his present purposes, but
also to such an amount as he may require in the future for the
reasonable purposes of his occupation or business.^ If the

owner has acquired a statutory right by enjoyment for twenty
years before action, he has an indefeasible right to a free

admission of light, whatever use be made of the building.'*

Where ancient lights are obstructed, the fact that the owner
of the building to which the ancient lights belong has himself

contributed to the diminution of the light will not, in itself,

preclude him from obtaining an injunction against the person

causing the obstruction.®

It is no answer to a plaintiffs claim to the easement, to say

that he can avoid any damage by certain slight alterations of

his buildings, for he cannot be called upon to do this.®

A question of great importance, and one which has given

rise to considerable diversity of opinion, is, how far the right

to light is affected where there has been an enlargement of

ancient lights, or an opening of new windows.^ It is now

‘ Alt. -Gen. V. Queen Anne Garden Grc. Co., supra.

’ Senior v. Fawson, L. R. 3 Eq. 330 : Siaight v. Burn, L. R. 5 Ch.

163 ; 39 L. J. Ch. 289 ;
22 L. T. 831 ;

18 W. R. 243 : Dyers' Company v.

King, L. R. 9 Eq. 438 ; 39 L. J. Ch. 339 ; 22 L. T. 120 ;
18 W. R. 404

:

Baxter v. Boiuer, 44 L. J. Ch. 625 ; 33 L. T. 41 ; 23 W. R. 1805 : Detit

V. Auction Mart Co., L. R. 2 Eq. 238 ; 35 L. J. Ch. 555 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.)

447 ; 14 L. T. 827.
3 Yates V. Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295; 35 L. J. Ch. 539: Aynsleyw

Glover, L. R. 10 Ch. 283 : Moore v. Hall, 3 Q. B. D. 178 ; 47 L. J. Q. B.

334 ; Hackctt V. Baiss, supra : Martin v. Headon, L. R. 2 Eq. 425 ;

35 L. J. Ch. 602: Dentv. Auction Alai’t Co., supra: Corbett \. Jonas,

supra: Att.-Gen. v. Queen Anne Garden Src. Co., supra.

‘ Calcraft v. Thompson, 15 W. R. 387 ;
W. N. 1867, p. 8.

= Staigktx. Burn, L. R. 5 Ch. 163; 39 L. J. Ch. 289 ;
22 L. T.

831 ;
18 W. R. 243. And see the earlier case of Arcedeckne v. Kclk,

2 GiflF. 683 ; 5 Jur. (N. S.) 114.

* Stokes V. City Offices Co., 2 Hem. & Mil. 650.
' See Newson v. Pender, 27 Ch. D. 43 ; 52 L. T. 9 ; 33 W. R. 243 ;

and post, p. 240.
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decided, that the servient owner is not entitled to obstruct

ancient lights where the owner of such lights has enlarged his

windows, or has opened new windows, unless he can block out

the new windows without interfering with the ancient lights
;

*

otherwise, he cannot obstruct the light, although it is impossible

to block out the new light without interfering with the ancient

light.^ In granting an injunction to restrain an interference

with ancient lights, the Court will not make it a condition that

new windows, or the enlargement of ancient windows, be
blocked up.^

So where an owner of a house, having a right to the access

of light, pulls it down and rebuilds in its place another house,

in which the front is set back and a dormer window converted

into a skylight, the right is not lost."*

The right acquired under the Prescription Act, sect. 3, is a
right to the access and use of the whole, or a substantial part,

of the particular cone of light which has passed for the statu-

tory period over the servient to the dominant tenement.’^ The
Act does not require any identity, structural or otherwise, in

the building which after the twenty years is to enjoy the right

with the building which has acquired the right
;
but the right,

although not in gross, but one which must be claimed in re-

spect of a building, may be claimed in respect of any building
w'hich is enjoying the whole, or a substantial part, of the light

which passed into the dominant tenement through the old
aperture. Consequently no alteration in the plane of the
windows of the dominant tenement, either by advancing or
setting back the building, will destroy the right, so long as the
owner of the dominant tenement can show that he is using.

> Tapling V. Jones, 1 1 H. L. C. 290 ; 34 L. J. C. P. 342 ; 20 C. B,
(N. S.) 166 ; II Jur. (N. S.) 309 ;

12 L. T. 555; 13 W. R. 617 : Eccle-
siastical Commissionersfor England v. Kino, 14 Ch. D. 213 ; 49 L. J. Ch.
529; 42 L. T. 201 ; 28 W. R. 544 : Aynsley v. Glover, L. R. 10 Ch
283 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 523 ; 32 L. T. 345 ; 23 W. R. 459. See alsc
Curriers Company v. Corbett, 2 Dr. & Sni. 35 ; 4 De G. J. & S. 764 ; 1 1 Tur.
(N. S.) 719 i 13 L- P- 154 ; 13 53^ • Cooper v. Hiibbuck, 30 Beav.10 , 31 L. J. C. P. 123 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.) S7S > 6 L. T. 826 : Renshaw v.

18 Q B. ii‘2
;
21 L. J Q. B. 219: Hutchinson Copestake,

9 C. B. (N. S.) 863 ; 31 L. J. C. P. 19 : Binckes v. Pash, ii C. B. (N Si
324; 31 L. J. C. P. 121 ; 8 Jur. (N. S.) 360; 6 L. T. 125 ; 10 W. R
424 ; fmvler^. Walker, 51 L. J. Ch. 443 ; and in Court of first instance,
49 L. J. Ch. 598 ; 42 L. T. 356 ; 28 W. R. 579 : Scott v. Pape, 31 Ch. D.
554 : 55 L. J Ch. 426; 54 L. T. 399; 34 W. R. 465; 50 J. P. 645;Pendai-vesv. Monro, [1892] I Ch. 611 ; 61 L. J. Ch. 494 ; 8 T. L
3»8. See also/w/, p. 229. As to the effect on rights acquired by erantsee post, p. 242.

J'

s

See/wr, p. 227 : Tapling v
,
Jones, supra.

345;1fw!^R%^S9.''''’’

Co
' Co. V. Prudential Insurance

46 L. J. Ch. 871 ; 37 L. T. 91 ; 26 W. R. 26.

1:6 T T r'k'"'
Harris v. De Pinna, 33 Ch. D 228-56 L.

J. Ch. 344 ; 54 L. T. 770 ; 50 J. P. 486.
^ ’
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through the new apertures in the wall of the new building, the

same, or a substantial part of the same, light which passed
through the apertures into the old building.' But the right

to relief may be lost, even where there is no substantial

alteration, if the owner of the dominant tenement has, by his

alteration, so confused the evidence that he cannot prove

the identity of the light,^ or if the area of the old lights is

entirely occupied by a brick wall.^ The alteration of the

purpose or object for which the building is to be used, as a

conversion of a workshop into a house, or of a house into a

workshop, has not the effect of abandoning the right.' The
owner of the new building must be prepared to show not only

that some part of the ancient windows coincides with part of

the new windows, but must also show which are the exact parts

which coincide.’^

Before pulling down an old building with ancient lights, it

is, therefore, very important to have a proper plan made showing

the exact position of the lights, and to carefully preserve this

plan.® For, if the dominant owner can show that the new
windows enjoy the whole or a substantial part of the light

which passed into the old building, he will be equally entitled

to his remedies against any obstruction.'^ Where, however,

there has been not only an entire change of user of a building,

but of actual structure, both external and internal, so as to

make it an entirely new building, except in so far that some

part of the old building stood where the new structure stands,

it is incumbent on the plaintiff to give satisfactory evidence

that there is so much of the old aperture of the window exist-

ing, that the Court can see that the diminution of light creates

substantial interference with the plaintiffs right. A person

who wants to claim a right of this kind is bound to show, and

prove to the satisfaction of the Court, that some particular part

of the new window represents some substantial part of the old

window.®
The dominant owner cannot acquire any new or additional

right to light by enlarging the dimensions, or increasing the

number, of windows, but by enlarging his windows he does

not lose his rights as to the old parts thereof
;
® hence he may

Ibid. : Greemvood v. Hornsey, 33Hfi.lt, . .. -Tl - f V »

55 L. T. 135 ; 35 W. R. 163.

Ibid. : Pcndai~ves v. Monro, [1892], i Ch. 611 ;
61 L. J. Ch. 494

8 T. L. R. 388.
^ Ibid.

* Ecclesiastical Commissioners v. Kino, supra.

‘ Fowler v. Walker, 51 L. J. Ch. 443 : Pcndarves v. Monro, supra.

« Fosvlerx. Walker, 51 L. J. Ch. 443, and in Court of first instance,

49 L. J. Ch. 598 ;
42 L. T. 356 ;

28 W. R. 579 = Pendart’es v. Monro,

supra.
’ See cases supra, p. 225.

« Fowler v. Walker, supra : Newson v. Pender, supra : Pcndarves \

Monro, supra.
' Scott V Pape, supra : Tapling v. Jones, supra.
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alter or improve them in any way he desires, in order to obtain
a larger amount of light through the ancient windows.* For
instance, the plaintiff was possessed of two ancient windows,
one of which had always been painted white on the inside and
was protected with iron bars, and both the windows were made
with heavy frames and small casements in leaden lattices, and
only opened partially. The plaintiff", to improve his windows,
removed the heavy frames and casements, and inserted plate
glass in light frames, making the windows to open wide. The
defendants thereupon erected a wooden frame in their yard,
within a few inches of the ancient lights, resembling windows
and glazed with opaque dark-coloured glass, and thereby pre-
vented the additional light which had been acquired from enter-
ing the windows

;
but it was held that if a person possesses

ancient lights, and without altering them can acquire an in-
creased degree of light and air, he is entitled to such acquire-
ment, without giving a right to the occupier of the servient
tenement to say that that is a new easement

\
and that, with

respect to the alteration of the wood or framework, or the
mode of glazing, or the thickness of the bars, as distinguished
from the aperture itself, it was competent for the plaintiff to
make any such alterations, without its being said that he was
doing that which might result in the acquisition of a new ease-
ment.**

A general grant of lights in a lease, coupled with a covenan
for quiet enjoyment, confers on the tenant only the ordinary
right to light, as it is known and limited by law, and no ereate^
nght.^ °

Acquisition of the Right.—Every owner has the right tc
build on his own land, though he thereby obstructs his neigh
hour s light and air, unless the latter has acquired a right thal
nis light and air shall not be obstructed.'* The right "to ligh'may be acquired in several ways :

1. By express grant

;

2. By the acquiescence of the servient owner :

o. By implied grant

;

4. By prescription, either under the Prescription Act,
or at common law.
Seems that, like all other incorporeal hereditaments,

easements can be created only by an instrument under seal •

been agreement if there ha?

snerifiS.il
for the creation of an easement will be

P
^

ally enforced, and, if necessary, a proper deed ordered

2 rSS/'
^ V- Jo7tes, supra.

to L T
Turner \\ Spooner, i Dr. & Sm 467 •30 U J. Ch. 801

; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 1068
; 4 L. T. 732 • g W R 68u^

^ ’

L- K. 9 Ch. ’J3: 43 iRclZsl) 30I T.

C.
9 m (N- s.) 166

i 34 L. J.
• Gj4’,s‘,hl“dV“' “5 <>'7ea.;, p. 27. As to acquiescence, see zn/ra.
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to be executed.' It seems that such a contract is within the

fourth section of the Statute of Frauds, as being an interest in

land
;
but, whether it is or not, if part performed, it can be en-

forced.^ Thus, where the plaintiff and defendant, the owners
of adjoining houses, verbally agreed that the plaintiff should

pull down a party wall and rebuild it, and that each party

should be at liberty to make a lean-to skylight with the lower

end resting on the party wall, and the plaintiff rebuilt the

party wall and erected a skylight on his side of it as agreed, and
the defendant obstructed the access of light thereto, it was
held that the effect of the agreement was to give to each party

an easement of light over the other’s land
;
and that the

plaintiff, having performed the agreement on his part, was
entitled to have it enforced on the part of the defendant, and
a mandatory injunction was accordingly granted.^

Express grants of easements of light are rare, and, therefore,

it will be unnecessary to devote more space to this part of the

subject. A clause in an agreement for rebuilding, that such

of the windows and lights in the new house as should occupy

the site of ancient lights should have all the rights of ancient

lights, was construed as a grant of the easement of light to

such windows over any land of the lessor."*

Where a landlord who had granted a lease of premises,

including ancient lights and appurtenances, to A., in considera-

tion of improvements which had been made by A. in the

premises leased (which improvements included new lights),

granted a lease of the adjoining premises to B., and B. was

building so as to block up the lights of A., it was held that

the landlord could not have blocked up such lights, and that

his lessee B. could stand in no better position, and the Court

granted an injunction against B.® And where a lease of a

house was granted to the plaintiff, and the owners of adjacent

premises subsequently purchased the reversion, an injunction

was granted (partly on the principle of express contract exist-

ing between landlord and tenant) to restrain the purchasers of

the reversion from building a party wall so as to obscure the

plaintiff’s ancient lights.®

2. Under some circumstances, an easement of light may

be created by acquiescence. But mere acquiescence only is not

sufficient
j
there must be some act or conduct showing a con-

sent to the easement, or some active encouragement, and the

onus lies on the owner of the dominant tenement to produce

such evidence as leads clearly and conclusively to the inference

' McManus v. Cooke, 35 Ch. D. 681 ; 5^ L. J. Ch. 662 ; 56 L. T.

’ Ibid.

As to express grants, see

900; 35 W. R. 754; 51 J- 708.

2 Ibid.

^ Low V. Inncs, 10 Jur. (N. S.) 1037. --- „

Daviess. Marshal!, i Ur. & Sm. 557 : 7 J't. (N. S.) 720: Plasterers

Company^. Parish Clerks' Co., 6 Exch. 630; 20 L. J. Ex. 362 ; 15 Jur. 965.

‘ Davies v. Marshall, supra.

‘ Hertz V. Union Bank of London, 2 Giff. 286 ;
i Jur. (N. S.) 127.
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of a licence or covenant.^ The fullest knowledge with entire,

but mere, acquiescence, cannot bind a party who has no rneans

of resistance, and there is no means of resisting the opening of

a new window by the owner of a house. T. here may appear to

be some hardship in holding that a landowner who has stood

by, without notice or remonstrance, while his neighbour has

incurred great expense in building upon his own adjoining land,

shall be at liberty, by subsequent erections, to darken the

windows, and so destroy the comfort of such buildings. But

there can be no doubt of his right to do so, at any time before

the expiration of the twenty years required by the statute,^ and

this with good reason
;
for it is far more just and convenient

that the party who seeks to add to the enjoyment of his own
land, by anything in the nature of an easement upon his neigh-

bour’s land, should first secure the right to it, by some un-

ambiguous and well-understood grant of it from the owner of

that land, than that such right should be acquired gradually,

as it were, and almost without the cognisance of the grantor.®

An instance of what will be considered sufficient evidence

of acquiescence will be found in Catching v. Bassett.'^ There,

in rebuilding, windows were altered, additional windows made,
plans submitted to the defendants’ surveyor, and the works
executed under the superintendence of the defendants’ sur-

veyor, who made no objection to the plans, or to the mode in

which the works were being carried out. After the plaintiffs

had completed their building, the defendants gave them notice

of their intention to raise a party wall in a manner greatly to

interfere with the plaintiffs’ lights, but they were restrained

from so doing.

3. A grant of a right to light will be implied in the two
following instances

:
(A) In the first place, if an owner of a

house and land adjoining sells the house, and retains or sells

the land to a third person after disposing of the house, neither
he nor the purchaser of the land may obstruct the light from
windows overlooking the adjoining land, for the owner is

presumed to have granted a right to light to the windows
when granting the house, and he can only convey the land
subject to the same burdens to which it was subject when he
retained it.® And a general grant of land, with an intimation

' Catching V. Bassett, 32 Beav. loi
; 32 L. J. Ch. 286 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.)

590; II W. R. 197. See z\%o Bla 7ichard Bridges, 4 Ad. & E. 176;
5 L. J. K. B. 78 ; 5 N. & M. 567 ;

i H. & W. 630 : Dunn v. Spurrier,
7 Ves. 235 ; Davies v. Sear, L. R. 7 Eq. 427 ; 38 L. J. Ch. 545 ; 20 L. T.
56; 17 W. R. 390.

^ deepest, p. 237, as to how the twenty years are to be computed.
^ Blanchard v. Bridges, supra.
Supra: McManus v. Cooke, 35 Ch. D. 681

; 56 L. T. Ch. 662;
56 L. T. 900 ; 35 w. R. 754 ; 51 J. p. 708.

^

„ ^ ^^3 ; 42 L. J. Ch. 557 ; 29 L. T. 231 ;21 w R. 743 : s-ivansborough v. Coventry, 9 Bing. 305 ; 2 Moo. & S. 362

;

2 o. J. E. 1 . II ; Palmer v. Fletcher, 1 Lev. 122 ; i Sid. 167, 227. Sir
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Chap^XII. by the purchaser of an intention to build, creates a legal ease-

Light. u '"‘Sht to prevent the obstruction of
light by subsequent purchasers of neighbouring land of the
same grantor. ^

(B) If the owner of the land and the house sells the house
and the land at the same moment, the vendor being the same
in each case, and both purchasers being aware of the simul-
taneous conveyances, the purchaser of the land is not entitled
to block up the lights. In equity it is one transaction. The
purchaser of the land knows that the vendor is at the same
moment selling the house with the lights, and as part of one
transaction he takes the land : he cannot take away the lights
from the house.^

The doctrine as to implied grants of a right to light was
considered under novel circumstances in Bedditigion v. Attlee,^
in which case both the house and the land were subject to a
legal mortgage, and it was held that equity follows the law and
that the doctrine applied although the title was altogether equi-
table. The first point raised was that the plaintiff was entitled
to light for twenty-one years, by virtue of a lease for that term
of the house, which had been granted before severance of the
estates. The lease was determined under a power of re-entr}',
and it was held that the right of light, which had no separate
existence, determined also. The plaintiff next claimed that he
was entitled by implied grant. The facts were these : W. first

contracted to sell the land to the defendant, and subsequently
contracted to sell the house to the plaintiff

;
the conveyances

were afterwards executed, but the plaintiff’s conveyance of the
house was executed before the defendant’s conveyance of the
land. It was held that the doctrine did not apply where the
owner of the house is only seised of the land in trust for another
person, and that the vendor, on contracting to sell the land to
the defendant, became a trustee for him, and that, therefore,
the subsequent conveyance to the plaintiff did not include an

T. Raym. 87 : Coiitts v. Gorha7>i, Moo. & Mai. 396 : Palmer v. Paul,
2 L. J. Ch. 154. Cox V. Maiheuis, i Vent. 239: Freiaen v. Phillips,
II C. B. (N. S.) 449 ; 30 L. J. C. P. 356 ; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 1246 ; 9 W. R.
786 : Compton w. Richards, I Price, 27 : Tenant \. Goldiuin, 2 Lord Raym.
1093 = Wheeldon v. Burrows, 12 Ch. D. 31 ; 48 L. J. Ch. 853 ; 41 L. T.

327 ; 28 W. R. 196 : Russell v. Watts, 10 A. C. 590 ; 55 L. J. Ch. 158 ;

53 L. T. 876 ; 34 W. R. 277 ; 50 J. P. 68 : Allen v. Taylor, 16 Ch. D.

355 ; 50 L. J. Ch. 178 : Pyer v. Carter, I H. & N. 916 ; 5 W. R. 371 ;

Riehards v. Rose, 9 Ex. 218: Bailey \. leke, 64 L. T. 789; and see

Grosvenor Hotel Co. v. Hamilton, [1894] 2 Q. B. 836 ; 63 L. J. Q. B. 661

;

71 L. T. 362 ; 42 W. R. 626 ; 9 R. 819, a case of derogation from an
implied grant of right to support.

' Robinson v. Grave, 29 L. T. 7 ; 21 W. R. 569.
^ Alien \. Taylor, sup9-a: Swansboroughx. Covent/y, supra: Compton x.

Riehards, supra : Wheeldon x. Burrows, supra : Russell x. Watts, supra.

» 35 Ch. D. 317 ; 56 L. J. Ch. 655 : 56 L. T. 514 ; 35 W. R. 799 :

51 J. P. 484. The headnote in 35 Ch. D. 317 does not set out the whole
of the decision.
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implied grant to him of a right to light. 1 he plaintiff riext

claimed an express grant, by virtue of the gaieral words implied

under the Conveyancing Act, i88i
;
but it was held he could

not succeed as he was not a purchaser for value without notice,

the following being the reasoning : inasmuch as the doctrine

does not apply when a stranger is the owner of the adjoining

land, and only applies, when the grantor is such owner, to the

extent of his interest therein, it is always necessary to inquire

into the title to the alleged servient tenement, to ascertain it

there is any, and, if so, what, implied grant of light, and that

this is so, whether the right is claimed by express or nnplied

grant
;
and, consequently, that if the plaintiff had made such

inquiries he would have ascertained the previous contract for

the sale of the land, and would thus have acquired notice.

The conveyance of the house contained the words together

with lights and appurtenances,’ and the point was raised, but

not determined, whether such an express mention of appur-

tenances was sufficient contrary intention within the meaning

of section 6 of the Conveyancing Act to exclude the general

words mentioned in that section. 1 his point, however, appears

to have been decided in the affirmative in the subsequent case

of Birmingham, Dudley, &"c. Bank v. Ross.‘^

The rule that a man who grants a house with lights cannot

erect new buildings so as to obstruct those lights, applies to

the case where the grantor purposely leaves a strip of land

intervening between the house and the lands retained.^

It is very important, therefore, where an owner of a house

and land adjoining sells the house and retains the land, and

it is intended to build on the adjoining land, in a manner

which may obstruct the lights of the house, that a right so to

build should be expressly reserved, and it will not be sufficient

to describe the house as abutting on building ground belong-

ing to the seller.'^ The same rule applies to contemporaneous

devises as to contemporaneous grants by deed.®

In order that the implied grant may arise, there must, at

the time of the sale, be an opening which, it is clear, is to .be

used as a window
;

for, if the carcases of houses are sold in

such a condition that it is not possible to see whether the

opening is intended for a door or a window, or if the opening
is of an uncertain character, there will be no easement.®

Where a lessor of a house with certain lights is, at the time
of the grant, lessee of an adjoining house for a term of years.

' See also Birmingham, Dudley, Bank v. Ross, 38 Ch. D. 295 ;

57 L. J. Ch. 106, 601
; 59 L. T. 609 ; 36 W. R. 91 ; 52 T. P. 421.

' 38 Ch. D. 295, per Cotton, L.J., 308.
’ Birmingham, Dudley, &Tc. Bank v. Ross, supra.
‘ Siuansborough v. Coventry, supra : Russell v. Watts, lo A. C. 590 ;

55 L. J. Ch. 158 ; S3 L. T. 876 ; 34 W. R. 277 ; 50 J. P. 68.
Phillips V. Lo-iVe, [1892] i Ch. 47 ;

61 L. J. Ch. 44 ; 65 L. T. 552;
o T. L. R. 23 ; Pearson v. Spencer, i B. & S. 571 ; 3 B. & S. 761.

“ Clave V. Harding, 27 L. J. Ex. 287.
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and he subsequently purchases that adjoining house in fee, the
implied grant of a right to light is limited to the term the
grantor had in the adjoining house at the date of the lease,
and the fact of the subsequent purchase of the freehold in the
adjoining house does not extend the implied grant of the right
to light. ^

A grant of a right to light will be implied, although the
dominant tenement is in lease at the time of the alienation of
tenements previously in the ownership of the same person."'*

When a lease is granted of land, with a covenant by the
lessee with the lessor not to do anything which should be an
annoyance to the lessor or his tenants, or diminish the value
of the adjoining property, and subsequently a lease is granted
by the same lessor of an adjoining plot with a similar restric-
tive covenant, the second lessee is not entitled to relief against
an obstruction of the light to his windows, on the ground
that the restrictive covenant in the first lease enured for his
benefit.®

The maxim that a grantor shall not derogate, does not
entitle a grantee of a house to claim an easement of light to
an extent inconsistent with the intention to be implied from
the circumstances existing at the time of the grant, and known
to the grantee,^ e.g. where it is in the knowledge of all the
parties that both the alleged dominant and servient tenements
are part of a larger piece of land laid out by a municipal corpora-
tion under a building scheme for the improvement of a town.®
The obligation on the grantor not to obstruct his grantee’s
lights must be measured by the circumstances existing at the
date of the grant.®

But, even where the grantee takes with notice that his house
and the adjoining land are all comprised in a building scheme,
the grantee is entitled to have his windows unobstructed, ex-
cept by buildings in compliance with the scheme ; for instance,

he can prevent hoardings being erected on the adjoining
land,^ or, where he buys with notice that the adjoining land
is liable to be built on for railway purposes, he is entitled

' Booth V. Alcock, L. R. 8 Ch. 663 ; 42 L. J. Ch. 557 ; 29 L. T. 231 j

21 W. R. 743 : Swansborongh v. Coventr)\ 9 Bing. 305 ; 2 Moo. & S.

362 ; 2 L. J. C. P. II: Beddington v. Attlee, supra.
^ Barnes v. Loach, 4 Q. B. D. 494 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 756; 41 L. T.

278 ; 28 W. R. 32.
^ Master V. Hansard, 4 Ch. D. 718 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 505; 36 L. T.

535 ; 25 W. R. 570. See Potts v. Smith, L. R. 6 Eq. 31 1 ; 38 L. J.
Ch. 58; 18 L. T. 629; 16 W. R. 891. Seep. 191 as to covenants ia

the case of building schemes.
* Birmingham, Dudley, &•€. Bank v. Ross, 38 Ch. D. 295 ; 57 L. J.

Ch. 106, 601 ; 59 L. T. 609 ; 36 W. R. 91 ; 52 J. P. 421 : Russell v.

Watts, 10 A. C. 590 ; 25 L. J. Ch. 158 ; 53 L. T. 876 ; 34 W. R. 277 ;

50 J. P. 68.
‘ Ibid. « Ibid.

’ Wilson V. Queen's Club, [1891] 3 Ch. 522; 60 L. J. Ch. 698;
65 L. T. 42 ; 42 W. R. 172.
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to restrain the erection of buildings not intended for railway

purposes^
We have seen that the obligation not to obstruct the

purchaser’s lights affects the vendor and those claiming under

him. But if, on the other hand, the owner of a house and

adjoining land sells the land and keeps the house, there is no

such implied grant by the purchaser of the land. If there is

no special stipulation, the purchaser is free to build on the

land sold to him, so as to obstruct the lights of the house

retained by the owner, as there is no ground for presuming an

intention that a right to light should be reserved by the

owner or granted by the purchaser. ^ Care should, therefore,

be taken, under these circumstances, to see that the convey-

ance is not absolute, and that there is a proper reservation of

easements.

But this rule cannot be invoked, if to do so would be

inconsistent with the terms and good faith of the contracts

under which the parties derive their title.^ If, on a sale and
conveyance of land adjoining a house to be built by a vendor,

it is mutually agreed that one of the outer walls of that house
may stand wholly, or partly, within the verge of the land sold,

and shall have in it particular windows opening upon and
overlooking the land sold, and if the house is erected accord-

ingly, the purchaser cannot afterwards build upon the land

sold so as to prevent or obstruct the access of light to those

windows.^

A grant of a right to light will not be implied from the
covenant for quiet enjoyment in a lease.®

The mere fact of the existence, in an adjoining house, of
windows which overlook a purchased property, is not con-
structive notice of any agreement giving a right to the access of
light to them, and the purchaser who has no notice of such
an agreement will not be prevented from building so as to
obstruct the windows.®

4. We now come to the consideration of the acquisition of
a right to light under the Prescription Act. Under section 3 of
that Act,^ ‘ When the access and use of light to and for any
dwelling-house, workshop, or other building, shall have been

' Myers v. Catterson, 43 Ch. D. 470 ; 59 L. T. Ch. 315 ; 62 L. T. 20=; ;

38 W. R. 488; 6T. L. R. III.
^

" White V. Bass, 7 H. & N. 722 ; 31 L. J. Ex. 283 ; 8 Jur. (N.S.) 312 ;

5 L. T. 843. See Ellis v. 7 'he Manchester Carriage Co., 2 C. P. D. 13 ;

^ L. T. 476 ; 25 W. R. 229 : Wheeldon v. Burroivs, supra: Allen v.
Taylor, supi-a : Russell v. Watts, supra

; and see cases in note (O, ante,
p. 229.

’

” Russell V. Watts, ante. ^ Jbid

\ ^ 3” ; 38 L. J. Ch. 58 ; 'i8 L. T. 629 ;10 vy. K. 891. See, however, Leech v. Schweder, L. R. 9 Ch. 46^
43 L. J. Ch. 487 ; 30 L. T. 586 ; 22 W. R. 633.

28 W^R '26
790 ; 48 L. J. Ch. 61

1 ; 41 L. T. 260 ;

’ 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71.
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actually enjoyed therewith for the full period of twenty years
without interruption, the right thereto shall be deemed absolute
and indefeasible, any local usage or custom to the contrary
notwithstanding

;
unless it shall appear that the same was

enjoyed by some consent or agreement expressly made or
given for that purpose by deed or writing.’

Although the statute has materially altered the mode of
acquiring a title to a right to light, it has not altered the case
as to the nature and extent of light to which the owner of the
dominant tenement is entitled.'

The words ‘ other building ’ mean some building of a like

character with a dwelling-house, or workshop, and do not
necessarily include every structure which may be a building
for the purposes of the London Building Act.^ Every struc-

ture is not a building
;
the absence of glass is not decisive,

though, of course, if there is glass, there is an obvious design
on the part of those who use the structure to bring in light

and enjoy it.^ The question is really one of fact. The right

can only be acquired in respect of buildings
;

there can be no
prescription for light and air to open ground.®

The section requires that two things shall have been
enjoyed: ‘access,’ which means over the neighbour’s land;
and ‘ use,’ which must be the use of light so coming, by the

person who claims the right.®

Both that access and use must have been actually enjoyed
with the house, and for the full period of twenty years without

interruption
;
but enjoying the use does not mean shall have

continually used : enjoyed means ‘ having had the amenity or

advantage of using ’ the access of light
;
that is nearly equivalent

to ‘ having had the use,’ the intention being that the owner of

a house may acquire the right to have the access of light over

adjoining land to an opening which he has used in such

manner as suited his convenience for the passage of light during

twenty years. ^ In Courtauld v. Legh ® it was intimated that

there might be an exception in the case of ‘ windows with iron

shutters fixed behind them
;

’ but the essential word in that

sentence is ‘ fixed,’ which obviously means either shutters that

will not open, or shutters that are never, in fact, opened during

the twenty years.® But, in the case of windows with movable

‘ Kelk V. Pearson, L. R. 6 Ch. 809 ; 24 L. T. 890; 19W. R. 655 .

^ Harris v. De Pinna, 33 Ch. D. 238 ; 54 L. T. 770 ; 50 J- P- 4^6 ;

56 L. J. Ch. 344 ;
and see ante, p. 221, as to the nature of the erection in

this case.

“ Ibid. ' Roberts v. Macord, i Moo. & Rob. 230.

® Potts V. Smith, L. R. 6 Eq. 31 1 > 3^ L. J. Ch. 58 ; 18 L. T. 629 ;

16 W. R. 891.
® Cooper \. Straker, 40 Ch. D. 21 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 26 ; 59 L. T. 849;

37 W. R. 137 ; 5 T. L. R. 53.
’’ Ibid. : Yates v. Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295 ;

Calcraft v. Thompson,

15 W. R. 387 : Courtauld v. Legh, L. R. 4 Ex. 126; 38 L. J. Ex. 45 ;

19 L. T. 737 ; 17 W. R. 466.
“ Supra. ' Per Kay, J., Cooper v. Straker, supra.
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shutters which are opened at the owner’s pleasure for admission

of light, the right is gained at the end of twenty years if he

opens them at any time he pleases for the admission of light

during those twenty years, and there is no such interruption

of access over the neighbouring land as is contemplated by

section 4.' In such a case, it being proved that the window

openings have remained unchanged for twenty years, and that

the shutters were constructed so that they might be opened or

closed at the pleasure of the owner, the onus is thrown upon

the owner of the neighbouring land to prove that the right has

not been gained.^

The period begins as soon as the exterior walls of the

building with the spaces for the windows are completed, and

the building is properly roofed in, although the window sashes

and the glass may not be put in, and the interior may not be

finished, until some time afterwards
;

for ‘ enjoyed ’ does not

necessarily imply that the building must be occupied, or even

fit for occupation, during the whole of the twenty years.

^

In order to acquire the right, it must be shown not only

that there has been an uninterrupted access of light to the

building in respect of which the easement is claimed, but
also that the light has reached the building by one and the

same definite channel for the statutory period
;
where, there-

fore, from the nature of the structure and the mode of carrying

on business (which was that of a timber merchant), timber
would be so piled as from time to time to block up one or

other of the apertures, so that the plaintiffs could not prove
that there had been an uninterrupted access of light by any
one aperture for the statutory period, their claim to an ease-
ment failed."*

The time during which there is a unity of the possession
of the dominant and servient tenements is to be excluded in
the computation of the twenty years. The twenty years need
not be continuous

;
they may be partly before and partly after

the unity of possession. The easement may be suspended
during the union of ownership, and revived upon the severance
of that union.**

A right to light can be acquired although the servient
tenement is held by a tenant under a lease, and, when so
acquired, it is valid against the landlord

;
and where the

‘ Cooper V. Straker, supra. 2

rx.^
V. [1894] 3 Ch. 659; 43 W. R.' 202; 63 L. T.

C.n. 051 ; 71 L. T. 226 ; 8 R. 760 : Courtauld v. Legh, supra.

770 • frr'p' ; 56 L. J. Ch. 344 ; 54 L. T.
770, so J. P. 486; and see Scott v. Pape, 31 Ch. D. 554; ?; L. TCh 426 ; 54 L. T. 399 ; 34 W. R. 465 ; 50 J. P. 645.

Ladyvmn v. Grave, L. R. 6 Ch. 763 ; 25 L. T. 52 ; 19 W. R. 863 :

-V ^ Harbridgev. Wanuick,
S

:
552 ; lo

J. Ex. 245 : Aynsley v. Glover, 10 Ch. 283 ; 44 L. T.Ch.^523; 32L. T. 345; 23 W. R. 459.
bee note (5), supra. See also infra, as to unity of possession.
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dominant and servient tenements are demised by the same
owner to two different tenants, one tenant may by twenty
years’ enjoyment acquire an absolute right to light

;
‘ not

limited in time by the duration of the lease, for an easement
for a term of years cannot be created by prescription, either
under the statute or at common law, though it can by express
grant.2 The third section of the Act does not bind the Crown.^
Thus, one instance where, although there has been twenty
years’ use and enjoyment, yet no easement is acquired, arises

when the Crown is the freeholder, and both the alleged
dominant and servient tenements are held on lease from the
Crown

;
the alleged dominant tenement acquires no right at

all, not against the Crown, for that is not bound
;
not even for

the tinexpired term, for an easement cannot be prescribed for,

for a term, but only absolutely.'* The fact that the premises
have not been in the occupation of the same person all along,

is clearly immaterial,® and it makes no difference that the lease

has come to an end, and been renewed, or agreed to be
renew'ed, by the ground landlord.®

Where the lease is of the house and appurtenances ‘ except

rights, if any, restricting the free use of any adjoining land, or

the conversion or appropriation at any time hereafter of such

land for building or other purposes, obstructive or otherwise,’

the exception does not operate as an agreement or consent on
the part of the lessee that the owners of the adjoining land may
always build to obstruct the light, but only preserves to the

lessor the right, until an adverse right is acquired by prescription,

of derogating from his grant and doing what he likes with the

adjoining property
;

but if there is an express proviso that

the landlord shall have power to build on the adjoining land,

whether such buildings shall affect the light and air or not,

the result is different.® In that case such a clause was con-

tained with reference to the lessor’s ‘adjoining or contiguous’

land, and the lessor was building so as to obstruct the plaintiff’s

lights on land on the opposite side of the road
;
and it was held

that this land was, by reason of the doctrine that the sub-

soil of a road belongs to the adjoining owners usque ad
medimn filu7n vice, ‘ adjoining or contiguous,’ and, therefore,

’ Frewin v. Phillips, ii C. B. (N. S.) 449 ; 30 L. J. C. P. 356 ; 7 Jur.

(N. S.) 1246 ; 9 W. R. 786 : Simper v. Foley, supra.

2 Wheaton v. Maple, [1893] 3 Ch. 48 ;
62 L. J. Ch. 963 ; 68 L. T. 641 ;

69 L. T. 208; 41 W. R. 677; 9 T. L. R. 559: Mitchell x.Cautrill,

37 Ch. D. 56 ; 57 L. J. Ch. 72 ; 58 L. T. 29 ; 36 W. R. 229 : Robson v.

Edwards, [1893] 2 Ch. 146; 62 L. J. Ch. 378; 68 L. T. 195 ; 41 W. R.

569.
“ Wheaton v. Maple, supra.

* Ibid.: Pemy v. Fames, [1891] i Ch. 658; 60 L. J. Ch. 345 >

64 L. T. 438 ; 39 W. R. 602 ; 7 T. L. R. 297.

* Robson V. Edwards, supra. * Ibid.

’’ Mitchell V. Cantrill, supra.
" Haynes v. King, [1893] 3 Ch. 439 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 21 ; 42 \\ . R. 56.
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that the land was within the clause of the lease, and the

building could not be restrained.

Section 4 of the Prescription Act provides as follows :

‘ That each of the periods of years, hereinbefore mentioned,

shall be deemed and taken to be the period next before some

suit or action wherein the claim or matter to which such

period may relate shall have been or shall be brought into

question.’
. .

The words ‘ suit or action ’ refer to any action in which

the right is questioned, and not merely to the action then

pending.*

In order to support the plea of enjoyment during the

period, actual user must be proved in the first ^ and in the

last^ years of the period relied on. If the action in which the

question is raised be so timed that no proof can be given of

some user in the first and last years of the period next before

the commencement of the action, the claim under the Act

will fail.'*

Section 4 ® further provides ‘ that no act or other matter

shall be deemed to be an interruption, within the meaning of

this statute, unless the same shall have been or shall be sub-

mitted or acquiesced in for one year after the party interrupted

shall have had or shall have notice thereof, and of the person

making or authorising the same to be made.’

An uninterrupted enjoyment of more than nineteen years

cannot be defeated by any subsequent interruption, not ac-

quiesced in.®

To c.onstitute an interruption under the fourth section there

must be an actual discontinuance of the enjoyment in fact, by
reason of an obstruction submitted to or acquiesced in for a

year.^ But repeated interruptions in fact, though each too
short to operate as ‘an interruption,’ may yet be sufficient, and
are good evidence to show that the user all through was ‘ con-

* Cooper w. Hubbuck, 12 C. B. (N. S.) 456; 31 L. J. C. P. 323;
9 Jur. (N. S.) 575 ;

6 L. T. 826.
^ Bailey v. Appleyard, 8 Ad. & E. 161 ; 3 N. & P. 257 ; i W. W.

& H. 208 ; 2 Jur. 872 : Carr v. Foster, 3 Q. B. 581 ; ii L. J. Q. B. 284;
2 G. & D. 753.

“ Parker y. Mitchell, 3 P. & D. 655; ii Ad. & E. 788. See also
Lowe V. Carpenter, 6 Ex. 825 ; 20 L. J. Ex. 374 ; 15 Jur. 883 ; Flight v.
Thomas, supra.

‘ Gale (5th ed.), p. 175. See per Parke, B., in Wardy. Robins,
15 M. & W. 241. See Hollins v. Verney, 13 O. B. D. 304 ; 53 L. T.

Q. B. 430 ; 33 W. R. 5 ; 48 J. P. 580.
‘ 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71. See the first part of this section, supra.
" Flighty. Thomas, (Ex. Ch.) ii Ad. & E. 688; 10 L. J. Ex. 529 •

(in H. L.) 8 Cl. & F. 231 ; West, 671 ; 5 Jur. 81 1 ; and see Eaton y.
Swansea Water-works Co., 17 Q. B. 267; 20 L. J. Q. B. 482; 15 Jur.
675 ; Bridetuell Hospital v. Ward, Lock fir Co. inpra.

' Plasterers' Company v. Parish Clerks' Company, 6 Ex. 630 ; 20 L. J.Ex. 362 ; 15 Jur. 965. See Ladyman v. Grave, atite, p. 235, as to inter-
ruption by unity of possession.
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tentious,’ and so not a user ‘as of right ’ within the statute.'

Mere non-user is not an ‘interruption.’ ^

Whether an interruption is submitted to or acquiesced in,

within the meaning of the statute, must depend on the circum-
stances of each case, and the conduct of the parties, and this

is a question for the jury." It is not necessary that an action
for obstruction should be commenced to rebut the idea of ac-
quiescence or submission, for any conduct indicative of active
resistance is sufficient."

It seems that the person who asserts that an alleged twenty
years’ enjoyment of light has been interrupted during that
period, is bound, under section 4 of the Prescription Act, to prove
that some notice, other than that which arises from the mere
existence of a physical obstruction, was given to the person
interrupted, of the person by whose authority the interruption

was made.'*

The ancient custom of the City of London, whereby the

owner of a house in any street was permitted to raise it to

whatever height he might think fit, and all such local cus-

toms, are abolished by the Act."

A priina facie case of enjoyment must be proved affirma-

tively by a person who alleges a twenty years’ enjoyment of

light. The defendant, however, when the plaintiff has done
this, may displace the prima facie case, either by proving the

existence of an obstruction at the commencement of the

twenty years, or a statutory interruption of the enjoyment at

some time during the twenty years, or by showing, by other

evidence, that the plaintiff’s evidence of enjoyment cannot be
relied on." If it appear, on the plaintiff’s evidence, that there

has been some interruption, which in its nature is permanent,

the onus is on the plaintiff of proving that such interruption

did not, in fact, continue with his acquiescence for a year
;
but

if the interruption is in its nature fluctuating and temporary,

Eaton V. Swansea Watenvorks Co., supra. Gale (5th ed.), p. 176.

See Rogers v. Taylor, 2 H. & N. 828. As to what will be a sufficient

submission, see Gale v. Abbot, 8 Jur. (N. S.) 987 ; 6 L. T. 852 ; 10 W. R.

748.
“ Carry. Foster, 3 Q. B. 581 ; ii L. J. Q. B. 284; 2 G. & D. 753.

See Hollins v. Verney, supra.

3 Gale V. Abbot, 8 Jur. (N. S.) 987 ; 6 L. T. 852; 10 W. R. 748;

Bennison v. Cartwright, 5 B. & S. i
; 33 L. J. Q. B. 137 ; 10 Jur. (N. S.)

847; 10 L. T. 266; 12 W. R. 425. But cf. Glover y. Coleman, L. R.

10 C. P. 108 ; 44 L.‘ J. C. P. 66 ; 31 L. T. 684 ; 23 W. R. 163.

Seddon v. Bank of Bolton, 19 Ch. D. 462 ; 51 L- J- Ch. 542 j

46 L. T. 225 ; 30 W. R. 362.

^ Yates y.Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 305 ; 14 L. T. 151 ;

14 W. R. 618. 'S>e.e. dSs.o Salters' Company y. fy,},^- 1^- m; 2G. &D.

41456 Jur. 803; II L. J. Q. B. 173: Truscotty. Merchant Taylors'

Company, ii Ex. 855; 25 L. J. Ex. 173; 2 Jur. (N. S.) 356 : Pcnj v.

Eames, [1891] i Ch. 658 ; 60 L. J. Ch. 345 ; 64 L. T. 438 ; 39 \V. R. 602 ;

7 T. L. R. 297.
“ Seddon y. Bank of Bolton, 19 Ch. D. 462; 5^ L. J. Ch. 542 ;

46 L. T. 225 ; 30 W. R. 362. See 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 7C s. 4-
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the, onus of proving that it, in fact, continued and was
acquiesced in by the plaintiff for a year, lies on the defen-

dant.'

Under section 3 of the Act ^ no right is acquired, if it

appears that it was enjoyed by some consent or agreement, ex-

pressly made or given for that purpose by deed or writing.^ It

is not necessary that the agreement should be signed by both
parties, and an agreement in writing, signed by the person

who obtained the lights, will satisfy the requirements of the

statute.

Under section 6 of the Act ‘ no presumption shall be
allowed or made in favour or support of any claim, upon proof
of the exercise or enjoyment of the right or matter claimed for

any less period of time or number of years than for such period
or number mentioned in this Act, as may be applicable to the
case and to the nature of the claim.’ ® It has been held " that
where the access of light has been enjoyed without interruption
for nineteen years and a fraction, and then an interruption
takes place, the Court will not interfere to protect the inchoate
right by injunction before the lapse of the full period of twenty
years.

The Act ^ has not taken away any of the modes of claiming
easements which existed before that statute. A title to the
access of light can also be acquired by proof of enjoyment from
time immemorial, and a prescriptive common law right thus
established.®

It is everyday practice to plead (i) enjoyment for twenty
years before action

; (2) enjoyment from time immemorial
;

(3 )
a lost grant

;
and it has always been understood that a

right may be supported on the second ground, although it may
be incapable of being supported under the first. There are no
negative words in the statute to take away rights existing inde-
pendently of it.®

^

53 J

4 ' Ch. D. 268
;
60 L. T. 433 ; 37 W. R. 385

^

2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71, s. 3.
” See Mayor of London v. Pezvterers' Company, 2 Moo. & R. 400Thackeray.. IVoofS B. & S. 325 ; 6 B. & S. 766 :Tapling.. Jones, supra

W r '3 Ch. D. 283 ; 49 L. J. Ch. 6 ; 41 L. T. 603
37 Ch. D. 56; 57 L. J. Ch. 72

Ch. 2̂ i
•' 5W 3 439; 63 L. Jf- » 42 vv. K. 56; aad see an/e, p. 227.

‘ 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71.

62 I
Brideiuell Hospital v. Ward, Lock, Boivden (Sr» Co.

rV' n'
^ 7°' L. T. 212; W. N. 1892, p. 194.

217.
Barling.

. Clue, 4 F. & F. 329 : Bright v. Walker, i C. M. & R

B. R. 10 Ch. 283; 44 L. T. Ch. 1:22 • 22 L T
390 • 49 L 't

Norfolk V. Arbuthnot, 5 C. P.’ D
Selb’o^neVc inVl^= ^4 J- P- 796 . See the remarks o

P 3« W R Ml !•
“'.

3

“ ™ ‘ ' ‘2- ®
ellish, L.J., in Ay„iley v. GInJer, L. K. lo Ch., at p. 284.
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Extinction, or Abandonment, of the Right.—It would
appear that, in the case of easements, as of other incorporeal

rights, an express release, to be effectual, must be under seal.

This rule, however, must not be taken to exclude a written

instrument not under seal, or even a parol declaration, as evi-

dence to show the character of any act done, or any cessation

of enjoyment.^ In equity, an easement may be lost or dimi-

nished by agreement or acquiescence.^

A licence executed is not countermandable, but is so where

it is executory
;
that is to say, if a person, acting upon a per-

mission granted, executes work of a permanent character,

and incurs expense in consequence of the licence, the

licensor cannot revoke his licence, and make the licensee

destroy his work, or treat him as a wrongdoer.^ Thus, in

Winter v. Brockwell,'^ an action for infringement of light, the

defendant proved that the plaintiff had consented to the erec-

tion of the obstructing building
;

it was held that the consent

or licence so given, having been acted upon, could not be

recalled
;

at least, not without putting the defendant in the

same situation as before, by offering to pay all the ex-

penses which had been incurred in consequence of it.

Difficult questions sometimes arise as to whether the right

of light to apertures, which have been closed by the owner

of a building, is entirely lost, as having been abandoned, or

whether the windows have only been closed for temporary pur-

poses. An interruption of the enjoyment from temporary

causes may be explained, but the right will be lost if there

has been such a non-user as shows a clear intention to

relinquish the lights. Non-user must be of such a character

that a release of the right granted can be presumed, in

order to destroy an easement of a positive kind by aban-

donment
;
but no release of a right need, or indeed can, be

presumed in the case of light, for there is no right to re-

convey, but, instead, the servient owner must be released from

his obligation not to build, created by his implied cove-

nant.'^

> Gale (Sth ed.), p. 578 - . . t t'
2 Salama7t v. Glover,, L. R. 20 Eq. 444 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 551 ; 3^

702* 23 W R. 722, See also Wate^^loiu v. Bacony L. R. 2 Eq. 5^4 1

L. I. Ch'. 643; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 614;. 14 L. T. 724; 14 W. R- Ss 5 -

^ See McManus v. Cooke, 35 Ch. D. 681 ; 56 L. J. Ch. 662 ; 56 L. T.

Qoo • W. R. rW ; 51 J- P- 708- As to licences, see ante, p. 209.

*’
8 East, 308. See also Davies v. Marshall, 10 C. B. (N. S.) 697 :

31 L. J. C. P. 61 ; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 1247 ; 4 L. T. 581 ; 9 \V R. 866. See

l\so Liggins V. Inge, 7 Bing. 682; 9 L. J. C. P. 202: Walhs

4 M. & W. 538; 8 L. J. Ex. 44: Molds. Wheatcroft, 27 Beav. 510;

29 L. J. Ch. II : Bankarts. Tennant, L. R. 10 Eq. 141 ; 39 L. J. Ch.

Goddard' o'n^EJem^nts^'{2n?‘ed.), p. 381- See Newson s Pender,

27 Ch. D. 43 : 33 W. R. 243 ; 52 L. T. 9 ;
post, p. 242

j

Scott s Pape^

31 Ch. D. 554 ; 55 P- J- Ch. 426 ; 54 L. T. 399 5 34 465 , 5° J-

645 ;
Greenwoods. Hornsey, 33 Ch. D. 471 ; 55 L. J.

Ch. 917 , 55 L. .
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If a person entitled to ancient lights pulls down his Chap. XXII.
house, and erects a blank wall in the place of a wall in

—
which there had been windows, and suffers that blank wall

I^ight.

to remain for a considerable period of time, he must at least

show that, when he thus apparently abandoned the windows,
it was only a temporary abandonment of the enjoyment. By
building the blank wall, he may have induced another
person to become the purchaser of the adjoining ground for

building purposes, and it would be most unjust that he
should afterwards prevent such a person from carrying those
purposes into effect*

In Stokoe V. Singers ^ the owner of a warehouse had
blocked up ancient windows inside with rubble and plaster, but
had left the bars outside

;
the windows remained in that con-

dition for nineteen years, and it was held that closing the
windows, with the intention of never opening them again,
would operate as an abandonment and destroy the right,
but that closing them for a temporary purpose would not
have that effect. It was also stated that though the person
entitled to have light uninterrupted might not really have
abandoned his right, yet, if he manifested such an appear-
ance of having abandoned it as to induce the owner of the
adjoining land to alter his position, in the reasonable belief
that the right was abandoned, he would be precluded from
claiming the right. But the Court did not express any
opinion upon the question, whether the mere closing up of
the lights, so as to manifest an intention of permanently
abandoning the right to them, would destroy the right, un-
less the adjacent owner acted upon that intention

;
and

there appears to have been some difference of opinion between
the judges upon this question.**

40 Ch. D. 21
; 58 L. J. Ch. 26;

41 Ch D ^ ^ Bingham,

494; 8 T. L. R. 388; and

Ct' 3 L. J. K. B. 32, Abbott,

/lo'^T T
Ecclesiastical Commissioners v. Kino, 14 Ch. D 212-

W : Currier, C.riiu.ly v.' dorU.lAI. &

liHRY-
“ “

c!'1. “(KsT-eT; ‘Stf
^ ^-)309; 12 L. T. 555 ; 13 w. R. 617.

« to pulling down building Ind rebuilding.
^^5.

R
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As to the effect of unity of possession, see ante, p. 235.

The owner of a light acquired by prescription does not

lose his right merely from the circumstance that he has

opened new windows close to the ancient light, or that he has

altered the size and position of the latter—that is, always

assuming that some portion of the altered window corresponds

with some portion of the ancient light.* It will, of course, be
a question, in each case, whether the circumstances satisfac-

torily establish an intention to abandon altogether the future

enjoyment and exercise of the right, for if such an intention

is clearly manifested, the adjoining owner may build as he

pleases upon his own land
;
and should the owner of the

previously existing window restore the former state of things,

he could not compel the removal of any building which had

been placed upon the ground during the interval, for a right

once abandoned is abandoned for ever.^

The effect of altering the size or position of windows ac-

quired by grant, is very different from the case of rights acquired

by prescription. For, where the right is created by grant, it is

probably the intention of the grantor that his grantee should

only have the right to a window of a certain size, or in a

certain position. A material alteration, therefore, in the size

or position of a window, the right to which has been acquired

by grant, may possibly destroy the right, though a trifling

alteration would not have that effect.^

Remedies for Interference with the Right.—The remedies

for the infraction of the right to light are by action for

damages or for an injunction, or, as is usually the practice, for

both damages and an injunction.'* In addition, a person is

allowed to obtain redress by removing the obstructing object,

but it is a very dangerous remedy, and rarely employed, as it

might constantly lead to breaches of the peace.-^

In order to give a right of action for the obstruction of

light, there must be a substantial privation of light, sufficient

to render the occupation of the house uncomfortable, or to

prevent the plaintiff from carrying on his accustomed business

on the premises as beneficially as he had formerly done.** But,

' Ante, p. 224: Taflingw. Jones, ii H. L. C. 290; 20 C. B. (N. S.)

166 ; 34 L. J. C. P. 342; II jur. (N. S.) 309; 12 L. T. 555 ; 13 K-

617: Nesuson v. Pender, supra: Scott v. Pape, supra: Greemvooti \.

Hornsey, supra : Pendaines v. Monro, supra ;
and see cases ante, p. 225.

Ibid , per Lord Chelmsford. See Ecclesiastical Commissioners v.

Kino, 14 Ch^ D. 213; 49 L. J. Ch. 529; 42 L. T 201 ; 28^ R. S4_4-

“ See Blanchard v. Bridges, 4 Ad. (S: L. 176; 5 L- J- '

5 N. & M. 567 ;
I H. & W. 630.

, ,
< Judicature Act, 1873 ; 36 & 37 ^ ‘ct. c. 66, s. 24, subs. 7 ’

> Hyde V. Graham, i H. & <Z., per Pollock, C.B at p. 598. See

Rex V. Roswell, 2 Salk. 459 : Arnold v. Jefferson, Holt, 498 : Thompson

V. Eastwood, 8 Ex. 69. j ^ in
0 Bach V. Stacey, 2 C. & P. 465 = y. Auction Mart Co., L. K.

2 Eq. 238; 35 L. J. Ch, SSS; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 447; >4 L. 1. 8-7,
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although the Court will not, as a rule, interfere in every case

of trifling inconvenience or injury, it will do so where there

are exceptional circumstances.*

An action may be instituted for obstruction of ancient

windows by any person who has an interest in the building to

which the right is attached, and who has suffered injury by
such obstruction. For instance, a tenant from year to year

may bring an action, but the injunction will, it seems, be
limited to the period of the continuance of the plaintiff’s

tenancy.^ So, also, a lessee whose lease has expired during

the obstruction, but who has agreed for a renewal of his lease,

can maintain an action.^ A tenant from year to year under
notice to quit may obtain an injunction.'* And the Court will

restrain the interference with ancient lights, although the

plaintiff is not the occupier of the house interfered with, and
may have no intention of occupying it.^ Where the sole

plaintiff in an action for a mandatory injunction and damages
for obstruction to the access of light to a freehold house dies,

the executor can continue the action for damages, and a devisee
of the house can continue the action for an injunction

;
® and

apparently an executor can himself begin an action for
damages, if the action be brought within six months of the
death of his testator according to 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 42, s. 2.'’

An action may also be maintained by the reversioner,
either for damages or an injunction, if the interference be of a
permanent nature and injurious to the inheritance

;
but, if the

injury caused by the obstruction is only an injury to the
occupier of the house alone, the reversioner is incapable of
suing.® The question is, whether the obstruction is only of a

14 W. R. 709: Att.-Gen. v. Nichol, i6 Ves. 338: Ja.kson v. Duke of
Neivcastle, 33 L. J. Ch. 698; 10 Jur. (N. S.) 688, 810; 10 L. T. 631?,

7 C. & P. 410 : Arcedeckne v. Kelk,
2 Gift. 683; 5 Jur. (N. S.) 1 14: Beadel v. Perry, L. R. 3 Eq. 465;
15 L. T. 345 ; 15 W. R. 120: Aynsleyw Glover, L. R. -10 Ch. 283;

J- Ch- 523; 32 L. T. 345; 23 W. R. 459: Moore v. Hall,
3 Q. K D. 178 ; 47 L. J. Q. B. D. 334 ; ante, p. 223.

^
Herz V. Union Bank of London, 2 Giff. 686; i Jur. (N. S.) 127

- Simper v. Foley, 2 John. & H. 555 ; 5 L. T. 669.
' Gale V Abbot, 10 W. R. 748; 8 Jur. (N. S.) 987; 6 L. T. 852:

^""w”r
[*^93] 2 Ch. 146; 62 L. J. Ch. 378 ; 68 L. T. 195

;

'Jffgnb V. Knight, 3 De G. J. & S. 533 ; ii W. R. 812.
IVilson V. Townend, i Dr. & Sm. 324 ; 30 L. J. Ch. 25 • 3 L. T

352 ; 9 W. R. 30 ; 6 Jur. (N. S.) U09. See Fox v Fursell, 3 Smf& Giff!
^42, as to a tenant under an agreement for a lease.

' Ibid ;
62 L. T. 447.

(N ^ 324; 30 L. J. Ch. 25; 6 Jur.

Fetch c C r’
35^’ 9 W. R. 30 : MeU-opolitan Association v.

C 504; 27 L. J. C. P. 330: Dent^. Auction Mart
I. W ^38 = 35 L. J. Ch. 555 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 447 : 14 L. T.

tBdchinson '"A
Gifford, 4 Burr. 2141 : Shadwell v.Hutchinson, 2 B. ^ Ad. 97 ; 4 C. & P. 333 ; M. & M 350 : Aynsley v.

R 2
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temporary character, or of such a permanent character as really

to produce injury to the reversioner, and this is a question of
fact for the jury.* A hoarding on poles, in order to block out
the access of light, is not of such a permanent character as to

injure the reversion.^

Any one who obstructs the light is liable to an action
;
and

each successive owner in occupation of the servient tenement
is liable for the continuance of an obstruction, though it may
have been commenced before his estate. But if the person
sued did not originally erect the obstruction, a request must
have been made to him to remove it, before the action is

brought. It is sufficient if such request is made to the

party in possession, though he be only the lessee
;
or to a

former occupier, while in possession.^

If the owner of land on which a nuisance is created lets

the land, an action to prevent the continuance of such

nuisance will lie, at the option of the party injured, either

against the landlord or the tenant.** But no such action, as a

rule, lies against the landlord for any similar act of his tenant

done during the continuance of the tenancy.

The owner of the inheritance of a house may maintain an

action against his own lessee for obstructing lights.®

The relief which will be granted for an obstruction of light

must depend on the extent to which the defendant has been

allowed to execute the obstruction. In the first place, where

the structure producing obscuration has not been commenced,
an injunction may then be obtained to restrain the threatened

injury. Secondly, although the structure has been commenced,
but has not been erected to such a height as to produce

obscuration, the defendant may be restrained from continuing

the work. And thirdly, where the work has been executed

to such an extent as to produce obscuration, a mandatory

injunction, directing the defendant to pull down the structure,

Glover, L. R. lo Ch. 283 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 523 ; 32 L. T. 345 ; 23 W. R.

1.59 : Cooper v. Crabtree, 20 Ch. D. 589 J 5^ L- J- Ch. 544 ; 47 L. T. 5 ;

30 W. R. 649 ; 46 J. P. 628 : Shelfer v. City ofLondon Electric, drc. Co.,

;i89S] I Ch. 287 ; 43 W. R. 238 ; 64 L. J. Ch. 216; 72 L. T. 34.

' Metropolitan Association v. Fetch, supra.

^ Cooper V. Crabtree, supra, distinguishing Rochdale Canal Co. v.

King, 2 Sim. (N. S.) 78.

“ Penruddock's case, S Rep. 10 1 : fones v. Williams, ii M. & W.

176 : Sabnon v. Be7isley, Ry. & M. 189 : Roswell v. Prior, 12 Mod. 635 ;

3. C, 2 Salk. 460 ;
i I.ord Raym. 713. See also Carth. 456 ;

i Keb. 994-

^ Todd V. Flight, 9 C. B. (N. S.) 377 : 3° L. J. C. P. 21 ; 3 L. T.

325 ; 9 W. R. 125 : Mason v. Sln-eiusbuiy and Hereford Railway, L. K.

5
Q.’ B. 578 ; 40 L. J. Q. B. 293 ; 25 L. T. 239 ;

20 W R 14.

® Gale (Sth ed.), p. 660: Cheetham v. Hampson, 4 T. R. 310 : J^icti

If. Basterfield, 4 C. B. 783 ;
2 C. & K. 257 ;

16 L. J. C.^ P- 273 > ** J**.!

596 : Bishop v. Trustees of Bedford Charity, i Kl. & El. 697 ; 29 L. J.

?). B. 53 ; 6 Jur. (N. S.) 220; but see R. v. Pcdly, i A. & E. 822;

3 N. & M. 627.
** Thomlinson v Browity Sayf^rs, 215. See also 4 2141 ;

3 Leon. 109.
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may sometimes be obtained
;
but this remedy is only granted

under exceptional circumstances ;
as a rule, the Court in such a

case gives damages.

In actions in the Chancery Division, in order to prevent

the erection of a proposed building, or to compel the pulling

down of one recently erected, and which interferes with a right

to light, it is usual to apply, without delay, for an interlocutory

injunction.* Where the circumstances are pressing and render

it necessary, it may be obtained ex parte
;
^ or, where time

permits, it is generally the safer course to give notice of the

motion, when both parties are heard on the application. Upon
an application for an interlocutory injunction, the Court wull

see if there is a fair question of right to be tried at the hearing
;

and will consider whether the balance of convenience is in

favour of granting an injunction, rather than of allowing the

defendants to complete their building with an undertaking to

pull it down, if required to do so.^ It very often happens that

the action is virtually disposed of on the application for the

interlocutory injunction
;
but, of course, the plaintiff may, if so

advised, subsequently proceed with the action, and bring it to

a hearing.

A mandatory injunction may be granted, on motion, before
the hearing of the cause.^ But it will only be so granted under
very special circumstances.^

Where an interlocutory injunction has been granted on the
usual undertaking as to damages, if it afterwards is established
at the trial that the plaintiff is not entitled to an injunction, an
inquiry as to damages may be directed, though the plaintiff

was not guilty of misrepresentation, suppression, or other
default in obtaining the injunction.®

Before granting an interlocutory injunction, the Court will
consider the conduct of the parties, and whether there has
been any acquiescence on the part of the person injured.'^ It

' Judicature Act, 1873, 36 & 37 Viet. c. 66, ss. 24, 25, subs. 8.
R. S. C. 1883, Orel. 50, r. 6. See mite^ p. 176, as to injunctions.

^ /ferLindley, J., Anon., W. N. 1876, p. 12.

Newson v. Pejider, 27 Ch. D. 43 ; 33 W. R. 243 ; 52 L. T. 9, a
case of alteration of windows.

j
Beadel v. Perry, L. R. 3 Eq. 465 : Hei~vey v. Smith, i K. & J. 328,

’ See infra, and post, p. 248 : Westminster Bryntho Coal Co.
Clayton, 36 L. J. Ch. 476: Bonner v. Great Western Raikmy Co.
24 Ch. D. I

; 48 L. T. 619; 32 W. R. 190; 47 J. P. 580: Daniel v,
Perguson, [1891] 2 Ch. 27 ; 39 W. R. 599.

^7 Ch. D. 474 ; S3 L. J. Ch. 96s ; 51 L. T. 274
32 w. K. 833 (C. A.), dissenting from dictum of Jessel, M.R., in Smith
V. Day, 21 Ch. D. 421 ; 48 L. T. 54 ; 31 W. R. 187.

See ante, p. 177, as to this, and Johnson v. Wyatt, 2 De G. J. & S.

nu’ J’ 394 : Darrell v. Pritchard, L. R. i Ch. 244 : 21: L T

'3 L. T. 545; 14 W. R. 212
: /aW ^

yur (N. S.) 987 ; 6 L. T. 852 ; 10 W. R. 748. See Dyers’ Company v,

a; J- 339; 22 L. T. 120; 18 W. R
4 4- s to the difference between the acquiescence which will justify th(
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is not absolutely necessary to obtain an interim injunction
;

aiid, where it has not been applied for, the Court may, not-
withstanding, think fit to grant a perpetual injunction at the
hearing.' The remarks of Jessel, M.R., in the important case
of Ayfisley v. Glover"^ will be found very useful as a guide upon
these principles and the effect of delay.

Where an obstruction to light and air had existed nearly
six years before the action was commenced, and the plaintiff
and his servants could never have gone into a stable without
perceiving it, the action was dismissed.^ If the building is

erected without the plaintiff’s knowledge, he may sue for an
injunction after its completion.

Mere delay may amount to laches, and deprive the plaintiff
of his right to an injunction.''’

The rule is, that wherever an action can be maintained at
law, and really substantial damages, that is to say, considerable
damages, can be recovered for an obstruction already erected,
there an injunction will generally be granted ® to restrain the
erection of a proposed building, or the enlargement of an exist-

ing building. This rule is subject to the considerations which
will influence the Court in granting an interlocutory injunction.^
What are substantial damages it is difficult to say, but probably
‘ substantial damages ’ means damages to an appreciable
amount, as distinguished from some small sum of 5/., 10/., or
20/.

;
8 the ground for the rule being that it cannot be con-

refusal of an interlocutory and of a perpetual injunction, .see Johnson v.

Wyatt, 2 De G. J. & S. 18 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.) 1333 : Turner \. Mirjield,

34 Beav. 390. See cases, a^ite, pp. 176, 172, as to delay in applying for

injunctions : Betts v. Clifford, I John. & H. 74 : Davis v. Marshall,
I Dr. & Sm. 557 ; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 669, 720 ; 4 L. T. 105 ; 9 W. R. 368.

‘ But see infra as to mandatory injunctions.
= L. R. 18 Eq. at p. 553; 44 L. J. Ch. 523; 32 L. T. 345;

23 W. R. 459 ;
and see too The Curriers' Company v. Corbett, 2 Dr. & Sm.

355 . 360: 4 De G. J. & S. 764; ii Jur. (N. S.) 719; 13 L. T. 154;
13 W. R. 538.

^ Gaunt V. Fyiiney, L. R. 8 Ch. 14 ; 42 L. J. Ch. 122.
^ Darrell v. Pritchard, L. R. i Ch. 244; 35 L. J. Ch. 223 ; 12 Jur.

(N. S.) 16 ; 13 L. T. 545 ; 14 W. R. 212.
* Wicks V. Hunt, John. 372 ; Cooper v. Hidtbuck, 30 Beav. 160

;

31 L. J. Ch. 123 ; 7 Jur. (N. S.) 457 ; 9 W. R. 352. As to where it

has no effect, see Imperial Gas Light Co. v. Broadhent, 7 H. L. Ca. 600

;

Johnson v. Wyatt, 9 Jur. (N. S.) 1333 ; 2 De G. J. & S. 18 : Turner v.

Mirjield, 34 Beav. 390. See Cocks v. Komame, 14 L. T. (N. S.) 390.
“ Per Jessel, M.R., Aynsley v. Glover, L. R. 18 Eq. 544, 553 >

43 L. J. Ch. 777 ; 31 L. T. 219 ; 23 W. R. 147. See cases hjra as to

damages.
’ Supra, p. 245. See Holland v. Worley, 26 Ch. D. 578 ; 54 L. J.

Ch. 268 ; 50 L. T. 526 ; 32 W. R. 749 : Martin v. Price, [1894] I Ch.

276 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 209 ; 70 L. T. 202 ; 42 W. R. 262 ; 7 R. 90 ;
and

post, p. 248, as to the discretion of the Court with respect to an injunction

or damages.
“ Dent V. Auction Mart Co., L. R. 2 Eq. at p. 246 ; 35 L. J. Ch.

555; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 447; 14 L. T. 827; 14 W. R. 709. For other

instances where injunctions have been granted, see Gale v. Abbot, 6 L. T:
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tended that those who are minded to erect a building that will Chap. XXII.,

inflict an injury upon their neighbour have a right to purchase _
—

him out without any Act of Parliament for that purpose having

been obtained. And, again, in Aynsley v. Glover,'^ Jessel, M.R.,

considered that the damages were substantial because ‘the

obstruction would in fact destroy the use of the room alto-

gether
;

it would so darken it that perhaps it might be used

for a cellar, or a similar purpose where no light was required
;

but for ordinary purposes it would destroy the use of the

room.’

Injunctions, therefore, have been refused, on the ground

that the plaintiff has not proved substantial injury.^ The

possibility of future injury is not a ground for granting an

injunction.^ But when the right to relief depends mainly on

damage not suffered at the time, but likely to accrue within a

reasonable time, the Court will grant an injunction."*

A person whose ancient light is obstructed is entitled to a Form of

judgment in general terms, without referring to the angle of injunction

incidence of the light, unless there is some special evidence
'g^eved

justifying the insertion of such a clause
;
for there is no con-

is entitled,

elusion of law that a building will not obstruct the light coming

to a window if it permits the light to fall on the window at an

angle of not less than 45° from the vertical.®

The Court has power, where the building obscuring the When a

light has been already erected, either to grant a mandatory mandatory

injunction directing the building to be demolished, and com-
polling a defendant to restore things to the condition in which

they were before he began to build, or it may award damages.

852; 10 W. R. 748 ; 8Jur. (N. S.) 987 : Siokes v. City Offices Co., ii Jur.

(N. S.) 560; Yates v. Jack, L. R. i Ch. 295 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.
) 305 ;

14 L. T. 151 ; 14 W. R. 618 : Maguire v. Grattan, 16 W. R. 1189 ;

2 Ir. R. Eq. 246.
' L. R. 18 Eq. at p. 553 ; 43 L. J. Ch. 777 ; 31 L. T. 219 ;

23 W. R. 147.

Radcliffe v. Duke of Portland, 3 Giff. 702; 8 Jur. (N. S.) 1007;
7 L. T. 126 ; 10 W. R. 687 ; Johnson v. Wyatt, 2 De G. J. & S. 18 ; 9 Jur.
(N. S.

) 1333 : Jacomb v. Knight, 3 De G. J. & S. 533 ;
II W. R. 812 :

Curriers' Company v. Corbett, 4 De G. J. & S. 764 ; ii Jur. (N. S. ) 719 ;

13 L. T. 154 ; 13 W. R. 1056 : Sparling Y. Clarso?i, 17 W. R. 518 : Clarke
V. Clark, L. R. i Ch. 16: Robson y. Whittingham,ibid. 442; Lanjranchi
V. Mackenzie, L. R. 4 Eq. 421 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 518; 16 L. T. 114; 15 W. R.
614. But see Sayers v. Collyer, 28 Ch. D. 103 ; 54 L. J. Ch. I

; 48 L. T.

939 ; 33 W. R. 91 : Holland v. Worley, 26 Ch. D. 578; 54 L. J. Ch. 268;
SO L. T. 526 ; 32 W. R. 749 : Martin v. Price, supra: Shelfer v. City oj

London Electric, STc. Co., [1895] i Ch. 287 ; 43 W. R. 238 ; and see cases,
Chap. XIX., ante, p. 178, as to where the damage is small.

^ Jackson V. Duke of Newcastle, 3 De G. J. & S. 275. See National
Provincial Plate Glass Insurance Co. v. Prudential Assurance Co., 6 Ch. D.
757 : Fritz v. Hobson, 14 Ch. D. 542 ; 49 L. J. Ch. 321 ; 42 L. T. 225 ;

28 W. R. 459: BeddallY. Maitland, 17 Ch. D. 174; 50 L. J. Ch. 401.;
44 L. T. 248; 29 W. R. 484; R. S. C. 1883, Ord. 36, r. 58.

' Dicker V. Popham, 63 L. T. 379.
ParkerY. First Avenue Hotel, 24 Ch. D. 282; 49 L. T. 318; 32 W. R.
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The Court wll not order the demolition of obscuring

mrernf ofn? if
^ completed, except in cases in which

:•
’ events very serious, damage will ensue from

s interference being withheld, or where pecuniary compensa-
tion will not do substantial justice.’

^

circumstances such an order will bemade. Ihus a mandatory injunction was granted to pulldown a building which obstructed the plaintiff’s light, wherehe had promptly objected, and the defendant knew he was in
the wrong .

3

The material point for consideration is, the state of thenew building when the plaintiff first complains.“
’’cceiving notice of motion for an injunction the

defendant attempts to anticipate the order of the Court, by
hurrymg on his building before an injunction is actually
granted, a mandatory injunction will be granted to pull down
what he has so built, without regard to the ultimate result of
the action.'’ But where the plaintiff had notice of the de-
tendant s intention to build in January, and made no complaint

November, and the building was carried up to a con-
siderable height and substantially completed before the action
was commenced, a mandatory injunction was refused.”

The damages are to be estimated according to the dimi-
nution of value, not only for the purposes of the occupation

' Cume?f Company Corbett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 355 ; 4 De G. T. & S. 764 ;
II Jur. (fV s.) 719 ; 13 L. T. 154 ; 13 w. R. 1056 : Darrellv. Pn’tchard,

^44; 35 L. J. Ch. 223; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 16; 13 L. T. 545;
14 V\. R. 212: Ise7ibergy. East India House Estate Co., 33 L. T. Ch.
392; 10 Jur. (N. S.) 221 : Younge v. S/iaper, 27 L. T. 643; 21 W. R.
135 : Stmt/i V. Smit/i, L. R. 20 Eq. 500; 44 L. J. Ch. 630; 32 L. T.
787 j 23 W. R. 771 ! Lady Stattley v. Earl Shrewsbury)’, L. R. 19 Eq.

ri ^ Jr-
389 ; 32 L. T. 248 ; 23 W. R. 678. See also Yates y.

fack, L. R. I Ch. 295; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 305; 14 L. T. 151 ; 14 W. R.

o
' PO.ZVS071

,
L. R. 3 Eq. 330 : Gale v. Abbot, 8 Jur. (N. S.)

987 ; 6 L. T. 852 ; lo W. R. 748 : Aynsley v. Glover,^ 8 Eq. 553 ; 44 L. f,
Ch. 523 ; 32 L. T. 345 ; 23 W. R. 459. See also Jacomb v. K7iight,
32 L. J. Ch. 601 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.) 529 : De7tty. Atidion Mart Co., L. R.
^ ^38; 35 L. J. Ch. 555; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 447; 14 L. T. 827;
14 W. R. 709: Lawre7ice v. Austin, 34 L. J. Ch. 598: 12 L. T. 71:7 :

13 W. R. 981 ; II Jur. (N. S.) 576.
^ City of Lo7ido7i Brewer)' Co. v. Te7inant, L. R. 9 Ch. 219 ; 43 L. J.

Ch- 457 ; 29 L. T. 755 ;
22 W. R. 172. No bar to relief that damage is

complete before action, Dari'ell v. Pi'itchai'd, supi'a.
“ S77iith V. S77iith, L. R. 20 Eq. 500; 44 L. J. Ch. 630; 32 L. T. 787;

23 W. R. 771 : Baxter y. Boiver, 44 L. J. Ch. 625 ; 33 L. T. 41 ; 23 W. R.
805 : Da 7

'
7-ell y. P7-itcha7-d, sup/-a : Younge v. Shaper, 27 L. T. 643 ;

21 W. R. 135.
' Laivi-ence v. Horton, 59 L. J. Ch. 440 ; 62 L. T. 749 ; 38 W. R.

555 : W. N. 1890, p. 104 ; 6 T. L.' R. 317 ; Shicl v. Godfrey, W. N. 1893,
. 115.

“ Daniel v. Fe7guson, [1891] 2 Ch. 27 ; 39 W. R. 599.
“ iMdy Stanley y. Earl Slu-ewsbuiy, L. R. 19 Eq. 616; 44 L. J. Ch.

3^9 ; 32 L. T. 248 ; 23 W. R. 678. See Lawi-ence v. Austin, 34 L. J.
Ch. 598; 13 W. R. 981 ; 12 L. T. 757; ii Jur. (N. S.) 576.
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or business to which they are at the time of action applied,

but also to which they may in future be made applicable.*

And the character of the neighbourhood, and the interest of

the plaintiff, must be taken into consideration.

^

In all cases in which a judge of the Chancery Division has

jurisdiction to entertain an application for an injunction, he
may award damages either in addition to, or in substitution

for, such injunction
;
and such damages may be assessed in

such manner as the Court shall direct.** The repeal of Lord
Cairns’s Act ^ has not affected the jurisdiction of the Court : the

Act applies where the damage to the plaintiff is only nominal,
as well as where the damage is substantial."* An amount of
acquiescence on the part of the plaintiff which would not
suffice to bar his action, may suffice to induce the Court to

give damages instead of an injunction.®

It may be stated as a good working rule, that damages
may be given in substitution for an injunction, in cases where
there are found in combination the four following require-
ments, viz. where the injury to the plaintiff’s legal rights is

(i) small, (2) capable of being estimated in money, (3) can be
adequately compensated by money payment, and (4) where
the case is one in which it would be oppressive to the defen-
dant to grant an injunction.®

All the circumstances of each case will be considered in
exercising the discretion. The Court will not, when the
defendant’s buildings would render the plaintiff’s property
absolutely useless to him, compel the plaintiff to sell his
property out and out to the defendant, especially where the
defendant has, during the progress of the action, given an
undertaking to pull down, if so ordered at the trial.'’ But if
the injury to the plaintiff will be less serious, and his property
will remain substantially useful to him, if the defendant’s
buildings are permitted to continue, the Court may award
damages in lieu of an injunction, and the Court will take into

26
' 78 ; 47 l. j. q. b. 334; 38 l. t. 419;vv. K. 401 ; and see afite, p. 224, as to future purposes. See ante.

P- 243, as to action by reversioner.

C2l
^7 Ch. D. 43; 33 w. R. 243;Where there is a covenant for quiet enjoyment after a crantUK ^ “"3- 43 L. J. Ch. “=487;

Vicl 1!
4'* 47 vicl. c. 49 , 36 & 37

„ f 54 L. J. Ch. I
; 48 L. T. 939 ;

28 S'. D P- ^50: Hipgi-ave v. Case,

See also
899 5 52 L. T. 242. See cases supra.oee also the cases ante, p. 243.

^

«
V. Collyer, supra.

Ch. 387 ,

*35 ;

33 Ch. D. 471 ; 55 L. J. Ch. 917 l 55 L. T.
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consideration the nature and situation of the property, e.g.

the circumstance that it is situate in the centre of a large city,
such as London.^ Whether the Court has jurisdiction to give
damages in lieu of an injunction for future injury is not clear.
The Court of Appeal, in Dreyfus v. Peruvian Guano Co.p
expressed a clear opinion against such jurisdiction, but such
damages were given in Holland v. Worley

p

and by Kekewich, J.,
in Martin v. Price, but the Court of Appeal held that the in-
junction should be granted in that case.

Where, after the hearing of an action, there is difficulty in
ascertaining from the evidence the amount of injury, a sur-
veyor is sometimes appointed to report to the Court.®

A public body, created by an Act which incorporates the
Lands Clauses Act, 1845, cannot be restrained by injunction
from erecting buildings which may interfere with ancient lights,

but the plaintiff must seek his remedy in compensation under
section 08 of the above Act.® And the plaintiff is entitled to
compensation in respect of the whole of windows which are
obstructed by a public body, although such windows are in

a building recently rebuilt, and coincide in part only with
ancient lights in the former building.'^

Right to Prospect or Privacy.—The erection of a building
which merely intercepts the prospect of another, even if long
enjoyed, without obstructing any lights to which he may be
entitled, is not actionable.® But a right to an uninterrupted
prospect may be acquired under a covenant to that effect.®

An injunction will not be granted to restrain the erection of

* Holland v. Worley, 26 Ch. D. 578 ; 54 L. J. Ch. 268; 50 L. T. 526;
32 W. R. 749 ; 49 J. P. 7, where Aynsley v. Glover, L. R. 18 Eq. 544 ;

K7-ehl V. Bur7-ell, 7 Ch. D. 551 ; 47 L. J. Ch. 353 ; 38 L. T. 407 : and
Smith V. Smith, L. R. 20 Eq. 500 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 630 ; 32 L. T. 787 ;

23 W. R. 771, were considered. Sayers v. Collyer, supra: Hipgrave v.

Case, 28 Ch. D. 356 ; 54 L. J. Ch. 399 ; 52 L. T. 242. See also Allen.

V. Ayres, W. N. 1884, p. 242, and cases supra.
^ 43 Ch. D. 316 J 62 L. T. 518. ^ Supra.
* [1894] I Ch. 276; 63 L. J. Ch. 209; 70 L. T. 202; 42 W. R. 262;

7 R. 90.
‘ Kelk V. Pearson, L. R. 6 Ch. 809 ; 24 L. T. 890 ; 19 W. R. 665 :

Baltic Co. V. Simpson, 24 W. R. 390 : Leech v. Sclnveder, 43 L. J. Ch.

493 n.

® Duke of Bedford v. Dawson, L. R. 20 Eq. 353 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 549 ;

33 L. T. 156 : Clark v. School Boardfor London, L. R. 9 Ch. 120; 43 L. J.

Ch. 421 ; 29 L. T. 903; 22 W. R. 354: Wig>-am v. Ftyer, 36 Ch. D.

87 ; 56 L. J. Ch. 1098 ; 57 L. T. 255 ; 36 W. R. 100. See also Eagl»
V. Charing Cross Railway Co., L. R. 2 C. P. 638; 36 L. J. C. P. 297;

. 16 L. T. 593; 15 W. R. 1016. But see Turner w Sheffield and Rother-

ham Railway Co., 10 M. & W. 425 ; 3 Rail. C. 222.
’ Re Lottdon, Tilbury, and Southend Railway aftd Go-weds Walk

School, 24 Q. B. D. 326.
“ ICnowles v. Richardsott, i Mod. 55 ; 2 Keb. 6ri, 642 : Wells w Ody,

7 C. & P. 410: Ait. -Gen. v. Doughty, 2 Ves. sen. 453. Stt Aldrcd's

case, 9 Coke’s R. 58 : Squire v. Campbell, i M. & Cr. 459.
" See ante, p. 149.
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a building because it injures the plaintiff by obstructing the

view of his place of business.^

The intrusion upon a neighbour’s privacy, even by opening

a new window overlooking the adjoining land, is not a ground

for interference.^ If a window is opened arid Privacy dis-

turbed, the only remedy of the adjoining owner is to build upon

his land opposite the window.^ It is quite clear that a party

has a right to open new windows, although he is th^eby

enabled to overlook his neighbour’s premises, and so interfere,

perhaps, with his comfort.'*

* See ante, p. 149-
-r t o « t

2 Turner v. Spooner, i Dr. & Sm. 467; 30 L. J. Ch. 801; 7 Jur.

(N. S.) 1068; 4 L. T. 732 ; 9 W. R. 684. See also per Lord Westbury,

in Tailing V. Jones, ii H. L. Ca. 290; 20 C. B. (N. S.) 166; 34 L. J. C. B.

342; II Jur. (N. S.) 309; 12 L. T. 555; 13 W. R. 617 ;
ante, ^. 222.

3 Chandler v. Thompson, 3 Camp. 80 ;
see 9 Rep. 58 b : Cotterell v.

Griffiths, 4 Esp. N. P. C. 69 : Re Penny and the South-Eastern Railway

Co El. & Bl. 660; 26 L. J. Q. B. 225 ; 3 Jur. (N. S.) 957 -

^ Kindersley, V. -C. ,
in Turners. Spooner^ supra* See, however,

per Hall, V.-C. ,
in Lord Manners v. Johnson, i Ch. D. at p. 680 ; 45 L. J.

Ch. 404 ; 24 W. R. 481 ; and ante, p. 148, where there is a covenant not

to build beyond a certain line.
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PARTY WALLS AND FENCES.Party Walls
and Fences.

Covenant as
to erection of
party walls.

An agreement for a building lease, or a building lease, usually
contains an agreement, or a covenant by the lessee, either to
build walls of a certain height along the boundary side of the
premises demised, or to contribute a reasonable proportion of
the expense of building the party and fence walls, to be used
in cornmon by the occupiers of the premises demised and the
occupiers of any other houses erected, or to be erected, on
any part of the building estate of the lessor. This proportion
is ascertained by the architect of the lessor.

Party Walls.—Party walls in the metropolis are regulated
by the provisions of the London Building Act, 1894,* and it is

only intended here to refer to the rights of owners with
respect to party walls as they exist, independently of statute.

What is a Party Wall.—The most ordinary, and the
primary, meaning of the term ‘ party wall ’ is, a wall of which
the two adjoining owners are tenants in common. The
London Building Act, 1894, sect. 5, contains definitions of
‘external wall,’ ‘party wall,’ ‘cross wall,’ and ‘party structure,’
which will be found in Part III, of this work, post, p. 390.

The words ‘party wall’ may be used in four different
senses. They may mean, first, a wall of which the two
adjoining owners are tenants in common, as in Wiltshire v.

Sidford^ and Cubitt v. Porter^ that is the most common and
the primary meaning of the term

; secondly, a wall divided
longitudinally into two strips, one belonging to each of the
neighbouring owners, as in Matts v. Hawkins

;

•* thirdly, a
wall which belongs entirely to one of the adjoining owners,
but is subject to an easement or right in the other to have it

maintained as a dividing wall between the two tenements
;
and

lastly, a wall divided longitudinally into two moieties, each
moiety being subject to a cross easement in favour of the

owner of the other moiety.-'’’

57 & 58 Viet. c. cc.\iii. See the KcX,post, Part III., and the sections

relating to party structures, post, p. 436 et seq.
“ I M. & R. 404.
^ 2 M. & R. 267 ; 8 B. & C. 257, 265 : Mayfair Property Co. v.

Johnston, [1894] i Ch. 508 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 399; 70 L. T. 485 ; 8 R. 781.

5 Taunt. 20.
‘ PerYxy,^., in IVatson v. Gray, 14 Ch. D. 192. The Code Na]X>l^on

contains many provisions concerning party walls
;
see articles 653-664.
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It is intended by the definition (a) in the fifth section of the

Building Act,' above mentioned, to define a party wall, not by
reference to the rights of ownership which the adjoining pro-

prietors may have in any particular wall in dispute, but by
reference to the mode in which the wall is used. It is a ques-

tion, not of title, but of user.^ The definition (d) in that

section (which was not in the old Metropolitan Building Acts),

however, is drawn with reference to ownership and occupation.

A wall may be a party wall up to such part of its height as

belongs in common to two buildings, and cease to be a party

wall, and be the separate property of one of the owners, for the

rest of its height
;
^ or party wall in part of its length, namely,

for such distance as it is used on both sides by the respective

owners, and separate property of one of the owners in other
part.'

It may be here mentioned that the ownership of a building
partly overhanging other premises does not give the owner a
right to raise the overhanging part of his building.®

Ownership and Use of Party Walls.—Where it is not known
under what circumstances a wall was built, the presumption is

that it belongs to the two proprietors as tenants in common.®
As the ownership of a wall or hedge may be proved by acts
of ownership,^ so the common user of a wall separating adjoin-
ing lands belonging to different owners is prima facie evidence
that the wall, and the land on which it stands, belong to the
owners of those adjoining lands, in equal moieties, as tenants
in common.® If A builds on B’s wall, knowing that he is

trespassing, he makes a gift of what he builds on the other wall.
It is not looked on as a gift, but it is the property of the owner
of the other wall. The law is the same if what is done is done
by permission. In that case, also, where a man asks for per-
mission to build a wall on another man’s wall, and there is no
agreement or anything more than the permission, the result is
that the wall in question becomes the wall of the person upon
whose soil the other wall is.® And, in a case where a man built

Chap.XXIII.

Party Walls
and Fences.

Party wall

up to a cer-

tain height.

* Supra.

^
Per Fry, J., in Knight v. Pursell, L. R. ii Ch. D. 412.

f>-nold, L. R. 8 Ch. 1084; 43 L. J. Ch. 123: Knights.Pm sell, II Ch. D. 412 : Watson v. G?-ay, 14 Ch. D. 192.
Knight V. Pursell, supra -.Johnston v. Mayfair Property Co., W. N.

93> P* 73*

L. R. 9 Eq. 671 : Laybouin v. Gridley, [1892] 2 Ch.
53 ; 01 J- Ch. 352 ; 40 W. R. 474.

« Hutchinson v. Mains, Ale.lyjx 155 : Duke of Netucastle v. Clark, 8 Taunt. 627, 628.Guyy West, 2 Selwyn, N. P. 1297: Marshall^. Taylor, [1895] Ch. 641.

W/S 2 M. & R. 267; 8 B. & C. 257 : Wmsinre y

Stokes% Ch^b^6?'
^^-^^tsh South America v.

Tnh
V. Naylor, 60 L. T. 480 : Mayjair Protertv Co v

^ j- ^ 7° t. 485? 8i.^;8i"
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a wall forming one side of his house on the top of a wall on his

neighbour’s land, it was held that he did not acquire a statutory

title by possession, merely by using such wall as one side of
his house.' Where the precise extent of land originally belong-

ing to each owner can be ascertained, the presumption of a
tenancy in common does not arise

;
and if two persons have a

party wall, one-half the thickness of which stands on the land

of each, they are not, therefore, tenants in common of the wall,

nor of the land on which it stands, although the wall was erected

at their joint expense.'' For the property in a party wall, erected

at the joint expense of two proprietors, follows the property of

the land on which it stands, where the quantity of land con-

tributed by each party is known
;
and there is no transfer of

property, but the parties are and remain severally owners of

their respective lands as before
;
and each for any injury done to

the portion of the wall standing on his own soil has the ordinary

remedy.^ In general, however, party walls will be found to be

built on the common property of the two, and to be the common
property of both

;
and, in the absence of any further proof than

that which is afforded by evidence of a common user, such will

be presumed to be the case."* It is often immaterial whose

property the party wall is, as user in common in the metropolis

brings the wall within the provisions of the Building Act.^

If a wall forming the end wall of a house has a stone in it

with an inscription that the wall belongs to the adjoining owner,

and not to the owner of the house, this effectually excludes

acquisition of the wall by adverse possession.*'

It seems that where one of two houses, belonging to the

same owner, and divided by a party wall, is sold, half the party

wall passes as part of the house, with an easement of support

on the other half, and that an easement of support for the house

retained on the half of the wall conveyed is, by implication,

granted by the purchaser to the vendor.^ In a case, which

turned more upon a question of fact than of law, where a person

had erected two houses, the pillar and portico of one over-

lapping the other, and sold the first, the pillar and portico were

held to pass to the purchaser as part of the house sold.®

> See note (®), p. 253.
t> c

2 Matts V. Hatvkins, 5 Taunt. 20 : Taylor v. Steudall, 7 Q. B. 634.

See Huntw. Hari-is, 19 C. B. (N. S.) 13; 34 L. J. C. P. 249. See

Murly V. McDermott, 3 N. & P. 356 ; 8 A. & E. 138, as to the effect of

the description of the half-wall by abuttals under the old .system of

pleading.
3 Ibid.

^ Stedman v. Smith, 8 El. & Bl. i ; 26 L. J. Q. B. 314 : Watson v.

Gray, 14 Ch. D. 192. As to licences, see p. 209.

» See the Act, /or/, and Knight v. Pnrsell, ii Ch. D. 412.

“ PhilipsoH V. Gibbon, L. R. 6 Ch. 428, 434.
’’ Gale (Sth ed.), p. 514 : Weston v. Arnold, L. R. 8 Ch. 1084. Sec

the provisions of the Building Act, /or/, p. 43^
» Fox V. Clarke, L. R. 7 Q- B. 748 5 9 Q- B. 565 •
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Rights and Liabilities between Joint Owners.—Either

owner is justified in pulling down the portion of a wall standing

on his own land, where the wall is not common property, but one-

half of it belongs exclusively to one owner, and the other half

of it exclusively to another, although sufficient support may

not be left for the portion which belongs to the adjoining

owner
;

* except, of course, where there are circumstances from

which a grant of an easement, creating a right of mutual sup-

port, may be implied.^ But if one of two owners in severalty

of the two moieties of a party wall, with cross rights of ease-

ment, pulls down his own portion of the wall, he will be liable

for disturbing the rights of the other.^ And, although there is

no right of support, where the person pulling down his wall

proceeds so irregularly and improperly that his neighbour is sub-

jected to more than ordinary risk, he may be liable to an action

if an accident occurs.'* Where the plaintiff and defendant,

being jointly interested in the pulling down and rebuilding of

a party wall between their respective houses, each appointed

an agent to superintend the execution of the work, and the

work was negligently done, and plaintiff’s house was much
injured from the want of proper support during the execution

of the work, it was held that he could not maintain an action

for damages against the defendant, as the blame was the com-
mon blame of both.® The age and condition of the property
injured is merely a circumstance to be taken into consideration

by the jury, in determining the amount of negligence, and in

assessing the proper damages.® In an action for underpinning
a party wall in so negligent a manner that the plaintiff’s house
is injured, it makes no difference whether the plaintiff is owner
in severalty of the half of the wall, or whether he and the
defendant are tenants in common of the whole wall

; in either
case the action was maintainable.^ In such a case the Building
Act does not exonerate the defendant from the consequence of
his negligence.®

Where there is an easement of support in a party wall, the
owner of the dominant tenement is entitled to put any amount
of weight on the wall which does not endanger its stability.®

' Wigford V. Gill, Cro. Eliz. 269 : Wiltshire v. Sidford, i M & E
404.

^ See p. 267, as to such easements. See ante, p. 253.

build
damage caused by negligently pulling dow

* Hill V. Warren, 2 Stark. 378.

A.r
Holme, I A. & E. 493 ; 3 N. & M. 739 : Walters v. Pfei,

fti - & M. 364. See also Gayford v. Nicholls, 9 Exch. 708 : Davis v
Plackwall Railway Co., i M. & Gr. 799 : Green v. Bales, 2 O B 22?
Jones V. Bird, 5 B. & Aid. 837.

^ ^

Hospital, 4 M. & Gr. 761. See also i9<7rc/«-

v

Peate and Dalton v. Angus, post, p. 266.
® White V. Peto, 58 L. T. 710!

1872'^^^'^^'^^'^”^^^^^^ ^“^ Society Jarvis, W. N. 1871, p. 208: Ibia
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He cannot take from it a pilaster and girder, erected for the
benefit of the adjoining house.’

One of two owners in severalty of two moieties of a party
wall may maintain an action for injury done to his half of the
wall. 2

If one of two tenants in common of a party wall excludes
the other owner entirely from his occupation of it, as by
destroying it, or building upon it, he commits a trespass

; but, if
he pulls it down for the purpose of rebuilding it, he does not,
though an action in the nature of waste might occasionally lie
under such circumstances, as it will in any other case where one
tenant in common misuses the common property.” But one
tenant in common cannot bring an action of trespass, or in the
nature of trover, against the other, unless there has been a total
destruction or conversion of the common property

;
•* building

a new wall of a greater height than the previous one, is not
such a total destruction of the wall.® A tenant in common
may get an order for the partition of a party wall, vertically and
longitudinally.”

So an action in the nature of ejectment is maintainable, if

an actual ouster of the plaintiff from the common property by
the defendant be proved.^ Where, therefore, the defendant
took the coping-stones off the top of the wall, heightened it,

replaced the coping-stones on the top, and built a washhouse
contiguous to the wall, the width of the washhouse occupying
the whole width of the top of the wall, and he also let a stone
into the wall stating that it and the land on which it stood
belonged to him, it was held that a jury might find an actual
ouster by the defendant of the plaintiff from the possession of
the wall.® It is a trespass to bore a hole through a party wall,

even if the wall belongs to the person who makes the hole.®

It seems that if one tenant in common has laid bricks, and
built a higher wall than the previous one upon that which is

the subject-matter of the tenancy in common, the other party

may remove the new part of the wall.'”

* Thrupp V. Scruton, W. N. 1872, p. 60.
^ Matts V. Hawkins, supra.
* Cubitt V. Porter, supra

; Co. Lit. 200, b
;
Hunt’s Boundaries and

Fences (3rd ed. by A. Brown), p. i6i.

Stedma7t v. Smith, 8 El. & Bl. i
;
26 L. J. Q. B. 314 : Voyce v.

Voyce, Gow. 201 ;
Co. Lit. 200, b : Waterman v. Soper, i Lord Raym.

737 : Noye v. Reed, l M. & R. 63 : ATurray v. Hall, 7 C. B. 441.
‘ Cubitt V. Porter, 2 M. & R. 267 ; 8 B. & C. 257 : Mayfair Pivperty

Co. V. Johnston, [1894], i Ch. 508; 63 L. J. Ch. 399; 70 L. T. 485;
8 R. 781. “ Mayfair Property Co. v. Johnston, supra.

’ Trotter v. Simpson, 5 C. & I’. 5 1 : Mtirly v. McDermott, 8 A. & E.

138 : Stedmati v. Smith, supra: Jacob v. Steward, L. R. 4 C. P. 328.

" Stedman v. Smith, supra. See also Watson v. Gray, supra.

” Welbank v. Weatherhead, 8 T. L. R. 243.

Stedman v. Smith, supra ; Wculdittgton v. Naylor, 60 L. T. 480 :

Mtirray v. Hall, supra: Murlyv. McDermott, 8 Ad. & E. 138 : Cubitt

V. Porter, supra: Knight \. Pursell, ii Ch. D. 412, ante, p. 253.
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Although a co-owner of a party wall could not maintain

an action at common law against the other co-owner for

temporarily undermining the foundation of the wall, yet, when
within the area of the London Building Act, 1894, such a work
cannot be carried out if a difference arises between the building

owner and the adjoining owner, except as provided by Part

VIII. of that Act*
Matters having relation to the support of walls will be

dealt with in the next chapter.

Hedges.—One tenant in common of a hedge may maintain
trespass against his co-tenant if the latter grubs it up

;
but not

for a mere clipping of the hedge.^ A covenant not to grub up
trees or hedges is broken by removing them from one part of
the premises to another, or by taking them away (unless they
are decayed) for the purpose of planting a larger number in

their stead.^

Repairing Walls and Fences.— It has been considered
doubtful how far a tenancy in common of a party wall, or
fence, implies any obligation on the part of one tenant in
common towards his co-tenant to repair

;

^ but it is decided
that one tenant in common of a house who expends money on
ordinary repairs, not being such as are necessary to prevent
the house from going to ruin, has no right of action against his
co-tenant for contribution.®

As a general rule, easements impose no personal obliga-
tion upon the owner of the servient tenement to do anything.
The burden of repair falls upon the owner of the dominant
tenement.®

An action for not repairing fences, whereby another party
is damaged, can, in ordinary cases, be maintained only against
the occupier, and not against the owner in fee who is not in
possession.'^

' See this Act, post, p. 436, and Standard Bank of British South
ytmerica v. Stokes, 9 Ch. D. 68, and cases cited, p. 437.

" Voyce V. Voyce, Gow. 201 : Martyn v. K^iollys, 8 T. R. 145 : Tacobs
V. Seward, L. R. 4 C. P. 328. Where there are two adjacent fields,
separated by a hedge and ditch, the ditch belongs, frimd facie, to theowner of the field in which the hedge is, Guy v. West, 2 Selw. N. P.

Miller, 3 Taunt. 137 ; Marshall^. Taylor, [1895] i Ch. 641'
See

y. Southworth, 6 Connecticut Rep. 471, as to the presumptionon a grant of land ‘ bounded by a ditch or wall.’

&
6 C. & P. 195 : Arthur v. Lamb, 2 Dr.

p. 264: Hunt’s Boundaries and Fences

436
P- provisions of Building Act, post,

33 ftl'v. 'ii'
‘0 ’ 5^ I- J- <5 - B- * ^ sa L. T. 790

;

s Donlk.'’’,.!?''
3^=' «• raj'hr v. Whiuhaul,

»
Cheethamv. Hampson, 4 T. R. 318: Russell Shenton, 3 Q. B.

S
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But the landlord may be sued instead of the tenant, where
the wrong causing the damage arises from the nonfeasance or
misfeasance of the landlord.' So, also, where the landlord has
undertaken to repair the premises and neglected to do so.^

449 : Chauntler v. Robinson, 4 Exch. 163 : Reg. v. Bncknall, 2 I.. R. 804

:

Leslie V. Pounds, 4 Taunt. 649 : Mills v. Holton, 2 H. & N. 14.
' Todd V. Flight, 9 C. B. (N. S.) 377, 389.
- Payne v. Rogers, 2 H. Bl. 348. See also Rex v. Pedley, i A. & E.

822.

1
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CHAPTER XXIV. Chap.XXIV.

SUPPORT. Support.

What is Support.—The force of gravity causes the super-

incumbent land, or building, to press downward upon what

is below it, whether artificial or natural
;
and it has also a

tendency to thrust outwards, laterally, any loose or yielding

substance, such as earth or clay, until it meets with adequate

resistance. Using the language of the law of easements, in

the case alike of vertical and of lateral support, both to land

and to buildings, the dominant tenement imposes upon the

servient a positive and a constant burden, the sustenance of

which, by the servient tenement, is necessary for the safety

and stability of the dominant. It is true that the benefit to

the dominant tenement arises, not from its own pressure upon
the servient tenement, but from the power of the servient

tenement to resist that pressure, and from its actual suste-

nance of the burden so imposed. But the burden and its

sustenance are reciprocal, and inseparable from each other, and
it can make no difference whether the dominant tenement is

said to impose, or the servient to sustain, the weight.^
Nature and Extent of the Right to Support.— i. When

Support is claimed for Land.—Every owner has a right, ex
jure 7iaturcB^ that his own land shall not be disturbed by the
removal of the support naturally rendered by the subjacent
and adjacent soil.^

In the natural state of land, one part of it receives support
from another, upper from lower strata, and soil from adjacent
soil. This support is natural, and is necessary, as long as the
status quo of the land is' maintained

;
and, therefore, if one

parcel of land be conveyed so as to be divided in point of title
from another contiguous to it, or (as in the case of mines)

Selborne in Dalton Angus
^ 6 Ap. Ca. 740 ; 150 L. 1

Q- B. 689
; 44 L. T. 844 ; 30 VV. R. 191 r 46 J. P. 132.

^

Humphries v. Brogden, 12 Q. B. 739; 20 L. ]. Q. B. 10; 15 Tui
124 : Smart v. A/orton, 5 El. & Bl. 30 ; 24 L. J. Q. B. 260 ; i Jur. (N. S

(N ^ 348 ; 30 L. J. Q. B. 49 ; 6 Ju,

7 fuT "
r"

L. C. 503; 34 L. J. Q. B. 181

vA„i
'

’ 4 L. r. 754 ; 9 W. R. 769 : and cases cited in Da/ta
supra: Bell v. Love, 9 Ap. Ca. 286; 53 L. J. Q. B. 257

47 Lj
-J’

32 W. R. 725 ; 48 J. P. 516 : Chapman v. Day (No. 1

Natural right

to support of
land.

s 2
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below it, the status quo of support passes ^vith the property irk

the land, not as an easement held by a distinct title, but as.

incident to the land itself, sme quo res ipsa haberi non debet.

All existing divisions of property in land must have been
attended with this incident, when not excluded by contract

;

and it is for that reason often spoken of as a right by law
;
a

right of the owner to the enjoyment of his own property, as

distinguished from an easement supposed to be gained by
grant

;
a right for injury to which an adjoining proprietor is

responsible, upon the principle, sic utere tuo, ut alienum non
Icedas. *

The right to support is not a right to a particular means of
support

;
but it is a right that the ordinary enjoyment of land

shall not be interrupted, so that, until the enjoyment of the
surface land is disturbed, the owner has no right to complain
of the removal of minerals.’'^

The extent of the land of the grantor required for the

support depends on the nature of the land, If in a quarry

of hard stone or marble, it may be that no adjacent support is

necessary. If, on the other hand, it traverses a bed of sand or

a marsh, or a loose gravelly soil, it may be that a considerable

breadth of support is necessary to prevent the land from falling,

away upon the soil of that which is retained. The same rule

applies where the land is conveyed compulsorily, under the

authority of an Act of Parliament, for a public work, as a

railway or canal, unless qualified by the Act.^

But the support to which a landowner is entitled from the

adjacent land is confined to such an extent of adjacent land

as, in its natural undisturbed state, is sufficient to afford the

requisite support.'*

The natural right to support continues though houses are

built, where the weight of the houses does not produce the

* Per Lord Selborne in Dalton v. Angus, supra. As to right to let

clown surface without making compensation under an Inclosure Act, see

Gillv. Dickinson, 5 Q. B. D. 159 ; 49 L. J. Q. B. 262 ; 42 L. T. 510;

28 W. R. 415 ; 44 J. P. 587. As to the construction of documents giving

something different from the common right, see Davis v. Trehanie,

6 Ap. Ca. 460 ; 50 L, J. Q. B. 665 ; 29 W.. R. 869 : Mostyn v. Lancaster,

23 Ch. D. 583; 52 L. J. Ch. 848; 48 L. T. 715 ; 31 W. R. 686 :

Twyrerould v. Chamber Colliery Co., \V. N. 1892, p. 27.

Backhouse v. Bonomi, 9 H. L. C. 503 > 34 L- J- Q- ; 7 Jur-

(N. S.) 809 ; 4 L. T. 754 ; 9 W. R. 769. See/w/, p. 271.

» Caledonian Railway Co. v. Sprot, 2 Macq. 449 ; 2 Jur. (Isk b.) 623 1

Caledonian Railway Co. v. Belhaven, 3 Macq. 56; 3 S.) 573 ?

Dugdale V. Robertson, 3 K. & J. 695 ; 3 Jur. (N. S.) 687 : North-EaUent

Railway Co. v. Elliott, 30 L. J. Ch. 160 ;
2 De G. F. & J. 423 ;

10 IL L. C
333; 32 L. J. Ch. 402; 9 Jur. (N. .S.) 555; 8 L. T. 337; n W. k

604: Great IVestertt Railway Co. v. Bennett, L. R. 2 H. L. 27;

36 L. J. Q. B. 133: 16 L. T. 186; 15 W. B- 647 : Siddons v. Short,

2 C. P. D. 572 ; 46 L. J. C. P. 795 : 37 L. T. 230.
, . , r-u a

^ Birmingham Cotporation v. Allen, 6 Ch. U. 284; 4 .^ L. J. Ch. 073 >

37 L. T. 207 ; 25 W. R. 810.
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sinking of the land, and if the land would have sunk in the

same manner if no houses had been erected.^

The damages are not necessarily nominal, merely because

the injury would have been inappreciable had no buildings

existed on the land, if the damage has been caused by an

infraction of the plaintiff’s common law right.

The right which every landowner has to the support of

his land may be prevented from arising by reservation, but the

language of the instrument must be clear and unambiguous.®

For, if a lessor wishes to reserve rights in derogation of his

grant, he must do so in plain terms.'* The strict legal right to

unlimited support is frequently modified by Act of Parliament,

•or by private agreement.'^

In certain districts, a lessor, in the building lease, excepts

and reserves the right of removing all minerals either lying

within a fixed distance, or without restriction, making com-
pensation for all damage done to the surface, or to any
building on the ground, and, in some cases, when the builder
will accept such a condition, without any liability for damage.
Where the owner of land reserves the minerals under the land,

•and the right to work them, paying compensation for all damage
that may be done thereby to the buildings on the land, the
grantees of the minerals, with notice of the reservation, can
only work the minerals subject to the condition of paying
cornpensation to the grantee of the land, who can maintain an
action for the damage done to his buildings by the working of
the mines.® Although, as a general rule, the owner of the

' Brmtm v. Robins, 4 H. & N. 186 ; 28 L. J. Ex. 250 ; Hamer v.

Knowles, 6 H. & N. 454 ; 30 L. J. Ex. 102
; 3 L. T. 746 ; 9 W. R. 615

Bell V. Love, 9 Ap. Ca. 286
; 53 L. J. Q. B. 257 ; 51 L. T. i

; 32 W. R!
725; 48 J- P. 516. But see Smith v. Thackerah, L. R. i C. P. 564

^76 ; 12 Jur. (N. S.) 545 ; 14 L. T. 761 ; 14 W. R. 832
Iryattv. Harrison, 3 B. & Ad. 871.

Chapman v. Day (No. i), 47 L. T. 705. And see, as to amount o:
uaniage to be shown, Smith v. Thackerah, supra.

^ See, as to the right oflandowner to the support of land. Backhouse v,
JSmomt, 9 H. L. C. 503 : Birmingham Corporation v. Allen, 6 Ch. D,
2 4- See ante, p. 199, as to the difference between a reservation and ar
exception.

* Mundyv. Duke of Rutland, 23 Ch. D. 81 ; 31 W. R. 510 : Bell v,

fsT’p ^
^

* See Aspden v. Seddon, L. R. 10 Ch. 394 ; 44 L. T. Ch. =:;q • 22 L T
415 ; 23 W. R. 580: Ibid. L. R. I E^ D.%6

; 46 L l’Ex 35^
I ;

25 W. R. 277. See also Harms v. Ryding, 5 M. & W. 60 !8 L. J Ex. 181 : Smart v. Morton, 5 El. & Bl. 30; 241 J. Q. B. 261 !

6 El' & 771 lin I = Roberts v. Haines,

748 •
20^7’ 353 : Rowbotham v. Wilson, 8 H. L. C.

i I V Buccleuch v. Wakefield, L. I't. 4 7-7. L.

fe; - 1
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surface has no right to the additional support necessary for

the maintenance of buildings, where there is a reservation by
the grantor of the minerals,' yet, if the grant is made expressly

to enable the grantee to build a house on the land granted,

there is then an implied grant and warranty of support,

subjacent and adjacent, as if the house had already existed.''

If a railway company has exercised the option it has under
the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, of purchasing

land, under their compulsory powers, without the mines or

minerals thereunder, the owner, lessee, or occupier of such

mines and minerals has a right to work the same without

regard to whether such working will let down the surface,

provided the working is according to the usual custom of the

district. Where, therefore, the railway company sells part of

such land as superfluous land, the purchaser has no greater

right than the railway company from whom he derived title.^

Acquisition of the Right to Support.—The right to

support for land in its natural condition, as already explained,

is a natural right. It is not, therefore, acquired by any act,

but is a right incident to the ownership of land. A right,

however, to let down the support to which a surface owner

has a natural right may be acquired by Act of Parliament.''

No right can be acquired by the owner of subsoil, either by

custom or by prescription," to destroy the support to the

surface land.

Whenever land is sold, there is an implied grant of right

to support for that land by the vendor, if he reserves either

the subjacent mines or the adjoining soil. The grant of right

to support, under these circumstances, is additional to the

natural right, and can be implied against the vendor only

;

but the natural right is good not only against the vendor, but

against other persons in possession of the land adjacent, or

the subjacent mines.^

If the vendor, when land is sold, reserves the subjacent

22 Q. B. D. S55; 58 L. J. Q. B. 573; 37 W. R. 388; 53 J. P. 404;

5 T. L. R. 337 : Bell v. Earl of Dudley, [1895] ' Ch. 182; 43 W. R.

122; 64 L. J. Ch. 291 ; 72 L. T. 14. See ante, p. 185 et seq., as to

notice of restrictive covenants in assignees.

* See note (S), ante, p. 261.
- Caledonian Raihvay Co. v. Sprot, 2 Macq. 452 : North-Eastern Eatl-

way Co. V. Elliott, 10 II. L. C. 333 ; 32 L. J. Ch. 402 : North-Eastern

Railway Co. v. Crossland, 2 J. & H. 565 ! 3^ L. J. Ch. 353-

^ Pountney v. Clayton^ 1 1 Q. B. D. 820 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 566 ; 49 L. 1

.

283; 31 W. R. 664; 47 J- P- 788.

‘ Roaubotham v. Wilson, 8 II. L. C. 348 ; 30 L. J. Q. B. 49 ; 6 Jur.

(N. S.) 965; and see ss. 77, 78, and 79 of the Lands and Railway

Clauses Consolidation Acts, 1845.

‘ Wakefield v. Duke of Bnccleuch, L. R. 4 Eq. 613 ;
L. K. 4 H. n.

377 ; 36 L. J. Ch. 763 ; 39 L. J. Ch. 41 1 ; 23 L. T. 102 : Hiltonx. Earl

Granville, D. & M. 614: 5 Q- P- 70i ; 13 L. J. Q. B. 193 ; 8 Jur. 310.

» Blackett v. Bradley, i B. & S. 940 ; 31 L. J. Q. B. 65.

' Goddard (2nd ed.), p. 181, and/d>r/, p. 264.
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mines, with power to w'ork the minerals, this reservation of

itself will not deprive the purchaser either of his natural right

to support for his land, or of the benefit of the implied grantd

But if the deed is framed with that object, and there is an ex-

press stipulation, the owner of the mines may be empowered

to remove the minerals, without subjecting himself to any

liability for damage done to the surface by subsidence, or

subject to payment of compensation for injury.^

2. When Support is claimed for Buildings.—The right to

support exjure 7iaturce exists in respect of land only, and not

in respect of buildings. But a right to support for buildings,

both from adjacent and subjacent land, may be acquired, and,

when acquired, the right is an easement.^

Support to that which is artificially imposed upon land

must, in each particular case, be acquired by grant, or by

some means equivalent in law to grant, in order to make it a

burden upon the neighbours’ land, which, naturally, would be

free from it.'* But the character of the rights is in each case

the same, whether acquired exjure naturce or by grant.’^ The
right is properly called an easement, as it was by Lord

Campbell in Himiphries v. Brogden
\
® though, when the land

is in its natural state, the easement is natural and not con-

ventional. The same distinction exists as to rights in respect

of running water. The easement of the riparian landowner is

natural
;
that of the mill-owner on the stream, so far as it ex-

ceeds that of an ordinary riparian proprietor, is conventional,

i.e. it must be established by prescription or grant.'^

Support may be claimed for buildings—(i) from adjacent and
subjacent soil, (2) from adjacent buildings. (3) In buildings in

flats, from subjacent flats.

A right to support for buildings, both from the subjacent

and adjacent soil, may be acquired by grant, express or implied.®

As to express grants, the nature and character of the right

will be defined by the deed. It seems probable, however, that

such a document would hardly take the form of a grant, but
rather of a covenant on the part of the so-called grantor to

' Harris v. Ryding, 5 M. & W. 60 ; 8 L. J. (N. S.) Ex. 181 ; Smart
V. Morton, 5 El. & Bl. 30 ; 24 L. J. Q. B. 260

; 3 C. L. R. 1004 ; i Jur.
(N. S.) 825. See Bell v. Love, 9 Ap. Ca. 286; 53 L. J. Q. B. 257 ;

51 L. T. I
; 32 W. R. 725 ; 48 J. P. 516 ; and cases supra.

“ Aspden v. Seddon, L. R. 10 Ch. 394 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 359 ; 32 L. T.

415 ; 23 W. R. 580 : Ibid. I Ex. D. 496 ; 46 L. J. Ex. 353 ; 36 L. T. 45 ;

25 W. R. 277 : supra, p. 261. Cf. Whitehouse v. Bayley, 34 L. T. 93.
^ See Dalton v. Angus, post, p. 265, as to acquiring a right of support

for buildings.
' Per Lord Selborne, in Dalto7t v. Angus, 6 Ap. Ca. 740 ; 50 L. J. Q. B.

689 ; 44 L. T. 844 ; 30 W. R. 191 ; 46 J. r. 132. See Caledonian Rail-
way Co. V. Sprot, 2 Macq. 449 ; 2 Jur. (N. S.) 623.

‘ /b;' Willes, J., in Bonomi\. Backhouse, I E. B. E. 655.
® 12 Q. B. 742 ; 20 L. J. Q. B. 10; 15 Jur. 124.
Per Lord Selborne, in Dalton v. Angus, supra.

" Bonomi v. Backhouse, supra : Dalton v. Angus, supra.
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Chap.XXIV. refrain from the commission of any act prejudicial to the

Su^rt
stability of the dependent tenement.' Where there is no
express stipulation, this right arises by implied grant, when an
owner of adjoining houses and land severs the property by
sale, for, in such a case, rights to support are granted by
implication, by the vendor and purchasers respectively.^ A
vendor, on selling part of his property, is presumed to grant
such a measure of support from the property he retains as is

necessary for the property sold in its then condition, or when
applied to the purpose for which the grant was expressly made

;

but the precise measure of such support depends upon the
special circumstances of each case." The damages recoverable
for an interference with such support include all loss which
has happened as a natural consequence of the wrongful acts,
such as the expense of removing the grantee’s business to other
premises."

If land is granted for the purpose of building a house,
there is an implied warranty of support, subjacent and adja-
cent, from the land of the grantor, as if the house had already
existed."

The circumstance that the grant does not notice the in-
tention of building is immaterial in a case where both grantor
and grantee are aware of it.®

In Rigby v. Bennett^ the corporation of Liverpool put up
certain plots of building land for sale by auction. The
purchasers were to erect buildings to the satisfaction of the
corporation. No sale was effected at the auction, but after-

wards one of the plots was sold to the plaintiff under the
original conditions. He submitted plans showing foundations

* Banks on Support.
^ Richards Rose, 9 Ex. 219; 23 L. J. Ex. 3; Murchie v. Blach,

19 C. B. (N. S.) 190 ; 34 L. J. C. P. 337 ;
ii Jur. (N. S.) 608

; 12 L. T.

735 ; 13 W. R. 896. See jier Lord Tenterden in Peyton v. Mayor of
London, 9 B. & C. 736 ; 3 C. & P. 363. See Aspden v. Seddon, supj-a :

Russell V. Waits, 10 A. C. 590; 55 L. J. Ch. 158; 53 L. T. 876;
34 W. R. 277 ; 50 J. P. 68.

‘‘ Grosvenor Hotel Co. v. Hamilton, [1894] 2 Q. B. 836; 42 W. R.

626; 63 L. J. Q. B. 661 ; 71 L. T. 362; 9 R. 819.
' Grosvenor Hotel Co. v. Hamilton, supra.
® Caledonia7i Railway Co. v. Sprot, 2 Macq. 449 ; 2 Jur. (N. S.) 623 :

Caledonian Railway Co. v. Belhaven, 3 Macq. 56; 3 Jur. (N. S.) 573;
Dugdale v. Robertson, 3 K. & J. 695 ; 3 Jur. (N. S.

) 687 : North-Eastern
Raihuay Co. v. Elliott, 10 H. L. C. 333 ; 32 L. J. Ch. 402

;

2 De G. F. & J. 423 ; 9 Jur. (N. S.) 555 ; 8 L. T. 337 ; ii W. R. 604 :

Great Western Raihvay Co. v. Bennett, L. R. 2 H. L. 27 ; 36 L. J. Q. B.

133; 16 L. T. 186; 15 W. R. 647 : Siddons v. Short, 2 C. P. D. 572 J

46 L. J. C. P. 795 ; 37 L. T. 230.
“ Robinson v. Grave, 29 L. T. 7 ; 21 W. R. 569.
’ Rigby V. Bennett, 21 Ch. D. 559; 48 L. T. 47 ; 31 W. R. 222;

47 J. P. 217. As to what would have been the rights of the parties if the

.sales had b.een contemporaneous, or if the right of sup] 5ort claimed would
have prevented the corporation from building in a reasonable way on the

adjoining lot, qtuere.
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10 feet 9 inches deep, which were approved. Afterwards,

owing to the nature of the soil, he built only 8 feet 3 inches

deep. The corporation surveyor inspected the foundations

and raised no objection. When the plaintiff’s house was

nearly completed, the adjacent lot was sold to the defendant,

who excavated to a depth considerably lower, and so as to

endanger the plaintiff’s building. It was held that the corpo-

ration, having raised no objection to the plaintiff’s shallow

foundation, could not themselves have excavated so as to

endanger the plaintiff’s building, though the plaintiff knew,

when he laid his foundations, that the adjoining plot was

destined to be built upon, and that the defendant could have no
greater right. Where the common owner of house and land

first sells the land, retaining the house, the law does not seem
clear whether he retains a right of support by implication or

not, but apparently he does.' As to subjacent support, where
the owner of land with a house on it sells the minerals, re-

taining the house, and the house is let down by the mining
operations, the owner of the house is entitled to damages

;
it

was said all buildings are entitled to subjacent support,^ and
the same has been decided with regard to adjacent land.^

If the severance of the estate by the common owner takes
place by contemporaneous sales of both lots, it seems each
lot has a right of support."*

There is nothing, at common law, to prevent the owner of
land draining, though it may happen that, where a person
grants land to another for building, the grantor cannot drain
his adjoining land, if to do so would render the land granted
less fit for building than it otherwise would have been, on the
ground that the grantorwould be derogating from his own grant.

A right to lateral support from adjoining land may be ac-
quired, by twenty years’ uninterrupted enjoyment, fora building
proved to have been newly built, or altered so as to increase
the lateral pressure, at the beginning of that time, where that
enjoyment is peaceable, and without deception or conceal-
ment, and so open that it must be known that some support

^
being enjoyed by the building.® The facts upon which the

decision was founded were as follows ;

• A
houses, originally used as dwelling-houses, were built

independently, side by side, but each on the extremity of its

See Chap. XXII. as to there being no such reservation for other
easements.

I
v.Je7tkins, 18 L. T. 437 ; 17 W. R. 30.

Murri
'^ufnell, 46 L. T. 886. As to adjacent support, see

V. Black, 19 C. B. (N. S.) 190 ; 34 L. J. C. P. 337 -

^

J^gby \. Bennett, supra-, see Chap. XXII. on ‘Light.’

<;78 •

L. R. 4 Ex. 248 ; 38 L. J. Ex. 126 ; 20 L. T.
^'0 f to light, p. 229 et sea.

844 -fow P i '
50 L. J. Q. B. 689; 44 L. T.

4 0 ’b D it?'
‘here, and in4 V- u. 162, and the opinions of the judges in 6 Ap. Ca. p. 742.
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owner’s soil, and having lateral support from the soil on which
the other rested. The houses had stood in this manner for
more than twenty years, when, in 1849, the plaintiff’s house
was converted into a factory

;
the internal walls being removed,

and the girders which supported the upper floors of the
factory being let into a large chimney-stack, the foundations
of which being in contact with the soil under the adjoining
house, the lateral pressure upon the soil was materially
increased. This conversion was made openly, and without
deception or concealment

;
but the owner of the adjoining

house did not assent to the alterations.

After the factory had stood in this manner for more than
twenty years, the owners of the adjoining house employed a
contractor to pull down their house and excavate the soil

forming its site, the contractor being bound to shore up
adjoining buildings and make good all damage. In conse-
quence of these excavations, which, however, were not done
negligently, the foundations of the chimney-stack of the

plaintiffs’ factory, being deprived of the lateral support of the

adjacent soil, sank and fell, bringing down with it a large

portion of the factory. The House of Lords held that the

•plaintiffs, upon these facts, had acquired a right of support
for their factory by the twenty years’ enjoyment, and that they

could sue the owners of the adjoining house, and the contractor,

for the injury they had sustained.

‘The law favours the preservation of enjoyments acquired

by the labour of one man, and acquiesced in by another who
has the power to interrupt them

;
and as, on the supposition

of a grant, the right to light may be gained from not erecting a

wall to obstruct it, the right to support for a new building,

erected near the extremity of the owner’s land, may be

explained on the same principle.’ ^ The easement must have

been enjoyed for twenty years before action brought under a

claim of right, and after the neighbour was, or ought to have

been, fully aware of the facts.^

The enjoyment of the right of support must have been

open and not surreptitious.^

Upon the questions proposed to the learned judges, in

Dalton V. Angus, which involved the doctrine of clam, as

applied to the easement of support, there was much difference

of opinion. It will, therefore, be important to see what is the

nature and extent of the knowledge, or means of knowledge,

' Per Lord Campbell, \x\ Humphries Brogdeu, 12 Q. B. 749. See

Hide V. Thornborough, 2 C. & K. 250 : Solomon v. Vintners’ Company,

4 H. & N. 598 ;
28 L. J. Ex. 370 ; Dugdale v. Robertson, 3 K. & J. 695

:

Hunt V. Peake, Johns. 710 ; 29 L. J. Ch. 785 : Rogers v. Taylor, 2 H. & N.

828 ; 27 L. J. Ex. 175.
“ See /cr Alderson, B., in Partridge v. Scott, 3 & W. 230. -And

see now the judgments in Dalton v. Angus, supra.

^ Dalton V. Angus, supra.
* Supra.
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which a man ought to be shown to possess, against whom a

right of support tor another man’s building is claimed. He
cannot resist, or interrupt, that of which he is wholly ignorant.

Lord Selborne, L.C., says:' ‘There are some things of

which all men ought to be presumed to' have knowledge, and

among them, I think, is the fact, that, according to the laws of

nature, a building cannot stand without vertical or, ordinarily,

without lateral support. When a new building is openly

erected on one side of the dividing line between two properties,

its general nature and character, its exterior and much of its

interior structure, must be visible and ascertainable by the

adjoining proprietor during the course of its erection. When,

as in the present case, a private dwelling-house is pulled down,

and a building of an entirely different character, such as a

coach or carriage factory, with a large and massive brick pillar

and chimney-stack, is erected instead of it, the adjoining

proprietor must have imputed to him knowledge that a new
and enlarged easement of support (whatever may be its extent)

is going to be acquired against him, unless he interrupts or

prevents it. The case is, in my opinion, substantially the

same as if a new factory had been erected where no building

stood before. Having this knowledge, it is, in my judgment,

by no means necessary that he should have particular informa-

tion as to those details of the internal structure of the building,

on which the amount or incidence of its w^eight may more or

less depend. If he thought it material, he might inquire into

those particulars, and then if information were improperly with-

held from him, or if he received false or misleading information,

or if anything could be shown to have been done secretly or

surreptitiously, in order to keep material facts from his know-
ledge, the case would be different.’

When support is claimed for a building from an adjoining
building, it seems that a right has never been implied except
in cases where both properties have formerly belonged to a
common owner, in which case the law is the same as with
regard to adjoining houses and land under similar circum-
stances.^

Where a number of houses have been built together by one
owner, so as to require and receive mutual support, there is,

either by a presumed grant or by a presumed reservation, a
right to mutual support, for their common protection or
security, if the houses are afterwards sold and conveyed to
different individuals

;
and if several adjoining landowners, by

common consent, build their houses together, so that the
house of one of them rests upon and requires the support
of the adjoining house, there will be an implied grant
of a right to mutual support; and this right will continue,
notwithstanding alterations in the ownership of the houses by

Dalton V. Angus, sup-a. Sec also Lemaitre v. Davis, supra.
See ante, p. 264.
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sale, mortgage, devise, &c.‘ But if two houses are built against
each other, with separate and independent walls, resting upon
separate and independent foundations, so as to stand in-
dependently of each other, one has no right (apart from
prescription) to support from the other.

But, even when no right exists, it is the duty of all persons
to use due care and skill, and take reasonable precautions, in
pulling down houses and walls which rest against, or are in
contact with, an adjoining house or wall

;
and, if an injury is

sustained from a neglect to exercise such care, skill, and
precaution, a wrong is done, and the wrongdoer is responsible
for the damage.^

Where ancient buildings, belonging to different owners,
adjoin each other, there is a right of support from the build-
ing as well as from the land.'*

It was also held, in the last-mentioned case, that this

right of support could be claimed under the provisions of
section 2 of the Prescription Act.-'’ But an easement of support
has not been enjoyed ‘as of right,’ within the above section, if

the claimant has been liable, under a covenant, to perform an
act which is inconsistent with the existence of such an ease-
ment. And where a building stands upon land, as to a
portion of which land the party claiming the easement admits,
for instance, under a deed, that at any time, upon a certain

notice, he is bound to do something which is inconsistent with
the continuance of the building, the claim is not of right, and
the easement is not claimable.®

No opinion was expressed in Dalton v. Angus'^ as to the

distinction taken in Solomon v. Vintners' Co7Jipa 7iyP where it

' Addison on Torts (7th ed.
), p. 306. Richai-ds v. Rose, 9 Ex. 221 ;

and
see per Cockburn, C.J., in A 7igiis v. Dalton, 3 Q. B. D. at p. 116:
Goddard on Easements (2nd ed.), p. 187. See also Walters v. Pfiel,

I M. & M. 362 : Dodd v. Holme, i A. & E. 493 : Alassey v. Goyder,

4 C. & P. i6i : Chadwick v. Troiuer, 6 Bing. N. C. i : Le7naitre v.

Davis, 19 Ch. D. 281 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 173 ; 46 L. T. 407 ; 30 W. R. 360;
46 J. P. 324 : Tone v. Preston, 24 Ch. 1). 739 ; 53 L. J. Ch. 40 ; 49 L. T.

99 ; 32 W. R. 166.

^ Solonion v. Vmt/iers' Compa7ty, 4 H. & N. 598 ;
28 L. J. Ex. 370

:

Peyto7i V. Mayor ofLo7idon, 9 B. & C. 736 : Kempston v. Butler, 12 Ir. C.

L. R. 516.
“ Addison on Torts (7th ed.), p. 379. Chadwick v. Trosuer, supra \

Walters v. Pfiel, supra: Davies v. Londo/i and Blachwall Railway Co.,

I M. & G. 799; 2 Sc. N. R. 74; ante, p. 122. As to repair of the

damage, see Taylor v. Ste/idall, 7 Q. B. 634.
* Let)iaitrev. Davis, 19 Ch. D. 281

; 51 L. J. Ch. 173; 46 L. T.

407 ; 30 W. R. 360 ; 46 J. P. 324 : Bro-wn v. Windsor, i C. & J. 20

;

and as to subjacent support, see Bell v. Love, 9 Ap. Ca. 286
; 52 L. J.

Q. B. 257 ; SI L. T. I
; 32 W. R. 725 ; 48 J. P. 516.

“ 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71. See the section, p. 207; see also the dtctum

of Lord Selborne in Dalto/i v. At/gus, a/ite, p. 267.
“ Tofte V. Preston, 24 Ch. D. 739 ! S 3 L. J. Ch. 50; 49 L. T. 99;

32 W. R. 166. ’ Sup/-a.

" 4 H. & N. 585; 28 L. J. E.x. 370; 5 Jur. (N. S.) ii 77 - See,

however, now Le/nait/-e v. Davis, supra.
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was decided that the right could not be acquired when there

were intervening properties.

When the natural right to support for land is limited by

Act of Parliament, or otherwise, a similarly limited right to

support for houses erected on the surface can alone be
acquired by prescription.'

The law seems to be clear that the dominant owner may
enter the servient tenement and do the necessary repairs, and
that the servient owner is under no obligation to do them.^
There is no obligation towards a neighbour cast by law on the

owner of a house, merely as such, to keep it repaired in a
substantial manner, his only duty being to prevent it from
being a nuisance.^

Extinction of the Eight to Support.—When an artificial

weight has been placed on land, so as to impose a greater
pressure on the subjacent or adjacent soil than that which
previously existed, the servient owner may be sued if he inter-

feres with the natural right to support to which the dominant
owner was entitled

;
and compensation may also be recovered

for the injury caused to the buildings, as consequential
damage, if the newly erected buildings were not the primary
cause of the sinking, that is, if the sinking would have occurred
when an excavation was made, even though no buildings had
been erected.'* For the natural right to support is not de-
stroyed, or even suspended, under such circumstances.

The point, whether the fact of increasing the weight of an
ancient building has the effect of depriving the owner of his right
to that degree of support to which he was entitled before he
increased the weight, does not appear yet to have been decided.
It would seem, however, that, as the effect of building on land
does not, under the circumstances above mentioned, suspend
the natural right to support, there would only be a similar
result from the increase of the weight of an ancient building,
and the owner would not lose his right to sue for any injury
caused, unless it arose through the additional weight of the
house.®

' Rowbotham v. Wilson, 6 E. & B. 593 ; 25 L. T. 0. B. 362.

"

3
Rycroft, I Wms. Saund. at p. 565 (ed. 1871).

tolebeck v. Girdlers' Company, i Q. B. D. 234 ; 45 L. T. O B
225 . Hamilton Vestry of St. George, Hanover Square, L. R. 9 O B
t ^ P

W. R. 86 : Gerrard?. cJe',

Af, f ^ Humphries v. Cousins, 2 C. P. D. 239 •

fl*y‘ Iff 37* = Chauntlery. Robinson’,

31 L T O P L Highway Board v. Gran
,51 U J. Q. B. 357 ; 46 L. T. 338 ; 46 J. P. 437.

Hx. jf: 454 ^ 30 yj.

j- - -

6 Ap. 4 Q- B. D. 162;

46 T P i-i-y ’c I
^4 L. T. 844; 30 W. R. 191 •

ship&c.‘
^ P- ^35 . under ‘Light,’ as to union of own^erl
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When a house is pulled down for the purpose of repair, this

does not cause the loss of any easement attached to it, if it be
accompanied by an intention, acted upon within a reasonable
time, of rebuilding it.'

Remedies for Disturbance ofthe Right.—Works endanger-
ing, or infringing, a right to an easement of support,^ or in-

fringing a natural right of support,'* will be restrained by
injunction

;
or, where injury has been caused, an action can

be brought for damages, or for both an injunction and
damages.®

The question in what cases a person who has sustained

damage from the removal of support from his land is entitled

to sue the party who has caused the damage, will depend upon
whether the disturbance is in connection with natural rights, or

acquired rights, of support.

In the case of the natural right of support for the soil, the

dominant owner is entitled to sue the adjoining owner if he,

without justification, removes, or excavates on, his own land

in a manner which causes damage to the land of the dominant
owner, although the work has not been conducted negligently,

or in a way which is contrary to the custom of the country

where the land is situated.®

As regards buildings, when a right by prescription or grant

has been acquired, and can be proved, by the dominant owner,

he can sue for damage sustained by any unjustifiable disturb-

ance of his right, in a similar way to the owner of a natural

right to support.'" But although this must be taken to be the

rule, yet where a person who has no right in the adjacent or

subjacent land, i.e. a trespasser, removes support, and causes

damage to buildings, the owner of the damaged buildings can

bring an action against such person, even though he has not

acquired any right to support.® And, as before pointed out,

even where there is no actual right to support for a house, the

' Liittrel’s case, 4 Rep. 86. See also p. 241, under ‘Light.’

* North-Eastern Raihuay Co. v. Elliott, 10 H. L. C. 333 ; 32 L. J.

Ch. 402 ; 2 DeG. F. & J. 423; 9 Jur. (N. S.) 555; 8 L. T. 337; ii W. R.

604 : Siddons v. Short, 2 C. P. D. 572 ; 46 L. J. C. P. 795 ; 37 L. T.

230 ;
Dalton v. Angus, supra.

’ Hunt V. Peake, 29 L. J. Ch. 785 ;
i Johns. 705 ; 6 Jur. (N. S.) 107.

* See p. 24s as to when an interlocutory injunction will be granted,

and as to injunctions at the hearing.

* See p. 249, as to this. Grosvenor Hotel Co. v. Hamilton, [1S94]

2 Q. B. 836 ; 42 W. R. 626 ; 63 L. J. Q. B. 661 ; 71 L. T. 362 ; 9 R.

819.
“ Humphries v. Brogden, 15 Q. B. 7391 20 L. J. Q. B. 10; 15 Jur-

124 ; Brown v. Robins, 4 H. & N. 186; 28 L. J. Fx. 250.

’ See Dalton v. Angus, supra, p. 265 ;
I.emaitre v. Davis, supra,

p. 122. See Murchie v. Black, 19 C. B. (N. S. ) 190; 34 L. J. C. P-

337; II Jur. (N. S.) 608; 12 L. T. 735 ; 13 W. R. 896, as to where

disturbance of the right to support may be justified.

“ Jeffries v. Williams, Exch. 792 ;
20 L. J. Ex. 14 : Bibby v. Carter,

3 H. & N. 153; 28 L. J. Ex. 182.
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owner of an adjoining house is liable for negligence if he do

not exercise due precaution and skill in pulling down or alter-

ing his adjoining property.* In such case negligence is the

gist of the action
;
where there is a right to support, negligence

is immaterial.

-

No cause of action accrues for the mere excavation by the

defendant in his own land, so long as it causes no damage to

the plaintiff, but the cause of action arises when the actual

damage first occurs.-* The right of the person whose land was
interfered with is to the ordinary enjoyment of his land, and
until that is interfered with, he has no cause of complaint.^

The most ordinary case of withdrawal of support is in town
property, where persons buy small pieces of land, frequently

by the yard or foot, and occupy the whole of it with buildings.

They generally excavate for cellars, and in all cases make
foundations

;
and, in lieu of support given to their neighbour’s

land by the natural soil, substitute a wall. The mere excava-
tion of the land for this purpose gives no right of action to the
adjoining owner, and is not itself an unlawful act, although, if

damage ensued, a right of action would accrue. The right of
action is supposed to arise from the damage, not from the act
of the adjoining owner on his own land. The law favours the
exercise of dominion by every one upon his own land, and his
using it for the most beneficial purpose to himself.

But where there has been a disturbance of a right to sup-
port from adjacent land, and, in addition to existing damage,
future damage may occur, only the damage actually accrued
can be recovered in the action, and any further damage must
be recovered when it actually occurred, in a subsequent action.®
And, on a second subsidence, a fresh cause of action accrues to
the plaintiff, whose right to maintain the action is not, there-
fore, barred by the Statute of Limitations.'^

AVhere the plaintiff, entitled to a right of support, can make
' Ante, pp. 122, 268.

^See note ("), ante, p. 271. As to a second subsidence, see Mitchell
V. Barley Main Colliery Co., 14 Q. B. D. 125; 53 L. T. 0 . B. 471 •

32 W. R. 947.
j t/ >

^
Bononii V. Backhottse, E. B. & E. 646 ; and 9 H. L. C. 503

;

34 L. J. Q. B. 181. Cf. Kenstt v. Great Eastern Raihvay Co., 27 Ch. D.
54 L. J. Ch. 19 ; 48 L. T. 784 ; 32 W. R. 885. See also Roberts

East, 215 : Gillon v. Boddington, i C. & P. 541 ; R. & M.
I I, as to the time to sue if it is limited from the commission of an act.

5

Lord Cranworth in Bononii v. Backhouse, supra.
See /er Willes, J., in Bononii \. Backhouse, supra.

6a. .
3 Q- 389 ; 45 L- J- Q. B. 451 ; 38 L. T.

,C-’’
20 W. K. 775, where the decision was to the contrary effect, butne case has since been overruled by Mitchell v. Barley Main Colliery

^o., supra. See Shadwell v. Hutchinson, 2 B. & Ad. 97. But see Fritz

uVfi ’ 49 L. J. Ch. 321 ; 42 L. T. 225 ; 28 W. R.

til
' ^ '7 Ch. D. 174

;
50 L. J. Ch. 401 ; 44 L. T.

to damacrpc f
^^^3 >

Ord. 36, r. 58. See ante, p. 261, asto tlamages for interference with natural right.
Mitchell V. Barley Main Colliery Co., supra.
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V
out a reasonable and probable case of injury to his land from b
the working of the subjacent or adjacent soil, and can show a ?

reasonable probability of damage, an injunction can be obtained ;

against the person threatening to continue the working or ex-

cavation, although there is no actual existing damage to his
^

land.* ^

Building in Flats.—A builder now frequently erects a >

building, making each story, or flat, into a separate dwelling,

and sells or lets the different stories of the house to different

persons
;
in which case there is an implied grant, to every

purchaser or lessee, of all such adjacent and subjacent support •

as may be necessary for each respective story or flat. The
owner of the lower rooms and foundations, if the flats of the

same house are held as separate freeholds by different persons, ;

is, in general, bound to uphold and maintain the main walls ;

and necessary supports of the rooms above.^ Lord Selborne, .

in Dalton v. Angus, when referring to the general principles

as to an implied grant of support, said, if a building is divided

into floors or flats, separately owned (an illustration which
^

occurs in many of the authorities), the owner of each upper
^

floor or flat is entitled, upon the same principle, to vertical i

support from the lower part of the building, and to the benefit
|

of such lateral support as may be of right enjoyed by the build-
^

ing itself. V

It has been said, in an old case, that ‘ where I have a ..

chamber below, and another has a chamber above mine, as i

they have here in London, in this case I may compel him who

has the chamber above to cover his chamber for the salvation if

of the timber of my chamber below
;
and in the same manner .

he may compel me to sustain my chamber below, by the re- '

paration of the principal timber, for the salvation of his cham-
|

ber above.’ '* But this case was doubted by Lord Holt,® and
;

there appears to be no authority to oppose to his opinion, that

such an obligation could only exist when specially imposed.®

T

' Stddons V. Short, 2 C. P. D. 572; 46 L. J. C. P. 795
;

Bennett, 21 Ch. D. 559; 48 L. T. 47 : 3 i W. R. ^2; 47 J- L 217 •

Mundyv. Duke of Rutland, 23 Ch. D. 81; 31 W. R. 510. See as to

when an interlocutory injunction will be granted, and as to injunctions at

the hearing P. 177 - As to mandatory injunctions, see pp. 170-2.

^Mdtn on Torts, p. 401. v. Rose, 9 Exch. 219:

Humphries v. Brogden, 12 Q. B. 747 - t t' o w r>

3 6 Ap. Ca. 793 ; 50 L. J. Q. B. 689 ; 44 L. T. 844 ;
30 W. R. 191 .

58,
8. A. .0 the duty of

londlord in’rospoct of common stairw.y m
'“"'‘‘'"f

tenements, see Looney v. McLean, 37 Amer. R. 295 (U. S.). See also

Poinfret v. Ricroft, i Saund. 322. t j fr.r.1 <;ee

‘‘^See Tenant v. Goldwin, 6 Mod. 3H; 2 Lord Raym. 1093. See

'Caledonian Railway Co. v. Sprot, 2 Macq 449 - In France hous« are

usually built in flats ;
see, therefore, as to '

tit. 4, art. 66.^
« Gale (5th ed. ), p. 533 -
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The Scotch law, which is to a great extent based upon the Chap.XXIV
Civil Law, is in accordance with the doctrine that, to impose

such an obligation to repair on the owner of the servient tene-
uppor

ment, there must be either an express stipulation to that effect,

or actual proof that there is a prescriptive right to the repair as

well as to the support.' In an American case ^ it was said that

‘ the rule seems to be settled in England, that when a house is

divided into different floors or stories, each occupied by different

owners, the proprietor of the ground floor is bound, by the

nature and condition of his property, without any servitude,

not only to bear the weight of the upper story, but to repair

his own property, so that it may be able to bear such weight.’

But cases in support of this statement are not cited, and the
contrary view is supported by the case of Colebeck v. Girdle7-s'

Company.^
But the owner of the upper premises is not obliged to sub-

mit to a subsidence by reason of the want of repair in the lower
ones. There is no doubt but that the law is, that the dominant
owner may enter the servient tenement and do the necessary
repairs, and that the servient owner is under no obligation to do
them.'*

It may be here added that, where the owner retains posses-
sion of the staircase in a building which is sublet in flats, he
is liable for accidents to strangers, who use the staircase for the
purpose of access to the flats, arising from the defective state
of repair of the staircase.-’’ As to his liability to a tenant, see
Ivay V. Hedges.^

• A covenant by a lessor of flats to employ a resident porter
cannot be enforced by specific performance.''

In the absence of express agreement in a tenancy of a flat,

servants of the tenant may use the lift, although objected to by
other tenants.®

Where the plaintiff occupied the ground floor and the
defendant the upper floor of the same building, and the
defendant’s employes, without his knowledge, were in the habit
of emptying tea leaves into a sink leading from his premises
to a pipe, and in consequence an overflow occurred, the pipe

' Stair’s Institutes, Book 2, tit. 7, s. 6.

Qpp
26 N. Y. 501 : Washburn on Easements, SbA-'t;-;.

?rConn. 575 = Cheeseborough v.

'

rSl ^.^4; 45 L. J. Q. B. 225 ; 34 L. T. 350
oil Easements (3rd ed.), p. 332

“ Q O R r> ^

24 W. R. 577.

214 ; 41 W. R.

^
9 Q. B. D. 80.

I
Westminster Chambers Association, [1893!u6

; 62 L. J. Ch. 252 ; 67 L. T. 820 ; 41 W. R. 146 ; 9 T. L. R.
" Proctor V. Moir, 5 T. L. R. 682.

T
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Chap.XXIV. being choked, the defendant was liable in damages.' For

other cases of interference with the enjoyment of one flat by
Support. mode of user of another, see Jenkins v. Jackson^ and

Robinson v. Kilvert.^

' Abehonv . Brockman , 54 J- P- ^^ 9 -

40 Ch. D. 71 ; 58 L. J. Cli. 124 ; 60 L. T. 105 ; 37 W. R. 253.

3 41 Ch. D. 88 ; 58 L, J. Ch. 392 ; 61 L. T. 60 ; 37 W. R. 545.

I
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CHAPTER XXV.

GAS AND WATER.

Acts regulating Gas and Water.—The statutory regula-
tions with respect to the supply of gas and water to newly
erected houses are contained in the following Acts of Parlia-
ment, and rules :

. Gasworks Clauses Act, 1847. (10 Viet. c. 15.)
” >> » 1871. (34 & 33 Viet. c. 41.)

Sale of Gas Act, 1859. (22 & 23 Viet. c. 66.)
Sale of Gas Act Amendment Act, i860. (23 & 24 Viet

c. 146.)

Sale of Gas (Scotland) Act, 1864. (27 & 28 Viet c q6 )
Metropolis Gas Act, i860. (23 & 24 Viet. c. 125.)

' ^

Metropolis Gas Act Amendment Act, 1861. (24 & 2^
Viet. c. 79.)

^ ^ ^

The Commercial Gas Act, 1875. (38 & 39 Viet. c. cc.)
The Gp Light and Coke Company Act, 1876. (20 & 40

Vict. c. ccxxv.) * ^

Gas Light and Coke and other Gas Companies Acts

w .

^880. (43 & 44 Vict. c. clxxxi.)
Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847. (10 & u Vict. c. 17.)

AT <
” T iTr ”

«
” ^^^8- (26 & 27 Vict. c. 93.)Metropolis Water Act, 1852. (15 & 16 Vict. c. 84.)

'

r ” j 1T7
” ^^ 71 - (34 & 35 Vict. c. 113.)

^'^dJ'Vaterworks Facilities Act, 1870. (33 & 34 Vict.

la AmendmentAct, 1873. (36 eSr 37 Vict. c. 89.)

Regulations undet above Acts of

*e above Acts of 1870 and

Wa^er|fD\SSSAt’.-8%" ^ /

(50 &TrvTt. c.‘ a.T'"'”"
Public Health Act, 1875 (Support of Sewers) Amendment Act, 1883. (46 & 47 Vict. c. 37 )

^^’

sU°h City of London Gas Act,
'876; Imperial Gas ActrS ^^^9 and

T 2

Chap. XXV.

Gas and
Water.
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Gas.—A company incorporated under a special Act or a

provisional order has extensive powers to open and break up

all public streets within its limits. The company is not sub-

ject to the consent of the road authority, but they must do as

little damage as may be in the execution of their powers,

that is, in excavating the ground to lay pipes, or to erect pillars

or lamps or other works, and must always make compensation

for any damage which may be done by the execution of the

works.

'

These powers, however, cannot be exercised, except under

very special circumstances, in any private roads or lands
;

neither can any building be utilised for the purpose of placing

any pipe or other work into, through, or against it, without the

consent both of the owners and occupiers, unless it be for

purposes of maintenance and repair of pipes, or where the

works have been previously there existent. This prohibition

is as operative against a local authority, supplying gas within

its district, as it is binding on a private company.^ A local

board cannot fix a gas lamp to a private house without leave.*

The roads in all cases must be thoroughly reinstated, and kept

in good order and condition for a minimum period of three

months, and if the road continue to subside, then for a period

of twelve months, if it be so long necessary."*

Now, by virtue of section ii of the Gasworks Clauses Act,

1871, all persons having premises within twenty-five yards of

any of the pipes of the company, or such other distance as

may be prescribed, may, under the conditions there mentioned,

demand a supply, with the prescribed pressure
;
also a meter

to measure the quantity of gas used. But the company may

demand security for the supply before affording it or providing

the meter, such security being either matter of special agree-

ment, or as prescribed by the special Act, or, in case of disagree-'

ment, being settled by justices.*

D. 429
31 L.

Selby V

T. Ch.

. Thi

595;

' See ss. 6-12 of Gasworks Clauses Act, 1847. As to laying pii^s

in the streets of the metropolis, see the Metropolis Gas Acq i860, supta.

As to taking up iravements, see London and Blackivall Raih^ay Lo. n.

Linullse, ^6 V J. Ch. 164. See cases in Michael & Will’s Gas and

Water (4th ed.), p. 15.
, , ^ -c-

.

See Tho?npson v. Sunderland Gas Co., 2 Rx.

Crystal Palace District Gas Co., 30 Beav. 606;

10 W. R. 636 ;
6 L. T. (N. S.) 790 -

“ Meek v. Langdon, 37 L. T. 181.

* See s. 10 of the Gasworks Clauses Act, 1847.

‘ The other provisions of this section are as follows

Every owner or occupier of premises requiring a supply of gas shall :

Serve a notice upon the undertakers at their office, si>ecifying the

in respect of which such supply is required, and the day (not bemg a

earlier day than a reasonable time after the date of the service of such

notice) upon which such supply is required to cornmence ;

Enter into L written contract with the undertakers (if required ‘^m so

to do) to continue to receive and pay for a supply of gas for a

at least two years, of such an amount that the rent payable for the same
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The cost of so much of any pipe, for the supply of gas to

any owner or occupier, as may be laid upon the property of

such owner or in the possession of such occupier, and of so

much of any such pipe as may be laid for a greater distance

than thirty feet from any pipe of the undertakers, although

not on such property, must be defrayed by such owner or

occupier.*

Incorporated gas companies cannot be made liable for the

acts of contractors, employed by them to do work within the

compass of their parliamentary authority. In any claim arising

from loss accruing to any person by reason of the exercise of

the powers of a parliamentary company, compensation, and
not damages, must be sought by the person injured. But
unauthorised companies, doing work in the public streets or

roads, although with the consent of the road authority, will be
held liable for any misfeasance on the part of their contractor

or employ^s.^

Water.—For the purpose of laying pipes, companies, autho-
rised by a special Act, are empowered to open and break up the

soil and pavement of the several streets, within the limits of the
special Act, and to open and break up sewers, drains, or tunnels
within or under the same, and to lay down pipes, conduits,

service pipes, and other works and engines, and from time to

time to repair, alter, or remove the same.^
The undertakers are, however, not authorised to lay down

any pipe, or other work, in any land not dedicated to public
use, without the consent of the owners and occupiers thereof

;

but the undertakers may at any time enter upon, and lay any
new pipe in the place of an existing pipe in, any land wherein
any pipe has been already lawfully laid down in pursuance
of the Act of 1847, or the special Act, or any other Act of
Parliament, and may repair or alter any pipe so laid down.'*

Where owners and occupiers have laid down communication
pipes, and paid or tendered the water rate payable in respect

shall not be less than twenty pounds per centum per annum on the out
lay incurred by the undertakers in providing any pipe to be provided b]
them for the purpose of such supply

; and
Give to the undertakers (if required by them so to do) security for the pay
ment to them of all moneys which may become due to them by sue!
owner or occupier in respect of any pipe to be furnished by the under
takers and m respect of gas to be supplied by them.
See s. 150 of the Public Health Act, post, p. 569.

2 c’
^ Gasworks Clauses Act, 1871. See also previous note,

T V
V. Angus, ante, p. 265 : Mersey Docks Trustees v. Gibbs.

93: Grayv. Pullen, 32 L. J. Q. B. 169; Kniglu
. 5 Lx. 721. But .see Scott v. Manchester {Mayor 2 H & N

; 3 Jur. (N. S.) 596.

from
Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847. As to the right aparttrom statutory powers, see Goodson v. Richardson, L. R. q Ch ->21 •

WaieLo^tPn 22 W. R. 337: Cattle v. Stockton

MbZ% %' • 453 ; 44 L. J. 0. B. 139.
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thereof, they are entitled to demand a sufficient supply of water \

for domestic purposes.’ If an owner or occupier desires to
have water from the waterworks brought into his premises, he

\

is empotvered by the Act of 1847, upon paying or tendering
the portion of water rate in respect of such premises, by that

or the special Act directed to be paid in advance, and having
first obtained the consent of the owners and occupiers thereof,

to open the ground between the pipes of the company and his

premises, and lay any leaden or other pipes from such premises
to communicate with the pipes of the undertakers. Such pipes

must be of a strength and material approved of by the company,
and fourteen days’ notice must be given to the company, before

beginning to lay any such pipes.

^

The communication between the service pipes and the

company’s pipes must be made under the superintendence of

their surveyor, and tw’O days’ notice of the hour and day when
such connection is to be made must be given to the company

;

and any dispute as to the manner of the communication of the

pipes is to be determined by two justices, or, in Scotland, by
the sheriff.'’ The bore of any such service pipes must not ex-

ceed the prescribed limits, and, in the absence of special pro-

visions, must not exceed half an inch, unless with the consent

of the company.'’

Any person, who either has laid down service pipes, or has

become the proprietor of them, is entitled to remove the same

at any time, after giving six days’ notice in writing to the

company
;
but he must make compensation to the company

for any injury or damage to their pipes or works caused by such

removal.'’

Any ow'ner or occupier is entitled to open or break up so

much of the pavement of any street as shall be between the

pipe of the company and his house, building, or premises, and

any sewer or drain therein, for the purpose w'hether of laying,

or of removing, such service pipes, ‘ doing as little damage as

may be, and making compensation for any damage done in the

execution of any such work.’ ” Every such owner or occupier,
I

‘ S. 53 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847. As to rates being pay- I

able according to the annual value of the premises, and ‘annual value’
^

meaning ‘net annual value,’ as defined by the Parochial Assessments Act,
^

1836 {6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 96, s. i), see the case of Dobbs v. GrandJumtion ;

Watenvorks Co., 9 Ap. Ca. 49 ; 53 L. J. Q. B. 50 ; 32 W. R. 443.
. ,

4

- S. 48 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847. As to the special ^

provision as to service pipes to houses not exceeding 10/. in annual value,
^

see ss. 48 et seq. of this Act.
s Ibid. s. 49.

' s- Sp-

“ Ibid. s. 51. If anyone remove such pipes without giving the neces-

sary notice to the company, he will incur a penalty of 5f- ’o coinjiany

over and above the damage which he may be found liable to jsay in any

action at law at the suit of the company for the damage done to their pipes

and works. Ibid.

“ Ibid. s. 52. See Glover \\ East London Watej~ivorks Co., 16 \\.
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desiring to break up the pavement of any street, or any sevyer

or drain therein, is subject to the same necessity of giving

previous notice, and to the same control, restriction, and obli-

gations, in and during the time of breaking up the same, and

also reinstating the same, and to the same penalties for any

delay in regard thereto, as the company are subject to, by virtue

of the Act of 1847, or the special Act.^

If, by the special Act, it be provided that the water to be

supplied by the company need not be constantly laid on under

pressure, every person supplied with water must, subject to the

provisions of section 54 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847,^

provide a proper cistern, with a ball and stop-cock in the pipe

bringing the water from the works into the cistern, and keep

the same in good repair.

If the undertakers are authorised by the special Act to

supply water by measure, they may let for hire to consumers a

meter, or instrument for measuring the quantity consumed,

along with the necessary pipes and apparatus, for such remu-

neration in money as may be agreed, which will be recoverable

in the same manner as water rates. ^ The undertakers’ officers

may enter any house, building, or lands to, through, or into

which water is supplied by them by measure, in order to inspect

the meters, pipes, &c., and for ascertaining the quantity supplied,

or removing the water pipes &c.‘‘

The provisions of the Public Health (Water) Act, 1878, will

be found post, p. 587.
The general rule as to the liability of waterworks companies,

having parliamentary powers, in respect of damage caused by
their operations, is, shortly, that the authorities managing the
water are not liable to an action for its escape, though caused
by them, unless they exceed their powers, or are negligent in

310; 17 L. T. 475; Reg. V. East and West India Dock Raikvay Co.,
22 L. J. Q. B. 380.

' Ibid.

See also ss. 55, 56, and 57 of this Act. See also the provisions on
this subject in the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863 ; s. 26 of the Metropolis
Water Act, 1852, and s. 17 of the Metropolis Water Act, 1871. Special
powers are also sometimes included in the special Acts.

” S. 14 of Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863. The meters, pipes, &c.
are not to be subject to distress (or, in Scotland, to the landlord’s hypothec)
lor rent, or to be attached or taken in execution under legal process, or in
pursuance of any adjudication or order in bankruptcy or other legal pro-
ceedings against or affecting the consumer, or the occupier or owner of the
premises. Ibid. Where the waterworks are in the hands of a local
authority, see ss. 58-60 of the Public Health Act, 1875. See Sheffield
WaUrworks Co. v. Bingham, 25 Ch. D. 443 ; Sheffield Waterworks Co.
V. Carter, 8 Q. B. D. 632.

Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863. Any one hindering such

ic
becomes liable to a penalty not exceeding 5/. This power of entry

spn? r
only between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., unless with the con-sent of a justice, or, in Scotland, of the sheriff. Ibid.
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the execution of them
;
though the party injured may be en-

titled to compensation, if the Act so provides.'

' Gale (5th ed.), p. 450. See Cracknell v. Mayor of Thetford,

L. R. 4 C. P. 629. The authorities are fully discussed in Geddts v.

Proprietors of Bann Reservoir, 3 Ap. Ca. 430- Managers of

Metropolitan Asylum District v. Hill, 6 Ap. Ca. 193; Dixon v. Metro-

politan Board of Works, 7 Q. B. D. 418 ; 50 L. J. Q. B. 77^; 45

312 ; 30 W. R. 83, and the cases referred to in Michael & Will on Gas

and Water.
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CHAPTER XXVI. Chap.XXVI.

T.\XES ETC., AND ASSESSMENTS CAUSED BY BUILDING.

There have been numerous decisions on the question whether
the landlord or the tenant, under a general covenant to pay
rates, duties, &c., is liable to defray expenses of paving, sewers,

drains, &c. constructed by local authorities or a vestry. ' The
liability depends in each case on the precise words of the
covenant, and the principal decisions with respect to words so
used must, therefore, form the chief guide in such matters.

^

Where the Tenant is Liable.—The word ‘ duties ’ includes
payment of expenses of paving imposed by the local Act on
the landlord,^ and also includes the expense of drainage works
required by the local authority,

A

covenant ‘ to pay and dis-
charge all taxes, rates, &c., taxed &c. on the landlord or tenant of
the premises in respect thereof,’ entitles the landlord to recover
from the tenant the expense of paving required by the local
authority.® A covenant to pay ‘all rates, taxes, &c. which now
are or may be charged or assessed upon the premises or upo7i
any person in respect thereof,’ includes the expense of sewering
and paving the street in which the premises were situated.® So,
also, a covenant ‘to pay the sewers rate ... and all other taxes’
Arc. which should be imposed upon the demised premises, or on
the la?tdlord or tenant in respect thereof,’ includes the expenses
of making a dram which was ordered by the sewer authority
in order to connect the demised premises with their sewer

;

to contracts with respect to taxes and rates &c. in general, see

visinnc'^'f fi!*'

^eq., Woodfall, L. & T. For the special pro-
visions of the various Acts, see Part III.

^

As to roads, see ante, Chap. XXL See cases cited, post, p. 462.Payne v Btirridge, 12 M. & W. 727; 13 L. T. Ex. im. See

7
Bedford Union v. Bedford Improvement Commissioners,

H M. & W. 428 : Manning V. Limn,
\

^ 3 . as to the words ‘ parliamentary and parochial.’

571 • foL '^9. See Arst v. Hurst, 4 Exch.

f^ade
'''

^ ^^7 = Gra/iam v.

- r,3
3 M. & W: 3r. : M}dgt^y’.%p,X Vex. ^30^;

Taxes &c.,

and Assess-
ments caused
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Whether
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although the landlord, as ‘ owner,’ might, in the absence of the

special arrangement, have been liable for the same.* And,

again, a covenant ‘ to bear, pay, and discharge all taxes, rates,

duties, and assessments imposed on the demised premises or

on the landlord or tenant in respect thereof,’ includes the ex-

pense of a drain ^ which had been made in pursuance of the

Public Health Act, 1875.**

A covenant by the lessee of a theatre to pay certain rates,

‘ and every other rate, tax, charge, assessment, burthen, duty,

and imposition whatsoever, parliamentary, parochial, or other-

wise, to which the lessor now is or shall or may hereafter be

liable,’ includes expenses incurred by the lessor in executing

certain works in connection with the theatre, and in pursuance

of a notice given by the Metropolitan Board of Works under

section ii of the Metropolitan Building Act of iSyS.-*

A lessee who covenants to pay ‘all existing and future

taxes &c. and outgoings of every description for the time

being payable either by the landlord or tenant in respect of the

said premises’ is liable to pay the proportion of the cost of

paving the street, under 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 96. Such a

payment is an ‘ outgoing,’ payable by the lessee even if the

lease be but for three years.**

The expenses incurred in repairing a drain by order of the

sanitary authority under the Public Health (London) Act, 1891,

are within a covenant to ‘ pay &c. all land tax &c. and all

other rates, taxes, assessment charges, or impositions whatso-

ever, parliamentary, parochial, or otherwise, taxed, charged,

assessed, or imposed upon the demised premises or on the

lessor for or in respect of the premises.’
.

Where the Landlord is Liable.—It is clearly settled that

the words ‘assessments and impositions,’ especially Avhen

coupled with the words ‘ in respect of the demised premises,

will not, in the case of a covenant by a tenant, include the

> Crosse v. Ra%v, L. R. 9 209 ; 43 L. J. Ex. 144 ; 23 W. k. 6,

followed in Gardner v. Furness Railway Co., 47 J. P- 232. See

Tart III. : Acton v. Crawley, 28 Ch. D. 431 ; 54 L. J.
Ch. 652

; ^ L. •

460 ; 33 W. R. 611 ; 49 J- P- 598 : Aldridge v. Feme, 17 Q- B. U. 212 .

c!'^P.^S' 481 ; 29 W. R. 148 ; 42 L. T. (N. S.)

7Q2 Brett, L.T-i dissentiente. •, i- „
“ S. 96. See post. Part III. With respect to the expense of building

nartv walls under a general covenant as to rates, taxes, &c. ,
see i>ou la

sleaMetter, 3 T. i 4S8 : Beardmore v. Fox, 8 T. R. 214. as to lesso s

;iaw“"j Dut, of Bo/Mf 8 T K. 603, aa lo^emn, s

liability See the cases cited under the Building .A-Ct, post, p. 40j.

« Re Robertson and Thorne, 47 J. P- 566 ;
and post, p. 531-

Aldridge y. Feme, st/pra.
00

“ Batchelor v. Bigger, 60 L. T. 416 ;
W. N. P- S^- . r -p

’ Smith V. Robinson, [1893] 2 Q. B. S3 1 62 L J. Q. B. 509
- ^

R

434; 41 W. R. 588; 9 T. L. R. 493: Bettiugham, Melhado

Woodcock, 9 T. L. R. 48.
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expenses of the performance of a duty imposed on the lessor,

or sums payable by a lessor for works done by a local authority,

on his default to do works imposed on him by Act of Parlia-

mentd Although this case has been distinguished from the

majority of the cases in favour of the liability of the tenant, and

also on the ground that the local Act contained no saving

clause as to contracts between landlord and tenant,^ it has

been followed in a case ^ where the covenant was to pay ‘ all,

and all manner of, taxes, rates, charges, assessments, and
impositions whatsoever then, or at any times during the term,

to be charged, assessed, or imposed on the demised premises

or in respect thereof.’ A covenant to pay ‘ all rates, taxes, and
assessments which now are, or during the said term shall be,

imposed or assessed on the said premises or the landlord or

tenant in respect thereof,’ does not include the cost of abating

a nuisance under section 94 of the Public Health Act, 1875.
So, in Allum v. Dickenso7i,^ a covenant to pay all rates and

assessments imposed upon the demised premises, which were in

the metropolitan district, or upon or payable by the occupier
or tenant in respect thereof, does not include the expenses of
paving the new street, under 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. pb.*'

And, again, such a covenant does not include the expenses of
constructing a sewer.

Future Rates &c.—It seems that, in the absence of any
express stipulation as to future assessments, a general covenant
of this description will include all future rates &c. of the same
nature as, and for purposes similar to, those in existence at the
time the covenant was entered into.®

"y^ere Value of Land increased by Building.—Difficult
questions may arise, upon the construction of covenants, as to
the proportions in which taxes and assessments are to be paid,
where the value of the land has been improved by building.
It is, in general, provided by the legislature, with respect to
express agreements, that nothing in the particular Act shall be

Chap.XXVI.

Taxes &c.,

and Assess-
ments caused
by Building.

If there is

no express

stipulation

as to future

assessments.

' Tidswell y. Whitworth, L. R. 2 C. P. 326 ; 36 L. J. C. P. 103,
distinguishing Sweet v. Seager, supra.

' See s. 104 of tlie Public Health Act, 1875, and s. 23 of 32 & 33
vict. c. 102.

j a 00

in
^°-'^^ti 7ts V. Briggs, 3 C. P. D. 368 ; 47 L. J. C. P. 407, distinguish-

ing Thompson v. Lapworth, L. R. 3 C. P. 149 ; 37 L. J. C. P. 74. This
^^‘^^"^^orth, sup7-a, were followed in Hill v. Edward,

' h'
^ Lyo7i V. G7-ee7ihoiv, 8 T. L. R. 457.

T 5 ‘ ^32 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 190 ; 47 L. T. 493 ; 30 W. R. 930 :

47 J. P. 102, C. A. See the Act, Part III.
’

^ee, too, Wilki7iso7i v. Collyer, 13 Q. B. D. i
; 53 L. J. Q. B. 278:

^ V'z/' ’ ,32 W. R. 614. See post. Part III., for the Acts.

^

Ho 7)ie and Colo7iial Stores v. Todd, 63 L. T. 829 ; 7 T. L. R. 200.

Ravm c 12 Mod. 167; Garth. 438; i Lord

HooFr^^r ’.u
V. White, i Ry. & Moo. 246 : Giles v.

S r B)ave77a7it Bishop of Salisbiay, i Vent. 223 ;

3 C 1 P oi' ^
Bc/mett v. Wo77iack, 7 B. & C. 627 ;3 P. 96 ; Chalo77er v. Bolckow, 3 Ap. Ca. 933 ; 26 W. R. 541.
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construed to alter, determine, or make void any covenants or

agreements whatever between landlord and tenant, or any other

persons, touching the payment of taxes and assessments
;
or

there are words to that effect.^

If a lessee covenants that he will pay all the taxes, charges,

rates, &c. whatsoever, which are, or shall at any time thereafter

during the demise be, taxed &c. upon the demised premises,

such a covenant will not be confined to rates payable by the

landlord, but will extend to all future rates which might be

imposed on the land itself, and to any increase by reason of

additions and new buildings.^ And, further, where land was

leased for building, at a rent clear of all rates and assessments,

the sewers rate and land tax excepted, the lessee was only

entitled to deduct the sewers rate and land tax upon the

original rent, and not in respect of the improved value after

building.'* So, in another case, a tenant of a piece of land, at a

fixed annual rent, covenanted not to build, without the licence

of the lessor, and the lessor covenanted to pay all taxes charged,

or to be charged, during the term
;
the lessee, having, at the

time of the lease, received such a licence, afterwards built so as

to increase the annual value of the premises
;
and it was held

that the lessor was liable to pay only the taxes upon the

original value, those on the improved value being payable by

the l6SS6G.^

And, again, where a building lease was granted at the yearly

rent of 7/., and the premises, having been greatly improved,

were afterwards underlet for 54/. per annum, the original lessor

was held liable only to pay the land tax in proportion to the

old rent.'^ • • 1 r

As will be seen from these decisions, the same principle ot

construction is adhered to where the lessor expressly covenants

to pay ‘ as well the land tax as all other taxes, charges, rates,

&c. already charged, or to be charged, upon or in respect of

the demised premises, or any part thereof,’ and the value of the

lands is greatly increased by building.® v

' As to Land Tax, see 38 Geo.

Management Act, 18 & 19 Viet. c.

III. c. 5. s. 35. See Metropolis

IL 10 xy VXX.X. X.. 120, s. 219; 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102,

ss. 96:97 ;
Public Health Act, 1875, 38 & 39 Viet. c. 55. ss. 104, 226.

SeeV^, Part III. See 5 & 6 Viet. c. 35, ss. 60, 103, as to the property

tax forming an exception to the rule.
c- xi,»

Hi^rst V. Hurst, 4 Exch. 571 ; 19 L. J. Ex. 410. See as to the

construction of covenants to pay rates &c. ,
ante, p. 282.

“ Smith V. Humble, 15 C. B. 321.

- IVatson V. Home, 7 B. & C. 285 ;
i

Wade, 16 East, 29 ; Watson v. Athins, 3 B. cV Aid. -

Leman, 1 Wils. 21 ; S. C., 2 Stra. 1190: Hydev. Hill, ^ T. K. 377 -

Rex V. Scott, 3 T. R. 602.

Barnfather V . Lee, cited by Buller, J., 3 /• E’ 379

Brandwood, 2 Stark. 440: Bramston Robins, 12 J.

^'^^Watson V. Home, 7 B. & C. 285 ;
i M. & R- 191

Brandiuood, 2 Stark. 440: Smith v. Humble, 15 C. B. 321.

Whitfield V.

B. Mo. 68 :

: Whitfield V.
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The amount of rent received by the landlord is the test of

his liability, without reference to any other consideration given

for the lease
;
and if a lease be made in consideration of a

premium and a small annual rent, the landlord is bound to

pay such proportion only of the land tax as the reserved rent

bears to the total annual, value of the premises demised.'

And the rule is the same, though the landlord redeem the land

tax.^

As between Vendor and Purchaser.—The apportioned

expenses of paving, under section 150 of the Public Health Act,

1875, become a charge on the land, payable by the owner
thereof at the date when the work is completed.^ Thus, where

the houses were sold under an open contract, and at the date

of the sale the works had been done, but the final demand for

payment was not served until after the purchase ought to have
been completed, the expenses were held to be payable by the

vendor."*

Under the Metropolitan Management Acts the result is

different : the expenses are not a charge under those Acts, but
merely successive personal liabilities upon the successive

owners.®

As between Tenant for Life and Remainderman.—Where
the testator gave freehold and leasehold houses, bonds, and
consols in trust to pay the income, after deducting the ordinary
outgoings, to his widow for life, it was held that the tenant for

life must bear the cost of drainage works done under the
Metropolitan Management Act, 1855, s. 73.®

But where the tenant for life died before the work was
done, paving expenses, under section 105 of the same Act, had
to be borne by the remainderman.^

And where trustees, in whom the legal estate was vested on
trusts for equitable tenants for life with remainders in strict

settlement, paid the expenses of drainage works under the
Public Health Act, 1875, of capital moneys in their hands,
it was held that the moneys so paid must be treated as a

Chap. XXVI.
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Test of lessor’s

liability.

' Ward V. Const, lo B. & C. 635 ; S. C., 5 M. & R. 402.
Ibid.

^ Tottenham Local Board v. Rowell, 1 5 Ch. D. 378 : Hornsey Local
Board v. Monarch Building Society, 24 Q. B. D. I ; 159 L. T- 0. B. 101; •

J ; 38 W. R. 85 ; 54 J. P. 591 : Corp. of Birmingham v.
17 Ch. D. 782; but see Reg. v. Swindon New Totun Local Board

4 Q. B. D. 305.

c8
and Richer, 38 Ch. D. 535 ; 57 L. J. Ch. 749 ;

'' * Cocal

J- L. T.

* Re Crawley, Acton v. Craiuley, 28 Ch. D. 431.
Boweringw. Field, W. N. 1888, p. 36 : Re Boor, Boor \

Ch- D. s,., 58 L,J.Ch.a85; bL.T.4.a,- jVTrj49 , S3 J. P. 467, a case under the Public Health Act, 1875, s. 150.
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charge on the premises
;
and, further, that such works were not

repairs within a direction in the will, under which the premises

were held, that the parties beneficially interested in any of the

houses should keep the same in good and absolute repair.'

’ Re Barney, Harrison v. Barney, [1894] 3 Ch. 5^2; 63 L. J. Ch.

676 ; 71 L. T. 180 ; 43 W. R. 105 ; 8 R. 459.
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I.

FORM OF ADVERTISEMENTfor Building Contracts.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

—

{Advertisers^ are prepared
to receive tenders for the erection of a in —

Persons desirous of tendering must apply at— where
the plans, specification, and a copy of the form of contract
can be seen, on and after

, the day of
, betweenthe hours of eleven a.m. and four p.m., and where bills ofquantities and a form of tender may be obtained on payment

The {Advertisers'] do not hold themselves responsible forthe accuracy of the bills of quantities, which must be verifiedby the persons desirous of tendering
;
nor do the {Advertisers^bind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

The tenders are to be delivered before twelve o’clock on~ en-

Dated the day of .

Advertise-
ment for
Building
Contracts.

II.

form of advertisement/..
„

Building Lease.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHER c; mi,.^ a

tte pfoL of ftrouS tlLT/ 1!“' purchase,

thereon the purpose of building

coplesof„hich.„itr?otroLrder.^^;‘'b“^

WghesLraJ;’Sl

formonmdS!S'°dSeSed “ directed in the

Dated the day o?_ ^ undersigned.

II.

—for Tenders
for Building
Leases.

u
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III.

Building
Contract.

Builder to

erect houses

&c. agree

ably to plan

at his own
costs.

Under the

inspection

of the

employer’s

architect.

Materials

found by
employer.

Builder to be

accountable

for materials

when deli-

vered.

III.

AN AGREEMENT ' between a Builder andan Employerpr the

Erection of a House {or several Houses) according to speci-

fication ^c!^ Variations where Materials arefound by the

Employer.

AN AGRMT made the day of Betwn \the

builder), of, &c. (hrnar called the blder), of the one part, and

\the employer] of, &c. (hrnar called the employer), of the other

part, whrby it is agrd as follows :

I. The blder shall, at his own cost, charges, and expenses

[forthwdth begin and in an expeditious pd workmanlike

manner], erect and build in a good, substantial, and workman-

like manner, messes or dwg-hses at in such mner,

and within such time, as are hrnar expd and limited, and con-

formably to the plans, elevations, sections, and specificons set

forth in the schedule hereto, and signed by the blder, and also

to such explanations and directions as E. F., the architect of

the employer or other the architect or architects for the time

being employed by the employer to superintend the erection

and completion of the works (hrnar called the architect) shall

give for the purposes of the works, for the conson ot f ,

payable at the time and in mner hrnar expd.®

2 The blder, at the like expense, shall [do, perform, and

execute, in a good, substantial, and workmanlike manner, and

agreeably to the directions and approbation of the architect,

all such excavations, levellings, spreadings, works, matters, ^d

all other things, in and about erecting the sd houses, as shall

1 A printed form of contract, comprising the heads of conditions

^1
Vi.r tVip Rrivil Institute of British Architects, has been approved

mT issued by the National Association of Master Builders of Great Bntmn,

Iho^e offices^re at 6 Lord Street, Liverpool. The author cannot recom-

mpnd the adoption of that form without considerable modification.

" sL pp 29G 29^ 30L °‘her conditions, which may be inserted.

If reauired by the particular circumstances.

the materiL are to be found by the employer, continue .

‘ And the sd messes or dwg-hses and bldgs shall be erected

and built with such bricks, stone, lime, timber, and other

materials as shall be provided for that purpose by the sd

sd blder shall be accounu^^^^

forall thematerials which shall be delivered forthe sd WdgsaUhe

l^I^rwhere the same are intended to be erected, and shall be
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be by such architect considered necessary or proper in relation
thrto

;
and shall, at the like cost and charges] find and pro-

vide all [and all manner of bricks, tiles, stones, lime, nails,
lead, iron, brass, timber, wood, wainscot, glass, and all other]
materials and things, and all scaflblding, timber and plant
tackle, tools, utensils, labour, and workmanship whatsoer
necessary and sufficient, and that can, shall, or may be required
to be used and done, in and about the erection of the sd
messes or dwg-hses * [all the sd materials being the best of their
several kinds and to De approved of by the architect].

3 - The blder shall complete and finish the sd hses, fit for
habiton on or before the day of and in all things
agreeably to the plans, elevations, sections and specificons or
descriptions, and parlars hrnbfre expd.

4. The blder shall be accountable for the full perfce of this
contract, and by the signing hereof, admits that the sd plans

LfomrSerrS^n""
descriptions, and pfrlars,’betore referred to, are sufficient to their intended purpose and

set forth
other than fhe worksset torth thrby, or necessarily inferred to be done from thegeneral nature and tendency of the plans and descriptionsafsd

; and that the whole of the sd works shall be done to theentire satisfaction of the architect to be testified by a certificate

0 Sntent
architect, and in all respects according

S,Ther"hetd bldlrThinr^^^^^^^^

in.’
^ ^ materials were purchased and laid

"actoHs £d°laTprenSe/ ‘he con-
sons tendering for thp ir

•
^ purpose of assisting per-

“does „ot™?fess o^v^ttuTc^tei?" but
Otherwise than apDroyimotr?^ u ^ measurements or to be
the employer wiU not be resnn

therein stated, and
quantities, and the blder is no? /n h

.^he accuracy of such
«tras based on any alleged ^0^,1?.'’ “"V claim for
‘he completion of the enor^

therein, but is responsible for
‘Pecificiions and

III.

Building
Contract.

—and to

supply all

materials and
scaffolding

&c.

To be com-
pleted in a
given time.

Builder admits
sufficiency

of specifi-

cations &c.

Completion
to be testified

by architect’s

certificate.

Materials not
approved of to

be replaced.
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III.

Building
Contract.

Bad work to

be taken

down.

Allowance to

be made for

subtracted or

extra work.

Forfeiture

for delay in

finbhing.

Proviso in case

of a strike.

Proviso in

case of delay

in supply of

materials by

employer.

standing a certe may have been previously given by the archi-

tect] the blder shall take them away at his own expense,

and provide such materials in lieu throf as the architect

shall approve
;
and if any part of the sd works shall not be

executed to the satisfaction of such architect [then notwith-

standing a certe may have been previously given by the

architect] the blder shall immedly take down and execute

such work as the architect may require. [See clause, p. 296,

as to default.']
, , „ , j j

6. If any part of the sd materials or work shall be ordered

not to be used or done resply, under the handwriting

of the architect, the same shall be withdrawn, and the differ-

ence of expense occasioned thrby shall be deducted from the

amount hrby agrd to be pd to the blder, and in like manner

if the employer or the architect shall in writing under his hand

order any materials, or work to be used or done, not included

in this contract,^ the difference of the expense to be so

occasioned shall be added to the amt of the sum hrby

to be pd ;
but no account or allowance shall be had or made

in respect of any work omitted to be done, nor of any extra

works which shall be done, unless the same be omitted or

done by an order in writing under the hand of the employer

or of the architect ;
and all accounts and allowances for such

omission or extra work resply shall be ascertained and settled

by the architect from time to time as they shall be made or

take place, and his decision shall be final and binding on both

^
7. In case the sd works shall not be completed and

finished and the sd hses shall not be fit for habiton on

or before the sd day of , the blder shall pay to

the employer and forfeit out of the moys due to him under this

agrmt, as and for liquidated damages, the sum ot per

vfeek, for every subsequent week, until the sd works shall be

completed and finished. Provided always, that in case t

blder shall be prevented by any strike among the w°rkrne

from complying with this agrmt, the architect may extend th

r for the completion of the works for such reasonable

p”rfod as he may think fit, and shall in «r,t,ng certify to

be necessary.^

1 It is usually provided, as above that theempb^^
sanction should be given before any deviation is made, but, as I

rsrss rnSsrSe wss-is onh.w o».y.

'’i “he material, are to be foenb by the employer add r

.pROV.DEn ALSO, a.,d it is hrby further declared and agd by

and between the sd parties hrto, that in Case any
wider

hrby 'rTL he done performed, and executed by the blder.
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[Insert hereprovision as to suspension ofwork duringfrost 6rc.,
if necessary. (See p. 303.)]

8. The employer shall pay to the blder the sum of £
in manner following, that is to say, the sum of ^75 p.c. on the
amount of the materials used and the works as the same shall
proceed in sums of not less than £ at each paymt, when
and not before the sd amount and percentage shall be ascer-
tained and certified in writing under the hand of the architect.'
And the accounts of the sd works shall be adjusted and
finally settled within [3] months after the sd works shall
have been completed and finished in the manner afsd, and
when the sd accounts shall be adjusted and finally settled,
and the architect shall have certified in writing as to the
balance then payable to the blder, the residue of the said sum
of £ and also such other sum or sums of moy as may
become due, for or on account of extra works in manner afsd
shall be pd by the employer to the blder

;
but the blder shall

not be entitled to receive the sd balance, notwithstdg any cer-
tificate during the progress of the work, until the architect shall
certify in writing that the whole of the sd works have been
completed and finished to his satisfaction. (See also pp 207
300, 304.)

y/’

III.

Building
Contract.

Employer will

pay as works
proceed ac-

cording to the
certificate of
the architect.

And the whole
within three

months after

the work is

finished, and
architect gives

certificate of

satisfaction.

shall be stopped, hindered, or prevented by reason of the want
of bricks, tiinber, lime, stone, or any other materials to be

by at the expense of the employer,
'

^

blder shall prove to the satisfaction of the architect
stoppage, hindrance, or prevention was occasioned

L^fs?r °'ber materials

forthV’fin- K-
time hrnbfre limited

be extS*?-r f several works as afsd, shall

to so t

incurring the sd penalty in respect throf,

Ind b IT K s^ch works

from nrST hindered, or preventedfrom proceeding by reason of such want of bricks timberme stone, or other materials as afsd, and so fror^’W to

h^ll mkfT
''' stoppage, hindrance, or prevention

lount bme, or on any otheraccount or pretence whatsoer.’ ^

or “
such be the agreement :

There may here be added, if

weekfy" Md%'verT'wadf' Employ., ,o

and until the same shall
^be progress of such works, find money to

»n.s of yrrhatt pi'potS
the amount thereofT T ^be sd works,

provided.’
ascertained in the manner hrnbfre
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III.

Building
Contract.

Builder to

personally

superintend

and not to

make sub-

contract.

Foreman to

be kept on
premises.

Power to

discharge

workmen.

Materials

immediately
belong to

landlord.

Builder to

comply with

rules of local

authority.

Proviso on
failure of

builder to

carry out

contract.

9. The blder shall not, unless with the consent of the em-
ployer in writing, employ a subcontractor for the exon of the

works, or any part throf [nor let out any part of the work as

task work to journeymen or taskmasters], but shall personally

superintend the same.

10. A COMPETENT foreman [in each department of the work]

shall always be kept upon the premes by the blder, to whom
all notices and orders may be delivered.; and the architect may
discharge or may require the blder to discharge any foreman

or workman whom such architect may consider incompetent,

or as acting improperly, and the blder shall forthwith comply

with “any such requirement as afsd.

\Insert here agreement by builder to insure., if required.'" {See

p. 300.)]

11. All materials shall become the ppty of the em-

ployer immedly they are brought upon the premes by or for

the blder.2

12. The blder shall, until the works are completed, com-

ply with all the regulons and orders of the local authority for

the time being relative to the sd works and premes.

13. If a receiving order in bankruptcy shall be made agnst

the blder, or if he shall make any asst for the benefit of or

composoii with his creditors, or take any step with the object of

any such asst or composon, or if his goods shall be taken in

exon on lawful process, or if the works do not proceed with

proper despatch, or continuously, or to the satisfaction of the

architect, the employer may give notice in writing to the blder

at his usual place of abode or business or to his foreman or

assnee or trustee to proceed regularly and effectually with

the sd -works hrby contracted for, and if the blder, his

assnee, or trustee shall not proceed to complete the sd w'orks

as afsd within the space of 7 days after such notice is given as

afsd, the employer may, if he shall think fit, enter upon and

take posson of the works and purchase materials and employ

another blder or sufficient workmen to complete the sd works,

and thereupon the blder and his assnee or trustee shall forfeit

all right and claim to further paymt under this agrmt ;
and all

the balance and moys which wd otherwise have been payable to

the blder shall, upon such default as afsd, be forfeited, and all

materials then being upon or about the site of the sd works

shall remain the absolute ppty of the employer ;
and if the sd

balance and moys so forfeited shall be insufficient to pay the

workmen, materials, and expenses for completing the works

hrby contracted for, then the blder shall make good and pay

such deficiency to the employer upon dernand. The employer

shall have a lien on any plant or scaffolding, and the older or

his assnee or trustee shall not, upon such event or def^lt as

‘ See p. 297, for provision that accidents are to be borne by emplo}er.

2 See other forms, pp. 302, 322, and aitU, p.. 97 ,
as to such con-

ditions.
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afsd, be entitled to remove from the premes any plant or III.

scaffolding unless and. until the architect shall certify that the —

—

same are not further required, and that there is no moy due
from the blder to make good such deficiency as afsd.*

14. Until this contract shall be completed, and the works Builder liable

handed over to the employer in accordance thrwth, the blder for loss or

shall in every respect be responsible for, and replace and make dam3.ge to ad

good, all loss, injury, or damage to the premes, or to the owners
or occupiers of any land or bldgs adjoining, which may be
caused or done by him or his workmen

;
or which they might

have prevented. And the blder shall be responsible for all

accidents and damages of any kind which may occur during the
time of or consequent upon the performance of any work under
this contract, and shall indemnify the employer agnst the
same, and the employer may, if he think fit, compromise any
claim which may be made upon him or any action which may
be brought agnst him in respect throf, and the blder shall
forthwith repay such amnt, or the same may be deducted from
any moys which may remain due to the blder.

15. [See clause, p. 298.] Bad work to
16. The architect shall have the custody of the plans, ele- he rectifie

vations, sections, and specificons, and when the contract shall
have been performed shall deliver the same to the employer.

“^‘*^*^*

17. The due performance of this contract shall be secured
by the joint and several bond of the blder, and of &c., as I
sureties for the blder in the sum of Security.

[18. The decision ofthe architect, by a certificate in writing. Architect’s
upon all matters relating to the amnt, state, and condon of decision to
the works actually executed, and in any wise relating to any- final,

thing to be done, executed or performed resply, in accordance
With this agrmt, shall be binding and final on both parties, ex-
cept so far as a subsequent certificate may modify or alter the
certificate preceding.]

As witness, &c.

AN AGREEMENT under seal between a Corporation,^ or
other public body, and a Builder for erecting a Building,
ayments by instalments offixed sums according toprogress.

Betwn a. B. and
AN AGMT made the day ofr n /u ,,

Betwn A. B. andu. (hrnar called the contractors
), of the one part, and

deduct\nTtf®^®.i!^^
agreement only provides that the employer may

completWtri
1^® “

r
expenses for materials and workmen in

SeTSwi ^ due to the builder

in certafn 1
employer power to take possession of the works

PP- 32^
complete the same at the expense of the builder,

an alteration ’’r
employers, by making

the description of the parties. See preceding form, and see

IV.

Building
Contract
under Seal
with Corpo-
ration &c.

Parties.
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IV.

Building
Contract
under Seal

with Corpo-
ration &c.

Contractors

to build to

satisfaction

of architect of

corporation for

certain sum.

Contractors

to provide all

materials,

scaffolding,

and to fence

round works.

Abatement or

extra charge

for subsequent

alterations.

Bad materials

to be removed.

Bad work to

be pulled

down.

In default

architect

may remove
materials &c.

the Corpon (hrnar called the Corpon), of the other part.

Whereby the contractors jointly, and severally, covenant

with the Corpon, and the Corpon covt with the contractors as

follows :

1. \l7isert clause i of Precedent ///.]

2. Insert clause 2 of Precedent III., and add :]

and erect and keep a proper bound or fence round the same, of

the height of ft or more, during the whole progress, and

until the sd hidings and works shall be completed.

3. If the Corpon shall at any time or times hrar think

proper to direct any alterons or devions to be made in the

form, or quantities, or elevation, or plan of the sd biding or

other the work hrnbfre agrd to be done, before the same shall

be performed, the Corpon shall give written instrons under

seal for such alterons or devions, and the same shall not in

any wise make void or prejudice these presents. But in every

such case the contractors shall attend to and pursue the sd direc-

tions which they shall in that behalf receive from the Corpon,*

and execute and perform the same in a proper and workman-

like manner ;
and in every such case it shall be referred to the

architect to consider, and by writing under his hand to deter-

mine, how far such alterons or devions will on the whole be a

saving or additional expense to the contractors ;
and if the

same shall appear to be a saving, the amount throf shall be

abated out of the last instalmt or paymt of the sd sum of £,

agrd to be pd for the sd work as hrn provided
;
but if the

same shall occasion an additional expense, then the amnt

throf shall be ascertained by the architect and be pd to the

contractors by the Corpon over and above the sd sum, in the

same manner and at the same time as hrnar is exprd for the

paymt of the ultimate balance of the sd sum of but

the contractors shall not be considered to have authority for

any such alteron or devion, or the right to make any claim

for the value or otherwise in respect throf, without such vTitten

instrons under seal as afsd.

4. [Insert clause 5 of Precedent ///.]

5. If the contractors do not within 4^ hours after notice

in writing given to them or their foreman requiring the r^

moval of materials or the demolition of work not approved

of, the architect may cause the same to be removed away to

any place and cause proper materials to be substituted

for or may cause such work to be demolished and re-erected

by ’such workmen as he shall think fit, and in either case the

cost of so doing shall be deducted from the next or any other

paymt due to the contractors.

6. The contractors shall [during the progress of the works

pp. 301, 306, 312, for other conditions which may be inserted as required

by the particular circumstances.

' See note (i), ante, p. 292.
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or], upon the completion of the sd building, remove all the
scaffolding, board, and fencing, and all rubbish and materials
then remaining in or about the same [as may be from time to
time directed by the architect] not required to be retained by
the Corpon.

7. [Insert clause 9 of Precede7it III]
8. The whole of the sd building shall be completely

finished and fit for use and occupon on or before the day
in default thereof the contractors shall pay unto

the Corpon the sum of£ per week as and for liquidated
damages, and not by way of penalty, for every Aveek after the
said day of until the same shall be so finished and

IV.

completed
; which sums shall or may be retained and deducted

rnuch of the sd sum of as for the time being
shall remain unpaid, or be recovered and recoverable from the
contractors by the Corpon by action or otherwise.

9. [Insert here any provisions as to extension of twie on
account of incle77ient weather or strikes. {See p. 303, and p. 30 1;. )]

10. The Corpon shall pay or cause to be paid to the con-
tractors the sum of f in instalmts as follows : that

instalmt when the brickwork of the sd
biding shall be carried up level with the one pair floor, the
second instalmt when [state particular period, and other mstal-

the instalmt when the roof of the sd biding shall be
completely covered in

; and which instalmts shall resply be of

Which at the sd respive times or periods shall have been per-

InTdi
""" in writing under the hand of the architect,and the— or last instalmt (in completion of the sd sum of

^ ), and also such further or other sum as may have been

S after months

fected ^ completed and per-

nn fh
'

yrnts shall be made to the contractors excent

shall be made
contractors to prevent, the same

but if 5 ^ ^
^ repaired at the expense of the Corpon

or through lnTS£f
have happened or be occasioned^ by

a. their experi"'’te1'''‘*
^^ause as to accidents

necessary, a

Building
Contract
under Seal
with Corpo-
ration &c.

Contractors
to remove all

rubbish &c.

Contractors
will give per-

sonal atten-

tion, and will

not make
subcontract.

Payment of
sum as liqui-

dated damages
if work not
finished by
the prescribed
time.

Agreement
for payment
of sum con-
tracted to

be paid,

—by in-

stalments

according to
progress.

use as to accidents &^c., as at p. 295.]

2 PP- 293, 304.

See^clause,
inserted for insurance against fire by contractors.

«cidemsVo?excSgtu^^^^^^^^ ’ inevitable
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IV.

Building
Contract
under Seal
with Corpo-
ration &c.

Bad work dis-

covered after

completion
to be made
good not-

withstanding

certificates.

Interpreta-

tion of ‘ Cor
poration,’

and ‘ Con-
tractors.

’

V.

Clause as to

Variations.

VI.

Proviso as to

Penalty.

Waiver of

penalty in

case of

accident &c.

12. Notwithstdg that any certificate may have been given
by the architect if any bad work or defect shall be discovered
within after the completion of the building, no further
paymt (if any due) shall be made to the contractors, and the
contractors shall make good all such defective or bad work in

accordance with the stipulons herein contd, within days
after notice in writing from the Corpon, or in default the Cor-
pon may do so, and the cost and expenses incurred in either

case shall be paid by and be recoverable from the contractors.

13. [Insert conditions as to forei7ian being kept on the

premises., andpower to discharge workmeti, pp. 294, 303.]

14. [Insertprovisions as to ?naterials beco?fiing the immediate
property of Corporation. (See pp. 294, 302, 322.)]

15. Insertpower to take possession of works on failure of C07t-

tractors to carry out contract. (Seepp. 294, 323, 330, 333, 337.)]
16. Except where the context may require a different con-

struction, the expression ‘ Corpon ’ hrnbfre used shall be
deemed to include the succors of the sd Corpon, and the

expression ‘ contractors ’ shall be deemed to include the exors

and admors of the said A. B. and C. D.
Arbitration clause, p. 307.]
In witness, &c.

V.

CLAUSE as to VARIATIONS not extending time or

altering contract.

A very stringent form will be found set out at length in

the reports of Jones v. St. John's College, L. R. 6 Q. B. 1 1 5 1

40 L. J. Q. B. 80.

VI.

PROVISO for the forbeara7ice of the Pe7ialty to be hicurred by

not completmg the Building ivithm the give7i tme, if in the

mea 7itime it be destroyed by Accide7it.

‘ Provided always, that in case the sd intended biding shall

be damaged, burnt down, or destroyed by or by means of fire,

storm, or tempest, at any time before the same shall be com-

pletely finished and fit for habiton, then, and in such case, the

penalty to be incurred for not finishing the sd biding on or

before the sd day of shall not become payable by the

blder, any thing hrnbfre contd to the contrary nothwithstdg,

but no such accident or event shall be deemed to effect a

revocon, annulment, suspension, alteron, or qualificon of this

contract with respect to the erecting and completing the sd

house and works, any further or orwise than may regard the

time hrby limited for completing the same.’
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VII. A.

CONTRACT betwee7i Employer and Builder {suitable to Ex-
tensive Work) for the Erection of several distinct Buildings
described in separate Specifications. The Contract com-
prises thefollowing Documents : K. The Agreetnent. B. The
Ge7ieral Building Conditions. C. The Specifications.
D. The Schedule of Prices.'^

AN AGRMT made the day of Betwn a. B. &C.
(hrnar called the blders) of the one part, and {employer'] of the
other part.

l ^ j

Whras the blders have agrd to execute certain works at
according to drawings and specificons prepared by

Mr. •
, architect, for the sum of , that is to say :

I. For the erection of described in Specification
No. I, and shown on the drawings therein referred to, the sum—7.

[Beetle also as to the erection of works drc. described in
Specifications Nos. 2, 3, a7id 4.]

And whras certain general conditions to be observed in the
conduct of the works, and a schedule of prices (which is
referred to in the 7th article of the condons), have also been
prepared.

And whras the drawings referred to in Specificons i, 2,and 3, and copies of the specificons, condons, and schedule of
prices have been examined and signed by the blders and archi-

ifmvTrn this present contract.HRBYAGRD betwn the parties hrto as follows :

^ blders shall forthwith proceed to execute and com-

LdVhn
all things necessary or proper to be done in

workmnrdiV?^ ^ thoroughly sound, substantial, and

and
^ manner, conformably to the specificons, drawings,

infLed
the intention which may be reasonaWy

Solanatn^^^^^^
^^^trons and such

didonq
drawings as may under the provisions of the con-

foX tt/r” ""^rt^^ed by or other the architect

ect durX ^ (hrnar called the archi-

and tXhf of the work, and under the inspection

before th^ d
^^"hitect

;

and shall, on or

Xor the conditions, or

the conditions bp fi

under the provision of

tin
the completion of the work deliver

shall observe perfomX b
the obbVnnc:’

P^ torm, abide by, and submit to all and singular
provisions, and regulons in the specificonsXd

in, thlbUUf^quintiL^s!*^^^
"^on, and contain all the items

VII. A. .

Building
Contract for

Extensive
Works.

Parties.

Recitals.

Agreement
to build.
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-/

Rectification

of errors in
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quantities.
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Condons resply contd or from the same resply to be reasonably
and fairly inferred.*

2. The blders shall forthwith insure and keep insured,

during the continuance of the contract, from loss or damage
by tire, in such public insurance office or offices as the sd
\e7nploye7^ shall approve, the works included in Specifications

Nos. I, 2, 3, and 4 resply, in such sums as the architect shall

from time to time direct.

3. The sd \employer'\ shall, if the blders well and truly per-

form and observe all the several stipulations and conditions

hrn contd, or referred to on their part to be performed, pay
unto the blders the sums hrnbfre mentd by the instalmts at the

times and in manner mentd in the condons, subject to such
dedons (if any)' in respect of sums and quantities as in the

specification or conditions are mentioned.

4. The sums hrby agrd to be pd to the blders shall be con-

sidered and accepted by them as a full compenson for executing

and completing the whole of the works described in the speci-

ficons and shown on the drawings, and all other works, matters,

and things necessary to complete the same, and to be fairly

inferred from the said drawings or specificons, whether the

same are therein expressly shown and mentd or not, and no

charge or demand shall be made or allowed under any pretence

whatsoer for any materials that may have been rejected nor

for making good any work that may be found defective or im-

perfect.

5. The blders shall make all such alterons and addons to

or omissions and devions from the drawings and specificons in

completing the works as shall from time to time be required or

directed and sanctioned in writing by the sd \et7tployer\ or the

architect as provided in the condons, and at or for the prices

specified in the afsd schedule of prices, and every such addon,

alteron, or devion shall be subject to like agrmts with respect

to materials, workmanship, and otherwise, as are hrn contd

with respect to the work already specified as afsd, and as if

such addon, alteron, or devion had formed part of and been

shown and specified in the drawings and specificons, and that

no such alteron, addon, omission, or devion as afsd shall alter

or affect the provons, agrmts, and condons hrn contd or

* The following clause is now sometimes inserted (as to which, see

ante, p. 9) :

‘ If any errors shall be discovered in the detailed bills of

quantities, the same shall be rectified, and an addition to or

deduction from the amnt payable to the blders under

virtue of this agrmnt shall be made accordingly ;
provided

always, that the blders shall notify in writing to the architects

the discovery of any such error within days from the date

hrof, after which time no question as to the accuracy or other-

wise of the said bills of quantities shall be entertained.’
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referred to otherwise than as necessarily consequent on such
alteron, addition, omission, or deviation resply.

In witness, &c.

VII. A.

VII. B.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT.
{Formingpart of the preceding agreement^)

1. The expression ‘the architect’ used in these condons,
or in the agrmt, specificons, schedule of prices, or drawings,
shall mean \the prese^it architect\ or other the architect for the
time being of \employe7^.

2 . The contract sum is to include all and every expense
necessary for the completion of the work as described in the
specificons and shown on the drawings or to be reasonably
inferred therefrom, except such portions as are specially mentd
to be left incomplete. The architect is to furnish for the use
of the blder detail-drawings of such portions of the work as
shall require further explanon.

3. The work is to be commenced immedly upon order
given by the architect to the blders, and is to be carried on
and completed in every respect to the satisfaction of the archi-
tect as to the works comprised in Specification No. i, on or
before the day of ; as to the works comprised in
Specification No. 2, on or before &c.

;
and as to the works

comprised in Specification No. 4, on or before such reasonable
time as shall be hrar appointed by the architect. And in the
event of the work not being so completed on the days hereby
resply fixed for its completion, or in case of an extension of
time under any provision contd in these condons, then, within
such further time as shall under such altered circumstances be
allowed for the completion of the work, the blders shall pay tohe sd \employe7-\ for each and every week succeeding the
respive dates hrby fixed upon for such completion until thewrk IS so coinpleted, as liquidated damages and not as penalty
(without prejudice to any of the conditions herein contd), thesum of ^ and a rateable proportion of £ for any

V \employer\ on a conson of any

navmi
determine to remit such

shll?hp^
Paymts or any part throf. And in case the blders

hall be required to do any additional work or works not at

dm^for comnfoK
allowed an extension ofme for completion in the proportion of one week for every

Rework in'

Building
Contract for
Extensive
"Works.

VII. B.

Building
Contract for
Extensive
Works.

Contract price

to include all

expenses.

Architect to

furnish other

detail-draw-

ings.

Work in each
specification to

be completed
by fixed time.

In default

builder to

forfeit £
as liquidated

damages for

each week.

Extension
of time.

repair for twelve mos after its completion.

nart'^of
*e commencement to the completion of every^of the work the same and all materials and things upon

' See other forms, pp. 294, 322.

Builders to

keep work
in repair.
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VII. B.

Building
Contract for

Extensive
Works.
Work and
materials

to become
property of

employer.

Workmanship
and materials.

Drawings and
specifications

to be taken
together to

explain each
Other.

Where detail-

drawings
contain work
exceeding in

value &c.

Alterations,

additions,

or omissions.

or near the premises, whether placed on the w'orks or not,

shall be deemed to be and shall become the property of the
sd \e7nployer\ but he shall not be responsible, charged, or
chargeable for anything lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed, or
removed from the biding, or that shall fail in any way whatever

;

and the care of the same and everything connected thrwith or
appertaining thrto shall be with the blders, who shall protect

and preserve entire and uninjured the whole of the sd work
and materials

;
and if any injury or disfigurement shall be

done thrto by fire or by the inclemency of the weather, or by
accident of any description, or by the workmen employed, or

by any other means whatsoer, then, and in every such case, the

blders shall completely repair or replace the same, as the case

may be, at their own cost, so that on the completion of the

work every part throf may be perfect and in a clean state.

5. Every part of the work shall be executed as directed by
the specificons, and in the most sound, workmanlike, and sub-

stantial manner, and all materials used in the constron of the

biding shall be new and the best of their respive kind, except

where otherwise distinctly directed or allowed in and by the

specificons.

6. The drawings and specificons shall be taken together to

explain each other accordg to their true intent and meaning,

and if anything shall have been omitted, either in the spe-

cificons or drawings, which shall be reasonably inferred there-

from, as necessary for the proper completion of any part or

parts of the work, the blders shall provide materials and

labour for the same at their own cost, as if it had been more

particularly described or shown, and shall supply whatever

may be required to complete the whole in a workmanlike

manner. If the blders consider that any detail-drawing fur-

nished to them by the architect shows work exceeding in

value the work shown on or to be reasonably inferred from the

contract plans and specificons, they are at once to return the said

detail-drawing to the architect with a request that he will re-

consider it. And if the detail-drawing shall not be so returned

before the commencement of the work shown thereon, the

blders shall not be entitled to any extra allowance in respect

of any such excess.

7. No alterons, additions, or omissions shall be made

without an order in writing signed by the architect, and such

alterons, additions, and omissions so ordered shall not invalidate

the contract, but the value of the sd alterons, additions, or

omissions shall be ascertained and added to, or deducted from,

the amnt of the contract, as the case may be, in accordance, as

far as practicable, with the schedule of prices annexed to the

contract, such prices being the value of the several works

complete, and to include all superintendence, labour, and

materials of the several kinds as described in the specificons,

and all carriage, delivery, fixing, and use of all scaffolding.
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tools, plant, that may be necessy, or ordered, and all main-
tenance, risks, and contingencies, and every other incidental
expense. If, however, any addition or alteron so ordered
shall involve extra cost, the blders are not to proceed to execute
any of such additions or alterons unless and until they shall
have received an order in writing under the hand of ,1

being upon Form A annexed to the contract, and without
such order the blders will not be paid for such additions or
alterons. All accounts for day work shall be delivered to the
architect or clerk of the works on Form B annexed to the
contract, not later than 1 uesday in every week, and shall be
verified to the satisfaction of the architect within 7 days after
such delivery, and unless so delivered and verified, no such
accounts will be entertained.

8. ^Insert clause 9 of Precedent III]
9. The blders are to provide all necessy scaffolding and

plant, erected in the most approved manner, so that the
work can at all times be completely examined by the architect
or clerk of the works.

10. The architect is to be at liberty to direct the blders to
execute any part or parts of the work before any other part or
parts throf, and he is to have authy to judge of the manner of
executing every part of the work, and of the quality of the

5 of

11. No materials, scaffolding, or other thing will be allowed
from the ground unless an order in writing tothat effect be given by the architect.

^

architect shall have full power to require the bldersimmedly to dismiss any workman, watchman, doorkeeper orother servant of the blders who shall in the opinio of thearchitect misconduct himself, or who in the architect’s opinion
forthwith comply withsuch requirements. wiin

13. {Insert clause 10 of Precedent III.]
14. The hlders or their foremen shall' always attend at the

»rkfa, .he biding, fnd

S architect, but the time during which ^the wS

VII. B.

Building
Contract for
Extensive
Works.
Form for

extra work.

Form for

accounts of
daywork.

Builders not
to let out

M'ork &c.

Scaffolding.

Architect

may direct

part of work
to be done
before other
part,

—and order
removal of
improper
work &c.

No materials

&c. to be
removed.

Architect

may require

dismissal of
workmen &c.

Builders to

keep foremen.

Attendance
at building.

Payment at

building.

Suspension of
work during
frost &c.

«”*, p!"a92,'’Se"'’i)''’"
“ by "tbitect

; and sae aa to this,

Inspection of
work before

covered in.
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VII. B.

Bailding
Contract for

Extensive
"Works.

Builders

to provide

watchmen,

—remove
rubbish.

Copies of

specifica-

tions &c.

Detail-draw-

ings to be kept
at building.

Payments
to be made
to builders,

—only on
certificate

in writing,

and not less

than &c.

Accounts of

work &c. to

be furnished

previous to

payments.

Certificate on
completion.

Progress

certificate not

inspected previously to the same being covered or hidden, the
blders shall give 24 hours’ notice in writing to the architect
before any such work shall be so covered or hidden, and in case
any work shall be so covered or hidden without written authy
from the architect, the blders may be required to uncover the
same at their own expense.

18. The blders shall provide proper day and night watch-
men and doorkeepers, whose wages shall be borne and paid by
the blders, and also during the nights proper and sufficient

fires and lights.

19. [^Insert clause 6 of Precedent IV^
20. The architect shall furnish copies of the specificons

and contract-drawings for the use of the blders.’ The detail-

drawings, when provided by the architect, will be kept at the

\state whe7'e\, where the blders may copy or refer to them,

and they are not to be removed from [the office of the w'orks].

21. The blders shall be entitled to be pd as follows:

[;^8o] per cent, upon the amount of work executed and
materials delivered on the ground to the satisfaction of the

architect, and the balnce of [f^2o] per cent, on such amount
shall be reserved for subsequent paymt in manner hrnar mentd
until the sum so reserved shall be , after which time the

blders shall be entitled to be paid for the full amnt of the

work executed and materials delivered to the architect’s satis-

faction. At the end of 6 mos after the completion of the

whole work to the satisfaction of the architect, the blders shall

be entitled to be pd f of the sum so reserved as afsd, and
at the end of 1 2 mos after the completion of the work as afsd

the blders shall be entitled to be pd the residue of such re-

served sum (subject to the work being in the judgmt of the

architect in a satisfactory state at those periods resply).®

22. No paymts as afsd shall be made to the blders except

on the certe of the architect in writing, and no paymt shall

be made to the blders of a sum less than .

23. Detailed bills or accounts of work done and materials

delivered, priced in conformity with the schedule of prices an-

nexed to the contract (so far as such schedule may be applicable),

shall from time to time be prepared by the blders and delivered

to the architect 7 days at least previously to any sum being

required to be pd to the blders. And thrupon the archit^t

shall certify in writing to the sd [enip/oyer^ the sum to which

the blders are entitled under Article 21 of these conditions.

The architect shall likewise certify in writing the state of the

work at the end of 6 mos and 12 mos resply after its com-

pletion, with a view to the builders receiving the sums mentd

as payable at those periods resply.

24. The paymts made from time to time to the blders

during the progress of the work shall be held to be paymts

* If there is any arrangement as to the cost, state it here.

* See also pp. 293, 297.
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generally on account of the contract sum, and the certes of the
architect on which such paymts are based shall be held to
have been given only for the purpose of fixing the sums to be
so pd and shall not in any way prejudice the sd S^mployeP in
the final settlemt of account, in case it should appear that too
much had been paid to the blders during the progress of the
work.

25. [Insert clause 13 of Precedent II
26. The blders shall deliver up the whole of the work

comprised m each specificon complete on or before the days
named iri Article 3 of these condons : or in case of an exten-
sion of time under any provision contd in these condons, then
within such further time as shall under such altered circes be
a owed for the completion of the work, in a perfect state, with
all scaffolding, surplus materials, rubbish, &c. cleared away
and removed. ^

27. In case of any delay in the exon of the work caused bv
a general strike, combination, or lock-out of artificers or w'ork-men employed in any of the biding trades in

, or of work-men [in the provinces] employed in the preparation or manu-
facture of materials intended for the work, the blders shall belowed such further time for the exon of the contract as shallbe appointed and certified to in writing by the architect at the

but no such to
^

08 T ^
i

allowed unless the sd certe is then obtained,

frnm
shall have full power at any time, and

voniTnf U
the work, o; anyK .n h

determine the contract altogetherbut if such suspension or determinon shall not have beenoccasioned by the default of the blders, they shall be entitled

which
reasonable and just compenson for any loss

and sha‘l;?er”f7to

bldiS ZT aball at all times have access to the

«Se o?h P“»‘« at any time to

PP- ^9?. 3-.)]

the general condons coned in this and the

iiTThl'Jf being initialed),

Sere^^^?„7„ h ^
^ *e contract

rfr hi it one part, and
01 the other part, and dated 2

Date
Signatures

VII. B.

Building
Contract for
Extensive
Works,
to prejudice
in final

settlement.

Power of
employer to

terminate con-
tract in case of
default by
builders.

Builders to

deliver up
work com-
plete &c. on
day named.

Provision

in case of
strikes &c.

Power to

suspend any
portion, or
the whole, of
the work, or
to determine
contract.

Employer to
have access
to building,

and power
to execute
other works.

2
See other forms, pp.323, i^o

also have a

X
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VII. B.

Building
Contract for

Extensive
Works.
Measure-
ments.

Builders to

make pro-

vision for foot

passengers

during execu-

tion of works,

and to be
liable for

stoppage of

traffic &c.,

—to shore up
buildings

adjoining.

Contractor

shall bear risk

of executing

works,

and keep in

repair for

certain time,

and be liable

for all acci-

dents &c..

and shall take

up and relay

any necessary

pipes,

and shall

remove all

scaffolding

&c. and
rubbish, and
leave the works
in satisfactory

condition.

The following are some additional or alternative clauses

which can be added, if required, to this form.

All measurements shall be made by the architect, and be

subject to his decision and determinon
;

all voids shall be

deducted, and all measurements taken net, and strictly in

accordance with geometric rules, whatever be the nature of

the work, any local, or trade, or other custom or usage to the

contrary notwithstdg.

The builders shall, at their own expense, make such

provision for the accommodation and protection of foot

passengers, and of the owners and occupiers of the adjacent

houses and premes, as may be required, in the form of bridge-

ways, guards, and fences, and shall cause as little incon-

venience and interruption to the street traffic as possible, and

will be held responsible for the consequences of any stoppage

or interruption of the traffic beyond what in the judgmt of the

architect may have been absolutely necessary and unavoidable.

The builders shall, at their own expense, properly shore up,

and support, to the satisfaction of the architect, all hidings,

walls, vaults, cellars, ovens, areas, railings, cisterns, trenches,

sewers, drains, water and gas and other pipes, as may be, or may

be likely to be, affected, endangered, or disturbed by the works,

and which may be in the line thereof, or contiguous to them.

The builders shall take upon themselves and bear the risk

of executing the whole and every part of the works, according

to the drawings, specificon, general conditions and directions

of the architect, and shall guarantee and be liable for the

soundness and stability thereof, and shall keep the same in

repair for a period of calr months from the certified

completion throf
;
and the builders shall also be liable for,

and make good, all accident or damage, whether to the works,

or to the adjoining hidings, lands, or streets, or to any gas,

water, or other pipes, which may be intersected or interfered

with during the exon of such works (so far as any damage may

have been occasioned thrby) for calr months after the

same are completed and delivered over to \einployer\

anotherform as to accidents, p. 295.] The builders shall take up

and relay any such pipes which it may be necessy to remove

in the exon of the contract to the satisfaction of the officer, or

person appointed for the purpose by ; and also shall

pay any charges for gas or water which may be wasted. 1 ne

builders so soon as the works are completed as hnn proinded

shall, at their own expense, clear away and remove all scattoia-

ing, plant, tools, machinery, utensils, board, fencing, rubbisti

and any unappropriated materials and things which may oe

lying about the works, or on the adjoining lands or streets, ana

shall do everything necessy to finish off the works in the mos

complete and workmanlike manner both in appearance and

effect, and shall leave the same in a sound and satisfactory

condition at the expiration of the period hrin mentd.
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VII- C. VII. C.

SPECIFICATION to be observed by the builders in construct-
S-pecifi^tion

ing and completelyfinishing and appurtenances, in .

^

I. The contract comprises and includes all the work re-
quired in the formation, erection, construction, and completion
of

,
in

,
in the county of

, mentioned and enume-
rated in the following schedule or abstract

;
and the builders

are to provide and be at the expense of all materials and
labour, plant, implements, and tools, cartage, water, and other
matters and things of every description necessary for the due
and proper execution of the works in accordance with the
drawings, general conditions, and this specification.

{Herefollows the specification of the work}\

VII. D.

THE THIRD SCHEDULE. VII. D.

BILL OF QUANTITIES ^ of the several works required to be of
executed in the construction and erection of , and other Q'^^.ntities.

works shown upon the drawings, described in the specifica-
tion, or given in this bill of quantities .

Date

memorandum in thetoTloS
quantities is intended, or is to be considered, to override or

of thP^^
specification, or the character or natureot the work as shown upon the drawings.

ferrfd
of executing the works the builders are re-

nin nc
specification and general conditions and to theplans, sections, and details set forth on the sheets referred to in

timeTylTarchitec?,"' “
{Herefollow other notes as to measurements &^c., and the

pricesf\

VIII.

Form of arbitration clause.

the il
‘^^spute or difference shall arise or happen betvthe sd parties touching or concerning the sd bldTngfanrw

niemoTa^nVu^riS quantities, and drawings will have a si

see aiXVe" "‘sTirreS^e.''"
q^’^'^hties part of the con,

VIII.

Arbitration
Clause.
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VIII. or any of them hrby agrd to be built, done, and executed as

; afsd, or touching or concerning any other matter or thing
j^bitration whatever relating to the work hrby contracted to be done, or in
tlause.

respect of any such additional or extra work, deductions, de-

vions, or alterons made in, to, or from the sd works, or any

part of them as afsd, or touching or concerning the meaning or

intention of the specifications, or of this agrmt, or of any part

thereof, or of any plans, drawings, instructions, or directions re-

ferred to in the said specificons or contract, or which may be

furnished or given during the progress of the works, or touching

or concerning any certificate, order, or award which may have

been made by the architect, or respecting the rights or obliga-

tions of either party under these presents, the same shall be

referred to two arbitrors or an umpire pursuant to and so

as with regard to the mode and consequences, and in all other

respects to conform to the Arbitration Act, 1889, or any then

subsisting statutory modification thereof.

IX.

Subcontract.

Subcontract

for certain

work.

Undertaking
to answer for

damages.

Agreement
that con-

tractor may
complete upon
default of sub-

contractor,

and recover

expense from

him.

IX.

CONTRACT between a contractor and a subco7itractor for

workformingpart ofthe original contract.

AN AGRMT made &c. Betwn &c. \recite original contract

and parties to the same\.

NOW IT IS HRBY AGRD AS FOLLOWS :

1. The sd {subcontractor] will, within the time stipulated in

the sd contract of the day of
,
execute the work

{insert plumber's or carpenters work 6r»(r., as the case may be] and

will provide all materials for the same, and will complete such

work in all respects in accordance with the plans and specificons

annexed hrto and signed by the sd {subcontractor].

2. The sd {subco7itractor] will save harmless and keep in-

demnified the sd {contractor] from and agnst all loss, costs,

damages, claims, demands, or expenses of any kind whatsoer

which may be sustained by the sd {contractor] by reason of any

delay or default, or any breach of this contract, on the part of

the sd {subcontractor].
, • , . j

3. If the sd {siibcontractor] shall not proceed with the sd

work in accordce with this agrmt, and to the satisfaction of the

architect or surveyor for the time being of the sd {employer], o\.

which delay or default the sd architect or surveyor is to be the

sole judge, it shall be lawful for the sd {contractor] upon sued

delay or default to employ such other contractor or workmen,

and to supply all such materials, as may be necessy m order to

complete the sd work in accordce with the sd agrmt of the

^day of ,
and to deduct the cost, and all other expenses

m any way caused by such delay or default, from the amount
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(if any) which shall be payable to the sd [subcontractor'] by IX.
virtue of this agrmt

;
and in the event of that amount being

insufficient the sd [subcontractor'] will pay to the sd [contractor] Subcontract,

any deficiency, and all costs and expenses attending the
recovery of the same by action or otherwise.

4. The sd [contractor] wall in conson of this agrmt pay to Agreement
the sd [subcontractor] the sum of jQ when the architect to pay Con-

or surveyor for the time being of the sd [employer] shall have
certified in writing that the sd work has been finished
and completed to his satisfaction [or insert he7-e teri7is if by
instalme7its]. *

5. No extra work shall be charged to or paid for by the sd No extras
[contracioT^, except such extra work as may be ordered by the without order

sd [contractor] in writing, but such order shall not operate so as writing.

to extend the time beyond the day of to be allowed
as aforesaid for the completion of the work [or insert here time
to be allowed, at the rate of

6. The sd [subcontractor] shall pay to the sd [contractor] Penalty for
the sum of , as liquidated damages, and not by way of delay.

penalty, per day for each day after the day of that
the sd work shall not be finished or complete, until com-
pletion as afsd, and it shall be lawful for the sd [contractoT^ to
retain the sd sums out of any moy payable to the sd [sub-
contractor].

As WITNESS, &c.

X.

B0NDy9tf»/ a builder and a surety in thefoimi of a joint
and several bond.

KNOW ALL MEN by these presents, that we, A. B., of&c.
[budder], and C. D., of &c. [surety], are held and firmly bound

S V ?’ ^ ^ be pd to the

* u
^ b'S exors, admors, or assns, for which payment

to be well and truly made we bind ourselves and each of us
each of our heirs, exors, and admors, jointly and

thi/™
^ presents. Sealed with our seals.

on
an agrmt &c. [recite agree77ient]

;
And whras

and r it was agrd that the sd A. B.

nKr
should enter into the above written bond or

SSii r'l: written bond"
and£ ^ A- his exors and admors do

ilddinf\ZT
complete and finish the sd [describe

weluTd fnd T
"°"'/^"ted to be built, as afsd, and also^eil and truly observe, perform, fulfil, and keep all the covts,

^^*^Sston-upon-Hull (Mayor of) v.

Bond from
Builder and
Surety.

Recital of
building

contract.

Surety.

Condition.
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X.

Bond from
Builder and
Surety.

XI.

Notice to

Builder to

proceed.

XII.

Notice to

Builder of

termination
of Contract.

contracts, and agrmts contd in the sd agrmt, and on the part
of the sd A. B., his exors or admors, to be observed, performed,
fulfilled, and kept, within such times and in such manner, in

all respects, as in the sd agrmt are mentd, and according to

the afsd specificon, plans, elevations, sections, and drawings
thrin referred to, then the above written bond shall be void
and of no effect but otherwise shall be and remain in full force

and virtue.

XL
NOTICE to builder to proceed with work.^

To A. B., of &c. \builder\

I HRBY give you notice and require you forthwith to proceed

diligently, and in a proper and w'orkmanlike manner, with the

erection and completion, in accordance with the terms of the

contract entered into by you with me, dated &c., of the \insert

descriptio7i of buildings^ situate &c.
;
And that in case you shall

neglect or refuse to proceed with the erection and completion

thereof as afsd for days after the service of this notice, I

shall then enter into and upon the sd premes, and employ such

other contractor and workmen, and supply such materials as

may be necessy to complete and finish the sd at your risk

and expense, or sell the same either finished or unfinished, as

I may be advised
;
And that I shall take all such proceedings

as may be necessary for the purpose of completing the works

in accordance with the sd contract, and obtaining paymt of all

such moys as shall be or become due to me pursuant to the sd

contract without any further notice.

Dated the day of .

Signature .

XII.

NOTICE to builder of termination of contract.’^

‘Whras by an agrmt &c. [recite agreemetif\
;
And whr.^s

the architect mentd in the sd specificon is dissatisfied with

the nature or mode of proceeding with, and at the rate of pro-

gress of, the works, and the contractors have failed to proceed

in the exon of the works in the manner and at the rate of pro-

gress required by the sd architect
;
Now the sd \e)tiployer\ doth

HRBY GIVE THE SD the sd contractors and each of you,

NOTICE that he will at the expiron of one week from the date

’ The next precedent is a more formal notice. See ante, p. 86, for

another form of notice, which was held to be sufficient.

* See this form in fVatier v. London and North-Western Ratlivay Ca,

L. R. I C. P. D. 528.
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hrof, take the sd works entirely out of your hands, and will, if

need be, employ other contractor or contractors, workman or

workmen, to proceed with the sd works and complete the same,

and also that the sd architect on their behalf will procure and
make use of such labour and materials as he may deem neces-

sary, deducting the cost thereof, as in the agrmt provided.

And the sd employer gives you further notice that the sd con-

tract shall be considered void as far as relates to the works or

maintenance remaining to be done, and that the sums of moy,
materials, implements, and penalties hrnbfre mentd shall be and
hrby are forfeited to the sd employer. \Add, if necessary, as to

expenses mcurred in takingpossession of works. \

To . Signature .

Dated .

XIII.

NOTICES with reference to party structures U7ider the

London Building Act, 1894.

Forms of these notices can be obtained of Messrs. Truscott
& Co,, Suffolk Lane, E.C.

XIV.

CONDITIONS OF SALE BY AUCTION of building land in
lots. The conditions will be in the usualform, including the
following clause :

The lots are sold subject to certain stipulons, either printed
on or accompanying the published particulars and plan, and
such stipulations and any other condons or stipulons contd in
the foregoing parlars, shall apply only to the lot or lots sold at
the present sale, except so far only as the vendors maybe
willing to make the same or any like condons or stipulons on
any future sale. And the purchaser of each lot shall in his
conveyance covenant to perform such stipulons, and the
covenant shall be so framed that the burden thereof shall run
with the land as far as may be, and shall on completion of his
purchase, if required, and at his own expense, execute a dupli-
cate of such conveyance, but such duplicate shall be preparedoy the vendors at their own expense.'

see
general deed of covenant [as to such deeds t'l

ihe
'he purchasers, substitute the following form

his
execute, on the due completion

purchase, the deed containing the covts to observe a

XII.

Notice to

Builder of

termination
of Contract.

XIII.

Party
Structures.

XIV.

Conditions
of Sale by
Auction of
Building
Land.
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XIV.

Conditions
of Sale by
Auction of
Building
Land.

Stipulations.

1. Dimensions &‘c.—The dimensions of the lots and the
other statements and descriptions of the ppty and matters
connected thrwith, appearing on the plan and in these stipu-
lons, must be assumed to be correct

;
and any discrepancy

between those dimensions and the lots as staked out shall not
annul the sale, or be a ground on either side for compensation.

2. Frontages and Corners.—-Oi each corner lot the shorter
external boundary shall be deemed the front, and the longer
the side or flank, and houses thron shall be built accordly.

3. Building Lines.—The biding lines are to be at the dis-
tances from the road boundaries shown on the plans, viz. in
respect to lot i, ft. from and ft. from Road
[so also as to other lots'\) and, excepting ordinary architec-
tural dressings or bay windows,' no erection, or biding, or
portion throf is to project upon or overhang the space between
biding lines and road boundary.

4. Fences.—Each pchaser is to make, when required, and
afterwards to maintain close boundary fences on the sides of
his lot or group of lots marked T within the boundary lines

;

those between biding line and road boundary not more than
ft. high

;
those behind biding lines not less than

nor more than ft. high. If any purchaser shall make
default in erecting any such fence as afsd within days, or
in repairing any such fence within days after notice
requiring him so to do shall have been given to him or left for
him at his residence, or on his lot or group of lots, by any
adjoining pchaser or (in the absence of sale) by the vendors,
then such adjoining purchaser or vendors shall be at liberty

forthwith to erect or repair any such fence, or to erect and
keep in repair a temporary fence

;
and the pchaser making any

such default shall, on demand, repay to such adjoining pchaser
or the vendors all moneys expended by the former or latter

for the purposes afsd and all expenses relating thrto.

5. Road and Lighting Rates .—Each pchaser of a lot shall,

on the day. of in each year commencing on the

day of next succeeding the completion of each
messe or dwg-hse or shop to be erected thron, pay to the

perform the said conditions and stipulons so far as the same
are applicable to the lot or lots purchased by him. [The sd

deed contains a similar covt by the vendors as regards any lot

or lots not sold.] A draft of the sd deed may be seen at the

office of
,
the vendors’ solor, on any day before the sale.’

[Then will follow a conditiori that the vendor zvill retain the

documents and give the statutory acknoivledgment and under-

taking as to the samei\

' This is only suitable for land in the country. As to bay windows and

building line in town, see p. 148.
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vendors the sums following, that is to say, in respect of lots

to the sum of
,
in respect of lots to

the sum of
,
&c., and in respect of all the other lots the

sum of in respect of each such messe or dwg-hse or shop
towards the expenses of maintaining and keeping the roads in
proper order and condon so long as the vendors shall elect to
keep the same in such order and condon, or until the same
shall be taken over by the parish or some other local or com-
petent authority, so as to be thrar repaired and kept in order
by the parish or such other authority, and also will in like
manner, and at the times afsd, pay to the vendors the sum
following, that is to say, in respect of lots to the
sum of

,
and in respect of all the other lots the sum of

in respect of each messe or dwg-hse or shop so to be
erected as afsd towards the expense of lighting the roads on
the sd este, so long as the vendors shall light the same, or until
the lighting thereof shall be undertaken by the parish or some
other competent authority.

6. Other Roads or IVays.—No lot or portion throf is to be
made into or used as a road or way.

_

7. T^mporary Erections.— temporary biding of any kind
K to be erected on any lot, except sheds or workshops to be
used only for the wo.’-ks incidental to the erection of the house
or houses or other structures to be built thereon [or on some
other lotj, and no steam engine or mortar mill is to be placed
on any lot.

^

Taverns, Shops, Upon tbe land now
offered for sale no hotel, tavern, public-house, beerhouse, or
Shop for the sale of wines, spirits, ale or stout, or any malt or
exciseable liquor of any kind, either by wholesale or retail, tobe consumed on or off the premises, shall be built, nor shallany house be used as such, and on no lot shall any manufac-

bp^

f

business be carried on
; and no biding shallbe used for ,he reception of lunatics or idiots, nor for any

^n anfnfT ff”/"y.»^esse or biding to be erected or builton any of the lots fronting Road, or Road, be usedfor any other purposes than as a private dwg-hse.

in iSs
Values.—One house on each plot, comprisedn lots to fronting Road, to be of the mini-

, one house on each plot, comprised in
or Road, to be of tbe minimum

mum cost of
lots - to fronting
cost nf ^ Si

° ^ AxiAiiiixiuiii

fronting
^°^®es on each plot,

bnn ^
,

Road, of the minimum cost of E eachS io he
”

. fating—°ad, to be of the minimum cost of E &c.
®

^^cept lots —^ and shall

-y" bu“rTh:^
building, be erected

inferior permanent
g, e erected. 1 he plans and elevations of all proposed
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hidings shall be submitted to the vendors and approved by
them or their surveyor for the time being, before the commenct
of the biding, but no fee shall be payable for such approval
\or state fee payable\

11. Party Walls.—No side wall of any house on any lot is

to be built as a party wall, that is to say, having one moiety
of its thickness on an adjoining lot, without the consent in

witing of the owner of such adjoininglot.* *

12. Water-closets, Privies and Drainage .—On no lot shall

any water-closet or privy be erected detached from other
buildings. A separate cesspool shall be provided for each
house, the water shall be laid on to cisterns, the soil pipes
shall be ventilated above the roof, and all waste pipes shall

empty in open air.

13. Footpaths.—Each pchaser shall curb and gravel, pave
and asphalt the footpath in front of the lot or lots purchased
by him or her.

14. Tithe Rent-charge.’^—The tithe rent-charge, payable
in respect of the estate, not having yet been apportioned, each
purchaser shall pay to the vendors annually, on the day
of

,
until the same shall be reapportioned, the sum of

for all lots to inclusive, and each for

lots to and to inclusive, and each

for lots and .

15. Registering Deeds.—All conveyances (except mtges)

and leases for terms exceeding 21 years, and assnmts of such

leases, shall be registered at the estate office of the vendors,

and a fee of paid for each such registration.

16. Local Acts and Byelazvs. —These stipulations are sub-

ject to the rules, byelaws, and regulations of local public autho-

rities.

XV.

FORM for making tendersfor plots of land to be let on butldmg

leases. General conditions as to houses to be built, and other

works, and as to granting leases. Mam road constructed by

freeholder andproportion to be paid by builders.

CONDONS for Letting plots of ground on the

side of
,
and the side of

,
&c., in the coy of

, coloured on the accompanying plan.

I. The blders are to erect good and substantial brick or

stone messes or tenements, in strict accordance with block and

other plans and elevations, figured in detail, and specificons, to

be submitted to and approved by the freeholder or his sur-

• As to party walls, see ante, p. 252.

* As to tithes, see ante. Chap. 142. This condition is only effectual in

cases not touched by the Tithe Act, 1891.
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veyor for the time being in writing, before any of the hidings XV.
are commenced.

2. Every block plan shall show the exact site of every house,

and the walls or fences separating the plot on which each house

is to be erected. Leases.

3. Each of the messes or tenements is to be erected and pjan to show-

covered in within calr months from the commencement site.

of the biding of each such messe, and finished and completed Time for

within months next thrar, and the whole of the houses to building.

be erected upon the sd ground are to be completed within

years from the commencement of the term.

4. The blders are to make and construct such drainage Drainage,

and other works connected w-ith the public sewer or otherwise
as may be directed by the freeholder’s surveyor for the time
being.

5. The blders are to form and construct the footpath in front Footpath,

of the sd houses as soon as each house is completed, as directed
and approved by the sd surveyor for the time being.

6. All boundary walls or fences are to be approved of by Boundary
the freeholder’s surveyor for the time being. walls.

7. For each of the plots coloured the builders are to Rents.

P^y per annum for the first year of the term, and for
the plot coloured ^ per annum for the first year of
the term, £ for the second year,£ for the third year
\insertfullparticulars'].

^
8. The term of lease will be years from the day Term.

9. The freeholder has constructed the roads and sewers now
formed by and at his cost, and the sd freeholder reserves to
himself and his agents at all times the right to enter upon the
land, and use so much of any of the plots as may be necessary
for the making of the sd roads or sewers, or for burning clay
for ballast, or for the deposit or removal of soil or earth.

10. The blders are to contribute towards the cost of making
such roads and sewers as afsd at the rate of £ per ft
frontage for all land abutting upon the sd roads.

IX. The blders shall maintain and keep in repair the roads
an ootpaths, or, at the option of the freeholder, pay such sum
ot money in lieu throf from time to time as the sd freeholder,
or his suweyor for the time being, may direct, unless and until
such roads be with the consent of the sd freeholder dedicated
to the public.

shall pay the land tax, if any, and all other
xes, rates, duties, and assessments of every description, now

°
r r

the premes or on the landlord ortenant throf for the time being in respect throf.

nf
hlders will provide such security for the due perfceach contract as may be required by the freeholder.

nomfopp. f to the blders or their
minees, at such apportioned rents as the freeholder’s sur-

Main roads
constructed

by freeholder

who reserves

certain rights.

Builders to

contribute

according to

frontage.

Repair of
roads until

dedicated
to public.

Taxes &c.

Security to be
provided.

Form of
lease.
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XV.
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Tender maybe
made for all.

Contract to

be signed

if tender

accepted.

Not bound
to accept

highest or

any tender.

veyor for the time being shall certify to be fair and reasonable,
and such leases will be in the form of lease deposited at

,

and marked .

15. The blders must give all requisite notices under any
Acts of Parliament or orwise, and pay all fees and charges
which during the progress of the works may become payable
under or by virtue of any Act or Acts of Parliament, byelaws
of local board, or orwise.

[State here any conditions as to paying the fees of the free-
holder's surveyor?^

16. The blders shall at all times, at their own cost, provide
a foreman or clerk of the works to be present during working
hours, and any notice or direction to be given to such foreman
or clerk of the works by the freeholder or his surveyor for the
time being shall be deemed to have been given to the blders.

'17. The leases and counterparts are to be prepared by the
freeholder’s solor, at the cost of [here state costfor each lease and
counterparty or 07ie lease of several lots, and whether exclusive of
plans, stamps, and registration^ to be defrayed by the blders or

their nominees.
18

.
[Insert here a?y co?iditions as to the insurance of the

houses when covered i?i, and also restrictions as to trades and
shops

19. The tender at the foot hereof must be signed by the

party tendering, sealed up, addressed to the
,
and en-

dorsed . The tender must be left at
,
on the

day of . No tender will be received that is not made on

the printed form.

20. A TENDER may be made for one or all of the sd plots

of land. The party or parties whose tender may be accepted

will be required to execute a contract in the form deposited

at }
[State here a?iy other conditiojis as to the tender.'\

21. The freeholder does not bind himself to accept the

highest or any tender that may be reed.

To [insert 7iame offreeholder here\, hrnbfre called the

freeholder.

I hrby offer to take a lease of the plot of ground and

coloured on the plan afsd for the term of years and

subject to the covts and condons and in accordee with the

form of lease above mentd at the clear yearly rent of .

Date . Signature in full •

Residence .

' If the contract to be afterwards executed contains a power to the

freeholder to enter and determine the agreement in case the builder fail to

build as agreed, it will be unnecessary to insert such a provision here.
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XVI.

AGREEMENT to grant several building leases to tenant or
jiominee. The houses to be entirely finished on certain plots
before leases of other plots are granted. Separate leases to be
gra?ited when houses covered in. Certain sum to be laid o^lt

on each house. Covenants to be contained in leases. Tena7it
to tnake a road andpay proportion of roads 6rc. to be used in
common with other occupiers. Power to landlord to determine
agreement and to take possession of buildings, materials,
Src. Covenants by lessor to btiild only in a specified 7nanner
and to take covenantsfrom other tenants to payproportion of
repair of roads, Src., Src.

AN AGRMT made the day of
,
18—

,

Betwn A. B.,
of &c. (hrnar called ‘ the landlord ’), of the one part, and C. D.’
of &c. (hrnar called ‘ the tenant ’), of the other part.

1. During —— from the date hrof the tenant, for the
pposes only of biding and executing the houses and works in
the manner and to the extent hrnar stipulated, may enter upon
the plots or pieces of land situate at

,
fronting on the

\description 6-<r.], which are delineated and descd in the plan
hrunto snncxGd 3.nd thron coloured

^
snd numbered

resply (hrnar called ‘ the premes comprised in this agrmt ’).

2. The tenant will, within years from the date hrof, at
his own expense, erect, cover in, and finish fit for occupon on
the premes comprised in this agrmt 20 pairs of semi-detached
houses and 20 detached villa residences, with suitable offices
outbldings and with proper vaults, areas, gardens, sewers!

Ju footpaths, curbs, and pavings, and
bid on the plots numbered i to 20 inclusive on the said

plan the said 20 pairs of semi-detached houses on or before
of

,
and will bid on the plots numbered 21

on or betr7,r—

XVI.
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Time for
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wffii offirc<f
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draL S^^dens, sewers anddrains, walls, fences, footpaths, curbs and pavings, upon the sd

mats woTmante
’-7 materials, and in all respects in

srtilfaS Tf
specificons hrunder written, and to the

he iSwH ^ ^'‘^hitect or surveyor for the time being of

acLrdini T inspection, Ld
throf wMrb elevations, and detail-drawings

whroVhn K hrto, and a co|y

landlLd
^ deposited with the architect or surveyor of th^

erec1ed^a?aftd^ffi//
the sd semi-detached houses so to be

> vhe tenant will lay out and expend the sum of

To execute
work under
inspection of
landlord’s

surveyor in

accordance
with specifi-

cations and
plans &c.

Tenant to lay
out a certain

sum upon
each house.
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XVI.

Agreement
for several
Building
Leases to

Tenant or

Nominee.

Tenant to use

land only for

purpose of

agreement,
and not to

burn bricks

&c.

Not to dig up
or remove
clay &c.

Tenant to

insure house
as soon as

covered in.

Landlord to

grant leases

of plots I to

20 on certain

conditions to

tenant or

approved-of
nominee

;

—tenant not

to assign, and
nominee not

to be accepted,

without pre-

vious approval

in writing of

the landlord.

£, at least, and upon each of the sd detached houses so to
be erected the sum of£ at least, and will at the request
of the landlord produce full and satisfactory vouchers of ex-
penditure to the value afsd.

5. The tenant shall not during the continuance of this

agrmt carry on, or permit to be carried on, or committed, on
any part of the premes comprised in this agrmt, or in any
biding or erection thron (whether affixed to the land or not),

the business of brickmaking \or the making or burning of bricks

for any purpose *], or any trade, business, manufacture, or occu-
pation whatsoever, or any nuisance

;
nor use or allow the

premes comprised in this agrmt or the hidings thron to be used
for purposes of public amusement, or for any other purpose
whatsoer than strictly for the purpose of this agrmt, and as

private dwg-hses.

6. No part of the several plots or parcels of ground shall

be dug out deeper than required for the several hidings and
drains, and the road to be made as hrnar mentd, and no earth,

clay, sand, loam, or gravel dug out shall be sold or disposed of,

nor shall any be removed from the premes except such as it is

necessy to remove for the perfce of the works [and no bricks

shall be made or burnt upon the sd premes ^].

7. [Insert clause 18 of Precedent XVII
8. The landlord will from time to time, at the expense of

the tenant as hrnar mentd, when and as often as any of the

houses to be built upon the pieces or plots of land numbered
1 to 20 inclusive on the sd plan shall have been erected and

covered in, and the drains and sewers thrfrom shall have been

formed,^ to the satisfaction of the architect or surveyor for the

time being of the landlord, and in all respects according to

this agrmt, grant or cause to be granted to the tenant or his

nominee to be approved by the landlord, a lease of such house

or houses, and of the site throf, and of the intended yards,

gardens, and outbuildings thrto belonging, such lease to be for

the term of 99 years from the (unless sooner determined

by surrender, re-entry, forfeiture, or otherwise), and to contain

the several exceptions, reservons, covts, condons, and provisions

hrnar specified.

9.
'* The tenant shall not in any way assign or part with

the benefit of this agrmt, and the landlord shall not be required

to grant a lease to any pson or psons other than the tenant,

unless and until- the landlord shall previously approve in

* Insert these words if no bricks to be used in the building operations

under the agreement are to be burnt.

* Sometimes the first part of clause 5 is omitted and these words added

to clause 6.
_ _

^ Insert here any provisions making the completion of roads a condition

precedent.
,,

* In the case of a large building scheme, arrangements are usuali)

made for assignments or underleases by the builder.
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writing of such pson or psons, or nominee, or shall grant to

the tenant a licence in writing to assign any plot or portion of
the premes comprised in this agrmt, Nor shall any nominee, or
assnee, of the tenant be entitled to take any legal or other
proceedings to compel the landlord to grant a lease of the sd
premes comprised in this agrmt, or any portion throf, to such
nominee, or assignee, except in pursce of the sd condons pre-
cedent, and of the provons and condons of this agrmt.

10. The clear annual rent to be reserved in and by the sd
leases in respect of the sd plots or parcels of land numbered
I to 20 inclusive on the sd plan as afsd, shall be ^ for each
such plot resply, and in respect of the sd plots of land num-
bered 2 1 to 30 inclusive on the sd plan as afsd, shall be £
for each and every such plot of land resply, such rents resply
to be payable as hrnar provided.

11.

^ The tenant will, when and so often as any house or
houses so to be built upon the pieces or plots of land numbered
I to 20 inclusive on the sd plan shall be erected, built, and
covered in as afsd (of which no lease shall have been granted),
apply for, and accept, a lease or leases to him or his nominee
to be approved as afsd, of such house or houses, with the
appurts as afsd, without in any way investigating or requiring the
title thrto, and shall duly execute a counterpart or counterparts
of such lease or leases and every such lease and counterpart
as afsd shall be drawn and engrossed by the solor of the land-
lord, and the tenant shall pay to such solor for the preparation
of every such lease and counterpart, and for all costs incidental
thereto, the sum of guineas for a lease of one house, and
also guineas for any additional house comprised in thesame lease, and the tenant shall bear and pay the expenses of
preparing, stamping, and obtaining the exon of these presentsm duplicate. ^

landlord will from time to time, at the expense of
the tenant as hrnbfre mentd, when all the sd houses to be
erected upon the sd plots of land numbered i to 20 inclusiveon the sd plan shall have been completely finished in all
respects to the satisfaction of the architect or^urveyor of the

suancp of Ih
“ throf shall have been granted in pur-

Wh^n n

^ condons hrnbfre contd
; and in addition thrtowhen and as often as any of the houses to be built upon the

S n1h°a7h?“ °h
30 inclusive onThe sd

Lwers^lrf
" c^cted and covered in and the drains and

thrarchhfrr n
have been formed 2 to the satisfaction of

andTn a rln
*e time being of the landlord,

respects according to this agrmt, grant or cause to

Include
^ See note (s^p. 3^8.

the title, see pp.34, 186-190.
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XVI.
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be granted to the tenant or his nominee approved as afsd, a
lease of such last-mentd house or houses and of the site throf,
and of the intended yards, gardens, and outbuildings thrto
belonging, such lease to be for the term of 99 years from
(unless sooner determined by surrender, re-entry, forfeiture, or
otherwise), and to contain the several exceptions, reservons,
covts, conditions and provisions hrnar specified : and when and
as often as afsd the tenant will apply for and accept a lease or
leases to him or his nominee approved as afsd of such house
or houses without investigating or requiring the title thereto,''

and the tenant or such nominee shall duly execute a counter-
part or counterparts : and every such lease and counterpart
shall be drawn and engrossed by the solor of the landlord and
at the tenant’s expense in accordance with the provisions men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph.

13. The tenant shall pay all fees and other moys which
may become payable to any district or public surveyor in re-

spect of the premes comprised in this agrmt, and shall pay to

the architect or surveyor of the landlord for the time being the
usual and proper fees of a surveyor for supplying the drawings,
superintending the several works, and giving certes of the com-
pletion thereof.

14. The landlord and his architect or surveyor for the time
being may, at all reasonable times, enter upon the premes
comprised in this agrmt, or any part throf, to view and survey

the w'orks hrby agrd to be executed and the materials to be
thrin used. The landlord and his agents shall also during the

continuance of this agrmt be permitted to enter upon the

premes comprised hrin, and to use the same for the ppose of

grazing cattle and for any other ppose, provided that none of

the rights of the tenant under or by virtue of this agrmt be
prejudiced thrby.

15. Every lease that shall be granted in pursuance of this

agrmt shall contain such exceptions and reservons of the

running of water and soil, and of all right (if any) restricting

the free use of any contiguous or adjoining land of the land-

lord, or the approprion at any time hrar of such land, for

biding or other purposes [see note (2), p. 321], as are usually in-

serted in the leases of the landlord
;
And every such lease shall

contain covts on the part of the tenant, or his nominee approved

as afsd, for paymt of such apportioned rents as are hrnbfre

mentd by half-yearly payments on the day of and

the day of
,
the first paymt to be made on such of

those days as shall first happen after the granting of the lease,

and the last to be made in advance one calendar month before

the expiration of the term, and \^for paymetit of rates see

p. 333 ;
and to complete building &^c., see p. 329]. And to

make and lay down on the side of the plots numbered r to

' But see an/e, pp. 34, 186-190, as to investigating title before building.
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20 inclusive on the said plan a new roadway feet in

width, with a footpath feet in width, ^ to the satisfaction of
the architect or surveyor of the landlord for the time being

;

such road and pathway to be properly made and laid down
with chalk or bavins and gravel, the road to slope nine inches
from the crown to the water-tables, and the pathway to slope
two inches towards the water-tables : And to pay a fair and
just proportion (such proportion to be settled by the architect
or surveyor of the landlord for the time being) of all expenses
and charges for repairing the sd new roadway and pathway,
and for making, renewing, and repairing all other roads or
pathways, pavements, channels, sewers, drains, watercourses,
and party walls or fences which are or shall be used in common
by occupiers of the premes comprised in this agrmt and the
occupiers of any dwg-hses and hidings erected or thrar to be
erected on any part of the estate of the landlord adjoining or
contiguous thrto, until the sd roads, pathways, sewers, and drains
shall be legally repairable as public roads, highways, sewers,
and drains, in which case the tenant or his nominee will be
liable under the covt to pay taxes, outgoings, and rates so to be
contd ]n such lease as afsd : Such proportion shall be fixed by
the surveyor of the landlord for the time being

:
[And to re-

pair; to paint outside; inside; to permit landlord to enter to
view repairs ; and to restrain tenant in certain cases ; and to
permit workmen to repair adjoining premises ; to insure ; to
produce receipts ; that landlord may insure in default ; to lay out
insurance monies., and 7iiake up deficiency ; to give notice of
assignments &rc. ; not to permit trade drc. ; to use as private
dwelling-house; not to erect any other building drc. ; not to alter
elevation ; to deliver up ; and a proviso for re-entry &^c. See

f
346, 347, 352, 355]. And

hall contain the usual qualified covenant by the landlord for
quiet enjoyment

;
2 And every such lease shall also contain all
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other covts and condons (if any) usually inserted,in leases of a

like nature.

16. The tenant will, in the meantime and until a lease or

leases shall have been granted in pursce of the agrmt in that be-

half hrnbfre contd of the sd several plots of land, pay unto the

landlord the ' several yearly rents following, that is to say, for

the first year from the day of a peppercorn, for the

second year from the same day the sum of , and for the

third and every subsequent year from the same day the sum
of , each of such yearly rents to be paid by two equal

half-yearly payments on the day of and the

day of in every year, and the first of such half-yearly pay-

ments to be made on the day of
,
but so nevless that

from the yearly rents for the time being payable under this

present agrmt there shall always be deducted the yearly rent

or rents (if any) which shall for the time being have been

reserved and become payable under any lease or leases which

shall then have been granted in pursce of the agrmt in that

behalf hrnbfre contd, and so that, if the total sum of the rents

which shall at any time have been reserved and become payable

upon any such lease or leases shall be equal to or exceed the

rent for the time being payable in pursce of this agrmt, such

last-mentd rent shall wholly cease.

17. In the meantime and until such lease or leases as afsd

shall be granted the tenant shall occupy the said plots of land

subject to the agrmts hrin contd, and also, so far as applicable,

to the covts and condons hrby provided To be contained in

such lease or leases, in the same manner as if such lease or

leases were actually granted and the tenant had executed a

counterpart or counterparts throf.^

18. The tenant or his nominee shall not remove or permit

to be removed (until after the completion of the sd houses and

the landlord will on every letting on lease or otherwise of any

part of the estate of the landlord adjoining hrto and not hrby

demised take from the lessee a covt or agrmt that such lessecj

his exors, admors and assns will, during so much of the term

to be granted to him as the sd roads or ways shall not be so

legally repairable as afsd, bear and pay a fair proportion, to be

ascertained and settled by the architect or surveyor for the

time being of the landlord, of the expense of keeping in repair

such roads or ways and the footpaths throf.’

' Where the lease itself reserves the same rents as are to be payable

under the agreement, another form applicable is

—

‘ the yearly rent or rents or sum or sums of money hrinbfre

stipulated to be reserved and made payable in the lease or

leases to be granted throf as afsd in such proportions and in

such manner as the same wd be due and payable in case a

lease or leases throf had been actually granted.’

2 See Walsh v. Lonsdale, ante, p. 27 ;
but see clause 23, inpa.
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other works in accordance with the provons and stipulons

hrin contd), without the consent in writing of the landlord or
his architect or surveyor for the time being, any of the biding
materials or other things which shall be brought or deposited
upon the sd plots of land or any portion throf, or upon any
street, road, or passage adjoining thereto, for the purpose of
erecting and completing the sd houses and other works

;
and

any biding materials and all other things which may have
been brought upon the sd plots of land, or upon any street,

road, or passage adjoining thrto, shall become the ppty of the
landlord and ^ be considered as immedly attached to the
hidings to be erected, or in course of erection, upon the sd
plots of land on which such biding materials or other things
may be deposited, or (as to such biding materials or other
things which may, for the time being, be deposited upon any
such street, road, or passage as afsd) to the hidings for the erec-
tion or completion of which the same may have been provided.

19. If the sd houses, office.s, outbuildings, and other works
shall not be erected and covered in and completed within
such times as afsd, or if any part of the yearly rents which
under or by virtue of this agrmt shall for the time being be
payable by the tenant until a lease or leases shall have been
granted in pursce throf of the sd parcels of land shall be in
arrear for 21 days, whether legally demanded or not

; or if
there shall be a breach of any of the tenant’s agrmts hrin
contd, or if the tenant shall become bankrupt, or compound
with or make an assmnt for the benefit of his creditors, then
and in any of such cases it shall be lawful for the landlord
[after giving or leaving notice in writing, to the tenant, or
at his last known address, requiring the work to be proceeded
with or pointing out the specific default of the tenant! for
immedly

J
to enter upon and take possession of the premises

comprised m this agrmt, or so much thereof as shall then
remain to be demised, and also to remove the tenant from
further interference with the erection of all or any of the said
houses, hidings, and other works, and it shall also under such
circumstances be lawful for the landlord to employ any other

carry on and complete the same, and ifhe shall think fit to authorise him or them to use ^ the plant,

2

See a/iie, p. 100, as to such conditions,

difficu des
materials is not advi.sable, as

session of the lanl See JrJTi,''' r

hses^^nri^ n”ki
premes and the dwg-hse and dwg-

PP y the tenant then upon the sd premes or any part

XVI.
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materials, and ppty upon the works for and towards the com-
pletion of the said dwg-hse or dwg-hses and hidings, or other

works
;
and the value of such plant, materials, and ppty shall

be estimated by the architect or surveyor of the landlord for

the time being, and the costs and expenses incurred in any

way in carrying on and completing the sd dwg-hse or dwg-hses

and hidings or other works as afsd shall be the first charge

thron, and the same or any part throf may be sold by the land-

lord to pay such charge, by public auction or private contract,

and without reference to any outlay by the tenant thron, and

the sd materials or other things, or the produce throf, if the

landlord should elect to sell as afsd, may be retained by the

landlord against any money due, or to become due, from the

tenant in consequence of the breach of this agrmt or the non-

completion of any of the sd dwg-hses. The landlord may
execute all such instruments as may be necessary for carrying

into effect any such sale
;
and upon any sale purporting to be

made under this clause, the purchaser shall not be bound or

concerned to see or inquire whether either of the cases men-

tioned herein as authorising a sale has happened. [But no

such notice as afsd shall be necessary previous to an entry by

the landlord in case of the bankruptcy or insolvency of the

tenant or of a breach of the agrmt to insure or of the condition

against assigning hrnbfre contd.]

20. [Itisert, if necessary., clause as to avoidatice not affecting

other parcels, p. 331.]

21. [Insert clause, pp. 33 1, 332, as to leases not beinggranted

while rent is in arrear, or any buildings contrary to conditions

are on premises.^

[22. If any difference shall arise respecting the rights or

obligations of either party under these presents, the same shall

be referred to two arbitrators or their umpire pursuant to, and

so as with regard to the mode and consequence of the refer-

ence and in all other respects to conform to, the Arbitration

Act, 1889.]

23. These presents are intended to operate as an agrmt

only, and not as an actual demise of the premes comprised m
this agrmt or the hidings to be erected thron, and shall not

give the tenant any legal intt in any part of the sd premes

comprised in this agrmt until the lease of such part shall be

executed, except so far as to create a strict tenancy at will on

the part of the tenant upon the terms afsd, and to entitle the

throf as and for a stipulated compensation for the damage

occasioned by the breach or failure of the tenant to perform

this agrmt and not as in the nature of a penalty or forfeiture,

and neither the tenant nor any person claiming under him

shall afterwards be entitled to any right or interest whatsoever

under this agrmt or otherwise in respect of any such land or ot

the hidings or plant and materials then being thron.
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landlord to the like power and remedy by distress or otherwise

for the recovery of the rent or respective rents to become due

under these presents as if the lease or leases had been actually

granted.

24. The words ‘ the landlord ’ used in these presents shall

extend to and include the heirs and assns ' of the said A. B.,

and the words ‘the tenant’ shall extend to and include the

exors, admors, and assns (approved of as hrin stipulated) of the

sd C. D. in like manner as if they had been resply named
herein next after the words ‘ landlord ’ and ‘ tenant ’ resply

throughout, so far as the same will admit and unless the con-

text or the nature of the case may require a different con-

struction.

As WITNESS, &c.

Schedule

\Containing the specification &‘c.'\

XVII.

AGREEMENTfor the Grant ofBuildingLeases on completion of
Buildings on an extensive scale. Conditions if withiti the

limits of the London Building Act. Provisionsfor Separate
Leases if required. Apportionment ofRe7it. Lessor to make
Roads, Seivers, Drains, 6rc. Specifications and form of
Lease iti Schedule.'^

1. AN AGRMT made &c. \j>roceed as iti Fort7i XVL.^
2. \L71sert clause I of Precedent XVL.^\

3. The landlord shall, on the request and at the costs and
charges of the tenants, when and so soon as the messes,
erections, and hidings hrnar agreed to be built shall be built
and covered in to the satisfaction of the landlord or his archi-
tect or surveyor for the time being as hrnar provided, and when
and so soon as the roads and main sewers and drains and other
works, hrnar made obligatory on the tenants to form and
make, shall have been formed and made as hrin provided,'* by

< i,'

landlord be seised in fee; but if possessed of a term only, then
the executors, administrators, and assigns.’

’“ But see as to costs, where the lease is in a schedule to the agreement,
Ke Hickley aiid Steward, 52 L. T. 89 ; 33 W. R. 320 ; W. N. 1885,
p. IS ; and where the leases follow a general printed form, Wellby v. Still,
[1895] I Ch. 524 ; 72 L. T. 108.

> -* >

’ Power should here be given if necessary to pull down the old buildings,
ana to sell or otherwise dispose of the materials thereof, as the case may
oe. It IS sometimes stipulated that the old buildings on part of land shallnot be removed until the surveyor &c. certifies that sufficient work hasoeen done to secure the rent.

completion of all roads and drains &c. is not to be made
ion precedent, these words should be altered accordingly.

XVI,
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XVII.

Agreement
for Building
Leases with
Conditions
if within the
Metropolis.
{Another

form .

)

I’arcels.

Rent

;

Lindlord’s

title not to

he required

Tenants to

build.

indre of lease, or, at the option of the tenants, by several indres
of lease,' demise unto the tenants or unto such other person or
persons as they shall direct or appoint,- All the premises com-
prised in this agreement : Together with all messes, erections,
and hidings, to be erected and built on the same piece of
ground, or any part throf : And all ways, easements, and appurts
to the same belonging

;
(Except and reserved out of the sd

demise or demises hrby agrd to be made, the free passage of
water and soil, in, by, and through the channels and drains
belonging to, or which shall be in, upon, or belonging to, the
.sd premesagrd to be demised) To hold the sd piece of ground
&c. and the sd hidings &c. as afsd unto the tenants for the
term of 99 years from the day of : At the rent of
a peppercorn for the year [or years] of the sd term, if

the same shall be lawfully demanded, and at the clear yearly
rent of for the residue of the sd term, payable by
equal quarterly payments on the usual quarter days, free and
clear of any future land tax " (the late land tax on the said

premises having been purchased or redeemed by the landlord),

and also free and clear of existing or future sewers rates and
all other taxes, rates, charges, duties, assessments, impositions,

and outgoings, of what nature or kind soever, parliamentary,

parochial, or otherwise, now or hrar to become payable either

by landlord or tenant for or in respect of or charged upon the

sd premes (except ppty tax)
;
the first quarterly paymt of the

sd rent of to be made on the day of .

4. \^CIause as to landlord's title, p. 319.]

5. The tenants shall, within the several periods hrar mentd,
under the inspection or to the satisfaction of the landlord or

his architect or surveyor for the time being, and at the costs

and charges in all respects of the tenants, erect, build, and
coverin,'** upon the sd parcel of ground hrnbfre desed, in a

substantial and workmanlike manner, and of the rate of

building, character, and description specified in the specificon

set forth in the first schedule hereto,"’ the messes hrar mentd :

That is to say, on the part of the sd plan resply marked A and

B, fronting the sd Road in afsd, 8 rate messes

of uniform structure and appearance, and of the value of

^ each at the least
;

four throf to be on the part of

' If it is de.sired to limit the number of houses to be contained in one

lease, as in the case of small houses, it should be here stated.

- If the nominee is to be previously approved of, these words should

be altered accordingly.
“ .See a7ite. Chap. XXVI.

,
as to the person liable for land tax increase<l

by new buildings.
* It should be observed that the lease in this form is to be granted when

the houses are covered in. This is usual, as the builder may require to

obtain advances upon the leases of such houses as are so far completed.

* If plans &c. have been made, refer also to them as part of contract ;

see clause 3, at p. 317.
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the sd plan marked A, and being on the north side of an

intended street to be called Street, and intended to be

connected with Place other ppty of the landlord ;
and

the remaining 4 to be on the part of the sd plan marked B,

and being on the south side of the same intended street :

And also 50 rate messes of the value of jQ each at

least, on the other part of the sd ground as marked and

referred to on the sd plan by the letters C, D, E, F, G, and

H, &c., and shall produce vouchers of the expenditure.

6 .
\_Insert clause 6 of Precedent XVI.^

7. The said 8 messes to be fronting the sd Road,

which are to be the first messes erected, shall be covered in on
or before the day of

,
18—,

and shall be completed

and fit for habiton, togr with all yards, easements, roads, ways,

footways, boundary walls, pavements, and fences, on or before

the day of
,

1 8— ;
and the sd 8 messes shall be

denominated
;
and 20 at the least of the sd 50 messes to be

built on the sd ground marked C, D, E, F, G, and H, &c., as

afsd, shall be covered in on or before the day of
,
18

—

and shall be completed and fit for habiton, togr with all yards,

easements, roads, ways, footways, boundary walls, pavements,
and fences, on or before the day of

,
18—

;

the
remainder of the sd 50 houses, to be built as last afsd, shall

be covered in on or before the day of
,
18—,

and
shall be completed and fit for habiton, together with all yards,

easements, rpads, ways, footways, boundary walls, pavements,
and fences, on or before the day of

,
18—

.

8. The tenants shall, within the respive periods hrnbfre
appointed for covering in the sd several messes resply, at their
own costs and charges, form all and every such areas and
vaults in front of the sd several messes, and build area walls
thrto of such thickness in brickwork, with such springing walls,
buttresses, and spandrils, and well secured by clay covering,
and shall put such stone curbs, and at such levels, as shall be
resply ascertained and required by the landlord or his architect
or surveyor for the time being : And shall, at the like costs
and charges, place boundary stones on the sd premes, so as to
show and preserve the full extent of the same

;
and shall

make such footways, and with such pavement, and so curbed,
as shall be required by the landlord or his architect or surveyor
for the time being.

• rP'
tenants shall, at their like costs and charges, forth-

with make and build such common sewers in or upon the sd
ground as may be required by the landlord or his architect or
surveyor for the time being, for the easement of the sd several
rnesses so agreed to be built : And shall, at their like costs and
c arges, on or before the day of

,
make good carriage

roads of such respive widths as are described by the sd
plan, and coloured brown : And also shall, at the like costs
and charges, within the respive periods hrnbfre appointed for

XVII.
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Leases with
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if within the
Metropolis.
{Another

form.

)
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XVII.
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for Building
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{Another
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;
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make other
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have separate
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on certificate

of landlord’s

architect.

completing and rendering fit for habiton the sd several messes
resply so agreed to be built as afsd, make, form, build, and
construct all other fit and appropriate yards, roads, ways, paths
pavements, vaults, channels, sewers, wydraughts, drains, and
gutters, in, upon, through, under, or about the said premes resply,
and carry and conduct such sewers, wydraughts, drains, and
gutters so as to communicate with the sd common sewers so
agreed to be built as afsd, to the satisfaction of the landlord
or his architect or surveyor for the time being : And also shall,
at the like costs and charges, make all party and fence walls to
the demised premises or any part throf.

lo. The tenants shall, in laying out and forming all such
roads, paths, main and other sewers and drains and other
works, and in erecting all such houses as aforesaid, conform
in all respects to the provisions of the Metropolis Local
Management Acts,' and of the London Building Act, 1894,'
and of all statutory modifications throf resply for the time
being subsisting, and to the provisions and specifications in
that behalf contained in the first schedule hrto.

The tenants also shall from time to time, and at all
II.

times until a lease or leases shall be granted as hrin provided,
at their like costs and charges, repair and keep in repair, to
the satisfaction of the landlord or his architect or surveyor for
the time being, all and singular the sd messes, erections,
hidings, sewers, yards, roads, ways, paths, pavements, vaults,
channels, wydraughts, drains, and gutters.

12. [Insert power for landlord to ettter and view work,
clause 140/ Precedetit XVI]

13. All the sd messes, or the streets or places wherein the
same resply shall stand, shall, subject to the approval of the
London County Council,^ from time to time during the sd
term of 99 years, be known, distinguished, and called by such
name or names as the landlord shall direct.

14. And the tenants shall not at any time or times during
the sd term hrby agrd to be granted, without the consent
in writing of the landlord first had and obtained, make or

form any road or way so as to communicate with any ppty of

any person or persons whomsoever other than the landlord :

and will not make any streets, roads, ways, courts, squares, or

passages, on the sd parcels of ground, except the sd roads and
passages shown on the sd plan, or make any alteron in or de-

vion from the said roads and passages shown in such plan

without such consent as afsd.

15. When and as soon as the architect or surveyor for the

time being of the landlord shall have from time to time made
his report to the landlord, that any of the sd messes, erections,

and hidings resply have been duly erected, built up, and

' See the Acts, post, Part III.

* See Part IV. of the London Building Act, iSg^,post, p. 409.
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covered in to his satisfaction, and according to the true intent

and meaning of these presents, and when and so soon as the

roads and main sewers and drains and other works hrnbfre

made obligatory on the tenants to form and make, shall have
been formed and made as hrnbfre agreed,' the tenants shall be
entitled to have from time to time, at the option of the said

tenants, one or more lease or leases ^ of the sd messes, and of

the parcel or parcels of ground whron the same resply shall be
erected and built, or of such and so many of them resply as the

tenants may be desirous of having included in any one or more
lease or leases, for the said term of 99 years : And in each of
the leases and counterparts so agrd to be granted and made
shall be contd covts by the tenants, at their own costs and
charges, to finish and complete the several messes so agrd to be
built as afsd, togr with all appurts, and render the same fit for

habiton within the times hrnbfre resply mentd in that behalf,

in a good, substantial, and workmanlike manner, with all neces-

XVII.

Agreement
for Building
Leases with
Conditions
if within the
Metropolis.
{Another

form .

)

Tenants to

covenant in

lease,

to complete
building &c.

sary arid proper fixtures and fastenings to the same resply,

according to the sd specificon, and to the satisfaction of the
landlord or his architect or surveyor for the time being : And
the sd lease or leases shall in other respects be, as nearly as Form of lease

circes will admit, and with such alterons and additions (if any) schedule.

as circes shall require, in the form, and shall also contain the
exceptioris, reservons, covts, agrmts, and stipulons set forth
and specified in the second schedule hrto.

16. If more than one lease shall be granted, the sd clear Apportion-
yearly rent of^

,
on the tenant’s executing a counterpart or rent,

counterparts of such lease or leases, shall be apportioned as
hrnar mentd, that is to say, for each of the sd 8 messes to be
erected in front of the Street afsd, with their respive
appurts, the clear annual rent of ;£ shall be reserved

;

and for each of the sd 50 messes, to be erected as afsd, with
their respive appurts, the clear yearly rent of£ shall be
reserved, so that a rent as afsd shall be reserved and made
payable for every part of the sd ground and premises to be
demised .3

17. The tenants shall pay to the architect or surveyor fo
the time being of the landlord, for his or their time and troubl
in and about the arrangement of the plans for, and the superin
tending the building of, the sd several messes, and other th>
premes incidental thrto, and for his or their time and trouble iiand about the drawing out upon the sd lease or counterpart
leases or counterparts, throf, the plan or plans of the premes t<

comprised in such lease or leases resply, the sum of
guineas for every messe to be erected upon the sd ground ii

Tenants to

pay architect’s

and district

surveyor’s

fees.

; |P 3„.
’ ('). P- 3»6 .

Either one fixed sum for the whole of the architect’s work, or two
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pursce of this agrmt, and no more : And likewise all fees and
other moys which may become payable to any district or
public surveyor in respect of the premes.

1 8. The tenants [before the ground floor joists] of the sd
messes areresply laid [cr, as soon as any house is covered in],

shall insure the same from damage by fire, and keep the same
insured in the name of the landlord in the Fire Insurance
Office, or in such other office or offices as the landlord shall
select, to the amount of [four-fifths] at least of the value of the
same messes resply

;
and shall produce to the landlord, or to

his agent, when required, the last receipt of the premiums on
the policy or policies

;
and as often as the sd messes, erections,

and buildings shall be destroyed or damaged by fire shall

forthwith apply all moys received in rebuilding or repairing the
same

;
and in case the sd moys shall be insufficient shall pay

such sum of moy as shall be sufficient in and towards rebuild-
ing or reinstating the same.

19. The tenants shall apply for and accept a lease, or

several leases, of the sd parcel of ground, with the messes
or tenements, erections, and hidings to be thron erected and
built as afsd, under the terms and conditions hrnbfre expressed,

without inquiring into or investigating the title of the landlord
;

and shall execute a counterpart or counterparts throf resply,

and a memorial or memorials thereof for registration
;
and the

tenants shall pay the expense of preparing such lease and
counterpart, or leases and counterparts, memorial or memorials,

and of registering the same, and the expenses of preparing and
executing these presents, and the counterpart throf, and also

all other expenses of and relating to every such lease and to the

premes.^

20. \Insert clauses 16 and 17 0/ Precedent XVI]
21. [^Insert clause not to remove materials, p. 322.]

22. In case the whole or any part of the sd yearly rent or

rents, or sum or sums of moy, or any of them, to be paid by the

tenants, until the granting of the sd lease or leases, shall be

unpaid for the space of 2 1 days next after any of the days of

paymt whron the same ought to be pd, whether paymt of the

same shall be legally demanded or not
;
or if a receiving order

in bankruptcy shall be made against the tenants, or they shall

assn or make over their effects for the benefit of their creditors

or any class of them, or compound or make any proposal to

compound with such creditors
;
or in case the tenants shall

not commence to carry out the provisions of this agrmt within

months from the date hrof [but this time shall if necessy

be extended for any delay occasioned in obtaing posson of the

sums will be made payable, one for certificates &c. and the other for

plans &c.
_

‘ State here if necessary the fixed sum to be paid for each house, or 10

several houses if more than one are included in the same lease.
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sd premes], or in case the tenants shall not duly observe and XVII,
perform the agrmts hrin contd for biding upon the sd piece of

ground hrby agrd to be demised, within the several periods (it

being the intention of the parties hereto that time shall be

deemed of the essence of this agrmt), and according to the Conditions
stipulons hrin mentd, or any other the agrmts hrin contd on if within the

their part, or if there shall be a breach of any of the agrmts by Metropolis,

the tenants hrin contd on their part, or if the tenants shall

neglect or refuse to accept a lease or leases in accordance with )

the agrmt afsd, or to execute a counterpart of such lease or

leases, or a memorial or memorials thereof, or to pay the
charges of preparing, engrossing, and executing the same
within one calr month after they shall have been requested so
to do, then and in all or any one of the sd cases it shall not
be obligatory on the landlord to grant the sd intended lease or
leases in respect of the sd premes not then actually demised,
but it shall be lawful for the landlord to re-enter upon, and to
hold and enjoy the sd premes hrby agrd to be demised, and
the hidings erected, together with all materials, plant, and
effects then being thron [or such part throf as shall remain un-
demised], freed and absolutely discharged from these presents,
and from all right and interest whatsoer of the sd tenants under
and by virtue of the same, and without making any compenson,
it being the intent and meaning of the parties to these presents
that in any of such cases as afsd the landlord shall, at his
option, have full power to determine and make void this agrmt
without prejudice to the recovery of any arrears of such yearly
rent or sum of moy, rents or sums of moy, which shall
remain due and unsatisfied : And the tenants shall not be
discharged from any damages to which they may be or
might have been otherwise liable for or on account of the
breach of all or any of the agrmts hrin contd on their part,
^ich ought to have been performed or remain unperformed

;

*

f
avoidance of this agrmt in manner afsd as to any part

of the ground and premes in relation to which, or to the lease
whrof, there shall be such default, neglect or refusal, shall not
prevent this agrmt from remaining in force as to any of the
sd pieces of ground and premes in relation to which, or to
the lease whrof, no such default, neglect, or refusal shall have
occurred],

2

^3- The landlord further shall not be bound to grant any
such lease or leases as afsd until all arrears of the sd yearly
rent or sum of moy, rents or sums of moy, hrnbfre agrd to be

prn
^oantime, shall be fully paid and satisfied up to the

anting of such lease or leases, or up to the quarter day ofpaymt next preceding the granting of such lease or leases

Lease not to
be granted
till arrears of
rent paid

2 determining an agreement, at pp. 294, 323, 333, 337
•O all K » lo-S
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XVII.

Agreement '

for Building
Leases with
Conditions
if within the
Metropolis.
{Another

for7n.

)

—or while

house is

standing con-

trary to &c.

Agreement
to create a
tenancy at

will only.

Operation of

words ‘ land-

lord ’ and
‘ tenants. ’

XVIII.

Additional
Clauses for

Agreements
for Building
Leases.

Tenant to

enclose &c.

gardens &c.

Tenant not to

erect any other

building, but

private

dwelling-

houses only.

Tenant to pay
proportion of

keeping road

in repair,

—and of

making road

and sewer.

resply, if the same shall be executed before the last day of
the current quarter, nor so long as any house or other biding
shall be standing on any part of the sd piece of land (not com-
prised in any previous lease) which shall not have been
erected in strict conformity with the provons of this agrmt.

24. [Insert clause, p. 324.]

25. Insert interpretation clause, p. 325.]
[Arbitratiofi clause, pp. 307, 324.]
As WITNESS, &c.

The First Schedule above referred to.

{To contain the specifications arc.)

The Second Schedule above referred to.

(To contain the form of lease.) See Precedent No. XXL

XVIII.

ADDITIONAL or Alternative Clauses for insertioti in

Agreements for Building Leases.

The tenant will enclose and divide the gardens or yards of

the sd houses with brick walls, iron fencing, or oak posts and

pales of ft ins in height as the architect shall

direct, and will also enclose the spaces in front of the sd

houses with a stone curb and iron railings of a quality and

pattern to be approved by the architect, and also will not erect

any biding or erection on the sd piece of land or any part

throf except the sd dwg-hses, walls, and fences as afsd, ormake

any addition to the sd houses without the permission of the

landlord or the architect in writing first obtained, and will

use and permit the sd houses to be used as private dwg-

hses only, and will not at any time make them or any of

them into shops without such permission as afsd.

The tenant will pay to the landlord a due proportion of the

expense of keeping the road and pathway in front of the sd

houses hrby agrd to be built in good repair until the same shall

be adopted by the local authority, such proportion to be fixed

by the architect, and will also pay to the landlord the sum of

, being ^ as the tenant’s contribution towards the

expense of making the existing road and sewers, and for

the paving done by the parish,' the sd sum of 3
C to be pd

in sums apportionable in [here state manner of apportionment\

to each of the sd houses agrd to be built and to be paid when

the leases of the sd houses shall be resply taken up.

‘ Or other authority.
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The lease or leases and counterpart or counterparts shall

be prepared by the solors of the landlord and shall contain

reservons, exceptions, and agrmts, covts, and provisos, similar

to those contained in the leases of houses of the landlord

Qf, (-he estate, except as far as the same may be altered by

the insertion of any additional covts or otherwise varied in

order to make the sd lease or leases in conformity with this

agrmt.
‘ The sd lease or leases shall contain all usual and necessary

provisos, stipulons, and covts, and in parlar the following :

‘ Covts by the lessee :

To pay rent, free from deductions
j

To pay land tax, sewers rates, and all other rates,

&c.
j

XVIII.

Additional
Clauses for

Agreements
for Building
Leases.

Lease to be
prepared by
landlord’s

solicitor.

Form of lease,

Another form,

To complete houses to landlord’s satisfaction
;

To pay proportion of expenses of repairing and main-
taining party walls, drains, roads, paths, &c., to be
determined by landlord’s surveyor

;

To keep premes in substantial repair, and to deliver

up the same in such repair
;

To paint once in every years outside, and once in

every years inside
;

Not to assign or underlet

;

Not to alter front or elevation
;

Not to erect any other buildings on land demised
;

Not to carry on any trade or business, or permit any
nuisance

;

To insure, and to show receipts.

Proviso that the lessor and workmen may enter and
view state of repair, and lessee will repair accordly

;

Proviso for re-entry of the lessor on non-paymt of
rent, or breach of any covt.

‘Covt by the lessor for quiet enjoyment.’
‘ If the tenant fail to complete the houses ready for

habiton by the time and in the manner hrnbfre stipulated, or
to observe and perform any of the obligons and agrmts on’his
part hrin_contd,_or if he become bankrupt or compound with
his creditors \insert ‘or dispose of any interest under this
agrmt without the landlord’s written consent,’ if such be the
agreement^ or if default shall be made in paymt of the sd rent,

K the landlord
Shall be erititled to resume and take posson of the land and
Diaings (with all the materials and plant thron) which have not
already been leased, and to keep the same as absolutely for-
eited to him, without making any compenson to the tenant,
out without prejudice to his other legal rights.’

If the tenant shall desire to purchase the fee simple of the

qj.

{describe land], and shall at any time before the day

nf u
landlord 3 mos’ previous notice in writinguch desire, and at the expiron of such notice shall pay the

Alternative

form of power
of re-entry.

Option to

tenant to

purchase

reversion.
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XVIII.

Additional
Clauses for

Agreements
for Building
Leases.

price of , and all arrears of rent up to the day of comple-
tion of the purchase, then and in such case the landlord will

convey the sd reversion [describe property\ at the sd price

of \pr theprice may be ‘

^ years’ purchase of the ground
rent ’] to the tenant

;
but the sd tenant shall not require any

proof of the landlord’s title [or state conditions as to title\

XIX. XIX.

Agreement
for Building
Underlease.

I’arties.

Power for the

underlessee

to enter to

build.

Agreement
by lessee to

grant lease,

when &c.

Such lease

to contain

covenant
to perform
covenants

of original

lease and &c.

AGREEMENT for a Building Underlease.^

AN AGRMT made &c. [proceed as in Form ATE7.]

1. [Power of entry to build, see p. 317.]

2. The landlord shall, w’hen and as soon as the tenant shall

have erected and built the messes and tenements in the manner
hrnar stipulated to the satisfaction of the landlord’s surveyor

for the time being, and on the performance of the stipulations

contd in an agrmt dated the day of
,
and made betwn

A. B. of the one part, and the landlord of the other part

(corresponding to the stipulons hrnar contd), and the landlord

shall be lawfully enabled thrnto, grant and execute to the tenant

a lease of all &c. [parcels\ [proceed as in Form XVJI.^

3. Such lease shall contain all and every the like ^ covts,

clauses, provisos, conditions, restrictions, and agrmts as are

contained in the lease by virtue whereof the said landlord shall

then hold the said premes [mutatis 7}iutafidis\ and a covt by

the tenant to perform and observe all the sd covts and condons

(except &c.) [here state exceptions, such as covenant to pay rent\

and also a covt by the landlord to indemnify the tenant from

the payment of any other or former rent or rents than those

which shall be reserved by the sd intended lease, and from all

costs and damages by reason of the non-paymt throf and all

other demands whatsoer. [Insert any other special covenants to

be contained in the lease

[Here will follow the agreement by the tenant to accept tlu

lease, andpay expenses, the conditions as to the buildings to be

erected, roads to be made, SsT'c., and other clauses, as in former

precedents.]

In Witness, &c.

' See p. 27, as to precautions to be taken with respect to the covenanU

in the original lease. See Precedent of Building Underlease, post.

No. XXV., at p. 356. _

- See Williamson v. Williamson, L. R. 9 Ch. 729: Haywood

30 Ch. D. 404.
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XX.

AGREEMENT fora Building Grantm Fee, in consideratio?i of
a perpettial Rent-charge, of a Plot of La7id,part of a7i Estate

laid outfor Building ptirposes. ^

AN AGRMT made the day of Betwn A. B., ofJ W. V.,.*

&c. (hrnar called ‘ the vendor ’), of the one part, and C. D., of
&c. (hrnar called ‘ the purchaser ’), of the other part, whereby
it is agrd as follows :

1. The purchaser may immediately after the exon of this

agrmt, for the purpose &c. {proceed as in clause i of Precede7it

XVI
i\

2. The purchaser shall bear and pay the land tax and all

other taxes, rates, duties, assessments, and outgoings in the same
manner as if the sd plots of land had been conveyed to him.

3 .
\I71sert agree77ie7it to build, adapting the clause of 07ie of

the precedingprecede7its of agree7nentsfor building leases?^

4. The purchaser will within the period hrnbfre limited for
the completion and finishing of the houses to be erected on the
sd pieces or plots of land enclose each of the same with [insert
the particular 77iode of e7tclosure to be stipulatedfor\

5. When and so soon as the sd houses and other works
as afsd shall be erected and completed in such workmanlike
manner, and finished fit for habiton as hrnbfre agreed, and
in addition thrto when and so soon as the architect shall
have given his written certe that the sd houses and other works
are finished and complete and fit for habiton to his satisfaction,
the vendor shall execute and the purchaser shall accept a con-
veyance of the sd plots of land and the hidings erected thron
with the appurts to the uses following (that is to say), to the use
that the vendor may from the day of and for
ever receive out of the sd heres the clear perpetual yearly

of £ per annum to be issuing out of and
charged upon the same, and to be paid by equal half-
yearly paymts on the day of and the day

*0 every year, free from the land tax and all other
r^es, taxes, charges, duties, assessments, and outgoings now
affecting or hrar to affect the sd heres and premes and from

property tax), the first half-yearly
the day of : and subject io the

rppn^
^”d to the statutory powers and remedies,^ for

the purchaser in fee simple. The
purcnaser shall execute a counterpart of such conveyance.

omissions, be adapted to

the form of bulldl^'g^lTt"
P^ce. See

now of /h
to the remedies for recovery of rent-charges. See

remedies^there n proSfor^ f ^ct, 188^ for the

p. 140
P'^^'^t'ted for the recovery of annual sums charged on land,

XX.

Agreement
for Building
Grant in con-
sideration of
Rent-charge.

Parties.

Power of entry

to purchaser.

Purchaser to

pay taxes

&c. as if land
conveyed.

Purchaser to

build houses

;

Purchaser to

enclose land.

Vendor will

execute grant

when houses
completed to

satisfaction

of architect.

Uses.

Rent-charge.

To purchaser
in fee.
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XX.

Agreement
for Building
Grant in con-
sideration of

Eent-charge.

Form of

conveyance.

Vendor’s title.

Purchaser

shall not dig

for gravel

&c. or burn
bricks

;

and will re-

move rubbish.

Boundary
fences to be
used as

party walls.

Purchaser

will insure

houses as

covered in.

Purchaser
entitled to

have land

conveyed
in lots.

Rent-charge

to be appor-

tioned.

Proviso that

certain num-
ber of houses

must be
covered in

before convey-

ance of one
part of land.

Conditions

until land

conveyed.

The sd conveyance and counterpart shall be prepared by
at the expense of the purchaser.

6. Such conveyance shall be, as nearly as circes will

admit, and with such alterons and addons (if any) as circes

shall require, in the form set forth in the schedule hrto, and

shall contain a power of re-entry by the vendor, in case the

sd rent-charge or any part throf shall be in arrear as afsd,' or

in case of breach by the purchaser of any of the covts and

provons to be contd in the grant, and shall also contain,

in addition to all usual covts, the covts agrmts and stipulons

by the purchaser set forth and specified in the sd schedule.^

7. The purchaser is satisfied with, and accepts, the vendor’s

title.

\Or msert here cofiditions as to commencement and evidence

of title

8
.
\Insert clause 6 of Precedent XVI., andproceed .•] And the

purchaser shall, as soon as the sd houses shall be completed,

at his own expense, remove all rubbish from so much of the

road marked in the said plan as is opposite thrto.

9. All boundary fences and divisions, when made as hrnfre

mentd, shall be used as party wmlls by any person or persons

building upon the plot or plots adjoining, he and they paying

a proper proportion (to be ascertained by the architect) of the

expenses throf.

10. \Insert clause as to insurance: see clause of Precedent

XVII.\
. ^ .

11. The purchaser shall be entitled to have the sd pieces

or plots of land conveyed to him by \state number^ con-

veyances instead of one, and each of such conveyances shall

be in the form, and in accordance with the agrmts hrnbfre

mentd, except that, if such separate conveyances are required

by the purchaser, the perpetual yearly rent-charge shall be

^ without any deduction as afsd for each of the sd pieces

or plots of land resply, with like powers ^ in all respects as

hrnbfre stipulated : Provided that the purchaser shall not be

entitled to a conveyance of part of the sd pieces of land

under this clause, unless at the time of such conveyance he

shall have proceeded with the erection of and covered in at least

houses on the land remaining unconveycd, and shall have

complied in all respects with the provisions and stipulons

hrin contd. Every conveyance and counterpart or duplicate

to be made in pursuance of this clause to be prepared by MJ.

and at the expense of the purchaser as hrnbfre provid^-

12. {Insert clauses 16 and 17 of Precedent XVI,

And the vendor shall also, until the sd plots of land shall oe

conveyed, have such or the like power of distress, and tn

right and authorities incident thrto, for the recovery ot tneju

‘ See note (
2 ),

supra, p. 335.
, . , , in this

2 If the covenanU to be contained in the

agreement, see the form of building grant, Precedent '
‘ anient.

3 Seenote(2),a«/tf, p. 335- See pp. I35. HO. to appo
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rent-charge or rent-charges as landlords have under leases XX.
for years.

13. The purchaser shall, on the signing hereof, pay to~— the sum of towards the expense of preparing
executing, and stamping this agrmt.’ ’

giaeration of
14. [Insert clause 18 Precedent XVI., using the words Eent-chargre

Purchaser to

pay cost of
this agree-

ment.

Building

materials

Agreement
for Building
Grant in con-
sideration of

^vendor’ and ^purchaser' itistead of 'landlord' a?id ' tenant.']
15. In case the purchaser shall make default in the obser-

vance and perfce of his part of this agrmt in any parlar, or if
the purchaser shall become bankrupt or make any composition
with or any assignment for the benefit of his creditors, then uand m any such case it shall be lawful for the vendor (notwith- cannot hestanding the waiver or omission to take advantage of any removed,
previous breach of this agrmt) to re-enter upon the sd plots of Power of
land, other than and except such pieces or plots throf (if any) vendor to
as may have been previously conveyed to the pchaser and ^nd
either by a notice in writing, to be delivered to the pchaser, or

his_ usual or last known place of abode in ment^'^^*'’England (which notice, notwithstdg the death of the pchaser
or any other circe, shall be sufficient), absolutely to determine
this present agrmt, so far as relates to such portion of the sdland as may not previously have been conveyed to the pchseras afsd, and thereupon such portion of the sd land as may not
previously have been conveyed to the pchaser, togr with the

whir"^^
materials, plant, and other things

h^nn
vendor and be attached to and toelong to the same land or the hidings thron, shall be and "

remain the absolute ppty of the vendor, freed and dischargedfrom all claims and demands of the purchaser in resSSrof or otherwise on account of this agreement.
^

shall «
expression ‘the vendor ’used in these presentsshah extend to and include the heirs and assigns of the said

i^iclude [he
purchaser’ shall extend to and

like ma
^ exors, admors, and assns of the sd C D in

1 e af.";

as the CO m ^
‘purchaser’ resply throughout so far

“e f the context or tL nature Scase may require a fresh construction
As WITNESS, &c.

Building

materials to

be property
of vendor if

Interpretation

clause.

Schedule.

{Containing theform of conveya?ice.)
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XXI.

Lease to

Builders in
accordance
with Build-
ing Agree-
ment.

Parties.

Testatum.

Parcels.

Right of way
over other

half of road.

Right of

passage of

water and
soil.

Exceptions.

XXL
. #

LEASE to Builders of Houses erected by them in accordance ivith

an Agreef?ient for Building Leases. Covenant to complete
Houses^ not to erect other buildings, not to alter plan, Crc.

Right of way and ofpassage of water Crc. Proviso that on
adoptio7i of Roads &^c. by Parish, covenatit to repair Road
shall cease: and other suitable covenatits and provisions.
(See Precede7it XVII.)

THIS INDRE, made the day of
,
i8—

,

Betwn A. B.,

of (hrnar called ‘ the lessor ’), of the one part, and C. D.,
and E. F., of

,
blders (hrnar called ‘ the lessees ’), of the

other part, Witneth that in conson of the expenses which the
lessees have sustained in building, and which they will sustain

in finishing, the messes or tenements and hidings hrnar
described and demised, and in conson of the yearly rent hrnar
reserved, and of the covts, provisos, and condons hrnar
contd, and on the part of the lessees to be observed and
performed, the lessor doth hrby demise unto the lessees :

All that parcel of ground situate &c. \referring to plan\ and
all those newly erected messes or tenements and hidings

\describe buildings'] now standing on part of the same parcel of

ground and coloured in the sd plan : And also all that

other parcel of ground being one equal moiety of the road to

be called , and in the sd plan delineated and therein

coloured
,
together with full right of passage and way for

all persons, carts, carriages, and animals to and from the said

first-mentioned parcel of ground and messes or tenements and
hidings over the other moiety of the sd road, and over all

other streets in the vicinity of the said road belonging to the

lessor : And together with full right of passage and running of

water and soil from the said first-mentioned parcel of ground

and messes or tenements and hidings through the main sewer

or drain which runs under the sd road [exceptions as to

77ihierals, see p. 342] : Except and reserving all rights (if any)

restricting the free use of any adjoining land of the said lessor

or the appropriation at any time hrar of such land for building

or other purposes, and except nevertheless and reserving

full right of passage over the moiety of the sd road hrby demised,

for the lessor, his [heirs or executors, administrators] ' or

assigns, and for all other persons and carts, carriages, and

animals to and from all lands and houses in the vicinity of the

' If the property be freehold, |iut ‘lieirs and assigns;’ if leasehold,

‘executors, administrators, and assigns,’ throughout. See s. 5^

Conveyancing Act as to covenants relating to land binding heirs, &c., as if

they were expressed, ante, p. 1S3. In the case of an underlease, see

ante, p. 166, as to the lease containing an express covenant by the sub-

lessee to perform all covenants &c. in the original lease. See also p. 333 >

and the Precedent of a Building Underlease, No. XXV., at p. 35^-
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sd road belonging to the lessor, his [heirs or executors,
administrators] or assigns,; or his or their tenants : And also full
right of passage and running of water and soil from all such
lands and hses as afsd, through the main sewer or drain afsd,
and through all other drains, channels, and sewers in or under
the sd parcels of ground hrby demised or either of them : To
HAVE AND TO HOLD the premes hrby demised unto the lessees,
for the term of years, from the day of

,
i8— :

Yielding and paying therefor yearly and every year during
the sd term the rent of by equal quarterly payments
on the day of

,
the day of , the

day of
, and the day of , the first of such

payments to be made on the day of next, and the
last quarterly payment to be made in advance on the day
of next before the expiration of this demise ; And also
YIELDING AND PAYING a proportionate part of the sd rent for
any period which may elapse between any of the afsd quarterly
days of payment and the period of the determinon of the sd
term, in case the same shall happen to determine under the
proviso for that purpose hrnar contd ; such proportional rent
to become payable immedly upon such determinon : The sdR^T to be paid clear of all deductions : And the lessees hrby
jointly and severally covenant (with intent to bind their assigns)
with the lessor That they the lessees, their exors, admors, or
assigns will during the sd term pay unto the lessor the rent
hrby reserved, at the times and in manner afsd, without any
dedon or abatement whatsoer : And will pay and discharge any
land tax, and also the sewers rate, and all other taxes, rates
charges, duties, assessmts, and outgoings, of what nature orkind soever, parliamentary, parochial, or otherwise, now or hrar
to become payable during the sd term, either by owner

d?m S’J
" of <he sd preLs hrb^demised, or any part throf, or the sd rent reserved for thesame (except the landlord’s ppty tax) : And will at their ownxpense finish and complete the sd messes and tenements or

Ss road^^ f outbuildings, walls, fences, yards,
paths, pavements, vaults, channelssewers, wydraughts, drains, gutters, and appurts in a goodsubstantial and workmanlike manner, with all necessarv^nd

Kf fo the same resply, and renderhe same fit for habiton on or before the day of and tn

oA?e f or surveyor for^the time' bein-

said^t-P
^ expense during the

StahTlf/"^ uphold, amend, suppon!

'

with hP i cljinse, and keep the sd demised premes
all thp

in good and substantial repair, together with
g-tes, drains, roads, ^^^.ys’, a?? appits

the
’3^^.

building. And sec

XXI.

Lease to

Builders in

accordance
with Build-
ing Agree-
ment.

Habendum.
Reddendum.

Fir.st payment.

Last payment.

Proportionate
part in case

of re-entry.

Covenants by
the lessees :

—to pay rent

;

—and taxes

;

to coinjilcte

the buildings

;

to repair

;
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XXI.

Lease to

Builders in

accordance
with Build-
ing Agree-
ment.

—to paint

outside ;

— inside

;

—and to

insure

;

—and produce
receipts

;

— rebuild in

case of fire

;

—and pay
deficiency.

On default,

lessor may
pay and re-

cover amount

;

—not to erect

buildings

on premises

which may
&c. ;

—not to alter

plan, eleva-

tion, &c.

;

—to pay
proportion

of repairing

roads See. ;

thereunto belonging, and all hidings, erections, and other
fixtures and things, which at any time during the sd term shall
be erected and made, when, where, and so often as need shall
be : And will paint in proper colour all the external wood and
iron work which, from time to time during the said term, shall
be in, upon, or belonging to, the same premes, once in every
[third] year ' of the sd term with three coats of paint, mixed in
good oil

;
and paint in like manner the inside wood, iron, and

other work usually painted, and wash, stop, whiten, or colour
such parts of the said premes as are now plastered once in
every [seventh] year of the sd term : And also will during
the sd term at the like expense keep the said premes insured
[in the name of the lessor] in the Fire Insurance Office, or
in such other office or offices as the lessor shall from time to time
select and name, to the amount of [four-fifths] at least of the
value of the said messes or tenements and hidings : And will,

when required, produce to the lessor and to his steward, agent, or

receiver of rents for the time being all policies of assurance and
the receipts for all pre,miums and other sums payable in

respect throf, and will lay out the insurance moneys in properly

rebuilding and restoring any of the said messes or buildings

that may have been destroyed by fire
;
and in case the sd

moys shall be insufficient, the lessees shall pay such sum and
sums of moy as shall be sufficient in and towards reblding,

restoring, or reinstating the same : And in case at any time

the lessees shall not duly pay the sd premiums of insurance, it

shall be lawful for the lessor to pay the same, and the sum or

sums so paid for insurances shall be recoverable by the lessor

from the lessees : And will not erect, or permit to be erected,

on any part of the garden or yard, or on any other part of the

sd premes, any hidings whatsoer which may lessen the air,

obstruct the light, or in any way interrupt the views from the

adjoining hidings,’* or destroy the uniformity of the same
premes, or cut or maim any of the principal timbers or walls

of the hidings hereby demised : And will not make any alteron

in the plan and elevation of the said premes, or in the

architectural decorations throf [or in any party wall or in the

principal or bearing walls or timber] without the previous

licence in writing of the lessor first obtained for the purpose :

And also shall at all times pay a fair and just proportion

towards the expense of renewing, repairing, and cleansing all

ways, roads, pavements, party walls, or fences, gutters, pipes,

drains, sewers, watercourses, and wydraughts which at any time

during the sd term shall belong to the sd premes, or which

' The words ‘ in every third year ’ will be more advantageous to the

landlord, and ‘ in every three years’ to the tenant.
^ The above covenant may not be sufficiently restrictive, and it wm

probably, in many cases, be advisable that the covenant should be so worded

as to prohibit the erection of buildings above a certain prescribed height

;

or see another form at p. 345.
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shall be used in common by the occupiers of the sd demised

premes and the occupiers of any other messes, dwg-hses, or

hidings already erected, or hrar to be erected, on any part of

the now estate or of any other land belonging to the lessor

near or adjoining thereto
;
such proportion to be fixed and

ascertained by the architect or suiweyor for the time being

of the said lessor : And also will permit the lessor and his

agents, surveyors, workmen, or others, to enter into and upon
the premes demised at all reasonable times during the sd term
to view the state and condon throf, and to take an inventory

of the fixtures thrupon, and of all defects and want of repara-

tion found to give or leave notice in writing at the sd demised
premes. And will repair within 3 calr mos according to such
notice, and to the satisfaction of the lessor or his architect or

surveyor for the time being, such defects and want of repair :

And will permit &c. \see covenant to permit ivorkmen of lessor

to enter to repair adjoiningpremises 6rc. p. 347]. And also

will not convert, use, or occupy the sd premes or any part
throf into, or as, a shop, warehouse, or any other place for

carrying on any trade or business whatsoever, or suffer the sd
premes to be used for any such purpose or otherwise than
as a private dwg-hse without the consent in writing of the
lessor :

' And will not do, or cause or suffer to be done, any
act which may be or grow to be a nuisance or an annoyance,
damage, or disturbance, to the lessor or any of the tenants or
occupiers of other land or hidings of the lessor, or of adjoining
lands : And will not assign the sd premes or any part throf
without the licence in writing of the lessor :

2 And also will
peaceably surrender up and leave the sd premes at the expiron
or other sooner determinon of the sd term, togr with all

fixtures and other things belonging thrto, and all other
buildings, erections, or fixtures which at the expiron or other
sooner determinon of the sd term, or at any time during the
last [seven] years throf, shall be built or erected,! or in any way
fixed or fastened to the sd premes, in good and substantial
repair and condon in all respects.^ Provided always that so
soon as the sd road, and the sewer and drain under the
same, shall be wholly or partially adopted by the parish or
other authority as a public road, sewer, and drain, all obligons
under the covt hrnbfre contd to repair the same shall cease
to the extent to which the said road, sewer, and drain may be

See p. 149 et seq., as to the law with respect to covenants of this
description.

If the lease is for several houses, the covenant against assignment is
not reasonable. If the lessees are not to underlet, insert after the word
assign the words ‘underlet or part with the possession of.’ See p. 347lor form where the lessees may assign, but are to leave the deed with the

lessor for registration.

‘ '^^sonable wear and tear excepted ’ are in some few cases
repairing leases, and of course the cove-nant would then be construed in a very different and modified manner.
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XXI.
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XXII.

Building
Lease.
Part of large

Estate.

Parties.

Testatum.

Parcels.

Exception of

minerals &c.

adopted by the parish or other authority as afsd, in which case
the lessees will be liable under the covt to pay taxes and rates
&c. hrnbfre contd : Provided also that if and whenever
any part of the rent hrby reserved shall be in arrear for
21 days next after any of the days whron the same ought to
be paid as afsd, whether the same shall have been legally
demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a breach or
any non-observance or non-perfce of any of the covts hrnbfre
contd and on the part of the lessees to be observed and
performed,’ then, and in any of the sd cases, it shall be lawful
for the lessor, notwithstdg the waiver of any previous cause or
right of entry, to re-enter upon any part of the sd premes in
the name of the whole, and thrupon the said term of
years shall absolutely determine : And the lessor hrby covts
with the lessees that they, the lessees, paying the sd yearly
rent of jQ in manner afsd, and observing and performing
all the covts hrnbfre contd, and on their part to be observed
and performed, shall and may peaceably and quietly hold and
enjoy the sd messes and premes hrby demised during the sd
term, without any eviction or disturbance by the lessor, his

[heirs or executors, administrators] or assigns, of any person
or persons claiming by, from, or under him, them, or any of
them. And it is hereby lastly agreed and declared &c.
[^Insert clause as to operation of the words ' lessor ’’ a?id ^ lessees^

post, p. 349.]

XXII.

BUILDING LEASE OFLAN D,formingpart ofa large Estate,

to a bjiilder who covenants to build several Houses of specified

value, according to plans, and to Lessor's satisfaction

and to make Roads and Drains, and repair same ; with

power to lessor to do so in default. Exceptions of Minerals

a?id other rights. Rents varying. Additio?ial Rent if

Premises usedfor Trade. Covenant to insure Houses 'when

roofed m and increase the amount when fifiished. Pro-

visions for apportioning Refit qt'c. ; and variation of same.

With other suitable covenants and provisions as to manner

of building, qt^c. &^c.

THIS INDRE, made &c. Witneth [insert testatum as in Pre-

cedent XXI.\ All that, &c. [Parcels, see p. 338] : Together
with &c. [right ofway over halfofroad, and other roads ; and right

ofpassage of'water &^c. Seep. 338]. Except and reserving out

of this demise all mines and minerals whatsoer, with liberty for

‘ If there is to be any provision as to the bankruptcy &c. of the

lessees, state so here. It is, however, not reasonable in the case of leases

where all the buildings have been completed.
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the lessor to dig, search for, win, convert, and carry away the XXII.

same on making reasonable compensation to the lessee for all
-

damage or injury (if any) he may thrby sustain :
^ And except

\exception of rights restrictingfree use of adjoining land, as in Pre- ig,rge

cedetit XX/.I :
And except and reserving unto the lessor, and Estate.

the lessees and occupiers for the time being ofany other hidings, —and free

lands, or grounds held of or belongg to the lessor, full and free use of other

right of passage &c. [as in Precedent XXI

j

: And except and lands

;

always reserving unto the lessor, and the lessees and occupiers —and right o f

for the time being of any other hidings, lands, or grounds held
^^ded road

;

of or belonging to the lessor, the free passage of water and soil

coming or to come off and from any other hidings, lands, or passage of

grounds of the lessor, through the main sewer or drain as afsd, water &c.

and through all channels, sewers, drains, and watercourses now
belonging to, or which shall hrar belong to, or which shall hrar

be made in, upon, through, or under, the said premes hrby

demised ; such lessees and occupiers for the time being

paying their respive proportions (to be ascertained as hrnar

provided) of cleansing and repairing the sd channels, sewers,

drains, and watercourses as often as need shall require : To HaLendum.

have and to hold [habendum as i7i Precede7itXXIj : Yielding
AND PAYING therefor yearly during the first years of the sd Rents varying

term the yearly rent of jf , and yearly during the residue of amount ;

the sd term the yearly rent of , to be resply paid quarterly

on the day of &c. [redde/idiwi as in Precede7it XXIj ^ ’

J —propor-

' The lessor sometimes excepts and reserves such minerals only as may
be within a fixed distance below the surface ; and in some few cases,

although such a form appears to be very unreasonable, the lessor stipulates
that the support may be disturbed without any liability on his part. See
f277/e, p. 259, as to the right of support &c.

- The following clause may, in some cases, be inserted, reserving an
additional rent in case the demised premises should be used for trade (see
awA’, p. 158, as to penal rents) :

‘ And in case the lessee shall at any time during the sd
terra use, or permit or suffer the sd premes, or any part throf,

to be used for any art, trade, or business whatsoer, without the
licence in writing of the sd lessor for that purpose first had and
obtained, then likewise yielding and paying, during such time
as the sd premes, or any part throf, shall be so used (over and
above the said yearly rent hrnbfre reserved), unto the sd lessor,
the further yearly rent of , to be paid quarterly by
equal portions, on the same quarter days and times in every
year as are hrnbfre mentd for payment of the sd yearly rent
hrnbfre reserved, the first quarterly paymt throf to be made
on such of the sd quarterly days as shall next happen after all
or any part of the sd demised premises shall be so used as afsd.’

tionate part

in case of

re-entr}-.

Additional

rent if pre-

mises used

for trade.

Form ofreddendum if additional houses are built. In such a case as the
abo\ e, the building lease will also provide for the class of house to be erected.

‘ Paying therefor, yearly, during the sd term, the rent of
fS, by two equal half-yearly paymts, on the day of

Reddendum
if additional

houses are

built.
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XXII.

Building
Lease,
Part of large
Estate.

Covenants
by lessee :

— to pay
rents &c. ;

'—to fence off

premises

;

— to com-
mence
building

;

— to build
;

— according
to approved
plans

;

— to the

satisfaction

of lessor’s

architect &c.

—will expend
a certain sum

:

—and produce
vouchers

;

—will pay
architect’s

fees

;

And the lessee hrby covts, with intent to bind his assns, with
the lessor in manner following, that is to say, That the lessee
his exors, admors, or assns will \pciy rent and taxes ^c.

j see
P- 339] : And will also forthwith well and sufficiently fence ofT
the sd prunes hrby demised from the adjoining property : And
will within after the exon of these presents commence
and without intermission and with reasonable expedition pro-
ceed with the erection of houses, 1 And will at his own
[the lessee’s] expense erect and completely finish fit for habita-
tion on or before the day of the \give descripiiofi\
houses in a workmanlike and substantial manner, and on such
parts of the sd demised premes as front \i?isert description'] and
are resply coloured in the sd plan, and according to such
plans (including the situation, pattern, and height of the
fences), elevations, sections, condons, and specificons as shall
be previously approved of in writing by,^ and under the in-
spection and in all respects to the satisfaction of, the architect
or surveyor for the time being of the lessor, and will at the
like expense, and subject to the same condons, build proper
and suitable outbuildings, walls, yards, gardens, drains, and
other conveniences to such houses resply, and in erecting and
building the sd houses and other works, the description,
substance, and scantlings of materials to be used shall be sub-
ject to the inspection and approbon of such architect or sur-
veyor as afsd : And will expend in erecting each of such
houses and the offices and outbuildings in connection there-
with the sum of ;£ ^ at least : And will at all times produce
and show to the lessor, or to his architect or surveyor for the
time being, on demand, the bills and vouchers for the materials
and labour used and employed in and about the sd houses :

And will pay to the architect or surveyor of the lessor for the

and the day of : And also paying for each messe
which shall be built on the sd premes (except the messe hrnar
covtd to be built) the additional yearly rent of ;^5, to be paid
half-yearly on the days whereon the first-mentd rent is made
payable, and to commence in respect of each additional messe
from the first of such half-yearly days of payment as shall next

follow the roofing or covering in of such messe.’

' If such is the case, add
:

[‘ of the same rate of building

character and description in every respect as and in a uniform

manner with the messes or tenements ranging therewith in

the same street ’] or [‘ in one continued line or row ’] or [‘ to be
used as shops’]

;
in the latter case the covenant as to trades &c., infra,

will require modification.

* If already approved of, ‘according to the specifications and

plans &c. deposited with the lessor, and signed by the lessee.’

” In some cases it is provided that the houses shall be ‘ of not less

than the aggregate clear yearly letting value of ;£
.’
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time being on his approval in writing of the plans, elevens,

condons, and specificons of each of the sd houses a fee

of guas, and on his approval in writing of the completion

of each of the sd houses a fee of &c. \insert here any

particular arrangement] : And will not during the sd term

erect or suffer to be erected any house or biding on any part

of the sd premes hrby demised, other than and except the

houses, offices, outbuildings, and conveniences hereby covtd

to be erected [or, any house or building which shall be of less

clear yearly letting value than ;£ ], or any biding, fence, or

erection nearer to the external boundaries of the sd premes
than the biding line indicated on the sd plan, without the

previous licence in writing of the lessor, or his architect or

surveyor for the time being : And will at the like expense on
or before the day of form and make along the

side of the sd parcel of ground, of good materials, and in a

proper and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction of the
architect or surveyor of the lessor for the time being, the
roads of which the sites and dimensions resply are delineated
and described on the sd plan and distinguished thrin by the
colour and marked : Together with proper foot-

paths on each side of the sd roads resply ft in width, and
each of the sd roads including such footpaths shall be ft

in width : And will, at the like expense, with all convenient
speed form and construct all such main sewers, drains, channels,
stench traps, gullyholes, and grids under each of the before-
mentd roads resply marked on the said plan, as the
or other competent authority for the time being of the district
or parish, and as the lessor or his architect or surveyor for the
time being may at any time require to be built and constructed
for the drainage or sewage of the sd parcel of ground hrby
deinised or any part throf, or all or any of the erections and
hidings thron : And will, at the like expense, during so much
of the sd term as the sd roads, pathways, sewers, and drains as
afsd resply shall not be legally repairable as public roads or
highways, sewers, and drains, repair and maintain in a proper
and substantial manner, to the satisfaction of the surveyor
of the lessor for the time being, the said roads, pathways,
sewers, drains, and other works respectively : And will, if the
l^essee shall at any time during the sd term make default in
forming, constructing, or repairing and maintaining as hrin
covtd, any such roads, pathways, main sewers, drains, channels,

gullyholes, and grids as afsd, permit the lessor
and his surveyor or agent for the time being to enter upon the
sd premes with workmen or others, at any time after weeks’
notice in writing shall have been given to the lessee, or left
upon any part of the premes, to execute and do all such works
as afsd in which default shall have been made by the lessee :And will pay to the lessor on demand all costs and expenses
sustained by him in or about the exon and doing of such works

XXII.

Building
Lease.
Part of large
Estate.
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XXII.

Building
Lease.

Part of large
Estate.
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other roads
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;

—not to

make bricks

;

—nor dig for

gravel &c. ;

as afsd or incidental thrto : And also &c. [Covenant to repair,
see p. 339]. And will also in particular paint, &c. [paint out-
side and inside, see form, p. 340]. And also will from time to
time pay and allow a reasonable proportion towards the ex-
penses of making, supporting, and repairing all ways, roads,
pavements, party walls, or party fence walls, or fences, gutters,
drains, sewers, pipes, and watercourses belongg, or which at
any time shall belong, to the premes hrby demised, or which
shall be used for the convenience of the same, or any part
throf, in common with any lands or hidings near or adjoining
thrto, or which shall be reasonably required by the architect or
surveyor for the time being of the lessor to be made or formed
for the purpose of being so used, and towards the expenses of
cleansing such gutters, drains, sewers, pipes, and watercourses,
such proportion to be ascertained by the sd architect or sur-

veyor, unless and until such expense shall be defrayed by or

out of rates to be levied for that purpose, which rates the lessee

will be liable to pay under the covt in that behalf hrnbfre contd :

And also that the lessee will not at any time or times during
the sd term make or form any road or pathw'ay, or permit any
road, way, or thoroughfare to be made or used, over or through
any part of the said premes hrby demised, except such roads as

are hrnbfre mentd and marked in the sd plan : And shall
not, by biding or otherwise, stop or obstruct any light or lights

belonging to any messe or tenement, the estate or interest

whereof in posson or in reversion is in the lessor : And also [to

insure, see p. 340], and during the sd term keep insured, each of

the sd houses and every biding which may hrar be built on the

sd land hrby demised, or any part throf, and effect the same
within six days after each such biding shall be roofed or covered

in, or within six days after such earlier period at which the sd

lessee shall be required by the lessor or his architect or agent

for the time being so to do, in such sum or sums of money as

shall be equal to parts at least of the actual value throf

resply •, and will increase the amnt of such insurances resply

when and as each such house or building shall be completed,

so as to make the sum insured thereon equal to [three fourth]

parts at least of the then full value throf, such value to be as-

certained by the architect or surveyor of the lessor for the time

being ;
[Covenant to produce receipts, reinstate buildings burnt

down or damaged, and to make up deficiency. Covenant by lessee

that in default lessor may insure, p. 340] : And such rebuilding

or making good such damage shall be made and done under

the direction of the lessor; And[C^»&/ not to alter plan Crc.,

p. 340] : And will not make or suffer to be made on the said

premes any bricks, tiles, or other wares, nor dig for or carry

away any gravel, clay, marl, brick earth, sand, or other substance

from any part of the sd premes, or make any excavations thron,

except such as may be necessy for laying the foundations of

the sd houses and hidings hrnbfre covtd to be erected, and as
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may be approved of by the architect or surveyor of the lessor

for the time being : And will not, without the previous licence

in writing of the lessor, carry on, or suffer to be exercised or

carried on, upon any part of the sd premes any trade or

business whatsoer,' or allow any building to be erected thereon

to be used as a hospital, or as an establishment for lunatics, or

school or lodging house,^ but will keep and use the same as

private [or professional] dwg-hses only : And \Covt not to suffer

nuisance p. 341] : And further that it shall be lawful for the

workmen of the lessor, or of his tenants or occupiers of houses
adjoining or near, or which may during the sd term adjoin or

be near, to the sd premises hrby demised (such tenants

and occupiers previously obtaining the consent in writing

for that purpose of the sd surveyor for the time being of the

lessor), at all reasonable times of the day, to enter into and
upon the sd demised premes and the messes and hidings so to

be erected as afsd for the purpose of cleansing drains and for

repairing any of the adjoining houses as often as occasion shall

require, without interruption by the lessee, such lessor, tenants,

or occupiers doing as little damage as may be, and making
good all damage and injury occasioned thrby : And also &c.
\Covenant that lessor may enter to view state of repairs ; and
take inventory ; and leave notice to repair ^c. See p. 341].
And that in case the sd premes, or any part throf, shall be
assigned [or underlet for all or any part of the term hereby
granted],^ every or any assnmt [or underlease to be so made
shall, within 3 calr mos after the exon of the same, be left for
not less than 7 days at the office of the solor for the time being
of the lessor, to the intent that the same may be there regis-
tered, such registron to be at the expense of the said lessee,
which shall not exceed the sum of for every such assnmt
or underlease ^]. And

\
Covenant to deliver uppremises, p. 341].

Power to re-enter
,
see p. 342.] Provided also ^ that ifthe lessee

shall, at any tirne or times during the sd term hrby granted,
underlet ® or assign any one or more of the messes and hidings

If any profession or occupation is to be permitted, insert
‘ except

those of a medical practitioner, solicitor, school, &c. (as the case
maybe), and Other such occupon (if any) as the lessor shall in
writing previously approve of,’ and at the end of the covenant, ‘ or
for some such other purpose as afsd.’ if an inoffensive business is
to be permitted m place of ‘ any trade or business whatsoever, &c.,’ insert
any noisy, noxious, or offensive trade or manufacture.’ See

another form, p. 352. See ante, p. 1 53^^ seq . , as to such covenants.
- bee the decisions as to this clause, p. 153 et seq.

notice of underleases is to be given, insert the words in brackets,bee note (5), See a^ite, p. 341, for covenant not to assign.

of of gfp"?Mct'.tsT
*'

n.it.ad°r„ (“!
"" ^
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XXII.

Building
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fixed sum
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;
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made until

houses are
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—fresh power
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lessor for quiet

enjoyment.

Apportion-

ment of rent.

SO to be erected as afsd, the lessor will at the request and expense
ofthe lesseejoin in any such underlease or assnmt for the purpose
of apportioning the yearly rents hrby reserved, and in every such
case the architect or agent for the time being of the lessor shall
determine what proportion of the rents hrby reserved shall

thenceforth be payable in respect of the premes comprised in

such underlease or assnmt, and a memo of such apportnmt,
signed by the lessor or the sd architect or agent, shall be en-
dorsed on these presents, and the counterpart throf, and other
document under which the apportioned rents shall be payable :

and for the purpose of covting and declaring that from and
after the endorsemt of such memo each such undertenant or
assignee, his or their exors, admors, and assns, shall hold the
premes comprised in such underlease or assnmt subject only to

the paymt of the apportioned rents so to be made payable in

respect throf as afsd, and to the observce and perfce of the

covts and condons hrin contd on the part of the lessee to be
observed and performed so far as the same shall be applicable

to the last-mentd premes in the same manner as if a separate

lease of the same premes had been granted to him, her, or them
at and under such last-mentd apportioned rents, covts, and
condons, so far as the same shall be applicable as afsd resply :

And it is hrby agreed and declared that no apportioned rent

shall in any case be less than the sum of or exceed of

the rack-rent value of the land in respect whrof the same shall

be apportioned, and the hidings erected or to be erected thron

when finished and fit for habiton. And that the lessee shall not

be entitled to apportionment until all the sd messes and hidings

hrnbfre covtd to be erected shall be completed and rendered

fit for habiton as afsd, and only in respect of such of the said

messes and hidings as shall be so completed and rendered fit

for habiton in pursce of these presents : Provided always that

each such underlease or assnmt shall contain and reserve unto

the lessor a proviso for re-entry similar to that hrnbfre contd, so

far as regards the rents and covts subject to which each such

underlessee or assignee will hold the premes so to be underlet

or assigned as afsd : * [Covenants by lessorfor quiet enjoyment.,

' See note (4), p. 347. The following is another form :

‘ And the lessor doth hrby covenant with the lessee that,

in case the lessee shall at any time or times during the term

hrby granted, underlet (*) or assign any messe or tenement,

messes or tenements, or other erections and hidings, so to be

erected or built upon the piece or parcel of ground hrby

demised, or any part or parts throf, then, and in such case, he

the lessor will at any time or times after the sd messe or tene-

ment, messes or tenements, or erections or hidings, which shall

* See note (5) on preceding page.
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p .342’] ; And it is hrby lastly agrd and declared that the

hrs and assns 2 of the lessor, and the exors, admors, and assns of

the lessee shall be bound by and entitled to the benefit of these

presents and the covts and condons hrin contd in like manner

as if they had been resply named hrin next after the words

‘ lessor ’ and ‘ lessee ’ resply throughout, as far as the same will

admit, unless the context or the nature of the case may require

a different construction.

In witness, &c.

XXII.

Building
Lease.
Part of large

Estate.

Operation of

words ‘ lessor
’

and ‘ lessee.’

be so underlet or assigned, shall be completely finished and

made fit for habiton, at the request, costs, and charges of the

lessee, join and concur in any such underlease or assnmt, or

underleases or assnmts, so to be made as afsd, for the ppose

of apportioning the yearly rent hrby reserved, and determining

the proportion which each such undertenant or assignee, and the

premises so underlet or assigned to him, shall be thenceforth

subject to or liable to pay (such proportion of the rent to be

ascertained by the architect or surveyor for the time being of

the lessor), and for the ppose of exonerating the same, and
each such undertenant or assignee of the premes so to be
underlet or assigned to him, of and from the remaining part

of the yearly rent of hrby reserved and made payable
;

but so and in such manner that the lessor shall not thrby

release, prejudice, or affect the sd remaining part of the same
rent in respect to the remaining parts of the hrby demised
premes : And also for the purpose of covting and declaring

that such undertenant or assignee, and the premes so to be
underlet or assigned to him, shall be thenceforth subject to

the covts, provisos, and agrmts hrnbfre contd, so far only
as such covts, provisos, and agrmts shall be resply applicable

to or shall concern the premes which shall be so underlet or
assigned as afsd : Provided always that each such underlease
and assnmt shall contain and reserve unto the lessor a proviso
for re-entry similar to that hrnbfre contd, so far as regards the
rent and covts to which such underlessee or assignee, or the
premes so to be underlet or assigned, is or are to be or con-
tinue liable as afsd.

‘ See pp. 321, 322, for covenants by lessor to build on adjoining land
only in specified manner, and to take covenants from all other lessees with
respect to repair of roads &c.

_

2 If the lessor be seised in fee
; but if possessed of a term only, then

‘his executors, administrators, and assigns.’
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XXIII.

Building
Lease under
a Power.

Parties.

Testatum.

Consideration.

Demise.

Where the

power has
not been
previously

recited.

Where it

has been
previously

recited.

Under Settled

Land Acts.

XXIII.

BUILDING LEASE U7ider a poiver. Covenants by Lessee to
build certain Houses in uniform manner with others ; and
also to build Houses or other Buildings, and expend a Fixed
Sum on another part of Land, according to plans 6rc. to be
previously approved ofby Lessor or Reversioner ; not to carry
on particular trades ; to pay proportion of expenses of Roads
and Party Walls &rc. Covenants by Lessee that Lessor may
build against the Walls of the LLouses to be erected which are
to be Party Walls, and that Lessor or Reversioner shall have
free liberty of Watercourse Sr'c. ; and other suitable Cove-
nants as to Mode of Building. Form of reddendum where
an Additional Rent is to be paidfor building on other parts
of land demised. Provision as to Lessor making Main
Streets and Sewers drc.

THIS INDRE, made the day of
,
i8— ,

Betwn
A. B., of &c. [donee of leasingpower\ (hrnar called ‘ the lessor ’),

of the one part, and C. D., of &c. (hrnar called ‘ the lessee ’), of
the other part [recite indenture of settlement, if the second form
below is used], Now this Indre Witneth That, in conson &c.
[see p. 338], He, the lessor, ^ Doth by these presents demise
and lease unto the said lessee. All &c. [Parcels, see p. 338],
[exception of minerals, see p. 342. Reservation of passage

of soil and water, see pp. 338, 339] ;
To have and to hold

&c. [see p. 339] : Yielding and p.wing &c.^* [see p. 339] ;

And yielding and paying [proportionatepart in case of re-

entry, see p. 339].

‘ Insert one of the following :

‘ In pursce, and in exercise and exon, of the power or

authority to the lessor given or reserved by a certain indre of

settlement, dated the day of and made between
&c., and of every or any other power or authority enabling

him in this behalf. Doth limit and appoint by way of demise
or lease &c.’

‘ In pursuance, and in exercise and exon, of the power or

authority to the lessor given or reserved by the sd hrnbfre in

part recited indre of settlement, and of every or any other

power or authority enabling him in this behalf. Doth &:c.’

[as above].

If under the Settled Land Acts

—

‘ In exercise and execution of the powers vested in him

under or by virtue of the Settled Land Acts, 1882 to 1890, and

of all other powers and authorities in any wise him enabling in

this behalf, hrby demises &c.

- The following is a form of reddendum to a tenant for life, and rever-

sioner for the time being, where a certain rent is to be paid for lands to be
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And the lessee hereby covenants (with intent to bind his

assigns) with the lessor, and as a separate covenant to and with

the other person or persons who for the time being shall be

entitled to the immede reversion or remainder of or in the

sd premes expectant on the sdterm and his and their heirs and
assigns ‘ in manner following, that is to say. That he the lessee, his

exors, admors, or assns \Covenant to pay refit a 7id taxes drc., see

p. 339]. And will
\
Covenant to build, &^c., see p. 344]. ^Covenant

to produce vouchers, p. 344. ] [
Coveiiant to pay architect's fees,

p. 344.1 \Covenant not to erect other than specified buildings,

p. 345. Covenant to make roads and drains, see p. 345.]
\Covenant to repair, see p. 339.] [^Covenants to paint outside

and inside wood and iron work, see p. 340.] \Covenant to yield

up in repair at end of term, see p. 341.] And also will, during
the sd term, as often as need shall require, bear, pay, and allow, a
reasonable share and pportion of the expenses of making, sup-
porting, repairing, and amending all roads, pathways, party walls.

built on, and a fixed rent for other land, subject to increase on such land
being used for building

;
the lease being made under power.

‘Yielding and paying therefor yearly unto the sd [tenant

for life\ and his assns, during so long of the sd term as he shall

live, and after his decease to the pson or psons who for the
time being shall be entitled to the reversion or inhance of the
sd demised premes immedly expectant on the determinon of
the sd term, the yearly rent of , being at the rate of

£ per acre for the pieces or parcels of land first

hrnbfre descd, containg resply and , which are
intended to be built on by the lessee

;
and of £ per acre

for the pieces or parcels of land lastly hrnbfre descd, con-
taing and

,
which are not intended to be built on at

present, but are intended to be used as
;
and in case the

last-mentd pieces or parcels of land, or either of them, or any
part of the same resply, shall, at any time hrar during the sd term,
be built on by the lessee, his exors, admors, or assns, or be used
for any other ppose than as

,
Then yielding and paying as

afsd the additional yearly rent of £ , being at the rate of
£ more per acre for the sd last-mentd pieces or parcels of
land, which shall thenceforth continue payable during the
residue of the sd term

;
such yearly rents to be paid by four

equal quarterly payments, on the &c., &c., free from all &c.
;

the first quarterly payment of the said rent of £ to be
made on the day of

;
and the first quarterly pay-

ment of the said additional rent of £ to be made on the
first of the sd quarter days which shall happen after the sd
pieces of land lastly above-mentd, or either of them, or
any part of the same resply, shall be built on or used for ’any
other purpose than as

^

' See now the provisions of ss. 10 and u of the Conveyancing Act
1061, ante, p. 183.

“ ’

XXIII.

Building
Lease under
a Power.

Covenants
by lessee :

—to pay share

of expense of

party walls,

roads, sewers,

and drains,

&c. ;

Certain rent

for land to

be built on,

and increase

of rent if

other land at

fixed rent

used for

building

purposes.
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XXIII.

Building
Lease under
a Power.

—that lessors

may build

against walls

of houses to

be built

;

such walls to

be deemed
party walls.

Notice of

assignments,

—not to carry-

on certain

specified

trades

;

—not to make
bricks or dig

for gravel &c.

;

—not to alter

buildings &c.

;

Lessor to

make main
street and
sewers.

party gutters, common sewers, public sewers, pipes, watercourses,
drains, and easements, which belong to or are used by, or which
at any time during the sd term shall belong to the sd premes,
or any part throf, or be used by the tenant or occupier or tenants
or occupiers throf for the time being, and the owners or occupiers
ofany other messes or tenements, erections, or hidings, adjoining
or near thrto, and that such proportion shall be ascertained by
the sd architect or surveyor.* And also shall permit the
lessor and his lessees or tenants to build against the pine-end
walls of the messes, tenements, or hidings hrby covtd to be
erected, or of any other messe or biding which may be erected,

on the sd premes, such walls being on the boundary of
the sd premes, and that such walls shall thenceforth be deemed
to be party walls : And that it shall be lawful for the lessor &c.

\Power to lessor or reversioner to enter to see condition of
premises ; a?id leave notice ; lessee to repair accorditig to notice.

See p. 341.] \_Covenant to give notice of assignme?its or under-

leases, see p. 347] ;
And also '•* shall not, during the continuance

of the sd term, convert or use the sd piece or parcel of ground,

or any part throf, or the dwg-hses, or any hidings to be erected

thron, into or as a place of public resort or amusement, or carry

on in and upon the sd premes, or any part throf, or permit

or suffer the same or any part throf to be occupied by any

pson or psons who shall use, exercise, or carry on thrin, the

trade or business of a soapboiler, pewterer, bellfounder, black-

smith, whitesmith, whitelead-maker, dyer, tinman, fellmonger,

currier, trunkmaker, coppersmith, plumber, glazier, ivory-turner,

lampblack-burner, or any other trade or business whatsoer,

without the previous licence in writing of the lessor, which

may be or grow, nor &c. [Covetiant not to permit nuisance,

p. 341.] \Covenants 7iot to make bricks ; not to digfor or carry

away gravel &rc. exceptfor buildmg, see p. 346.] \Covenant ?iot

to cut or mabn principal timbers 7ior alter elevatmi drc., p. 340]

:

And further &c. \insert Covena7it to insure buildmgs when

' If the lessor is to make main street and sewers, 'insert the words

following :

‘ Except the expense of making the main streets and main

sewers, which are intended to be made by and at the expense

of the lessor, but including the expense of maintaining,

cleansing, and keeping in repair the same when made, unless

and until such expenses shall be defrayed by or out of rates

to be levied for that purpose, which rates the lessee will

be liable to pay under the covt in that behalf hrnbfre

contd.’

- If any other trades, except those specified and the like, are to be per-

mitted, this covenant, with slight alterations applicable to the particular

case, may be inserted, but if one or two specified trades only are to be

permitted, it will, of course, be advisable merely to state the same. See

the covenant, p. 347. and notes thereto (i) and (2) .
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roofed in, and increase amount zvhen completed ; to produce XXIII.

receipts ; and to apply insurance money towards repairs of

damage bv fire, and make up deficiency^. And also that the

lessor, and his tenants, shall have free liberty of watercourse

in and through the premes hrby demised from any adjoining

premes or other estates belongg to the lessor by means of the

sewers, drains, or channels there, or hrafter to be made, to

carry off the water and soil from the other houses near or ad-

joining thrto
;
the pson or psons forming or using any such

watercourses making good all damage occasioned thrby, and

contributing to the expense of keeping in repair and.cleansing

the same. [^Covenant to pe7-mit lessor and tenants of adjoining

houses to enter to repair party walls and drains drc., see

p. 347] : Provided always [Proviso for re-entry on non-pay-

jnent of rent esre., see p. 342]. And &c. [Covenant by lessor

for lessee's quiet enjoyment, see p. 342, substituting the words
‘ the said A. B.’

‘

the lessor.’
']

And it is hrby lastly
AGREED and declared that the word ‘ lessor ’ shall be deemed
to include all such person or persons who shall for the time

being be entitled to the immede reversion or remr of or in the

sd premes expectant on the term hrby granted, and the word
‘lessee’ shall be deemed to include the exors, admors, and
assns of the sd

,
and all such persons and each of them

shall be bound by and entitled to the benefit of these presents,

and the covts and condons hrin contd, in like manner as if

they had been resply named hrin next after the words ‘ lessor
’

and ‘ lessee ’ resply throughout, so far as the same will admit,
and unless the context or the nature of the case may require a
different construction.

[Provisions as to apportionment of rent, see pp. 347, 348.] Apportion-
In witness, &C. ment of rent.

Building
Lease under
a Power.

—lessor to

have free

liberty of

watercourse

&c.

Adjoining
tenants &c.

may enter to

repair &c.

Operation of

words ‘ lessor
’

and ‘ lessee.’

XXIV.

ADDITIONAT^ and Alternative Clausesfor Building Leases.

And will build the cellars and all other stories of the said
messes and houses and shops resply, of such heights, and will
carry out all other work in such a manner in all respects, as to
be in accordance with the provisions of ‘The Metropolis
Management Acts, 1855 to 1890,’ and ‘The London Building
Act, 1894,’ and all modifications or byelaws throf for the time
being subsisting :

*

And will build the fore fronts and back fronts to the
sd messes and houses and shops resply to the top of the
cellar floor, with [state number\ bricks in thickness, the first
and second stories with bricks in thickness, the third
^ry with bricks in thickness, and the garret with

' This will avoid any question as to whether the covenant renders the
lessor liable for the acts of the remainderman.

"
See another clause, p. 328.

XXIV.

Additional
Clauses for

Building
Leases.

To build ac-

cording to the
provisions of
the Metro-
polis

Management
and London
Building

Acts

;

—to build

brickwork
&c. of certain

thickness
;

A A
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XXIV.

Additional
Clauses for

Building
Leases.

—materials to

be approved

by architect

;

— to build the

houses in a

line with

other houses

;

— to lay out

gardens

;

— to make
common
sewer ;

bricks in thickness
;
and the partition walls between house

and house with bricks in thickness at the least to the top
of the cellar stories, and from thence to the garret floor with

bricks in thickness at the least, and above the garret floor

with bricks in thickness
;
And will in the brickwork in

the fore fronts use hard stock bricks faced with good malm
stocks of uniform colour, and will work a facia, at every story

of each house in the front, with O. G. at the foot of it
;
And

all other bricks used in erecting the said messes or houses and
shops shall be [specify particular bricks., if any, for back\ and
good and sufficient well-burnt bricks, and the mortar well

wrought and tempered, and made of good and fresh lime
mixed with river sand in the proportion of bushels of lime

to bushels of sand, and will erect a balcony of wood or

iron to the back of each of the said messes or dwg-hses first

hrnbfre parlarly mentd, which shall project not more nor less

than 3^ ft beyond the upright of the sd houses, with cantilever

cornice all along the said front to Street, according to

&c., and to the satisfaction of the said architect

:

And will not make use of any bricks, stone, timber, or other

materials, but such as shall be in all respects sound and good
and new and well seasoned, and also submitted to and
approved of by the said architect :

And will build each of the sd dwg-hses and shops resply

in a uniform manner, so as to be in a line with the other dwg-

hses or shops resply intended to be built on the sd pieces or

parcels of ground resply coloured and on the sd

plan, and so that the windows of every story of the sd dwg-hses

and shops resply shall be in a line with the windows of the

several dwg-hses or shops intended to be built as afsd :

And also will lay out the parts of the sd parcel of

ground, first hrnbfre parlarly descd on the side of

the sd dwg-hses, to be erected as hrnbfre covtd, and de-

lineated on the sd plan, as and for gardens thrto, and will

inclose the same with walls ft in height, and the

brickwork throf shall be not less than in thickness :

And also shall and will make a common sewer down-

and along the middle of the road marked and coloured

in the sd plan, and such sewer shall be ft ir^

circumference, and shall be built with good bricks,

and with such declivities and falls, and with such stench

traps, gullyholes, and grids, and upon and according to-

such plans and systems as the or other competent

public authority ' for the time being of the district or parish,

and the sd architect, may at any time require to be built

and constructed for the drainage or sewerage of each of the

sd parcels of ground hrby demised, or any part throf, or all

or any of the erections or hidings thron :

‘ See another form at p. 351.
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And also will, subject to the like requirements and to

the satisfaction of the sd architect, make drains from the

sd dwg-hses and shops resply into the sd sewer :

And also will to the satisfaction of the sd architect

level and pave the sd road so far as to the middle of the
same, and will pave along the sd ground ft in depth
from the upright of the sd walls of the sd dwg-hses and
shops resply, with Purbeck and Swindon stone, descending
one inch at least from the wall

:

And set up oaken posts of 7 ins sq, and 3^ ft above
the ground, 12 ft each from the other, all along before the sd
ground in the street, at ft distance from the upright of the
sd wall :

And that all and every of the sd dwg-hses and shops and
other hidings shall be well and properly glazed, slated, and
plastered, and in all things completely finished as to brick,
carpenters’, plasterers’, smiths’, glaziers’, plumbers’, painters’,
and other work whatever, and made fit for habiton, subject to
such inspection and approbon as afsd, on or before the
day of :

And will not erect, build, or set up, or permit to be
erected, built, or set up, on any part or parts of the piece of
land in the sd plan coloured

,
any messe, edifice, erection,

or biding of any class, character, or description whatsoer, but
shall at all times during the sd term maintain and keep, or
cause to be maintained and kept, that part of the sd premes,
which in the sd map or plan is coloured

,
in its present

open state and condition.

The following proviso for lessor’s re-entry into that part
only in respect of which the lessee shall make default in
performance of the covenants &c. may be inserted where
distinct rents are reserved :

Provided always, and it is hrby expressly agrd, that if
the sd several rents hrby reserved, or any part throf resply
shall be unpaid by the space of days after any of the dayson which the same ought to have been pd (although no formal
demand shall have been made throf), or in case of the breach
or non-perfce, or non-observce of all or any one or more of the
covts and agrmts hrin contd on the part of the sd {/esseel his
xors, admors, or assns, then, and in any or either of the sd

cases It shall be lawful for the sd [/essor],' his hrs or assns, to
re-enter into or upon that part, or those respive parts, only ofme sd premes hrby demised, in respect of which there shall
•

. , non-perfce, non-observce, or default
;

intent and meaning of these presents that the

prVent mnv
his hrs or assns, under this

f
provision, shall not extend or be applicable to any part

his Lhs ^ncfasslenf>

g , if the lease is by mortgagor and mortgagee.

A A 2

XXIV.

Additional
Clauses for

Building
Leases.

—to make
drains into

the sewer
;

—to level and
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;
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;
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;
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XXIV.

Additional
Clauses for

Building
Leases.

XXV.

Building
Underlease
with Use of

Ornamental
Garden &c.

Parties.

Testatum.

Demise.

Parcels.

With use of

foot and
carriage way,
ornamental
garden, and
lawn-tennis

ground
;

or parts of the sd premes hrby demised in respect whrof the
rent, covts, and agrmts shall have been duly paid,^performed,
and observed.’

XXV.

BUILDING UNDERLEASE where an ornamental Garden
is to be used in coihmon ivith houses adjoining, a?id

building has bee7i commenced. Suitable for one or several

houses. Covenants by Lessee to build in tiitiform tjiafiner

with other houses, accordmg to a Plan, withitt fixed time,

&’c. ; to use certain materials St^c. ; also to build a Wall,
which is to be a Party Wall, and to pave Carriageway and
PooHvay, make Drains, coritribute towards the expefise of
maintaining roads arc. and ornametital Garden and lawti-

temiis groimd : to paint 6rc. in a mode prescribed a7id to

preserve 7i7iifort7iity ; to C077iply with regulatio7is 7vith respect

to Or7ia77ie7ital Garde7i St'C. ; to observe covena7its of original

lease. Other covc7iants as to 77wde of building. Cove7ia7its

by Lessor to inde7/i7iify Lessee fro77i the orifinal re7it, and to

produce origmal lease a7td furnish copies drc. Variatio7i

authorising Lessee to reimburse hwiself a7iy 77ionies he 7uay

have to pay on accoimt of original re7it.

THIS INDRE, made &C. : Whras ' \recite lease a7td ae;ree77ie7it

for U7iderlease\ : NOW THIS INDRE WITNETH &c.2 the

lessor ^ Doth hereby demise unto the lessee All &c. \^parcels\,

being part of the plot of ground hrnbfre mentd : Togr with

the use, for the benefit and advantage, as hrnar mentd, of

the inhabitants or occupiers for the time being of the sd piece

of ground hrby demised and the house to be erected thron,

in common with the respive inhabitants or occupiers for the

time being of the other messes or dwg-hses erected or to be

erected on the land adjoining or contiguous to the sd piece of

land hrby demised, of the piece of ground in front throf,

abutting &c. \insert abuttals']
;
and which said lastly hrnbfre

descd piece of ground is, or is intended to be, inclosed and

laid out partly as a footway and carriage drive or access, and

partly as an ornamental garden, and lawn-tennis ground, to be

I The recital may be, and is frequently, omitted if the original lessor is

not a party, as in this Precedent.
- If a premium be paid (in which case see the Stamp Act, 1S91), the

following will be inserted :

‘ And in conson of the sum of £, , at or before the

exon of these presents, pd by the lessee to the lessor as and

by way of premium, the receipt whrof is hrby acknd.’

= If the ground landlord be made a party, add as follows :

‘ With the licence in writing of the sd \groti7id la 7idlord]

testified by his executing these presents.’
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used and enjoyed during the term hrby granted in common
by the respive inhabitants or occupiers for the time being of

the sd other messes or dwg-hses erected or to be erected

as afsd : Except and always reserving unto the lessor, and
the respive tenants or occupiers for the time being of the

other messes or dwg-hses abutting, or which will abut when
erected as afsd, upon the footway and carriageway or access,

and ornamental garden afsd, and all persons, with or without
horses and carriages, going to and returning from the sd
last-mentd messes or dwg-hses, or any or either of them,
full and free liberty of ingress, egress, and regress, way and
passage, at all times during the sd term hrby granted, to pass
and repass along the Road in front of the sd premes
hrby demised ; And also except and always reserving unto
the lessor, and the sd [original lessor\ his hrs and assns, and
the tenants and occupiers for the time being of any other
messes, lands, or grounds of or belonging to him or them, the
free passage or running of water and soil &c. {ante, p. 338) ;

To HAVE AND TO HOLD &C. :
^ YIELDING AND PAYING &C.

[Reddendum, p. 339, andproportionate part hi case of re-e?itry,

P; 339] 1
And the lessee hereby covenants (with intent to

bind his assigns) with the lessor [Covenant to pay rent, rates,
and taxes, see p. 339 ;

to cover in andfinish the house by certain
time to the satisfaction of lessor 6rc., ante, p. 339] : And also that
the sd messe or tenement and hidings, with respect to the situon
throf, the range of line, number of ft in front, the length and
depth not exceeding ft, the form and elevation in front,
the windows and doors, order of work, the cornices, hidings,
and ornaments in front, and in all other respects, shall be
built agreeably and conformably to the plan, and the elevation
in the sd plan, resply this day signed by the parties hrto, and
deposited with , and to the explanations and references
thron

\
and shall build the sd front of such house with

[insert particulars as to back of house\, and cover the roof throf
with

,
and good freestone or casestone, and affix good

leaden gutters, not less than 6 pounds of lead to every supl
sq ft

\
and shall affix in a uniform mner a circular leaden

rainwater pipe, with a neat head, if thrunto required by the
architect, to convey the rainwater from the roof of such house

\and shall and will point the external faces of all the rough
stone walls with proper pointings : And shall, to the satis-
action of the architect, at the like costs and charges, erect and
build, or cause to be erected and built, a substantial wall at

of the premes hrby demised, of at least ins
thick, which IS hrby declared to be a party wall 2 between
the messe hrby demised and the messe now being erected

days
‘

lessor'^*^*'^
subject to the terms of the lease with the originaJ

XXV.
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XXV.

Building
Underlease
with Use of

Ornamental
Garden &c.

— to make
carriageway
and footway;

—that

trimmers
shall be of

freestone
;

— chimneys
and flues

;

—vaults in

front area

&C. shall

be finished

as soon as

house is

covered in
;

—that if

paving &c.

shall not be
completed
&c., lessor

may do it,

and shall be
repaid by
lessee

;

—to make
drains

;

— to repair

:

—and con-

tribute

proportion

of expense
of making
roads &c.

;

~ i And shall as soon as conveniently may be, at
the like costs and charges, and to the satisfaction of the
architect, make and form the carriageway in front of the sd
premes, and pave a footway of the breadth of lo ft, in a line
with the area of the sd house and biding, with proper steps
and landing-places, with the best faced stone, in a
workmanlike manner, and edge the same footway with fine
edging of the same sort of stone, of a proper depth, and
separate the footway from the said area by a neat iron railing

;

and that such railing shall range in a straight line, and parallel
with the front of such house and building, in a uniform
manner with, and shall be of the same design as, the railing
^sed or to be used in the constron of the other houses
adjoining or intended to be erected, and shall be fixed with
the best kind of hard freestone, curb, or casestone, not less
than 3 ins thick, which curb or casestone shall not exceed
5 ins in height from the sd footway

;
And also that the ends

of all trimmers and woodwork used in and about the sd biding,
bearing in any chimney-stack, shall in all instances be let into
solid freestone, so as not to pass through the same

;
^ and

that all chimneys and flues that shall or may be made in the
sd messe or hidings, intended to be erected and built on the
plot of ground hrby demised, shall be carried up the main walls
of the sd messe or hidings to the top of the same

;
And also

that, when and immedly after the house to be built on the plot
of ground hrby demised shall be covered in, the vaults in

front of such house shall be immedly turned, the area made,
and the sd footway and street before the sd biding completely
pitched, paved, and finished, with all possible expedition

;

And also that, in case the sd pitching and paving and other
work hrnbfre covtd to be done before the front of the sd house
shall not be complete and finished within 6 mos next after the

other house adjoining thrto, now being erected by
,
shall be

covered in, it shall be law’ful for the lessor to pitch and pave,

and do all such other work before the house hrby demised
as may be necessy in order to completely finish the footway
and street

;
and that he the lessee shall and will forthwith

repay to the lessor all costs, and charges, that may be incurred

thrby
;
And also shall, to the satisfaction of the sd architect,

at tbe like expense, make and construct good and sufficient

drains from the front of the sd house and offices, and leading

from the same offices and hidings to the main sewer, which

drains shall be made of
,
not less than ins by

ins in the clear, and shall keep the same drains in repair

\Covenant to repair., see p. 339] : And also shall contribute

and pay to the lessor such a reasonable and rateable pro-

portion of the charges and expense of forming, making, and

' But see the provisions of the London Building Act, post, Part III.,

as to the Metropolis.
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maintaining the several roads [describe roads], and also of

making, supporting, repairing, amending, cleansing, and keep-

ing in good and proper order and condon the footway and

carriageway or access, and ornamental garden and lawn-tennis

ground hrnbfre mentd, and all the walls, iron, and other posts,

rails, gates, and fences with which the same are or shall be

inclosed, and of painting the iron and other posts, rails, gates,

and fences with which the same are or shall be inclosed, as

shall from time to time be required by the lessor, such pro-

portion to be ascertained from time to time by the lessor, or

the architect : And also shall bear, pay, and discharge a

reasonable and rateable share of the costs and charges of

supporting, repairing, amending, and cleansing the sd carriage-

way and footway in front of the sd premes (such proportion to

be ascertained as afsd), as well all party walls and gutters of

or belonging, or which shall at any time hrar belong, to the

sd premes hrby demised, or any part throf, as also all drains,

and common or public sewers, and other easements, into or

through which any water or soil shall come or run from the sd
premes hrby demised, or any part throf, or which shall be used
by him, the lessee, in common with the owners and occupiers
of any adjoining premes : And also shall from time to time,

and at all times during the sd term hrby granted, comply with
such reasonable regulations and restrictions with respect to
the use and enjoyment, by the respive inhabitants of the afsd
messes or dwg-hses abutting thron, of the afsd footway and
carriage drive or access, and ornamental garden-ground, as
shall from time to time be established and required by [state

here ‘ the lessor &c.’ or ‘ the committee &c.,’ as the case may be]
:

And [Covenant not to assign without licence, : And &c.
[Covenant to insure a?td produce receipts, and that in default
lessor may insure and recover expenses from lessee

;
see p. 340] :

And &c. [Montes recovered to be laid out in restoringpremises,
and lessee to make up deficiency

;
see p. 346] : And also shall

paint, or cause to be painted, in a good and workmanlike
manner, all the outside wood and iron work of the sd messe or
dwg-hse, hidings, and premes so to be erected, and recolour and
rejoint in imitation of Bath stone all the outside stucco-work,
and clean and scour the outside stonework, in the month of
in every succeeding [foiirtli] year of the sd term hrby granted,
and not at any other time or times during the sd term (save
and except only so far as may be necessary from time to time
towards reinstating the said premes, or such part throf as may
happen to be damaged or destroyed by or by means of fire, or
other inevitable accident), and also all the inside work once in
every [eighth] year during the same term twice over, with good
and proper oil colours

;
all such outside painting to be from

See p. 341 ; and see note (2), ante, p. 341, as to the omission of this
covenant, if there are several houses.

XXV.
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XXV.

Building
Underlease
with Use of
Ornamental
Garden &c.

—to com-
mence such
work at fixed

time, to pre-

serve uni-

formity
;

—and finish

same within

certain time.

On lessee’s

neglect

;

—and after

six days’

notice

;

— lessor may
execute

works

;

— and charge

lessee with

expenses

;

—and that

lessee will

pay same.

time to time made and done of such colour and in such
manner as the lessor and the sd architect shall direct or
appoint : And to the intent that the sd painting, recolouring,
and rejointing, cleaning and scouring, may be done and com-
pleted at the same time or times as the like works shall be
done in or to the adjoining or contiguous messes and buildings,
with a view to preserve uniformity in the external appearance
of all such messes and hidings, as nearly as circes will permit,
it is hrby agreed and declared that the painting of the sd out-
side wood and iron w'ork, and the recolouring and rejointing
of the sd outside stucco-work, and the cleaning and scouring
of the sd outside stonework, shall be begun on the first Mon-
day in the month of in every succeeding \^fourtK\ year
of the sd term hereby granted, and that all such works shall be
executed and completed within one calr month from the time
when the same shall be so resply commenced : And in case
he, the lessee, shall neglect or omit, for the space of one calr

month after the time or times so appointed for those purposes
resply, to commence such external painting as afsd, or the
recolouring and rejointing of the sd outside stucco-work, or the
cleaning and scouring of the sd outside stonework, or in case
the same shall be commenced, and shall not be continued,
completed, and finished within the time or times so appointed
for those purposes resply as afsd, then and in either of such
cases, and as often as the same shall happen, it shall be la\vful

tor the lessor, at the expiron of 6 days after notice in \vriting

of his intention so to do, signed by the lessor or the architect,

shall have been given to the lessee or left for him at or upon the

sd messe, or dwg-hse, or hidings, in respect whrof such works
resply shall have been so omitted to be commenced, continued,

completed, and finished, to cause such respive works as shall

not have been so commenced, continued, completed, and
finished within the time or times appointed for those purposes

resply as afsd, to be executed and performed by any person or

persons he may think fit to employ for those purposes resply,

and to charge the lessee with the amount of all such costs,

charges, and expenses which shall be incurred in the perfce of

such works, or any of them
;
And he, the lessee, shall repay

the same to the lessor, from time to time, upon demand : And
ALSO that it shall be lawful for the lessor, and the sd \origitial

lessor\ his hrs and assns resply, either alone, or with workmen,

or others, or to or for any officers, architects, surveyors, agents,

or workmen, by them or him authorised &c. \P<nver to lessor

mid ground landlord to enter premises to inspect condition and

take inventory. Lessee to repair drc. on notice. See pp. 341,

347] : And that it shall be lawful for the workmen employed

by the lessor, or the sd [original lessor\ his hrs and assns

resply, or &c. [Poiver to lessor and ground landlord <5r-v. and

•workmen to enter to repair adjoining pretnises, see p. 347] •

And that, in case any dispute or controversy shall, at any
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time or times during the sd term hrby granted, happen to arise

between the lessor and the lessee, and other, the tenant or

occupier, tenants or occupiers, of any such adjoining or con-

tiguous messes, tenemts, or hidings, relating to the said water-

courses or drains, or to any other easemts or privileges whatsoer,

the same shall from time to time be settled and determined on
the part of the lessor and lessee by the said [origmat lessor'], his

hrs and assns, or such other person as shall be authorised by
him or them by any writing under their or his hands or hand,
in such manner as they or he may think reasonable, and shall,

by any writing under their or his hands or hand, order or direct

in that behalf
;
to which determinon they the lessor and lessee

resply shall submit :
' And also will not erect or build, or

suffer to be erected or built, upon the sd premes hrby demised,
or any part throf, any biding or hidings, temporary or other-
wise, other than such as shall be previously approved of by the
lessor, his exors, admors, or assns, or by the sd [original lessor],

his hrs and assns, or their architect for the time being, in
writing

;
nor Covenant 7iot to cut p7'mcipal ti7nbers or alter eleva-

ti07i, p. 340]
Cove7ia7iis 7iot to alte?' pre7/iises ; nor 7ise pre77iises

for trade &rc. ; 7iot to C077i77iit a7iy 7iuisa7ice arc.
;
see p. 341 ]

:

And also that the lessee will from time to time, and at all

times during the sd term hrby granted, perform and observe
all and singular the covts and condons contd in the sd hrnbfre
recited indre of lease, and on the part of the sd lessee, his
exors, admors, and assns, to be resply performed and observed,

' The following covenant may in some cases he advisable, where it is
mtended that the private road, or ornamental garden, should only be used
for the purposes there specified :

And also that it shall be lawful for the porters or gate-
keepers stationed at the several gates or accesses leading
into the sd ground, and all labourers and others
employed by resply in or about the sd ground,
from time to time and all times during the sd term hrby
granted, to prevent or hinder from entering into the sd
ground all wagons or carts coming to the sd premes hrby
demised on any account whatsoer (save and except for the
purpose of conveying a supply of coals, furniture, wine, beer,
nay, straw, corn, and other necessaries, to and from the sd
premes from time to time, and removing all ashes, dust, dung,
and other refuse matter from the sd premes from time to
time, or for the purpose of bringing materials for the repairing
ot the sd messe or dwg-hse and hidings, and premes, from time
0 time, pursuant to the covts hrnbfre in that behalf contd),

1 expressly declared that all wagons and carts coming
to the sd premes shall from time to time, and at all times

granted, be excluded from entering
nro the ground on any account whatsoer, except for the
respive purposes afsd.’

XXV.
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XXV.

Building
Underlease
with Use of

Ornamental
Garden &c.
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lessor there-
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;
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;
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retain out of

rent monies
paid for ori-

ginal rent.

except the covenants for \here state the covenants, such as to pay
rent, or insure, &^c., which the underlessee is ftot to performy
And also shall save harmless and keep indemnified the lessor,
and his lands and tenements, goods and chattels resply, of and
from the sd covenants and conditions resply (except as afsd) :

And also of and from all actions, entries, forfeitures, losses,
costs, charges, damages, and expenses whatsoer (including
costs of defence as between solicitor and client), which he the
lessor shall or may pay, bear, suffer, sustain, expend, or be put
unto by reason of the breach of any covt or agrmt contd in the
sd hrnbfre-recited indre of lease, or for or by reason of any
proceedings on account throf, or of any other matter or thing
incident or relating to all or any of the matters afsd : And
ALSO &c. [Covenant to yield up premises at end of term, see

p. 341] : Provided always [Provisofor re-entry, see p. 342] :

And [Covenant for quiet enjoyment, see p. 342] : And that he
the lessor will during the sd term hrby granted pay the said
yearly rent of jf so as afsd reserved in and by the sd
recited indre of lease of the day of and every part
throf; and shall perform, fulfil, and observe all the covts
and agrmts thrin contd on his part to be pd, performed, and
observed : And also shall save harmless and keep indemnified
the lessee, and the sd premes, of and from the paymt of the sd
yearly rent of : And also of and from &c. [all actions

Crc. as above, substituting ‘
lessee ’

:
[Add, if required, ‘ And

' See ante, pp. 166 and 334.
^ A covenant is sometimes inserted that the underlessee shall not be

liable to pay rent until the lessor shall have produced the receipt for the

last half-year’s rent reserved by the original lease. The following covenant
that the underlessee shall retain out of the rent any monies he may pay on
account of the original rent may, if desired, be used :

‘ And that, in case any distress or distresses shall or may,
at any time or times during the continuance of the term
hrby granted, be levied upon the premes hrby demised, or

any part throf, for the yearly rent of ^ reserved by the

sd indre of lease, or if the sd lessee shall be called upon
or required to pay any sum or sums of moy on account of

such rent, or shall incur or sustain any damages or expenses

by reason of the non-payment throf by the lessor, in pursuance

of his covt in that behalf hrnbfre contd, then and in such

case, and from time to time so often as the same shall

happen, it shall be lawful for the lessee to retain the rent hrby

reserved, and all arrears throf then due, or thrar to become
due, until thrby or thrwith he shall be fully reimbursed and pd

all the rents, moys, and expenses which he shall have paid or

expended as afsd, togr with intt for the same at the rate of £,<1)

per cent per ann
;
provided that the lessee do and shall, when

thereunto required, produce and show unto the lessor the receipt

or voucher, or receipts or vouchers, for the paymt or paymts

made by him or them, in the manner and for the purpose afsd.’
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the lessor hereby acknowledges the right of the lessee to pro- XXV.
duction of the sd hrnbfre recited indre of lease of the day -—

-

of
,
and to delivery of copies throf, And hrby undertakes

for the safe custody thereof']: And it is hereby lastly
-vj-ith Use of

AGREED &c. \insert clause as to operation of ivords ‘lessor’ Ornamental
and ante, p. 349]: [If the lease is for several houses. Garden &c.

see Covenafitfor apportionment of rent, pp. 347, 348.]

In witness, &c.

XXVI.

PERMISSION to make Bricks.

It is generally provided that no bricks &c. shall be made on
the land demised, or where the building work is being carried

out
;
where making bricks is to be allowed, the lease should

provide : i. That the lessee shall be at liberty to make bricks.

2. That the lessee shall fill up the ground again level with
surrounding land. 3. If lessee sells or uses bricks for purpose
other than erecting building on demised premises, to pay

per 1,000 to lessor. 4. Lessee to keep account of
bricks sold or used.

XXVI.

Permission to

make Bricks.

XXVII. XXVII.

GRANT of a PIECE of LAND {part of an Estate), for G-rant~^
Building, in consideration of a Rent-charge.^ Covenants to Land for
build, to make Drains 6rc., Footway, and to pay Propor- Building in
tion of making and repairing Roads. Power of Entry in consideration

case ofFailure to build &‘c. Rent-
charge.

THIS INDRE, made the day of
,
Betwn A. B. Parties.

&c. \vendor'\ of the one part, and C. D. &c. \purchaser'\ of
the other part, Witneth that in conson of the rent-charge Testatum.

Pile following is a form of conveyance subject to easements in favour
of the vendor :

r
\_purchaser'\ in fee simple. To the use that Subject to

\vendor\^ his hrs and assns, may have and enjoy the right of at easements
all times passing and repassing with horses and vehicles as well favour

as on foot over the carriageway which runs through &c.
;
and vendor,

may have and enjoy from the now existing windows in &c.
a free and uninterrupted access of light and air to the
sd windows, and subject to the use afsd : To the use of
\purchase?^ in fee simple : And \purchase7^ hrby covts with
\^endor\ that \vendor\ his hrs and assns, shall at all times

L kf
the rights of way, and of light and air,

nrnblre limited, free from obstruction or interference of any
kind by \jpurchaser\ or any person deriving title under him ’
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XXVII.
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;
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Covenants
by grantee :

—to pay
rent-charge

;
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the premises

;

—and to build

ten houses

within a

certain time;

—not to erect

houses of less

than certain

value, or

except as

specified

;

—not to alter

elevation
;

—not to

make bricks

;

—walls to be
party walls

;

— to repair

&c.

;

—to insure.

hrnar limited, and of the covts of the sd C. D. hrnar contd,
the sd A. B., as beneficial owner, hrby grants and conveys
unto the sd C. D., All &c. \^parcels\ being part of an estate
of the sd A. B. known as the este, which has been laid
out for biding pposes, and which piece of land intended to be
hrby conveyed is delineated on the plan drawn in the margin
of these presents and is thrin coloured pink, the remr of the
este being also shown on the sd plan and thrin coloured
yellow'. [Reservation of minerals., if necessary

;
see p. 342] :

To HAVE AND TO HOLD the sd heres and premes Unto the
sd C. D. in fee simple. To the use that the sd A. B. shall have
in fee simple a perpetual yrly rent-charge ' of^ issuing out
of the sd heres and premes and payable by equal half-yearly
paymts on the day of and the —— day of in

every year without dedon, the first half-yearly paymt throf to be
made on the day of d And subject to the said rent-

charge and to the statutory powers and remedies for recovering
and compelling payment thereof. To the use of the said C. D.,

in fee simple : And the said C. D. hereby covenants (with
intent to bind his assigns) with the sd A. B., Th.\t he, the sd
C. D., his hrs, exors, admors, or assns, will henceforth pay the

sd yearly rent-charge at the times and in the manner hrnbfre

appointed for paymt throf, free from the land tax and all other

rates, taxes, charges, duties, assessmts, and outgoings, now or

hrar to become payable by the owner or occupier for or in

respect of the heres and premes hrby granted, and from all

deductions (except the property tax) : And whll, immediately
after the exon of these presents

[
Covenant to fence off premes,

ante, p. 344] [Covenant to buildp ante, p. 344] [Covenant
not to alter elevation, drc., ante, p. 340] [Covenant not to

make bricks, ante, p. 346] [Covenant not to use premises except

for dwelling-houses, see p. 341]. And that the boundary
walls shall not be carried higher than

,
and shall be used

as party walls by any pson or psons biding upon the adjoining

plots of land, he and they paying a proportionate part of the

expenses of keeping such boundary walls in proper repair

[Covenant to repair, ante, p. 339] [Covenant to pay proportion

of making and repairing roads ore., see p. 340]. And &c.

[Covenants to insure Crc. and to rebuild, to expend insurance

monies, and make up deficiency, ^^c., dr^c., p. 346 *
]
[Power of

' See p. 140, as to the meaning of ‘ clear yearly rent-charge.’

^ It has been usual to insert a power of distress, and a power of entry

and reception of rents, &c. ; but see now s. 44 of the Conveyancing Act,

1881, as to the remedies provided for recovery of annual sums charged on

land by power of entry and distress, &c. The section, however, applies

only so far as a contrary intention is not expressed, and has effect subject

to the terms of the instrument under which the annual sum arises.

“ See Haywood v. Brunswick Building Society, ante, p. 185, as to these

covenants.
^ It is suggested by the editors of Prideaux’s Conveyancing (13th ed.),

p. 354, that the following should be inserted to prevent any doubt as to
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entry to grantor to inspect co7idition and give ?totice of defects,

see p. 341, and alter to suit this forni] : Provided always,'

and it is hrby agrd and declared, that if it shall happen that

the sd C. D., his hrs or assns, shall refuse, neglect, or fail to

build and complete within from the date hrof the said

messes or dwg-hses on the sd premes, or in case the sd C. D.,

his heirs or assns, shall at any time or times hrar during the

life of any person a party to these presents, or at any time or

times within 2 1 years from the death of the survivor of the

several persons parties to these presents,^ fail to truly observe,

perform, fulfil, and keep the covts on his and their parts hrnbfre

contd, then and in such case, and when and so often as it shall

so happen, and notwithstdg the waiver of any previous default,

it shall be lawful for the sd A. B., his hrs or assns, into and
upon the saidheres and premes hrby granted, or any part throf,

in the name of the whole, to enter and the same henceforth to

repossess and enjoy, as if these presents had not been made.
In witness, &c.

XXVIII.

DEED of COVENANT betzveen Purchasers of Building Plots
forzning one Estate, prescribing the Class of Buildmgs to be
ez-ected, azid cozitaiziing other Regilations to proczire Uni-
forzziity izt Buildtzig by Ptirchasers. Provisions as to Repair of
Roads azid Draizis until taken over by Public Authorities oz^c.

THIS INDRE, made the day of
, Between the

several persons whose names and seals are resply subscribed
and set in the 2nd Schedule hrto, of the first part, and A. B.,
of

,
in the county of

,
and C. D., of

,
in the

county of
, of the other part : Whras the several persons

whose names and seals are resply subscribed and set in the sd
2nd Schedule hrto have purchased from the sd A. B. and C. D.

whether the benefit of the covenants can be assigned to purchasers of parts

P- '^5 .
as to Hayivoodx. Bz-unsiuuk

ninlamg Society.

‘And it is hereby declared that the restrictiYe covts
hrnbfre contained are entered into with the sd A. B. as the
owner of the remr of the sd estate, of which the land
hrby conveyed forms part, and that the benefit of them may be
assigned by the sd A. B., his hrs and assns, to any future
purchaser or purchasers of any part of the estate which may
be prejudicially affected by the breach throf.’

See a similar power in Ex parte Ralph, i De G. 219, upon whichhe above form is framed. As to whether this power can be assigned so asto go with the rent, see azitc, p. 137. See azite, pp. 161, 162, as to the
restrictions on the right of re-entry provided by the Conveyancing &c. Act1881, and subs. 3 of s. 14, by which, for the purposes of that section alease includes a grant at a fee farm rent.

section, a

* See ante, p. 160.

XXVII.

Grant of

Land for

Building in
consideration
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charge.

Power to
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failure of
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perform
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&c.
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XXVIII.

Deed of Cove-
nant between
Purchasers,
prescribing
Class of

Buildings.

the several plots of ground coloured
,
and distinguished

on the plan hrunto annexed by the numbers resply set opposite

to their respive names in the same Schedule : And whras upon
the occasion of such several purchases it was agrd that the sd
several persons, parties hrto of the ist part, should enter into

the covt hrnar contd : NOW THIS INDRE WITNETH
that, in pursce of the sd agrmt, and in conson of the premes,

each of them the said several persons parties hrto of the ist

part Doth hrby for himself, his hrs, exors, admors, appointees,

and assns, covt with the other of them, his hrs, appointees,

and assns, and also as a separate covenant with the sd A. B.

and C. D., their hrs and assns, that they the sd several persons,

parties hrto of the ist part, their hrs, appointees, and assns,

and all persons claiming under them resply, will from time to

time and at all times hrar pay on demand all and singular the

sum and sums of moy which shall from time to time become
due in respect of the plot or plots purchased by them resply

under or by virtue of the terms, stipulons, and condons contd

in the ist Schedule hrto, and will observe, perform, and fulfil

all and every the covts, restrons, and agrmts as to the mode
of building on, and the occupon of, the plots resply purchased

by or conveyed to them, expressed or contained in the sd ist

Schedule, so far as the same resply relate to the sd respive

plots so purchased by or conveyed to them as afsd, and so far

as the sd covts, restrons, and agrmts are on their parts resply

to be observed, performed, and fulfilled : And further that if

at any time or times default shall be made by the owner or

owners of any of the sd plot or plots in paymt of any moys

payable in respect of such plot or plots by virtue of these

presents for the space of 14 days after notice requiring him or

them to pay the same shall have been given to him or them or

left for him or them on any part of the sd plot or plots resply

by the person or persons to whom such moys shall be payable,*

then and in every such case it shall be lawful for such person

or persons as last afsd to enter into and distrain upon the plot

or plots in respect of which or the works whereon such monies

shall have become payable or any part or parts of the same

plot or plots resply, and to dispose according to law of the

distress or distresses then and there found in like manner as in

distresses taken for rent reserved by lease, or otherwise, to the

intent that thrby or otherwise all such moys in respect of which

such default shall have been made, and all costs and expenses

occasioned by the non-paymt throf or in relation thrto may be

fully paid and satisfied : Provided always that no covt hrin

contd shall be personally binding on any person or persons

' This will be altered according to the circumstances of the case. See

No. I of the conditions, infra.
, . , , ,

“ If it is stipulated that the vendors should also be parties to the deed

in order to secure the performance of the covenants, add here a covenant

by them, as regards the remaining plots, retaining the words < heirs and
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except whilst he or they shall resply be entitled to the plot or

plots in respect of which the same covt is entered into, but the

above covts are entered into with intent to bind all persons in

whom the plot or plots of land shall for the time being be
vested.'

The First Schedule to which the above Indre refers.

Terms and Conditions.^

1. \lnsert here stipulation as to any sum originally charged
on the lots.]

2. [Insert clause i ofPrecedent XIV.]
3. Each purchaser must undertake the care and main-

tenance of his boundary marks after the lot has been once
stumped out by the surveyor of the vendors. If at any time a
purchaser desires to have them restored, he must apply to the
surveyor of the vendors, and pay the expenses for so doing.

4. [The vendors reserve to themselves, or the survivor of
them, his hrs or assns (excepting as regards the hotel stipula-
lations), the power to deal with, without being subject to, and
independently of, these condons, any portion of the land now
offered, which is not disposed of at this allotment

;
and (with

the foregoing exception) they reserve in like manner the right
of allowing a departure therefrom in any one or more cases.^]
They also reserve in like manner the right to carry through any
lot, at any time, any sewer, drain, or water or gas pipe, or
other work of a like nature.

5. Insert clause 2 of Precedent XI
6. [Insert clause 3 of Precedent XIV, andproceed .•] ‘without

the consent of the vendors, or the survivor of them, his heirs or
assns, in writing for that purpose.’

7. One house only on each lot shall be erected, except
with the consent in writing of the vendors, or the survivor of
them, his hrs or assns.

8. On no lot shall any hotel, tavern, public-house, or beer-
house or beershop, be built, or any house be used as such,
excepting on the lots numbered and

,
and no shop

or warehouse, or any house to be used as such, shall be built
on any lot except the lots numbered and

, and on
no lots shall any manufacture be carried on without the consent

assigns,’ and alter the recitals accordingly. The power of distress given isprobably void as an unregistered bill of sale.
^

‘ As to notice of this deed being endorsed on the principal title-deed tofix a purchaser from the vendor with notice, see ante, p. 160.
conditions under Precedent VII. B, some ofwhich may be used in this form, if required.

will\?om[rHu‘l°ir
considered by purchasers, and

£ 195.

^ the vendors are also parlies to the deed of covenant.

XXVIII.
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XXVIII.

Deed of Cove-
nant between
Purchasers,
prescribing
Class of

Buildings.

Position of

entrance to

houses.

Elevations

and architec-

ture to be
approved by
majority.

Value of

houses to be
built &c.

Fences to be
made and
maintained by
]iurchasers.

Koads and
drainage.

No other roads

to be made.

in writing of the vendors, or the survivor of them, his hrs or
assns.

9. The principal entrance to the houses to be erected on
the lots numbered to on the plan shall be on the

side or end throf, and the principal entrance to each of
the other houses shall be on the side throf, and all the
offices shall be on the side of the said several houses.

10. The said houses shall be built in blocks
containing houses each \state here the class of lnnlding\
of which the elevations and external architecture shall be
approved of by at least out of the owners, so as to
procure uniformity of appearance.

11. The houses built on the several frontages to be of the
description and minimum cost (exclusive of stabling) as follows :

On &c. \fiere insert the value of the houses to be erected on the

various lots\ In calculating the biding value of any house, it

shall be taken to be the amount of the net first cost in labour
and materials alone, exclusive of extraordinary decoration, and
shall be estimated by the vendor’s surveyor, having regard to

current prices.

12. Each purchaser is to make, when required, and after-

wards to maintain, the boundary fences on the sides of his lot

or lots marked within the boundary lines. Road boundary
fences and division fences between biding line and road boun-
dary to be not more than 5 ft high

;
those behind biding

lines to be not less than 5^ nor more than 6^ ft high.

If any owner shall make default in erecting any such fence as

afsd within 30 days, or in repairing any such fence within

10 days, after notice requiring him so to do shall have been
given to him, or left for him at his residence or on his lot, by
any adjoining owner, or by the vendors, or the survivor of

them, his hrs or assns, then such adjoining owner, or such

vendors, or the survivor of them, his hrs or assns, shall be at

liberty forthwith to erect or repair any such fence, or to erect

and keep in repair a temporary fence
;
and the owner making

any such default shall on demand repay to such person or

persons as afsd, all moys expended by them or either of them
for the purposes afsd, and all expenses relating thrto.

13. The vendors have formed the roads, and constructed

pipe-sewers and drains thrin, and every owner of a lot and his

tenants shall at all times have free use of the same : Provided

always that until the public authorities shall take upon them-

selves the repair thereof, the owner of each lot is to pay to the

vendors, or the survivor of them, his hrs or assns, his propor-

tion of any repairs, and the expenses connected therewith,

which may be performed or incurred by them or either of

them
;
such proportion to be adjusted by the vendors’ surveyor

with reference to the prices of the lots.

14. No other roads than those mentd in the preceding

clause shall be made, and no lot or portion throf is to be made
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into or used as a road or way, without the consent in writing
of the vendors, or the survivor of them, his hrs or assns.

15. No gravel, sand, or other materials of any kind, shall
be excavated [state here ifexceptfor buildingpurposes on theplot]
upon any plot, without the consent in writing of the vendors,
or the survivor of them, his hrs or assns.

16. [Insert clause 7 ofPrecedent XIV.]
17- No water-closet or privy shall be erected on any plot,

either detached or projecting from other buildings.
18. The owner of each lot is to comply with, and these

conditions are subject to, the rules, byelaws, and regulons of
local public authorities.

19- The lots are sold free from land tax and tithe.

The Second Schedule to which the above Indre refers.

Name Residence Description
of Lot

No. on Plan
of Lot

purchased

Signature and
Seal

Witness to the
Execution and

Date

XXVIII.

Deed of

Covenant
between
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prescribing
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Buildings.
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XXIX

Clause
providing
for Advances
by Landlord
and Deposit
of Building
Agreement.

Anotherform.

XXX.

Mortgage by
Builder.

Parties.

Recital of

agreement
U) advance

money,

the day of
;
And further that, until such advance or

advances and intt as afsd resply shall be paid and discharged,

the sd sum or sums and intt resply, or such part or parts throf

resply as shall remain unpaid, shall be a charge upon the sd

messes or tenements and premes intended to be demised as

afsd, from the time or respive times on which the same shall

be advanced as afsd : And further that these presents, and the

duplicate throf, shall for that purpose be deposited with the sd

A. B. until the whole of the sd sum or sums and intt resply

shall be paid and satisfied : And further that the sd C. D., and

all other necessary parties whosoever, shall from time to time

and at all times hrar, until paymt of all such sum or sums as

afsd, and intt throf resply, upon the request of the sd A. B.,

and at the costs and charges of the sd C. D., make, do, and

execute, or concur in, all needful and necessary acts, deeds,

conveyances, and assurances whatsoer as the sd A. B. shall

require for the better and more effectually charging the said

messes or tenements and premes with the paymt of such sum

or sums of moy and intt throf resply as afsd.

Clause providing for Advances.

Another mode of providingfor advances to the builder {and

one which ivould probably avoid the disputes which not unfre-

quently arise as to the sum to be advanced upon any building) is

to refer to a schedule to be annexed to the agreement., which should

set out the times and also the particular sums to be advanced to

the builder during the progress of the work, thus—
‘ When the lessor’s surveyor for the time being shall have

certified in writing that the brickwork has been completed up

to ,
the sum of £ is to be advanced in respect of

each house.’
‘ When the lessor’s surveyor for the time being shall have

certified in writing that all the brickivork of the house and out-

buildings has been completely finished in all respects, the

sum of £ is to be advanced in respect of each house.

\And continue in the same tvay ; when the joists are fixed,

roofs covered, plastering done, joinery finished, and all complete.]

XXX.

MORTGAGE by a Builder of Unfinished Houses comprised in

a Building Lease, where the money is to be advanced by In-

stalments as the building proceeds. Power to Mortgagee to

enter and complete Buildings.

rHIS INDRE, made the day of Between [mort

ragor] &c. of the one part, and [mortgagee] &c. of the other

part. Whereas &c. [recite building lease and parties] . And
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inWHRAS the sd \jnortgagor\ requiring the sum of
order to enable him pursuant to the sd covt to erect upon the
parcel of ground, so demised to him by the sd [lessorl afsd,
the erections and hidings thrin descd, hath applied to the sd
{mortgagee] to advance the same to him, which he hath agrd to
do in manner hrnar mentd : And whras the sd [mortgagor]
hath to the satisfaction of the sd [mortgagee] completed so
nmch of thesd intended erections and hidings as upon a valua-
tion throf appears to have cost the sum of : And whras
the sd [mortgagee], in pursce of the sd agrmt in this behalf, did
on the day of last advance to the sd [mortgagor] the
sum of ^ ,

and to secure the repaymt throf, and also of
such further sums of moyas may be advanced by the sd [mort-
gagee], in further pursce of the sd agrmt, with intt for the same
resply, as hrnar mentd, the sd [mortgagor] hath agrd to execute
to the sd [mortgagee] such security as is hrnar contd : NOW
THIS INDRE WITNETH that, in pursce of the sd agrmt,
and m conson of the sum of^ so by the sd [mortgagee]
to the sd [mortgagor] advanced and lent as hrnbfre is mentd,
the receipt whrof is hereby ackned, and in conson of the covt
by the sd [mortgagee] hrnar contd to make such further ad-
vairces as are thrin mentd. He, the sd [mortgagor], hrby covts
with the sd [mortgagee] to repay on the day of unto
the sd [mortgagee] the sd sum of ^ so advanced as afsd
with mtt for the same computed from the day of after
the rate of ^ per cent per ann, and if the sd sum of

f

shall not be pd on the day of , then to pay
to him mtt on the sd ppal sum, or on so much throf as shall
tor the time being remain unpaid, after the rate afsd, by equal
half-yearly paymts on the day of and the -— day
ot m every year. And also to repay unto the sd [mortmgee]
such sum as shall be hrar advanced by the sd [mort^ao-ee] unto
or on account of the sd [mortgagor], togr with intt for the same
after the rate of

i
P^^ to commence fromhe time of advancing the same, at the expiron of six calr mosnext after such sum as afsd shall be advanced, and if the last-mentd sum shall not be paid at the expiron of the sd six calr

much of

°

^^
1

^ [.mortgagee] intt for the same, or so

aEd bv^nn‘^^fH ^^ "^fter the rate

5 /
half-yearly paymts on the same days as are hrnbfre

^PP°*1ted paymt of the intt on the sd ppal sum of P •AND THIS INDRE ALSO WITNETH ?hat, in furr pursceof the sd agrmt and for the same consons, the sd [mortmeorlAS BENEEICIAI OWNER hrby [assigns] I and conveys uTo^th
'

sd [mortgagee] All and singular the piece of ground heres

of
the sd recited indre^ase, and also^alljrections and hidings which are now

its place
‘ and^^

XXX.

Mortgage by
Builder.

—that certain

building has
already been
done

;

—and certain

sum has been
advanced.

Covenants by
mortgagor to

pay principal

sums and
interest.

Mortgagor
assigns to

mortgagee.

It B 2
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XXX.

Mortgage by
Builder.

Habendum.

Proviso for

redemption.

Covenants by
mortgagor

;

—to finish

buildings

;

—that in

default by
mortgagor,

the mortgagee

may enter

and complete
Iniildings

;

Standing, or hrar shall be erected on the sd piece of ground ;
'

To HOLD the same unto the sd \inortgagee\ henceforth during all

the residue which is now unexpired of the sd term of years

created by the said recited indre of lease, ^ subject [to the rent

and to the covts and stipulons in the sd indre of lease reserved

and contd, and subject also to the proviso for redemption

hrnar contd : Provided always, and it is hrby agreed and
DECLARED, that if the sd SjnortgagoP^ shall pay unto the sd

\i7iortgagee\ the sum of £, , with intt for the same, as

hrnbfre covtd to be pd by him on the said day of

next, and in case the said \jnortgagee\ shall as hrnar covtd

advance a further sum or sums to or on account of the sd

\
77iortgagor\ Then if the sd \77iortgagor'\ shall, at the expiron of

six calr mos from the time or times of such advancement or

advancements resply, pay unto the sd \77iortgagee\ all and every

the sum or sums of moy so advanced by him with intt for the

same resply as hrnbfre covtd from the time or respive times of

his advancing the same resply, clear of all dedons for taxes, or

upon any other account whatsoever [And if the sd \77iortgagot\

his hrs, exors, admors, or assns shall henceforth duly pay and

perform the rents and covts resply reserved and contd by and

in the sd hrnbfre recited indre of lease and which, on the part

of the lessee thrin named, ought to be paid and performed, and

shall effectually keep indemnified him the sd \77iortgagee\, his

exors, admors, or assns thrfrom Then and in such case, and

immedly after such several paymts [and such performance as

afsd, he the sd \77iortgagee\ will, upon the request and at the

costs of the sd \77iortgagor\ reassign the said premes unto the

sd
\
77iortgagor\ his exors, admors, and assns, or as he or they

shall direct, free from all incumbs whatsoermade or created by

the sd
\
77iortgngee\ ],

And the sd \_77iortgag07^ hrby covts with

the sd
\

77iorigage^ that he the sd \77iortgagor'\ will complete and

in all respects finish the messes and hidings, and all other the

messes and bldgs, which are to be erected on the sd piece of

ground before the day of pursuant to his covt contd

in the sd recited indre of lease : And further that if the sd

\77iortgcigo7^ shall make default in this respect, then and in such

case it shall be lawful for the sd \77iortgagee\, his exors, admors,

or assns, to enter into and upon the said premes and to finish

and complete the sd messes and hidings, according to the true

intent and meaning of the sd covt, in such manner as he or

they shall think proper, and for that purpose to enter into such

‘ Where materials and plant are assigned, see the provisions of the

Bills of Sale Act, 1882, 45 & 46 Viet, c 43 -

'•* If the mortgage is by demise, add here the words except the last

day of the said term.’

^ These words will be omitted if the mortgage is by demise.

< If by demise, omit .c words in brackets, .and substitute the follow-

ing :
‘ the demise hereby made shall be void.’
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contracts with builders and others, as may be deemed expedient
^

And that he the sd [inortgagor^ will on demand pay unto the

said \inortgagee\ all and every the sum and sums of rnoy which

he or they shall expend in such works as afsd, with intt thron

at the rate afsd, from the time of the expenditure throf
;
and

the sd premes shall stand and be charged and chargeable with

the paymt of the same moys and intt, and the same shall and

may be raised in the same manner as the sd ppal sum and intt,

and the other moys hrby intended to be secured by virtue of

these presents : And also that he the said \inortgagor\ will,

at all times during the continuance of this security, keep the sd

premes insured against loss or damage by fire, in the sum
of at least, in conformity with the covt in that behalf

contd in the sd indre of lease, and will duly pay the premiums

and sums of moy payable for that purpose, and immedly upon

every such paymt deliver to the sd \77wrtgagee\, his exors,

admors, or assns, the receipt for the same ;
^ And the sd

mortgagee hrby covts with the sd \jnoi'tgag07^ that he the sd

jHortgagee will advance and lend to the sd \fnortgagor^ such

sums of moy as are next hrnar mentd (that is to say), the sum
of ;£ , when so much of the sd intended messes or hidings

shall be completed as upon a valuation throf by the surveyor

' In ordinary cases it is not necessary now to insert a power to the

mortgagee to insure in case of default by mortgagor, and a covenant that

monies expended by the mortgagee in insuring are to be repaid by the

mortgagor, and in the meantime to be charged on mortgaged premises,

because the statutory covenants under s. 19 of the Conveyancing Act, 1881,

are probably more comprehensive. S. 19 gives the mortgagee a charge
for the amount paid and interest ; but the following form may be used in

place of the above :

‘ And that so long as any moy remains due under these

presents the sd \jtiortgagor'\ will insure and keep insured all

hidings upon the premes hrby conveyed [demised] against loss

or damage by fire, in at least the sum of [or a sum
equal to two-thirds of the amount required to rebuild the same
in case of total destruction], and will pay every sum from time
to time payable for keeping on foot every such insurance
within three days after the first day on which it becomes pay-
able, and will forthwith deliver [or will from time to time when
required produce] to the said [mortgagee^ the policy or policies

of insurance, and also when required deliver to him the receipt
for every sum payable as afsd, and in default that the sd \ino7't-

gagor~\ will repay to the sd [77tortgagee^ every sum which under
the statutory power for the purpose may be expended by him
in keeping the sd hidings insured to the amount afsd, with intt

thron at the rate of per cent per annum from the time of
each paymt : And it is hrby agreed that the covt as to
insurance hrnbfre contd shall so long as the same is duly per-
formed be in satisfaction of the statutory right of the sd

\
7710rt-

gagee] to effect and keep on foot fire insurances.’

XXX.

Mortgage by
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XXX.

Mortgage by
Builder.

Proviso that

mortgagee’s
surveyor’s

certificate

must have
been pre-

viously given
;

—and interest

have been
l^aid &c. by
mortgagor.

Declaration
as to leasing

powers.

of the {^mortgagee'] shall appear to have cost the sum of •

and the sum of ;£ when the sd intended messes and
hidings shall have been covered in

;
and the sum of

when the sd intended messes and hidings shall be completely
finished and fit for habiton : Provided always that the sd
[mortgagee] shall not be bound to advance any of the sums of
moy afsd unless and until his surveyor shall have given a certe
in writing that the sd sum or sums have been expended upon
the sd intended messes and blding.s, or that the sd intended
messes and hidings have been covered in or completed (as the
case may be) to the satisfaction of such surveyor, and in con-
formity with the sd recited indre of lease, and the fee of^
shall have been pd by the sd [_mo?'tgagor] for such certe a.s
afsd: Nor unless the sd [mortgago?] shall have duly pd all
intt which at the time when such advance ought to be made
shall be owing on this security, and shall have duly observed
all the covts on the part of sd [mortgagor] hrin contd : And
IT IS HRBY AGRD that the sd [mortgagor] or any person deriving
title under him shall not, except with the consent in writing of
the sd [mortgagee] or the person or persons for the time being
deriving title under him, exercise the powers of leasing or of
agreeing to lease conferred by the Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act, i88i, on a mortgagor while in posson, but it

shall not be necessary to express such consent in any such
lease.* See beloiv if by demise :] And it is hrby lastly
DECLARED that all persons deriving title under the sd [f/iort-

gagor] or the sd [mortgagee] resply, shall be bound by and
entitled to the benefit of the covts, agrmts, and condons hrin
contained as if they had been resply named hrin, except where
the context may require a different construction.**

In witness, &c.

Residue of

term if by
demise.

Right to

consolidate.

' Omit or insert this as the case may be. As to the leasing powers of
a mortgagor in possession, see s. i8 of the Conveyancing Act, i88i.

If the mortgage is by demise, the following will be inserted :
—

‘ And the sd [mortgagor] hrby covts with the sd [mortgagee]
that the sd [mortgagor] will henceforth stand possessed of the
premes comprised in the sd lease for the residue of the term
thereby granted : In trust for the sd [mortj^agee] and to assign
and dispose of the same as he or the persons or person deriving
title under him shall from time to time direct, but subject to

the proviso for redemption hrin contd.’

^ See s. 17 of the Conveyancing Act, 1881, as to restrictions on con-
solidation. It is important to observe that in loans to builders, where it is

intended to make numerous advances, the right to consolidate should be
reserved, and the following form should be inserted before the last clause :

‘ And it is hrby agreed that the sd [mortgagee] and the

persons deriving title under him shall so far as may be have
the same right to consolidate two or more mortgages, so that

one shall not be redeemed alone without the other or others,
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XXXI. XXXI.

SHORT FORM ofMortgage of a Building Agreement entitling

the Builder to separate Leases.^

THIS INDRE, made the day of ,
Between A. B.

\g7iortgagor'\ &c. of the one part, and C. D. \inortgage^ &c.

of the other part : Whras by an agrmt &c. \recite agree-

ment\ : And whras the sd A. B., in pursce of the sd agrmt,

has built two of the houses thrin mentd, and partly built the

remaining three throf : And whras the sd A. B. has applied

to the sd C. D. for the immediate loan of , which the

sd C. D. has agreed to advance on having the same secured

togr with intt at £, per cent per ann in manner hrnar pro-

vided, NOW THIS INDRE WITNETH that in pursce of the

sd agrmt and in conson of the sum of^ at or before the

exon hrof to the sd A. B. (hrnar called ‘ the mtgor ’) pd by the

sd C. D. (hrnar called ‘ the mtgee ’) (the receipt whrof the mtgor

doth hrby acknowledge), the mtgor hrby covts with the mtgee
&c. \continue as in P7-ecedent XXX.^ : AND THIS INDRE
ALSO WITNETH that in furr pursce of the sd agrmt, and in

conson of the premes, the mtgor as beneficial owner ^ hrby

assigns unto the mtgee the piece of land comprised in the sd

recited agrmt, and the houses now erected or hrar to be
erected thron in pursce throf,^ and also the benefit of the sd

agrmt : To hold the same unto the mortgagee henceforth

during all the residue now unexpired of the said term of

years, subject to the proviso for redemption hrnar contd : Pro-
vided ALWAYS that the mtgor shall at his own expense have a
reassignment of the sd premes if he shall pay to the mtgee the

sd sum of with intt as afsd : And the mtgor hrby covts
with the mtgee that he the mtgor will forthwith and con-
tinuously proceed with and complete the erection of the sd 5
houses, and otherwise do, perform, and observe all the covts,

provisos, and condons contd in the sd agrmt. And that in

as would have existed if the Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act, 1881, had not been passed.’

' This form may be useful where an advance of money is required in

haste, but it is important that the mortgagee should secure a grant of the
leases to himself

;
or, if the leases are granted to the mortgagor, a mortgage

of them should be immediately obtained by the mortgagee, in order to be
properly secured. The above is supposed to be an agreement to grant a
lease to the lessee 07- his nominee, containing no condition against assign-
ment.

^ As this is only an agreement, it may be suggested, although the author
thinks that there is no ground for such suggestion, that the provisions of
the Conveyancing Act, 1881, as to implied covenants for title do not apply

;

and, if desired, the ordinary covenants for title may be inserted.
^ Where materials and plant are assigned, see the provisions of the

Bills of Sale Act, 1882, 45 & 46 Viet. c. 43, and see ante, p. loi.
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default thereof (of which default or alleged default the decisionof the surveyor for the time being of the sd [/essor], or the sur-

cSh ®hall be final and
conclusive), or on breach of any of the covts, condons, oragrmts hrin on the mtgor’s part contd, or in default of paymt
of ppal or intt in manner afsd [or if the mtgor shall become
bankrupt or die during the continuance of this security! thenand in any such case it shall be lawful for the mtgee thrupon
or at any time thrar to enter into and upon the sd piece of
land, and to take posson of the whole or any part of the
premes hrby assnd, and to complete the sd houses, and to
carry out the sd agrmt, and take a lease or leases throf, or at
his option to sell the premes hrby assnd or any part throf as
he shall think fit, or otherwise deal with the sd premes in any
manner which he the mtgee may deem best for his own pro-
tection, and to apply the proceeds throf in accordance with
the statutory powers of sale conferred upon a mtgee \msert
covenant to insure, if necessary, see p. 373] : And the mtgor
further covts with the mtgee that he the mtgor will, when and
so soon as a lease can be obtained in accordance with the sd
agrmt, procure from the sd [lessor^, at his own costs and
expense, a separate lease of each of the sd hses to be granted
as the mtgee may direct either to the mtgor or to the mtgee,
and if such lease shall be granted to the mtgor then that he
the mtgor will forthwith make and execute to the mtgee a
valid and effectual mtge of the premes contd in such lease,
either by \\ay of assnmt or underlease, in order to secure such
part of the moy then owing upon this security to the mtgee
as he the mtgee may desire to apportion to the premes contd
in such lease, with intt thron after the rate afsd : And a power
of sale and all such other powers and provisions shall be
contd in the sd mtge as shall be required by the mtgee : And
IT IS HRBY AGRD AND DECLARED that all the costs, charges,
and expenses, as between solor and client, of the mtgee of and
incidental to these presents and anything hrin contd, or any
act, matter, or thing, to be done by him in pursce of the pro-
visions of the sd agrmt of the day of

,
or of these

presents, or in relation thrto resply, shall be borne and pd on
demand by the mtgor, and until paymt shall be made, and
they are hereby made a charge upon the premes hrnbfre
assnd or expressed so to be [insert, if necessary, declaration as
to leasingpowers, see p. 374 ;

and clause as to consolidation, see

P- 374] : And it is hrby lastly declared that the words
‘ mtgor ’ and ‘ mtgee ’ shall include all persons deriving title

under the said A. B. and C. D. resply, except where the con-
text may require a different construction.

In witness, &c.
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XXXII.

AGREEMENT AS TO ENJOYMENT i of Light upon
certam terms.

AN AGRMT, made &c. : Whras the sd A. B. and C. D. are

seised in fee simple of the house and premes, No. •—,

Street afsd, and the sd E. F. is the tenant for life of the house
No. 7 in the same street and the premes occupied with it, part
of which are situate at the rear of the said No. 9 Street :

And whras the sd A. B. and C. D. propose to reconstruct
the rear portion of their sd house and premes by removing the
existing back wall throf, which faces toward the west and over-
looks a part of the back premes of No. 7 Street afsd,

about 20 ft eastwards, and by placing therein windows ^

on the ist, 2nd, and 3rd floors thereof and erecting a skylight
of \state size'\ over a portion of the ground floor throf. NOW
IT IS HRBY MUTUALLY DECLARED AND AGREED
AS FOLLOWS :

I. The sd A. B. and C. D. do hrby, for themselves and so as
to bind their and each of their heirs and assigns and any pson
or psons claiming through or under them, acknowledge that
the access of light and air to the sd house and bldgs. No. 9

- Street afsd, through or by means of the windows and
skylight to be opened and erected in the rear portion of their sd
house as afsd, is had and enjoyed by them solely, by the con-
sent and sufferance of the sd E. F., and so that no easement
or right in respect throf shall be acquired by prescription or
orwise by them, the sd A. B. and C. D., their heirs or assigns,
or any pson or psons claiming through or under them.

2 The sd windows and skylight in the rear portion of the
said house. No. 9 Street, shall be deemed to have been
opened and erected, and the access of light and air thrby shall
be deemed to be enjoyed, with the express licence and consent
of the sd E. F.

;
and the sd E. F., his heirs and assigns, and any

pson or psons claiming through or under him or them and his
successors in title, or any pson or psons now or hrar entitled to
any estate in the sd premes. No. 7 Street afsd, shall be

tK
premes occupied with

-j
Street, or to erect walls on the south and

west sides of the sd No. 9 Street, to any height they may
ple^e, without objection on the part of the sd A. B. and

•’ heirs or assigns, or any pson or psons claiming
through or deriving title under them.

^

_ 3- This agrmt is in no way to restric t the rights and privi-

I of «"
See v. Atkinsoii, 13 ck D. 283.

wi.h =^ou,d be i„se„ed,

XXXII.
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XXXII.

Agreement
as to

Light.

XXXIII.

Agreement
with Archi-
tect.

leges of the sd A. B. and C. D., or their heirs or assigns, in
respect of the ancient light situate in the south wall of No. 9

Street afsd overlooking No. 7 Street afsd.

As WITNESS, &c.

XXXIII.

AGREEMENT WITH ARCHITECT.*

1. [The architect] will prepare sketch plans, elevations, and
sections of the intended biding, having regard to the proposed
cost, so that a contract may be made for it, including fixtures

and fittings, warming, ventilating, lighting, boundary fences,

lodges, and every other work necessary to render the biding fit

for occupon, except furniture, for the proposed amount.
2 . If [the employer] abandon the intention of executing the

biding, the sd [architect] shall be entitled to a su7n to befixed-

beforehand., and to the return of his sketches {but see 6 a7id 12).

3 . If the sketches are approved, with or without modifica-

tions, and the sd [e77iployer] desires to proceed, the sd [architect]

shall by a day to be named prepare working drawings and
specificons for competition by blders.

4 . The drawings and specificons shall be full and complete

so as to enable the sd [e77iployer] to enter into a contract with

a responsible blder.

5 . If the most approved tender exceeds the amount pro-

posed, the sd [architect] shall, if required by the sd [e77iployer],

revise his plans so as to bring the expenditure within the

prescribed limit.

6 . The plans and the documents relating to the works

shall be the property of the sd [e77iployer] {i.e. at once, not

merely after the work is done), and the sd [a7-chitect] shall make
at his own expense all copies of them necessary for the conduct

of the works.

7 and 8 are 77ierely for77ial as to certificates a7id cle7'k of the

works.

9 . The sd [architect] will be at liberty to vary architectural

details, provided such variatio7is do not mvolve extra cost, but

shall on no account incur any increased expenditure without

sanction of the sd [e77iploye7^ in writing.**

10 . If any additional or substituted works become neces-

sary during the exon, the sd [architect] shall furnish the plans

&c. as soon as possible.

11. The sd [architect's] remuneron shall be a fixed sum to

' The above is the substance of the Government arrangement, with

suggestions by Lord Grinithorpe. See p. 26 ct scq. of his book 00

Building.
’ See, as to this, ante, p. 107.
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be agreed on beforehatid

;

and one third of it shall be paid to

him on the exon of the contract
;
another third when half the

contract price has been pd to the blder, and the rest when the
last paymt has been made to the blder.

12. If, after working drawings have been made, the sd[e/«-
ployer~\ does not proceed, the sd [architect] shall be entitled to
a fixed sum to be agreed beforehand, and the plans &c. shall

belong to the sd [employer]. Or if the sd [employer] proceeds
only with a part of the works the sd [architect] shall be entitled
to a proportionate part of the remuneron mentd in ii in
addition to a proportionate part of the sum mentd in this article
in respect to the works abandoned.

13. The sd [architect] shall be entitled to nothing more
except for alterons and additions made by the written authority
of the sd [e7nployer],

14. In that case he shall be entitled to such increased
remuneron as may be agrd on, or determined by arbitration.^

15. If the sd [architect] becomes incapacitated or dies, he
or his representatives shall hand over to the sd [employer] all
plans and papers relating to the works, and shall be entitled to
such equitable proportion of the unpaid part of the said remu-
neron as may be agrd on.^

16. Disputes to be settled by an arbitrator appointedby .1

17. No rules of the R.I.B.A.^ or any other society to be
held binding on the sd [employer].

XXXIII.

Agreement
with Archi-
tect.

XXXIV. XXXIV.

SUGGESTIONS for the Conduct of Architectural Com- -^rchitec-
petitions ‘‘ sanctioned by the Royal Institute of British

Com-
Architects.

' petitions.

I. The promoters of an intended competition should as

arSitp/tfnJ
Professional assessors,

bp u
^^P^tation, whose appointment should

and^whnJ?f - advertisements and instructions,and whose decision shall govern the selection of the designs.

sum'
provision as to arbitration, and to state a fixed

^The following is a more definite stipulation :

tn
architect dies or becomes incapacitated or ceases

agrd on”fo
shall be entitled to whatever sum has been

aLndnnS
working drawings in case the work had been

execiftpH
^ and also to 2^ per cent, on the value of the work

^

uted under his superintendence, and certified by him.’

necesslry.'’°"'''°" travelling expenses, if
r Revised and reissued June 2, 1892.
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All the designs sent in should be submitted to the
assessors.

2 . The duty of assessors should be

—

(a) to draw up the particulars and conditions as in-

structions to competitors, and to advise upon the question
of cost

;

(^) to determine which of the designs conform to the
instructions, and to exclude all others

;

(<r) to advise the promoters on the relative merits of
the designs admitted to the competition, and to make
a selection in accordance with the conditions.

3. Every promoter of a competition, and every assessor
engaged upon it, should abstain absolutely from competing, and
from acting as architect, for the proposed work.

4. The number and scale of the required drawings should
be distinctly set forth, and they should not be more in number,
or to a larger scale, than necessary to clearly explain the
design. If perspective views be required, it should be so
stated

;
and they should be uniform in scale, number, mode of

colouring, &c.

5. Competitions should be conducted in one of the

following ways :

(a) By advertisement, inviting architects willing to

compete for the intended work to send in designs. The
promoters, with the advice of the assessor or assessors,

should make their selections from such designs. The
author of the design awarded a first place should be
employed to carry out the work.

(b) By advertisement, inviting architects willing to

compete for the intended work to send in their names by

a given day
;
with such other information as the candi-

date may think likely to advance his claim to be admitted

to the competition. From these names the promoters,

with the advice of the assessor or assessors, should

select
:

(a) an architect to carry out the work
;
or (^)

a limited number to compete, and each competitor

thus selected should receive a specified sum for the

preparation of his design. The author of the design

awarded the first place should be employed to carry out

the work.

(c) By personal invitation to a limited number of

selected architects, to join in a competition for the

intended work. Each competitor should receive a

specified sum for the preparation of his design. The

author of the design awarded the first place should be

employed to carry out the work.
.

6. No design should bear any motto, device, or distin-

guishing mark
;
but all designs should be numbered by the

promoters in order of receipt. Any attempt to influence the
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decision of the promoters, or of the assessor or assessors,

should disqualify a competitor.

7. In every case the amount of premium or remuneration
for the competitive designs should be fixed by the promoters,
acting under the advice of the assessor or assessors, and
should be paid in addition to the usual professional charges for

carrying out the work.

8. Where a deposit is required for supplying the instruc-
tions, it should be returned on the receipt of a bona fide
design

;
or if the applicant declines to compete and returns

the said instructions, within a month after their receipt.

9. A DESIGN should be excluded from a competition

—

(fl) if sent in after the period named (accidents in
transit excepted)

;

{fi)
if it does not substantially give the accommodation

asked for
j

(<r) if it exceeds the limits of site as shown on the plan
issued by the promoters, the figured dimensions on which
should be adhered to until officially altered

;

{d) if the assessor or assessors should determine that
its probable cost will exceed the outlay stated in the
instructions, or the estimate of the competitor should
no outlay be stated

;
provided always that should the

assessor or assessors not have been consulted in the
first instance respecting the cost, as recommended in
paragraph (a) of clause 2, and should he or they be of
opinion that the outlay stated in the instructions is
inadequate for the proper execution of the proposed
works, the assessor or assessors shall not be bound
in the selection of a design by the amount named in
such instructions, but the question of cost shall never-
theless be a material element in the consideration of
the award

;

(^) if any of the other instructions are violated.

_

10. It is desirable that all designs submitted in a competi-
tion, except any excluded under clause 9, should, with the
consent of their authors, be publicly exhibited after the award
has beeii made, which award should be published at the time
ot exhibition.

K /V TfJ,\^^chitect whose design maybe selected as the
best should be employed to carry out the work, and he should
be paid in accordance with the schedule of ‘ Professional Prac-
ice and Charges of Architects ’ sanctioned and published by theRoyal Institute. If no instructions are given to him to proceedwithin twelve months from the date of the selection, he^should

?ff
coinpensation in addition to the premium

(if any) awarded to him. In, the event of a part only of hisoriginal design being carried out, he should be paid aLm tobe agreed upon in respect of the deferred portion, such Turn

XXXIV.
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—except for
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;
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all executed,

and 2\ per

cent, on all
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to be merged in the usual professional charge when the com-
pletion of the design is proceeded with.

It should be understood that the Royal Institute issues
these suggestions as a guide to promoters where a competition
has been decided upon, but not as necessarily recommending
the principle of competition.

XXXV.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AND CHARGES
OF ARCHITECTS.

Schedule sanctioned by the Royal Institute of British Architects,

atid cotifirmed at a General Conference of Architects of the

United Kingdojn, 1872 .

1. The usual remuneration for an architect’s services, except
as hereinafter mentioned, is a commission of 5 per cent on the
total cost of the works executed from his designs

;
besides

which all travelling and other incidental expenses incurred by
the architect are paid by the employer, who may be also

charged for time occupied in travelling if the work be executed
at a considerable or inconvenient distance, or if more than
ordinary personal attendance is required.

2. But for all works in which the expenditure is mainly
for skilled labour and not for materials, e.g. in designs for

the fittings and furniture of buildings, for their decoration

with painting or mosaic, for their sculpture, for stained glass,

and other like works, the architect’s charge is not made by way
of commission on the cost, but should be regulated by special

circumstances and conditions.

3. When several similar but distinct buildings are erected

at the same time from a single specification and one set of

drawings and under one contract, the commission of 5 per

cent, should be charged on the cost of one such building,

and a modified arrangement should be made in respect of the

others.

4. In works of small value, say ;;^5oo in amount, 5 per

cent, is not remunerative, and the charge should be by time, or

by an ascending scale, reaching 10 per cent, for works under

^100.
5. The commission is reckoned upon the total cost of the

works, valued as if executed by a builder, and of new

materials. Two and a half per cent, is charged upon any

works originally included in the contract, but subsequently

omitted in execution.

' These charges &c. are, of course, not binding on the employer

unless by agreement. See a7ite, p. 40 ,
as to making special contract

with architect.
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This is exclusive of the charge for measuring extras and
omissions.

6. The architect is entitled during the progress of the
building to payment on account at the rate of 5 per cent, on
the instalments paid to the builder, or otherwise to half the

commission on the signing of the contract, or the commence-
ment of the works, and the remainder by instalments as above.

N.B.—The terms of payment adopted by Her Majesty’s
Office of Works and Public Buildings may also be
taken as an equitable method of payment on account,
viz. :

One third part of the commission shall be paid to

the architect immediately after the signing of the
contract

;

One third part shall be paid to the architect as soon
as one-half of the contract sum has been paid to
the builder

;

And the remaining one third part shall be paid to
the architect after the final payment to the builder.

7. The above charges do not cover professional services
in connection with negotiations for site, in surveying it and
taking levels, in making surveys and plans of buildings to be
altered, in arrangements respecting party walls or right of
lights, nor services incidental to arrangements consequent
upon the failure of builders whilst carrying out work, or in
cases of subsequent litigation

;
but all such services are charged

for in addition.

8. If the employer, after having agreed to a design, and
had the contract drawings prepared, should have material
alterations made, whether before or after the contract is pre-
pared, an extra charge should be made, unless such alterations
are rendered necessary by an unreasonable excess in the
builder’s tender beyond the architect’s approximate estimate.

9- If the architect should have drawn out the approved
design complete, with plans, elevations, sections, and speci-
fication, the charge is half the commission upon the estimated
cost. If he should, in addition, have procured tenders in
accordance with the instruction of his employer, the charge is
one-half per cent, extra.

10. For works in the alteration of premises, a special charge
may be made on account of the special difficulties and trouble
generally involved.

11. The following are the professional services included in
the ordinary charge of 5 per cent. :

The requisite preliminary sketches, drawings, and speci-
fications sufficient for an estimate and contract.

Detailed drawings and instructions for execution.'
One set of tracings and duplicate specification.
General superintendence of works (exclusive of clerk of

the works).

XXXV.
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XXXV.

Charges &c.

of Architects.

—also ap-

proximate
estimate.

The usual

charge per

day.

All payments
to architect

to be from
employer.

Quantities.

Ownership of

drawings.

Estates.

E.xamining and passing the accounts, exclusive of
measuring and making out extras and omissions.

12. No additional remuneration is due for making an ap-
proximate estimate, such as may be obtained, for instance, by
cubing out the contents. If a detailed estimate be required by
the employer, an additional percentage charge may be made.

13. The charge per day made by architects depends upon
their professional position, the minimum charge being three

guineas per day.

14. The above payments alluded to in this document are

to be made by the employer to the architect, who is not to

receive commission or payment of any kind from the builder,

or any tradesman, in respect of works executed under the

architect’s direction.

15. When an architect supplies builders with quantities, on
which to form tenders for executing his designs, he should do
so with the concurrence of his employer, and it is desirable,

when practicable, that the architect should be paid by him
rather than by the builder, the cost of such extra labour not

being included in the commission of 5 per cent.

16. In respect of the ownership of drawings and specifica-

tions, it has hitherto been the general custom for the architect

to be paid for their use only, those documents remaining his

property.

N.B.—In case of sketches for works abandoned, this

custom is recognised by Her Majesty’s Office of

Works and Public Buildings. No authoritative de-

cision in the courts of law has, however, as yet been

given on the subject : it is therefore desirable, for the

present at least, that the architect should have a

distinct understanding with his employer on this

point.

17. The charge for taking a plan of an estate, laying it out,

and arranging for building upon it, should be regulated by the

time, skill, and trouble involved.

18. For actually letting the several plots (in ordinary cases)

a sum not exceeding a whole year’s ground rent may be

charged.

19. For inspecting the buildings during their progress (so

far as may be necessary to ensure the conditions being fulfilled)

and finally certifying for lease, the charge should be a per-

centage not exceeding one-half per cent, up to £^,000 ,
and

above that by special arrangement.

20. All the above fees to be exclusive of travelling expenses,

and time occupied in travelling, as before mentioned.

21. The charge for the above does not include the commis-

sion for preparing specification, directing, superintending, and

certifying the proper formation of roads, fences, and other works

executed at the cost of the employer, nor for putting the plans

on the leases.
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22. The following definite charges are recognised for
valuation of property :

—

The charge throughout is i per cent, on the first ;^i,ooo,
and half per cent, on the remainder up to ;j^io,ooo.
Below ^1,000 and beyond ^^10,000 by special arrange-
ment. These charges do not include travelling expenses,
nor attendance before juries, arbitrators, &c.

23. The charge for estimating dilapidations is 5 per cent,
on the estimate, and in no case less than two guineas.

XXXVI.

SUBMISSION BY AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATION.*

day of
, between

1. An Agreement made this —
A. B. of

,
and C. D. of .

2. Whras disputes and differences have arisen and are still
subsisting between the above-mentd parties \or state here the
particular disputes'] : IT IS HRBY AGRD by and betwn them
to refer all disputes and matters in difference whatsoer betwn
them

\

or state what is to be referred],

3. To the award, order, and final determinon of X. Y., of
, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2

4. So as the above-mentd arbitrator make and publish his
award in writing, and signed by him, of and concerning the
matters referred, ready to be delivered to the parties or to
either of them. ^

5. Or if they, or either of them, shall be dead before the

whnT£u ^ psonal representativeswho shall require the same.
6. On or before the day of next, or on or before anyother day to which the arbitrator shall by any writing signedby him endorsed on this submission from^ time to time enfargethe time for making his award. °

' See Russell on Arbitration.

follLYng^l^
arbitrators and an umpire, substitute the

^ward, order, final end, and determinon of M Nand O. P. arbitrators nominated by the sd A. B. and the sd

of r'
to the umpirage

1 ’ not agree to the award of suchpson as the sd arbitrators shall appoint as umpire”] {or in

umpirage, final en'd, and
?hTs"darbitrators shall by writing under their hands enZr ed on tLsepr«ents before they enter upon the conson of the ZttS!referred nominate and appoint]. ’

XXXV.

Charges &c.
of Architects.

Valuations.

Dilapidations.

XXXVL

Submission
to Arbitra-
tion.

Appointment
of arbitrator.

Formal
requisites of
award.

Death of party
no revocation

Duration

—

power to

enlarge time.
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7. And it is further agreed that the costs of preparing and
executing these presents and a duplicate hrof, and the costs of

the reference and award, shall be in the discretion of the arbi-

trator who may direct to and by whom and in what manner the

same, or any part thereof, shall be paid.

8. And that the witnesses on the reference and the parties

(if examined) shall be examined on oath or affirmation.

9. And that the arbitrator shall be at liberty to proceed ex
parte in case either party, after reasonable notice, shall at any
time neglect or refuse to attend on the reference without

having previously shown to the said arbitrator what the latter

shall consider good and sufficient cause for omitting to attend.

10. And that the parties respectively shall produce before

the arbitrator all books, deeds, papers, accounts, vouchers,

writings, and documents within their possession or control,

which the arbitrator may require and call for as in his judg-

ment relating to the matters referred.

11. And that the parties respectively shall do all other acts

necessary to enable the arbitrator to make a just award, and
that neither of them shall wilfully and wrongly do, or cause

to be done, any act to delay or prevent the arbitrator from

making his award.

12. And it is further agreed that the said parties, their

executors and administrators, shall on their respective parts in

all things stand to, obey, abide by, perform, fulfil, and keep

the award so to be made and published as aforesaid.

13. And that none of them shall bring or prosecute any

action against the arbitrator, or against any other of them, con-

cerning the matters referred.

14. And it is further agreed that in the event of either

of the parties, their executors or administrators, being dis-

satisfied with the award, or disputing its validity, and moving

the Court to set the same, or any part thereof, aside, or on any

motion being made respecting the said award, the said Court,

whether the award be insufficient in law or not, shall have

power if it shall think fit to remit the award or the matters

hereby referred, or any of them, from time to time, to the

reconsideration and determination of the said arbitrator.

In witness whereof the said parties have hereunto set their

hands the day and year first above written.

Witness. A. B.

E. F. C. D.
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London
Building
Act, 1804.

LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1894.

57 & 58 ViCT. CH. ccxiii.

An Act to consolidate and amend the Enactmettts relating to

Streets and Buildings in Londo7i} [2Sth August 1894.]

Whereas enactments relative to streets and buildings in the

administrative county of London are contained in the follow

ing Acts viz. :

—

The Metropolitan Building Act 1844 Public Act.

The Metropolis Management Act 1855 Public Act.

The Metropolitan Building Act 1855 1 Public Act.

The Metropolitan Building Act (Amend- Public Act.

ment) i860
The Metropolitan Building Amendment Public Act.

Act 1861

The Metropolis Management Amend- Public Act.

ment Act 1862

The Metropolitan Building Act 1869 Public Act.

The Metropolitan Building Act 1871 Public Act.

The Metropolis Management and Build- Public Act.

ing Acts Amendment Act 1878

The Metropolis Management and Build- Public Act.

ing Acts (Amendment) Act 1882

The London Council (General Powers) i Local and Per-

Act 1890 sonal Act.

The London Sky Signs Act 1891 Local and Per-

I

sonal Act.

The London County Council (General Local and Per-

Powers) Act 1893 !

sonal Act.

And whereas the existing provisions of the said Acts are

complicated and in some respects doubtful and are insufficient

to secure the construction and maintenance of streets and

buildings in a satisfactory manner :

And whereas it will conduce to the public convenience

that the said Acts should be repealed to the extent set forth in

‘ A contract for the erection of a building in contravention of the pro-

visions of this Act cannot be enforced, Stevens v. Gourley, 7 C. B. (N. S. ) 99 ;

29 L. T. C. P. I
;

I L. T. (N. S.) 33 ; i F. & F. 498. See Cuhilts. Smith,

II L.T. (N. S.) 298.
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this Act and that further provisions should be made and
powers conferred in order to secure a proper width and direc-

tion of streets the sound construction of buildings the diminu-
tion of the danger arising from fire the securing of more light

air and space round buildings and generally with respect to

the control and regulation of streets and buildings and other-

wise as in this Act set forth :

And whereas the purposes aforesaid cannot be effected

without the authority of Parliament :

May it therefore &c.

PART I.

INTRODUCTORY.

1. This Act may be cited as the London Building Act 1894.
2. This Act shall be divided into Parts as follows :

—

Part I.—Introductory.

Part II.—Formation and Widening of Streets.

Part III.—I.ines of Building Frontage.
Part IV.—Naming and Numbering of Streets.

Part V.—Open Spaces about Buildings and Height of
Buildings.

Part VI.—Construction of Buildings.
Part VII.—Special and Temporary Buildings and

Wooden Structures.

Part VIII.—Rights of Buildingand Adjoining Owners.
Part IX.—Dangerous and Neglected Structures.
Part X.—Dangerous and Noxious Businesses.
Part XL—Dwelling-houses on Low-lying Land.
Part XIL—Sky Signs.

Part XIII.—Superintending Architect and District
Surveyors.

Part XIV.—Byelaws.
Part XV.—Legal Proceedings.
Part XVI.—Miscellaneous.

3. This Act shall come into operation on and shall take
effect froni the first day of January next after the passing
thereof which date is in this Act referred to as the commence-
ment of this Act.

4. ' This Act shall save so far as is otherwise provided ex-
tend to London ^ and no further :

Provided always that in addition to any exemption referring
to the Commissioners of Sewers contained in this Act nothingm tins Act contained shall in any way take away alter prejudice
or affect any of the powers privileges exemptions jurisdictions
or authorities given to or vested in the Commissioners of Sewers
oy or under any Act of Parliament and existing immediately

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 4. 2 Defined s. 5 (40).

London
Building
Act, 1894.

Part I.

Introductory.

Short title.

Division of

Act into Parts.

Commence-
ment of Act.

Extent of Act,
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before the passing of this Act notwithstanding the repeal of
the Acts specified in the Fourth Schedule hereto.

6 .* In this Act unless the context otherwise requires

—

(1)
2 The expression ‘ street ’ means and includes any highway

and any road bridge lane mews footway square court
alley passage whether a thoroughfare or not and a
part of any such highway road bridge lane mews
footway square court alley or passage.

(2) The expression ‘ way ’ includes any public road way or
footpath not being a street and any private road way
or footpath which it is proposed to convert into a
highway or to form lay out or adapt as a street.

(3)
3 The expression ‘roadway’ in relation to any street or

way means and includes the whole space open for

traffic whether carriage traffic and foot traffic or foot
traffic only.

(4) The term ‘ centre of the roadway ’ means

—

{a) In relation to any street or way of which the centre
of the roadway has been ascertained or defined
by the Council or the superintending architect

previously to or after the commencement of this

Act the centre of the roadway as so ascertained

or defined
j

ip) In relation to any street or way of which the centre

of the roadway shall not have been ascertained

or defined by the Council or the superintending

architect where the roadway opposite the site of

the building in question shall since the twenty-

second day of July one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-eight have been widened the centre

of the roadway as existing immediately before the

date of such widening or where it shall not have
been so widened the actual centre of the existing

roadway :

For the purpose of any enactment in this Act referring to

the centre of the roadway the superintending archi-

tect may at any time define the line constituting the

centre of the roadway in the case of a street formed

or laid out after the eighteenth day of August one

’ It will be observed that there is no definition of building in this clause

;

but it has been held that a structure of wood of considerable size (16 ft.

by 13 ft.) and intended to be permanently used as a shop, is a building,

although not let into the ground. Stevens v. Gourley, supra. As to the

meaning of a ‘ building ’ within s. 27 of 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 45, Pcrwell y.

Farmer, 34 L. J. C. P. 71 : Pcnuell v. Boraston, 34 L. J. C. P. 73 ;
within

the Factory Act, 1867, Pedgrave v. Lee, 43 L. J. M. C. 105 ;
Bosoes v.

Law, 9 Eq. 636 : Morish v. Harris, L. iC i C. P. I 55 *

Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet c. 120, s. 250; 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102,

s. 1 12. See Ellis v. Londo7i County Council, 67 L. T. 55^- London

Coutity Council v. Mitchell, 63 L. J. 5l. C. 104.

“ Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 4 ; 53 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii. s. 30.
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thousand eight hundred and ninety and the line so

defined shall continue to be deemed the centre for

such purpose notwithstanding that the actual centre

of the roadway may have become altered by reason

of the roadway having been widened either on one

side only or on both sides to an unequal extent.

{5) The expression ‘the prescribed distance’ * means twenty

feet from the centre of the roadway where such

roadway is used for the purpose of carriage traffic

and ten feet from the centre of the roadway where

such roadway is used for the purposes of foot traffic

only.

(6) The expression ‘ new building ’ ^ means and includes

—

Any building erected after the commencement of this

Act
;

Any building which has been taken down for more than

one half of its cubical extent and re-erected or

commenced to be re-erected wholly or partially

on the same site after the commencement of this

Act

;

^ Any space between walls and buildings which is roofed

or commenced to be roofed after the commence-
ment of this Act.

{7) The expression ‘ bressummer ’ means a wooden beam or

metallic girder which carries a wall.

(8) The expression ‘ level of the ground ’ means the mean
level of the ground as determined by the district

surveyor or in the event of disagreement by the
superintending architect or on appeal by the tribunal

of appeal.

(9)
'* The expression ‘ foundation ’ applied to a wall having

footings means the solid ground or artificially formed
support on which the footings of the wall rest but
in the case of a wall carried by a bressummer means
such bressummer.

(10) ® The expression ‘base’ applied to a wall means the
underside of the course immediately above the

' Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 4. See s. 202 of the Metro-
polis Management Act, 1855, p. 508.

- The old definition was in ss. 8, 9, and lo of the Building Act, 1855. As
to buildings in course of erection at commencement of Act, see s. 212. See
the following cases in the old sections, Tearv. Freebody, 4 C. B. (N. S.

)
228 :

North Kent Railway Co. v. Badger, 8 El. & El. 728 ; 27 L. J. M. C. 106 :

Badger v. Denn, 22 J. P. 129 : Stevens v. Gourley, 29 L. T. C. P. i
;

7 C. B. (N. S.) 99 ; I L. T. (N. S.) 33 : Hobbs v. Dance, L. R. 9 C. P. 30,.

^ to stables pulled down and re-erected with the same materials
; Poplar

District Board of Works v. Knight, 28 L. J. M. C. 37, as to houses without
foundations.

^ See Clarke \. St. Pancras Festry, 34 J. P. 181.
‘ Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 14.
‘ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3.
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footings if any or in the case of a wall carried by a
bressummer above such bressummer.

(ii) The expression ‘ground storey’ means that storey of a
building to which there is an entrance from the out-
side on or near the level of the ground and where
there are two such storeys then the lower of the two :

Provided that no storey of which the upper surface
of the floor is more than four feet below the level
of the adjoining pavement shall be deemed to be
the ground storey.

The expression ‘basement storey’ means any storey
of a building which is under the ground storey.

(^3) The expression ‘first storey’ means that storey of a
building which is next above the ground storey the
successive storeys above the first storey being the
second storey the third storey and so on to the
topmost storey.

{14) The expression ‘topmost storey’* means the upper-
most storey in a building whether constructed
wholly or partly in the roof or not.

(15) The expression ‘external wall’** means an outer wall
or vertical enclosure of any building not being a
party wall.

(16) The expression ‘party wall’ ^ means

—

(fl) A wall forming part of a building and used or con-
structed to be used for separation of adjoining
buildings belonging to different owners or occu-
pied or constructed or adapted to be occupied by
different persons

;
or

{b) A wall forming part of a building and standing to a
greater extent than the projection of the footings
on lands of different owners.

(17)
“* The expression ‘cross wall’ means a wall used or con-

structed to be used in any part of its height as an
inner wall of a building for separation of one part

from another part of the building that building being
wholly in or being constructed or adapted to be
wholly in one occupation.

(18) The expression ‘ party fence wall’ ® means a wall used
or constructed to be used as a separation of adjoin-

ing lands of different owners and standing on lands

of different owners and not being part of a building

'As to ‘ topmost storey ’ see Foote v. Hodgson, 25 Q. B. D. 160

:

59 L. J. Q. B. 343.
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3. See Green v. Eales, 2Q. B.

225, as to meaning of ‘ external wall ’ in a covenant to repair.
’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3. See Ktiight v. Pursell,

II Ch. D. 412, and the cases ante, p. 252, Chap. XXIII., as to party walls.
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3.

* This is new ; see Alayfair Prope7-ty Co. Johnston, [1894] i Ch. 508 ;

63 L. J. Ch. 399 ; 70 L. T. 485 ; 8 R. 781.
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but does not include a wall constructed on the land
of one owner the footings of which project into the
land of another owner.

(19) The expression ‘party arch’ ' means an arch separating
adjoining buildings storeys or rooms belonging to
different owners or occupied or constructed or
adapted to be occupied by different persons or sepa-
rating a building from a public way or a private way
leading to premises in other occupation.

(20) 2 The expression ‘party structure’ means a party wall
and also a partition floor or other structure separating
vertically or horizontally ^ buildings storeys or rooms
approached by distinct staircases or separate en-
trances from without.

(21)
» The expression ‘ height ’ in relation to any building

means the measurement taken from the level of the
footway (if any) immediately in front of the centre
of the face of the building or (where there is no
such footway) from the level of the ground before
excavation to the level of the top of the parapet or
where there is no parapet to the level of the top of
the external wall or (in the case of gabled buildings)
to the base of the gable.

(22) 5 The expression ‘area’ applied to a building means
the superficies of a horizontal section thereof made
at the point of its greatest surface inclusive of the
external walls and of such portions of the party
walls as belong to the building.

(23) The expression ‘ square ’ applied to the measurement
of the area of a building means the space of 100
superficial feet.

(24) The expression ‘ cubical extent ’ applied to the measure-
rnent of a building means the space contained within
the external surfaces of its walls and roof and the
upper surface of the floor of its lowest storey.

(25) The expression ‘dwelling-house ’ means a building used
or constructed or adapted to be used wholly or prin-
cipally for human habitation.

(26) The expression ‘domestic building ’includes a dwelling-
house and any other building not being a public
building or of the warehouse class.

(27) The expression ‘public building ’
^ means a building

In the old Act this was included under party structure.
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3.

’ See Holland v. Wallen, 70 L. T. ^76 • 10 T T R inn • •

now nret by these new words’, « vertically^ or ’horllnta^/
‘ ^

Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 8s.

6
iS Sc 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 3.

in C 1 nf
more extensive language, the old definitic

S l.Vm '^SS! sLIv V.
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used or constructed or adapted to be used as a
church chapel or other place of public worship or
as a school college or place of instruction (not being
merely a dwelling-house so used) or as a hospital
workhouse public theatre public hall public concert-
room public ball-room public lecture-room public
library or public exhibition-room or as a public place
of assembly or used or constructed or adapted to be
used for any other public purpose also a building
used or constructed or adapted to be used as an
hotel lodging-house home refuge or shelter where
such building extends to more than two hundred
and fifty thousand cubic feet or has sleeping
accommodation for more than one hundred persons.

(28) * The expression ‘ building of the warehouse class
’

means a warehouse factory manufactory brewery or

distillery and any other building exceeding in cubical

extent one hundred and fifty thousand cubic feet

which is neither a public building nor a domestic
building.

(29) The expression ‘owner’ ^ shall apply to every person in

possession or receipt either of the whole or of any

* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, sch. i, pt. ii. rule i.

“ This re-enacts the old definition in s. 3 of the Act of 1855. The
following cases were decided in the old Act :

—

A peppercorn rent is not within the meaning of the words in this inter-

pretation clause, and therefore the owner in fee simple who lets land on a
building lease at a peppercorn rent is not liable. Evelyn v. Whichcord,

27 L. T. M. C. 21 1 ; El. B. & El. 126. So also in Caudiuell v. Hanson,
L. R. 7 Q. B. SS.
A tenant in possession having an equitable intferest only under an

agreement for a lease, is an owner. Co-iuett v. Phillips, 33 Beav. 18;

II W. R. 706 ; 8 L. T. (N. S.) 622.

So also is a lessee for a term of ninety-nine years who has demised some
portions to separate persons for terms varying from seven to twenty-one years.

Hiintv. Harris, 19 C. B. (N. S.
) 13 ; 34 L. J.C. P. 249 ; 13 W. R. 742.

So is the lessee of a chapel for twenty-one years. Peg. v. Mourilyan,

3 L. T. (N. S.
) 668 ; and so is a tenant in possession of part of a house under

an agreement for a greater interest than as tenant from year to year,

Fillingham v. Wood [1891] i Ch. 51 ; 60 L. J. Ch. 232 ; 64 L. T. 46;

39 W. R. 282 ; 7 T. L. R. 66. In such case service of notice on the person

in receipt of the whole of the rents of the tenement is not sufficient. Ibid.

A lessee not in possession, but who has sublet, is not an ‘owner.’

^igg V. Lefevre, 8 T. L. R. 493.
See Saffron Hill Overseers, Ex parte, 24 L.J. M. C. 56 ; 18 Jur. 1104 :

a case under s. 42 of 7 & 8 Viet. c. 84, as to where a house had lieen

burnt, and the tenant was exempt from paying rent during the time that

the house was untenantable. But there are other words in that section.

See Wheeler v. Gray, 6 C. B. (N. S.) 606; 28 L. J. C. P. 200;

7 W. R. 325, as to a tenant from year to year not being owner : and see

Bowditch V. Wakefield Local Board, L. R. 6 Q. B. 567 j 4° L. J. M. C. 2I4>

as to a trustee ofa school : Angell v. Paddington Vestry, L. R. 3 Q- B. 7 i4 t

as to commissioners for building a church : Pltimstead Board of Works v.

British Land Co., L. R. 10 Q. B. 203, as to a land company : Reg. v. Lee,
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part of the rents or profits of any land or tenement

or in the occupation of any land or tenement other-

wise than as a tenant from year to year or for any
less term or as a tenant at will.

(30) The expression ‘occupier’ does not include a lodger

and ‘ occupy ’ and ‘ occupation ’ do not refer to

occupation by a lodger.

(31)

' The expression ‘building owner’ means such one of

the owners of adjoining land as is desirous of building

or such one of the owners of buildings storeys or

rooms separated from one another by a party wall

or party structure as does or is desirous of doing a
work affecting that party wall or party structure.

(32)

' The expression ‘adjoining owner’ means the owner
or one of the owners and ‘adjoining occupier’
means the occupier or one of the occupiers of land
buildings storeys or rooms adjoining those of the
building owner.

{33)
^ The expression ‘builder’ means the person who is

employed to build or to execute work on a building
or structure or where no person is so employed the
owner of the building or structure.

(34)
^ The expression ‘ superintending architect ’ means the

superintending architect of metropolitan buildings
for the time being.

( 3

5)

^ The expression ‘district surveyor’ means every such
surveyor who is appointed in pursuance of this Act
or whose appointment is hereby confirmed and shall
include any deputy or assistant surveyor appointed
under this Act.

(36) The expression ‘fire-resisting material’ means any of
the materials and things described in the Second
Schedule to this Act.

(37) The expression ‘inhabited’ applied to a room means a
room in which some person passes the night or
which is used as a living room including a room

T; 4 Q. B. 75) to incumbent of a church who is not in receipt ofrent-

?• 379 : 55 L. J. M. C. 17 ; 54 L. T. 511 j
34 W. R. 220

; 50 J. 1 . 436, as to churches and chapels generally.
^ee Lady Holland v. Kensingtoii Veshy, L. R. 2 C. P. 565 ; 36 L. T.

IVL C. 105, as to an agreement with a builder by the owner in fee of landwho covenarited to grant leases of the houses when finished, where the
latter was held to be ‘ owner.’ But see the later case oi Poplar Board v.
Love, 2g L. T. (N. S.) 915, where the builder was held to be owner : and
see Mayor of St. Helens yr. Riley, 47 J. P. 471, as to meaning of owner in a
private Act.

by the Metropolis Management Act, 1855, and theublic Health Acts, 1875 and 1891, are similar, though not the same.
Re-enacting i8 & 19 Vict. c. 122, s. 82. See Part VIII., tost

• ^Ibid.s.62.
^

* Ibid, s. 3.
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with respect to which there is a probable presump-
tion (until the contrary is shown) that some person
passes the night therein or that it is used as a living
room.

(38) The e.xpression ‘ habitable ’ applied to a room means a
room constructed or adapted to be inhabited.

(39) The expression ‘the Metropolis Management Acts’
means the Metropolis Management Act 1855 and
the Acts amending the same or any one or more of
those Acts.

(40) The expression ‘ London ’ means the administrative
county of London.

(41) The expression ‘the Council’ means the London
County Council.

(42) The expression ‘local authority’ means the vestry or
district board of works under the Metropolis
Management Acts within whose parish or district

the building structure place land or thing referred

to is or will be or in the City the Commissioners of
Sewers or in the parish of Woolwich the Woolwich
Local Board of Health.

(43) The expression ‘ the City ’ means all parts now within

the jurisdiction of the Commissioners of Sewers.

(44) The expression ‘ Corporation ’ means the mayor aider-

men and commons of the City of London.

(45) The expression ‘Guildhall’ means the land offices

courts and buildings commonly called the Guildhall

and the offices courts and buildings adjoining or

appurtenant thereto which now are used by or may
hereafter be erected for the use of the Corporation

or of any committee commission or society appointed

by them.

(46) The expression ‘ Commissioners of Sewers ’ means the

Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London.

(47) The expression ‘the tribunal of appeal’ means the

tribunal of appeal constituted by this Act.

PART II.‘

FORMATION AND WIDENING OF STREETS.

6. From and after the commencement of this Act streets

shall not be made and ways shall not be widened altered or

adapted so as to form streets otherwise than subject to and in

accordance with the provisions set forth in this Part of this

’ This Part gives a new code of regulations as to the formation of

streets, and as the expression ‘new street’ is not now used, it may be hoped

that the difficulties which formerly arose in defining it will be avoided. As

tosubsoil ofnew streets, see Metropolis Management Act, 1890,/w/, p. 537 -
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Act Provided that this Act shall not affect the powers of any

local authority to widen alter or improve any street.^

Before any person commences to form or lay out any

street whether intended to be used for carriage traffic or for

foot traffic only ^ such person shall make an application in

writing to the Council for thei^ sanction to the formation or

laying out of such street either for carriage traffic or for foot

traffic (as the case may be) ;

Every such application shall be accompanied by plans and
sections with such particulars in relation thereto as may be
required by printed regulations issued by the Council and
the Council shall forthwith communicate every such applica-

tion to the local authority ;

And no person shall commence to form or lay out any street

for carriage traffic or for foot traffic without having obtained
the sanction of the Council.

8. ® For the purposes of this Part of this Act a person shall

be deemed to commence to form or lay out a street if he erect

a fence or other boundary or lay down lines of kerbing or level

the surface of the ground so as to define the course or direc-

tion of a street or if he form the foundations of a house in such
manner and in such position as that such house will or may
become one of three or more houses abutting on or erected
beside land on which a street is intended to be or may be
thereafter laid out or formed Provided that no person shall

be deemed to commence to form or lay out a street if he do
any of the acts in this section mentioned for some purpose
other than that of forming or laying out a street.

9 .
® In any of the cases following but in no other case (that

is to say) :

—

(1) Where any street is proposed to be formed or laid out for
carriage traffic without being of or being widened
to the full width of forty feet clear or such other
width as may be required under the provisions of this
Act

;

(2) Where any street is proposed to be formed or laid out for
foot traffic only without being of or being widened
to the full width of twenty feet clear

;

(3) Where any street exceeding sixty feet in length or any street
not exceeding sixty feet in length of which the length
is greater than the width is proposed to be formed or

The penalty for breach of this section is contained in s. 200 tost
p. 469.

’ ^ >

Re-enacting 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. 7.
’ See Metropolitan Board of Works v. Nathan, 54 L. T. 423 ; 34 W. R.

104 ; 50 J- P- 503- The old law was contained in the Act of 1882.
See the current regulations, p. 615.

i \
to buildings abutting at the rear, see Mietro-pohtan Board of Works v. Cox, 19 C. B. (N. S

) 445

ss 8 f 98; 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14,ss. 8, 26
, S3 & 54 Vict. c. cxlui. s. 35.

^
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laid out without being open at both ends from the
ground upwards ;

'

(4 ) Where any street not being within the City is proposed
to be formed or laid out in such manner that such
street will not at and from the time of forming and
laying out the same afford direct communication
between two streets such two streets being (where it

is intended to form or lay out such street for carriage
traffic) streets formed and laid out for carriage

* traffic
;

^

(5) Where it is proposed to form or lay out any street not
being within the City for foot traffic only and it

appears to the Council that such street should not
be formed or laid out for foot traffic only or that such
street should be formed or laid out for foot traffic

only subject to conditions
;

(6) Where the street is proposed to be formed or laid out
for carriage traffic with any gradient steeper than one
in twenty

;

(7) Where it is proposed to form or layout any street in such
manner as to be in contravention of any byelaw of

the Council

;

it shall be lawful for the Council by order at any time within

the period of two months after the receipt of the application to

refuse to sanction or to sanction subject to such conditions ^ as

they may by such order prescribe the formation or laying out

of such street for carriage traffic or for foot traffic only as the

case may be provided that the Council shall within such period

give notice to the applicant of such order stating fully all their

reasons for such refusal or the imposition of such conditions as

the case may be :

Provided that if within the said period of two months the

Council fail to give notice of their refusal to sanction the for-

mation or laying out of such street or of their disapproval of

any such plan or section they shall be deemed to have given

their sanction thereto.

10.'*— (i) Before any person commences

—

{a) To adapt for carriage traffic any street or way not pre-

viously so adapted or to use or permit to be used

for carriage traffic any street or way not previously

so adapted
;

' See Metropolitan Board of Works v. Steed, S Q. B. D. 445 ;

SI L. J. M. C. 22.

See Daiv v. London County Council, 59 B. J. M. C. 112 ;
62 L. I.

937 > 54 !• ; 6 T. L. R. 289 : London County Council v. Edmond-

son, 66 L. T. 200 ; 56 J. P. 343 ; 8 T. L. K. 267 : I-ondon County Coun-

cil V. Davis, 43 W. R. 574.
’ As to whether the Court can adjudicate upon the reasonableness of

the conditions, see London County Council v. Best, 9 R. 499 *

power to impose conditions, see s. 190, post, p. 467.

< Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, ss. 9, 10; 53 & 54 Viet. c. cc.xhn.

s. 35. For penalties, see s. 200, post, p. 469.
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{b) To adapt as a street for . foot traffic only or as a public

footway any way not previously so adapted
;

such person shall make an application in ;writing to the Coun-
cil for their sanction thereto and such application shall be
accompanied by plans and sections and such particulars in

relation thereto as may be required by printed regulations
issued by the Council * and the Council shall forthwith com-
municate every such application to the local authority and no
person shall commence to execute any such work without
having obtained the sanction of the'Council.

(2) Within two months after the receipt of any such appli-
cation the Council shall either sanction the plans and sections
or give notice to the applicant of their disapproval thereof
stating fully all their reasons for such disapproval Provided
that if within the said period of two months the Council fail to
give notice of their disapproval ofany such plan or section they
shall be deemed to have given their sanction thereto.

(3) person shall be deemed for the purposes of this Part
of this Act to commence to execute a work within the meaning
of this section if he erect a fence or other boundary or lay down
lines of kerbing or level the surface of the ground so as to de-
fine the course or direction of a work within the meaning of this
section or if he form the foundations of a house in such manner
and in such position as that such house will or may become
one of three or more houses abutting on or erected beside land
on which a street is intended to be or may be thereafter laid
out or formed Provided that no person shall be deemed to
commence to execute a work within the meaning of this section
if he do any of the acts in this sub-section mentioned for some
purpose other than that of executing a work within the mean-
ing of this section.

(4) Before any person commences to widen on either side
to a less extent than the prescribed distance any part of a street
or way which (being adapted for carriage traffic) is less than
forty feet in width or (being adapted for. foot traffic only) is lessman twenty feet in width he shall give notice in writing to the
Council accompanied by a plan showing the extent of the pro-
posed widening and no person shall commence to execute any
such widening until after the expiration of two months from the

Co^uncil
unless with the previous sanction of the

(that^is\J"say)^-^^
following but in no other case

(i) Whenever it is proposed to adapt for carriage traffic any
street or way (not previously so adapted) where there
are houses or buildings either on both sides thereof
or only on one side thereof without a distance of at
least twenty feet clear being left between the centre of
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‘ See the current regulations, /wr, p. 6ic
- Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. lo.
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the roadway and the nearest external wall ofthe houses
or buildings on the side of the street or way to which
the measurement is taken or (if there be forecourts
or other spaces left between such external wall and
the roadway) without there being a distance of at
least twenty feet clear between the centre of the road-
way and the external fences or boundaries of such
forecourts or other spaces

;

(2) Where it is proposed to adapt as a street for foot traffic

only or as a public footway any way not previously
so adapted without the same being of or being
widened to the full width of twenty feet clear
measured as aforesaid

;

(3) Where any such adaptation would result in the forma-
tion of a street exceeding sixty feet in length or a
street not exceeding sixty feet in length of which
the length is greater than the width and in either

case not being open at both ends from the ground
upwards

;

(4) Where any such adaptation would result in the forma-
tion of a street not being within the City and not
affording direct communication between two streets

such two streets being (where it is intended to form
or lay out such street for carriage traffic) streets

formed and laid out for carriage traffic
;

(5) AVhere the adaptation will result in the formation or

laying out of a street not being within the City for

foot traffic only and it appears to the Council either

that such street should not be formed or laid out

for foot traffic only or that such street should be
formed or laid out for foot traffic only subject to

• conditions
;

(6) Where the adaptation would result in the formation of a

street for carriage traffic with any gradient steeper

than one in twenty
;

(7) Where the adaptation is proposed to be made in such a

manner as to be in contravention of any byelaw of

the Council

;

it shall be lawful for the Council ' by order at any time within

the said period of two months after the receipt of the applica-

tion to refuse to sanction or to sanction (subject to such con-

ditions as they may by such order prescribe) the adaptation

proposed by the application Provided that the Council shall

within such period give notice to the applicant of such order

stating fully all their reasons for such refusal or the imposition

of such conditions as the case may be Provided also that if

within the said period of two months the Council fail to give

notice of their refusal to sanction such adaptation or of their

For power to impose conditions, see s. 190, post, p. 467.
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sanction of the adaptation subject to conditions they shall be
deemed to have given their sanction thereto.

12. In any case where it is intended

—

(«) To form or lay out any street not being within two miles
of Saint Paul’s Cathedral for carriage traffic

;

(<5) 1 o adapt or permit to be used for carriage traffic any
street or way (not being within two miles of Saint
Paul’s Cathedral) not previously so adapted

;

and the Council shall deem it expedient in the public interest
that the street or way should by reason of its length or im-
portance or in consequence of its forming or being so situate
as to be likely to form part of an important line of communica-
tion or for other sufficient reason be of a greater width than
forty feet clear they may make it a condition of their sanction
that the street or way shall be throughout or in such part as
they may direct of a greater width than forty feet but nothing
in this section shall authorise the Council to require a greater
width than sixty feet :

^
&

And before requiring that any street or way shall be wider
than forty feet the Council shall give notice of their intention
to the local authority in order that the local authority if they
think fit may make a representation to the Council.

13.2 (i) No person shall erect any new building or new
structure or any part thereof or extend any building or structure
or any part thereof in such manner that any external wall ofany such building or structure or (if there be a forecourt or
other space between such external wall and the roadway) any
part of the external fence or boundary of such forecourt or
other space shall without the consent in writing of the Counciloe in aiy direction at a distance less than the prescribed

fSg a fc). ” «>
Council after consulting the local authority

shall deem it expedient m the public interest either by reasonof the length or importance of the street or way or by reason

to form mrt° or^
forming or being so situate as to be likely

othpr Qnffl
important line of communication or for

Sntre of the"ro^^
prescribed distance from the

Siirh 1

such street or way should where

Smater th^t traffic be

dete mine th.iT ^ thi Council toetermine that the prescribed distance shall be such greaier

sh.n i I ^^ther side or both sides as the Council

SfstS., 1,“ ’ This sub-section shall not apply toy street or way within two miles of Saint Paul’s Cathedfah
‘ As to compensation, see s. 15, j,os^, p. 401.

For s. 6 ; 53 i 54 Viet. c. ccxiiii. s. 34.
As to compensation, see s. 15, p. 403.
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(3) In case the person intending to erect form or extend any
such building structure forecourt or space shall be dissatisfied

with the determination of the Council that the prescribed dis-

tance shall be greater than twenty feet from the centre of the

roadway he may appeal to the tribunal of appeal against such

determination of the Council.

(4) The Council may in any case where they think it ex-

pedient consent to the erection formation or extension of any

building structure forecourt or space at a distance less than

the prescribed distance from the centre of the roadway of any

such street or way and at such distance from the centre of such

roadway and subject to such conditions and terms (if any) as

they may think proper to sanction Provided that the giving

of such consent by the Council shall not in any way affect any

rights of the owners of adjoining land Before giving such

consent the Council shall communicate to the local authority

their intention to give the same Any person dissatisfied with

the determination of the Council under this sub-section may
appeal to the tribunal of appeal.

( 5) Provided that where any person intends to alter or re-

erect a building or structure existing either at the commence-

ment of this Act or at any time within seven years previously

and which shall not be or shall not have been in conformity

with the provisions of this section relating to new buildings

and structures such person may cause to be prepared plans

showing the extent of such building or structure (or in the

event of such building or structure having ceased to exist

before the commencement of this Act or having been acci-

dentally destroyed the best plans available under all the cir-

cumstances of the case) and the extent of the forecourt or

other open space (if any) between any external wall of such

building or structure and the roadway and may cause such

plans to be submitted to the district surveyor who shall (if

reasonably satisfied with the evidence of their accuracy)

certify the same under his hand and such certificate shall be

taken to be conclusive evidence of the correctness of the

plans Thereupon it shall be lawful for such person to

alter or re-erect such building or structure but so that no

land within the prescribed distance shall be occupied by the

re-erected building or structure or the forecourt or such other

open space as aforesaid (if any) except that which was occupied

within the prescribed distance by the previously existing build-

ing structure forecourt or operi space :

If such person should fail to submit such plans to the

district surveyor or the district surveyor or the tribunal of

appeal should refuse to certify the accuracy of the same

such person shall in altering or rebuilding the said building or

structure be bound by the preceding provisions of this section

in all respects as though no building or structure had pre-

viously existed upon the land within the period aforesaia
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Provided always that no dwelling-house to be inhabited or
adapted to be inhabited by persons of the working class * shall

without the consent of the Council be erected or re-erected
within the prescribed distance to a height exceeding the
distance of the front or nearest external wall of such build-
ing from the opposite side of such street and that no building
or structure shall be converted into such dwelling-house within
the prescribed distance so as to exceed such height

:

Provided that this section shall not prevent the re-erection
of any such dwelling-house erected previously to the passing of
this Act by a local authority.

(6) Nothing in this section shall affect the exercise of any
powers conferred upon any railway company by any special
Act of Parliament for railway purposes.

14.2 every case where any new building or new structure
is erected at a distance in any direction from the centre of the
roadway of any street or way less than the distance permitted
under this Part of this Act or contrary to the conditions and
terms (if any) subject to which the Council or the tribunal of
appeal has sanctioned the erection of such building the Council
may serve a notice upon the owner or occupier of the said
building or structure or upon the builder requiring him to
cause such building structure forecourt or space or any part
thereof to be set back so that every part of any external wall of
such building or structure or of the external fence or boun-
dary of such forecourt or space shall be at a distance in every
direction from the centre of the roadway of such street or way
not less than the distance so permitted and shall be in accord-
ance with such conditions and terms (if any) as the Council
or the tribunal of appeal may have prescribed.

15 . In any case where

—

(i) The Council under this Part of this Act make it a con-
dition of their sanction to

—

ip)

{a) the formation or laying out of any street for carriag(
traffic over land which either at the commence
ment of this Act or at any time within seven yean
previously has or shall have been occupied b]
buildings or by market garden

;
or

the adaptation or use for carriage traffic of any streei
or way not previously so adapted or used

that the street or way shall be throughout or in an>
of a greater width than forty feet

;
or

(2) The Council determine that the prescribed distance
from the centre of the roadway shall be areatei
than twenty feet

;

P^y to the owner of land or
uildings required for such greater width or such greater

' Not defined in the Act.

S- ; S3 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii.ror penalty, see s. 2oo, post, p. 469.
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prescribed distance compensation for the loss or injury (if any)
sustained by him by such requirement The amount of such
compensation if not agreed within two months from the time
of such condition being made or determination arrived at may
(unless the Council waive the condition or determination) be
recovered in a summary manner' except where the amount
of compensation claimed exceeds fifty pounds in which case
the amount thereof shall be settled by arbitration according to
the provisions contained in the Lands Clauses Acts which
are applicable where questions of disputed compensation are

authorised or required to be settled by arbitration and for that

purpose those Acts so far as applicable shall be deemed to be
incorporated with this Act :

Provided always that within two months from the time of
such condition or determination being made or arrived at if

the amount of such compensation has not been settled before
the expiration of such time it shall be lawful for the Council to

waive such condition or determination Provided also that if

the Council waive such condition or determination they shall

pay to the owner the reasonable costs charges and expenses
incurred by him in consequence of such condition or deter-

mination and in connection with the negotiations for the

settlement of the amount of compensation :

For the purpose of this section the expression ‘ owner ’ has

the same meaning as in the Lands Clauses Acts.

16 .'' Where after the commencement of this Act

—

(i) any new building or structure is erected or commenced
in such manner that

—

{a) any part of any external wall of any such

building or structure
;
or

if there be between such external wall and the road-

way any forecourt or other space

—

{b) any part of the external fence or boundary of

such forecourt or space

is or will be in any direction distant from the centre

of the roadway of any way (not being a highway) less

than the prescribed distance or less than such other

distance as may have been sanctioned by the

Council or the tribunal of appeal
;
or

(ii) Any conditions or terms subject to which the sanction

of the Council or the tribunal of appeal in relation to

any such building structure forecourt or space was

obtained have not been complied with
\
or

(iii) The time during which such sanction was limited to

continue has expired
;

' That is, in a Court of Summary Jurisdiction ; see hereon St. Pancras

Vestry v. Batterbury, 26 L. J. C. P. 243 : Reg. v. Edwards, 13 Q. B. D.

586 ; 53 L. J. M. C. 149 : Reg. v. Hattnay, 44 L. J. M. C. 27.

’ Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 7 5 S3 ^ 54 Viet. c. ccxlin.

s. 34. As to ‘ prescribed distance’ see ante, p. 39^ i
f®*" penalties, /wr,

s. 200.
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the way shall not become a highway except subject to the

following provisions :

—

(i) A written notice shall be served upon the Council of the

proposal to make the way a public highway
;

(ii) The Council may at any time within two months after

the receipt of such notice serve a notice upon the

owner of such building structure forecourt or space

or the builder requiring him to cause the same or any
part thereof to be set back so that every part of any
external wall of such building or structure or of the

external fence or boundary of such forecourt or space

shall be in every direction at a distance not less than

the prescribed distance from the centre of the road-

way of such way or at such distance and according to

such conditions and terms (if any) as the Council or

the tribunal of appeal may have sanctioned and pre-

scribed
;

(iii) Unless and until such first-mentioned notice has been
given to the Council and such last-mentioned notice

(if any) has been complied with the way shall not
become a highway :

Provided that this section shall not affect the erection or
extension of any building or structure within the limits of any
area which may have been lawfully occupied by any building
or structure at any time within two years before the twenty-
second day of July one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
eight or the erection or extension of any building or structure
lawfully in course of erection or extension on the said twenty-
second day of July.

17. ' The Council may sanction the erection of any new
building or structure at any less distance than the prescribed
distance from the centre of the roadway of any way (not being
a highway) to be specified in such sanction or the continuance
of any new building or new structure erected at such less
distance or the continuance thereof for a limited time only to
be specified in such sanction in such cases and subject to such
terms and conditions (if any) as they may think proper And
any such sanction may be framed in such manner as to apply

^
all new buildings in any such way or any part thereof

Provided that the giving of such sanction by the Council shall
not in any manner affect any rights of the owners of adjoining
land.

18. ^ Copies of the printed regulations of the Council issued
for the purposes of this Part of this Act shall be kept at the
county hall and supplied at all reasonable times without charge
to any applicants for the same.

19. Whenever any applicant under Part II. of this Act for
the sanction of the Council to the formation or laying out of a

' Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, .s. 7.
^ See the current regulations, post, p. 615, and see sec. 216.
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Street or the adaptation of a street or way for carriage or foot
traffic or for the certificate of a district surveyor is dissatisfied
with the refusal or conditional grant of such sanction or with any
condition imposed by the Council or with the refusal of such
certificate as aforesaid he may appeal to the tribunal of appeal.

20. Nothing in this Part of this Act shall extend or apply
to any private road formed or laid out by a railway company
and used as an approach to a station or station yard or as an
approach to land used for railway purposes.

21. Notwithstanding anything in this Act any buildings to
be erected upon any lands now belonging to the School Board ‘

for London or over which they have powers of compulsory
purchase or may acquire such powers in the present session of
Parliament may be erected in accordance with the provisions
of any Act in force immediately before the passing of this

Act.

Part III.
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LINES OF BUILDING FRONTAGE.

22. (i) No building^ or structure shall without the consent
in writing of the Council be erected beyond the general line

of buildings in any street or part of a street place or row of
houses in which the same is situate in case the distance of such
line of buildings from the highway does not exceed fifty feet or

within fifty feet of the highway when the distance of the line of

buildings therefrom amounts to or exceeds fifty feet notwith-

standing there being gardens or vacant spaces between the

line of buildings and the highway Such general line of

buildings shall if required be defined by the superintending

architect by a certificate such certificate to be issued within

one month from the date of the application therefor.'*

(2) This section shall not apply to any building or structure

erected after the commencement of this Act upon land which

either at the commencement of this Act or at any time within

‘ See London County Council v. London School Board, [1892] 2 Q. B.

606 ; 40 W. R. 604 ; 56 J. P. 791 ; 8 T. L. R. 643.
^ Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 74.
^ See note to s. 5, and Stevens v. Gourley there cited. The words

‘ or part of’ are new. For penalties, see s. 200, post, p. 469. For power
to demolish and sell materials, see s. 170.

* This section re-enacts part of s. 75 of the Management Act, 1862. As
to what was a building or structure within the old section, see Clark v.

St. Pancras Vestr)', 34 J. P. i8i : St. George's Fest/yv. Sparrow, 33 L. J.

M. C. 1 18: Barlow v. Kensington Festry, ii A. C. 257; 55 L. J.

Ch. 680 ; 55 L. T. 221 ; 34 W. R. 521 ; 50 J. P. 100: Gilbert v. IVands-

worth, 60 L. T. 149; 53 J. P. 229; 5 T. L. R. 31. A garden wall is a

building. Bills v. Flumstead, 68 L. T. 291 ; 41 W. R. 496; 57 J-

359. See Ken-y. Presto7t (^Corporation op), 6 Ch. D. 463: Williams y.

Wallasey Local Board, 16 Q. B. D. 718 ; 55 L. J. M. C. 133 ; 55 L. T.

27 ; 34 W. R. 517 ; 50 J. P. 582 : and cases cited under s. 155 of the

Public Health Act, 1875, post, p. 573, and under the Public Health

(Building in Streets) Act, \888, post, p. 590.
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seven years previously has or shall have been lawfully occupied

by a building or structure.*

23.2 (i) In case any building or structure which shall in

any part thereof project beyond the general line of buildings in

a street or beyond the front of the building wall or railing on

either side thereof shall at any time be taken down to an ex-

tent exceeding one half of the cubical extent of such building

or structure or shall be destroyed by fire or other casualty or

demolished pulled down or removed from any other cause to

the extent aforesaid it shall be lawful for the Council to require

the same building or structure or any new building or structure

proposed to be erected on the site or any part of the site

thereof to be set back to such a line and in such a manner as

the Council shall direct.^

(
2 ) The Council shall make compensation to the owner of

such building for any damage and expenses which he may sus-

tain and incur thereby and the amount of such compensation
if not agreed between the Council and the parties concerned

shall be recovered in a summary manner except where the

amount of compensation claimed exceeds fifty pounds in which
case the amount thereof shall be settled by arbitration accord-

ing to the provisions contained in the Lands Clauses Acts
which are applicable where questions of disputed compensation
are authorised or required to be settled by arbitration and for

that purpose those Acts so far as applicable shall be deemed to

be incorporated with this Act For the purpose of this section

the expression ‘ owner ’ has the same meaning as in the Lands
Clauses Acts.

24.^ The superintending architect shall within fourteen days
after the issue of the certificate defining the general line of
buildings in any street or part of a street place or row of houses
cause a notice of his certificate to be served on the local

authority and on the owner of the building or land to which
the certificate relates and on the owner of the houses in the
same block or row within a distance not exceeding fifty yards

' See the following cases on the old section : Lord Auckland v. West-
minster District Board, 7 Ch. 597 ; 41 L. J. Ch. 723 : Worley v. St. Mary
Abbott’s, Kensington, [1892] 2 Ch. 404 ; 61 L. J. Ch. 601 ; 66 L. T. 747 ;

40 W. R. 566 ; 8 T. L. R. 525 : Weftdon v. London County Coimcil,
[1894] I Q. B. 812; 63 L. J. M. C. 117 ; 70 L. T. 440 ; 42 W. R. 370 ;

58 J. P. 606; 9 R. 292 : Lavy\. London County Council, [1895] ^ Q-

_

’“ The section does not prevent the subsequent completion of a building
existing in an unfinished state at the time when the general building line
is established, but the work done must amount to a building or structure,
Wendon v. Lotidon County Council, [1894] i Q. B. 812. As to time at
which matter of complaint arises, see London County Cotmcil v. Cross,
6i L. J. M. C. 160; 66 L. T. 731 ; 56 J. P. 550; W. N. 1892, p. 80 ;
8 T. L. R. 537. See the regulations of the County Council, post, p. 618.

^ As to corner houses under the old section, see Barlow v. Kensin^on
Vestry, ii A. C. 257 ; 55 L. J. Ch. 680; 55 L. T. 221

; 34 W. R. 521 ;

50 J. P. 100: Gilbert v. Wandsworth, to 'L. T. 149; 53 J. P. 229;
5 T. L. R. 31. See now s. 29 of this Kz\., post, p. 408.

Re-enacting 53 & 54 Viet. c. ccxliii. s. 28.
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on either side of the building or land to which the certificate
relates or where there is no such block or row upon the owner
of the adjoining land on either side of the building or land tow ich the certificate relates Certificates made by the superin-
tend^ing architect under this Part of this Act shall be preserved
by the Council and be open to inspection at all reasonable times
by all persons desiring to inspect the same.

25. The local authority or any person deeming himself
aggrieved by the certificate of the superintending architect may
appeal to the tribunal of appeal.'

26. In giving their consent for the erection of any building
or structure beyond the general line of buildings in any street
or part of a street place or row of houses the Council may attach
any conditions to such consent and such conditions may include
any or all of the conditions following viz. :

—

(1) That land in front of the building or structure to such
an extent as the Council may think proper shall be
dedicated to and left open for the use of the public :

(
2
) That the building or structure shall be used only for

such purposes as may be specified in the consent or
shall not be used for any particular purposes specified
in the consent unless with the further consent of the
Council obtained when a change of purpose is de-
sired :

And generally any other condition which the Council may
deem it expedient to impose in the public interest.

27. The consent by tbe Council to the erection of any
building or structure beyond the general line of buildings in
any part of a street or the erection of such building or structure
shall not be deemed to affect or alter in that or any other part
of the street the general line of buildings as existing at the time
of such consent.

28. The Council shall keep a register of all conditional
consents given by them under this Part of this Act and shall
keep the same open for inspection by all persons interested at
all reasonable times.

29. The superintending architect shall if required by the
Council the local authority or any person interested for the
purposes of this Part of this Act determine in any case in what
street or streets a building or structure is situate such determina-
tion to be evidenced by his certificate Any person aggrieved
by such certificate may appeal to the tribunal of appeal.®

* This re-enacts s. 28 of the London Council (General Powers) Act,
1890; see Part XV., post, p. 465. As to who is ‘person aggrieved,’
see Re Reed, Bozuen, Co., 19 Q. B. D. 174; 56 L. J. Q. B. 447;
56 L. T. 876 ; 35 W. R. 660, and cases under the Trade Mark Act, 1888,
collected in Sebastian on Trade Marks.

‘‘

Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 76 ; 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. 9.

See as to dedication, London County Council v. Best, 9 T. L. R. 499.
’ This re-enacts s. 33 of the London Council (General Powers) Act, 1890.

See cases cited in note (3) to s. 23, ante, p. 407, and Part XV., post, p. 465.
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30. This Part of this Act shall not apply within the City.

31. Nothing in this Part of this Act shall affect the exercise

of any powers conferred upon any railway company by any
special Act of Parliament for railway purposes.*

PART IV.

NAMING AND NUMBERING OF STREETS.

[32.^ Notice of new name of street to be given to County
Council.]

33.2 Affixing names of streets by local authority.]
34.2 Altering names of streets.]

35.2 Notice ofaltering names of streets by County Council.]
36. Numbering houses. 2

]

37.

^ Power to Council to name and number streets in

default of local authority complying with order.]

[38. Register to be kept of alterations in names of streets."*
]

PART V.5

OPEN SPACES ABOUT BUILDINGS AND HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS.

39. For the purposes of this Part of this Act the expression
‘ domestic building ’

shall not include any buildings used or
constructed or adapted to be used wholly or principally as
offices or counting-houses.

40. In the case of domestic buildings erected after the
commencement of this Act which shall have a habitable
basement there shall for the purpose of giving light and air to
such basement be provided in the rear of the building and
exclusively belonging thereto an open space of an aggregate
extent of not less than one hundred square feet free from any
erection thereon above the level of the adjoining pavement
which open space notwithstanding anything hereinafter con-
tained need not necessarily adjoin the rear boundary of the
premises.®

41. (i) With respect to domestic buildings erected after
the commencement of this Act and abutting ^ upon a street

. ^ Londo7i Railway Co. v. Lotidon County Council,

‘.667*56 jVif ^
^ ^

^ Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 87.

]

Re-enacting 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. 5.

*9 Viet. c. 120, s. 142.
This part is, except ss. 47 to 49, new.

’
Health (London) Act, 1891, ss. 96 et seq.,post, p. 544.As to meaning of ‘ abutting,’ see Great Eastern Railway v. HacLey
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formed or laid out after the commencement of this Act the
following provisions shall have effect ^ :

—

(i) There shall be provided in the rear of every such
building an open space exclusively belonging to such
building and of an aggregate extent of not less than
one hundred and fifty square feet

;

Where there is a basement storey directly and
sufficiently lighted and ventilated by the open space
provided under the preceding section irrespective of
any use to which the ground storey is appropriated or
where there is no such basement storey but where
the ground storey is not constructed or adapted to be
inhabited the open space required by this section
may be provided above the level of the ceiling of the
ground storey or a level of sixteen feet exclusive of
lantern-lights measured from the level of the adjoining
pavement

;

In all other cases the open space shall be free

from any erection thereon above the level of the

adjoining pavement except a watercloset earthcloset

or privy and a receptacle for ashes and enclosing

walls none of which erections shall exceed nine feet

in height

:

(ii) Such open space shall extend throughout the entire

width of such building and to a depth in every

part of at least ten feet from such building :

(iii) The height of any such building in relation to the space

required in the rear thereof shall be fixed and
ascertained as follows :

—

(fl) An imaginary line (hereafter referred to as ‘ the

horizontal line ’) shall be drawn at right angles to

the roadway formed or to be formed in front of

the building and through or directly over a point

in front of the centre of the face of the building
;

{b) The horizontal line shall be produced to intersect the

boundary of the open space furthest from the said

roadway

;

(c) The horizontal line shall be drawn throughout at the

level of the pavement formed or to be formed in

front of the centre of the building unless the site

of the building incline towards the roadway or site

of the roadway in which case the horizontal line

shall be drawn directly over the said point in front

of the centre of the face of the building at the level

throughout of the ground at the boundary of the

space furthest from such roadway where such

boundary is intersected by the horizontal line ;

District Boardof Works, 8 A. C. 687, at p. 696 : Williams Waudssvorth

District Board of Works, 13 Q. B. D. 21 1.

‘ For penalties, see s. 200, post, p. 469.
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1

id) A second imaginary line (in this Part of this Act
called ‘the diagonal line’) shall be drawn in the

direction of the building above and in the same
vertical plane with the horizontal line and inclined

thereto at an angle of sixty-three and a half

degrees and meeting the horizontal line where it

intersects the boundary of the space furthest re-

moved from such roadway

;

(e) No part of such building shall extend above the
diagonal line except chimneys dormers gables
turrets or other architectural ornaments aggregating
in all to not more than one third of the width of
the rear elevation of such building and except any
building which under the provisions of this section
is permitted on the open space

;

(/) When the pavement in front of a building is not all

on one level then for the purpose of compliance
with this section the mean level of such pavement
shall be deemed to be the level thereof And
where the boundary of the space at the rear of
such building is not parallel with the rear wall of
the building then for the purpose of this section
the horizontal line shall be drawn to a point
distant from such rear wall the mean distance from
such wall of the boundary of the space at the rear
of such building whether such point be beyond
the said boundary or not

;

(g) When the boundary of the space at the rear of any
such building shall be so irregular in shape that a
doubt arises as to how the measurement shall be
taken application shall be made to the Council and
the applicant if dissatisfied with the determination
of the Council may appeal to the tribunal of
appeal

;

^

(d) When the land at the rear of any such building and
exclusively belonging thereto abuts immediately upon
a street or upon an open space which is dedicated
to the public or the maintenance of which as an
open space is secured permanently or to the satis-
faction of the Council by covenant or otherwise the
horizontal line shall be produced and the diagonal
line may be drawn from the horizontal line at the
centre of the roadway of such street at the level of
the surface thereof or at the further boundary of
such open space and it shall not be necessary to pro-

/ X
^he rear of such building :

(iv) The Council may— ®

(a) In the case of a building at a corner abutting upon two
streets

;

^

‘ See Part XV.,j>os(, p. 465.
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(d) In the case of a building at a corner abutting on one
side upon a street and on another side upon an
open space not less than forty feet wide at any part
the maintenance of which as an open space is

secured permanently or to the satisfaction of the
Council by covenant or otherwise

;

permit the erection of buildings not exceeding thirty
feet in height upon such part of the space in the rear
as they may think fit provided that the Council be
satisfied that such buildings shall be so placed as not
to interfere unduly with the access of light and air to
neighbouring buildings

;

When the Council refuse any application under this sub-
section for permission to erect a building not exceed-
ing thirty feet in height upon the space at the rear the
applicant if dissatisfied with the determination of the
Council may appeal to the tribunal of appeal

(v) In the case of buildings at a corner as hereinbefore de-
scribed nothing in this Part as to the determination of
height by the diagonal line shall prevent the return
front of such buildings being carried up to the full

height of the front elevation for a distance of forty

feet or for such less distance as the requirements for

open space at the rear may demand :

(vi) In exceptional cases where owing to the irregular shape
of the land any of the preceding provisions of this

section cannot be applied the Council may allow such
modifications as they may think fit provided the
Council be satisfied that such modifications shall not
interfere with the due access of light or air and all

persons interested dissatisfied with any determination
of the Council under this sub-section may appeal to

the tribunal of appeal.'

(2) With respect to domestic buildings erected after the

commencement of this Act abutting upon a street formed or

laid out before the commencement of this Act the provisions

of this section shall apply with this modification that the hori-

zontal line shall be drawn throughout at a level of sixteen feet

above the level of the adjoining pavement and that in any such

case (except in the case of dwelling-houses to be inhabited or

adapted to be inhabited by persons of the working class) the

open space to be provided in accordance with paragraphs (i)

and (ii) of sub-section i of this section may be provided above

the level of the ceiling of the ground storey or above a level of

sixteen feet (exclusive of lantern-lights) above the level of the

adjoining pavement.
Provided always that notwithstanding the preceding pro-

visions of this Part of this Act any part of any domestic build-

‘ See Part XV., /w/*, p. 465.
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ing may extend above the diagonal line provided that the

Council or tribunal of appeal shall be satisfied that an open

cubic space of air will be provided at the rear of such build-

ing equivalent to the open cubic space which would have been

provided at the rear of such building if such diagonal line had

been drawn from the ground level in manner provided in sub-

section I (iii) of this section and if no part of such building

(except as permitted under the preceding provisions of this

section) had extended above such diagonal line The appli-

cant if dissatisfied with the determination of the Council may
appeal to the tribunal of appeal.*

Nothing in this section shall apply to houses abutting in the

rear on the River Thames or on a public park or on an open

space of not less than eighty feet in depth which is dedicated to

the public or the maintenance of which as an open space is

secured permanently or to the satisfaction of the Council by

covenant or otherwise.

42 .^ The following provisions shall have effect with respect

to dwelling-houses to be inhabited or adapted to be inhabited

by persons of the working class erected after the commence-
ment of this Act not abutting upon a street :

—

(i) At least one month before commencing to erect any such

dwelling-house the person intending to erect the

same shall deliver at the county hall a sufficient plan

or plans exhibiting the extent and height of the in-

tended dwelling-house in its several parts and also its

position in relation to every other building either

already existing or in course of erection which is

adjacent thereto :

*

(ii) In any case where the Council are satisfied taking all the
circumstances of the case into consideration that

there will not be provided about such dwelling-house
a sufficient open space or spaces for the admission of
light and air thereto it shall be lawful for the Council
at any time before the expiration of one month from
the delivery of the said plan or plans by order to

refuse to sanction such plan or plans or to sanction
the same subject to such conditions as they may by
such order prescribe Provided always that nothing
in this sub-section shall authorise the Council to
refuse to sanction such plan or plans or to prescribe
any conditions when sanctioning the same in any
case where the open space or spaces for the admission
of light and air proposed to be provided about such
dwelling-house is or are equivalent to the open space

' See Part yiN., post, p. 465.
* See Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, post, p. 549.
’ See Metropolitan Board of Works v. Nathan, 54 L. T. 423 ; 34 W. R.

164 ; so J. P. 503.
‘ See Byelaws and Regulations, /w/, p. 615.
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or spaces which would have been provided about
such dwelling-house under the provisions of this Act in
case the same had been erected after the commence-
ment of this Act abutting upon a street or way formed
or laid out before the commencement of this Act :

(iii) No person shall commence to erect any such dwelling-
house without having obtained the sanction of the
Council to the plans delivered by him :

(iv) Unless the Council shall within one month after the
delivery of the said plan or plans to them give notice
to the person delivering the same of their disapproval
thereof the Council shall be deemed to have given
their sanction thereto :

(v) In case any person intending to erect any such dwelling-
house considers that the refusal of the Council to
sanction the plans delivered by him or any of the
conditions prescribed by the Council is or are un-
reasonable he may appeal to the tribunal of appeal.*

43 . When any person intends to erect a domestic building
(not being a dwelling-house to be inhabited or adapted to be
inhabited by persons of the working class) abutting upon a
street on the site of domestic buildings existing at the com-
mencement of this Act or on a site vacant at the commence-
ment of this Act but which has been occupied by a domestic
building at any time within seven years previous to the com-
mencement of this Act the following provisions shall have effect

:

(i) It shall be lawful for such person before commencing to
erect the intended domestic building to cause to be
prepared plans showing the extent of the previously
existing domestic building in its several parts (or in

the event of such building having been taken down
before the commencement of this Act or having been
accidentally destroyed the best plans available under
all the circumstances of the case) and to cause such
plans to be submitted to the district surveyor who
shall (if reasonably satisfied with the evidence of their

accuracy) certify the same under his hand and such
certificate shall be taken to be conclusive evidence of
the correctness of the plans

;

Such person may then erect the intended domestic
building but so that no more land shall be occupied
by the newly erected building than was occupied by
the previously existing domestic building as so certi-

fied If such person fail to submit such plans to the

district surveyor or the district surveyor or the tri-

bunal of appeal refuse to certify the accuracy of the

same such person shall in rebuilding be bound by the

preceding provisions of this Part of this Act relating

to domestic buildings erected after the commencement
* See Part XV.

,
post, p. 465.
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of this Act abutting upon a street formed or laid out

before that date :

(ii) If a person erecting the intended domestic building shall

desire to deviate in any respect from the plan or plans

certified by the district surveyor it shall be lawful for

him to apply to the Council who shall sanction such

deviations on such conditions as they may think fit

provided that such conditions shall not in any case

be more onerous than the conditions prescribed for

domestic buildings erected after the commencement
of this Act abutting on a street formed or laid out

before that date :

(iii) A person dissatisfied with any decision of the Council

or of a district surveyor under this section may appeal

to the tribunal of appeald

44. When any person desires to re-arrange a cleared area

previously occupied in whole or in part by buildings by forming

or laying out a new street or streets or widening a street or

streets he may make application to the Council with such
plans and sections as may be required by the Council and the

Council may if under all the circumstances of the case they
think it desirable modify or relax any of the foregoing provi-

sions of this Part of this Act subject to such conditions as the
Council may impose.

Within two months after the receipt of the application the
Council shall either sanction the plans and sections or give
notice to the applicant of their disapproval thereof stating fully

all their reasons for such disapproval.

Provided that if within the said period of two months the
Council fail to give notice of their disapproval of any such
plan or section they shall be deemed to have given their sanc-
tion thereto.

Any applicant dissatisfied with the determination of the
Council may appeal to the tribunal of appeal.^

45. Where a court wholly or in part open at the top but
enclosed on every side and constructed or used for admitting
light or air to a domestic building is constructed in connection
with such domestic building and the depth of such court from
the eaves or top of the parapet to the ceiling of the ground
storey exceeds the length or breadth of such court adequate
provision for the ventilation of such court shall be made and
rnaintained by the owner of the building by means of a commu-
nication between the lower end of the court and the outer air.

No habitable room not having a window directly opening
into the external air otherwise than into a court enclosed on
every side shall be constructed in any building unless the width

' See Part XV., post, p. 465.
’ This provision is new. See Housing of the Working Classes Act, i8qo

post, p. 551.
t, > V ,

’ See Part XV., post, p. 465.
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of such court measured from such window to the opposite wall
shall be equal to half the height measured from the sill of such
window to the eaves or top of the parapet of the opposite wall.

Provided that a court of which the greater dimension does
not exceed twice the less dimension shall be held to comply
with this section if a court of the same area but square in shape
would comply therewith.

No habitable room above the level of the ground storey not
having a window directly opening into the external air other-
wise than into a court open on one side the depth whereof
measured from the open side exceeds twice the width shall be
constructed in any building unless every window of such room
be placed not nearer to the opposite wall of such court or to
any other building than one half the height of the top of such
wall or building above the level of the sill of such window.

46. In any case when it may be necessary the superintending
architect shall determine which is the front and which is the
rear of a building such determination to be evidenced by his
certificate Any person dissatisfied with such certificate may
appeal to the tribunal of appeal.^

47. ^ A building (not being a church or chapel) shall not
be erected of or be subsequently increased to a greater height
than eighty feet ® (exclusive of two storeys in the roof and of
ornamental towers turrets or other architectural features or
decorations) without the consent of the Council.

Provided that where a contract shall have been lawfully

made previously to the passing of this Act for the erection or

increase of a building to a greater height than eighty feet

nothing in this section shall prevent the erection or increase of
such building to any height to which it might have been lawfully

erected or increased immediately before the passing of this Act.

This section shall not apply to the rebuilding to the same
height as at present of any building existing at the passing of
this Act of a greater height than eighty feet.

Provided also that where any existing buildings forming part

of a continuous block or row of buildings exceed the height

prescribed by this section nothing in this section shall prevent

any other building in the same block or row belonging at the

date of the passing of this Act to the same owner from being

carried to a height equal to but not exceeding that of the

existing buildings.

Nothing in this section shall affect the exercise of any powers

conferred upon any railway company by any special Act of

Parliament for railway purposes.

48.“* (i) Whenever the Council consent to the erection of

' See Part XV., /w/, p. 465.
^ Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 85 ; 53 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii.

s. 36 (i). For penalty, see s. 200, post, p. 469.
’ Ninety feet was allowed under the Act of 1890.
* Re-enacting 53 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii. s. 36 {3).
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any building of a greater height than that prescribed by this

Act notice of such consent shall within one week after such
consent has been given be published and served in such
manner as the Council may direct and the consent shall not
be acted on until twenty-one days after such publication or
service or in the event of any appeal against such consent
until after the determination of such appeal.

(2) {a) The owner or lessee of any building or land within
one hundred yards of the site of any intended build-
ing who may deem himself aggrieved by the grant of
such consent in respect of the last;mentioned build-
ing

;
or

ib) Any applicant for consent which has been refused
;may respectively within twenty-one days after the publication

of notice of the consent or after the date of the refusal (as the
case may be) appeal to the tribunal of appeal.'

(3) Whenever such consent has been refused and the appli-
cant to whom it has been refused intends to appeal against
such refusal such applicant shall give notice within twenty-one
days of such refusal in such manner as the Council may direct
to the owner or lessee of any building or land within one
hundred yards of the site of the building to which such refusal
relates that he intends to appeal from such refusal.

(4) In the case of an appeal against the refusal of consent
any owner or lessee of any building or land within one hundred
yards of the site of the intended building may appear and be
heard before the tribunal of appeal against any application to
reverse or vary the refusal.

49.2 After the commencement of this Act no existing
building (other than a church or chapel) on the side of a street
formed or laid out after the seventh day of August one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-two and of a less width than fifty feetsha 1 without the consent of the Council be raised and no new
building shall without the consent of the Council be erected

in/.hnU
so that the height of such build-

wfll of
distance of the front or nearest external

wall of such bulling from the opposite side of such street.Where such building is erected or intended to be erectedon a corner plot so as to abut upon more than one street the

Slf shall (unless the Council other^Se con!

?r wiinh!f
by the wider of such streets so far as it abutsor ^vl abut upon such wider street and also so far as it abutsor will abut upon the narrower of such streets to a distance of

' See Part XV., post, p. 465.
- Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 85

41 w. R. 688; 57 T. P 617 q T I V 344;

soTp'U' ' S5
” T

U t f:^ 'c. ’
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forty feet from the wider street Provided that any building

erected or raised before the commencement of this Act to a
height to which no objection could have been taken under any
law then in force although exceeding the height provided in

this section may be re-erected to its existing height.

Nothing in this section shall affect the exercise of any
powers conferred upon any railway company by any special

Act of Parliament for railway purposes.

50. Nothing in this Part of this Act contained shall prevent

the raising of any building by increasing the height of the

topmost storey thereof to such an extent only as may be neces-

sary for the purpose of bringing any habitable rooms constructed

in such topmost storey into conformity with the provisions of

this Act relating to habitable rooms.

51. Nothing in this Part of this Act contained shall prevent

the re-erection on the same site and of not greater dimensions

of any dwelling-house inhabited or adapted to be inhabited by

persons of the working class erected by a local authority pre-

viously to the passing of this Act.^

52. In the case of domestic buildings and buildings erected

or adapted for use as stables such domestic buildings and such

stable buildings being upon sites abutting in the front upon a

street and in the rear upon mews and such sites being of a

depth of not more than one hundred and fifty feet measured

from street to mews the following provisions shall in certain

cases have effect :

—

If the stable buildings be limited to a depth of fifty feet

measured from the mews frontage and to a height of

twenty-five feet measured from the level of the mews and

if the open space required for the domestic building under

section 41 of this Act be provided between the domestic

building and the stable building the domestic building arid

the stable building may for all other purposes of the said

section whether in one occupation or not be deemed to be

one domestic building with the rear abutting upon a street.

PART VI.

CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS.

53.3 Subject to any byelaws of the Council made in pur-

suance of this Act walls shall be constructed of the substances

and in the manner and of not less than the thickness pre-

' See Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890, post, p. 549-

2 As to stables in railway arches, see North Kent Raihvay Co. v. Badger,

27 L. T. M. C. 106, and see s. %i, post.

“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 12. Under the old law the

regulations did not apply to public buildings or buildings exempted from the

old Act, Reg. V. Carruthers, 4 B. & S. 804 ; 33 L. J. M. C. 107 ; 9 L-

(N.S.) 825; 10 Jur. (N.S.) 767-
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Rules as to

recesses and
openings.

scribed by this Act or mentioned in the First Schedule to Part VI.
this Act.*

54.^—(i) Recesses and openings may be made in external
walls provided

—

(a) That the backs of such recesses are not of less thickness
than eight and a half inches

;
and

lb) That the area of such recesses and openings above the
ground storey do not taken together exceed one half
of the whole area of the wall above the ground storey
in which they are made.

(2) Recesses may be made in party walls provided

—

{a) That the backs of such recesses are not of less thickness
than thirteen inches

;
and

if) That over every recess so formed an arch of at least two
rings of brickwork of the full depth of the recess be
turned on every storey except in the case of recesses
formed for lifts but where such recess does not exceed
five inches in depth corbelling in brick or stone may
be substituted for the arching

;
and

(c) That the area of such recesses do not taken together
exceed one half of the whole area of the wall of the
storey in which they are made

;
and

{d) That such recesses do not come within thirteen and a
half inches of the inner face of the external walls.

(3) opening shall not be made in any party wall except
in accordance with the provisions of this Act in relation thereto.

Provided that it shall be lawful for the superintending
architect on application made to him in accordance with any
rules made in that behalf by the Council to give consent in
writing to any rnodification or relaxation of the requirements
of this section with respect to the area of recesses and openingsm any special cases where he may think proper The word
area as used in this section shall mean the area of the vertical
face 01 elevation of the wall or recess to which it refers.

55. All woodwork fixed in any external wall except bres-
summers and storey posts under the same and frames of doors
and windows of shops on the ground storey of any building
snail be set back four inches at the least from the external face
ot such wall But loophole frames and frames of doors and
windrows may be fixed flush with the face of any external wall

:

Provided that it shall be lawful for the Council by byelaw
or otherwise to exempt from the provisions of this section oak
teak or other wood provided the work be constructed to the satis-

• taction of the district surveyor,
56. '* (i) Every bressummer whether of wood or metal shall

le7st
direction of its length of four inches at

least at each end upon a sufficient pier of brick or stone or upon

of
Ac!!:

“f“'»2P'0visi.„s
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 13. ^ s. 14. « Ibid. s. 15.

E E 2
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a timber or iron storey post fixed on a solid foundation in
addition to its bearing upon any party wall or external wall and
the district surveyor shall have power in his discretion to re-
quire that every bressummer shall have such other storey posts
iron columns stanchions or piers of brick or stone or corbels as
may be sufficient to carry the superstructure and the ends of
such bressummer if of wood shall not be placed nearer to the
centre line of the party walls than four inches.

(2) At each end of every metallic bressummer a space shall
be left equal to one quarter of an inch for every ten feet and also
for any fractional part of ten feet of the length of such bres-
summer to allow for expansion.

(3) A bond timber or wood plate shall not be built into any
party wall and the ends of any wooden beam or joist bearing on
such walls shall be at least four inches distant from the centre
line of the party walls.

(4) Every bressummer bearing upon a party wall shall be
borne by a templet or corbel of stone or iron tailed through at

least half the thickness of the wall and of the full breadth of
the bressummer.

(5) The end of any timber not permitted to be placed in or
to have a bearing on a party wall may be carried on a corbel
or templet of stone or iron or vitrified stoneware tailed into

the wall to a distance of at least eight and a half inches or

otherwise supported to the satisfaction of the district surveyor.

57. ' If any gutter any part of which is formed of com-
bustible^ materials adjoin an external wall such wall shall be
carried up so as to form a parapet one foot at the least above
the highest part of the gutter and the thickness of the parapet

so carried up shall be at least eight and a half inches through-

out.

58. In either of the following cases :

—

{a) When a wall is after the commencement of this Act
built as a party wall in any part

;
^ or

{d) Where a wall built before or after the commencement of

this Act becomes after the commencement of this

Act a party wall in any part
;

the wall shall be deemed a party wall for such part of its length

as is so used.

59. “* (i) Every party wall shall be carried up of a thick-

ness in a building of the warehouse class equal to the thickness

of such wall in the topmost storey and in any other building

of eight and a half inches above the roof flat or gutter of the

highest building adjoining thereto to such a height as will give

a distance (in a building of the warehouse class exceeding thirty

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 16.

' See Schedule \\.,post, p. 484, as to fire-i-ensiiug

“ See Knight v. Pursell, ii Ch. D. 412; 48 L. J. Ch. 395 ;
in

Court of Appeal, W. N. 1880, p. 104.
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 17.
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feet in height) of at least three feet and (in any other building)

of fifteen inches measured at right angles to the slope of the
roof or fifteen inches above the highest part of any flat or
gutter as the case may be.

(2) Every party wall shall be carried up of the thickness
aforesaid above any turret dormer lantern-light or other erection
of combustible ' materials fixed upon the roof or flat of any
building within four feet from such party wall and shall extend
at the least twelve inches higher and wider on each side than
such erection and every party wall shall be carried up above
any part of any roof opposite thereto and within four feet there-
from.

60.2 jn ^ ^ chase shall not be made wider than
fourteen inches nor more than four and a half inches deep from
the face of the wall nor so as to leave less than eight and a half
inches in thickness at the back or opposite side thereof and a
chase shall not be made within a distance of seven feet from
any other chase on the same side of the wall or within thirteen
inches from an external wall No chase shall be made in a
wall of less thickness than thirteen inches.

61.3 Qf gygj.y bup4ing and
every turret dormer lantern-light skylight or other erection
placed on the flat or roof thereof shall be externally covered
with slates tiles metal or other incombustible materials ^ except
wooderi cornices and barge-boards to dormers not exceeding
twelve inches in depth and the doors door frames windows and
window frames of such dormers turrets lantern-lights skylights
or other erections.

°

(2) Every building exceeding thirty feet in height used
wholly or in part as a dwelling-house or factory and having a
parapet shall be provided either

—

(a) with a dormer window or a door opening on to the
roof

;
or

(1)
with a trap door furnished with a fixed or hinged step

ladder leading to the roof
;
or

(e) with other proper means of access to the roof.

(3) The plane of the surface of the roof of a building ofthe
warehouse class shall not incline from the external or party
walls upwards at a greater angle than forty-seven degrees with
the horizon. Provided that this sub-section shall not apply to
towers turrets or spires.

(4) The plane of the surface of the roof of any other

^
See Schedule II., /as/, p. 4S4, as to materials

- Ke-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 18.
’ s. 19.

material consisting of woven iron wire, coated with £

lea^n^^hP
coating whereof will ignite and burn awa

^ wirewo^ uninjured-is not ‘ incombustible material. ’ />ayue

'

mfte 'Ld k?- ‘'•7 k* ^ ^

'
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building shall not incline from the external or party walls
upwards at a greater angle than seventy-five degrees with the
horizon Provided that this sub- section shall not apply to
towers turrets or spires.

62. (i) Not more than two storeys shall be constructed
in the roof of any domestic building.

(2) Any storey constructed in the roof of any domestic
building the upper surface of the floor of which storey is at a
height of above sixty feet from the street level shall be con-
structed of fire-resisting ^ materials throughout.

63. Every new building exceeding sixty feet in height shall
be provided on the storeys the upper surface of the floor
whereof is above sixty feet from the street level with such
means of escape in the case of fire for the persons dwelling or
employed therein as can be reasonably required under the cir-

cumstances of the case and no such storeys of such building
shall be occupied until the Council shall have issued a certi-

ficate that the provisions of this section have been complied
with in relation thereto.

64. ^ (i) Chimneys built on corbels of brick stone or other
incombustible materials * may be erected if the work so cor-

belled out do not project from the wall more than the thickness

of the wall measured immediately below the corbel but all

other chimneys shall be built on solid foundations and with
footings similar to the footings of the wall against which they
are built unless they are carried upon iron girders with direct

bearings upon party external or cross walls to the satisfaction of

the district surveyor.

(2) Chimneys and flues having proper soot doors of not

less than forty square inches may be constructed at any angle

but in no other case shall any flue be inclined at a less angle

than forty-five degrees to the horizon and every angle shall be
properly rounded :

All soot doors shall be at least fifteen inches distant from

any woodwork.

(3) An arch of brick or stone or a bar of wrought iron of

sufficient strength shall be built over the opening of every

chimney to support the breast thereof and if the breast project

more than four inches from the face of the wall and the jamb
on either side be of less width than seventeen and a half inches

the abutments shall be tied in by an iron bar or bars of suffi-

cient strength turned up and down at the ends and built into

the jambs for at least eight and a half inches on each side.

(4) A flue shall not be adapted to or used for any new oven

furnace cockle steam-boiler or close fire used for any purpose

of trade or business or to or for the range or cooking apparatus

of any hotel tavern or eating-house unless the flue be surrounded

with brickwork at least eight and a half inches thick from the

' See .Schedule II., /fj/, p. 484.
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 20.
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floor on which such oven furnace cockle steam-boiler or close

fire is situate to the level of the ceiling of the room next above

the same.

(5) A flue shall not be used in connection with a steam-

boiler or hot-air engine unless the flue is at least twenty feet

in height measured from the level of the floor on which such

engine is placed.

(6) The inside of every flue ^ and also the outside where

passing through any floor or roof or behind or against any

woodwork shall be rendered pargeted or lined with fire-

resisting piping of stoneware.

(7) The position and course of every flue shall be dis-

tinguished on the outside of the work as it is carried up by
outline marks in some durable manner except when the

exterior face of the flue forms part of the outer face of an ex-

ternal wall not likely to be built against.

(8} The jambs of every fireplace opening shall be at least

eight and a half inches wide on each side of the opening

thereof.

(9) The breast of every chimney and the brickwork sur-

rounding every smoke flue shall be at least four inches in

thickness.

(10) The back of every fireplace opening in a party wall

from the hearth up to the height of twelve inches above the

mantel shall be at least eight and a half inches thick.

(11) The thickness of the upper side of every flue when its

course makes with the horizon an angle of less than forty-five

degrees shall be at least eight and a half inches.

(12) Every chimney shaft or smoke flue shall be carried up
in brick or stone work at least four inches thick throughout to

a height of not less than three feet above the roof flat or gutter

adjoining thereto measured at the highest point in the line of
junction with such roof flat or gutter.

(13) The highest six courses of every chimney-stack or
shaft shall be built in cement.

(14) The brickwork or stonework of any chimney shaft
except that of the furnace of any steam engine brewery dis-
tillery or manufactory shall not be built higher above the roof
flat or gutter adjoining thereto than a height equal to six times
the least width of such chimney shaft at the level of such
highest point in the line of junction unless such chimney shaft
is built with and bonded to another chimney shaft not in the
same line with the first or otherwise rendered secure.

(15) There shall be laid level with the floor of every storey
before the opening of every chimney a slab of stone slate or
other incombustible substance at the least six inches longer on
each side than the width of such opening and at the least
eighteen inches wide in front of the breast thereof.

Part VI.

Construction
of Buildings.

^
‘ Times,’ June 28, 1879, as to ‘pargeting a

flue. Woolrychs Metropolitan Acts.
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(^6) On every floor except the lowest floor such slab shall
be laid wholly upon stone or iron bearers or upon brick
trimrners or other incombustible materials but on the lowest
floor it may be bedded on concrete covering the site or on
solid materials placed on such concrete.

(17) The hearth or slab of every chimney shall be bedded
wholly on brick stone or other incombustible substance and

wuth such substance be solid for a thickness of
six inches at least beneath the upper surface of such hearth or
slab.

(18) A flue shall not be built in or against any party struc-
ture unless it be.surrounded with new brickwork at least four
inches in thickness properly bonded.

(19) A chimney breast or shaft built with or in any party
wall shall not be cut away unless the district surveyor certifies
that it can be done without injuriously affecting the stability of
any building.

(20) A chimney shaft jamb breast or flue shall not be cut
into except for the purpose of repair or during some one or
more of the following things :

—
(«) Letting in or removing or altering flues pipes or funnels

for the conveyance of smoke hot air or steam or let-

ting in removing or altering smoke jacks
;

{b') Forming openings for soot doors such openings to be
fitted with a close iron door and frame

;

{dj Making openings for the insertion of ventilating valves
subject to the following restriction that an opening
shall not be made nearer than twelve inches to any
timber or combustible substance.

(21) Timber or woodwork shall not be placed—
(a) In any wall or chimney breast nearer than twelve inches

to the inside of any flue or chimney opening
;

{p) Under any chimney opening within ten inches from the
upper surface of the hearth of such chimney opening

;

(p) Within two inches from the face of the brickwork or

stonework about any chimney or flue where the sub-
stance of such brickwork or stonework is less than
eight and a half inches thick unless the face of such
brickwork or stonework is rendered.

(22) Wooden plugs shall not be driven nearer than six

inches to the inside of any flue or chimney opening nor any iron

holdfast or other iron fastening nearer than two inches thereto.

65 .^ Unless the Council otherwise permit every chimney
shaft for the furnace of a steam engine brewery distillery or

manufactory shall be constructed in conformity with the follow-

ing rules :
—

(i) Every shaft shall be carried up throughout in brickwork

and mortar of the best quality and if detached shall

‘ See too Public Health (London) Act, 1891, s. 23.
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taper gradually from the base to the top of the shaft Part VI.
at the rate of at least two inches and a half in ten feet

of height :
Construction

(2) The thickness of brickwork at the top of the shaft and Buildings.

for twenty feet below the top shall be at least eight

and a half inches and shall be increased at least one
half brick for every additional twenty feet measured
downwards :

(3) Every cap cornice pedestal plinth string-course or other
variation from plain brickwork shall be provided as

additional to the thickness of brickwork required
under this Act and every cap shall be constructed and
secured to the satisfaction of the district surveyor :

(4) The foundation of the shaft shall always be made to the
satisfaction of the district surveyor on concrete or
other sufficient foundation :

(5) The footings shall spread all round the base by regular
offsets to a projection equal to the thickness of the
enclosing brickwork at the base of the shaft and the
space enclosed by the footings shall be filled in solid
as the work progresses :

(6) The width of the base of the shaft if square shall be at
least one tenth of the proposed height of the shaft or
if the same is round or of any other shape then one
twelfth of the height

:

(7) Any fire bricks built inside the lower portion of the
shaft shall be provided as additional to and indepen-
dent of the thickness of brickwork prescribed by these
rules and shall not be bonded therewith.

66.' (i) The floor under every oven copper steam-boiler Rules as to
or stove which is not heated by gas and the floor around the close fires
same shall for a'space of eighteen inches be formed of materials P'Pcs for

of an incombustible and non-conducting nature not less than
“"'keying

SIX inches thick. vapour &c.

(2) A pipe for conveying smoke or other products of com-
bustmn heated air steam or hot water shall not be fixed against
any building on the face adjoining to any street or public way.

(3) A pipe for conveying smoke or other products of com-
bustion shall not be fixed nearer than nine inches to any com-
bustible materials.

^

(4) A pipe for conveying heated air or steam shall not benxed nearer than six inches to any combustible materials.
( 5 ) A pipe for conveying hot water shall not be placedneamr than three inches to any combustible materials.
Provided that the restrictions imposed by this section with

espect to the distance at which pipes for conveying hot watersteam may be placed from any combustible materials shall

at low pr^esLre^
conveying hot water or steam

Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 21.
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For the purposes of this section hot water or steam shall
be deemed to be at low pressure when provided with a free
blow off.

67. The floor over any room or enclosed space in which a
furnace is fixed and any floor within eighteen inches from the
crown of an oven shall be constructed of fire-resisting materials.

68. ^ In every public building and in every other building
of more than one hundred and twenty-five thousand feet in

cubical extent and which is constructed or adapted to be used
as a dwelling-house for separate families the floors of the lobbies
corridors passages and landings and also the flights of stairs

shall be of fire-resisting material and carried by supports of a
fire-resisting material.

69. (i) In every building constructed or adapted to be
occupied in separate tenements by more than two families the
principal staircase used by the several families in common shall

be ventilated upon every storey above the ground storey by
means of windows or skylights opening directly into the ex-

ternal air or shall be otherwise adequately ventilated.

(
2
)
The principal staircase in every building being a dwelling-

house and not subject to the provisions of sub-section i of this

section shall be ventilated by means of a window or skylight

opening directly into the external air.

70. ^ (i) {a) Every habitable room except rooms wholly

or partly in the roof shall be in every part at least eight feet six

inches in height from the floor to the ceiling
\

(b) Every habitable room wholly or partly in the roof of any
building shall be at least eight feet in height from the floor to

the ceiling throughout not less than one half the area of such

room

;

(r) Every habitable room shall have one or more windows
opening directly into the external air or into a conservatory

with a total superficies clear of the sash frames free from any

obstruction to the light equal to at least one tenth of the floor

area of the room and so constructed that a portion equal to

at least one twentieth of such floor area can be opened and

the opening in each case shall extend to at least seven feet

above the floor level but a room having no external wall or a

room constructed wholly or partially in the roof may be lighted

through the roof by a dormer window with a total superficies

clear of the sash frames free from any obstruction to the light

equal to at least one twelfth of the floor area of the room

and so constructed that a portion of such window equal

to at least one twenty-fourth of such floor area can be

opened and the opening in each case shall extend to at least

five feet above the floor level or such room may be lighted by

a lantern-light of which a portion equal to at least one twentieth

of the floor area can be opened
;

' Re-enacting 18 & 1 9 Viet. c. 122, s. 22.

2 Ibid. s. 23.
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{d) In a building being a dwelling-house every basement Part VI,

room having a wooden floor other than a floor constructed of 7

—

solid wood bedded on concrete shall have a sufficient space
of

between the ground and the floor surfaces to admit of ventila-
^

tion by means of air-bricks or otherwise
;

(e) Every habitable room constructed over a stable shall be
separated from the stable by a floor which shall have in every
part not occupied by a joist or girder a layer of concrete
pugging of good quality or of other solid construction three
inches in thickness finished smooth upon the upper surface
and properly supported and the under side of such floor shall

be ceiled with lath and plaster of good quality or of other solid
construction

;

Any staircase or gallery or structure by which such rooms
shall be approached shall be separated from any stable to which
it may adjoin by a brick wall not less than nine inches in
thickness

;

if) Nothing in this Act shall affect alter or repeal any of the
provisions of the Public Health (London) Act 1891 relating to
underground rooms7

(2) If any person knowingly suffer any room constructed
after the commencement of this Act that is not constructed in
conformity with this section to be inhabited he shall in addition
to any other liabilities to which he may be subject be liable to
a penalty for every day during which such room is inhabited.

71 .^ (i) Every party arch or party floor and every arch or Rules as to
floor over any public way or any passage leading through or party arches
under a building or part of a building to premises in other occu- HiNic
patiori shall be formed of brick stone or other incombustible
materials.

(2) If an arch of brick or stone be used it shall be of the
thickness of eight and a half inches at least, and the centre of
such arch shall be higher than the springing at the rate of one '

inch at least for every foot and also for any fractional part of a
toot of span.

(3) If an arch or floor of other incombustible material be
used It shall be constructed in such manner as may be approved
by the district surveyor.

1

Every arch or other construction under any passage Rules as to
ea mg to premises in other occupation or under any public arches under
way or intended public way shall be formed of brick stone or P“hlic ways,
other incombustible materials.

(2) If an arch of brick or stone be used it shall—
{a) Where its span does not exceed ten feet be of the thick-

^ inches at least

;

(^) Where its span exceeds ten but does not exceed fifteen
feet be of the thickness of thirteen inches at least •

ann ^

’ Posi, p. 544.
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 24.
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(«r) Where its span exceeds fifteen feet be of such thickness
as may be approved by the district surveyor.

(3) If 3,n arch or other construction of other incombustible
material be used it shall be constructed in such manner as may
be approved by the district surveyor.

73 .' The following provisions shall (except with the consent
of the Council) apply to projections from buildings ;

—

(1) Every coping cornice string-course facia window-dressing
portico porch balcony verandah balustrade outside
landing outside stairs and outside steps and archi-
tectural projection or decoration whatsoever and also
the eaves barge-boards and cornices to any overhang-
ing roof except the cornices and dressings to the
window fronts of shops and except the eaves barge-
boards and cornices to detached and semi-detached
dwelling-houses and to other dwelling-houses in which
the party walls are corbelled out so as to project four

inches beyond such eaves barge-boards or cornices

shall be of brick tile stone artificial stone slate cement
or other fireproof material ;

For the purpose of this sub-section a pair of

semi-detached houses shall be deemed to be one
building :

(2) Every balcony cornice or other projection shall be tailed

into the wall of the building and weighted or tied

down to the satisfaction of the district surveyor and
no cornice shall exceed in projection two feet six

inches over the public way :

(3) In a street or way of a width not greater than thirty feet

any shop front may project beyond the external wall

of the building to which it belongs to any extent not

exceeding five inches and any cornice of any such

shop front may project to any extent not exceeding

thirteen inches and in any street or way of a width

greater than thirty feet any shop front may pro-

ject to any extent not exceeding ten inches and any

cornice of any such shop front may project to any

extent not exceeding eighteen inches beyond the

external wall of the building to which it belongs

over the ground of the owner of the building pro-

vided that this provision shall not authorise in any

such street the projection of any part of any such

shop front other than the cornice on or over the

public way or any land to be given up to the public

way :

^

'. ' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 26.

* This subsection authorises the projection of cornices beyond the

general building line, whatever the position of the building line may l>e,

and not only where the building line being set back from the street, the

projections are capable of being made on private land. Fortescue v.
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{a)

(4) No part of the woodwork of any shop front shall be
fixed higher than twenty-five feet above the level of
the pavement of the public footpath in front of the
shop No part of the’ woodwork of any shop front
shall be fixed nearer than four inches to the centre
of the party wall where the adjoining premises
are separated by a party wall or nearer than four
inches to the face of the wall of the adjoining
premises where the adjoining premises have a sepa-
rate wall unless a pier or corbel of stone brick or
other incombustible material four inches wide at
the least be placed as high as such woodwork
and projecting throughout an inch at the least in
front thereof between such woodwork and the
centre of the party wall or the separate wall as the
case may be :

(5) In a street of a width not less than forty feet or to a
building the front wall of which is not at a less
distance than forty feet from the opposite boundary
of the street bay windows to dwelling-houses may be
erected on land belonging to the owner of the
building notwithstanding the provisions of this Act
relating to buildings beyond the general line of
buildings in streets provided that such bay windows

—

Do not exceed three storeys in height above the level
of the footway

j

(p) Do not project more than three feet from the main wall
of the building to which they are attached

;
(r) Do not project in any part within the prescribed

distance of the centre of the roadway
;

{d) Are in no part nearer to the centre of the nearest
party wall than the extreme amount of their pro-
jection from the main wall of the building to which
they are attached

;

{e) Do not taken together exceed in width three fifths of
the frontage of the building towards the street to
which such bays face

;

(/) Are not constructed upon any part of the public way
or upon any land agreed to be given up to the
public way

;
and

is) Shall not be used for trade purposes :

Bay windows to which the foregoing rules do not^ply shall not be erected without the consent of the
Council after consulting the local authority :

Vestry of St. Mattketv, Bethnal Green, [1891] 2 O. B i7o • fin T TM. C. 172 ; 65 L. T 256 ; 53 J. P. 758 . N^ighi of actit or^Jo aSnLi'tion can be asserted by a private person in respect of projections contnvening this section, Brooks v. Terry, 4 T L R* fi7S Thi ^
j

intervention of the Attorney-Gene^alV'by ^altus to th^^ Sdistrict surveyor, see Reg. v, Redman, 6 T. L. R. 9.

<-ouncil or
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(
6

) In a street of a width not less than forty feet or to a
building the front wall of- which is not at a less

distance than forty feet from the opposite boundary
of the street projecting oriel windows or turrets may
be constructed Provided that

—

{a) No part of any such projection extend more than
three feet from the face of the front wall of the

building or more than twelve inches over- the
public way

;

{b) No part of any such projection be less than ten feet

above the level of the footway of the street
;

{c) No part of any such projection (where it overhangs
the public way) be within a distance of four feet of

the centre of the nearest party wall

;

{d) On no floor shall the total width of any such pro-

jections taken together exceed three fifths of the

length of the wall of the building on the level of

that floor
;

{e) Every such projection be constructed to the satisfac-

tion of the district surveyor or in the event of dis-

agreement to the satisfaction of the superintending

architect whose determination shall be final :

Oriel windows or turrets to which the foregoing rules

do not apply shall not be erected without the consent

of the Council after consulting the local authority :

(7) The roof flat or gutter of every building and every

balcony verandah shop front or other similar projec-

tion or projecting window shall be so arranged and

constructed and so supplied with gutters and pipes as

to prevent the water therefrom from dropping upon

or running over any public way ;

(8) Except in so far as is permitted by this section in the

case of shop fronts and projecting windows and with

the exception of water pipes and their appurtenances

copings string-courses cornices facias window dress-

ings and other like architectural decorations no pro-

jection from any building shall extend beyond the

general line of buildings in any street except with the

permission of the Council after consulting the local

authority.

74.1 (j) Every building shall be separated either by an

external wall or by a party wall or other proper party structure

from the adjoining building (if any) and from each of the adjoin-

ing buildings (if more than one).

(2) In every building exceeding ten squares in area used

in part for purposes of trade or manufacture and in part as

a dwelling-house the part used for the purposes of trade or

manufacture shall be separated from the part used as a

Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet, c, 122, s. 27.1
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dwelling-house by walls and floors constructed of fire-resist-

ing materials and all passages staircases and other means of
approach to the part used as a dwelling-house shall be con-
structed throughout of fire-resisting materials The part used
for purposes of trade or manufacture shall (if extending to

more than two hundred and fifty thousand cubic feet) be sub-
ject to the provisions of this Act relating to the cubical extent
of buildings of the warehouse class :

Provided that there may be constructed in the walls of
such staircases and passages such doorways as are necessary
for communicating between the different parts of the building
and there may be formed in any walls of such building open-
ings fitted with fire-resisting doors.

(3 ) In every building exceeding twenty-five squares in area
containing separate sets of chambers or offices or rooms
tenanted or constructed or adapted to be tenanted by different
persons the floors and principal staircases shall be of fire-resist-
ing materials :

*

But this provision shall not entitle the district surveyor to
charge for the inspection of each set of chambers as a separate
building.^

75.3 Except as in this section provided no building of the
warehouse class shall extend to more than two hundred and
fifty thousand cubic feet unless divided by party walls in such
manner that no division thereof extend to more than two
hundred and fifty thousand cubic feet.

No addition shall be made to any building of the warehouse
class or to any division thereof so that the cubical extent of
any such building or division shall exceed two hundred and
fifty thousand cubic feet.‘‘

The restriction contained in this section upon the cubical
extent of a building shall not apply to any building which
being at a greater distance than two miles from Saint Paul’s
Cathedral is used wholly for the manufacture of the machinery
and boilers of steam vessels or for a retort-house or the manu-
facture of gas or for generating electricity provided that such
building consist of one floor only and be constructed of brick
stone iron or other incombustible material throughout and
shall not be used for any purpose other than such as herein-
before specified Every such building shall for the purpose of
the provisions of this Act with respect to special buildings be

Part VI.

Construction
of Buildings,

Cubical extent

of buildings.

^
See Schedule \\.,post, p. 484.

Williams, [1892!

S 4A 1
' “ ^ “S i 40 w. R. 69

, J.%]

s.

^9 Viet. c. 122, S. 27 (4) ; S3 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii.

‘ This disposes of the difficulty raised in V. 10 O T? r>
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deemed to be a building to which the general rules of this Act
are inapplicable.

76.' Where the Council are satisfied on the report of the

superintending architect and of the chief officer of the fire

brigade that additional cubical extent is necessary for any
building to be used for any trade or manufacture and are

satisfied that proper arrangements have been or will be made
and maintained for lessening so far as reasonably practicable

danger from fire the Council may consent to such building

containing additional cubical extent :

Provided that such building shall not

—

(i) Extend to a number of cubic feet exceeding four hundred

and fifty thousand or any less number allowed by the

Council without being divided by party walls in such

manner that the cubical extent of each division do
not exceed that number

;

(ii) Exceed sixty feet in height

;

(iii) Be used for the purpose of any trade or manufacture

involving the use of explosive or inflammable

materials.

Such consent shall continue in force only while the said

building is actually used for the purposes of the trade or

manufacture in respect of which the consent was granted.

77.2 Buildings shall not be united except where they

are wholly in one occupation or are constructed or adapted to

be so.

(2) Buildings shall not be united if when so united and

considered as one building only they would not be in conformity

with this Act.^

(3) An opening shall not be made in any party wall or in

two external walls dividing buildings which if taken together

would extend to more than two hundred and fifty ‘‘ thousand

cubic feet except under the following conditions ® :

—

{a) Such opening shall not exceed in width seven feet or in

height eight feet and such opening or openings taken

together shall not exceed one half the length of such

party wall on each floor of the building in which they

occur

;

' Re-enacting S3 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii. s. 29 ; 23 & 24 Vict. c. 52, s. 2.

2 Re-enacting 18 & 19 Vict. c. 122, s. 28.
. , . . •

* The alteration of an old building by an addition was not within this

rule under the old Act, unless the addition was at some time a separate

building in itself. Scott v. Legg, stepra ;
but see now s. 75.

The old measurement was 216,000 cubic feet, s. 28 of Building Act,

[ 8 ^ ^

Where two houses have been united by means of an opening in the

jarty wall before this Act came into operation, and an opening is made

nto another building so as to connect the same with the two houses, it

he three houses together contain more than 250,000 cubic feet, the two

louses will be considered as one building, and the requirements of th^

\ct must be observed. Ashby v. IVoodthorp, 33 L. J. M. C. 68 ;
12 W.

109 ; 9 L. T. (N. S. ) 409.
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(b) Such opening shall have the floor jambs and head formed
of brick stone or iron and be closed by two wrought
iron doors each one fourth of an inch thick in the
panel at a distance from each other of the full thick-
ness of the wall fitted to rebated frames without
woodwork of any kind or by wrought iron sliding
doors or shutters properly constructed fitted into

. grooved or rebated iron frames
;

(<r) If the thickness of the wall be not less than twenty-four
inches or the doors be placed at a distance from each
other of not less than twenty-four inches such opening
may be nine feet six inches in height.

(4) Whenever any buildings which have been united cease
to be in one occupation all openings made for the purpose of
uniting the same in any party wall between the buildings or in
any external wall shall be stopped up with brick or stone work
not less than thirteen inches in thickness (except in the case
of a wall eight and a half inches in thickness in which case
eight and a half mches shall be sufficient) and properly bonded
with such wall and any timber not in conformity with this Act
placed in the wall shall be removed.

(5) Whenever any buildings which have been united cease
to be in one occupation the owner thereof shall forthwith give
notice to the district surveyor and shall cause any openingsmade in the party wall to be stopped up and bonded as afore-

[78.2 Construction of public buildings,
79d Where it is proposed to convert or alter any buildingerected for a purpose other than a public purpose into a publicbuilding such conversion or alteration shall be canned intoeffect and the public building thereby formed including the

slmcted'in s^r°h'
staircases thereof shall be^con-

survevor or
by the district

bv the tribunal ?f
^^"^1 i^^s^g^eement may be determined

oLi f

^ bunal of appeal and the provisions of this Act shall

rS f
conversion as though it were theconstruction of a public building.

^ ic were me

fc?'
ill churches and chapels.]

[SI. Application of Act to buildings under railway arches.^]
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372

27 L.

For penalty, see s. 200, ^osi, p. 469.
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 30.

33 L. J. C. w. R.
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PART VII.

SPECIAL AND TEMPORARY BUILDINGS AND WOODEN
STRUCTURES.

82.’ (i) Where a builder is desirous of erecting an iron

building or structure or any other building or structure to

which the general provisions of Part VI. of this Act are* in-

applicable or in the opinion of the Council inappropriate having

regard to the special purpose for which the building or structure

is designed and actually used he shall make an application to

the Council accompanied by a plan of the proposed building

with such particulars as to the construction thereof as may be

required by the Council.

(2) The Council if satisfied with such plan and particulars

shall signify their approval of the same in writing and there-

upon the building may be constructed according to such plan

and particulars but the Council shall not authorise any building

of the warehouse class to be erected of greater cubical extent

than two hundred and fifty thousand cubic feet except in

accordance with the foregoing provisions of this Act.

(3) The Council may for the purpose of regulating the

procedure in relation to such applications issue such general

rules as they think fit as to the time and manner of making

applications and as to the plans to be presented the expenses

to be incurred and any other matter or thing connected there-

with.^
. 1 1 • 4.U

(4) All expenses incurred in and about the obtaining the

approval of the Council shall be paid by the builder to the

superintending architect or to such other person as the Council

may appoint and in default of payment may be recovered in a

summary manner.
, v ..u

(5) A copy of any plans and particulars approved by the

Council shall be furnished to the district surveyor within whose

district the building to which such plans and particulars relate

is situate and it shall be his duty ^ to ascertain that the same

is built in accordance with the said plans and particulars.

83."* Where an application is made to the Council by any

person stating his desire to erect in any place an iron or other

building or structure of a temporary character to which the

general provisions of Part VI. of this Act are inapplicable the

Council may if they approve of the plan and particulars of the

building or structure limit the period during which it shall be

allowed to remain in that place and may make their appro\al

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 56, 57 , 58, 60, 61.

2 See current regulations, p. 616.
-r r r> n

3 Enforceable by mandamus, Reg. v. Redman, ^ E. R. 9 - „

Re-enactinc 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. 12. See Pat sons v

44 J. P SSas fo terms on which the Council might authorise the buildings

in question under the old Acts.
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subject to such conditions as to the removal of the building or
structure or otherwise as they think fit and if at the expiration
of that period the building or structure be not removed in
accordance with those conditions the Council may serve a
notice on the occupier or owner of such building or structure
requiring him to remove it within a reasonable time specified
in the notice and if the occupier or owner fail to remove such
building or structure within the time named the Council may
notwithstanding the imposition and recovery of any penalty
cause complaint thereof to be made before a petty sessional
court who shall thereupon issue a summons requiring such
occupier or owner to appear to answer such complaint and if
the said complaint is proved to the satisfaction of the Court
the Court may make an order in writing authorising the Council
to enter upon the land upon which such building is situated
and to remove or take down the same and do whatever may
be necessary for such purpose and also to remove the materials
ot which the same is composed to a convenient place and
(unless the expenses of the Council be paid to them within
fourteen days after such removal) sell the same as they think
proper. ^

(0 No person shall set up in any place any wooden
structure (unless it be exempt from the operation of this Part
ot this Act) except hoardings ^ enclosing vacant land and not

'The words in the old section (s. 13 of the Act of 1882) were ‘anywooden Structure or erection of a raoyeable or temporary cha^rac er on this it was held that a builder’s office, constructed of wood

it"to’^bf2ieel^ fT’ wheels, for the purpose of enablingto be wheeled about to any place where building operations were beinfearned on, and when not so required kept in the builder’s own yard and useda pay office, was not ‘ a wooden structure of a moveable or temoorarv

ri8Q2?fh n'®
part of the Imilder’s plant, Londoji County Council Pear7e

^^5 ; 40 W. R. 543 ; 55/P. 790 8 T L R
SmallpiZ, 59

and caravan. Hall v.

for soiC nf 1
54 J- t- 710. Nor a bungalow exDosed

[1894] 2 Q
County Council v. Htmiphreys,

cS T pAA' C. J. M. C. 215 ; 71 L. T. 201 :
4C! W R t c •

bu/iio
’• a structure was erected without liemee’

Ihe Xnc?wa?he d"to le'?

V

compleS;

dr'iiTs
erected for use on the snni

only applies to structures

Heiuh Xcf withm s. p„y;^
65 L. T. ,s’o ;% j,

r- J- M- C. 91 i
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exceeding in any part twelve feet in height without having first

obtained for that purpose a licence from the Council and the

licence may contain such conditions with respect to the structure

and the time for which it is to be permitted to continue in the

said place as the Council think expedient.

(
2
)
Provided that a licence shall not be required in the case

of any wooden structure of a movable or temporary character

erected by a builder for his use during the construction altera-

tion or repair of any building unless the same is not taken

down or removed immediately after such construction alteration

or repair.

Provided that this section shall not extend to or apply

within the City or to any hoarding duly licensed by the local

authority under any statutory powers in that behalf.'

85. This Part of this Act shall not apply in the case of a

pile stack or store of timber not being a structure affixed or

fastened to the ground.

86. Structures or erections erected or set up upon the

premises of any railway company and used for the purposes of

or in connection with the traffic of such railway company shall

be exempt from the operation of this Part of this Act.

PART VIII .2

RIGHTS OF BUILDING AND ADJOINING OWNERS.

87.3 Where lands of different owners adjoin and are unbuilt

on at the line of junction and either owner is about to build on

any part of the line of junction the following provisions shall

have effect :— ,, ..u

(1) If the building owner desire to build a party wall on the

line of junction he may serve notice thereof on the

adjoining owner describing the intended wall :

( 2 ) If the adjoining owner consent to the building of a party

wall the wall shall be built half on thedand of each

of the two owners or in such other position as may be

agreed between the two owners :

1 As to the City, see City Sewers Act, 1848, s. 162 : Bradbee v. Christs

Hospital, 4 M. & G. 7 H- As to local authorities, see Metropolitan I aung

Actfi8i7, s. 75 (57 Geo. III. c. cxxix.): Metropolis Management Act,

aiUe, Chap. XXIIL, as to the law generally with respect to pa-r'y

walls, and Chap. XXIV. as to the right to support. .See '

14 Ch. D. 192. This Part of the Act does not exonerate a builder from

liability for damage which has arisen from his negligence =‘0^ '''ant

care and skill ;
in underpinning a party

If' Z' 71’

mite V. Beta, 58 L. T. 710. See Searaell v. tVebstcr 29 L.
J.

Ch 7C

as to an owner of adjoining houses entering upon
.

tenant to repair a party wall. See Wheeler v. Giay, 4 C. B. (
• -IS

6 ibid. 606 ; 27 L. J. C. P. 267 ;
28 ibid. 200.

3 This section is new.
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(3) The expense of the building of the party wall shall be
from time to time defrayed by the two owners in due
proportion regard being had to the use made and
which may be made of the wall by the two owners
respectively :

(4) If the adjoining owner do not consent to the building of
a party wall the building owner shall not build the
wall otherwise than as an external wall placed wholly
on his own land :

(5) If thfi building owner do not desire to build a party wall
on the line of junction but desires to build an external
wall placed wholly on his own land he may serve
notice thereof on the adjoining owner describing the
intended wall :

(
6
)
Where in either of the cases aforesaid the building owner

proceeds to build an external wall on his own land he
shall have a right at his own expense at any time after
the expiration of one month from the service of the
notice to place on the land of the adjoining owner
below the level of the lowest floor the projecting
footings of the external wall with concrete or other
solid substructure thereunder making compensation
to the adjoining owner or occupier for any damage
occasioried thereby the amount of such compensation
if any difference arise to be determined in the manner
in which differences between building owners and
adjoining owners are hereinafter directed to be deter-
mined :

Where an external wall is built against another external
wall or against a party wall it shall be lawful for the district
surveyor to allow the footing of the side next such other ex-
ternal or party wall to be omitted.

88.1 The building owner shall have the following rights ^ in
relation to party structures (that is to say) :

—

(1) A right to make good underpin or repair any party
structure which is defective or out of repair :

(2) A right to pull down and rebuild any party structure
which is so far defective or out of repair as to make it

necessary or desirable to pull it down :

(3) B right to pull down any timber or other partition which
divides any buildings and is not conformable with

\
I^S:enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 83.

• L following rights and no other
; it is the definition of the

o Ph® rf °f British South America v. Stokes,
9 Ch. D. 68; 47 L. J. Ch. 554; 38 L. T. 672 ; 26 W. R. 492. But, iithe provisions of the statute are not followed, the building owner is liableto an action for all injury done, Pratt v. Hillman, 4 B. & C. 260

did
'4 Geo. III. c. 78, that a general covenanrto repair

V ClarT^iT
liable to pay the expense of a party wall. Moon

^ ^ ; but see Barrett v. Duke of Bedford, % T R 602which shows that he would be liable under an express cm-enant.
’
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the regulations of this Act and to build instead a party
wall conformable thereto :

(4) In the case of buildings having rooms or storeys the
property of different owners intermixed a right to pull

down such of the said rooms or storeys or any part
thereof as are not built in conformity with this Act
and to rebuild the same in conformity with this Act

:

(5) In the case of buildings connected by arches or com-
munications over public ways or over passages belong-
ing to other persons a right to pull down such of

the said buildings arches or communications or such
parts thereof as are not built in conformity with this

Act and to rebuild the same in conformity with this

Act :

(6) A right to raise and underpin any party structure per-

mitted by this Act to be raised or underpinned or

any external wall built against such party structure

upon condition of making good all damage occasioned

thereby to the adjoining premises * or to the internal

finishings and decorations thereof and of carrying up
to the requisite height all flues and chimney stacks

belonging to the adjoining owner on or against such

party structure or external wall

:

(7) A right to pull down any party structure which is of in-

sufficient strength for any building intended to be

built and to rebuild the same of sufficient strength

for the above purpose upon condition of making
good all damage occasioned thereby to the adjoining

premises or to the internal finishings and decorations

thereof :
^

(8) A right to cut into any party structure upon condition

of making good all damage occasioned to the adjoin-

ing premises by such operation :

^

(9) A right to cut away any footing or any chimney breasts

jambs or flues projecting or other projections from

any party wall or external walls in order to erect an

external wall against such party wall or for any other

purpose upon condition of making good all damage

’ This does not authorise the raising of a structure so as to obstruct

ancient lights in the adjoining premises, Crofts v. Haldane, L. R. 2 Q. B.

194 ; 36 L. J. Q. B. 85 ;
16 L. T. (N. S.) 116. The common law right

to bring an action is not affected by the Act, Williams v. Golding, L. R.

I C. P. 77 ; 35 L. J. C. P. I ; 14 W. R. 60 ; 13 L. T. (N. S.) 291. See

chapter on Light, anie^ p. 220, and see following cases on 14 Geo. 111.

c. 78, s. 43 : Wells v. Ody, i M. & W. 452 ; 7 C. & P. 410 ; 2 Gale, 12 :

Titterton v. Conyers, i Marsh. 140 ; 5 Taunt. 465.

“ See Standard Bank of British South America v. Stokes, supra:

Beg. V. Ponsford, i D. & L. 116; 7 Jur. 7^7 >
12 L. J. Q. B. 313.

3 See Williams v. Golding, supra. As to duty of person to use

reasonable care and skill in operations which involve the use of a p^ty

wall, see Hughesv. Percival, 8 A. C. 443 ; 5^ L. J. Q. B. 7 19 ; 49 L- T. 189

,

31 W. R. 725; 47 J. P. 772.
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occasioned to the adjoining premises by such opera- Part VIII.

tion :

' .

(10) A right to cut away or takedown such parts of any
wall or building of an adjoining owner as may be neces- A^oin-
sary in consequence of such wall Or building over- i^g Owners.
hanging the ground of the building owner in order to

erect an upright wall against the same on condition

of making good any damage sustained by the wall or
building by reason of such cutting away or taking

down :

(11) A right to perform any other necessary works incident

to the connection of a party structure with the
premises adjoining thereto But the above rights

shall be subject to this qualification that any building
which has been erected previously to the date of the
commencement of this Act shall be deemed to be
conformable with the provisions of this Act if it be
conformable with the provisions of the Acts of Parlia-

ment regulating buildings in London before the com-
mencement of this Act :

(
12

) A right to raise a party fence wall or to pull the same
down and rebuild it as a party wall.

89.2 (i) Where a building owner proposes to exercise any Rights of
of the foregoing rights with respect to party structures the ad- adjoining

joining owner may by notice require the building owner to owner.

•build on any such party structure such chimney copings jambs
or breasts or flues or such piers or recesses or any other like
works as may fairly be required for the convenience of such
adjoining owner and maybe specified in the notice and it shall
be the duty of the building owner to comply with such requisi-
tion in all cases where the execution of the required works will
not be injurious to the building owner or cause to him un-
necessary inconvenience or unnecessary delay in the exercise of
his right.

(
2
) Any difference that arises between a building owner

and adjoining owner in respect of the execution of any such
works shall be determined in manner in which differences
between building owners and adjoining owners are hereinafter
directed to be determined.

90.^ (i) A building owner shall not except with the con- Rules as to
sent m writing of the adjoining owner and of the adjoining exercise of
occupiers or in cases where any wall or party structure is

by
dangerous (in which cases the provisions of Part IX. of this
Act shall apply) exercise any of his rights under this Act in
respect of any party fence wall unless at least one month or
exercise any of his rights under this Act in relation to any
party wall or party structure other than a party fence wall unless

building and
adjoining

owners.

' See s. 64 (19).
^ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 84. ® /did. s. 85.
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at least two months before doing so he has served on the ad-
joining owner a party wall or party structure notice * stating
the nature and particulars of the proposed work and the time
at which the work is proposed to be commenced.

(2) When a building owner in the exercise of any of his
rights under this Part of the Act lays open any part of the ad-
joining land or building he shall at his own expense make and
maintain for a proper time a proper hoarding and shoring or
temporary construction for protection of the adjoining land or
building and the security of the adjoining occupier.^

(3) A building owner shall not exercise any right by this

Act given to him in such manner or at such time as to cause
unnecessary inconvenience to the adjoining owner or to the
adjoining occupier.^

(4) A party wall or structure notice shall not be available

for the exercise of any right unless the work to which the notice

relates is begun within six months after the service thereof and
is prosecuted with due diligence.

(5) Within one month after receipt of such notice the
adjoining owner may serve on the building owner a notice

requiring him to build on any such party structure any works
to the construction of which he is hereinbefore declared to be
entitled.

(6) The last-mentioned notice shall specify the works
required by the adjoining owner for his convenience and
shall if necessary be accompanied by explanatory plans and
drawings.

(7) If either owner do not within fourteen days after the

service on him of any notice express his consent thereto he
shall be considered as having dissented therefrom and there-

* This section and the 88th do not apply (so it was held under the

old Act), and no notice is necessary, where the mere removal of a building

from an adjoining building will not disturb the party structure. Major v.

Park Lane Co., 2 Eq. 453. Aliter, it would seem, where the support of the

building to be removed forms part of the party structure which separates

the two buildings, although such party structure would not be utilised in

the erection of new buildings by the person removing the building. Ibid.

See Scott v. Legg, io_Q. B. D. 236 ; 46 L. J. M. C. 267 ; 36 L. T. 456

;

25 W. R. 594.
If a notice is given under this section that the defendants intend to

pull down and rebuild a wall of the plaintiffs which is described as a party

wall, although it is an external wall, and a request has been made^for the

withdrawal of such notice, an application could be made to the Court to

restrain the defendants from proceeding on the notice, though they said

they did not intend to act upon it. Sims v. Estates Co., 14 W. R. 419 J

14 L. T. (N. S.) 55.
“ This alters the old law as laid down in Thompson v. Hill, L. R-

5 C. P. 564. And see Reg. v. Ponsford, i D. & L. 116; 7 Jur. 767;

12 L. J. Q. B. 313 : Bryer\. Willis, 23 L. T. (N. S.) 463, as to enforcing

provisions by action and not by mandamus. ...
® The building owner is liable for damages for delay in rebuilding a

party wall, folijge v. Woodhotise, 70 L. T. 376; 3^ S. J.
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upon a diiference shall be deemed to have arisen between the

building owner and the adjoining owner.

91.1 jn all cases not specially provided for by this Act

where a difference arises between a building owner and adjoin-

ing owner in respect of any matter arising with reference to

any work to which any notice given under this Part of this Act
relates unless both parties concur in the appointment of one

surveyor they shall each appoint a surveyor and the two sur-

veyors so appointed shall select a third surveyor ^ and such

one surveyor or three surveyors or any two of them shall settle

any matter from time to time during the continuance of any
work to which the notice relates in dispute between such
building and adjoining owner with power by his or their award
to determine the right to do and the time and manner of doing
any work and generally any other matter arising out of or inci-

dental to such difference but any time so appointed for doing
any work shall not unless otherwise agreed commence until

after the expiration of the period by this Part of this Act pre-

scribed for the notice in the particular case.

(
2
)
Any award given by such one surveyor or by such three

surveyors or by any two of them shall be conclusive and shall

not be questioned in any court with this exception that either

of the parties to the difference may appeal therefrom to the
county court within fourteen days from the date of the delivery
of the award and the county court may subject as hereafter in

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 85 ; 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14,
s. 21.

- The wording of the old Act was
‘ any matter arising under this

Act
j

on this it was decided to be immaterial that no action could be
maintained at common law, Standard Bank of British South America v.
Stokes, 9 Ch. D. 68. Under the old section it was held that an action
might be brought for collateral damage, or for anything beyond and apart
from the provisions of the Act, Crofts v. Haldane, L. R. 2 Q. B. 194

;

36 L. J. Q. B. 85; 16 L. T. (N. S.) 1 16; see also Dodd v. Holme,
I A. & E. 493 : W17'burton v. London and Blackwall Railway Co.

,

I Rail.
Ca. 558: Bowerv. Peate, i Q. B. D. 321 : Daltonv. Angus, 6 A. C. 340 ;

50 L. J. Q. B. 689; 44 L. T. 844; 30 W. R. 191 ; 46 J. P. 132 :

Lemaitre v. Davis, 19 Ch. D. 281 ; 51 L. J. Ch. 173 ; 46 L. T. 407 ;

30 W. R. 360 ; 46 J. P. 324.
^ Quare, whether these proceedings are within the Arbitration Act, 1889.

In Exparte McBryde{^ Ch. D. 200), Malins, V. -C. ,
appointed an umpire, the

surveyors refusing to do so, although there was an action pending to settle
the right of one of the parties to an ancient light in the party wall as to
which the differences had arisen.

In Standai'd Bank of British South America v. Stokes, supra, which
was an action to restrain the underpinning of a party structure before the
directions required by this Act had been given, Jessel, M.R., considered
that the privileges conferred by the Act could only be exercised upon a due
compliance with its provisions, and particularly only after proper directions
had been given by the surveyors :

‘ It must mean they are to determine
the time—that is, the work is not to be done until the time is determined,
and It the work is commenced before that time, the building owner is
committing a breach of the Act of Parliament.’

^
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this section mentioned rescind the award or modify it in such
manner as it thinks just.

(3) If either party to the difference make default in appoint-
ing a surveyor for ten days after notice has been served on him
by the other party to make such appointment the party giving
the notice may make the appointment in the pldce of the
party so making default.

(4) The costs incurred in making or obtaining the award
shall be paid by such party as the surveyor or surveyors deter-
mine.

(5) If the appellant from any such award ' on appearing
before the county court declare his unwillingness to have the
matter decided by that court and prove to the satisfaction of
the judge of that court that in the event of the matter being
decided against him he will be liable to pay a sum exclusive of
costs exceeding fifty pounds and gives security to be approved
by the judge duly to prosecute his appeal and to abide the
event thereof all proceedings in the county court shall there-
upon be stayed and the appellant may bring an action in the
High Court against the other party to the difference.

(6) The plaintiff in such action shall deliver to the defen-
dants an issue whereby the matters in difference between them
may be tried and the form of such issue in case of dispute or
in case of the non-appearance of the defendant shall be settled
by the High Court and such action shall be prosecuted and
issue tried in the same manner and subject to the same inci-
dents in and subject to which actions are prosecuted and
issues tried in other cases within the jurisdiction of the High
Court or as near thereto as circumstances admit.

(7) If the parties to any such action agree as to the facts a
special case may be stated for the opinion of the High Court
and any case so stated may be brought before the court in like
manner and subject to the same incidents in and subject to
which other special cases are brought before such court or as
near thereto as circumstances admit and any costs that may
have been incurred in the county court by the parties to such
action as is mentioned in this section shall be deemed to be
costs incurred in such action and be payable accordingly.

(8) Where both parties to the difference have concurred in

the appointment of one surveyor for the settlement of such
difference then if such surveyor refuse or for seven days neglect

to act or die or become incapable to act before he has made
his award the matters in dispute shall be determined in the

same manner as if such single surveyor had not been appointed.

(9) Where each party to the difference has appointed a

surveyor for the settlement of the difference and a third sur-

veyor has been selected then if such third surveyor refuse or for

seven days neglect to act or before such difference is settled die

' As to appeal from the county court, see s. 168, and Seawell v.

Webster, 29 L. J. Ch. 71.
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or become incapable to act the two surveyors shall forthwith

select another third surveyor in his place and every third sur-

veyor so selected as last aforesaid shall have the same powers
and authorities as were vested in his predecessor.

(10) Where each party to the difference has appointed a

surveyor for the settlement of the difference then if the two
surveyors so appointed refuse or for seven days after request of

either party neglect to select a third surveyor or another third

surveyor in the event of the refusal or neglect to act death or
incapacity of the third surveyor for the time being a Secretary
of State may on the application of either party select some fit

person to act as third surveyor and every surveyor so selected
shall have the same powers and authorities as if he had been
selected by the two surveyors appointed by the parties.

(11) Where each party to the difference has appointed a
surveyor for the settlement of the difference then if before
such difference is settled either surveyor so appointed die or
become incapable to act the party by whom such surveyor was
appointed may appoint in writing some other surveyor to act in
his place and if for the space of seven days after notice served
on him by the other party for that purpose he fail to do so the
other surveyor may proceed ex parte and the decision of such
other surveyor shall be as effectual as if he had been a single
surveyor in whose appointment both parties had concurred and
every surveyor so to be substituted as aforesaid shall have the
same powers and authorities as were vested in the former sur-
veyor at the time of his death or disability as aforesaid.

(
12

)
Where each party to the difference has appointed a

surveyor for the settlement of the difference then if either of
the surveyors refuse or for seven days neglect to act the other
surveyor may proceed ex parte and the decision of such other
surveyor shall be as effectual as if he had been a single sur-
veyor in whose appointment both parties had concurred.

92.2 ^ building owner his servants agents and workmen at
all usual times of working may enter and remain on any pre-
mises for the purpose of executing and may execute any work
which he has become entitled or is required in pursuance of
this Act to execute removing any furniture or doing any other
thing which may be necessary and if the premises are closed
he and they may accompanied by a constable or other officer
of the peace break open any fences or doors in order to effect
such entry :

Provided that before entering on any premises for the pur-
poses of this section the building owner shall except in the
case of emergency give fourteen days’ notice of his intention
so to do to the owner and occupier and in case of emergency
shall give such notice as may be reasonably practicable.

7 w.
^ 28 L. J. c. r. 200;

* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 86.
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93.1 Where a building owner intends to erect within ten
feet of a building belonging to an adjoining owner a building
or structure any part of which within such ten feet extends to a
lower level than the foundations of the building belonging to

the adjoining owner he may and if required by the adjoining
owner shall (subject as hereinafter provided) underpin or

otherwise strengthen the foundations of the said building so

far as may be necessary and the following provisions shall have
effect :

—

(1) At least two months’ notice in writing shall be given by
the building owner to the adjoining owner stating his

intention to build and whether he proposes to under-
pin or otherwise strengthen the foundations of the

said building and such notice shall be accompanied
by a plan and sections showing the site of the pro-

posed building and the depth to which he proposes

to excavate :

(2) If the adjoining owner shall within fourteen days after

being served with such notice give a counter notice

in writing that he disputes the necessity of or require

such underpinning or strengthening a difference shall

be deemed to have arisen between the building owner

and the adjoining owner :

(3) The building owner shall be liable to compensate the

adjoining owner and occupier for any inconvenience

loss or damage which may result to them by reason

of the exercise of the powers conferred by this sec-

tion :

' (4) Nothing in this section contained shall relieve the build-

ing owner from any liability to which he would other-

wise be subject in case of injury caused by his build-

ing operations to the adjoining owner.

94.^ An adjoining owner may if he think fit by notice in

writing require the building owner (before commencing any

work which he may be authorised by this Part of this Act to

execute) to give such security as may be agreed upon or in case

of difference may be settled by the Judge of the County Court ®

for the payment of all such expenses costs and compensation

in respect of the work as may be payable by the building

owner.

The building owner may if he think fit at any time after

service on him of a party wall or party structure requisition

by the adjoining owner and before beginning a work to

which the requisition relates but not afterwards serve a

' As to the common law rights of adjoining owners against the builtog

owner and his contractors, see a?Ue, Chap. XXIV., on Support. This

section is new.
2 Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 87.

. . . r

“ See Beadnell v. Beeson, L. R. 3 Q. B. 443, as to the jurisdiction ot

the county court judge.
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counter requisition on the adjoining owner requiring him to

give such security for payment of the expenses costs and

compensation for which he is or will be liable as may be

agreed upon or in case of difference may be settled as afore-

said..

If the adjoining owner do not within one month after service

of that counter requisition give security accordingly he shall at

the end of that month be deemed to have ceased to be entitled

to compliance with his party wall or party structure requisition

and the building owner may proceed as if no party wall or

party structure requisition had been served on him by the ad-

joining owner.

95.^ (i) As to expenses to be borne jointly by the building

owner and adjoining owner :

—

(rt) If any party structure be defective or out of repair the

expense of making good underpinning or repairing

the same shall be borne by the building owner and
adjoining owner in due proportion regard being had
to the use that each owner makes or may make of

the structure

;

(b) If any party structure be pulled down and rebuilt by
reason of its being so far defective or out of repair as

to make it necessary or desirable to pull it down the

expense of such pulling down and rebuilding shall be
borne by the building owner and adjoining owner in

due proportion regard being had to the use that each
owner may make of the structure

;

^

{c) If any timber or other partition dividing a building be
pulled down in exercise of the right by this Part of
this Act vested in a building owner and a party
structure be built instead thereof the expense of
building such party structure and also of building
any additional party structures that may be required
by reason of the partition having been pulled down
shall be borne by the building owner and adjoining
owner in due proportion regard being had to the use
that each owner may make of the party structure and
to the thickness required for support of the respective
buildings parted thereby

;

{d) If any rooms or storeys or any parts thereof the property
of different owners and intermixed in any building be
pulled down in pursuance of the right by this Part of
this Act vested in a building owner and be rebuilt in
conformity with this Act the expense of such pulling
down and rebuilding shall be borne by the building
owner and adjoining owner in due proportion regard
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’ Re-enacting i8 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 88.
“ See V. Pursdl, ii Ch. D. 412, as to what will be held to be a

party wall within this subsection.
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being had to the use that each owner may make of
such rooms or storeys

;

(e) If any arches or communications over public ways or
over passages belonging to other persons than the
owners of the buildings connected by such arches or
communications or any parts thereof be pulled down
in pursuance of the right by this Part of this Act
vested in a building owner and be rebuilt in con-
formity with this Act the expense of such pulling
down and rebuilding shall be borne by the building
owner and adjoining owner in due proportion regard
being had to the use that each owner may make of
such arches or communications.

(2) As to expenses to be borne by the building owner :

—

(a) If any party structure or any external wall built against
another external wall be raised or underpinned in

pursuance of the power by this Part of this Act
vested in a building owner the expense of raising or
underpinning the same and of making good all

damage occasioned thereby and of carrying up to the
requisite height all such flues and chimney-stacks
belonging to the adjoining owner on or against any
such party structure or external wall as are by this

Part of this Act required to be made good and
carried up shall be borne by the building owner

;

(
1
)

If any party structure which is of proper materials and
sound or not so far defective or out of repair as to

make it necessary or desirable to pull it down be
pulled down and rebuilt by the building owner the

expense of pulling down and rebuilding the same and
of making good any damage by this Part of this Act
required to be made good and a fair allowance in

respect of the disturbance and inconvenience caused

to the adjoining owner shall be borne by the building

owner
;

*

(c) If any party structure be cut into by the building owner
the expense of cutting into the same and of making
good any damage by this Part of this Act required

to be made good shall be borne by such building

owner

;

(d) If any footing chimney breast jambs or floor be cut

away in pursuance of the powers by this Part of this

Act vested in a building owner the expense of such

cutting away and of making good any damage by this

Part of this Act required to be made good shall be

borne by the building owner
;

(e) If any party fence wall be raised for a building the

' See Standard Bank ofBritish South America v. Stokes, 9 Ch. D. 68 ;

47 L. J. Ch. SS4.
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expense of raising such wall shall be borne by the
building owner

;

(/) If any party fence wall be pulled down and built as a
party wall the expense of pulling down such party
fence wall and building the same as a party wall shall

be borne by the building owner.
If at any time the adjoining owner make use of any party

structure or external wall (or any part thereof) raised or under-
pinned as aforesaid or of any party fence wall pulled down and
built as a party wall (or any part thereof) beyond the use thereof
made by him before the alteration there shall be borne by the
adjoining owner from time to time a due proportion of the
expenses (having regard to the use that the adjoining owner
may make thereof) :

—

(i) Of raising or underpinning such party structure or ex-
ternal wall and of making good all such damage
occasioned thereby to the adjoining owner and of
carrying up to the requisite height all such flues and
chimney-stacks belonging to the adjoining owner on
or against any such party structure or external wall
as are by this Part of this Act required to be made
good and carried up

;

(ii) Of pulling down and building such party fence wall as a
party wall.

96. Within one month after the completion of any work
which a building owner is by this Part of this Act authorised
or required to execute and the expense of which is in whole or

borne by an adjoining owner the building owner
.shall deliver to the adjoining owner an account ^ in writing of
the particulars and expense of the work specifying any deduc-
tion to which such adjoining owner or other person may be
entitled in respect of old materials or in other respects and
every such work shall be estimated and valued at fair average
rates and prices according to the nature of the work and the
locality and the market price of materials and labour at the

fi,
within one month after the delivery of
ac^'oining owner if dissatisfied therewithmay declare his dissatisfaction to the building owner by notice

^ by himself or his agent and specifying his
objection thereto and thereupon a diffLnce shall be deemedto have arisen between the parties and shall be determined inmanner hereinbefore in this Part of this Act provided for

ownSs
differences between building and adjoining

62

2
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 89.Under the old Act, 14 Geo. III. c. 78, see Philp v. Donati,

:

’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 90.
See s. post, p. 467.
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98. ‘ If within the said period of one month the adjoining
owner do not declare in the said manner his dissatisfaction

with the account he shall be deemed to have accepted the
same and shall pay the same on demand to the party delivering

the account and if he fail to do so the amount so due may be
recovered as a debt.

99.2 Where the adjoining owner is liable to contribute to

the expenses of building any party structure then until such
contribution is paid the building owner at whose expense the

same was built shall stand possessed of the sole property in the

structure.

100. ^ The adjoining owner shall be liable for all expenses
incurred on his requisition by the building owner and in de-

fault payment of the same may be recovered from him as a

debt.

101. “* Nothing in this Act shall authorise any interference

with an easement of light or other easements in or relating to

a party wall or take away abridge or prejudicially affect any
right of any person to preserve or restore any light or other

thing in or connected with a party wall in case of the party

wall being pulled down or rebuilt.

PART IX.

DANGEROUS AND NEGLECTED STRUCTURES.'’

Dangerous Structures.

102. *^ In this Part of this Act the expression ‘ structure
’

includes any building wall or other structure and anything

affixed to or projecting from any building wall or other structure.

103. '^ (i) .Where it is made known to the Council that

any structure is in a dangerous state the Council shall require

a survey of such structure to be made by the district surveyor

or by some other competent surveyor.

(2) For the purposes of this Part of this Act the expression

‘ district surveyor ’ shall be deemed to include any surveyor so

appointed.

(3 )
The district surveyor shall make known to the Council

any information which he may receive with respect to any

structure being in a dangerous state.

* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 91.

Ibid. s. 92.
^ Ibid. s. 93-

This section embodies the decision in Crofts v. Haldane, L. R. 2 Q.B.

194 ; 36 L. J. Q. B. 85.

^ See Debenham v. Metropolitan Board of Works, 6 Q. B. D. 112 :

London County Council v. Herring, [1894] 2 Q. B. 522 ; 63 L. J. M. C.

230 ; 58 J. P. 721 ;
10 R. 455 ; 10 T. L. R. 509.

“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 69.

’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 69 ; 32 & 33 Viet. c. 82, s. 4.
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(4) It shall be lawful for the district surveyor to enter into
any structure or upon any land upon which any structure is

situate for the purpose of making a survey of such structure.
[104.^ Effect of this Part of Act within the City.]
105.2 Upon the completion of his survey the district

surveyor employed shall certify to the Council his opinion as
to the state of the structure.

106.3 If the certificate is to the effect that the structure is
not in a dangerous state no further proceedings shall be had
in respect thereof but if it is to the effect that the same is in a
dangerous state the Council may cause the same to be shored
up or otherwise secured and a proper hoard or fence to be
put up for the protection of passengers and shall cause notice
to be served ® on the owner or occupier of the structure
requiring him forthwith to take down secure or repair the
same as the case requires.

107.3 (i) If the owner 7 or occupier on whom the notice is
served fail to comply as speedily as the nature of the case
permits with the notice a petty sessional court « on complaint ^

by the Council may order the owner to take down repair or
otherwise secure to the satisfaction of the district surveyor the
structure or such part thereof as appears to the court to be in
a dangerous state within a time to be fixed by the order and
if the same be not taken down repaired or otherwise secured
within the time so limited the Council may with all convenient
speed cause all or so much of the structure as is in a dangerous
condition to be taken down repaired or otherwise secured insuch manner as may be requisite ;

Provided that if the owner of the structure dispute thenecessity of any of the requisitions comprised in the n^otice he
* Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 70, 71;
^ Ilnd. s. 71.

' ’ / j

i,-„i! building is not adiacent tnhighway nor dangerous to the public
; it is sufficient if

^
‘

,

dangerous to the inmates. See Lud<,u CowUy v

“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s 7^
• Lefevre, 8 T. L. R. 493.

^

See Interpretation Act, 1889, s. 13 (12).As to time for, see Morantv. Taylor i Ex- D
Vestry Johnson, L. R. 8 C. P. 441 ; 42 L J m' Q

a
‘ ” “ occupier,-, b„,

iasi'ffid"Sra?d'MTi“id'« '» rvaa
been summoned to answer the comDlaint^'and^tlf^i'^'^

that the party had
been made that the coiint was n adjudication had

SP7iaSL. J. M. C. f
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may by notice in writing to the Council within seven days from

the service of the notice upon himself require that the subject

shall be referred to arbitration.

(2) In case the owner require arbitration he may at the

time of giving such notice appoint an independent surveyor to

report on the condition of the structure in conjunction with

the district surveyor within seven days of the receipt by the

Council of the notice of appointment of the owiier’s surveyor

and all questions of fact or matters in dispute which cannot be

agreed between the owner’s surveyor and the district surveyor

shall be referred for final decision to a third surveyor who shall

(before the owner’s surveyor and the district surveyor enter

upon the discussion of the question in dispute) have been

appointed to act as arbitrator by such two surveyors or in the

event of their disagreeing by a petty sessional court on the

application of either of them ;
. ^ j

Such arbitrator shall make his award within fourteen days.

(3) The notice served by the Council shall be discharged

amended or confirmed in accordance with the decision of the

two surveyors or the arbitrator as the case may be.

(4) Unless the arbitrator otherwise direct the costs of and

incident to the determination by the two surveyors or the

arbitrator of the question in dispute shall be borne and paid

in the event of such determination being adverse to the

contention of the district surveyor by the Council or in the

event of such determination being adverse to the contention o

the owner’s surveyor by the owner.

108 .
Notwithstanding any such notice requiring arbitration

as aforesaid a petty sessional court on complaint by the Coun-

cil may if of opinion that the structure is in such a dangerous

condition as to require immediate treatment make any order

which such court may think fit with respect to the taking down

repairing or otherwise securing the structure.

^ 109 '^
(i) All expenses incurred by the Council m relation

to the obtaining of any order as to a dangerous structure and

into effect under this Part of this Act shall

be pmd^by the owner of the structure » but without prejudice

to his right to recover the same from any person liable to th

expenses of repairs.'^

politan Board of Works v.
& ]fi 533 ; 30 L. T- C-

3 See Mourilyan v. Labalmondiet e, i m. ‘.yjJ
^ -r t' /N S 1

95 ; 9 W. R. 341 ;
S. C. sub m,n. : Reg. v. Mourtlyan, 3 L. T. (R. S.)

668 . . , , fpmnt for life under a will, in reinstating
' Expenses ^r>cmr

y property in conformity with the Act,

£v\T.rh".7ro„”.Uut. a cha,.a

.hdrrapaymen., E.
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(2 ) If the owner cannot be found or if on demand * he
refuse or neglect to pay the said expenses the Council after
serving on him three months’ notice of their intention to do
so may if in their discretion they think fit sell the structure
but they shall after deducting from the proceeds of the sale
the amount of all expenses incurred by them pay the surplus
(if any) to the owner on demand.

^

110.2 Where under this Part of this Act any dangerous
structure IS sold for payment of the expenses incurred in
respect thereof by the Council the purchaser his agents and
servants may enter upon the land whereon the structure is
standing for the purpose of taking down the same and ofremoving the materials of which it is constructed.

•
’ proceeds of the sale of any such structure

insufficient to repay to the Council the amount of the
Structure no partof the land whereon the structure stands or stood shall be

of thpTi°’^
until after the balance due to the Council in respect01 the structure has been paid.

^

112. If the materials are not sold by the Council or if theproceeds of the sale are insufficient to defray the said expensesthe Council may recover the expenses or the ba ance therSf

SLt Lrn,, f ai costs Tnrespect tnereot in a summary manner.

resnir^
shall be paid to the district surveyor inrespect of his services under this Part of this Act in relation to

Thid Sule 'to JSctl''’
U-

specified .n "[he said sSedofe

Ah service as they think fit

shall L^LS^olip^^
by virtue of t4 section

matter of Sp ^ ^ expenses incurred by the Council in the

are paif nnd if k"""
structure in respect of which such fees

aTco?d!.l.ly
^ recoverable by them from the owner

surveyor t^^f danaero;;?f districty be dangerous to its inmates a petty sessional court

that the^o?h1jr^w*/rs should be'^sim
‘

^ require
he distributed amonc them

order that the expenses may
6Q. B. D. 112; 50 L T ’ivf c ^ Board of Work],
expenses of demolition simnlv on ‘he
market rates Ibid An

P y the giound that they are above the
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Part IX.
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may if satisfied of the correctness of the certificate upon the

application of the Council by order direct that any inmates of

such structure be removed therefrom by a constable or other

peace officer and if they have no other abode he may require

that they be received into the workhouse for the place in

which the structure is situate.

Removal of

dilapidated

and neglected

buildings.

Neglected Structures.

115.1 (i) Where a structure is ruinous or so far dilapi-

dated as thereby to have become and to be unfit for use or

occupation or is from neglect or otherwise in a structural con-

dition prejudicial to the property in or the inhabitants of the

neighbourhood a petty sessional court on complaint by the

Council may order the owner to take down or repair or rebuild

such structure (in this Act referred to as a neglected structure)

or any part thereof or to fence in the ground upon which it

siands or any part thereof or otherwise to put the same or any

part thereof into a state of repair and good condition to the

satisfaction of the Council within a reasonable time to be fixed

by the order and may also make an order for the costs incurred

up to the time of the hearing.
. , „

( 2 ) If the order is not obeyed the Council may with all

convenient speed enter upon the neglected structure or such

ground as aforesaid and execute the order. ^

( 2 ) Where the order directs the taking down of a neglected

structure or any part thereof the Council in executing the order

may remove the materials to a convenient place and (unless

the expenses of the Council under this section in relation to

such structure are paid to them within fourteen days after such

removal) sell the same if and as they in their discretion think ht.

(4) All expenses incurred by the Council under this section

in relation to a neglected structure may be deducted by the

Council out of the proceeds of the sale and the surplus (if any)

shall be paid by the Council on demand to the owner of the

structure and if such neglected structure or some part thereof

is not taken down and such materials are not sold by the

Council or if the proceeds of the sale are insufficient to defray

the said expenses the Council may recover such expenses or

such insufficiency from the owner of the structure together wth

all costs in respect thereof in a summary manner but without

prejudice to his right to recover the same from any lessee 0

other person liable to the expenses of repairs.

Provision for

enforcing

repayment

of expenses

incurred by

Council.

Supplemental as to Dangerous and Neglected Structures.

116 3 fi) Where the Council have incurred any expenses

respect of any dangerous or neglected structure and have

‘ Re-enacting 45 & 4® Viet. c. 14, ^ 7 -

* For penalties, see s. 200
,
post, p. 4°9'

" Re-enacting 45 & 46 Viet. c. I4> s. lo-
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not been paid or have not recovered the same a petty sessional

court on complaint by the Council may make an order fixing

the amount of such expenses and the costs of the proceedings
before such petty sessional court and directing that no part of
the land upon which such dangerous or neglected structure

stands or stood shall be built upon or that no part of such
dangerous or neglected structure if repaired or rebuilt shall be
let for occupation until after payment to the Council of the
said amount and thereupon and until payment to the Council
of the said amount no part of such land shall be built upon and
no part of such dangerous or neglected structure so repaired or
rebuilt shall be let for occupation.

(2) Every such order shall be made in duplicate and one
copy of such order shall be retained by the proper officer of the
court and the other copy shall be kept at the county hall.

(3 )
The Council shall keep at the county hall a register of

all orders made under this section and shall keep the same open
for inspection by all persons at all reasonable times and any
such order not entered in such register within ten days after the
making thereof shall cease to be of any force No property
shall be affected by any such order unless and until such order
is entered in such register.^

117. The fees specified in Part IV. of the Third Schedule
to this Act as payable to the Council shall be payable to and
may be recovered in a summary way by the Council.

PART X.2

[118-121.—DANGEROUS AND NOXIOUS BUSINESSES.]

PART XI.3

[122-124.—DWELLING-HOUSES ON LOW-LYING LAND.]

PART XII.4

[125-135.—SKY SIGNS.]

oT,-

' Juid to some slight extent lessens the hard-
P which the provisions of this section impose on purchasers.

1 hese provisions were previously contained in the Building Act, 184a

sucKth^
^ in a general work

A I
re-enacts part of the London Council (General PowerslAct 1893 (a private Act). The provisions are not of sufficient geSapplication to be included in th i i work.

general

to be
thought of sufficient importance

<!'« "he com!nencement of the Act no sky sign may be erected.
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SUPERINTENDING ARCHITECT AND DISTRICT SURVEYORS.

[136.^ Power for Council to appoint superintending archi-

tect.]

[137.2 Power of superintending architect to appoint deputy.]
138.® Subject to the provisions of this Act and to the

exemptions in this Act mentioned every building or structure

and every work done to in or upon any building or structure

and all matters relating to the width and direction of streets

the general line of buildings in streets the provision of open
spaces about buildings and the height of buildings shall be
subject to the supervision of the district surveyor appointed

to the district in which the building or structure is situate.

139. ‘‘ Powers of Council as to surveyors and districts.]

140. ® Examination of candidates for office of surveyor by
the Royal Institute of British Architects.]

141. ® Surveyor to have an office.]

142. '^ Power of surveyor to appoint deputy.]

143. ® Power to appoint assistant surveyor.]

144. ® If any building or structure be executed or any work
done to in or upon any building or structure by or under the

superintendence of any district surveyor acting professionally

or on his own private account that surveyor shall not survey

such building or structure for the purpose of this Act or act as

district surveyor in respect thereof or in any matter connected

therewith but it shall be his duty to give notice to the Council

who shall then appoint some other district surveyor to act in

respect of the matter.

145. '® In the following cases and at the following times

(that is to say) :

—

{a) Where a building or structure or work is about to be

begun then two clear days before it is begun ;
and

(b) Where a building or structure or work is after the com-

mencement thereof suspended for any period exceed-

ing three months then two clear days before it is re-

sumed
;
and

{c) Where during the progress of a building or structure or

work the builder employed thereon is changed then

two clear days before a new builder enters upon the

continuance thereof

;

’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 62, 64. ' Ibid. s. 63.

s Ibid. s. 31. •* Ibid. s. 32. » Ibid. s. 33. ® Ibid. s. 34.

’ Ibid. s. 35. " Ibid. s. 36. " Ibid. s. 37.

Ibid. s. 38. This section does not apply to buildings exempted by

ss. 201 et seq. See Heg. v. Jay, 8 E. & B. 469. Notice must also be

given to the local authority as to foundations, buildings, and drams,

s. 76 of the Metropolis Management Act, 1855, and s. 63 of the

Management Act, 1862.
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the builder or other person causing or directing the work to be
executed shall serve on the district surveyor a building notice

respecting the building or structure or work Every building

notice shall state the situation area height number of storeys

and intended use of the building or structure and the number
of buildings or structures if more than one and the particulars of

the proposed work and the name and address of the person giving

the notice and those of the owner then in possession of and
the occupier of the building or structure or of its site or in-

tended site All works in progress at the same time to in or

on the same building or structure may be included in one
building notice.

146.^ Every district surveyor shall upon the receipt of any
such notice as aforesaid and also upon any work being observed
by or made known to him which is affected by the provisions
of this Act or byelaws made thereunder but in respect of
which no notice has been given and also from time to time
during the progress of any work affected by such provisions and
byelaws as often as may be necessary for securing the due
observance of such provisions and byelaws survey any build-
ing or work hereby placed under his supervision and cause all

such provisions and byelaws to be duly observed.
147.2 Every notice served in pursuance of this Act shall be

deemed in any question relative to any building structure or
work to be prima facie evidence as against the builder of the
nature of the building structure or work proposed to be built
or done.

148.3 district surveyor of any district at all reason-
able times during the progress and during fourteen days next
after the completion of any building structure or work in such
district affected by any of the provisions of this Act or by any
byelaws made thereunder or by any terms or conditions on
which the observance of any such provisions or byelaws rpay
have been dispensed with may enter and inspect such building
structure or work.

(
2
) The district surveyor may for the purpose of ascertain-

ing whether any buildings erected in those premises are in such
a situation or possess such characteristics as are required in order
to exempt them from the operation of this Part of this Act
at all reasonable times and after reasonable notice enter any
premises except buildings exempt from the operation of Parts
VI. and VII. of this Act and he may do therein all such things
as are reasonably necessary for the above purpose.

_

149.“* Where by reason of any emergency any act or work
IS required to be done immediately or before notice can be
given as aforesaid such act or work may be done on condition

Part XIII,

Superintend-
ing Architeci
and District

Surveyors.

Surveyor
to enforce

execution

of Act.
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intended
works.

Power of entrj

to inspect
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' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 39.
^ Ibid. s. 40. Sees. 188, jios/, p. 467.
“ Ibid. s. 42 ; 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 21.
“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 44.
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that before the expiration of twenty-four hours after it has been
begun notice thereof is served on the district surveyor.

150. Where it appears from the building notice served on
the district surveyor under this Act that it is proposed to erect
any building or structure or to do any work to in or upon any
building which will be in contravention of this Act or that
anything required by this Act is proposed to be omitted the
district surveyor shall serve upon the builder or building owner
a notice of objection to such proposed erection and in the
event of the builder or the building owner being dissatisfied

with the decision of the surveyor he may within fourteen days
of the date of the notice of objection appeal to a petty sessional
court who may make an order either affirming the objection or
otherwise.

151. ' In any of the following cases (that is to say) :

—

{a) where in erecting any building or structure or in doing
any work to in or upon any building anything is done
in contravention of this Act or anything required by
this Act is omitted to be done

;
or

{d) where the district surveyor on surveying or inspecting

any building or work in respect of which notice has
not been served as required by this Part of this Act
finds that the same is so far advanced that he cannot
ascertain whether anything has been done in contra-

vention of this Act or whether anything required by
this Act has been omitted to be done :

the district surveyor shall serve on the builder engaged in

erecting such building or structure or in doing such work a

notice (hereinafter referred to as a notice of irregularity) re-

quiring him within forty-eight hours from the date of the notice

to cause anything done in contravention of this Act to be

amended or to do anything required to be done by this Act
which has been omitted to be done or to cause so much of

any building structure or work as prevents such district surveyor

from ascertaining whether anything has been done or omitted

to be done as aforesaid to be to a sufficient extent cut into laid

open or pulled down.
152.3 (i) In order to provide for the service of a notice of

irregularity after and notwithstanding that the building or

structure has ceased to be in charge of or under the control of

the builder ^ the following provisions shall have effect :

—

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 45.
^ As defined in s. 5 (33), ante, p. 395.
^ This .section is new and alters the previous law, the old provisions

only applying during the time the building was in course of erection,

Smith V. Legg, [1893] i Q- 398; 68 L. T. 347; 41 W. R. 464:

57 J. P. 295 ; 9 T. L. R. 231 : Wallen v. Lister, [1894] i Q. B. 312;

63 L. J. M. C. 51 ; 70 L. T. 348; 42 W. R. 318 ; 58 J. P. 283 : Parsons

V. Timewell, 44 J. P. 296. And it also alters the law laid Aoww'm Brutton

V. St. George's {Hanover Squai-e) Vestry, 13 Eq. 399 >
4i L. J. Ch. 134, as

to time for proceeding. '' As defined in s. 5 (33), ante, p. 395-
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(a) If notice in writing shall have been served upon the
district surveyor by the builder or owner of the date
at which such building has ceased to be in the charge
of or under the control of the builder then at any
time before the expiration of fourteen days after the
service of such notice a notice of irregularity may if

the district surveyor thinks fit be served on the owner
or occupier of the building or structure or other the
person causing or directing or who has caused or
directed the work instead of or in addition to the
builder (if any)

;

{d) Where no such notice shall have been served upon the
district surveyor a notice of irregularity may at any
time within twenty-one days after completion of the
building or structure be served on the owner or
occupier of the building or structure or other the
person causing or directing or who

. has caused or
directed the work instead of or in addition to the
builder (if any).

(2) When the owner of the building or structure does not
allow the builder to comply with the requisition of a notice
of irregularity served on the builder and the builder serves
notice on the district surveyor to that effect a notice of irregu-
larity may at any time within fourteen days after service of the
notice by the builder on the district surveyor be served on
the owner or occupier of the building or structure or other the
person causing or directing or who has caused or directed the
work instead of or in addition to the builder (if any).

(3) When a notice of irregularity is served under this section
the provisions of this Act as to the consequences of such a
notice so far as they relate to the builder shall apply to the
owner occupier or other person served.

(4) Nothing in this section shall prejudice any remedy ofan owner occupier or other person against the builder.

• (0 If the person on whom the notice of irregularity
is served make default in complying with that notice withinme period named therein a petty sessional court on complaintmade in a summary manner as provided by the Summary
J risdiction Acts by the district surveyor may make an orderon such person requiring him to comply with the notice orth any requisitions therein which may in the opinion of the

the orden""^
^e named in

thei
coi"P^ied with the Council may ifmey thmk fit after giving seven days’ notice to such nerLnenter with a sufficient number of workmen upon the premises

s.
18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 46, 47; 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32,

M Vestry, L. R. 2 Q. B C28 • 26 T T. C. 127 ; IS W. R. 904, as to an order to demolish buiidmgs.
^
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and do all such things as may be necessary for enforcing the
requisitions of the notice and for bringing any building or work
into conformity with the provisions of this Act and all expenses
incurred by the Council in so doing may be recovered in a
summary way either from the person on whom the order was
made or from the owner of the premises.

154.^ (i) There shall be paid by the builder or in his

default by the owner or occupier as the case may be of the

building or structure in respect whereof the same are charge-

able to every district surveyor in respect of the several matters

mentioned in Parts I. and III. of the Third Schedule to this

Act the fees therein specified ^ or such other fees not exceeding

the amounts therein specified as may be directed by the

Council.

(2) If in consequence of any reduction being made by the

Council in the amount of the said fees the income of any exist-

ing district surveyor is diminished the Council shall grant to

him compensation in respect of such diminution.

[155. Council to pay district surveyor in relation to forma-,

tion of streets &c.]

[156. Fees in relation to evidence before tribunal.]

157.^ (i) At the expiration of the following periods (that

is to say) :

—

(a) Of fourteen days after the roof of any building surveyed

by a district surveyor under this Act has been covered

in
;
and

(d) Of fourteen days after the completion of any work by

this Act placed under the supervision of a district

surveyor
;
and

(c) Of fourteen days after any special service in respect of

any building structure or land has been performed by

a district surveyor

;

the district surveyor shall be entitled to receive the fees due to

him from the builder employed in erecting such building * or

structure or in doing such work or in doing any matter in

respect of which any special service has been performed by the

surveyor or from the owner-'’ or occupier of the building or

structure so erected or in respect of which such work has been

done or service performed or of the land in upon or in respect

of which such work has been done or service performed.

‘ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 49, 50.

^ See Power v. Wigmore, L. R. 7 C. P. 3^6 ,
as to fees where arc e»

Drm a distinct building.

’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 51.

' See Power V. Wigmore, L. R. 7 C. P. 38^-
, r 1

5 ‘ Owner ’ means the builder for the time being when the fees become

lue, Tnbb v. Good, L. R. 5 Q. B. 443 ; 39 L. J. M- C. 135. n-Me
A tenant under a building lease granted by the owner in fee is liao e

s ‘ owner ’ for the surveyor’s fees, and not the owner in fee, "’here uie

enantj whether he has a legal or only an equitable title, has the

et the houses and receive the profits, Caudwells. Hanson, L. K. 7 0 - -> J’
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(
2
) If any such builder owner or occupier refuses to pay

the said fees they may be recovered in a summary manner on
its being shown to the satisfaction of the court that a proper
bill specifying the amount of the fees was delivered to him or
sent to him in a registered letter addressed to his last known
residence.

158.

* Power of Council to pay salaries to surveyors.]
159. Council may proceed on behalf of district surveyor.]

Returns by District Surveyors.

160. Monthly returns by district surveyor to Council.]
[161. Return to be a certificate that works are in accordance

with Act]
162. Audit of accounts of fees charged by district surveyor.]
[163. District surveyor to notify certain irregularities to the

Council.]

PART XIV.

BYELAWS. 2

164.3 (i) Subject to the provisions of this Act the Council
may make such byelaws not repugnant or contrary to the pro-
visions of this Act as they may think expedient for the better
carrying into effect the objects and powers of this Act with
respect to the following matters (that is to say) :

—

The regulation of the plans level width surface and inclina-
tion of new streets and for regulating the plans and level
of sites for new buildings

;

The forms of notice and other documents to be used for the
purposes of this Act and other like matters of procedure •

Foundations and sites of buildings and other erections •

^

The mode in which and the materials with which 'such
toundations and sites are to be made excavated filled up
prepared and completed for securing stability and for nur-
poses of health

j

^

The thickness and the description and quality of the sub-
stances of which walls may be constructed for securing
stability the prevention of fires and for purposes of health

;

See Evelyn v. Whichcord, 27 L. L M. C. 211 • El T? El
tenant under a building lease at a peppercorn rent.

’ ^

^
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 65, 67.

3 Ex. D. 4 : Hal y kLilLkUl Q R TsI'

sense^as^Tb^v?^'^
ip byelaws are, to be taken in the same

A*', p
of ""' Lonely Co«„/y ciuLil',

SS
3- 18 & 19 Viet c 12255, 59; 41 & 42 Vict. c. 32, s. 16 ; 53 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii. s. 31.

’
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Part XIV.

Byelaws.

The dimensions of wooden bressummers
;

The dimensions of joists of floors
;

The protection of ironwork used in the construction of

buildings from the action of fire
;

Woodwork in external walls
;

The description and quality of the substances of which
plastering may be made

;

The mode in which and the materials with which any ex-

cavation made within a line drawn outside the external

walls of a house building or other erection and at a uniform

distance therefrom of three feet shall be filled up
;

The regulation of lamps signs or other structures overhang-

ing the public way not being within the City
;

Provided that any such byelaws as to the regulation

of lamps signs and other overhanging structures shall be

administered by the local authority
;

The means of escape from fire in buildings exceeding sixty

feet in height

;

The duties of district surveyors in relation to any byelaws

made in pursuance of this section
;

The deposit with district surveyors of any plans of buildings

submitted for their certificate
;

The regulation of the amounts of the fees to be paid to

district surveyors in respect of their duties under any

such byelaws
;

The imposition for every offence ‘ committed against any

byelaws made under this Act of a penalty not exceeding

five pounds and a daily penalty not exceeding two pounds

for every day during which such offence continues after

conviction Such penalties to be recovered by summary

proceedings.

(2) The Council may provide by any byelaw that in any

case in which the Council think it expedient they may dis-

pense with the observance of any byelaw made under this

section on such terms and conditions (if any) as they think

proper.

(3) No byelaw shall have any force or effect unless or

until it shall have been submitted to and confirmed at a

meeting of the Council subsequent to that at which the byelaw

shall have been made nor shall any byelaw have any force or

effect until the same shall have been allowed by the Local

Government Board.
,

(4) Not less than two months before applying to the Lo^i

Government Board for the allowance of any such byelaws the

Council shall give such notice of their intended application

by advertisement in the London Gazette and otherwise as the

See as to ‘ continuing offence ’ Rumball v. Schmidt, 8 Q. B. D. 603

;

T. (N. S.) 66 i ; 46 T. P- 212 : London County Coumtl v. Woru),

L.' R. 652 ; W. N. 1894, p. 166 : Met. Board of Works v. Anthony,

j.'m.' C. 39.
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Local Government Board shall direct and the Council shall

send a copy of the proposed byelaws as approved by them
to the local authority the Ecclesiastical Commissioners the
Royal Institute of British Architects the Surveyors’ Institution
the London Chamber of Commerce (Incorporated) and to the
Institute of Builders and to 'such other societies and persons
as the Local Government Board may direct and for one month
at least before any such application a copy of the proposed
byelaws shall be kept at the county hall and shall be open
during office hours thereat to inspection without charge.

(S) All byelaws made and confirmed and allowed as afore-
said in pursuance of this Act shall be published in the London
Gazette and printed and hung up at the county hall and be
open to public inspection without payment and copies thereof
shall be delivered to any person applying for the same on
payment of such sum not exceeding two pence as the Council
shall direct and such byelaws when so published shall come
into operation upon a date to be fixed by the Local Govern-
ment Board in allowing the byelaws and the production of a
printed copy of such byelaws authenticated by the seal of the
Council shall be evidence of the existence and of the due
making allowance and publication of such byelaws in all prose-
cutions or other proceedings under the same without adducing
proof of such seal or of the fact of such making confirmation
allowance or publication of such byelaws.

165.1 No byelaw in respect of any matter from which the
City

1^3 exempted by this Act or by any Act hereby repealed
shall have any force or effect within the City.

PART XV.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

166.2 All offences penalties costs and expenses under this
Act or any byelaw made under this Act directed to be pro-
secuted or recovered m a summary manner or the prosecution
or recovery of which is not otherwise provided for may be pro-

fuSfctton
167. Any proceedings taken by a district surveyor may be

appointed deputy or successor in the

cour\^?hniY*^^^f^
jurisdiction is by this Act given to a county

nnv
settle the time and manner of executingany work or of doing any other thing and may put the parties

rAsTe cZS

S

Provided that any person shall have the same right of
‘ Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 20.
Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 103 ;

4c & 46 Viet c ia cRe-enacting i8 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 100, lo^
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Part XV.

Legal
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Application
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Council may
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Procedure
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authorities
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buildings in
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appeal from any decision of a county court in any matter in

which jurisdiction is given to such court iDy this Act as he
would have under the County Courts Act 1888 from any de-
cision of such court in any matter.

169 .
' Notwithstanding anything in any other Act one half

of all penalties recovered by the Council under this Act shall

be paid to the Council Provided that it shall be lawful for

any court by whom any penalty is imposed under this Act to

direct that the whole or part thereof shall be applied in or

towards payment of the costs of the proceedings.

170 .
- AVhere any person has been convicted of an offence

against any of the provisions of any Part of this Act or any
byelaw made thereunder by constructing erecting adapting

extending raising altering uniting or separating any building or

structure or any part of any building or structure in contraven-

tion of any provisions of any Part of this Act it shall be lawful

for the Council after giving fourteen days’ notice to such person

to bring such building or structure into conformity with the

said provisions and after default shall have been made in

complying with such notice and notwithstanding the imposition

and recovery of any penalty to cause complaint thereof to be

made before a petty sessional court who may thereupon issue

a summons requiring the person making such default as afore-

said to appear to answer such complaint and if the said com-

plaint is proved to the satisfaction of the court the court may
make an order in writing authorising the Council and it shall

thereupon be lawful for the Council to enter upon such build-

ing or structure with a sufficient number of workmen and to

demolish or alter such building or structure or any part thereof

so far as the same shall have been adjudged to be in contra-

vention of this Act or any byelaw under this Act and to do

whatever other acts may be necessary for such purpose and to

remove the materials to some convenient place and if in their

discretion they think fit sell the same in such manner as they

may think fit and all expenses incurred by the Council in

demolishing or altering such building or structure or any part

thereof and in doing such other acts as aforesaid or the balance

of such expenses after deducting the proceeds of sale of the

aforesaid materials (if the Council thinks fit to sell the same)

may be recovered from the person committing the offence

aforesaid in a summary manner.

If the proceeds of such sale shall be more than sufficient to

defray such expenses the Council shall restore the surplus of

such proceeds after deducting the amount of all such expenses

to the owner of the building or structure on demand.

171 . The powers conferred by this Part of this Act upon

the Council with respect to any building or structure in case

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 104; 53 & 54 Viet. c. ccxiiii. s. 40-

= Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 75 ! 4 i & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 17 ;

45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, ss. 9, 10.
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such building or structure has been erected extended or raised
contrary to the provisions of this Act beyond the general line
of buildings in the street place or row of houses in which the
same is situate shall extend and apply to and may be exercised
by the local authority in like manner as by the Council.

172.* Where by any provision of this Act any surplus of
the proceeds of the sale of any building structure or materials
IS made payable to any owner thereof and no demand is made
by any person entitled thereto within one year of the receipt
of the proceeds by the Council then the same shall be paid
into the Bank of England (Law Courts Branch) to the account

for the time being for and on behalf
o the Supreme Court of Judicature to be placed to the credit
o ex parte the London County Council London Building Act
1894 the account of’ the owner (describing him so far as
roasonably practicable) subject to the control of the High
Court and to be paid out to the owner on his proving his title

173.2 Where it is by any provision of this Act declared that
expenses are to be borne by or may be recovered from the

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 76.

Act" tL Metropolitan Building

ot expenses, and the liability to contribution under 14 Geo. Ill c 78

+4. 1 i-T. 1

’ ^3 *^* The lessor of a house at rack rentthough the lessee had improved the house demised (there being noother^ierson entitled to any kind of rent), was liable, Biardmore

frora day befS Jhe rebuilding, habend^an

see Safigster v. Birkhead i B I'
^ Taunt. 249. But

rack rem who underlet it at a'
3°3 . where the lessee of a house at

See also Williams y. Pocklingto7i 2T & Ad"^T'
contribute.

Ex parte Overseers of Saffron mil 24.’L t M ^ ?*}btenant. See
of 7 & 8 Viet. c. 84.

J- M. C. 56, decided under s. 42

{Moore v. Clark, 5 Taunt 90) inL
party walls and it b-

*o repair also included all

cleJrent in n.t L *he intention that the landlord should receive a
itis u; bTcjiotJ” ere’

j"- “< "« th^
8 T. R. 602 A tpne.r,b J^ ^ ^ ‘

^P^’^^^^’^^^'^^^v.Befford(B>nkeof>,

maintain an action against hisTamir^A^r
covenant to repair could not

ing a party wal^Xch \ 1
fo>-*irnoietyofexpensesofrebuild-

landlor'dllm^! lo the occupt on^^^

loeO such espeuees i„c.„ecl by his olf °r(o)^br
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owner of any premises (including under the term ‘ owner ’ the
adjoining and building owners respectively) the following rules

shall be observed with respect to the payment of those ex-
penses :

—

(1) The owner immediately entitled in possession to the
premises or the occupier thereof shall in the first

instance pay the expenses with this limitation that an
occupier shall not be liable to pay any sum exceeding
in amount the rent due or that will thereafter accrue
due from him in respect of the premises during the
period of his occupancy

;

(2) If there are successive owners each of them shall be
liable to contribute to the expenses in proportion to

his interest
;

*

(3) Any difference arising as to the amount of contribution

shall be decided by arbitration
;

(4) If some of the owners liable to contribution cannot
be found the deficiency so arising shall be divided

amongst the owners who can be found
;

(5) Any occupier of premises who has paid any such expenses

may deduct the amount so paid from any rent payable

by him to any owner of the same premises and any
owner who has paid more than his due proportion of

any such expenses may deduct the amount so overpaid

from any rent payable by him to any other owner of

the same premises
;

^

(6) If default is made by any person in payment of any

expenses payable by him in the first instance under

this section the same may be recovered in a summary
way and if default is made by any person in repaying

to any other person any money recoverable under

this section such moneys may be recovered in the

first instance. All the powers and authorities gi’-en by the Act in respect

to any works to be done are given to the owner of the house intended to

be pulled down and rebuilt, the landlord of the adjoining house being only

liable by the Act to reimburse his tenant money paid by him to the other

owner for such works as were authorised to be done by such other owner

in respect of such adjoining house. See as to recovering a share of ex-

penses without reference to the statute, or where there is a special agree-

ment, V. Smith, 2 Marsh. 435 ; 7 Taunt. 158; Holt. 321 : and Collins

v. Wilson, 4 Bing. 55 ^ ! i M. & P. 454.

It was held under the old Acts (previous to that of 1855)—and there is

no reason why the same decision should not be equally good now— that an

executor or administrator might be liable, as the owner of the improved

rent, for the expenses of pulling down and rebuilding a party wall, even

though he had no other assets than the improved rent, Thacker v. Wilson,

4 N. & M. 659 ; 3 A. c& E. 142 ;
i H. & W. 13 1. See also Hornidge v.

Wilson, 1 1 A. & E. 645.
' Debenhatn v. Metropolitan Board of Works, 6 Q. B. D. 112;

SO L. J. M. C. 29 ; 43 L. T. 596 ; 29 W. R. 353 ; 45 .T- P- IQO-

'“ He can apparently sue for it if he prefers, Erie v. Maugham, 14 C. B.

(N. S.) 826.
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same manner as if the obligation to pay such moneys
.

were a simple contract debt.
^

rbi/A ;
which for the purnoses ofthis Act any sanction consent approval or allowance in^respectof any matters arising under Tarts II. or V. of thirict i^to hp

fs‘tX within which mitob ection

ssiigpssi
Tribunal of Appeal. *

be CMMiSied’S weal shall

One member shall be appointed by a Secretary of ciinifa

“““il of ‘be Sur-

.he ttbScrap'peat"
““ *>o “ “ember of

for a term of fiv^yeLs'and anv^such”*'*''^^^
appointed Duration of

for reappointment. ^ ^^all be eligible office.

ft t^rLoVefo! ftaWmf/rnrisLh"'^
'f “o think

snfliTOnt cause any member of the Siarof“ppeaf°‘*
appeal or during foe^temlorSv^ab

vacancy in the tribunal of
unavoidable cause of anv^mer^hp

^ illness or other
the council of the Royal^lS

thereof a Secretary of State
council of the Survey^rl b

Architects or the
whichever of them sh^nll hn

^ the case may be)
tribunal whose place 5Sll hJvnSf1''11 the
fit person to be^ membL apPoint forthwith a
the tribunal in lieu of tL meniSr P^™^"ent) of
who temporarily abseS" sai?““ or

titled to su^ reTOat°o*eilheT‘by way of fees or partllin oneas a Secretary of State mav from i'

Partly m the other
180 . It shall ht u r ] ^ ,

to time fix.

such clerks officers and" sSval^^alT^ ""PP^int
who shall be mirl c„r>k

servants as they may find necessary
Council and .P=^i:“d?otrL:d ‘t'w “t,rb? f *7 ?“3'fi"VneSsr^;'
expenses of euppor.i„gTn;;'dSLio!i%fr

c. cisrf 53 . 5a vi«. c. ccdiii.‘'rat:;i r;/vkr
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superintending architect or of their engineer or of a district

surveyor by counsel and witnesses before the tribunal.

182. It shall be lawful for the tribunal at any time to state

and the tribunal shall if ordered by the High Court ora judge

thereof on an application in a summary manner made by any

party to the appeal state a case for the opinion of the High

Court on any question of law involved in any appeal submitted

to them The High Court shall hear and determine the

question or questions of law arising on any case stated by the

tribunal of appeal and shall thereupon reverse affirm or amend

the determination (if any) in respect of which the case has

been stated or remit the matter to the tribunal of appeal with

the opinion of the court on the case stated or may make such

other order in relation to the matter as the circumstances of

the case require and may make such order as to the costs of

the case and in the High Court as to the court may seem fit.

183. The tribunal of appeal shall subject to the provisions

of this Act have jurisdiction and power to hear and determine

appeals referred to them under this Act.

For all the purposes of and incidental to the hearing and

determination of any appeal the tribunal shall subject to

any rules of procedure duly made have power to hear the

Council and the parties interested either in person or by

counsel solicitor or agent as they may think fit and toad-

minister oaths and to hear and receive evidence and to require

the production of any documents or books and to confirm or

reverse or vary any decision and make any such order as they

may think fit and the costs of any of the parties to the appeal

including the Council shall be in the discretion of the tribunal.

184 ^ The tribunal of appeal may from time to time subject

to the approval of the Lord Chancellor make regulations con-

sistent with the provisions of this Act as to the procedure to

be followed in cases of appeal to the tribunal including the

time and notice of appeal and as to fees to be paid by

appellants and other parties.
, u r

185. Any order of the tribunal of appeal may be enforced

by the High Court as if it had been an order of that court.

[186. Fees &c. to be paid to Council. Expenses.]

Notices.

187 fi) Notices orders and other such documents under

this Act shall be in writing 2 and notices and

than orders when issued by the Council shall be sufficient y

authenticated if signed by their clerk or by the officer by whom

the same are given or served.
. , ^ -i

(
2
)
Orders shall be under the seal of the Council.

' Rules have been made under this section.

is No. 13A Great George Street, Westminster, S.W. Hie Hearing

li.hop.phr, !
Int«pr=la.ion Ac.

1889, sec. 20.
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1887 (i) Any notice order or other document required or
authorised to be served under this Act the service of which is
not provided for by the Summary Jurisdiction Acts the Lands
Clauses Acts or the Companies Clauses Consolidation Act 1845may be served by delivering a copy thereof at or by sending a
copy thereof by post in a registered letter to the usual or last
known residence in the United Kingdom of the person towhom it is addressed or by delivering the same to some person
on the premises to which it relates or if no person be found on
the premises then by fixing a copy thereof on some conspicuous
part of the building to which it relates and in the case of a
raihvay company by delivering a copy thereof to the secretary
at the principal office of the said company.

(2) Any notice order or other document to be served upon
a builder shall be deemed to be sufficiently served if posted
in a registered letter addressed to such builder at the place

building notice (if any) or in default
t^hereof at hjs office or any one of his principal offices or if a

to w^icrkrektes’^^^
building

I^obce by this Act required to be given to or served

bvthJdZ”^-’'
^"y premises may be addressedby the description of the owner ’ or ‘ occupier ’ of the premises(naming the premises) in respect of which the notice L givenor served without further name or description.^

®

• I
required by this Act to be served on adistrict surveyor may be served on him by post in a registered

- by^^le'aving thelmra"
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Re.„.c,i„g ,8 s „ Vic. e. as. ,4, 85, 98 i 4S & 46 Vic. c. .

I?
[i 894] 2 Q. R’774. A L^; 2 c''"

ro T. L. R. 661
10 R. 489.

^ E
; 43 W. R. Ill

; 58 J. P. 76f

' & 46 Vic. c. .04
, s. 76 i 45 & 46 Vic. c. ,4. , 9.
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as the Council think fit ^ Any such term or condition when

accepted shall be binding on the owner and occupier of the

building or structure or ground to which the sanction consent

or allowance relates and if at any time any term or condition

so accepted is not observed or fulfilled the owner or occupier

in default shall be subject to a penalty as hereinafter provided.

[191. As to buildings of historical interest.]

192.2 Any owner builder or other person and his servants

workmen and agents may for the purpose of complying

with any notice or order served or rnade on him in pursuance

of this Act in respect of any building or structure room or

place after giving seven days’ notice to the occupier thereof and

on production of the first-mentioned notice or order enter and

from time to time without further notice re-enter such building

or structure room or place and do all necessary works and

things therein thereto or in connection therewith.

193.3 Where any building has been erected or work done

without due notice having been given to the district surveyor

(in accordance with this Act or a byelaw made under this Act)

the district surveyor may at any time within one month after

he has discovered that such building has been erected or work

done enter the premises for the purpose of seeing that the pro-

visions of this Act or any notice served or order made under

the same have been complied with and the time during

the district surveyor may take any proceedings or do an> thing

authorised or required by this Act to be done by hmim respect

of such building or work shall begin to run from

his discovering that such building has been erected or ivork

^°"lk Applications plans and other documents delivered at

the office of the Council or to the district surveyor in Pu^^suance

of this Act or of any byelaw of the Council thereunder shall

on delivery there become the property of the Council.

195 3 The approval by the Council of any plans or part -

cularffor The purposes o/this Act shall be sipified in writing

under the hand of the superintending architect.

[1894] I Q. E. 371 . ^ ' V. ^2,7 -Ccept, ijerhaps, in cases where

rppeli Sih'el^iL^aitfapiSJreS Iw - CarWv.

^ r» -erasin, .n

admit, see s. 200, post, p. 47.I-

Council V. IVorley, [1894] 2 Q- B- .826 5
'

218 ;
71 L. T. 487 I 43 •' ci &; 14. Viet. c. ccxiiii.

® Re-enacting 18 & 19 Vict. c. 122, s. 5 > 53 5

s. 27.
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196.^ Where any consent is required to be given any notice

to be served or any other thing to be done by on or to any

owner in pursuance of this Act if there is no owner or if any

such owner cannot be found the judge of the county court may
give such consent or do or cause to be done such thing on such

terms and conditions as he may think fit and may dispense with

the service of any notice which would otherwise be required to

be served.

[197. Storing of wood and timber prohibited.]

198.^ Proceedings with respect to a building shall not be

affected by the removal or falling in of the roof or covering of

such building.

[199.3 Preventing obstruction in streets.]

Offences against Act.

200. Subject to the provisions of this Act every person
who does any of the things specified in this section shall be
deemed to have committed an offence against this Act and
shall be liable upon conviction in a summary manner to a
penalty not exceeding the amount hereafter specified in con-
nection with such offence and to a further penalty not exceeding
the amount hereafter stated as the daily penalty in connection
with such offence for every day on which the offence is con-
tinued after such conviction (that is to say) :

—

(i) 3 Every person who

—

(a) ® commences to form or lay out alter or adapt any
street or way without having first obtained the
sanction of the Council under this Act or otherwise
than in accordance with the conditions (if any) pre-
scribed by the Council in giving their sanction or
by the tribunal of appeal as the case may be or
commences to widen any street or way to a less

extent than the prescribed distance without giving
to the Council the notice prescribed by this Act

;

or
(1) unlawfully erects or places in upon or over any street

or way any post fence ^ bar obstruction or encroach-
ment

;
or

(c) unlawfully permits any such post rail fence bar obstruc-
tion or encroachment in upon or over any street or
way to remain after notice served upon him by the
Council to remove the same

;
or

(d) unlawfully alters or interferes with any street in such a

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 96.
^ Re-enacting 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. 20.„ ^ r- - --T, - — •

^ litd. ss. 6, 26.
bee Part XV., ante, p. 465.

® Re-enacting 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, ss. 7, 8 ; as to a continuing offence,
see note I, p. 471,

^ ’

“ See Part II., a 7tte, p. 396.

riL
a barrier at the end of a new street is a continuing offence.Daw V. London County Council, 59 L. J. M. C. 112 ; 62 L. T.*^937.
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manner as to impede or hinder the traffic for which
such street was formed or laid out

;

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds
for every such offence and to a daily penalty not ex-
ceeding forty shillings ;

(2) Every person who neglects or refuses for twenty-eight
days after the service ofany notices empowered to be
served under Part II. of this Act requiring him to set

back any building or structure to comply with the
requirements of such notice or after the expiration of
such period fails to carry out or complete the works
necessary for such compliance within the time (if any)
limited in such notice shall be liable to a penalty of
not less than forty shillings and not more than five

pounds and to a daily penalty of not less than ten
shillings and not more than forty shillings Provided
always that this subsection shall not apply to any non-
compliance with such notice in the case of an intended
highway where the same shall not be opened as a
highway :

(3)
^ Every person who

—

(a) erects or brings forward any building or structure in

contravention of any of the provisions of Part III.

of this Act or of any conditions attached by the

Council to any consent given pursuant to such pro-

visions
;
^ or

{b) erects alters enlarges rebuilds or raises or commences
to erect alter enlarge rebuild or raise any building

or commences so to do so as to contravene any of

the provisions of Part V. of this Act
;
or

(r) fails to comply with any of the provisions of Part VI.

of this Act

;

or

id) fails to comply with the requirements of any notice

given to or served upon him under and in accord-

ance with Part VII. of this Act within the time

(if any) specified in such notice
;
or

(e) sets up erects or adapts any building or structure to

which Part VII. of this Act applies ^ without having

obtained any licence required by that Part of this

Act or makes default in observing any of the con-

ditions contained in such licence
;

' Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, ss. 75, 76, 85 ; 45 8:46 Viet. c. 14,

ss. 9, 12, 13 ; 53 & 54 Viet. c. eexliii. ss. 33, 36.

- As to time at which matter of complaint arises, see Lomon County

Councils. Cross, 61 L. J. M. C. 160; 8 T. L. R. 537. See too

ma7i7i V, St. Pancras Vestry, L. R. 2 Q. B. 528 : Paddington Vestry v.

Snow, 45 L. T. 475.
r, j f

“ This was held to be a continuing offence. Metropolitan Board of

Workss. Anthony dr" Co., 54 L. J. M. C. 39 ; 33 ^ > 49 J- P- ^29 •

London County Council v. Worley, [1894] 2 Q. B. [826 ; 10 T. L. R. 652,

63 L. J. M. C. 218 ; 71 L. T. 487 ; 43 W. R. n ;
10 R. 510.
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shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty

pounds a day during every day of the continuance '

of the non-compliance with the order of the Court in

reference to the matters aforesaid :

(4)
^ Every person who hinders or obstructs any persons

empowered by this Act to enter and remain on any

premises for the purpose of executing and to execute

any work authorised or directed to be done under

this Act or wilfully damages or injures any such work
shall be liable for every such offence to a penalty not

exceeding ten pounds :

(s)
^ Every person who being a building owner liable under

Part VIII. of this Act to make good any damage
which he may occasion to the adjoining owners’ or

adjoining occupiers’ property by any works authorised

to be executed by the building owner or to do any
other thing upon condition of doing which his right

to execute such works is by Part VIII. of this Act
declared to arise fails within a reasonable time to

make good such damage or to do such thing shall be
liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds and
to a daily penalty not exceeding the like amount :

(6) ^ Every person who refuses to admit the purchaser of any
materials sold under this Act his servants or agents
upon the land on which the same are at a reasonable
hour or impedes him or them in removing the same
therefrom at a reasonable hour shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding ten pounds and to a daily
penalty of [sic\ not exceeding five pounds :

(10) ® Every person not complying with any term or con-
dition imposed by the Council under the section the
marginal note of which is ‘ Power for Council to annex
conditions ’ shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten pounds :

(11) Being a person who ought to serve a building
notice fails to do so or begins to execute a work
respecting which he ought to serve a building notice
before serving such notice or having served a build-
ing notice begins to execute the work to which it

relates before the expiration of two clear days after
the notice has ceased to operate

;
or

Part XVI

Offences
against Act

See metropolitan Board of Works v. Anthony
,
supra : London County

Council Worley, supra: Rumball v. Schmidt, 8 Q. B. D. 603.
' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 86.
Ibid. s. 94. This penalty is cumulative, and does not take away

the common law rights, Williams v. Golding, L. R. i C. P. 6q 77 •

35 L. J. C. P. *1
; 14 w. R. 60 ; 13 L. T. (N. S.) 291.

Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 19.
‘ Re-enacting 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, s. 76 ; 45 & 46 Viet. c. 14, s. g.The section referred to is s. 190.

/ > ‘to y.

“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 41, 42, 43.
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(f)’ Refuses to permit any district surveyor at a reason-
able time to enter survey or inspect any building
work or premises which such surveyor is by this Act
authorised to enter and inspect or refuses or neglects
to afford him all reasonable assistance in such in-
spection

;
or

{df Fails to comply with any order of the county court
made in pursuance of this Act within the time named
in such order

;
or

{(?) Refuses to admit at a reasonable time a builder to a
building or otherwise prevents a builder from com-
plying with any order of the county court made in
pursuance of this Act

;

or

(/) ^ (Being a workman labourer servant or other person
employed in or about any building) wilfully and
without the privity or consent of the person causing
the work to be done does anything in or about such
building contrary to the provisions of this Act

;

or
{g')^ Refuses to admit at a reasonable time any owner builder

or person or his servants workmen or agents into
any land building or structure for the purpose of
complying with any notice or order served or made
on him in pursuance of this Act in respect of such
land building or structure or refuses or neglects to
afford them all reasonable assistance in complying
with such notice or executing such order

;
or

{K) Acts in any manner in contravention of any of the pro-

visions of this Act relating to the storing of wood
and timber

;
or

(7) Does any other thing prohibited by this Act or fails

neglects or omits to do any other thing which he
is required to do under or in pursuance of this Act

;

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings and
to a daily penalty not exceeding the like amount

:

(12) Every person who without the consent of the Council

converts or uses a building contrary to any of the

provisions of the section of this Act of which the

marginal note is ‘ Rules as to conversion of build-

ings ’ shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten

pounds and to a daily penalty not exceeding the like

amount for every day on which the building remains

so converted or is used contrary to the provisions of

the said section.

The liability to these penalties shall be without prejudice to

any other proceedings whether under this Act or any byelaw

under this Act or otherwise but so that no person shall be

punished twice for the same offence.

’ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 41, 42, 43. * Ibid. s. 48.

•’ Re-enacting 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32, s. 19.

^ The section referred to is s. 211.
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Application ofAct.

2014 The following buildings and works shall be exempt
from the operation of Parts VI. and VII. of this Act :

—

(10) Buildings not e.xceeding in area thirty square feet and
not exceeding in height five feet in any part measured
from the level of the ground to the under side of the

eaves or roof plate and distant at least five feet from
any other building and from any street and not
having therein any stove flue fireplace hot air pipe
hot water pipe or other apparatus for warming or
ventilating the same provided that no portion of the
building extends beyond the general line of buildings
in any street

;

(11) All buildings and structures (not exceeding in height
thirty feet as measured from the footings of the walls
and not exceeding in extent one hundred and twenty-
five thousand cubic feet and not being public build-
ings) wholly in one occupation and distant at the
least eight feet from the nearest street or way and at
the least thirty feet from the nearest buildings and
from the land of any adjoining owner A detached
dwelling-house shall not be excluded from this ex-
emption solely by reason of its being within thirty
feet of another detached building constructed as
stables or offices to be used in connection with such
dwelling-house :

(
12

)
All buildings not exceeding in extent two hundred and

fifty thousand cubic feet and not being public build-
ings and distant at the least thirty feet from the
nearest street or way and at the least sixty feet from
the nearest buildings and from the land of an adjoin-
ing owner A detached dwelling-house shall not be
excluded from this exemption solely by reason of its

being within sixty feet of another detached building
constructed as stables or offices to be used in connec-
tion with such dwelling-house :

( 13 ) party fence walls not exceeding in height seven feet
measured from the top of the footings of the walls :

(14) Greenhouses if not attached to other buildings :

(15) Greenhouses if attached to other buildings so far as
regards the necessary woodwork of the sashes doors
and frames :

(
16

) Cases of metal and glass used solely for holding plants
fastened to the woodwork of the sill and lower sash
of a window provided that no portion project over
the public way or more than twelve inches beyond
the external face of the wall of the building :

' Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, s. 6.
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( 17 )
Openings made into walls or flues for the purpose of

inserting therein ventilating valves of a superficial
extent not greater than forty square inches if such
valves are not nearer than twelve inches to any timber
or other combustible material.

Ifany addition be made to any building or structure specified
in subsections

(
10

)
(ii) or

(
12

)
whereby any increase is caused

in the area height or extent of any such building or structure
beyond the area height or extent mentioned in the subsection
in which any such building or structure is specified the Council
may give notice to the owner or occupier of such building or
structure either to remove such addition or to make the build-
ing so increased in height or extent conform with all or any
of the provisions of this Act and with any byelaws under this

Act relating to the construction of buildings and upon his

failing to do so within fourteen days from the service upon him
of such notice the Council may remove such addition to the
building or structure and may recover the expenses of such
removal from the owner or occupier so making default in a
summary manner.

202.1 Exemption of Government buildings.]

203. As to buildings for the supply of electricity.]

204. Exempting lands buildings and property of Inns of

Court.]

[205. Saving existing rights of gas companies.]

206. Any building structure or work in any respect exempt
from the operation of this Act or in any manner privileged in

respect of any provision of this Act shall remain so exempt or

privileged so long only as it is used for the purpose or retains

the character by reason whereof it is so exempt or privileged.

207. It shall not be lawful (unless with the consent of the

Council) to make any alteration of any building in such manner
that when so altered it will by reason of such alteration not be

in conformity with the provisions of this Act applicable to new
buildings.

208.2 Unless in any case the Council otherwise allow where

a party wall or external wall not in conformity with this Act

has been taken down burnt or destroyed to the extent of one

half thereof (measured in superficial feet) every remaining por-

tion of the old wall not in conformity with this Act shall either

be made to conform therewith or be taken down before the

rebuilding thereof.

209.^ Every addition to or alteration of a building and any

' As to premises occupied by Volunteer corps, see Pearson v. ffolbom

Union Assessment Committee, [1893] i Q. B. 3^9 ;
62 L. J. M. C. 77 !

68 L. T. 351 ; 57 J. P. 169 ; 9 T. L. R. 275. As to Militia, see Jay v.

Hammond, 27 L. J. M. C. 25 ; 8 El. & B. 469.

“ Re-enacting 18 & 19 Viet. c. 122, ss. 10, ii.
- r> •/

^ Ibid. s. 9. For decisions on old section see North Kent Padsoay

Co. V. Badger, 8 E. & B. 728 ; 27 L. J. M. C. 106; 30 L. T. 285 ;
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other work made or done for any purpose in to or upon a build-

ing (except that ofnecessary repair not affecting the construction

of any external or party wall) shall so far as regards such ad-

dition or alteration or other work be subject to the provisions

of this Act and of byelaws thereunder relating to new buildings.

210. A building structure or work erected or constructed

before the commencement of this Act to which no objection

could have been taken under any law then in force shall (sub-

ject to the provisions of this Act as to new buildings or the

alteration of buildings) be deemed to be erected or constructed
in compliance with the provisions of this Act.

211. Unless in any case the Council otherwise allow no
person shall

—

(1) convert into or use as a dwelling-house any building or
part of a building not originally constructed for human
habitation

;

(2) convert into one dwelling-house two or more dwelling-
houses constructed originally as separate dwelling-
houses

j

(3) convert into or use as two or more dwelling-houses any
building constructed originally as one dwelling-house

;

(4) convert a building which when originally erected was
legally exempt from the operation of any building
enactments or byelaws in force within London into a
building which had it been originally erected in its

converted form would have been within the operation
of these enactments or byelaws

;

(5) re-convert into or use as a dwelling-house any building
which has been discontinued as or appropriated for
any purpose other than a dwelling-house

;

(6) convert into or use as a dwelling-room or part ofa dwell-
ing-room any room or part of a room used as a shop ,

or

(7) corivert a dwelling-house or any part of a dwelling-house
into a shop

;

in such manner that the building or part of a building so con-
verted as aforesaid when converted will not be in conformity
with the provisions of this Act relating to the class of buildings
to which the building when so coverted will belong.

212. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act a
building structure or work which has been commenced before
and is in progress at the commencement of this Act or which is
to be carried out under any contract entered into before the
passing of this Act may be completed subject to and in accord-
a.nce with the provisions of the Acts relating thereto as in force
immediately previous to the passing of this Act.

seT ^36 ; 46 L. J. M. C. 267

repjj;
594 5 41 J. P. 773; as to ‘ necessar3repair, isaagerx. Denn, 22 J. P. 129.
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213. Nothing in this Act shall take away or interfere with
the powers of the local authorities with respect to the paving of

new streets under the Metropolis Management Acts.'

Repeal.

[214. Repeal of section 50 of Metropolitan Railway Act
1866.]

215. (i) The Acts mentioned in the Fourth Schedule to

this Act are hereby repealed to the extent specified in the third

column of that schedule.

(2) This repeal shall not affect

—

(fl) The past operation of any enactment hereby repealed nor
anything duly done or suffered under any enactment
hereby repealed

;
or

(b') Any right privilege obligation or liability acquired ac-

crued or incurred under or in accordance with any
enactment hereby repealed

;
or

if) Any penalty forfeiture or punishment incurred in respect

ofany offencecommitted against any enactment hereby

repealed
;
or

(d) Any power investigation legal proceeding or remedy in

respect of any such right privilege obligation liability

penalty forfeiture or punishment as aforesaid and any

such power investigation legal proceeding and remedy
may be exercised and carried on as if this Act had not

passed
;
or

{e) Any of the powers privileg.es exemptions jurisdictions or

authorities given to or vested in the Commissioners of

Sewers by or under any Act of Parliament and exist-

ing immediately before the passing of this Act.

216. ^ All byelaws regulations orders consents conditions

and notices duly made given imposed or issued under any Act

hereby repealed shall so far as applicable for the purposes of

this Act be of the same validity and effect as if they had been

made given imposed or issued under this Act And all such

byelaws and regulations shall remain in force until the same

shall be revoked altered or varied by byelaws duly made under

the provisions of this Act.

217. Officers appointed under any enactment hereby re-

pealed shall continue in office in like manner as if this Act had

not been passed.

[218. References in Acts or documents to repealed Acts to

be read as referring to this Act.]

’ See the Acts, /w/, p. 491 et seq.

See the current Byelaws and Regulations, pos/, p. 609 ct seq.
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SCHEDULES.

THE FIRST SCHEDULE.!

PRELIMINARY.

Parts I. and II. of this Schedule apply to walls built of
bricks not of less than eight and a half inches long or of stone
or other blocks of hard and incombustible substance the beds
or courses being horizontal.

1. Every building^ unless otherwise sanctioned in accordance
with this Act shall be enclosed with walls constructed of brick
stone or other hard and incombustible substances and the
footings shall rest on the solid ground or upon concrete or
upon other solid substructure Provided that open sheds not
exceeding sixteen feet in height and not exceeding four squares
in area may be constructed of any substances and in any
manner approved by the district surveyor.

2. Every wall constructed of brick stone or other similar
substances shall be properly bonded and solidly put together
with mortar or cement and no part of such wall shall overhang
any part underneath it except to the extent of six inches and
provided that the projection be well and solidly corbelled out
and that the side of the wall opposite to the corbelling be
carried up vertically in continuation of the inner face thereof
And all return walls shall be properly bonded together.

3. The thickness of every wall not being built of bricks or
storie or other hard and incombustible substances laid in
horizontal beds or courses shall be one third greater than the
thickness prescribed in Parts I. and II. of this Schedule.

4. The thickness of any wall of a dwelling-house if built of
materials other than those before specified shall be deemed to
be sufficient if made of the thickness required by Parts I. and
II. of this Schedule or of such thickness as may be approved
by the Council.

5. When hollow walls are constructed there shall be a wall
on one side of the hollow space of the full thickness prescribed
by this Act.

This re-enacts, with modifications, Schedule i to the Building Act,

See note i, ante, p. 390.
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6. The heights of. storeys shall be measured as follows :

—

(a) The height of a topmost storey shall be measured from
the level of the underside of its floor joists up to the
level of the under surface of the tie of the roof or other
covering or if there is no tie then up to the level of
half the vertical height of the rafters or other support
of the roof

;

{b) The height of every storey other than a topmost storey
shall be measured from the level of the underside of
the floor joists of the storey up to the level of the
underside of the floor joists of the storey next above
it.

7. For the purpose of determining the thickness of a wall

the height of such wall shall be measured from the base of the
wall to the top of the topmost storey whether such wall is

carried to the full height or not or in case of a gable when
there are no storeys in the roof to half the height of the gable.

8. Walls are deemed to be divided into distinct lengths by
return walls and the length of every wall is measured from the

centre of one return wall to the centre of another provided

that such return walls are external party or cross walls of the

thickness required under this Schedule and bonded into the

walls so deemed to be divided.

9. Unless with the consent of the Council every wall other

than a wall carried on a bressummer shall have footings :

—

The projection of the bottom of the footing of every wall

on each side of the wall shall be at least equal to one half

of the thickness of the wall at its base unless an adjoining

wall interferes in which case the projection may be omitted

where that wall adjoins and the diminution of the footing

of every wall shall be formed in regular offsets and the

height from the bottom of such footing to the base of the

wall shall be at the least equal to two thirds of the thick-

ness of the wall at its base.

10. The underpinning of walls and chimneys shall be built

with brick or stone bedded in cement to the full thickness of

the old wall or work and with proper footings or to an addi-

tional thickness if the increased height of the wall so requires and

shall rest on the solid ground or on concrete or on other solid

substructure as a foundation and the whole shall be executed

to the satisfaction of the district surveyor.

11. A wall shall not be thickened except after notice served

on the district surveyor of the intention to thicken and the

thickening shall be executed with brick or stone work in

cement properly bonded to the old work to the satisfaction of

the district surveyor.
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Part I.

BUILDINGS NOT PUBLIC AND NOT OF THE WAREHOUSE CLASS.

External and party walls shall be of not less thickness than
the thickness hereinafter specified in each case viz. :

—

1. When the wall does not exceed twenty-five feet in height
its thickness shall be as follows :

—

If the wall does not exceed thirty feet in length and does
not comprise more than two storeys it shall be eight and
a half inches thick for its whole height

j

If the wall exceeds thirty feet in length or comprises more
than two storeys it shall be thirteen inches thick below
the topmost storey * and eight and a half inches thick
for the rest of its height.

2. Where the wall exceeds twenty-five feet but does not
exceed forty feet in height its thickness shall be as follows

If the wall does not exceed thirty-five feet in length it shall
be thirteen inches thick below the topmost storey and
eight and a half inches thick for the rest of its height

;

If the wall exceeds thirty-five feet in length it shall be seven-
teen and a half inches thick for the height of one storey
then thirteen inches thick for the rest of its height below
the topmost storey and eight and a half inches thick for
the rest of its height.

3. When the wall exceeds forty feet but does not exceed
fifty feet in height its thickness shall be as follows

If the wall does not exceed thirty feet in length it shall be
seventeen and a half inches thick for the height of one
storey then thirteen inches thick for the rest of its height
below the tmopost storey and eight and a half inches thick
for the rest of its height

;

If the wall exceeds thirty feet but does not exceed forty-five
feet in length it shall be seventeen and a half inches thick
tor the height of two storeys then thirteen inches thick for
the rest of its height

j

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be twen tv-one inches and a half thick for the height of one storey
then seventeen and a half inches thick for the height of
the next storey and then thirteen inches thick for the rest
of Its height.

4- Where the wall exceeds fifty feet but does not exceed
sixty feet in height its thickness shall be as follows

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shallbe seventeen and a half inches thick for the height of two
storeys and thirteen inches thick for the rest of its height •

’ Under the old Act it was held that ‘topmost storev’ npprl r./,-necessarily be contained within four vertini wnllc . a
^

enclosed on three sides by vertic.rULTnd To Lt bTihe” stZ'"”’

^ ’ 59 E. j. y. H. 343 ; and see now s. 5 (14).

Schedule I.
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Schedule I. If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be twenty-
one inches and a half thick for the height of one storey

then seventeen and a half inches thick for the height of
the next two storeys and then thirteen inches thick for the
rest of its height.

5. Where the wall exceeds sixty feet but does not exceed
seventy feet in height its thickness shall be as follows :

—

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-one inches and a half thick for the height of

one storey then seventeen and a half inches thick for the

height of the next two storeys and then thirteen inches

thick for the rest of its height

;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be
increased in thickness in each of the storeys below the

uppermost two storeys by four inches and a half (subject

to the provision in this Schedule respecting distribution

in piers).

6. Where the wall exceeds seventy feet but does not exceed

eighty feet in height its thickness shall be as follows :

—

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-one inches and a half thick for the height of

one storey then seventeen and a half inches thick for the

height of the next three storeys and thirteen inches thick

for the rest of its height
\

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be

increased in thickness in each of the storeys below the

uppermost two storeys by four inches and a half (subject

to the provision in this Schedule respecting distribution

in piers).

7. Where the wall exceeds eighty feet but does not exceed

ninety feet in height its thickness shall be as follows :

—

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-six inches thick for the height of one storey

then twenty-one inches and a half thick for the height of

the next storey then seventeen and a half inches thick for

the height of the next three storeys and then thirteen

inches thick for the rest of its height

;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be

increased in thickness in each of the storeys below the

uppermost two storeys by four inches and a half (subject

to the provision in this Schedule respecting distribution

in piers).

8. Where the wall exceeds ninety feet but does not exceed

one hundred feet in height its thickness shall be as follows :

If the wall does not’ exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-six inches thick for the height of one storey

then twenty-one inches and a half thick for the height of

the next two storeys then seventeen and a half inches thick

for the height of the next three storeys and then thirteen

inches thick for the rest of its height

;
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If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be
increased in thickness in each of the storeys below the
uppermost two storeys by four inches and a half (subject
to the provision in this Schedule respecting distribution
in piers).

9. Where the wall exceeds one hundred feet but does not
exceed one hundred and twenty feet in height its thickness
shall be as follows :—

•

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall
be thirty inches thick for the height of one storey then
twenty-six inches thick for the height of the next two
storeys then twenty-one inches and a half thick for the
height of the next two storeys then seventeen and a half
inches thick for the height of the next three storeys and
then thirteen inches thick for the rest of its height

;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be
increased in thickness in each of the storeys below the
uppermost two storeys by four inches and a half (subject
to the provision in this Schedule respecting distribution
in piers).

10. If a,ny storey exceeds in height sixteen times the thick-
ness prescribed under this. Schedule for the walls of such storey
the thickness of each external and party wall throughout such
storey shall be increased to one sixteenth part of the height of
the storey and the thickness of each external and party wall

increased to a like extent but any
confined to piers properly

distributed of which the collective widths amount to one fourth
part of the length of the wall.

in
than thirteen inchesm thickness shall be more than ten feet in height between the

of the'^^oofi^^
^^t'veen the floor and the tie

12. All buildings excepting public buildings and suchbuildings as are in this Act defined to be buildings oMhe
sXecrtothf"

the thickness of thei? walls beDject to the provisions contained in this part of this Schedule.
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Schedule I. If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be thirteen inches thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be seven-

teen and a half inches thick at its base.

3. Where the wall exceeds thirty feet but does not exceed

forty feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness

following ;
—

If the wall does not exceed thirty-five feet in length it shall

be thirteen inches thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds thirty-five feet but does not exceed forty-

five feet in length it shall be seventeen and a half inches

thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be twenty-

one inches and a half thick at its base.

4. Where the wall exceeds forty feet but does not exceed

fifty feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness

following :
—

If the wall does not exceed thirty feet in length it shall be

seventeen and a half inches thick at its base ;

If the wall exceeds thirty feet but does not exceed forty-five

feet in length it shall be twenty-one inches and a half thick

at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be twenty-

six inches thick at its base.

5. Where the wall exceeds fifty feet but does not exceed

sixty feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness

following :—
.

'
• . n

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-one inches and a half thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty- five feet in length it shall be twenty-

six inches thick at its base.

6. Where the wall exceeds sixty feet but does not exceed

seventy feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness

following :— . , , • u u
If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall

be twenty-one inches and a half thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be in-

creased in thickness from the base up to within sixteen

feet from the top of the wall by four inches and a half

(subject to the provision in this Schedule respecting dis-

tribution in piers).

7. Where the wall exceeds seventy feet but does not exceed

eighty feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness

following :— . v 1 11

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet m length it snail

be twenty-one inches and a half thick at its base
;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be in-

creased in thickness from the base up to within sixteen

feet from the top of the wall by four inches and a na
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(subject to the provision in this Schedule respecting dis- Schedule I,

tribution in piers).

8. Where the wall exceeds eighty feet but does not exceed
ninety feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness
following :

—

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall
be twenty-six inches thick at its base

;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be in-
creased in thickness from the base up to within sixteen
feet from the top of the wall by four inches and a half
(subject to the provision in this Schedule respecting dis-
tribution in piers).

9. Where the wall exceeds ninety feet but does not exceed
one hundred feet in height it shall be at its base of the thickness
following :

—

If the wall does not e.xceed forty-five feet in length it shal
be twenty-six inches thick at its base

;

If the wall exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be in-
creased in thickness from the base up to within sixteen
feet from the top of the wall by four inches and a hall
(subject to the provision in this Schedule respecting dis-
tribution in piers).

10 Where the wall exceeds one hundred feet but does not
exceed one hundred and twenty feet in height it shall be at its
base of the thickness following :

—

If the wall does not exceed forty-five feet in length it shall
be thirty-one inches thick at its base

;

If the wall_ exceeds forty-five feet in length it shall be in-
creased in thickness from the base up to within sixteen
feet from the top of the wall by four inches and a half
pubject to the provision in this Schedule respecting dis-
tribution m piers).

^ °

below
at the top and for sixteen feetbelow the top shall be thirteen inches and a half and the inter-

bell i base and feet

caself
be of less thickness than would be thecase if the vva 1 were to be built solid throughout the space

thickness at sixteen feet

walk
thirty feet in height the

me Height of that storey does not exceed ten feet.

the \hicknMq"^n/ih°^^^i?^
^ warehouse class

thfs Sdnlo 1 r""”
""" determined by the provisions of

qnnh
.^^dule IS less than one fourteenth part of the height of

fourteemh mrt o^'tte t
each 1

stoi'ey ‘^nd the thickness of

to a like extent*bm an
below that storey shall be increasediKe extent but any such additional thickness may be con-

Conclition in

respect of
storeys ex-
ceeding a cer-

tain height.

I I 2
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fined to piers properly distributed of which the collective widths

amount to one fourth part of the length of the wall.

13. The thickness of any wall of a building of the ware-

house class if built of materials other than those before specified

shall be deemed to be sufficient if made of the thickness

required by the provisions of this Schedule or of such other

thickness as may be approved by the Council.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I. The thickness of a crossrwall shall be two-thirds of the

thickness hereinbefore required for an external or party wall

of the same dimensions and belonging to the same class of

buildings but never less than eight and a half inches and no

wall subdividing any building shall be deemed to be a cross-

wall unless it is carried up to the floor of the topmost storey

and unless in each storey the aggregate extent of the vertical

faces or elevations of all the recesses and that of

ings therein taken together does not exceed one-half of the

whole extent of the vertical face or elevation of the wall.

2 Wherever a cross-wall becomes in any part an external

wall such cross-wall shall be of the thickness required for an

external wall of the same height and length and belonging to

the same class of buildings.
1 r -d., «. t

3. Where an increase of thickness is by any rule of Part 1 .

or Part II. of this Schedule required in case of a wall exceed-

ing sixty feet in height and forty-five feet in length or m case

of a storey exceeding in height sixteen times or fourteen times

(as the case may be) the thickness prescribed for its walls or in

case of a wall below such storey the increased thickness may be

confined to piers properly distributed of which the collective

widths amount to one-fourth part of the length of the wall.

THE SECOND SCPIEDULE.1

The following materials shall for the purposes of this Act

e deemed to be fire-resisting materials

(1) Brickwork constructed of good bricks well burnt hard

nd sound properly bonded and solidly put together

(a) With^good mortar compounded of g?od lime and sha p

clean sand hard clean broken brick broken flint grit

or slag ;
or

S With ?e^ent mixed with sharp clean sand hard clean

^ broken brick broken flint grit or slag :

(2) Granite and other stone suitable for building purpose

>y reason of its solidity and durability.

. This schedule is new. For a case as to incombustible maUrm^

V. Wright, [.892] I Q. B. 104 ;
61 L. J. M. C. 7 , <^5

o W. R. 191 : 56 J- l’- 120; 8T. L. R. 54 -
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(3) Iron steel and copper :

(4) Oak and teak and other hard timber when used for

beams or posts or in combination with iron the timber and the

iron (if any) being protected by plastering in cement or other

incombustible or non-conducting external coating
;

In the case of doors

—

oak or teak or other hard timber not less than two

inches thick
;

In the case of staircases

—

oak or teak or other hard timber with treads strings

and risers not less than two inches thick :

(5) Slate tiles brick and terra cotta when used for coverings

or corbels ;

(6) Flagstones when used for floors over arches but not ex-

posed on the underside and not supported at the ends only :

(7) Concrete composed of broken brick stone chippings or

ballast and lime cement or calcined gypsum when used for

filling in between joists of floors :

(8) Any material from time to time approved by the Coun-
cil as fire-resisting.

THE THIRD SCHEDULE.

Fees payable to District Surveyors.

Part I.

ON NEW BUILDINGS.

Forany building not exceeding thirty square £ -f- d.

feet in area and not exceeding ten feet in

height o 10 o
For eYery building not exceeding four hun-

dred square feet in area and not more than
two storeys in height . . . . i 10 o

For eYery additional storey . . .050
For every additional square or fraction of

a square 026
For every building not exceeding four hun-

dred square feet in area and ofone storey
only in height . . . . . o 15 o

ON ADDITIONS ALTERATIONS OR OTHER WORKS.

For every addition or alteration or other
work to which the provisions of this Act
apply made or done to or on any build-
ing after the roof thereof has been
covered in

one half of the fee charged in the
case of a new building calculated
upon the area of the whole building.

Schedule II.

Schedule III.
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For inspecting the arches or fire-resisting £ s. d.

floors over or under public ways . . o 10 o
For inspecting the formation of openings

in party walls (for each opening) . . o 10 o
For inspecting the closing of openings in

party walls (for each opening) . , o 10 o
Provided that in the case of public buildings buildings con-

structed of concrete and buildings divided into separate sets of
chambers or tenements by party structures the fees herein-
before specified in this part of this Schedule shall in every case
be increased by one-half.*

ON CHIMNEYS AND FLUES.

On the construction of a furnace chimney-
shaft or similar shaft for ventilation or

other purposes in addition to the fee for

any other operation in progress at the

same time if not exceeding seventy-five

feet in height 200
If exceeding seventy-five and not ex-

ceeding one hundred feet in height . 2 10 o
For every additional ten feet or por-

tion of ten feet in height . . o 10 o

On the carrying of a flue from an oven
stove steam-boiler furnace or close-fire

into an old flue . . . . . o 10 o

On certifying that a chimney breast in a

party wall may be cut away . . . o 10 o

ON CERTIFYING PLANS.

For examining and certifying plans of an
old building 220
ON WOODEN AND TEMPORARY STRUCTURES.

On inspection of any wooden structure or

on inspection of any structure or erection

put up on any public occasion the same
amount as for a new building calculated

on the area of the structure or erection

without reference to the area of any build-

ing to which it may be attached or in

or on which it may be put up.

ATTENDING AT COURT.

For attending at a court when an order

is made for complying with notice of

irregularity . . . . . . o 10 o

' This proviso is new, and is inserted in consequence of'the case of

Moir V. Williams, [1892] i Q. B. 264 ;
61 L. J. M. C. 33 ; 66 L. T. 215 ;

40 W. R. 69 ; 56 J. P. 197 ; 8 T. L. R. 44.
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Part II.

ON DANGEROUS STRUCTURES.

On each dangerous structure

—

Where there are not more than four ad-

joining or nearly contiguous structures m
the safne ownership—

1. For making a survey of the structure

reported as dangerous and certifying

opinion thereon

—

If the structure do not exceed four

squares in area and two storeys in

height

If exceeding four squares .

For every additional storey above
two ......

2. For each inspection of the structure

and report as to completion or progress
of the works .....

3. For inspecting the structure before the
hearing of the summons and attending
the court to give evidence—

If one structure only
If more than one structure (for each

structure) .....
4. For inspecting the structure before the

hearing of the summons against the
occupier (the owner having failed to
comply) and attending the court to give
evidence—

If one structure only
If more than one structure (for each

structure)

5. For every adjournment of the summons
6. For superintending the erection of

shoring (including needling when re-
quisite) and hoarding whether done by
the Council or not and for certifying the
account for the same when done by the
Council ......

7. For shoring without hoarding or hoard-
ing without shoring and certifying the
account ......

8. For supervision including the report of
the officer in cases where it is necessary
for the Council to execute works to en-
sure the safety of the public under an
order made by a court ....

£ s. d.

076
o 10 o

026

050

o 10 o

050

o 10 o

050050

o 10 o

076

050

Schedule III.
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Where there are more than four adjoinmg
or 7iearly contiguous structures in the same
ow7iership— £ s. d.

For Nos. 2 3 and 4 in the above table 040
For No. 5 026
And for No. 8 o a o

Part III.

FEES PAYABLE FOR SPECIAL SERVICES.

The fees payable by a builder to the district surveyor for
special services shall be the following :

—

For superintending the construction of
floors and partition walls to stables

under section 70 of this Act per building 050
For superintending the construction of over-

hanging oriel windows per building .050
For superintending the fixing of any oven

copper steam-boiler or stove to be used
for trade purposes and not heated by
gas . . . . . . . o 10 o

For superintending the fixing of pipes for

conveying heated air or hot water or

steam at high pressure (for each floor of
a building on which pipes are fixed) .0100

For services relating to the erection of
buildings on low-lying lands per building 050

Part IV. >

FEES PAYABLE TO COUNCIL.

On Ba?igerous Structures.

For general services

—

1. For preparation of notices forms for

same and postage . . . .036
2. For service of notices (clerk’s time) .026
3. For travelling per mile (one way) .003
4. For obtaining summonses and orders

(clerk’s time) 026
5. For cost of each summons or order .030
Where there are two or more adjoinifig or

nearly contiguous structures in the same
ownership—

For Nos. 2 and 4 (above) each . .020
The fees payable upon ten structures shall

be the maximum fees.

‘ This Part is new.
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On Dilapidated and Neglected

Buildings or Structures.

1. For each inspection of the building or

structure and report ....
2. For obtaining summons and order

(clerk’s time) .....
3. For cost of each summons or order

4. For attendance at a court to give evi-

dence ......
5. For every adjournment

6. For supervision of works including report

of officer in cases where the magistrate’s

order is executed by the Council .

7. For travelling per mile (one way)

.

8. The cost of procuring local evidence to

satisfy the magistrate that the condition

of the structure is prejudicial to the pro-

perty or to the inhabitants of the neigh-

bourhood is to be considered separately

in each case.

Where there are two or more adjoining or

nearly co?itiguous structures in the same
ownership—

For Nos. I 4 or 6 (above) each

For Nos. 2 or 5 (above) each .

The fees payable upon ten structures shall

be the maximum fees.

For travelling per mile (one way)

£ s. d.

050
026020
050026

050003

030020

003

Schedule III

regulations.

1. The fees specified in this Schedule in respect of works
to a party wall comprise the fees payable in respect of both
sides of the wall.

2. No fee shall be charged in respect of the fixing of a
chimney pot.

3. No fee shall be charged in respect of the repairing of a
chimney top unless the top has been pulled down to a greater
extent than twelve inches.

4. No fee shall be charged in respect of the repairing of a
parapet unless the parapet shall have been pulled down to a
greater extent than twelve inches.

5. In calculating the area of every new building for the
purposes of this Schedule the area of all outbuildings not ex-
ceeding thirty feet in area whether attached or not shall be
included provided such outbuildings be erected at the same
time as the main building.
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THE FOURTH SCHEDULE.

Session and
Chapter Title or Short Title Extent of Repeal

7 & 8 Viet,

c. 84
The Metropolitan

Building Aet, 1844
So much as is unrepealed

18 & 19 Viet. The Metropolis Man- Section 142 and in section
C. 120 agement Aet, 1855 202, the words ‘the plans

level width surface incli-

nation and,’ and the words
‘and the plans and level of
sites for building ’

18 & 19 Viet,

e. 122
'I'he Metropolitan

Building Aet, 1855
The Metropolitan

Building Aet
(Amendment), i860

The w’hole Act

23 & 24 Viet,

e. 52
The whole Act

24 & 25 Viet,

e. 87

The Metropolitan
Building Amend-
ment Aet, 1861

The whole Act

25 & 26 Viet. The Metropolis Man- Sections 74, 75, 76, 85, 87,
e. 102 agement Amend-

ment Aet, 1862
The Metropolitan

Building Aet, 1869

98, and 99

32 & 33 Viet,

e. 82
The whole Act

34 & 35 Viet,

c. 39

The Metropolitan
Building Aet, 1871

The whole Act

41 & 42 Viet. The Metropolis Man- Sections 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14,
c. 32 agement and Build-

ing Aets Amend-
ment Act, 1878

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

from ‘ and the district sur-

veyor’ to ‘such house build-

ing erection or work,’ and
the words ‘ or surveyor

;

’

section 22, so far as it re-

lates to any notice or order

served or made under any
provision repealed by this

Act; section 23, from ‘and
every penalty imposed by
Part II.’ to ‘ Acts amending
the same

;
’ section 25 ;

in

section 26, the words ‘ or

in any byelaw of the board
thereunder ;

’ and in section

27, the words ‘ or in any
byelaw thereunder made ’

45 & 46 Viet,

e. 14

The Metropolis Man-
agementand Build-

ing Acts (Amend-
ment) Act, 1882

The whole Act

53 & 54 Viet. The London Council Sections 27 to 31, and sections

e. eexliii. (General Powers)
Act, 1890

33 to 37

54 & 55 Viet,

e. Ixxviii.

The London Sky
Signs Act, 1891

The London County
Council (General

Powers) Act, 1893

The whole Act

56 & 57 Viet,

c. ccxxi.

Sections 5 to 9, and section 17
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AN ACT FOR THE BETTER
LOCAL MANAGEMENT OF THE METROPOLIS.

i8 & 19 VicT. c. 120.

[14//^ August, 1855.]

69 . The vestry of every parish mentioned in schedule (A)

to this Act, and the Board of Works for every district mentioned
in schedule (B) to this Act, shall (subject to the powers by this

Act vested in the [London Cou?ity Council^) from time to time

repair and maintain the sewers under this Act vested in them,
or such of them as shall not be discontinued, closed up, or

destroyed under the powers herein contained, and shall cause
to be made, repaired, and maintained, such sewers and works,

or such diversions or alterations of sewers and works, as may
be necessary for effectually draining their parish or district, and
shall cause all banks, wharves, docks, or defences abutting on
or adjoining any river, stream, canal, pond, or watercourse in

such parish or district to be raised, strengthened, or altered or
repaired, where it may be necessary so to do, for effectually

draining, or protecting from floods or inundation such parish
or district ^ and it shall be lawful for any such vestry or district

board to carry any such sewers or works through, across, or
under any turnpike road, or any street or place laid out as or
intended for a street, or through or under any cellar or vault
which may be under the pavement or carriageway of any street,

and into, through, or under any lands whatsoever, making
compensation for any damage done thereby as hereinafter
provided

;
^ and it shall be lawful for any such vestry or district

board from time to time to enlarge, contract, raise, lower, arch
over, or otherwise improve or alter all or any of the sewers,
watercourses, and works which shall be from time to time
vested in them or subject to their order and control, and to
discontinue, close up, or destroy such of them as they may deem
to have become unnecessary : Provided always, that no new

' See ss. 135 and 145. Jieg. v. Si. George's, Haiiover Square ( Vesirv)
[1895] 2 Q. B. 275.

'J

For the mode of ascertaining the amount of compensation and the
method of proceeding, see ss. 151, 225, and 226.

The vestries and district boards have, under this section, more
powers in respect to entry and works than the Metropolitan Board had
under the equivalent section in relation to their powers. See ss. 151 and
152, comparing the same with s. 135.

Metropolis
Management
Act, 1855.
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sewer ‘ shall be made without the previous approval of the
[London County Council]

: provided also, that the discontinu-
ance, closing up, destruction, or alteration of any sewer as
aforesaid shall be so done as not to create a nuisance

;
and if

by reason thereof any person shall be deprived of the lawful
use of any covered sewer, it shall be the duty of the vestry or
district board to provide some other sewer or a drain as effectual
for his use as the sewer of which he is so deprived

: provided
also, that where the vestry or district board alter any sewer, or
provide a new sewer in substitution for a sewer discontinued,
closed up, or destroyed, they may contract or otherwise alter
the private drains communicating with the sewer so altered, or
with the sewer so discontinued, closed up, or destroyed, or may
close up or destroy such private drains, and provide new drains
in lieu thereof, as the circumstances of the sewerage may appear
to them to require, but so that in every case the altered or
substituted drain shall be as effectual for the use of the person
entitled thereto as the drain previously used.^

70. Wherever any party is, by prescription, by reason of
tenure, or otherwise, liable by law to maintain or do any repairs
to sewers, banks, watercourses, or works ^ in any such parish or
district which the vestry or district board judge it necessary to
alter or improve, it shall be lawful for them to make such altera-

tions or improvements therein as they think proper, and to
divide the expense of such alterations or improvements between
the party liable to such maintenance or repairs, and the parish,

district, or persons who would have been wholly liable to the
expense of such alterations or improvements if no party had
been liable as aforesaid, so as to throw on the party liable to

such maintenance or repairs such part of the expense of altera-

tions or improvements as may be equal to what would be
incurred for such maintenance or repairs, and to throw on the

parish, district, or persons aforesaid the residue of such expense,

and to settle and adjust such proportions, either by some general

regulation or by order in each particular case, as they may think

proper : Provided always, that nothing in this Act contained
shall exempt from liability to do any works, or to pay the whole
cost thereof, any person who, by prescription, by reason of

tenure, or otherwise by law, is so liable."'

' It appears that the word ‘ sewer ’ is used here, and in all that follows,

as equivalent to 'drain.' See s. 250, at the word ‘ Sewer,’ post, p. 515.

See s. 1 12 of the Act of 1862, post, p. 529, at the word ‘ Drain.’
^ See Vestry ofMarylebone v. Viret, 19 C. B. (N. S. ) 424 ; 34 L. J. M. C.

214, as to a case coming within this section and not under s. 73. See

Fulham District Board v. Goodwin, L. R. I Ex. D. 400.
^ See Callis on Sewers, p. 115, as to the obligation of individuals in

respect of sewer works in general. See notes to Woolrych’s Metropolis

Local Management Acts, p. 37.
* The only liability to repair and maintain, ratione tenures, is in regard

to the sewers in their true sense, and used for their genuine purpose. The
‘ sewer ’ under this Act is tied down to the definition given in s. 250.
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73.' If any house or building, whether built before or after

the commencement of this Act, situate within any such parish

or district, be found not to be drained by a sufficient drain

communicating with some sewer, and emptying itself into the

same, to the satisfaction of the vestry or board of such parish

or district, and if a sewer of sufficient size be within one hun-

dred feet of any part of such house or building, on a lower

level than such house or building, it shall be lawful for the

vestry or board, at their discretion, by notice in writing,^ to

require the owner ^ of such house or building forthwith, or

within such reasonable time as may be appointed by the vestry

or board, to construct and make from such house or building

into any such sewer a covered drain, and such branches

thereto, of such materials, of such size, at such level, and with

such fall as shall be adequate for the drainage of such house or

building, and its several floors or stories, and also of its areas,

waterclosets, privies, and offices (if any), and for conveying the

soil, drainage, and wash therefrom into the said sewer, and to

provide fit and proper paved or impermeable sloped surfaces

for conveying surface water thereto, and fit and proper sinks,

and fit and proper siphoned or otherwise trapped inlets and
outlets for hindering stench therefrom, and fit and proper
water supply and water supplying pipes, cisterns, and apparatus
for scouring the same, and for causing the same to convey away
the soil, and fit and proper sand traps, expanding inlets, and
other apparatus for hindering the entry of improper substances
therein, and all other such fit and proper works and arrange-
ments as may appear to the vestry or board, or to their officers,

requisite to secure the safe and proper working of the said
drain, and to prevent the same from obstructing or otherwise
injuring or impeding the action of the sewer to which it leads

;

and it shall be lawful for the said vestry or board to cause the
said works to be inspected while in progress, and from time to
time during their execution to order such reasonable alterations
therein, additions thereto, and abandonment of part or parts
thereof, as may to the vestry or board or their officers appear,
on the fuller knowledge afforded by the opening of the ground,
requisite to secure the complete and perfect working of such
works

;
and if the owner of such house or building neglect or

refuse, during twenty-eight days after the said notice has been
delivered to such owner, or left at such house or building, to
begin to construct such drain, and other works aforesaid, or any

But the sewer of Common Law and of the Laws of Sewers differs
altogether from this definition. See 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 22.

‘This and the following section only apply to existing houses, Bateman
Poplar District Board of Works, 33 Ch. D. 360 ; 55 L. T. 374

;

56 L. J. Ch. 149. As to intended buildings, see s. 76.
’

- See Baylcy v. Wilkinson, 33 L. J. M. C. 161.
’ As to a tenant for life, see Acton v. Craivley, L. R. 28 Ch. D. 4^1.

See cases, p. 514, as to ‘owner.’
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of them, or thereafter fail to carry them on and complete them
with all reasonable despatch, it shall be lawful for the vestry or
board to cause the same to be constructed and made,' and to
recover the expenses to be incurred thereby from such owner
in the manner hereinafter provided.'^

74. If it appear to the vestry or board of any parish or dis-
trict that a group or block of contiguous houses, or of adjacent
detached or semi-detached houses, may be drained and im-
proved more economically or advantageously in combination
than separately, and a sewer of sufficient size already exist or be
about to be constructed within one hundred feet of any part of
such group or block of houses, whether contiguous, detached,
or semi-detached, it shall be lawful for such board or vestry to
order that such group or block of houses be drained and im-
proved, as hereinbefore provided, by a combined bperation.^

75. It shall not be lawful to erect any house or other build-
ing in any parish mentioned in schedule (A) to this Act, or in

any district mentioned in schedule (B) to this Act, or to rebuild
any house or building within any such parish or district which
has been pulled down to or below the floor commonly called

the ground floor, or to occupy any house or building so newly
built or rebuilt, unless a drain and such branches thereto and
other connected works and apparatus and water supply as

hereinbefore mentioned be constructed and provided to the

satisfaction of the surveyor of the vestry of such parish or board
of works for such district of such materials, of such size, at such
level, and with such fall as they may direct, so that the same
shall be available for the drainage of the lowest floor of such
house or building, and of its several floors or stories, and also of

its areas, waterclosets, privies, and offices (if any), which drain

shall lead from such house or building, or the intended site of

such house or building, to such sewer, already made or intended

to be constructed near thereto, as the vestry or board shall

direct and appoint, or if there be no such sewer existing or in-

tended to be constructed within one hundred feet of any part

of the intended site of such house or building, then to such

covered cesspool or other place, not being under any dwelling-

house, as the vestry or board shall direct
;
and whenever any

house or building is rebuilt as aforesaid, the level of the lowest

floor of such house or building shall be raised sufficiently to

' See s. 64 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, fast, p. 522, and ss. 74, 76, 81,

85, 86 of this Act.
- See ss. 225, 226, post, p. 51 1.

’ See Interpretation Clause (s. 250) at word ‘ Sewer,’ p. 515. As to

combined operation, see Bateman v. Poplar District Board of IVorks,

33 Ch. D. 360 ; SS L. T. 374 ; s6 L. J. Ch. 149. This section applies

only to existing houses, but as to intended houses the approval of a

scheme for drainage by combined operation under s. 76 is an ‘ order
’

under this section. See s. 1 12 of 23 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. $2^, as to

the meaning of the word ‘drain.’

‘ See s. 66 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 322.
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allow of the construction of such a drain and such branches

thereto, and other works and apparatus as are hereinbefore

required, and for that purpose the levels shall be taken and

determined under the direction of the vestry or district board.*

76 . Before beginning to lay or dig out the foundation of

any new house ^ or building within any such parish or district,

or to rebuild any house or building therein, and also before

making any drain for the purpose of draining directly or in-

directly into any sewer under the jurisdiction of the vestry or

board of or for any such parish or district, seven days’ notice

' As to the provisions relating to the construction of sewers in new
streets, see s. 52 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 517, and s. 57, post,

. 519, as to an appeal.
- See s. 88 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 527, and the Metropolis

Management Amendment Act, 1890, s. 4, post, p. 536, as to penalty for

not giving notice and for making sewer contrary to plans approved. See
sec. 164 of the London Building Act, 1894, aiite, p. 460, as to regula-

tions by the County Council with respect to sites and foundations of

houses. See s. 5 of the Building Act, 1894, as to meaning of ‘ build-

ing.’

’’ By the London Council (General Powers) Act, 1890, 53 & 54 Viet.

. ccxxi. s. 32, it is further enacted as follows :

—

‘ 32 . Every person who shall intend to build or take down
any house building or wall (not being within the city of London)
within ten feet of any public thoroughfare shall give notice of
such intention to the vestry or district board of the parish or
district in which such house building or wall is situate and
shall before commencing to build or take down any such house
building or wall cause to be put up such hoard or fence with a
convenient platform and handrail (if there be room enough)
for the same to serve as a footway for passengers outside of
such hoard or fence as the vestry or district board may think
to be proper and sufficient and shall continue such hoard or
fence and such platform and handrail standing and in good
condition to the satisfaction of the vestry or district board
during the building or taking down of any such house building
or wall unless the vestry or district board shall give their con-
sent in writing to its previous removal and shall when required
so to do by the vestry or district board cause such hoard or
fence and such platform and handrail to be well lighted from
sunset to sunrise :

‘ Every person who fails to give such notice to the vestry or
district board or who commences to build or take down any
such house building or wall without causing to be put up such
hoard or fence with or without such convenient platform and
handrail or who does not continue such hoard or fence with or
\yithout such convenient platform and handrail in good condi-
tion to the satisfaction of the vestry or district board as afore-
said or who does not when required so to do cause such hoard
or fence with or without such platform and handrail to be well
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in writing shall be given to the vestry or board, by the person
intending to build or rebuild such house or building or to make
such drain

;
and every such foundation shall be laid at such

level as will permit the drainage of such house or building in

compliance with this Act, and as the vestry or board shall order,

and every such drain shall be made in such direction, manner,
and form, and of such materials andworkmanship,* * and with
such branches thereto and other connected works and apparatus
and water supply as hereinbefore mentioned, and as the vestry

or board shall order, and the making of every such drain shall

be under the survey and control of the vestry or board
;
and

the vestry or district board shall make their order in relation to

the matters aforesaid, and cause the same to be notified to the

person from whom such notice was received within seven days ^

after the receipt of such notice
;
and in default of such notice,

or if such house, building, or drain, or branches thereto or

other connected works and apparatus and water supply, be
begun, erected, made, or provided in any respect contrary to

any order of the vestry or board made and notified as aforesaid,

or the provisions of this Act, it shall be lawful for the vestry or

board to cause such house or building to be demolished or

altered, and to cause such drain or branches thereto and other

connected works and apparatus and water supply to be relaid,

amended, or re-made, or, in the event of omission, added, as

the case may require, and to recover the expenses thereof from

the owner thereof in the manner hereinafter provided.**

78 . Whenever it is necessary to open any part of the pave-

ment of any street * or public place, for the purpose of making

lighted from sunset to sunrise shall for every such offence be

liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds and a further

penalty not exceeding forty shillings for every day on which

such offence shall continue after conviction thereof such penal-

ties to be recovered by summary proceeding.’

* See Clarke v. Ves/ry of Paddington, 5 Jur. (N. S.) 138 ;
and as to the

discretion of the board or vestry with respect to the materials to be used,

see Austin v. Vestry of St. Mary, Lambeth, 27 L. J. Ch. 677.

Extended to fifteen days by s. 63 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post,

p. 521.
’ See ss. 225, 226, as to recovery of expenses, &c., post, p. 511.

An opportunity must be given to the owner to appear and show cause

against the proposed demolition. Cooper v. Wands'Morth District Board,

32 L. J. C. P. 185. Compare also Masters v. Pontypool Local Board,

L. R. 9 Ch. D. 677. See s. 145 of the Building Act of 1S94, ante,

p. 454.
•> This section applies although the street is merely a ‘ builder’s road.’

A road is not the less a street, because it comes within the definition of a

‘new street’ in s. 112 of the Act of 1862. This section applies to new

streets as defined in s. 112 of the Act of 1862. Vestry of St. John,

Hampstead, \\ Hoopel, 15 Q. B. D. 652; 54 L. J. M. C. I47

1

33 W. R. 903; 49 J. P. 741. As to penalty for making or branching
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or branching any private drain into any of the sewers or drains

vested in the \^London County Cou?icil\, or any vestry or district

board under this Act, or authorised to be made by them under
this Act, it shall be lawful for the vestry or board, in case they

think fit so to do, to make so much and such part of such
private drain, and also to construct so much and such part of

the work necessary for branching the same into the public

sewers as shall be under or in any street, and to recover the

expenses incurred thereby from the owner of the house, build-

ing, or ground to which such private drain belongs, in the
manner hereinafter provided.^

79 . It shall be lawful for any such vestry or board to con-
tract and agree with the owners or occupiers of any houses,
buildings, or ground that any drains required to be made,
altered, or enlarged by such owners shall be constructed,
made, altered, and enlarged by the vestry or board

;
and the

cost price of making, altering, or enlarging such drains, as cer-
tified by the surveyor of the vestry or board, shall be repaid by
the owner or occupier so agreeing to the vestry or board, and
in default of payment the same may be recovered in the
manner hereinafter provided.'^

80 . Where any sewer in any of the parishes mentioned in
either of the schedules (A) and (B) to this Act, into which any
drain shall be made or branched, has been built since the third
day of September, one thousand eight hundred and thirteen,
and before the commencement of this Act, at the expense of
any person or body other than any Commissioners of Sewers,
the vestry or district board in whom such sewer is vested may
order such sum as they may deem just to be paid and contri-
buted by the owner of the house to which such drain belongs
towards the expense of the construction of such sewer, which
sum shall, on the receipt thereof by such vestry or board, be
paid over to the person or body aforesaid, and such vestry or
board may, if they see fit, order and accept payment of such
sum, with interest after a rate not exceeding five pounds for the
hundred by the year, by instalments within any period not
exceeding twenty years.^

82 .'* It shall be lawful for any such vestry or board, or for
their surveyor or inspector, or such other person as they
appoint, to inspect any drain, watercloset, privy, cesspool, or

any sewer or drain into any sewer vested in a vestry or district board
without approval, see Metropolis Management Amendment Act, i8qo
s. 5, post, p. 537.

226, /oj/, p. 5 1 1. S. 77 is repealed by s. 61 of the Act
01 1602, post, p. 520.

See Hall\ Mayor of Batley, 47 L. J. Q. B. 148 ; 37 L. T. 710,

rmin c
59 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 519, this is e.xtended to

anTfnh.'rfr
January i, 1856, or to be built at

^"^4 *** *-^0 expense of private individuals.

Health
are partially repealed by the Publicealth (London) Act, 1891, which s,qq, post, p. 540.
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water supply apparatus, or sinks, traps, syphons, pipes, or other
works or apparatus connected therewith, within the parish or
district of such vestry or board, and for that purpose, at all

reasonable times in the daytime, after twenty-four hours’

notice in writing has been given to the occupier of the pre-

mises to which such drain, watercloset, privy, cesspool, or

water supply apparatus, or other connected works or apparatus

as aforesaid, is attached, or left upon the premises, or in case

of emergency without notice, to enter, by themselves or their

surveyor or inspector and workmen, upon any premises, and
cause the ground to be opened in any place they think fit,

doing as little damage as may be.

83.^ In case any drain, watercloset, privy, cesspool, or

water supply, or water supply apparatus, or other connected

works or apparatus hereinbefore mentioned, be found, on in-

spection, not to have been made or provided according to the

directions or regulations of the vestry or district board, or con-

trary to the provisions of this Act, or in case any person without

the consent of the vestry or district board construct, rebuild, or

unstop any sewer, drain, watercloset, privy, or cesspool which

may have been ordered by them not to be made or to be

demolished or stopped up, or in case any person discontinue

any water supply, or destroy any connected works or apparatus

as aforesaid, or in case any person, without the consent of thfe

vestry or district board, break into any sewer vested in such

vestry or board, every person ^ so offending shall forfeit and pay

any sum not exceeding ten pounds
;
and in case the person so

making any sewer, drain, watercloset, privy, cesspool, or other

works or apparatus as aforesaid, contrary to the directions or

regulations of the vestry or board, or contrary to the provisions

of this Act, or without such consent as aforesaid constructing,

rebuilding, or unstopping any sewer, drain, watercloset, privy,

or cesspool which may have been ordered to be demolished or

stopped up, or discontinuing any water supply or destroying

any connected works or apparatus as aforesaid, or breaking into

any such sewer as aforesaid, do not within fourteen days after

notice in writing by the vestry or board cause such sewer, drain,

watercloset, privy, or cesspool to be altered or reinstated in

conformity with the directions of the vestry or board, or, as the

case may be, to be demolished or stopped up, or such water

supply to be renewed, or such connected works or apparatus to

be restored, then and in every such case the vestry or board

may cause the work to be done, and the expenses thereof shall

be paid by the person who has so offended.

* See ss. 68 and 69 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 523.

® This section is partially repealed by the Public Health (London) Act,

1891, which see, p. 540. .

’ Extended by s. 65 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102 to all persons causing the

commission of the offence, post, p. 522.
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849 If such drain, watercloset, privy, cesspool, or water

supply, or water supply apparatus, or other connected works

and apparatus, be found on inspection as aforesaid to be made
to the satisfaction of the vestry or board, and in proper order

and condition, they shall cause the same to be reinstated and
made good as soon as may be

;
and the expenses of examina-

tion, reinstating, and making good such drain, watercloset,

privy, cesspool, or other works or apparatus as aforesaid, shall

be defrayed by the vestry or board, and full compensation shall

be made by them for all damages or injuries done or occasioned
by the examination of any such drain, watercloset, privy, cess-

pool, or other works or apparatus as aforesaid.

85.' If, upon such inspection as aforesaid, any drain, water-

closet, privy, or cesspool appear to be in bad order and condition,

or to require cleansing, alteration, or amendment, or to be filled

up, the vestry or board shall cause notice in writing to be given
to the owner or occupier of the premises upon or in respect of
which the inspection was made, requiring him forthwith, or
within such reasonable time as shall be specified in such notice,
to do the necessary works ; and, if such notice be not complied
with by the person to whom it is given, the vestry or board may,
if they think fit, execute such works, and the expenses incurred
by them in so doing shall be paid to them by the owner or
occupier of the premises.

96. Every vestry and district board shall, within their parish
or district (exclusively of any other persons whatsoever), execute
the office of and be surveyor of highways, and have all such
powers, authorities, and duties, and be subject to all such
liabilities as any surveyor of highways in England is now or
may hereafter be invested with or liable to by virtue of his
office under the laws for the time being in force, so far as such
powers, authorities, duties, and liabilities are not inconsistent
with this Act

;

^ but all expenses which under any such law
ought to be defrayed by highway rates shall be defrayed by
means of the rates to be raised under this Act, and all moneys
which would be applicable in aid of such highway rates shall
be applied in aid of the said rates to be raised under this Act,
and no such vestry or board shall be subject to any provisions
concerning the accounts of surveyors of highways, or requiring
any returns to be made to any special sessions

;
and all streets,

being highways, and the pavements, stones, and other materials
thereof, and all other things provided for the purposes thereof
by any surveyor of highways, or by any person serving the office
ot surveyor of highways, or by any vestry or district board under
this Act, shall vest in and be under the management and control

krl
sections are partially repealed by the Public Health (London)

.fi^ct, 1091, which post, p. 540.
“ Blackmore v. Vestry of Mile End Old Town, L. R. 9 O. B D aci •

51 L. J. Q. B. 496 ; 46 L. T. 869 ; 30 W. R. 740 ; 47 J p. 52.
’
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of the vestry or district board of the parish or district in which
such highways are situate. ‘

98. It shall be lawful for every vestry and district board from
time to time to cause all or any of the streets ^ within their

parish or district, or any part thereof respectively, to be paved
or repaired when and as often and in such form and manner
and with such materials as such vestry or board think fit, and
to cause the ground or soil thereof to be raised or lowered, and
the course of the channels running in, into, or through the

same to be turned or altered, in such manner as they think

proper, and to alter the position of any mains or pipes in or

under such street, such alteration to be made subject to the

approval of the engineer of the company to which such mains

or pipes belong.^

99. Provided always, that whenever the freehold of any

court, passage, or public place, not being a thoroughfare, is

vested in the owner of any adjoining house, the paving of such

court, passage, or public place shall be done by such owner, if

deemed expedient or necessary by the vestry or district board.'*

100. The owner of any such court, passage, or public place,

not being a thoroughfare, shall, if required by the vestry or

district board of the parish or district in which the same is

situate, to the satisfaction of such vestry or district board

sufficiently pave, cover the surface of, or repair the same, and

* This section does not vest in the board the absolute property or fee

simple in the soil, but only an interest commensurate with the purposes

for which it is vested and limited to the period during which those pur-

poses require it to be held. Rolls v. St. Geoj-ge's Vestry, 28 W. R. 867,

where Coverdale v. Charlton, 4 Q. B. D. 104 ; 27 W. R. 257> 's explained ;

and see Great Eastern Railway Co. v. Hachiey Board of Works, 8 Ap.

Ca. 687 ; 52 L. J. M. C. 105 ; 49 L. T. 509 ; 31 W. R. 769, as to the

vesting of the fabric of a railway bridge over a cutting much below the

level of the highway.

This section does not confer upon a vestry or a board of works (con-

stituted under the Act) such a property in the streets situate within their

district as to entitle them to maintain an action for an injunction against

the erection of a telephone wire across a street, the wire being erected at a

great height and causing no appreciable danger to the public or to the

traffic in the street. Wandsworth Board of Works v. United Telephone

Co., L. R. 13 Q. B. D. 904; S3 L. J. Q. B. 449; Si L. T. 148;

32 'W. R. 776 ; 48 J. P. 676.

Compare s. 144 of the Public Health Act, 1875, post, p. S®?)

also p. 216 seq. as to dedication of roads.

See 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 50 ; 4 & 5 Viet. c. 51 ;
8 & 9 Viet. c. 71 ;

and

13 & 14 Viet. c. 99; 25 & 26 Viet. c. 61, amended by 27 & 28 \ ict.

c. loi ; and see 41 & 42 Viet. c. 77. r. /-n d .

See Hamilton v. St. George's, Hanover Square, L. R. 9 Q- 4^ ?

43 L. J. M. C. 41.
2 See s. 250, post, p. 514, as to the word ‘ street.’

S. 244 places the footpaths of turnpike roads under the management o

vestries and district boards.
t nr r- a

“ See s. log, post, p. 503, and Reg. v. Train, 31 L. J. M. C. 109.
^

See s. 1 12 of 25 & 26 Viet, c. 102, post, p. S30. as to the word ‘ irave.

^ See ss. 77 and 78 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 524.

a
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lay, at a proper level, through, over, under, or along such part

thereof as such vestry or board may require, a drain, channel,

or gutter, and keep such pavement or covering, and drain,

channel, or gutter, in good repair, to the satisfaction of such

vestry or board
;
and if any such owner of any court, passage,

or public place, not being a thoroughfare, do not sufficiently

pave or cover the same as aforesaid, or do not lay down therein

such drain, channel, or gutter, or do not repair the same
respectively, to the satisfaction of such vestry or board, within

fourteen days after notice in writing requiring him so to do has

been given to him by such vestry or board, every such person

so offending shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding five

poundsd
101. No vault, arch, or cellar shall be made under any street

without the consent of the vestry or district board of the parish

or district in which the same is situate : and all such vaults,

arches, and cellars hereafter to be made within any parish or

district mentioned in either of the schedules (A) and (B) to this

Act shall be substantially made, and so as not to interfere or

communicate with any drain or sewer under the control of any
vestry or district board, or of the \London County CounciVy without
their consent respectively first obtained

;
and if any vault, arch,

or cellar be made contrary to this provision, it shall be lawful

for the vestry or district board, or for the \^Lo?idofi County Council],

to fill up or alter the same, and the expenses incurred thereby
shall be paid by the owner of such vault, arch, or cellar.^

102. All vaults, arches, and cellars made either before or
after the commencement of this Act under any street in any
parish or district mentioned in either of the schedules (A) and
(B) to this Act, and all openings into the same in any such
street, shall be repaired and kept in proper order by the owners
or occupiers of the houses or buildings to which the same re-

spectively belong
;
and in case any such vault, arch, or cellar

be at any time out of repair, it shall be lawful for the vestry or
district board of such parish or district to cause the same to be
repaired and put into good order, and to recover the expenses
thereof from such owner in the manner hereinafter provided.^

105.'* In case the owners of the houses ^ forming the greater
' By s. 81 of 25 & 26 Viet c. 102, post, p. 526, the vestry may

execute the works, and recover the expenses.
^ See s. 211, post, p. 510.
^ See ss. 225, 226, post, p. 51 1.

As to the kind of cellars to which this provision applies, see Hamilton
V. Vestry ofSt. George"s, Hanover Square, L. R. 9 Q. B. 42 ; 43 L. J. M. C.
41 - Ss. 103 and 104 are repealed by the Public Health (London) Act, i8qi'
post, p. 540.

/ > ^ >

' ’^moving subsoil under a street, road, passage, or way, set
Metropolis Management Amendment Act, 1890, s. 6, post, p. 537.

Tf
° 1,' every building capable of use as a human habitation,

It a building physically capable of being so used is prevented, either b\common law or statute, from being ever put to such a use, it is exempted
thus, a consecrated church of the Established Church is exempt, but not £
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part of any new street * laid out or made, or hereafter to be laid

out or made, which is not paved to the satisfaction of the vestry
or district board of the parish or district in which such street

is situate, be desirous of having the same paved, as herein-
after mentioned, or if such vestry or board deem it neces-
sary or expedient that the same should be so paved, then
and in either of such cases such vestry or board shall well
and sufficiently pave the same, either throughout the whole
breadth of the carriageway and footpaths thereof, or any part

of such breadth, and from time to time keep such pavement
in good and sufficient repair

;
^ and the owners ^ of the

chapel vested in trustees for use for religious worship by Wesleyans.
Wright V. Itjgle, 16 Q. B. D. 379 ; 55 L. J. M. C. 17 ; 54 L. T. 511 ;

34 W. R. 220
; 50 J. P. 436.

S. 77 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, post, p. 524, makes owners of land
hounding or abutting on such street liable to contribute.

‘ See s. 1 12 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102, as to meaning of ‘ new street,’

post, p. 530.

By s. 150 of the Public Health Act, 1875, the parties are described as
‘ the owners or occupiers of the premises fronting, adjoining, or abtUting

on private streets,’ and the decisions under that provision may be referred

to with respect to the above section ; see post, p. 569, and the cases there

cited. See also Pound v. Plunistead Board of Works, L. R. 7 Q. B. 183 :

Vestiy of Islington v. Barret , L. R. 9 Q. B. 278 ; 43 L. j. M. C. 85 :

Baddeley v. Gingell, i Ex. 319 : School Board v. Islington Vestry,

L. R. I Q. B. D. 65. See Wilson v. Vestiy of St. Giles, Camberwell,

[1892] I Q. B. 1 ; 61 L. J. M. C. 3 ; 65 L. T. 790 ; 40 W. R. 41 ;

56 J. P. 167 ;
8 T. L. R. 20 ;

Davis v. Greenwich Board df Works [1895]

2 Q. B. 219, and Vestry of St. Giles, Camberwell, v. Hunt, 56 L. J.

M. C. 65, for cases where the vestry has already once paved out of the

general rates
;
permanent, but not temporary, paving prevents the powers

of this section being subsequently exercised.

" See Att.-Gen. v. Wandsworth District Board, 6 Ch. D. 539 - ^ud

Peg. V. Hackney District Board, L. R. 8 Q. B. 528, as to subsequent

repairs.

Where the owners of land sold for building formed roads, and

dedicated them to the public, they were held not to be the ‘ owners ’

within these Acts: Plumstead Board of Works v. British Land Co.,

L. R. 10 Q. B. 203, distinguishing Pound v. Plumstead, supra. See

Holland v. Kensington Vestiy, L. R. 2 C. P. 5^5 ) ^ *^ke non-liability

of the owner in fee of land let for building. As to a tenant for life, see

Acton V. Crawley, L. R. 28 Ch. D. 431. The Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners are not liable in respect of land conveyed to them under the

Church Building Act, 8 & 9 Viet. c. 70, s. 1 3. The whole of the land so

conveyed vests in the incumbent on the consecration of the church, although

only part of the land be consecrated : Board of Works for Plumstead

V. Ecclesiastical Commissioners, [1891] 2 Q. B. 361; 64 L. T. 830;

39 W. R. 700; SS J. P. 791. See the cases cited under ss. 5 a-ttd I73

the Building Act, 1894, ante, pp. 394, 463.

As to apportionment of expenses, see Vestiy of Chelsea v. Evans,

34 J. P. 404 : Nesbitt v. Greenwich District Board, L. R. 10 Q. B. 465 -

In Mile End Vestry v. Whitechapel Unton, L. R. i Q. B. D. 680, an

apportionment of the expenses on owners of houses on one side only, and

in Whitchttrch v. Fulham Board, L. R. i Q. B. 233, amongst the owners

of sections separately, were respectively held bad. But see Wakefield

Urban Authority v. Mander, L. R. S C. P. D. 248 ; 28 W. R. 922,

which is directly to the contrary. See also the decisions under s. 150 of
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houses ^ forming such street shall, on demand, pay to such ves-

try or board the amount of the estimated expenses of providing

and laying such pavement (such amount to be determined by

the surveyor for the time being of the vestry or board)
;

^ and in

case such estimated expenses exceed the actual expenses of such

paving, then the difference between such estimated expenses

and such actual expenses shall be repaid by the said vestry or

board to the owners of houses by whom the said sum of money
has been paid

;
and in case the said estimated expenses be less

than the actual expenses of such paving, then the owners of the

said houses shall, on demand, pay to the said vestry or board
such further sum of money as, together with the sum already

paid, amounts to such actual expenses. ^

106.

^ The vestry or district board of any parish or district

may, if they think fit, by notice in writing put up in any part

of any street in their parish or district, not being a highway,
declare their intention of repairing the same under this Act,

and thereupon the same shall be from time to time repaired by
them under the authority of this Act."*

107. Nothing in this Act shall extend or be construed to

extend to authorise the taking down or removing any bar, gate,

rail, or other fence fixed for preventing any thoroughfare into

or from any square, street, or way, without the consent of the
proprietor of the estate or property upon which such bar, gate,

rail, or other fence, square, street, or way shall be situate.

109. No company or person shall break up or open the
pavement, surface, or soil of any street, the paving whereof is

under the control and management of the vestry or district

the Public Health Act, 1875, post, p. 569. Expenses recovered in 1885,
though work done and apportionment made in 1871, Wortley v. St. Mary,
Islington, 51 J. P. 166.

As to a railway company being liable to contribute to expenses of
paving a new street, see Higgins v. Harding, L. R. 8 Q. B. 7. See
London Sr Brighton Raihvay v. Cambenvell Vestry, L. R. 4 Ex. D. 239 :

and see Great Eastern Railway Co. v. Hackney Board of Works, L. r'
J- ; 49 L- T. 509; 31 W. R. 769, as to

the liability of a railway company for the expenses of paving a bridge over
a cutting which ran much below the level of the highway,

‘ See s. 77 of tire Act of 1862, post, p. 524.
^ Although the ‘ owner ’ of the house is liable to the vestry, the

ultimate liability will depend upon the rights of the landlord and tenant as
regulated by their contract, as to which see Allmn v. Dickinson, 9 Q. B. D.

’ 47 L. T. 493 ; 30 W. R. 930 ; 47 J. P. 102 :

Wilkinson V. Collyer, 13 Q. B. D. i
; 53 L. J. Q. B. 278 ; 51 L. T. 299

;

32 W. R. 614; 48 J. P. 791 : Aldridge v. Feme, 17 Q. B. D. 212-
55 L. J. Q. B. 587 ; 34 W. R. 578. As to tenant for life and remainder-

Re Field, Boweritig y. Field, W. N. 1888, p. 36. See aiite,
Chap. XXVI.

; and as to new streets, see Part II. of the Buildine Act
1894, a 7ite, p. 396.

^ ’

AT !
repair of a road or way not being a street, the

Metropolis Management Amendment Act, 1890, s. 2, post, p. 5315.
' A proviso to this section was repealed by s. 80 of the Act of 1862

post, p. 526. ’
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board of any parish or district, for the purpose of making and
laying down any main of pipes, or for any other purpose what-
soever, except in cases of emergency arising from defects in
pipes or other works, without having previously given three
clear days’ notice in writing to such vestry or district board,
stating in such notice the name of the street and the particular
part thereof in which such pavement, surface, or soil is intended
to be broken up or opened, the day on which the work is pro-
posed to be commenced, and the time within which it will be
completed

;
and in any such case of emergency as aforesaid

such company or person shall, within twelve hours after they
or he begin to break up or open such pavement, surface, or
soil as aforesaid, give such notice as aforesaid to the said vestry
or district board

; and no such pavement, soil, or surface shall
be broken up or opened for the purpose of laying down any
new main of pipes for the conveyance of water during any part
of the months of December, January, and February, without
the consent of the said vestry or district board

;
and no gaslight

company shall at any time break up or open any such pavement,
surface, or soil for the purpose of laying down any new mains
of pipes without the consent in writing of the said vestry or
district board

;
and every company or person offending against

this enactment shall for every such offence forfeit a sum not
exceeding five pounds, and shall, within twenty-four hours after

notice in writing from the vestry or district board, cause such
mains of pipes to be taken up and removed, and the pavement,
surface, or soil to be reinstated and put into its former state :

Provided always, that any gaslight company may break up or

open any such pavement, surface, or soil for the purpose of
laying down and attaching to mains and pipes already existing

any new service pipes, on giving to the said vestry or district

board, three days at the least before so doing, notice of their

intention to break up or open such pavement, surface, or soil

for such purpose.

110. Whenever it is necessary, from any cause whatever, for

any company or person to break up or open the pavement,
surface, or soil of any street, such street, and the pavement,
surface, and soil thereof, shall be broken up and opened under
the superintendence of the vestry or district bo.ard of the parish

or district in which the same is situate, and in such manner,

anfl as regards gas companies at such time, as they shall direct

;

and such company or person shall with all convenient speed

complete the work on account of which the same is broken up
or opened, and fill in the ground and make good the pavement

or surface or soil so broken up or opened,^ and carry away the

rubbish occasioned thereby, and shall in the meantime cause

' See Hyams v. Webster, L. R. 4 Q. B. 138 ; 36 L. J. Q. B. 166 : and

Gray v. Pullen, 34 L. J. Q. B. 265.

See s. 82 of the Act of 1862, as to reinstatement of pavement broken

up by works of companies &c.
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the place where such pavement or surface or soil is so broken

up or opened to be fenced and guarded, and shall set up and

maintain upon or against the part of the pavement, surface, or

soil so broken up or opened a sufficient light during every night

that such pavement or surface or soil is continued open or

broken up.

111. If any company or person authorised to break up or

open any of the pavement or surface of any street, for the

purpose of laying, altering, or repairing any gas, water, or other

pipe, or other lawful cause, do not with due diligence cause the

ground to be filled in, and the pavement to be reinstated, and
the surface to be made good, in a proper and substantial

manner, or do not in the meantime fence and guard the same,

and affix and maintain lights during the night near to the places

where any ground is open, so as to prevent any accident, every

such company or other person so offending shall for every such
offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds, and also a
further sum not exceeding forty shillings for every day during
which such offence continues

;
and no such pavement shall be

considered to have been reinstated in a proper and substantial

manner by any such company or other person unless the same
have been reinstated with the same or similar materials of the
like quality and thickness and cemented and bound together in

the same or in an equally substantial manner as those of which
it was composed, in such manner as is satisfactory to the vestry
or board.'

114. Provided also, that whenever the permanent surface or
soil of any street is broken up or opened, it shall be lawful for
the vestry or district board of the parish or district in which
the same is situate, in case they think it expedient so to do, to
fill in the ground and to make good the pavement or surface
or soil so broken up or opened, and to carry away the rubbish
occasioned thereby, instead of permitting such work to be done
by the company or person by whom such surface or soil is

broken up or opened
;
and the expenses of filling in such ground

and of making good the pavement or soil so broken up or opened
shall be repaid, on demand, to the vestry or board by such com-
pany or person.'

IIQ.'^ If any porch, shed, projecting window, step, cellar
door or window, or steps leading into any cellar or otherwise,
lamp, lamp-post, lamp-iron, sign, sign-post, sign-iron, show-
board, window shutter, wall, gate, fence, or opening, or any
other projection or obstruction placed or made against or in
front of any house or building after the commencement of this

^

See s. 200 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 469.
2 This section is inconsistent with and impliedly repeals s. 72 of

(Michael Angelo Taylor’s Act), Fortesaie v. Vestry
of St ]\^tthew, Bethnal Green, [1891] 2 Q. B. 170 ; 60 L. J. M. C 102 •

64 L. T. 472 ; 39 w. R. 155 ; 55 J. P. 502 ; 1 7 Cox C. C. 264. Seealso s. 73 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 428.
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Act, shall be an annoyance,* in consequence of the same
projecting into or being made in or endangering or rendering
less commodious the passage along any street in their parish or
district, it shall be lawful for the vestry or district board to give
notice in writing to the owner or occupier of such house or
building to remove such projection or obstruction, or to alter
the same, in such manner as the vestry or board think fit,** and
such owner or occupier shall, within fourteen days after the
service of such notice upon him, remove such projection or
obstruction, or alter the same in the manner directed by the
vestry or board : and if the owner or occupier of any such
house or building neglect or refuse, within fourteen days after
such notice, to remove such projection or obstruction, or to alter
the same, in the manner directed by the vestry or board, he shall
forfeit any sum not exceeding five pounds, and a further sum
not exceeding forty shillings for every day during which such
projection or obstruction continues after the expiration of such
fourteen days from the time when he may be convicted of any
offence contrary to the provisions hereof.**

120. It shall be lawful for every vestry and district board, if

any projection or obstruction which has been placed or made
against or in front of any house or building in any such street

before the commencement of this Act shall be an annoyance
as aforesaid, to cause the same to be removed or altered as they
think fit : Provided always, that the vestry or board shall give

notice in writing of such intended removal or alteration to the

owner or occupier against or in front of whose house or build-

ing such projection or obstruction shall be, seven days before
such removal or alteration shall be commenced, and shall make
reasonable compensation to every person who shall incur any
loss or damage by such removal, excepting in cases where the

obstruction or projection may now be removable under any Act,

in which case no compensation shall be made.
121. ® Every person who shall build or begin to build, or

take down or begin to take down, any house, building, or wall,

or alter or repair, or begin to alter or repair, the outward part

of any house, building, or wall, shall, in all cases in which the

footway is thereby obstructed or rendered inconvenient, cause

to be put up a proper and sufficient hoard or fence, with a

convenient platform and handrail, if there be room enough for

' All these cases are nuisances (for which ‘ annoyance’ is only another

word) at common law.
- See Le Neve v. Mile End Old Toxon Vesl/y, 27 L. J. Q. B. 208, as

to a movable shed.

See s. 200 of the Building Act, 1894, an/e, p. 469.
* As to the mode of assessing compensation, see ss. 225 and 226, fosl,

p. Sii.

See s. 73 of the London Building Act, 1894, an/e, p. 428.
“ And see now s. 32 of the London Council (General Powers) Act, 1890

(Private Act), an/e, p. 495.
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the same, to serve as a footway for passengers outside of such

hoard or fence, and shall continue such hoard or fence, in such

cases as aforesaid, with such platform and handrail, standing

and in good condition, to the satisfaction of the vestry or district

board of the parish or district in which such house, building,

or wall is situate, during such time as may be necessary for the

public safety or convenience, and shall, in all cases in which

the same is necessary to prevent accidents, cause such hoard or

fence to be well lighted during the night
\
and every such person

who fails to put up such hoard or fence and such platform, with

such handrail as aforesaid, or who does not, whilst the said

hoard or fence is standing, keep the same well lighted during

the night, shall for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding

five pounds, and a further sum not exceeding forty shillings for

every day during the continuance of such default.

122. It shall not be lawful for any person to erect or set up
in any street any hoard or fence or scaffold for any purpose
whatever, or any posts, bars, rails, boards, or other things by
way of inclosure, for the purpose of making mortar, or of de-

positing bricks, lime, rubbish, or other materials, without a

licence in writing first had and obtained from the clerk or

surveyor of the vestry or district board of the parish or district

in which such street is situate
;
and every such licence shall

state the place where and the purpose for which such hoard or
fence, scaffold or inclosure, is to be set up or made, and the
size thereof, and the time for which it is to be permitted to

continue.^

123. If any person erect or set up in any street any hoard
or fence or scaffold for any purpose whatever, or any posts,
bars, rails, boards, or other things by way of inclosure, for the
purpose of making mortar, or of depositing bricks, lime,
rubbish, or other materials, without a licence from the vestry
or district board, or do any such act as aforesaid in any other
manner than as permitted by such licence, or continue the
same beyond the time stated in such licence, or fail to keep
any hoard, fence, platform, or handrail in good repair, he shall
for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pounds,^
and a further sum not exceeding forty shillings for every day
during the continuance of such offence

;
and it shall be lawful

for the vestry or board to cause such hoard, fence, scaffold, or
inclosure to be pulled down, and the materials thereof, and
also all the bricks, mortar, lime, or other building materials, or
other matters or things contained within any such inclosure, to
be removed, and deposited in such place as the vestry or board

I-K
^°»^”^tssioners of Seivers of City of London, 22 L. T.(W. b.) 582 as to what licence may be required : and Reg. v. Shoreditch

20 J. P. 404, as to the discretion of the vestry. And see s. 200oi the Building Act, 1894, ante^ p. 469.
^ See s. 227, post, p. 512.
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may think fit, and to be kept until the charges of pulling down
and removing the same be paid to the vestry or board

;
and in

case the same be not claimed and the said charges paid within
the space of eight days next after such seizure thereof, it shall
be lawful for the vestry or board to order the same to be sold,
and by and out of the proceeds of such sale to pay such
charges, rendering any surplus to the owner or other person by
law entitled thereto

;
and in case the proceeds of such sale be

insufficient to cover such charges and the charges of selling
and disposing of such materials, matters, and things, the defi-

ciency shall be repaid by the owner of such materials, matters,
and things to the vestry or district board, on demand.^

124. Every person laying out or opening any new street, or
building therein, shall, during the operations necessary for

forming such new street, or for building therein, take all such
precautions for guarding against injury to the passengers along
such street as may be directed by the vestry or district board
of the parish or district within which such operations are being
carried on

;
and if any person fail to comply with the directions

of such vestry or district board, within such time as may be
limited by them, such vestry or district board may do whatever
may be necessary for carrying the same into effect, and the
expenses thereby incurred shall be repaid to such vestry or

district board by the person laying out or opening such new
street, or building therein, as aforesaid, and shall be recover-

able by them from such person in manner provided by this

Act.

202. The [London County Council] and every district board
and vestry respectively may from time to time make, alter,

and repeal byelaws for all or any of the purposes following

;

(that is to say) for regulating the business and proceedings at

their meetings and of committees appointed by them, the ap-

pointment and removal of their officers and servants, and the

duties, conduct, and remuneration of such officers and servants ;

and the said [Council] may also from time to time make, alter,

and repeal byelaws for regulating ^ the material of the pavement
and roadway of new streets and roads, ^ and for regulating the

' See s. 200 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 469.
2 The words ‘ the plans, level, width, surface inclination, and ’

and ‘and the plans and levels of sites for building,’ are repealed

by the London Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 490.
" See the London County Council Byelaws and Regulations, /w/, p. 614.

As to what may be required by byelaws, see Anderton v. Birkenhead

Commissioners, 32 L. J. M. C. 137: Baker w. Mayor of Portsmouth,

3 Ex. D. 4 : and see Hall v. Nixon, 10 Q. B. 152. It was held under

s. 16 of 41 & 42 Viet. c. 32 that byelaws under that Act were governed by

the interpretation of words given in the Act, Blashillw. Chambers 14 Q. B. D.

479 : 53 L. T. 38 ; 49 J. P. 388. By the Interpretation Act 1889, s. 31,

expressions used in rules, regulations, or byelaws, made after the com-

mencement of that Act under Statutory power, are, unless the contrary
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dimensions, form, and mode of construction, and the keeping,

cleansing, and repairing, of the pipes, drains, and other means

of communicating with sewers, and the traps and apparatus

connected therewith
;

* and for regulating the form of appeal

and mode of proceeding thereon
;
and generally for carrying

into effect the purposes of this Act

;

and every such board and

vestry may thereby impose such reasonable penalties as they

think fit, not exceeding forty shillings for each breach of such

byelaws, and in case of a continuing offence ^ a further penalty

not exceeding twenty shillings for each day after notice of the

offence from the board or vestry : Provided always, that under

every such byelaw it shall be lawful for the justices before

whom any penalty imposed thereby is sought to be recovered

to order the whole or part only of such penalty to be paid, or

to remit the whole penalty : provided also, that no byelaws

shall be repugnant to the laws of England or to the provisions

of this Act

;

and that no byelaw shall be of any force or effect

unless and until the same be submitted to and confirmed at a

subsequent meeting of the board or vestry : provided also, that

no penalty shall be imposed by any such byelaw unless the

same be approved by one of Her Majesty’s principal Secretaries

of State.

203. All byelaws made and confirmed as aforesaid in

pursuance of this Act shall be printed, and hung up in the
principal office of the board or vestry, and be open to public
inspection without payment, and copies thereof shall be
delivered to any person applying for the same, on payment of
such sum, not exceeding twopence, as the board or vestry shall

direct
;
and such byelaws, when so published, shall be binding

upon and be observed by all parties, and shall be sufficient to
justify all parties acting under the same

; and the production
of a printed copy of such byelaws, authenticated by the seal
of the board or vestry, shall be evidence of the existence, and
of the due making, confirmation, and publication of such
byelaws, in all prosecutions under the same, without adducing
proof of such seal or of the fact of such confirmation or
publication of such byelaws.

204. No building ^ shall be erected in, over, or under any
sewer'* vested in the {London County Cotincil\ or in any
vestry or district board, without their consent first obtained
in writing

;
and if any building be erected contrary to this

provision, the board or vestry in whom such sewer is vested

intention appear to have the same respective meanings as in the Act con
ferring the power.

‘ Some provisions which followed here as to privies and cesspools are
repealed by the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, /oj/, p. 540.

Compare s. 158 of the Public Health Act, p. 576.
® See note to s. 5 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 390, as to the

word ‘building; ’ and see s. 75 of the Act of 1862.
•' See ss. 68 and 69 of the Act of 1862, post, p. 523, as to penalties on

persons placing buildings on, and interfering with, sewers.
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may demolish the same, and the expenses incurred thereby
shall be paid by the person erecting such building.

211. Any person who deems himself aggrieved by any order
of any vestry or^district board in relation to the level of any build-
ing, or any order or act of any vestry or district board in rela-
tion to the construction, repair, alteration, stopping or filling
up, or demolition of any building, sewer, drain, waterclose^
privy, ashpit, or cesspool,^ may, within seven days after notice
of any such order to the occupier of the premises affected
thereby, or after such act, appeal to the {London County
Council~\ against the same

; and all such appeals shall stand
referred to the committee appointed by such [Council] for hearing
appeals as herein provided

;
and such committee shall hear

and determine all such appeals, and may order any costs of
such appeals to be paid to or by the vestry or district board by
or to the party appealing, and may, where they see fit, award
any compensation ^ in respect of any act done by any such
vestry or district board in relation to the matters aforesaid

;

provided that no such compensation shall be awarded in
respect of any such act which may have been done under any
of the provisions of this Act on any default to comply with any
such order as aforesaid, unless the appeal be lodged within
seven days after notice of such order has been given to the
occupier of the premises to which the same relates.

215. Where, under the authority of this Act, two or more
persons are or may be directed by any vestry or district board
to do or join in doing any act, or to pay or join in paying
any sum of money, costs, or expenses, or where any vestry
or district board are authorised or think proper to permit
two or more persons to join together in doing any act, or
paying any sum of money, costs, or expenses, it shall be
lawful for the vestry or district board to apportion the matter
to be done, or the sum of money, costs, or expenses to be
paid, between such persons, in such manner as the vestry or
board consider just and reasonable.

216. In all cases where any vestry or district board is

authorised to order any costs, charges, or expenses to be paid
by private parties, it shall be lawful for such vestry or district

board to order and accept payment of such costs, charges,

expenses, together with interest thereon after a rate not exceed-

ing five pounds for the hundred by the year, by instalments,

within such period, not exceeding twenty years in each case, as

they may determine, the amount thereof to be recoverable in

' See s. 57 of the Act of 1S62, post, p. 519.

See Tinkler v. Wandsivorth District Board, 27 L. J. Ch. 342 ; 2 De G.

& J. 261, as to the jurisdiction of the Chancery Division.

See s. 29 of 25 & 26 Viet. c. 102.
** Repealed as to waterclosets, privies, ashpits, or cesspools, by Public

Health (London) Act, 1891, p. 540.
^ See ss. 225 and 226, post, p. 511.
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1

the same manner as other expenses are to be recovered under

this Act.

220. Any summons or notice, or any writ or other process at

law or in equity, or any other matter or thing whatsoever, required

to be served upon the [London County Council\ or any district

board or vestry, may, unless herein otherwise provided, lawfully

be served by delivering the same personally to the clerk of such

respective [Cou7icil\ board or vestry, or by leaving the same at

the principal office of such [Council\ board or vestry.^

221. All notices by this Act required to be given to the

owner or occupier of any land or premises, or other person,

may be served personally on such owner, occupier, or person,

or left with some inmate of his place of abode, and any notice

required to be given to any such owner or occupier may, if

there be no occupier, be affixed to some conspicuous part of

the land or premises, and it shall not be necessary in any

notice to any owner or occupier of any land or premises to

name such owner or occupier : Provided always, that where

there is no occupier, and the owner of any such land or

premises, and his place of abode or that of his agent is known
to the vestry or board by or on behalf of whom such notice is

given, or any of their officers, such notice shall be served on
such owner personally, or left with some inmate of his place of

abode, or transmitted to such owner through the post office,

addressed to him at his place of abode or last known place of

abode in the United Kingdom, or served on his agent as afore-

said.

224. If any party have committed any irregularity, trespass,

or other wrongful proceeding in the execution of this Act, or
any Act incorporated therewith, or by virtue of any power or

authority given by this Act or such other Act as aforesaid, and
if before action brought in respect thereof such party make
tender of sufficient amends to the party injured, such last-

mentioned party shall not recover in any such action.

^

225. In every case where the amount of any damage, costs,

or expenses is by this Act directed to be ascertained or re-

covered in a summary manner, or the amount of any damage,
costs, or expenses is by this Act directed to be paid, and the
method of ascertaining the amount or enforcing the payment
thereof is not provided for, such amount shall, in case of dis-
pute, be ascertained and determined by and shall be recovered
before two justices

;
and the amount of any compensation^ to

be made under this Act by the said [London Coiuity Council],
or any vestry or district board, shall, unless herein otherwise

‘ See Att.-Gen. v. Acton Local Board, 22 Ch. D. 221 ; 52 L. T. Ch.
108; 47 L. T. 510; 31 W. R. 153.

“ See Public Authorities Protection Act, post, p. 606.
’ See ss. 69, 84, and 120, as to vestries and district boards : and s. 1 3?,

as to the County Council.
See Lloyd’s Law of Compensation, p. 269.
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provided, be settled, in case of dispute, by and shall be re-
covered before two justices, unless the amount of compensation
claimed exceed fifty pounds, in which case the amount thereof
shall be settled by arbitration, according to the provisions
contained in the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, which
are applicable where questions of disputed compensation are
authorised or required to be settled by arbitration.'

226. Where the amount of any compensation, or of any
damage, costs, or expenses, is to be determined by or to be
recovered before two justices, it shall be lawful for any justice,
upon the application of either party, to summon the other
party to appear before two justices, at a time and place to be
named in such summons

;
and upon the appearance of such

parties, or, in the absence of either of them, upon proof of due
service of the summons, it shall be lawful for such two justices

to hear and determine the matter, and for that purpose to
examine such parties, or any of them, and their witnesses, on
oath, and make such order, as well as to costs as otherwise, as

to them may seem just.

227. Every penalty of forfeiture imposed by this Act, or by
any byelaw made in pursuance thereof, the recovery of which
is not otherwise provided for, may be recovered by summary
proceedings before any justice in manner provided by the Act
of the session holden in the eleventh and twelfth years of Her
Majesty chapter forty-three, ‘ to facilitate the performance of
the duties of justices of the peace out of sessions within England
and Wales with respect to summary convictions and orders.’

228. If, through any act, neglect, or default on account
whereof any person has incurred any penalty imposed by this

Act, any damage to the property of the said \Lo7ido7i County
Cou7icil\ or any vestry or district board, has been committed
by such person, he shall be liable to make good such damage,
as well as to pay such penalty

;
and the amount of such damage,

in case of dispute, shall be determined by the justices by whom
the party incurring such penalty is convicted, and the payment
of the amount of such damage may be enforced in all respects

as such penalty.

229. It shall be lawful for any officer or servant of the said

\Lo7idon County Cou7icil\ or any vestry or district board, and

for any police constable, and all persons called by him to his

assistance, to seize and detain any person who has committed

any offence against the provisions of this Act, or any byelaw

made in pursuance thereof, and whose name and residence

shall be unknown to such officer or servant or police constable,

and convey him with all convenient despatch before some

justice, without any warrant or other authority than this Act

;

' See ss. 25 to 37 of 8 Viet. c. 18.

- This provision is by s. 104 of the 25 & 26 Viet. e. 102 extended to

reeovery of any damages, eosts, or expenses, the reeovery whereof is not

otherwise provided for. And see the Building Aet, 1S94, s. 200, a77ie, p. 469 -
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and such justice shall proceed with all convenient despatch, to

the hearing and determining of the complaint against such

offender.

230. No act, order, or proceeding in pursuance of this Act,

or in relation to the execution thereof, shall be quashed or

vacated for want of form
;
nor shall the same be removed by

certiorari or otherwise into any of the superior courts, except

as herein specially provided.^

231. If any person feel aggrieved by any adjudication or

determination of any justice or justices with respect to any
penalty or forfeiture under the provisions of this Act, such

party may appeal to the general or quarter sessions
;
but no

such appeal shall be entertained unless it be made within four

months next after the making such determination or adjudica-

tion, nor unless ten days’ notice in writing of such appeal,

stating the nature and grounds thereof, be given to the party

against whom the appeal is brought, nor unless the appellant

forthwith, after such notice, enter into recognisances, with two
sureties, before two justices, conditioned duly to prosecute
such appeal, and to abide the order of the court thereon.

^

232. At the general or quarter sessions for which such
notice is given the court shall proceed to hear and determine
the appeal in a summary way, or they may, if they think fit,

adjourn it to the following sessions
;
and upon the hearing of

such appeal the court may, if they think fit, mitigate any
penalty or forfeiture, or they may confirm or quash the
adjudication, and order any money paid to the appellant, or
levied by distress upon his goods, to be returned to him, and
may also order such further satisfaction to be made to the
party injured as they may judge reasonable, and they may make
such order concerning the costs, both of the adjudication and
of the appeal, as they may think reasonable.^

[Ss. 233 and 234 are repealed by ss. 107 and 105, 25 & 26
Viet. c. 102.]

Interpretation of Act."*

250. In the construction of this Act ‘ the metropolis ’ shall
be deemed to include the City of London, and the parishes

' See R. V. Wood, 5 E. & B. 49 : R. v. Dicke7ison, 7 El. & El. 831 ;26 L. J. M. C. 204; 3 Jur. (N. S.) 1076: R. v. Metropolitan Board of
Works, 8 El. & Bl. 529; 27 L. J. Q. B. 5 ; 4 Jur. (N. S.) 25: R. v.
Broughton Board of Health, 12 L. T. 310.

- The order of a justice directing the demolition of a building under
s. 75 of the Act of 1862 is not an adjudication ‘ with respect to a penalty
or forfeiture ’ within the above section, and therefore no appeal to quarter
se^ions would lie against the order. R. v. Justices of Middlesex
9 Q. B D. 41 ; SI L J. M. C. 94; 30 W. R. 657 ; 46 J. P. 551. See
A. V. harnet Rm'al Saintary Aut/iorzty, i Q. B. D. 558 ; 45 L. J. M. C.
105 ; 35 L. T. 362. Repealed from the words ‘but no such appeal ’ to
the end of the section by 47 & 48 Viet. c. 43.

’ Repealed from the words ‘ or they may confirm ’ to the end of the
section by 47 & 48 Viet. c. 43.

See interpretation of terms in s. 5 of the London Building Act, 1894,

L L
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and places mentioned in the schedules (A), (B), and (C) to
this Act :

^ ‘ the City of London ’ shall be deemed to include
all parts now within the jurisdiction of the Commissioners of
Sewers for the City of London : and the word ‘ parish ’ shall

include any place mentioned in schedule (A) to this Act, and
any place or combination of places mentioned in schedule (B) to

this Act, for which one or more member or members is or are to
be elected to any district board

;
the expression ‘ the overseers

of the poor ’ shall include any persons authorised to make and
collect or cause to be collected the rate for the relief of the
poor in any parish

;
any expression referring to any rate or

rates raised under this Act by the {London County Cotmcil] or
any vestry or district board shall mean the sums and rates

authorised to be raised by the said {County Council^ and
the sums authorised to be raised by any vestry and district

board respectively
;
the word ‘ owner ’ ^ shall, except for the

purpose of the provision of this Act requiring notice to be
served on owners or reputed owners of land, before appli-

cation to one of Her Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State

for his consent to exercise powers of taking land, or any right

or easement in or over land, compulsorily,^ mean the person

for the time being receiving the rackrent of the lands or

premises in connection with which the said word is used,

whether on his own account or as agent or trustee for any other

person, or who would so receive the same if such lands or

premises were let at a rackrent
;
^ the word ‘ street

’ ® shall

ante, p. 390 ;
in s. 1 12 of the Act of 1862, post, pp. 529, 530; and in s. 4

of the Public Health Act, 1875, post, p. 553.
' Att.-Gen. v. Acton Local Board, 22 Ch. D. 221 ; 52 L. J. Ch. 108;

47 L. T. 510; 31 W. R. 153.
- The trustees of a Nonconformist chapel were held to be ‘ owners ’

within this section. Wright v. Ingle, 16 Q. B. D. 379 ; 55 L. J. M. C.

17 ; 54 L. T. 511 ; 34 W. R. 220 ; 50 J. P. 436. As to a tenant for life,

see Acton v. Crawley, 28 Ch. D. 431. See, too, as to persons who are

‘ owners
;

’ Holland v. Kensington Vestry, supra, p. 502 ;
London School

Board w S. Mary, Islington, supra, p. 502 ; Plumstead Board of Works

V. British Land Co.
,
supra, p. 502, and other cases there cited, and cited

at pp. 394 , 546, 553 & 572 .

^ See s. 152.
* Where the appellant having a strip of land 4 inches wide and 265

feet long, abutting on the north side of a new street, had erected a

boundary fence upon the land along its whole length, in pursuance of a

covenant with his vendor who owned an adjoining strip, it was held that

he was ‘ owner ’ of the strip within the meaning of this section, and there-

fore liable to contribute towards the expenses of paving the new street.

Williams v. Wandsworth Board of Works, 13 Q- B. D. 21 1 ; S3 L. J. M. C.

187 ; 32 W. R. 908 ; 48 J. P. 439. Where a lessee sublets the premises

at the same rent as he was liable for to his landlord, and, though collecting

the rent from the sublessee, pays it over to his own landlord, and derives no

benefit or profit therefrom for himself, he is not ‘owner.’ Watford v.

Hackney Board of Works, 43 W. R. 1 10.

® See Le Neve v. Mile End Old Tosun Vestty, 27 L. J. Q. B. 208 :

Vestry of St. John, Hampstead, v. Hoopel, 15 Q. B. D. 652 ; 54 L. J.
C.

147 ; 33 W. R. 903 ; 49 T. P. 741 : s. 119, ante, p. 505 : London Building
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apply to and include any highway (except the carriageway of

any turnpike road), and any road, bridge (not being a county

bridge), lane, footway, square, court, alley, passage, whether a

thoroughfare or not, and a part of any such highway, road,

bridge, lane, footway, square, court, alley, or passage ; ' the

word ‘ drain ’ shall mean and include any drain of and used for

the drainage of one building only,^ or premises within the same
curtilage,^ and made merely for the purpose of communicating
with a cesspool or other like receptacle for drainage, or with a

sewer into which the drainage of two or more buildings or pre-

mises occupied by different persons is conveyed, and shall also

include any drain for draining any group or block of houses by
a combined operation under the order of any vestry or district

board
;
^ and the word ‘ sewer ’ shall mean and include sewers

and drains of every description, except drains to which the

word ‘ drain,’ interpreted as aforesaid, applies
;
and the word

‘ ashpit ’ shall include ‘ dustbin.’

251. This Act shall commence and come into operation,
save as herein otherwise provided, on the first day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six.

Act, s. 5 : London County Council v. Mitchell, 63 L. J. M. C. 104 ; and
see p. 390.

' See ss. 105, 106, ante, pp. 501, 502.
- As to an arcade such as Lowther Arcade, see St. Martin-in-the-Fields

V. Bird, [18%] I Q. B. 428 ; 43 W. R. 194 ; 64 L. J. Q. B. 230 ; 71 L. T.
868 : Pilbro'M v. St. Leonard’s, Shoreditch, [1895] ^ Q- B. 433 ; 43 W. R.
342; 64 L. J. Q. B. 29; 72 L. T. 13s ; II T. L. R. 178.

^ See s. 1 12 of the Act of \8(>z, post, p. 529, as to the word ‘drain :

’

and see Kershaw v. Taylor [1895], 2 Q. B. 208.

Interpreta-
tion of Act.
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’
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Commence-
ment of Act.

L L 2
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AN ACT TO AMEND THE METROPOLIS LOCAL
MANAGEMENT ACTS.

25 & 26 ViCT. C. 102.

\jth August, 1862.']

44. It shall be lawful for the owners or occupiers of any
land or premises in any parish, district, or part within the
limits of the metropolis as defined by the firstly recited Act,
with the consent and subject to the regulations and conditions
hereinafter mentioned, to construct sewers at their own expense
for the purpose of draining such land or premises

;
and it

shall be lawful for any vestry or district board in whom the
sewers in any parish, district, or part are vested, if they shall
deem it just and proper so to do, to contribute out of the rates

under their control applicable to the execution of works of
sewerage to the costs of any sewers constructed for the pur-
pose aforesaid.^

47. Every person other than a vestry or district board
intending to make or branch a sewer, either into a sewer vested
in the \London County Council\ or into a sewer vested in any
vestry or district board, shall in the first instance lay the plan
and section thereof before, and apply for the sanction of, the
vestry or district board of the parish, district, or part in which
such last-mentioned sewers shall be situate

;
and no sewer

shall be begun to be made by such person until the sanction

in writing of such vestry or district board shall have been
obtained.^

49. All persons intending to make or branch any drain

into a sewer vested in the [London County Council^ shall, seven

clear days before commencing any works for that purpose,

make written application to the vestry or board of the parish,

district, or part in which such sewer shall be situate, accom-

' The power here given to vestries and district boards is a useful one

where land has been newly let for building operations.
“ Ss. 45 and 46 require the submission of proper plans and particu-

lars before the constmction of sewers can be sanctioned. By these regula-

tions all applications from private parties in the first place come Ijefore the

local board, and they then communicate with the County Council ;
see the

provisions of s. 69 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120, antt, p. 491 : and see A. v.

Greenwich Board of Works, i C. & E. 236.

By s. 51, if the sewer be not constructed within twelve months, a fresh

application must be made.
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panied by a plan showing such particulars as may be required

by any byelaw or resolution of the said \^County Council^

;

and

no such work shall be commenced until the sanction in writing

of the said vestry or district board shall have been given.

50 . When it shall be desired to abandon either wholly or

in part, or to extend, contract, or alter, any design for a sewer

previously submitted to and approved by the \London County

Coujicil], notice in writing of such desire shall be given by the

vestry or district board by whom such approval shall have been

obtained to the said \^Cou?ity Council\ accompanied by plans

and sections showing the nature of the abandonment, exten-

sion, contraction, or alteration desired
;
and no such abandon-

ment, extension, contraction, or alteration shall be made
without the previous approval in writing of the said \County
Council\

;
and no person other than a vestry or district board

shall abandon wholly or in part, or extend, contract, or alter

in construction, any sewer approved or sanctioned by the
\_London County Cou?icil\ without the previous sanction in

writing of the vestry or district board in whose parish or dis-

trict the works were intended to be executed, to be applied for

and given in the same manner as hereinbefore directed with
respect to new sewers.

52 . Where any sewer shall, after the passing of this Act,
be constructed by any vestry or district board in or for the
drainage of any new street,* or of any house or houses erected
since the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-six, the expense of constructing such sew'er and the works
appertaining thereto, including the cost of gullies, side en-
trances, lengths of sewer at the intersection of streets, and
other incidental charges and expenses, shall be borne and
defrayed by the owners ^ of such street or houses and of the
land bounding or abutting on such street respectively, and the
said expenses shall be apportioned by the vestry or district
board in such proportions as they may deem just, and the
amount charged upon or payable in respect of each house or
premises shall be payable before the works shall be com-
menced, during their progress, or after their completion, as the
vestry or district board shall in each case determine, either in
one sum or by instalments, within such period, not exceeding
twenty years, as the vestry or district board shall direct

;
and

any such sum or instalments shall be recoverable from the
present or any future owner of the said house or premises
either by action at law or in a summary manner before a jus-
tice of the peace, at the option of the vestry or board.^
. ' See s. 112 for clefiniiion of ‘ new street,’ p. 529.

^

^ See s. 250 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120, ante, p. 513, for definition of
owner, and s. no, post, p. 529, by which these Acts are to be construed

^ one Act. See s. 5 of the Building Act, 1894, and notes thereto as to
ow^ner. See also s. 105 of the Act of 1855, ante, p. 502.

z,
Jo of time for proceedings, see Tottenham Local Boara

V. Kcnvell, L. R. i Ex. D. 514 : ibid. 15 Ch. D. 378 ; 50 L. J. Ch. 99.
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Metropolis 53. Where any sewer shall be constructed by any vestry“ district board in a street ^ in which previously to such con-
’ struction there had been no sewer, or only an open sewer, but

coS'ctina previously to such con-

sewers where
struction, the expense of constructing such sewer and the

there had works appertaining thereto, including the cost of gullies, side
before been entrances, lengths of sewer at the intersection of streets, and
only open other incidental charges and expenses, shall be borne and
sewerv. defrayed in part only by the owners of the houses situate in

and of the land bounding and abutting on such street re-
spectively

;
and the amount to be borne by such owners shall

be determined by the vestry or district board in each particular
case, and the residue of such expenses shall be defrayed by
the vestry or district board out of the sewers rates levied in
their parish or district; and the amount so charged by the
vestry or district board upon or in respect of each house or
premises shall be payable, either before the works shall be
commenced, during their progress, or after their completion,
as the vestry or board shall in each case determine, either in
one sum or by instalments, within such period, not exceeding
twenty years, as the vestry or board shall direct

;
and any such

sum or instalment shall be recoverable from the present or
any future owner of such house or premises either by action
at law or in a summary manner before a justice of the peace,
at the option of the vestry or board : Provided that no street

or property in respect of which sewers rates have been levied

Land may be
charged in a
less proportion

than house
property.

Where esti-

mated ex-

penses exceed
actual costs,

difference to

be refunded

by, and where
less to be paid
to, vestry &c.

for five years prior to the first day of January, one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-six, shall be subject to be charged
under the provision contained in this section.

54. In apportioning the cost of constructing sewers under
the provisions contained in the two last preceding sections

of this Act relating to the construction of sewers wholly or
partly at the cost of private parties, it shall be lawful for any
vestry or district board to charge the owners of land bounding
or abutting on any street in a less proportion than the owners
of house property, should they, under the circumstances of the

case, deem it just and expedient so to do.

55. In any case in which the estimated expenses shall

exceed the actual cost of constructing sewers under the pro-

visions contained in the said two preceding sections of this

Act relating to the construction of sewers wholly or partly at

the cost of private parties, then the difference between such

estimated expenses and the actual cost shall be repaid by the

' The word ‘street’ includes a ‘new street’ as defined by s. II2.

Vestry of St. John, Hampstead, v. Cotton, 12 A. C. I
; 56 L. J. Q. B. 225;

56 L. T. I
; 35 W. R. 505 ; 51 J. P. 340; and see Sheffield v. Fulham

District Board, L. R. i Ex. D. 395 : and Fulham District Board v.

Goodwin, ibid. 400.
As to the limit of time for apportionment, see Bradley v. Greenwich

District Board, L. R. 3 Q. B. D. 384.
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vestry or board to the owners of the houses or premises by Metropolis

whom the amount of any such estimated expenses may have Management

been paid
;
and in any case in which the estimated expenses

shall be less than the actual cost of constructing any sewer or

sewers under the provisions aforesaid, then the owners of the

said houses or premises shall, on demand, pay to the said

vestry or board such further sum of money as, together with

any sums already paid, will make up the amount of the actual

cost
;
and the vestry or district board shall have all the saine

remedies for the recovery of such further sum as are herein-

before given for recovering any expenses apportioned by

vestries or district boards under the said enactments.

56. It shall be lawful for the vestry or district board, should Vestry or

they deem it reasonable and just so to do, at their discretion

to defray, out of the sewers rates to be levied in their parish

or district, any portion of the expenses of and incident to the

construction of sewers under the provisions contained in the

said two sections of this Act relating to the construction of

sewers wholly or partly at the cost of private parties.

57. Any person who may deem himself aggrieved by any

order or resolution of any vestry or district board in relation

to the expenses of constructing works under the said two

sections of this Act relating to the construction of sewers

wholly or partly at the cost of private parties, or the apportion-

ment of such expenses, may appeal to the \London County

Cou7icil\ against such order or resolution, subject in all respects

to the directions and provisions contained in the two hundred
and eleventh section of the firstly recited Act, and the section

of this Act relative to the form of order to be made by the

Committee of Appeal of the [Londoti County Council^ against

orders or acts of vestries or district boards.

59. The provisions contained in the eightieth section of

the firstly recited Act, empowering vestries and district boards
to order, at their discretion, under the circumstances therein

mentioned, such sums as they shall deem just to be paid and
contributed by the owners of houses towards the expense of
the construction of sewers into which drains from such houses
shall be made or branched, shall be extended, and. the same
are hereby extended and made applicable to the \Lotido?i

County Coundr\ with respect to houses draining into main
sewers constructed at the expense of any person or body other
than any commissioners of sewers, and which are vested in the
YCoufiiy Council\ ;

and the same provisions are hereby extended
and made applicable to all sewers within the limits of the
metropolis as defined by the firstly recited Act, built since the
first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six,

or which may hereafter be built at the expense of any person
or body other than the [London County Couticil\ or any vestry,
district board, or other body having control over sewers within
the metropolis, into which house drains may be made

may defray

part of expense

out of sewer

rates.
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branched; and the said \^County Cotmcil], vestry, district board,
or other body, as the case may be, may at their discretion
accept payment of contribution from the owners of houses
draining into such sewers respectively, either in one sum or
by instalments within any period, not exceeding twenty years,
with interest after a rate not exceeding five pounds by the
hundred by the year, as the said board, vestry, or other body
shall in each case determine, and shall on receipt of any such
contribution or instalment pay over the same to the person or
body entitled thereto

;
and every sum payable to the said

board, vestry, or other body by way of contribution to the
construction of sewers shall be recoverable from the present
or any future owner of the said premises either by action at
law or before a justice of the peace in a summary manner, at
the option of the board or vestry : Provided that nothing
herein contained shall prejudice or affect the right of vestries
and district boards to demand and recover from the owners of
houses and land the sums charged upon them by such vestry
and district boards respectively under the provisions contained
in this Act.i

Regulations 61. The seventy-seventh section of the firstly recited Act
respecting js hereby repealed

; and in lieu thereof be it enacted. That no

sewers.^^
° person shall make or branch any sewer or drain, or make any

opening into any sewer vested in the [Lofidon County Council],
or in any vestry or district board, without the previous consent
in writing of such board or vestry :

^ Provided that it shall be
lawful for any person,^ with such consent, at his own expense,
to make or branch any drain into any sewer vested in such
board or vestry, or authorised to be made by them or either of
them under the firstly recited Act or this Act, such drain being
of such size, materials, and other conditions, and branched
into such sewer in such manner and form of communication
in all respects, as the board or vestry shall direct or appoint :

^

Provided also, that where any contribution to the cost of a
sewer is payable in respect of drainage into the same, it shall

not be lawful for any person to make or branch any drain into

such sewer except in conformity with the directions of the

’ This section extends the provisions of s. So of i8 & 19 Viet. c. 120,
ante, p. 497, and authorises contribution to the cost of main sewers built at

the expense of private parties, and of all sewers built since January i,

1856, or hereafter to be built by private parties.

- See R. V. Greemuich Board of tVorks, i C. & E. 236.
^ The words ‘any person,’ in this section, mean any person entitled to

the benefits of the Act, and are therefore limited to owners and occupiers

within the metropolitan area. Metropolitan Board of IVorl's v. London
a7id North-Western Railway Co., L. K. 17 Ch. D. 246; 50L. J. Ch. 409.
See this case generally as to this section, and the power of the County
Council where new houses are built outside the metroix)litan area, and as

to sewage from additional houses. See s. 21 of the Public Health Act,

post, p. 558.
* See s. 76 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120, a/ite, p. 495, and cases there cited.
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board or vestry in whom the same shall be vested with respect

to payment of contribution under the provisions contained in

the firstly recited Act and this Act in that behalf
;

* and in

case any person, without the consent of the said \County

Council\ district board, or vestry as aforesaid, make or branch,

or cause to be made or branched, any sewer or drain, or make
any opening into any of the sewers vested in any such board

or vestry, or authorised to be made by them as aforesaid, or if

any person make or branch, or cause to be made or branched,

any drain of a different construction, size, material, or other

conditions, or in another manner or form of communication
than shall be directed or appointed by such board or vestry,

every person so offending shall for every such offence forfeit a

sum not exceeding fifty pounds
;
and the board or vestry may

cut off the connection between such drain and their sewer, or

if they shall see fit execute the necessary works for making the

said drain conformable to their regulations or directions at the

expense of the person making such drain or causing the same
to be made, such expenses to be recovered either by action at

law or in a summary manner before a justice of the peace, at

the option of the board or vestry.

63. Whereas by the seventy-sixth section of the firstly

recited Act it is provided that the vestry or district board shall

make their order in relation to the matters therein referred to,

and cause the same to be notified to the person from whom
the notice mentioned in the said section was received within
seven days after the receipt of such notice, and it is expedient
that the time for making such order should be extended : Be
it therefore enacted. That where any notice shall have been
given to any vestry or district board pursuant to the said section,
it shall be lawful for the surveyor of such vestry or board, if he
shall deem it necessary and proper so to do, within three days
after the receipt of such notice by the vestry or district board,
by writing under his hand directed to and served upon the
person’ giving such notice, to require that the building or works
referred to therein shall not be proceeded with until after the
then next meeting of the said vestry or district board, and until
their directions in reference thereto shall have been notified to
such person, provided that the order of the said vestry or
district board shall be made and notified to the said person at
the latest within fifteen days after the receipt of such notice by
the vestry or district board

;
and in case any person shall

proceed with any building or works contrary to this enactment
he shall forfeit and pay to the vestry or district board a sum
not exceeding five pounds, and also a further sum of forty
shillings for every day during which such offence shall continue,
to be recovered by action at law or in a summary manner at
the option of the vestry or board.
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_

64.1 Whereas by the seventy-third, seventy-fourth, seventy-
sixth, . . . ., eighty-fifth, and ... . sections of the firstly
recited Act certain works, matters, and things are required
to be constructed, made, or executed on the requisition of ves-
tries and district boards by the owners or occupiers of the
premises therein referred to

; and in case any such owner
or occupier refuse or neglect to commence, proceed with, or
complete the same, as the case may be, the vestry or district
board are authorised to perform and execute such works, matters,
and things, and recover the costs incurred thereby in manner
therein provided : Be it enacted, that in case of any such
neglect or default by any person or persons to comply with the
order of any vestry or district board to execute any works,
matters, or things under any of the said provisions, the person
or persons so offending shall forfeit and pay to the vestry or
district board a sum not exceeding five pounds, and also a
further sum not exceeding forty shillings for every day during
which such offence shall continue, to be recovered by action
at law or before a justice of the peace in a summary manner,
at the option of the vestry or district board

;
and the vestry

or district board may at their discretion either execute or
perform any such works, matters, or things, and recover the
costs and expenses thereof from the owner of the property as

aforesaid, or proceed for and recover the said penalty or

penalties
;
but nothing herein contained shall render any person

or persons liable to be proceeded against for the penalty as well

as for the costs and expenses of the works.

65. The penalties declared by the firstlyrecited Act in the

case of persons committing the offences mentioned therein are

hereby extended and made applicable to all persons causing

the commission of any such offences, or by whose order or

direction any such offences shall have been committed.^
66 . Whereas certain property within the limits of the

metropolis is so situate as to render it impracticable, or

practicable only at undue expense, to connect such property

with covered sewers, and it is expedient that some temporary

provision should be made for draining such property and
abating the nuisances existing thereon or caused thereby : Be
it therefore enacted, that in any case in which any house or

other building, whether erected before or after the passing of

this Act, is without sufficient drainage, and there is no proper

sewer within two hundred feet of any part of such house or

building, it shall be lawful for the vestry or district board of

the parish or district in which such house or building is situate

by notice in writing to require the owner of such house or

building to construct and lay from such house or building a

' Partially repealed by Public Health (London) Act, 1891, post, p. 540-

See S.S. James andJohn (
Vestry), Clerkenivell, v. Feary, 24 Q. B. D. 704

;

59 L. J. M. C. 82.

^ Sees. 83 of the Act of 1855, p. 498. See ii & 12 Viet. c. 43, s. 5.
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covered drain to lead therefrom into a covered watertight cess-

pool or tank or other suitable receptacle, not being under a

house or within such distance from a house as the vestry or

board shall direct, and to construct such cesspool, tank, or

receptacle
;
and the several provisions in the firstly recited Act

w'ith respect to the laying of house drains at the expense of the

owners of property, and the recovery of such expenses of and

the penalties for any omission in respect to the performance

of any such works pursuant to the orders of vestries or district

boards in accordance with the directions of the said Act, shall

be extended to and apply to the making of such cesspools,

tanks, receptacles, and drains, and the orders of vestries and
district boards in relation thereto and the expenses thereof.'

68. Every person who shall knowingly erect or place any
building, wall, bridge, fence, obstruction, annoyance, or en-

croachment in, upon, over, or under any sewer ^ under the

jurisdiction of the \Lo?idon County Council\ or of any vestry

or district board, and every person obstructing, filling in, or

diverting any sewer or drain under the jurisdiction, survey, or

control of the \_County Council], or of any vestry or district

board, without the previous consent in writing of the board or

vestry in whom the same may be vested, shall, in addition to

any other proceeding to which he may be liable therefor, forfeit

and pay to such respective board or vestry a sum not exceeding
twenty pounds for every such offence and the board or vestry
may demolish and remove any such building, wall, bridge, fence,

obstruction, annoyance, or encroachment, and perform any
works necessary for restoring or reinstating the sewer or other
work or thing damaged

;
and the party erecting such building,

wall, bridge, fence, or causing such obstruction, annoyance, or
encroachment, shall also pay the expense of removing and
abating them respectively, and of reopening, restoring, repair

-

ing, or reinstating any sewer or drain obstructed, filled in,

closed up, or diverted
;
and in case of a continuing offence in

any of the cases aforesaid the offender shall be liable to a
further penalty, not exceeding five pounds, for each day after
notice thereof from the \_JLotidon County Council], or from the
vestry or district board, to be recovered by action at law or
before any justice of the peace, by a summary proceeding,
at the option of the board or vestry

; Provided always, that
nothing herein contained shall extend to prevent or impede
the maintenance, repair, or renewal of any buildings or works
under which a sewer or drain has been constructed, but so.
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' This section relates to houses, whether built before or after the Act.

1 y -1°^ !’• 494 )
by which no house is to

be built without drains constructed to the satisfaction of the vestry or
board, is limited to houses built after the passing of that Act.

See s. 250 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120, for definition of ‘sewer,’ ante,
p. 515; and see s. 204 of that Act, a7iie, p. 509. Refer to note ( 1

1

ante, p. 492, and note (4), a>ite, p. 509.
’
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69. Any person who shall take up, remove, demolish, or
othervvise interfere with any sewer or part of a sewer vested in
m&yLondon County Council], or in any vestry or district board
without the previous permission in writing of such board or
vestry, or who shall wilfully damage any sewer, bank, defence
wall, penstock, grating, gully, side entrance, tide valve, flap"
work, or thing vested in the [County Council] or any vestry or
district board, or do any act by which the drainage of the
metropolis or any part thereof may be obstructed or injured
shall for every such oflence forfeit and pay to the said

[ County
Council], or to the vestry or district board aggrieved by any
such act, for every such offence ** a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds, and shall also pay to such board or vestry all the
expenses of repairing, restoring, reinstating, or amending any
sewer or other work or thing so taken up, removed, demolished,
damaged, or interfered with, to be recovered by action at law
or before a justice of the peace by a summary proceeding, at
the option of the board or vestry.

73. The powers of improving and regulating streets and for
the suppression of nuisances contained in the Act of the fifty-

seventh year of the reign of His Majesty King George the
Third, chapter twenty-nine, local and personal, intituled ‘An
Act for better paving, improving, and regulating the Streets of
the Metropolis, and removing and preventing Nuisances and
Obstructions therein,’ shall, so far as the same is in force, and
is not inconsistent with the provisions of the recited Acts and
this Act, extend and apply to the metropolis as defined in the
firstly recited Act and in this Act, including any unpaved streets,
and notwithstanding any exceptions therein contained.^

77. Where any vestry or district board shall, under the
powers given by the one hundred and fifth section of the firstly

recited Act, have paved or be about to pave any new street,'*

' As to the general law of sewers, see Callis on Sewers, pp. 17 1 et seq.

As to the right of the County Council to lateral support of their sewers,
see Metropolitan Board v. Metropolitan Raikuay Co., L. R. 4 C. P. 192;
38 L. J. C. P. 172. See ante. Chap. XXIV., as to right of support at law.

“ See s. 102, post, p. 529.
^ This Act (57 Ceo. III. c. 29), the General Metropolis Paving Act

(usually known as Michael Angelo Taylor’s Act), extended to all streets

and public places which were at the time of its passing paved or might be
thereafter paved within the cities of London and Westminster, and borough
of Southwark, and any other parts of the metropolis which were included
within the weekly bill of mortality, and to all streets and public places

which were then paved, or might thereafter be paved, within the parishes

of St. Pancras and St. Marylebone, except only certain parts particularly

excepted. See Brackley v. St. Maty, Battersea, 23 Q. B. D. 486

;

58 L. J. Q. B. 589 ; 38 W. R. 28 ; 53 J. P. 484 ; 5 T. L. R. 443-
' Sees. 1 12 for the definitions of ‘ pave ’ and ‘new street,’ yVir/, p. 529;

and see cases under s. 150 of the Public Health Act, 1875, as to the

finding of fact by the justices that a road is a new street, post, p. 570.
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the owners of the land * bounding or abutting on ^ such street

shall be liable to contribute to the expenses or estimated ex-

penses of paving the same, as well as the owners of houses

therein, provided that it shall be lawful for the vestry or district

board to charge ^ the owners of land in a less proportion than
the owners of house property, should they deem it just and
expedient so to do

;
and any such costs or expenses, including

the cost of paving at the points of intersection of streets, and
all other incidental costs and charges, shall be apportioned by
the vestry or board, and shall be recoverable either before the
work shall be commenced, or during its progress, or after its

completion
;
and it shall be lawful for the vestry or district

board at their discretion to accept payment of the amount ap-
portioned or charged in respect of each house or premises by
instalments spread over a period not exceeding twenty years,
and any such amount shall be recoverable from the present or
any future owner of the premises either by action at law or in
a summary manner before a justice of the peace, at the option
of the vestry or boardd

’ See the notes and cases cited under s. 105 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120
ante, p. 501 ; which section only includes ‘the owners of houses.’'

' ’

A cemetery company are ‘ owners of land ’ and liable. St, Giles
Camberwell [Vestry), v. London Cemetery Co., [1894] i O B 6qq •

63 L. J. M. C. 74 ; 70 L. T. 734 ; 42 W. R. 446 ; 58 J. P. 382.
' ’

- Where a railway line ran in a deep cutting much below the level of a
highway which was carried over the railway by a bridge, the parapets of
which consisted of two walls resting upon arches which had their founda-
tions (outside the lines of the roadway) in the railway company’s land and
the walls were not used by the company otherwise than as fences for the
bridge, it was held that, assuming the fence walls to be the railway com
pany’s land, the company were not ‘ owners of land bounding or abiittincr
on the highway within this section

; and that the line and slopes beingmuch below the level of the highway, the company were not in respect ofsuch line and slopes ‘owners of land bounding or abutting on ’ the hmh-
® Raihuay Co. v. Hackney Board

J- 49 L. T. 509;

_

As to the liability for paving expenses of the owner of a strip of land
4 inches wide and 265 feet in length, upon which a fence had been erected
in pursuance of a covenant with the vendor to erect and maintain such afence upon it, see Williams v. Wandsworth Board of Works T T
13 Q. B D. 21 1 ; S3 L. J. M. C. 187 ; 32 W. R. 908 ; 48 J. P ’430

‘ '

The apportionment need not be made on a uniform princbile but

.f
^ as to one piece of land than another. sSbnliw Giles, Camberiuell, 57 L. J. M. C. 114; W. N. 1888, p. 141; 59 L. T.

TT.
‘ \PP°>:ti°nment is not binding and conclusive for all purposesUpon the hearing of a summons evidence may be given by the owner toshow that the amount alleged to have been expended has not beenTctinl v

zi k B rtcompel the reception of such evidence; ibid. As ' to^imrSn wb ' ^
f

es must be taken, see Prescott v. Hicholsoi!^6otf563, S3 J. P. 597 ; 5 T. L. R. 276; but the firinciple on Uich tlm
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80.1 proviso of the one hundred and sixth section of I
the firstly recited Act is hereby repealed

;
and in lieu thereof '

1
be it enacted, That no street not being a highway shall be

]repaired as in the said section mentioned, unless notice be
given to the owners ^ and rated occupiers of the houses in such
street respectively

;
and service of any such notice may be

effected by leaving the same at the several houses in such
street, or where any of the said houses shall be unoccupied,
by affixing the same upon the outer door or some conspicuous
part of such houses

;
and provided further, that no such street

shall be repaired as in the said section mentioned if within one
i

month after notice has been given as aforesaid written notice
of objection to such repair, signed by at least two-thirds of the
owners or rated occupiers of houses in the said street, shall be
given to the vestry or district board.

81. In any case of default by the owner of any court,
passage, or public place, not being a thoroughfare, to comply
with the requisition of any vestry or district board to perform
works of paving or draining of the nature described in the one
hundredth section of the firstly recited Act, it shall be lawful
for the vestry or board, should they see fit, in lieu of enforcing j

the penalty therein mentioned to execute and perform such \

works, and recover the expenses thereof from the owner either (

!

by action at law or in a summary manner before a justice, at the (•

option of the ve.s^try or board.

83. The [^London Coimty Council] may, in order to secure
the efficient maintenance of the main and general sewerage of

the metropolis, from time to time make, alter, and repeal bye-

laws for the guidance, direction, and control of the vestries of

parishes in schedule A to the firstly recited Act, district boards,

and all other persons, in relation to the levels, dimensions,

construction, maintenance, ventilation, and cleansing of sewers

in their respective parishes, districts, or parts, and for the other

objects enumerated in the one hundred and thirty-eighth section

of the firstly recited Act, subject in all respects to the several

provisions relating to byelaws contained in the two hundred
and second section of the said Act

;

but this provision shall

expenses have been apportioned cannot be questioned. Davis v. Green-

wich Board of Works, [1895] 2 Q. B. 219.

The expenses are not a charge on the property. Egg v. Blayncy,

21 Q. B. D. 107 ; 57 L. J. Q. B. 460; 59 L. T. 65 ; 36 W. R. S93 ;

52 J. P. 517. As to liability as between vendor and purchaser, see same

case. As to flagging footpaths, see Metropolis Management Act, 1S62,

Amendment Act, post, p. 533. As to repairing a road or way not

being a street by the vestry or district board, see Metropolis Manage-

ment Amendment Act, 1890, s. 3, post, p. 535.
' As to repair of a road or way not being a street, see Metropolis

Management Amendment Act, 1890, s. 2, post, p. 535.
* See s. 250 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120 for definition of word ‘owner,’

ante, p. 514; see also the cases cited under s. 5 of the London Building

Act, 1894, ante, p. 390.
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only extend to the City of London and the liberties thereof, so

far as regards the main drainage of the metropolis.'

88. If any person shall, without having given the notice

directed by the seventy-sixth section of the firstly redted Act,

begin to lay the foundation of any new house or building within

any parish mentioned in schedule A of the said Act, or any

district in schedule B of the said Act, or to make any drain

for the purpose of draining either directly or indirectly into any

sewer under the jurisdiction of the vestry or board of such

parish or district, he shall become liable to a penalty for every

such offence not exceeding five pounds, and to a continuing

penalty of forty shillings for each and every day during which

he shall omit to give the notice directed by the said Act.^

96 . The two hundred and seventeenth, two hundred and

eighteenth, and two hundred and nineteenth sections of the

firstly recited Act are hereby repealed
;
and in lieu thereof be

it enacted, that it shall be lawful for any vestry or district board,

at their discretion, to require the payment of any costs or

expenses which the owner of any premises may be liable to

pay under the said recited Act or this Act either from the

owner or from any person who then or at any time thereafter

occupies such premises, and such owner or occupier shall be
liable to pay the same, and the same shall be recovered in

manner authorised by the recited Act and this Act

;

and the

owner shall allow such occupier to deduct the sums of money
which he so pays out of the rent from time to time becoming
due in respect of the said premises as if the same had been
actually paid to such owner as part of such rent : Provided
always, that no such occupier shall be required to pay any
further sum than the amount of rent for the time being due
from him, or which, after such demand of such costs or expenses

from such occupier, and after notice not to pay his landlord

any rent ^ without first deducting the amount of such costs or

expenses, becomes payable by such occupier, unless he refuse,

on application being made to him for that purpose by or on
behalf of the vestry or district board, truly to disclose the
amount of his rent, and the name and address of the person
to whom such rent is payable, but the burden of proof that the
sum demanded from any such occupier is greater than the rent

due by him at the time of such notice, or which has since

' See s. 202 of 18 & 19 Viet. c. 120, ante, p. 508, which only refers to
the pipes, drains, and other means of communicating with sewers, and not
to the construction of sewers.

See s. 164 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 459. See the London
County Council Byelaws, post, p. 609. See Poplar District Board of Works
V. Knight, 28 L. J. M. C. 37.

^ The money must have been actually paid, Ryan v. Thompson,
L. R. 3 C. P. 144. See Bermondsey Vestry v. Ramsey, L. R. 6 C. P.
247. The expenses of remedying unsanitary condition of premises can be
deducted. Home and Colonial Stores v. Todd, 63 L. T. 829 ; 7 T. L. R.
200.
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accrued, shall lie upon such occupier :
' Provided also, that

nothing herein contained shall be taken to affect any contract
made or to be made between any owner and occupier of any
house, building, or other property, whereof it is or may be
agreed that the occupier shall pay and discharge all rates, dues,
and sums of money payable in respect of such house, building,
or other property, or to affect any contract whatsoever between
landlord and tenant.^

97 . If the owner or landlord of any premises from whose
rent any amount shall be deducted in respect of any costs,
charges, or expenses payable under the firstly recited Act or
this Act shall hold the premises in respect of which the amount
of such costs, charges, or expenses shall be paid at a rent not
less than the rackrent, he shall be entitled to deduct the whole
amount paid by him on account of such costs, charges, or
expenses from the rent payable by him to his superior landlord

;

and if he holds at a rent less than the rackrent, he shall be
entitled to deduct from the rent so payable by him a sum
bearing the same proportion to the amount so paid by him on
account of such costs, charges, or expenses as his rent shall

bear to the rackrent
;
and if the owner or landlord from whose

rent any deduction be made under the provision last aforesaid

be himself liable to the payment of rent for the premises in

respect of which the deduction shall be made, and hold such
premises for a term of which less than twenty-one years shall

be unexpired, but not otherwise, he may deduct from the rent

so payable by him a sum bearing the same proportion to the

sum deducted from the rent payable to him as the rent

payable by him shall bear to the rent payable to him, and so on
in succession with respect to every landlord of the same
premises both receiving and liable to pay rent in respect

thereof, and holding the same for a term of which less than

twenty-one years shall be unexpired as aforesaid : Provided
always, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to

entitle any person to deduct from the rent payable by him more
than the whole sum deducted from the rent payable to him :

Provided also, that nothing herein contained shall be taken to

affect any contract made or to be made between any owner or

occupier of any house, building, or other property whereof it

is or may be agreed that the occupier shall pay and discharge

' Compare the Building Act, 1894, s. 173, a7tte, p. 463.
- Re Robertson and Thorne^ 47 J. P. 566 : Alltnn v. Dickinson,

9 Q. B. D. 632 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 190 ; 47 L. T. 493 ; 30 W. R. 930 ;

47 J. P. 102 : Wilkinson v. Collyer, 13 Q. B. D. i
; 53 L. J. Q. B. 278;

51 L. T. 299; 32 W. R. 614; 48 J. P. 791 : Aldridgew. Feme, 17 Q. B. D.

212; 55 L. J. Q. B. 587; 34 W. R. 578. And see the decisions with

respect to the construction of covenants to discharge all taxes, rates, &c.,

atite, Chap. XXVI.
;
and as to when the expenses assessed or imixjsed for

paving new streets, and for party walls or structures, &c., are within such

covenants.

See a similar provision in s. 104 of the Public Health Act, 1875.
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all rates, dues, and sums of money payable in respect of such

house, building, or other property, or to affect any contract

whatsoever between landlord and tenant.

102 . Every penalty or forfeiture imposed by this Act, and
made recoverable by a summary proceeding, may be recovered

before any justice of the peace in manner provided by the Act
of the session holden in the eleventh and twelfth years of Her
Majesty, chapter forty-three.’

107. The two hundred and thirty-third section of the firstly

recited Act is hereby repealed
\
and in lieu thereof be it

enacted, that no person shall be liable for the payment of any
penalty or forfeiture under the recited Acts or this Act, or any
byelaw made by virtue thereof, for any offence.made cognisable
before a justice, unless the complaint respecting such offence
have been made' before such justice within six months next
after the commission or discovery of such offence.^

110 . The said recited Acts and this Act shall be construed
together as one Act.

111 . The recited Acts may be respectively cited for all

purposes as ‘The Metropolis Management Act, 1855,’ ‘The
Metropolis Management Amendment Act, 1856,’ and ‘The
Metropolis Management Amendment Act, 1858 and this Act
may be cited for all purposes as ‘ The Metropolis Management
Amendment Act, 1862.’

112 . In the construction of the recited Acts and this Act
the term ‘ Metropolis ’ shall be deemed to include the City of
London and the parishes and places mentioned in the schedules
(^)i (B), and (C) to the firstly recited Act

;

^ the word ‘ drain ’

shall be deemed to apply to and include the subject matters
specified in the two hundred and fiftieth section of the firstly
recited Act, and also any drain for draining a group or block
of houses by a combined operation, laid or constructed before
the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
six, pursuant to the order or direction or with the sanction or
approval of the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers

;
the

expression ‘ water company ’ shall mean and include any of
the companies enumerated in the twenty-ninth section of the
Act of the session of the fifteenth and sixteenth years of the
reign of Queen Victoria, chapter eighty-four, for the making
better provision respecting the supply of water to the metropolis,
and also any other company, board, or commission, association,
person, or partnership, corporate or unincorporate, for the

‘ See the Small Penalties Act, 1865, 28 & 29 Viet. c. 32
^ See v. Nonuich U7iion, 22 L. T. (N. S.) 752, as to a con

inuing offence. This limitation clause applies only to the case of pecuniar
penalties and forfeitures, and not to offences under s. 75 of this Act Bermondsey Veslry y Johnson, L. R. 8 C. P. 441. But see .Morant v. Taylo,-

t kd/ J- 78 - The latter case was appi4ecin 1 addmgton Vestry v. Snow, 45 L. T. 475 ; 30 W. R. 46.
J.e. the Act of 1855.
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time being supplying the metropolis or any part thereof with
water for domestic use

;
the word ‘ cattle ’ shall include sheep,

lambs, and swine
;
the word ‘ street

’
^ shall be deemed to

apply to and include the subject matters specified in the
two hundred and fiftieth section of the firstly recited Act, and
also any mews and a part thereof

;
the expression ‘ new street

’ ^

shall apply to and include all streets hereafter to be formed or
laid out, and a part of any such street, and also all streets, the
maintenance of the paving and roadway whereof had not,
previously to the passing of this Act, been taken into charge
and assumed by the commissioners, trustees, surveyors, or
other authorities having control of the pavements or highways
in the parish or place in which such streets are situate, and a
part of any such street, and also all streets partly formed or
laid out

;
the word ‘ pave ’ ^ shall apply to and include the

formation of the roadway or footway of any street
;
the word

‘ clerk ’ shall include any officer called or to be called
‘ secretary

;
’ the word ‘ surveyor ’ shall include any officer

called or to be called ‘ engineer
;

’

the word ‘ print ’ shall apply
to and include every mode of taking impressions, whether by
letterpress, stereotype, lithography, or otherwise.

* See the rules of the County Council as to new streets under s. 99,
p. 614 ; and the London Building Act, 1894, p. 396.
See Vestry of St. John, Hampstead, v. Hoopel, 15 Q. B. D. 652;

54 L. J. M. C. 147; 33 W. R. 903; 49 J. P. 741. See Wilson \. St.

Giles, Camberwell, [1892] i Q. B. i ; 61 L. J. M. C. 3 ; 65 L. T. 790;
40 W. R. 41 ; 56 J- P- 167 ;

8 T. L. R. 20, for the case of the footpath

only being repairable by the inhabitants at large as distinct from the road-
way ;

in such case the whole road, including the ancient footpath, is a ‘ new
street.

’

This section does not restrict the meaning of ‘ new street ;
’ therefore

that expression used in s. 105 of the Act of 1855 includes a new street in

the ordinary and popular sense of the term. Vestry of St. Giles, Camber-
well, V. Ctystal Palace Co., [1892] 2 Q. B. 33; 61 L. J. Q. B. 802;
66 L. T. 840 ; 40 W. R. 648 ; 57 J. P. 5 ;

8 T. L. R. 203. An ancient

country highway may become a new street in that sense by the erection of

sufficient buildings fronting it, ibid. The number and character of the

buildings must be looked at, ibid. Davis v. Greenwich Board of Works,

[1895] 2 Q. B. 219.
^ See Vestry of St. John, Hampstead, v. Hoopel, supra : Wilson v. St.

Giles, Camberwell, stipra.
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METROPOLIS MANAGEMENT AND BUILDING
ACTS AMENDMENT ACT, 1878.

41 & 42 ViCT. C. 32.

An Act to amend the 'Metropolis Ma?iagement Act, 1855,’ the
' Metropolitan Buildmg Act, and the Acts amending
the same respectively. [22 ndJuly, 1878.]

Preliminary.

1 . This Act may be cited for all purposes as the ‘ Metro-
polis Management and Building Acts Amendment Act, 1878.’

2 . This Act shall extend and apply to the metropolis as
defined by the ‘Metropolis Management Act, 1855.’

3 . This Act shall consist of three parts.

PART I.

[
5 . Metropolis Management Acts and this part of Act to be

construed as one Act.]

[
11 . Power to London County Council in certain cases

to require proprietors of theatres and certain music halls in
use at the time of the passing of this Act to remedy struc-
tural defects.^]

_

[12. Power to London County Council to make regulations
with respect to new theatres and certain new music halls for
protection from fire.]

[
13 . Provisional licence for new premises.]

PART III.

[
21 . Power for architect and persons authorised by Council

and district surveyor, to enter and inspect theatres, music
halls, buildings, and works.]

London Building Act, 1894. Where the lessee
ot a theatre covenanted to pay, bear, and discharge certain rates ‘ and everyother rate, tax, charge, assessment, burthen, duty, and imposition whatso-

P'"’'0‘=hial, or otherwise, to which the lessor now isor shall or may hereafter be liable,’ the lessor was held to be entitled to^cover from the essee expenses incurred by the lessor in executing certain

T/m '"ith the theatre and in pursuance of a noticeIZnhy
under this section. AV JiodaLn amtUionte, 47 J. 1

. 566, and see ante, p. 2S2.
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22. * For the purpose of complying with the requirements
of any notice or order served or made under the provisions of
this Act, on any owner, builder, or person in respect of any
house, building, or other erection, room, or place, such owner,
builder, or person, his servants, workmen, and agents, may,
after giving seven days’ notice in writing to the occupier of such
house, building, or other erection, room, or place, and on pro-

duction of such notice or order, enter such house, building, or

other erection, room, or place, and do all such works, matters,

and things therein or thereto, or in connection therewith, as

may be necessary
;
and if any person refuses to admit such

owner, builder, or person, or his servants or workmen or agents,

or to afford them all reasonable assistance, such person shall

incur for each offence a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

23. Every penalty imposed by Part I. and Part III. of this

Act may be recovered by summary proceedings before any
justice in like manner and subject to the like right of appeal as

if the same were a penalty recoverable by summary proceedings

under the Metropolis Management Act, 1855 ,
and the Acts

amending the same
;
^ Provided always, that in any proceedings

against any person for more than one penalty in respect of one

or more breach or breaches of any provision of this Act or of

any byelaw made in pursuance of this Act, it shall be lawful to

include in one summons all such penalties, and the charge for

such summons shall not exceed two shillings.^

[24. Exceptions from Metropolis Management Acts ex-

tended to this Act.]

26. Act not to apply to the Inner and Middle Temple &c.]

'27. Saving rights of the Crown and the Duchy of Lan-

caster.]

' Repealed so far as it relates to any notice or order served or made

under any provision repealed by the London Building Act, 1894.

- Ante, pp. 512, 529.
^ As to the recovery of penalties under the Metropolis Management

Act, 1855, see s. 227 of that Act, p. 512 ;
and s. 102 of the Act of 1862,

p. 529, by which penalties may be recovered in manner provided by

II & 12 Viet. c. 43.
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METROPOLIS MANAGEMENT ACT, 1862,

AMENDMENT ACT, 1890.

53 & 54 ViCT. C. 54.

An Act to a?nend the seventy-eighth section of the Metropolis

Management Amendment Act, 1862. \\Zth August, 1890.]

1 . Section seventy-eight of [Metropolis Management Act,

1862] shall be repealed, and in the place thereof there shall Ije

enacted the section following, viz. : In case any footway or any

part of a footway laid out at the passing of the Act of the

eighteenth and nineteenth years of the reign of Her present

Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter one hundred and twenty,

intituled ‘An Act for the better Local Management of the

Metropolis,’ shall have been repaired by the vestry or district

board of works, or any other public body, but such footway or

any part thereof shall not have been flagged or only partially

flagged, and the vestry or district board of works shall have

deemed it necessary or expedient, or shall deem it necessary

or expedient, that the same should be flagged either through-

out the whole length and breadth thereof, or any part of such

length or breadth respectively, and such vestry or district

board shall have flagged or be about to flag the same, the

owners of the houses and the owners of the land bounding or

abutting on the road or street in which such footway or any
part thereof is situate,^ shall on demand pay to such vestry or

district board of works the amount of the expense incurred, or

the estimated expense to be incurred, in providing and laying

such flagging
;
and in the case of estimated expense where the

same shall exceed the actual expense of such flagging, then the

difference between such estimated expense and such actual

expense shall be repaid by the vestry or district board to the

owners of houses and land by whom the said estimated
expense has been paid

;
and in case the said estimated

expense be less than the actual expense of such paving, then

* The expense of flagging is to be borne by the owners of the houses
and the owners of the land on both sides of the road or street. Vestry

of Paddington v. North Metropolitan Railway, [1894] i Q. B. 633 ;

63 L- J- Q- B. 316 ; 42 W. R. 223 ; 58 J. P. 413 ;
10 R. 41. See also

St. Mary, Islington
{
Vestry), v. Cobbett, [1895] i Q. B. 369; 43 W. R. 44 ;

64 L. J. M. C. 36, as to local authority being liable in respect of an open
space vested in them.
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the owners of the said houses and land shall on demand pay
to the vestry or district board such further sum of money as
together vvith the sum already paid, amounts to the actual
expense : Provided that it shall be lawful for the said vestry or
district board to charge the owners of land in a less propor-
tion than the owners of house property should they (the said
vestry or district board) deem it just and expedient so to do.

2 . The expense aforesaid, whether estimated or actual (in-
cluding the cost of flagging at the points of intersections of
streets, and all other incidental costs and charges^ shall be
ascertained and apportioned by the vestry or district board
arnongst the parties liable to pay the same under the pre-
ceding section of this Act, and shall be recoverable either
before the work shall be commenced, or during its progress,
or after its completion, from the owner of the premises, either
by action at law or in a summary manner before a justice of
t^e peace at the option of the vestry or district board, as pro-
vided for by the two hundred and twenty-fifth section of the
said Act of the eighteenth and nineteenth years of the reign of
Her present Majesty Queen Victoria.

3 . After any vestry or district board has flagged any foot-
way under the provisions of this Act, the said vestry or board
shall keep the said flagging in good and sufficient repair.

4 . In the construction of this Act all the provisions con-
tained in the two hundred and fiftieth section of the said Act
of the eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria, chapter one hun-
dred and twenty, and the one hundred and twelfth section of
the said Act of the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth Victoria,
chapter one hundred and two, shall be deemed and taken to
apply to and extend to the provisions of this Act, and the
term ‘ flag ’ or ‘ flagging ’ shall include asphalte or other similar
paving material, and the term ‘paved’ shall include asphalted
or other similar paved work.

5 . Except as by this Act expressly amended or varied, the
said Act of the session of the eighteenth and nineteenth Vic-
toria, chapter one hundred and twenty, and the several Acts
passed for the amendment of the said Act and this Act shall

be construed together as one Act.

6. This Act may be cited as the Metropolis Management
Act, 1862, Amendment Act, 1890.
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METROPOLIS MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
ACT, 1890.

53 & 54 ViCT. c. 66.

An Act to amend the Metropolis Management Acts.

\i?>th August, 1890.]

1. This Act may be cited for all purposes as the Metropolis

Management Amendment Act, 1890.

2 . In this Act

—

‘ The Metropolis Management Acts ’ includes the Metropolis

Management Act, 1855, and any Acts amending the

same.

Terms to which meanings are assigned by the Metropolis

Management Acts have the same respective meanings.
‘ The Council ’ means the London County Council.

3 .
^ Any vestry or district board may from time to time

execute any necessary works of repair upon any or any part

of any carriage road within their parish or district which shall

have been used for not less than six months for public traffic

and which may not at the time of such repair have become
repairable by them, and shall not by undertaking such repair

prejudice or affect the powers of such vestry or district board
to apportion and recover the expenses of paving such road or
way if and when the same shall be paved as a new street under
the Metropolis Management Acts.

The expenses of and incident to such repair may in the
first instance be paid by the vestry or district board in the
same manner as the expenses of repairing other streets repair-

able by them, and shall as soon as may be thereafter be appor-
tioned upon and recovered from the owners of the houses and
land bounding or abutting on such road or part thereof in the
same manner as if such expenses were expenses of paving such
road or part thereof as a new street under the provisions of the
Metropolis Management Acts relative thereto, and the amount

' Under this section it is for the vestry or district board to decide as to
the necessity of the works, and they are not bound to prove such necessity
to the satisfaction of the tribunal before which they seek to recover the
expenses. Stroud v. Wandsivorth District Board of Works, [1804!
2 Q. B. I

; 63 L. J. M. C. 88; 70 L. T. 190 ; 42 W. R. 3C •

58 J. P. 652 ; 9 R. 194.
’
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of the expenses so apportioned may be recovered by the vestrvor district board in a, court of competent jurisdiction.
Provided that no railway company shall be liable under this

section to pay the proportion of the expenses of and incident
to such works of repair apportioned upon them in respect of
lands abutting on any such road and used solely as part of
their line of railway and sidings, and having no direct com-
munication with such road, and the amount apportioned upon
any such company in respect thereof shall be paid by the vestry
or district board. But in the event of such company making
a direct communication with such road before the same is taken
over by the vestry or district board, a just share of the said
expenses shall be payable by such company to the vestry or
di^rict board, and the amount of such share shall, in case of
dmemnee between the railway company and the vestry or district
board, be fixed in a summary way by any metropolitan police
magistrate in whose district such road shall be wholly or partly
situate, and shall be payable on demand to the vestry or district
board.

4. Any person making any sewer, or branching any sewer
or dram into any sewer vested in the Council, without the
approval in writing of the Council first had and obtained, or
otherwise than in accordance with a plan and section thereof
approved by the Council, or causing any such sewer or drain to
be so made or branched, shall be liable to a penalty not exceed-
ing fifty pounds.

The Council may by notice in writing to the owner or
owners of the premises connected with the sewer or drain so
improperly made or branched, or (if there are no such premises)
of the land in which it is placed, require such owner or owners
forthwith to remove such sewer or drain or to reconstruct the
same at his or their expense to the approval of the Council in
accordance with the plan and section approved as aforesaid,
and in the event of such owner or owners failing to comply
with the terms of such requisition, such owner or owners, as
the case may be, shall be severally liable to a penalty not
exceeding five pounds for every day during which he or they
shall fail to comply therewith. And the Council may execute
the works required and recover the costs and expenses thereof
in a court of summary jurisdiction from the person who shall

have made or branched, or caused to be made or branched,
the sewer or drain, or from the owner or owners of the premises
connected therewith, or (if there are no such premises) of the
land in which it is placed. Provided that if the premises of
more than one owner are at the time of the commencement of
the work by the Council connected with any such sewer, the
costs and expenses thereof shall be apportioned amongst and
recoverable from such owners in proportion to the rateable

value of the premises respectively connected therewith.

Provided also that in the event of any such costs and
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expenses being paid to the Council by any such owner or

owners, then such owner or owners shall be entitled to re-

cover in a court of summary jurisdiction the amount so paid

by them from the person who made or branched or caused

such sewer or drain to be made or branched in manner afore-

said.

5. Any person making any sewer or branching any sewer

or drain into any sewer vested in any vestry or district board

without the approval in writing of such vestry or district

board first had and obtained or otherwise than in accord-

ance with the plan and section thereof, if any, approved

by the Council under the provisions of the Metropolis

Management Acts relative thereto, or causing any such sewer

or drain to be so made or branched, shall be liable to a

penalty not exceeding fifty pounds. The vestry or district

board concerned may, by notice in writing to the owner or

owners of the premises connected with the sewer or drain

so improperly made or branched, or (if there are no such

premises) of the land in which it is placed, require such

owner or owners forthwith to remove such sewer or drain or

to reconstruct the same at his or their expense to the ap-

proval of such vestry or district board and in accordance

with the plan and section approved as aforesaid, and in the

event of such owner or owners failing to comply with the

terms of such requisition, such owner or owners, as the case

may be, shall be severally liable to a penalty not exceeding
five pounds for every day during which he or they shall fail

to comply therewith, and the vestry or district board may
execute the works required and recover the costs and ex-

penses thereof in a court of summary jurisdiction from the

person who shall have made or branched or caused to be
made or branched the sewer or drain, or from the owner or
owners of the premises connected therewith, or (if there are
no such premises) of the land in which it is placed.

Provided that if the premises of more than one owner are
at the time of the commencement of the work by the vestry or
district board connected with any such sewer, the costs and
expenses thereof shall be apportioned amongst and recoverable
from such owners in proportion to the rateaWe value of the pre-
mises respectively connected therewith.

Provided also that in the event of any such costs and ex-
penses being paid to the vestry or district board by any such
owner or owners, then such owner or owners shall be entitled
to recover in a court of summary jurisdiction the amount so
paid by them from the person who made or branched or caused
such sewer or drain to be made or branched in manner afore-
said.

6. Subject to the provisions of this Act, it shall not be
lawful after the passing of this Act to form or lay out or
to commence to form or lay out any street road passage or
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way over land from which sand gravel or other subsoil has
been excavated or removed, until the site and subsoil of the
street road passage or way has been properly levelled and made
good to a sufficient depth with stones gravel or other suitable
material to form a sound foundation, to the satisfaction of the
vestry or district board to be expressed in writing, and it shall
not be lawful to excavate remove or take away any sand gravel
or subsoil from any land upon which any street road passage
or way has been wholly or in part formed or laid out, or upon
which It IS intended to form or lay out any street road passage
or way, except ‘ upon such conditions as to the levelling and
making a proper foundation for the same as the vestry of the
parish or district board of the district may in writing impose.
Provided that this section shall not apply where no more sand
gravel or subsoil has been or is intended to be excavated
removed or taken away than is necessary to level or form a
foundation for the paving metalling or flagging of any street
road passage or way. If the vestry or district board shall refuse
their approval in writing, or shall impose conditions, any com-
pany or person dissatisfied with such refusal or with such con-
ditions may, within seven days from the date of receiving
notice of such refusal or of such conditions, appeal to the
Council, and such a,ppeal shall stand referred to such com-
mittee of the Council as the Council may appoint, and such
committee shall have power to confirm or reverse such refusal,
or to vary the conditions imposed or impose such conditions
as they may think fit, and their determination shall be final,

and such committee may order any costs of such appeal to be
paid to or by the vestry or district board or person appealing.
Any company or person forming or laying out, or commencing
to form or lay out, any street road passage or way, or excavating
removing or taking away any sand gravel or subsoil contrary to
the provisions of this Act or to the conditions imposed by the
vestry or district board, or on appeal by the Council, shall for
every such ofience be liable to a penalty not exceeding five

pounds, and to a further penalty not exceeding twenty shillings

for every day after the first during which the offence is con-
tinued, or during which such excavation shall be permitted to

reinain without the consent in writing of the vestry or district

board or on appeal of the Council.

Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall

apply to any road passage or way formed or laid out, or to be
formed or laid out, and intended to be maintained as a road
passage or way not open to public use.

‘ Where a street has been laid out or is intended to be laid out on land

on which no excavation has as yet taken place, the vestry or district board
has no power absolutely to prohibit excavation to a greater extent than
allowed by the saving clause, but can only impose conditions as to the

levelling and making a proper foundation for the street. JVauds^uorth
District Board v. Bird, [1892] i Q. B. 481 ; 6 1 L. J. M. C. 97

;

66 L. T. 376 ; 40 W. R. 464 ; 56 J. P. 280 ; 8 T. L. R. 276.
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Provided also that nothing in this section contained shall

prejudice or affect any existing rights of the owners of property

fronting or abutting on any street, road, passage, or way, to ex-

cavate subsoil for the purpose of forming or constructing cellars,

vaults, subways, or basements in connection with buildings

erected on such property.

7 . The surveyor of the vestry or district board, or other

officer of the vestry or district board, or any officer appointed

for that purpose by the Council, shall take care that the pro-

visions of the preceding section are complied with, and that

any conditions imposed by the vestry or district board or the

Council in giving their consent in writing thereunder are ob-

served.

8. Except so far as relates to any sewers vested in the

Council, none of the provisions contained in this Act shall

have any force or effect within the city of London.

9 . Penalties and expenses under this Act may be sued for

and recovered either by the Council or by the vestry or district

board concerned in the same manner as penalties under the

Metropolis Management Act 1855 and the Acts amending the

same.

10. Any costs charges and expenses incurred by the

Council of and incidental to the preparing applying for and
passing of this Act shall be paid by the Council.
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Public
Health
(London)
Act, 1891.

PUBLIC HEALTH (LONDON) ACT, 1891.

54 & 55 VicT. c. 76.

An Act to consolidate arid amend the Laws relating to Public
Health in London. August, 1891.]
Be it enacted &c.

Eegulations
as to Water-
closets &c.
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to provide

waterclosets

&c.

Regulations as to Waterclosets ore.

37.' (i) It shall not be lawful newly to erect any house
‘

or to rebuild any house pulled down to or below the ground
'

'

floor without a sufficient ashpit furnished with proper doors
and coverings, and one or more proper and sufficient water- 1

closets according as circumstances may require, furnished with
’

suitable water supply and water supply apparatus, and with V
suitable trapped soilpan and other suitable works and arrange- ^

ments, so far as may be necessary to ensure the efficient
'

operation thereof.
j

(2) If any person offends against the foregoing enactment
of this section, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty >
pounds. ^

(3) If at any time it appears to the sanitary authority that
’

any house, whether built before. or after the commencement of
this Act, is without such ashpit or waterclosets as aforesaid,

j
-

the sanitary authority shall cause notice ^ to be served on the
*

owner or occupier of the house, requiring him forthwith, or J
within such reasonable time as is specified in the notice, to i(

'

provide the same in accordance with the directions in the
notice ;

3

and, if the notice is not complied with, the said i
owner or occupier shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five ^

pounds, and a further fine not exceeding forty shillings for
J

‘ This section substantially re-enacts s. 81 of the Metropolis Manage-
ment Act, 1855, which is now repealed. *

It was held under the old section that a notice by an inspector, with-
out a resolution of the vestry, or committee thereof, but only of a meeting ^ g
of three members of a subcommittee, was bad. St. Leonard's Vestry v.

* ®

Holmes, 50 J. P. 132. '?

^ It was held under the old section that if the owner objected to the f -
order of the vestry his proper remedy was to appeal to the County ^
Council, and if he did not do so the magistrate was bound to commit on a t V
summons. Vestry of SS. James amt John, Clerkenivell, v. Peary, o 7,

24 Q. B. D. 703 ; 59 L. J. M. C. 82 ; 62 L. T. 697 ; 54 J. P. 676.
'
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1

each day during which the offence continues
;
or the sanitary

authority, if they think fit, in lieu of proceeding for a fine, may
enter on the premises and execute such works as the case may
require, and may recover the expenses incurred by them in so

doing from the owner of the house.*

(4) Provided that

—

(a) where sewerage or water supply sufficient for a water-

closet is not reasonably available, this section shall

be complied with by the provision of a privy or earth

closet
;
and

' {b) where a watercloset has before the commencement of

this Act been and is used in common by the inmates

of two or more houses, and in the opinion of the

sanitary authority may continue to be properly so

used, they need not require a watercloset to be pro-

vided for each house.

(5) Any person who thinks himself aggrieved by any notice

or act of a sanitary authority under this section may appeal to

the county council, whose decision shall be final.

38. (i) Every factory, workshop, and workplace, whether
erected before or after the passing of this Act, shall be pro-

vided with sufficient and suitable accommodation in the way
of sanitary conveniences, regard being had to the number of
persons employed in or in attendance at such building, and
also where persons of both sexes are, or are intended to be,

employed, or in attendance, with proper separate accommoda-
tion for persons of each sex.

(2) Where it appears to a sanitary authority that this

section is not complied with in the case of any factory, work-
shop, or workplace, the sanitary authority shall, by notice
served on the owner or occupier of such factory, workshop, or
workplace, require him to make the alterations and additions
necessary to secure such compliance, and if the person served
with such notice fails to comply therewith he shall be liable to
a fine not exceeding twenty pounds, and to a fine not ex-
ceeding forty shillings for every day after conviction during
which the non-compliance continues.

39. (i) The county council shall make byelaws with re-
spect to waterclosets, earth closets, privies, ashpits, cesspools,
and receptacles for dung, and the proper accessories thereof
in connection with buildings, whether constructed before or
after the passing of this Act.

(2) Every sanitary authority shall make byelaws with
respect to the keeping of waterclosets supplied with sufficient
water for their effective action.

(3) It shall be the duty of every sanitary authority to

' See under old section, Veshy of St. Luke, Middlesex, v. Lewis,
31 L. J. M. G. 73. A sanitary authority could not under the old Act
lay down a general rule, Tinklers. Wandszuorth District Local Board
27 L. J. Ch. 342.
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observe and enforce the byelaws under this section : and any I
directions given by the sanitary authority under this Act shall
be in accordance with the said byelaws, and so far as they are
not so m accordance shall be void.

[
40 . Power for sanitary authority to authorise examination

or waterclosets &c.]
41

. (i) In any of the following cases—
{a) if, on such examination as in the preceding section

mentioned, any such work as therein mentioned is
found not to have been made or provided by any
person according to the byelaws of the county
council and sanitary authority, and the directions of '

the sanitary authority given in any notice under this
Act, or to be contrary to this Act, or

{b) if a person, without the consent of the sanitary authority,
constructs or rebuilds any watercloset, earth closet]
privy, ashpit, or cesspool which has been ordered by
them either not to be made, or to be demolished, or

{c) if a person discontinues any water supply without lawful
authority, or

^

{d) if a person destroys any sink, trap, siphon, pipe, or any
connected works or apparatus as aforesaid either ;

without lawful authority or so that the destruction
creates a nuisance or is injurious or dangerous to
health,

,

every person so offending shall be liable to a fine not ex-
ceeding ten pounds

;
and if he does not, within fourteen days

]

after notice is served on him by the sanitary authority, or
within any further time allowed by that authority or appearing
to a petty sessional court necessary for the execution of the
works, cause such watercloset, earth closet, privy, ashpit, or
cesspool to be altered or reinstated in conformity with the said
byelaws and directions, or, as the case may be, to be de- ;

'

molished, or such water supply to be renewed, or such sink,
;

trap, siphon, pipe, or other connected works or apparatus to
be restored, such person shall be liable to a fine not ex-
ceeding twenty shillings for each day during which the offence [

continues
;
or the sanitary authority, if they think fit, in lieu •;

of proceeding for a fine, may enter on the premises and cause \ i
the work to be done, and the expenses thereof shall be paid ' I
by the person who has so offended. 5

[(2) Power, if on such examination any watercloset, earth
j |

closet, privy, ashpit, or cesspool, or any water supply, sink, j i
trap, siphon, pipe, or any of the connected works or apparatus,

| §
appears to be in bad order and condition, or to require z 4
cleansing, alteration, or amendment, or to be filled up, to re-

quire the owner or occupier to do what is necessary to place J
the work in proper order and condition.]

jy

(3) Any person who thinks himself aggrieved by any notice ! ?

or act of a sanitary authority under this section in relation to t |
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any watercloset, earth closet, privy, ashpit, or cesspool, may
appeal to the county council, whose decision shall be final.

42. If a watercloset or drain is so constructed or repaired

as to be a nuisance or injurious or dangerous to health, the

person who undertook or executed such construction or repair

shall, unless he shows that such construction or repair was not

due to any wilful act, neglect, or default, be liable to a fine not

exceeding twenty pounds :

Provided that where a person is charged with an offence

under this section he shall be entitled, upon information duly

laid by him, to have any other person, being his agent, servant,

or workman, whom he charges as the actual offender, brought

before the court at the time appointed for hearing the charge,

and if he proves to the satisfaction of the court that he had

used due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence,

and that the said other person committed the offence without

his knowledge, consent, or connivance, he shall be exempt from
any fine, and the said other person may be summarily con-

victed of the offence.

Provisions as to Water.

48. (i) An occupied house without a proper and suffi-

cient supply of water shall be a nuisance liable to be dealt

with summarily under this Act, and, if it is a dwelling-house,

shall be deemed unfit for human habitation.

(
2
)
A house which after the commencement of this Act is

newly erected, or is pulled down to or below the ground floor

and rebuilt, shall not be occupied as a dwelling-house until

the sanitary authority have certified that it has a proper and
sufficient supply of water, either from a water company or by
some other means.

( 3 )
If the sanitary authority refuse such certificate, or fail

to give it within one month after written request for the same
from the owner of the house, the owner of the house may
apply to a petty sessional court, and that court, after hearing
or giving the sanitary authority an opportunity to be heard,
may, if they think the certificate ought to have been granted,
make an order authorising the occupation of the house

; but,
unless such order is made, an owner who occupies or permits
to be occupied the house as a dwelling-house without such
certificate shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ten pounds,
and to a fine not exceeding twenty shillings for every day
during which it is so occupied until a proper and sufficient
supply of water is provided

;
but the imposition of such fine

shall be without prejudice to any proceedings for obtaining a
closing order.

49. Notice to sanitary authority of water supply being cut
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Underground Rooms .

'

[
96 . Provisions as to the occupation of underground rooms

as dwellings.]

Byelaivs.

[
114 . Byelaws—how made.]

Legal Proceedings.

[
115 . General provisions as to powers of entry.]
117 .

(i) All offences, fines, penalties, forfeitures, costs
and expenses under this Act or any byelaw made under this
Act directed to be prosecuted or recovered in a summary
manner, or the prosecution or recovery of which is not other-
wise provided for, may be prosecuted and recovered in manner
directed by the Summary Jurisdiction Acts.

(2) Proceedings for the recovery of a demand not exceeding
fifty pounds, which a sanitary authority or any person are or is

empowered to recover in a summary manner, may, at the option
of the authority or person, be taken in the county court as if

such demand were a debt.

(3) A proceeding under this Act shall not be taken by the
county council against a sanitary authority save with the
sanction of the Local Government Board, unless such pro-
ceeding is for the recovery of expenses or of money due from
the sanitary authority to the council.

118 . Any person charged with any offence under this Act,
and the wife or husband of such person, may, if such person
thinks fit, be called, sworn, examined, and cross-e.xamined as
an ordinary witness in the case.

121 . Any costs and expenses which are recoverable under
this Act by a sanitary authority from an owner of premises may
be recovered from the occupier for the time being of such
premises

;
and the owner shall allow the occupier to deduct

any money which he pays under this enactment out of the rent
from time to time becoming due in respect of the premises, as
if the same had been actually paid to the owner as part of the
rent : Provided that

—

{a) the occupier shall not be so required to pay any further

sum than the amount of rent which either is for the

time being due from him, or which after demand
from him of such costs or expenses, and notice not

to pay any rent without first deducting the same,
becomes payable by him, unless he refuses, on the

application of the sanitary authority, truly to disclose

the amount of his rent and the name and address of

the person to whom such rent is payable
;
but the

burden of proof that the sum demanded from any

' See also ss. 40 and 70 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, pp. 409
and 426.
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such occupier is greater than the aforesaid amount of

rent shall lie on such occupier
;
and

lb) nothing in this section shall affect any contract between

any owner and occupier of any premises whereby the

occupier agrees to pay or discharge all rates, dues,

and sums of money payable in respect of such

premises, or shall affect any contract whatsoever be-

tween landlord and tenant.

Appeal.

125. Any person who deems himself aggrieved by any con-

viction or order made by a court of summary jurisdiction on

determining any information or complaint under this Act may,

save as otherwise provided in this Act, appeal therefrom to a

court of quarter sessions.

126. Any appeal to the county council against a notice or

act of a sanitary authority under this Act shall be conducted

in accordance with sections two hundred and eleven and two

hundred and twelve of the Metropolis Management Act, 1855,

which sections, as modified by the Local Government Act, 1888,

are set out in the First Schedule to this Act.

Notices.

127. (i) Notices, orders, and other such documents under

this Act shall be in writing
;
and notices and documents other

than orders, when issued by the county council or a sanitary

authority, shall be sufficiently authenticated if signed by their

clerk or by the officer by whom the same are given or served.

(2) Orders shall be under the seal of the council or

authority duly authenticated.

128.

' (i) Any notice, order, or other document required

or authorised to be served under this Act may be served by
delivering the same or a true copy thereof either to or at the

usual or last known residence in England of the person to

whom it is addressed, or, where addressed to the owner or

occupier of premises, then to some person on the premises, or,

if there is no person on the premises who can be so served,

then by fixing the same or a true copy thereof on some con-
spicuous part of the premises

;
it may also be served by sending

the same or a true copy thereof by post addressed to a person
at such residence or premises as above mentioned.

(2) Any notice required or authorised for the purposes of
this Act to be served on a sanitary authority or on the county
council shall be deemed to be duly served if in writing

' A summons to answer a complaint as to a nuisance is good in form,
though only addressed to ‘ the owner,’ and such summons is a document
within the meaning of this section. Reg. v. Mead, [1894] 2 Q. B. 124 ;

63 L. J. M. C. 128; 70 L. T. 766; 42 W. R. 442; 58 J. P. 448;
10 R. 217.
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delivered at, or sent by post to, the office of the authority or
council, addressed to such authority or council, or their clerk.

(3 ) Any notice by this Act required to be given to or
served on the owner or occupier of any premises may be
addressed by the description of the * owner ’ or * occupier * of
the premises (naming them) in respect of which the notice is
given or served, without further name or description.

Miscellaneous Provisions.

[130. Forms in Third Schedule may be used.]
132. This Act shall (save as otherwise expressly provided)

extend only to London :

Provided that this Act shall extend to places elsewhere so
far as is necessary for giving effect to any provisions thereof in
their a.pplication to London and to any places to which such
provisions are expressly applied.

[138. Powers of Act to be cumulative.]

Interpretatio7i.

141. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,

—

The expression ‘ London ’ means the administrative county
of London :

The expression ‘ county council ’ means the London County
Council

:

The expression ‘street’ includes any highway, and any public
bridge, and any road, lane, footway, square, court, alley,

or passage, whether a thoroughfare or not, and whether or
not there are houses in such street

:

The expression ‘ premises ’ includes messuages, buildings,
lands, easements, and hereditaments of any tenure, whether
open or enclosed, whether built on or not, and whether
public or private, and whether maintained or not under
statutory authority :

The expression ‘ house ’ includes schools, also factories and
other buildings in which persons are employed :

The expressions ‘ building ’ and ‘ house ’ respectively include
the curtilage of a building or house, and include a build-

ing or house wholly or partly erected under statutory au-
thority :

The expression ‘ owner ’

' means the person for the time
being receiving the rackrent of the premises in connection
with which the word is used, whether on his own account

' Where the lessee of premises not let at a rackrent has sublet them
for the whole term, less a few days, the rent reserved and the covenants
and conditions being the same as in the original lease, the sublessee, and
not the lessee, is the owner. Truman, Haubury, Buxton Co., Lint., v.

Kerslake, [1894] 2 Q. B. 774; 63 L. J. M. C. 222; 43 W. R. Ili;

58 J. r. 766 ; 10 R. 4S9. See also notes to s. 5 of the Building Act, 1894,
ante, p. 394 ; s. 250 of the Man.igement Act, 1855, ante, p. 514 ;

and s. 4
of the Public Health Act, 1875, p. 553.
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or as agent or trustee for any other i>erson, or who would so

receive the same if such premises were let at a rackrent :

The expression ‘ rackrent ’ means rent which is not less than

two-thirds of the full annual value of the premises out of

which the rent arises
;
and the full annual value shall be

taken to be the annual rent which a tenant might reason-

ably be expected, taking one year with another, to pay for

the premises, if the tenant undertook to pay all usual

tenant’s rates and taxes, and tithe commutation rentcharge

(if any), and if the landlord undertook to bear the cost of

the repairs, and insurance, and the other expenses (if any)

necessary to maintain the premises in a state to command
such rent :

The expression ‘sanitary convenience’ includes urinals, water-

closets, earth closets, privies, and any similar conveni-

ences :

The expression ‘ day ’ means the period between six o’clock

in the morning and the succeeding nine o’clock in the

evening :

The expression ‘ ashpit ’ means any ashpit, dust-bin, ash-

tub, or other receptacle for the deposit of ashes or refuse

matter :

The expression ‘ cistern ’ includes a water-butt.

Repeal.

142. (i) The Acts specified in the Fourth Schedule to

this Act are hereby repealed to the extent specified in the third

column of that schedule, and shall be so repealed as from the
date in that schedule mentioned, and where no date is men-
tioned as from the commencement of this Act

;

(2) Provided that

—

{a) where any enactment in the said schedule extends be-
yond London, such enactment shall not unless other-
wise expressed be deemed to be hereby repealed, so
far as it applies beyond London ;

{b) all securities given under and all orders, byelaws, rules,

regulations, and notices duly made or issued under
or having effect in pursuance of any Act hereby re-

pealed shall be of the same validity and effect as if

they had been given, made, or issued under this Act,
and any penalties recoverable under any such order,
byelaw, rule, regulation, or notice may be recovered
as if they were imposed by byelaws under this Act.

(7) Where in any enactment or in any order made by a
Secretary of State or by the Local Government Board, and in
force at the time of the passing of this Act, or in any docu-
ment, any Act or any provisions of an Act are mentioned or
referred to which relate to London and are repealed by this
Act, such enactment, order, or document shall be read as if

N N 2
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FOURTH SCHEDULE.

Enactments Repealed.

Session and
Chapter Title or Short Title Extent of Repeal

18 & 19 Viet.

C. 120

25 & 26 Viet.

C. 102

The Metropolis Man-
agement Act, 1855

The Metropolis Man-
agement Amend-
ment Act, 1862

Section 81 ; sections 82 to 85,
except so far as they relate

to a drain or sewer, or any
work or apparatus con-
nected therewith

; section
86 down to ‘ defrayed under
this Act;’ sections 88, 103,
and 104; section ii6 from
‘and also to cause’ to the
end of the section; sections
1 1 7 and 125; section 1 26, as
from the coming into opera-
tion of any byelaw made for

the like object
; sections 127

to 129, 132, 133, and 134 ;

section 198 from ‘and to

every such report ’ to ‘ for

their parish or district
;

’

section 202 from ‘for the

emptying ’ to ‘ disposing of

refuse ’ as from the coming
into operation of any bye-
law made for the like ob-

ject ; and section 2 1 1 so far

as regards any watercloset,

privy, ashpit, or cessjxiol.

Sections 43 and 62 ;
in section

64 the word ‘eighty-first,’

and the words ‘and eighty-

sixth;’ sections 67, 70, 89,

91. .93. 94. and 95, and
section 105 from ‘and all

penalties ’ to ‘ 1855.’
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HOUSING OF THE WORKING CLASSES ACT, 1890.

53 & 54 VicT. c. 70.

An Act to cofisotidate and amend the Acts relating to Artisans^

and Labourers' Dwellings and the Housing of the Working
Classes} [iSth August, 1890.]

PART I.

UNHEALTHY AREAS.

3. This part does not apply to rural sanitary districts.

Scheme by Local Authority.

Sect. 4 provides that, where an official representation by the
medical officer of health is made to the local authority that

—

(a) any houses, courts, or alleys are unfit for human habita-
tion, or

{b) the narrowness, closeness, and bad arrangement, or the
bad condition of the streets and houses or groups of
houses within such area, or the want of light, air,

ventilation,, or proper conveniences, or any other
sanitary defects, or one or more of such causes, are
dangerous or injurious to the health of the inhabi-
tants either of the buildings in the said area or of the
neighbouring buildings

;

and that the evils connected with such houses, courts, or alleys,
and the sanitary defects in such area cannot be effectually
remedied otherwise than by an improvement scheme for the
rearrangement and reconstruction of the streets and houses
within such area, or of some of such streets or houses, the local
authority is empowered to make a scheme for the improvement
of such area.

Sect. 5 provides that twelve ratepayers or two justices can
complain to medical officer of unhealthiness of area.

Confirmatio7i of Scheme.

Sect. 7 provides that the authority are to publish and give
notice of their scheme to owners.

Sect. 8 provides for making and confirmation of provisional
order by Local Government Board, or (as to London) the

!
Act is too long to be included in this work, but the followintr

anal^ysis of the sections which authorise the demolition of buildings may be
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Home Secretary, and for the provisional order being confirmed
by Parliament.

Sect. II makes certain provisions as to requisites of im-
provement scheme as to accommodation of working classes.
These requisites may be dispensed with in certain cases.

Sect. 1 2 makes it the duty of local authority to carry scheme
when confirmed, into execution. And various directions as to
carrying out the scheme are contained in this section.

Sect. 2 1 makes special provision as to mode of assessing
compensation. °

Sect. 2 2 provides that, on the purchase by the local authority
of any lands required for the purpose of carrying into effect
any scheme, all rights of way, and all other rights or ease-
ments in or relating to such lands, shall be extinguished, and all
the soil of such ways, and the property in pipes, sewers, or
drains, shall vest in the local authority, subject to compensa-
tion being paid by the local authority to any persons or bodies
of persons proved to have sustained loss by this section.*

PART II.

UNHEALTHY DWELLING-HOUSES.

Buildings unfitfor Human Habitaiioti.

Representa- Sect. 30 provides that it shall be the duty of the medical
**°*^by officer of health to represent to the local authority of that

^cerof
district any dwelling-house which appears to him to be in a

health.”
dangerous or injurious to health as to be unfit for

human habitation.

Sect. 31 provides for representation on complaint of four

householders.

Closing Order and Demolition.

Sect. 32 provides that it shall be the duty of local authority

to close dwelling-houses unfit for human habitation.

Sect. 33 enables an order for demolition of house unfit for

habitation to be made.
Sect. 36 provides for grant of charges by way of annuity to

owner on completion of works.

Sect. 37 provides for such charge having priority over all

existing and future estates, interests, and incumbrances, with

the exception of quitrents and other charges incident to tenure,

tithe commutation rentcharge, and any charge created under

any Act authorising advances of public money.

' As to rights of light being easements within this section, see Badhant

V. Marri's, 52 L. J. Ch. 237 ; 45 L. T. 579. As to rights to support, see

Sivainston v. Finn, 52 L. J. Ch. 235; 48 L. T. 634; 31 W. R. 49^*

Barlozv v. Ross, 24 Q. B. D. 381.
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Obstructive Buildings.

Sect. 38 provides that if a medical officer of health finds

that any building within his district, although not in itself unfit

for human habitation, is so situate that by reason of its proximity

to or contact with any other buildings

—

(«) it stops ventilation, or otherwise makes or conduces to

make such other buildings to be in a condition unfit

for human habitation or dangerous or injurious to
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health
;
or

if) it prevents proper measures from being carried into effect

for remedying any nuisance injurious to health or

other evils complained of in respect of such other

buildings
;

in any such case the medical officer of health shall represent

to the local authority the particulars relating to such building,

stating that in his opinion it is expedient that the obstructive

building should be pulled down.

(2) Any four or more inhabitant householders of a district

may make to the local authority of the district a representation

as respects any building to the like effect as that of the medical

officer under this section.

(3) The local authority may cause report to be made and

may order the building to be pulled down.

Schemefor Reconstruction.

Sect. 39 provides that

—

{a) where an order for the demolition of a building has been

made, and it appears to the local authority that it

would be beneficial to the health of the inhabitants

of the neighbouring dwelling-houses if the area of the

dwelling-house of which such building forms part were
used for all or any of the following purposes, that is to

say, either

—

(i) dedicated as a highway or open space, or

(ii) appropriated, sold, or let for the erection of dwellings

for the working classes, or

(iii) exchanged with other neighbouring land which is more
suitable for the erection of such dwellings, and on
exchange will be appropriated, sold, or let for such
erection

;
or

(b) where it appears to the local authority that the closeness,

narrowness, and bad arrangement or bad condition of
any buildings, or the want of light, air, ventilation, or
proper conveniences, or any other sanitary defect in

any buildings, is dangerous or prejudicial to the health
of the inhabitants either of the said buildings or of the
neighbouring buildings, and that the demolition or the
reconstruction and rearrangement of the said buildings

Scheme for

area compris*

ing houses

closed by
closing order.
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or of some of them is necessary to remedy the said
evih, and that the area comprising those buildings
and the yards, outhouses, and appurtenances thereof
and the site thereof, is too small to be dealt with as
an unhealthy area under Part I. of this Act,

the local authority shall pass a resolution to the above effect
and direct a scheme to be prepared for the improvement of the
^id area. Such schemes are to be sanctioned by the Local
Government Board.

Sect. 41 provides for settlement of compensation.
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Public
Health Act,

1875 .

An Act for consolidating and amendmg the Acts relating to

Public Health in England. \\\th August, 1875.]

4 . In this Act, if not inconsistent with the context, the Definitions.'

following words and expressions have the meanings hereinafter

respectively assigned to them
;
that is to say,

‘ Person ’ includes any body of persons, whether corporate or

unincorporate :

‘ Local authority ’ means urban sanitary authority and rural

sanitary authority :

‘ Surveyor ’ includes any person appointed by a rural authority

to perform any of the duties of surveyor under this Act

:

“

‘ Lands ’ and ‘ premises ’ ^ include messuages, buildings, lands,

easements and hereditaments of any tenure :

‘ Owner ’ means the person for the time being receiving the

rackrent of the land or premises in connection with which

the word is used, whether on his own account or as

agent or trustee for any other person, or who would so

receive the same if such lands or premises were let at a

rackrent

:

‘ Rackrent ’ means rent which is not less than two-thirds of

the full net annual value of the property out of which the

' See further definitions in s. ii of the Public Health Act, 1890.

Lewis V. Weston-super-Mare Local Board, 40 Ch. D. 55 ; 58 L. J. Ch.

39 ; 59 L. T. 769 ; 37 W. R. 121 ; 5 T. L. R. i.

’ Corporation of Birmmgham v. Baker, L. R. 17 Ch. D. 782;
46 J. P. 52.

* As to the cases decided upon the definition of ‘ owner,’ see the note to

s. 5 of the London Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 394; and see also s. 256 .

of the Metropolitan Management Act, 1855, ante, p. 514, and s. 141 of
the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, ante, p. 546.

A receiver is not ‘ owner,’ Corporation of Bacup v. Smith, 44 Ch. D.
395 ; 59 L. J. Ch. 518 ; 63 L. T. 195 ; 38 W. R. 697. A mortgagee in
possession is ‘ owner,’ Tottenham Local Board v. Wilson, 62 L. J. Q. B.
322; 69 L. T. 51 ; 57 J. P. 614; 9 T. L. R. 372. Trustees with the
legal estate in trust for equitable tenants for life, are owners. Re Barney,
Harrisoti v. Barney, [1894] 3 Ch. 562; 63 L. J. Ch. 676 ; 71 L. T. 180 ;

43 W. R. 105 ;
8 R. 459. So is a trustee for charitable purposes in whom

property is vested, although the property cannot be let by reason of a special
condition imposed by the Legislature. Re Christchurch Enclostire Act,
Meyrickx. Att.-Gen., [1894] 3 Ch. 209 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 657; 71 L. T. 122:
42 W. R. 614; 58 J. P. 556; 8 R. 480.
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rent arises
; and the full net annual value shall be taken

xptted Tlef reasonabfy Sexpected to let from year to year, free from all usualtenant s rates and taxes, and tithe commutation rent-charge (if any), and deducting therefrom the probableverage annual cost of the repairs, insurance, and other
necessary to maintain the same in astate to command such rent :

^

' ("Ot being a turnpike road),and any public bridge (not being a county bridge), andany road, lane, footway, square, court, alley, or passage’

^

whether a thoroughfare or not :

•*
f S >

House ’ includes schools, also factories and other buildings

time •

niore than twenty persons are employed at one

the drainage of one
building only, or premises within the same curtilage, andmade merely for the purpose of communicating therefrom
with a cesspool or other like receptacle for drainage or
with a sewer into which the drainage of two or more
buildings or premises occupied by different persons is
conveyed

:

Sewer includes sewers and drains of every description,

to the meaning of ‘owner ’ and ‘ rackrent ’ in a private Act, see
of St. Helc7is V. Riley (or Kirkham), 47 J. P. 471 16 Q. B. D.

A road which was not a highway before the Highway Act, 1835, butw ich lias since become a highway, but not repairable by the inhabitants
at large, is a ‘street.’ Fenwick v. Croydon Local Board, [1891I 2 O. B.

’ L- T. 64s; 40 W. R. 124; ss J. P. 470;
7 T. L. R. 594.

-T’jjj t/ .

* ^ to passages leading to the back of houses, see Re^. v. Local

S.&1 sst' R
5%®' J- <3- i L. T. 595 :

J
^ question of fact for the justices to determine whether or not a

road which has been sewered is a street within s. 150 ; and they are not
bound to find, as matter of law', that it is a street by the terms of the defini-
tion in this section. Maude v. Baildon Local Board, L. R. 10 Q. B. D.
394 ; 4^ L- T* 874; 47 J- 644; questioned in Corporation of Ports-
mouth V. Smith, L. R. 13 Q. B. D. 184; 53 L. J. Q. B. 92 ; 50 L. T.
308; 4^ J. P. 404* A ‘new street’ does not necessarily mean a street
constructed for the first time. Robinson v. Local Board of Barton Eccles,

w V-
^ 798; S3 L. J- Ch. 226; 50 L. T. 57 ;

32 W. R. 249 J 48 J. P. 276.
Where a building owner had ground abutting on one side of a lane,

250 feet long and 6 feet wide, adjoining a town, and, there being no other
houses, he built six cottages standing back 15 feet from the lane, instead
of 18 as required by a byelaw, it w'as held that the mere fact of six

cottages being built in the lane did not make it a new street. Williams v.

Powning, 48 L. T. 672 ; 47 J. P. 486.
“ See Acton I.ocal Boai'd v. Batten, L. R. 28 Ch. D. 283 ; 54 L. J.

Ch.'

25* ; 52 L- T. 17 : Meader v. West Corves Local Board, [1892] 3 Ch. 18;
61 L. J. Ch. 561 ; 67 L. T. 454 ; 40 W. R. 676 ; 8 T. L. R. 643- A
drain passing through private ground, but receiving the drainage of more
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except drains to which the word ‘drain interpreted as

aforesaid applies, and except drains vested in or under the

control of any authority having the management of roads

and not being a local authority under this Act :

‘Water company’ means any person or body of persons cor-

porate or unincorporate supplying or who may hereafter

supply water for his or their own profit :

‘ Waterworks ’ includes streams, springs, wells, pumps, reser-

voirs, cisterns, tanks, aqueducts, cuts, sluices, mams,

pipes, culverts, engines, and all machinery, lands, build-

ings, and things for supplying or used for supplying

water, also the stock in trade of any water company :

‘ Sanitary Acts ’ means all the above-mentioned Acts and the

Acts mentioned in Part I. of Schedule V. to this Act :

‘ Sanitary purposes ’ means any object or purposes of the

Sanitary Acts :

‘ Court of quarter sessions ’ means the court of general or

quarter sessions of the peace having jurisdiction over the

whole or any part of the district or place in which the

matter requiring the cognisance of general or quarter ses-

sions arises :

‘Court of summary jurisdiction’ means any justice or

justices of the peace, stipendiary or other magistrate or

officer, by whatever name called, to whom jurisdiction is

given by the Summary Jurisdiction Acts or any Acts

therein referred to :

‘ Summary Jurisdiction Acts’ means the Act of the session

of the nth and 12th years of the reign of Her present

Majesty, chapter 43, intituled ‘ An Act to facilitate the

performance of the duties of the justices of the peace out

of sessions within England and Wales with respect to sum-

mary convictions and orders,’ and any Act amending the

same.

PART III.

SANITARY FROY/SIONS.

SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE.'

Regulations as to Sewers and Drains.

13. All existing and future sewers within the district of a
local authority, together with all buildings, works, materials, and
things belonging thereto,

than one building, is a ‘sewer.’ Travis v. Uttley, [1894] i Q. B. 233;
63 L. J. M. C. 48 ; 70 L. T. 242 ; 42 W. R. 461 ; 58 J. P. 85.

' See further provisions as to sewerage, Public Health Act, 1890,
pst, p. 594.

See Meader v. West Cowes Local Board, [1892] 3 Ch. 18 ; 61 L. J. Ch.
561 ; 67 L. T. 454 ; 40 W. R. 676 ; 8 T. L. R. 643 : Travis v. Uttley,

[1894] I Q. B. 233 ; 63 L. J. M. C. 48 ; 70 L. T. 242 ; 42 W. R. 461 ;
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Part III.
Sanitary
Provisions.

Power to pur-

chase sewers.

(3 )

Except

(1) Sewers made by any person for his own profit,* or bv

(o\
for the profit of the shareholders

; and
(
2
) Sewers made and used for the purpose of draining

preserving, or improving land under any local or
private Act of Parliament, or for the purpose of irri-
gating land

; and
Sewers under the authority of any commissioners of
sewers appointed by the Crown, shall vest in and beunder the control of such local authority

sewers within the district of a local authority

tTS '^hich may hereafter be constructed by ortransferred to some other local authority or by or to a sewageboard or other authority empowered under any Act of Parlia-ment to construct sewers shall (subject to any agreement to the
contrary) vest m and be under the control of the authority who

fe°rred

14. Any local authority may purchase or otherwise acquire
trom any person any sewer, or any right of making or of user
or other right in or respecting a sewer (with or without any
buildings, works, materials, or things belonging thereto), within
tneir district, and any person may sell or grant to such authority
any such sewer right or property belonging to him

;
and any

purchase-money paid by such authority in pursuance of this
section shall be subject to the same trust (if any) as the sewer
right or property sold was subject to.^

But any person who, previously to the purchase of a sewer
by such authority, has acquired a right to use such sewer shall
be entitled to use the same, or any sewer substituted in lieu
thereof, to the same extent as he would or might have done if
the purchase had not been made.'*

^ autlionty may accept a sewer, although it has no
outlall. Hortisey LocalBoard V. Davis, '&.>]<,(}• 62 L T O B
427 ; 68 L. T. 503 ; 57 J. P. 612.

'

''i,
[*^93] 2 Q. B, 135 ; 62 L. T. Q. B.

479 ; 68 L. T. 8 ; 41 W. R. 580; 57 J. P. 692 : Mimhead Local Board
'^ Luttrdl, [1894] 2 Ch. 178; 63 L. J. Ch. 497 ; 70 L. T. 446; 42 W. R.
667 ;

8 R. 379 : Vowles v. Calmer, W. N. 1895, P- 42.
^ See Tlylor v. Corporation of Oldham, 4 Ch. D. 395 ; 46 L. J. Ch.

105 : Coverdale v. Charlton, 4 Q. B. D. 104 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 128: and
also Rolf y. St. George's, Southwark, 14 Ch. D. 785, as to the property
in that portion of the soil through which the sewers run.

As to the meaning of the word ‘ sewer ’ in this Act, see Acton Local
Board V. Batte7i, 28 Ch. D. 283

; 54 L. J. Ch. 251 ; 52 L. T. 17.
“ See Reg. v. Staines Local Board, 60 L. T. 261 ; K-i T. P. 3S8

;

5 T. L. R. 25.
. 30 J 03

^ Metropolitan Board of Works v. London and North-Western Railway
Co 14 Ch. D. 521 ; 49 L. J. Ch. 355 ; L. R. 17 Ch. D. 246; 50 L. J.
Ch. 409.

As to acquiescence of owners, where sewers are placed without com-
pensation to them, see Birkenhead {Mayor) v. I^ondon and North-Western
Railway Co., 49 J. P. 135.
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15. Every local authority shall keep in repair all sewers

belonging to them, and shall cause to be made such sewers as

may be necessary for effectually draining their district for the

purposes of this Act.'

16. Any local authority may carry any sewer through,

across, or under any turnpike road, or any street ^ or place laid

out as or intended for a street, or under any cellar or vault

which may be under the pavement or carriageway of any street,

and, after giving reasonable notice in writing to the owner or

occupier (if on the report of the surveyor it appears necessary ^),

into, through, or under any lands whatsoever within their dis-

trict.**

They may also (subject to the provisions of this Act re-

lating to sewage works without the district of the local

authority) exercise all or any of the powers given by this

section without their district for the purpose of outfall or

Public
Health Act,

1875.

Part III.

Sanita^
Provisions,

Maintenance
and making
of sewers.

Powers for

making
sewers.

distribution of sewage.'^

17. Nothing in this Act shall authorise any local authority Sewage to be
° purified before

' See on this section, Kirkheaton Local Board v. Ainley, [1892] 2 Q. B. being dis-

274; 61 L. J. Q. B. 812 ;
66 L. T. 340; 67 L. T. 209; 41 W. K. 99 ; charged into

57 J. P. 36 ; 8 T. L. R. 663. See Rivers Pollution Act, 1876, 39 & 40 streams.

Viet. c. 75, s. 7. As to the liability of the local authority, see JV/nie v.

Hindley Local Board, L. R. 10 Q. B. 219 : Smll/i v. IVesl Derby Local

Board, 38 L. T. (N. S.) 716.

As to the liability of landowners to preserve subjacent support to a

sewer, and as to their right to compensation— (i) for being deprived of

free power to work subjacent mines, and (ii) for the risk of percolation of

sewage into those mines. In re Corporation of Dudley, L. R. 8 Q. B. D.

86 ; 51 L. J. Q. B. 121 ; 45 L. T. 733 ; 46 J. P. 340 ; and see now Public

Health Act, 1875, Amendment Act, 1883, s. 4.

Notwithstanding the obligation imposed by this Act on a local board to

drain their district, their right to send the sewage of their district, directly

or indirectly, into the sewers of an adjoining district is, unless otherwise

provided, no higher than the right of a landowner to send sewage from his

land into the land or into the drains of a neighbouring landowner.

Att.-Gen. v. Actott Local Board, 22 Ch. D. 221; 52 L. J. Ch. 112;

47 L. T. 510; 31 W. R. 153. Where the local authority fail to effectually

drain their district, they cannot proceed against the owner of property

which is creating a nuisance for abatement of the nuisance, which would
not have been caused but for the authority’s neglect to perform its duty,

Fordom v. Parsoits, [1894] 2 Q. B. 64 L. J. M. C. 22.
^ Includes a private street. Hill v. Wallasey Local Board, [1894] i Ch.

133 ; 63 L. J. Ch. I ; 69 L. T. 641 ; 42 W. R. 81 ; 7 R. 51.
’ Means ‘ necessary for the efficient discharge in the way most for the

benefit of the public.’ Loewis v. Weston-super-Mare Local Board, 40 Ch. D.

SS ;
58 L. J. Ch. 39; 59 L. T. 769; 37 W. R. 121

; 5 T. L. R. i. The
surveyor is the person to determine the necessity, ibid.

‘ Surveyor’ means fit and proper person duly appointed under s. 189, and
no other person, ibid.

See Jones v. Conway &fc. Water Supply Board, [1893] 2 Ch. 603 ;

62 L. J. Ch. 767 ; 69 L. T. 265 ; 41 W. R. 616; 57 J. P. 501 ; 9 T. L. R.
469.

* In re Corporation of Dudley, 8 Q. B. D. 86 ; 51 L. J. Q. B. 121 ;

45 L. T. 733; 46 J. P. 340.
* For the provisions as to sewage works without the district, ss. 32-34,

post, p. 561. Forms and services of notices, ss. 266, 267.
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to make or use any sewer drain or outfall for the purposeof conveying sewage or filthy water into any natural strLmor watercourse, or into any canal, pond, or lake, until suchsewage or filthy water is freed from all excrementitious orother foul or noxious matter such as would affect or deteriorate
the purity and quality of the water in such stream or water-
course, or in such canal, pond, or lake.*

18. Any local authority may from time to time enlarge
lessen, alter the course of, cover in, or otherwise improve any
sewer belonging to them, and may discontinue, close up or
destroy any such sewer that has in their opinion become
unnecessary, on condition of providing a sewer ^ as effectual
or the use of any person who may be deprived in pursuance

u
section of the lawful use of any sewer : Provided that

the discontinuance, closing up, or destruction of any sewer
shall be so done as not to create a nuisance.

19. Every local authority shall cause the sewers belong-
ing to them to be constructed, covered, ventilated, and kept
so as not to be a nuisance or injurious to health, and to be
properly cleansed and emptied.^

20. An urban authority may, if they think fit, provide a
map exhibiting a system of sewerage for effectually draining
their district, and any such map shall be kept at their office,
and shall at all reasonable times be open to the inspection of the
ratepayers of their district.

21. The owner or occupier of any premises within the
district of a local authority shall be entitled to cause his
drains to empty into the sewers of that authority on condi-
tion of his giving such notice as may be required by that
authority of his intention so to do, and of complying with the
regulations of that authority in respect of the mode in which
the communications between such drains and sewers are to be

' Ss. 3 and 4 of the Pollution of Rivers Act, 1876, 39 & 40 Viet. c. 75,
should be read along with this section. As to the liability of a sanitary
authority to be restrained from polluting a stream by sending sewage into
it, and as to their duty to the public to drain the district, Att.-Gcn. v.

Guardians of Poor of Union of Dorking, 20 Ch. D. 595 ; 5 1 L. J. Ch.
585 ; 46 L. T. 573 ; 30 W. R. 579 ; distinguished in Charles v. Fiiuhky
Local Board, 23 Ch. D. 767; 52 L. J. Ch. 554; 48 L. T. 569; 31 W. R.

717 ; 47 J- P- 791- See, too, Kirkheaton Local Board v. Ainley, supra.
* At the general expense; owner of house cannot be charged as for

private improvement expenses. Vestry of Marylehone v. Viret, 19 C. B.

(N. S. ) 424; 34 L- J- M. C. 214; Fulham District Board v. Goodwin,
1 Ex. D. 400.

^ The word ‘ ventilated ’ is new. See a similar provision of the

Metropolis Local Management Act, i8 & 19 Viet. c. 120, s. 72. See

Att.-Gen. v. Mayor of Basingstoke, 45 L. J. Ch. 726, as to the liability of

the local authority to have an information filed against them. Where a

sewer becomes insufficient by increase of drainage, and damage occurs by

flooding, the local authority is not liable, in the absence of negligence.

Sti-etton’s Derby Brewery Co. v. Derby {Mayor of), [1894] i _Ch. 43 1 >

63 L. J. Ch. 135 ; 69 L. T. 791 ; 42 W. R. 583 ; 8 R. 608.
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made, and subject to the control of any person who may be

appointed by that authority to superintend the making of such

communications.^

Any person causing a drain to empty into a sewer of a

local authority without complying with the provisions of this sec-

tion shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds,

and the local authority may close any communication between

a drain and sewer made in contravention of this section, and

may recover in a summary manner from the person so offending

any expenses incurred by them under this section.

^

22. The owner or occupier of any premises without the dis-

trict of a local authority may cause any sewer or drain from such

premises to communicate with any sewer of the local authority

on such terms and conditions as may be agreed on between

such owner or occupier and such local authority, or as in case

ofdispute may be settled, at the option of the owner or occu-

pier, by a court of summary jurisdiction or by arbitration in

manner provided by this Act.^

23. Where any house within the district of a local authority

is without a drain sufficient for effectual drainage, the local

authority shall by written notice require the owner or occupier

of such house, within a reasonable time therein specified, to

make a covered drain or drains emptying into any sewer which
the local authority are entitled to use, and which is not more
than one hundred feet from the site of such house

;
but if no

such means of drainage are within that distance, then emptying
into such covered cesspool or other place not being under any
house as the local authority direct

;
and the local authority

may require any such drain or drains to be of such materials

and size, and to be laid at such level, and with such fall as on
the report of their surveyor may appear to them to be necessary.^

' See Humphreys v. Cousins, 2 C. P. D. 239 ; 46 L. J. C. P. 438, as
to the responsibility of owners of drains for leakage. See s. 13 : Kirkheaton
Local Board v. Ainley, supra : and see s. 18 of Public Health Act, 1890.

See Charles v. Finchley Local Board, supra.
^ See s. 268 as to the general right of appeal to the Local Government

Board. An owner of property may not bring the sewage of fresh houses
through an existing drain into a sewer, except as permitted by the local
authority. Metropolita 7i Boardv. Lottdo7t andNo7-th- Weste7-n Railway Co.

,

14 Ch. D. 521 ; 49 L. J. Ch. 355 ; 17 Ch. D. 246 ; 50 L. J. Ch. 409,
decided under s. 61 of the Metropolis Management Act of 1862, a>ite,

p. 520. See Cawkwell v. Russell, 26 L. J. Ex. 34, as to user of drains,
and Chap. XXL

“ It appears that the local authority cannot refuse to allow the com-
munication to be made ; and the owners or occupiers have the right,
although the sewers are not large enough. Newi7igto7i Board v. Cotii/ig-
ha 77i Board, 12 Ch. D. 725 ; 48 L. J. Ch. 226. See s. 32 et seq.

^ See Austin v. La 77ibeth Vest7j, 27 L. J. Ch. 388, 677, where the
Court refused to interfere with the local authority’s decision as to the
materials : Aylesford pipes having been used in place of Lambeth pipes in
the construction of the drains. As to the right to send the sewage of the
district into the sewers of an adjoining district, see Alt. -Gen. v. Acton Local
Board, 22 Ch. D. 221

; 52 L. J. Ch. 112; 47 L. T. 510 ; 31 W. R. 153
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If such notice is not complied with, the local authority may
alter the expiration of the time specified in the notice, do thework required, and may recover in a summary manner the ex
penses incurred by them in so doing from the owner, or may
by order declare the same to be private improvement expenses.

Provided that where, in the opinion of the local authority
greater expense would be incurred in causing the drains of two
or more houses to empty into an existing sewer pursuant to
this section, than in constructing a new sewer and causing such
drains to empty therein, the local authority may construct such
new sewer, and require the owners or occupiers of such houses
to cause their drains to empty therein, and may apportion as
they deem just the expenses of the construction of such sewer
among the owners of the several houses, and recover in a sum-
mary manner the sums apportioned from such owners, or may
by order declare the same to be private improvement expenses.'

24. Where any house within the district of a local authority
has a drain communicating with any sewer, which drain though
sufficient for the effectual drainage of the house is not adapted
to the general sewerage system of the district, or is in the
opinion of the local authority otherwise objectionable, the local
authority may, on condition of providing a drain or drains as
effectual for the drainage of the house, and communicating
with such other sewer as they think fit, close such first-men-
tioned drain, and may do any works necessary for that purpose,
and the expenses of those works, and of the construction of
any drain or drains provided by them under this section, shall

be deemed to be expenses properly incurred by them in the
execution of this Act.

25. It shall not be lawful in any urban district newly to

erect any house or to rebuild any house which has been pulled
down to or below the ground floor, or to occupy any house so
newly erected or rebuilt, unless and until a covered drain or

drains be constructed, of such size and materials, and at such
level, and with such fall as on the report of the surveyor may
appear to the urban authority to be necessary for the effectual

drainage of such house
;
and the drain or drains so to be con-

structed shall empty into any sewer which the urban authority

are entitled to use, and which is within one hundred feet of

some part of the site of the house to be built or rebuilt
;
but if

no such means of drainage are within that distance, then shall

' In the case of a row of undrained houses, it would frequently be

cheaper to construct a new sewer, and the proviso at the end of this

section enables the local authority to do this.

See Fulham District Board v. Goodwi?t, i Ex. D. 400, as to appor-

tionment where the local authority make a new system of drainage for

the district generally. See also Bradley v. Greenwich District Board,

47 L. J. M. C. iix ; 38 L. T. (N. S.) 849, as to limit of time for

apportionment; and Hall v. Mayor dfc. of Batley, 47 L. J. Q. B. 148;

37 L. T. 710, as to the conditions of this section in general, .and liability

for damages by negligence.
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empty into such covered cesspool or other place, not being

under any house, as the urban authority direct.

Any person who causes any house to be erected or rebuilt

or any drain to be constructed in contravention of this section

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.

26. Any person who in any urban district, without the

written consent of the urban authority,

—

(1) Causes any building to be newly erected over any sewer
of the urban authority

;
or,

(
2
)
Causes any vault, arch, or cellar to be newly built or

constructed under the carriageway of any street,

shall forfeit to the urban authority the sum of five pounds and
a further sum of forty shillings for every day during which the
offence is continued after written notice in this behalf from the
urban authority

;
and the urban authority may cause any build-

ing, vault, arch, or cellar erected or constructed in contraven-
tion of this section to be altered, pulled down, or otherwise
dealt with as they may think fit, and may recover in a summary
manner any expenses incurred by them in so doing from the
offender.^

As to Sewage Works without District.

[32. Notice to be given before commencing sewage works
without district.^]

[33. In case of objection, works not to be commenced with-
out the sanction of Local Government Board.]

[34. Inspector to hold inquiry and report to Local Govern-
ment Board.]

PRIVIES, WATERCLOSETS, &C.^

35. It shall not be lawful newly to erect any house, or to
rebuild any house pulled down to or below the ground floor,
without a sufficient watercloset, earthcloset, or privy and an
ashpit furnished with proper doors and coverings.

Any person who causes any house to be erected or rebuiltm contravention of this enactment shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds.^

' Poplar District Board v. Knight, 28 L. J. M. C. 37 ; E. B. & E.
408. See ss. 101-104 of the Metropolis Management Act of 18?“;, ante
P' 501 ! see s. 68 of the Act of 1862, ante, p. 523.

• f

cleaning, levelling, and cementing the bottom of a pool
nto which the effluent from sewage works flows. Wimbledon Local Board
V. Lroydon Rural Sanitary Authority, 32 Ch. D. 421 ; 55 L. T. 106

62
Board, [1893] 2 Ch. 603 ;

9T L R.
^

/ As to sanitary conveniences used in common and for further pro-

/S°"p
P’"i'''es, waterclosets, &c., see the Public Health Act, 1890,

authority cannot lay down a general rule. Tinkler vWandsworth District Board of Works, 2 De G. &J. 261 ; 27 L. J. Ch. 342!
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36. If a house within the district of a local authority appears
to such authority by the report of their surveyor or inspector
of nuisances to be without a sufficient watercloset, earthcloset,
or priv)' and an ashpit furnished with proper doors and cover-
ings, the local authority shall, by written notice, require the
owner or occupier of the house, within a reasonable time therein
specified, to provide a sufficient watercloset, earthcloset, or
privy and an ashpit furnished as aforesaid, or either of them,
as the case may require.

If such notice is not complied with, the local authority may,
at the expiration of the time specified in the notice, do the
work thereby required to be done, and may recover in a sum-
mary manner from the owner the expenses incurred by them
in so doing, or may by order declare the same to be private
improvement expenses : Provided that where a watercloset,
earthcloset, or privy has been and is used in common by the
inmates of two or more houses, or if in the opinion of the local
authority a watercloset, earthcloset, or privy may be so used,
they need not require the same to be provided for each house.

37. Any enactment in force within the district of any local
authority requiring the construction of a watercloset shall be
deemed to be satisfied by the construction, with the approval
of the local authority, of an earthcloset.

Any local authority may, as respects any house in which
any earthcloset is in use with their approval, dispense with the
supply of water required by any contract or enactment to be
furnished to any watercloset in such house, on such terms as

may be agreed on between such authority and the person pro-

viding or required to provide such supply of water.

Any local authority may themselves undertake or contract
with any person to undertake a supply of dry earth or other

deodorising substance to any house within their district for the

purpose of any earthcloset.

In this Act the term ‘ earthcloset ’ includes any place for

the reception and deodorisation of faecal matter constructed to
'

the satisfaction of the local authority. ;

38.1 Where it appears to any local authority by the report ^

of their surveyor that any house is used or intended to be used :

as a factory or building in which persons of both sexes are

employed or intended to be employed at one time in any
^

manufacture, trade, or business, the local authority may, if they

think fit, by written notice require the owner or occupier of f

such house, within the time therein specified, to construct a
j.

sufficient number of waterclosets, earthclosets, or privies and
|

ashpits for the separate use of each sex.

See Veshy of St. Luke v. Lewis, 31 L. J. M. C. 33 ; S L- T. (N. S.) 608.

It is not necessary that there should be separate accommodation for each

house. Clutton Gua 7-dians v. Pointing, 4 Q. B. D. 340.
* This section does not apply in a district where s. 22 of the Public

Health Act, 1890, is in force.
"
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Any person who neglects or refuses to comply with any

such notice shall be liable for each default to a penalty not

exceeding twenty pounds, and to a further penalty not exceed-

ing forty shillings for every day during which the default is

continued.

39. Any urban authority may, if they think fit, provide and

maintain, in proper and convenient situations, urinals, water-

closets, earthclosets, privies, and ashpits, and other similar

conveniences for public accdmmodation.'

40. Every local authority shall provide that all drains,

waterclosets, earthclosets, privies, ashpits, and cesspools within

their district be constructed and kept so as not to be a nuisance

or injurious to health.

41. On the written application of any person to a local

authority, stating that any drain, watercloset, earthcloset, privy,

ashpit, or cesspool on or belonging to any premises within their

district is a nuisance or injurious to health (but not otherwise),

the local authority may, by writing, empower their surveyor or

inspector of nuisances, after twenty-four hours’ written notice to

the occupier of such premises, or in case of emergency without

notice, to enter such premises, with or without assistance, and
cause the ground to be opened, and examine such drain, water-

closet, earthcloset, privy, ashpit, or cesspool. If the drain,

watercloset, earthcloset, privy, ashpit, or cesspool on examination

is found to be in a proper condition, he shall cause the ground

to be closed, and any damage done to be made good as soon

as can be, and the expenses of the work shall be defrayed by
the local authority. If the drain, watercloset, earthcloset, privy,

ashpit, or cesspool on examination appear to be in bad con-

dition, or to require alteration or amendment, the local autho-

rity shall forthwith cause notice to be given to the owner or

occupier of the premises requiring him forthwith, or within a
reasonable time therein specified, to do the necessary works

;

and if such notice is not complied with, the person to whom
it is given shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten shillings

for every day during which he continues to make default, and
the local authority may, if they think fit, execute such works.
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' Vernon v. St. James's Vestry, 16 Ch. D. 449; 42 L. T. (N. S.) 82.

Sellers V. Matlock Bath Local Board, 14 Q. B. D. 928 ; 52 L. T. 762, as
to nuisance; Baird v. Ttmbridge Wells, [1894] 2 Q. B. 867; 71 L. T.

; 59 J- P- 36 ; 9 R. 479, as to underground sanitary conveniences.
Where an urban sanitary authority select a site as a proper and convenient
situation for a urinal, then, in the absence of mala fides, and assuming
that no case of nuisance is made out, the onus lies on the persons objecting
to that particular site to show that it is not a proper and convenient
situation, and for this purpose evidence that there are other situations
more proper and more convenient is irrelevant. Pethick v. Mayor of
Portsmouth, 42 W. R. 246 ; 70 L. T. 304 ;

lo T. L. R. 204. Qumre
whether in such case the decision of the authority is not conclusive. Ibid. :

Mason v. Wallasey Local Board, 42 W. R. 246 n. ; 1 1 L. J. Notes of Cases,
212 ;

‘ Times,’ December 9, (1876).

002
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Powers of Local Aiithority in relatioti to Supply of Water.

51.^ Any urban authority may provide their district or any
part thereof, and any rural authority may provide their district
or any contributory place therein, or any part of any such con-
tributory place, with a supply of water proper and sufficient for
public and private purposes, and for those purposes or any of
them may

—

(1) Construct and maintain waterworks, dig wells, and do
any other necessary acts

; and
(2) Take on lease or hire any waterworks, and (with the

sanction of the Local Government Board) purchase
any waterworks, or any water or right to take or
convey w'ater, either within or without their district,

and any rights, powers, and privileges of any water
company

; and

(3 ) Contract with any person for a supply of water.
54. Where a local authority supply water within their dis-

trict, they shall have the same powers and be subject to the
same restrictions for carrying water mains within or without
their district as they have and are subject to for carrying sewers
within or without their district respectively by the law for the
time being in force."*

55. A local authority shall provide and keep in any water-

works constructed or purchased by them a supply of pure and
wholesome water •, and where a local authority lay any pipes
for the supply of any of the inhabitants of their district, the

water may be constantly laid on at such pressure as will carry

the same to the top story of the highest dwelling-house within

the district or part of the district supplied.

* See Hargreaves v. Taylor, 32 L. J. M. C. iii, as to power to de-

termine nature and extent of works; and see now s. 19 of Public Health
Act, 1890, where two houses use one drain in common.

* See ante, Chap. XXV.
,
as to supply of water.

^ See Corporation of Wolverhampton v. Bilston Commissioners, [1891]
I Ch. 315 ; 39 W. R. 394 ; 7 T. L. R. 162, and in C. A., W. N. 1891, p. 56 ;

7 T. L. R. 374 : West Surrey Water Company v. Guardiatis of Chertsey

Union, [1894] 3 Ch. 513 ; 63 L. J. Ch. 806 ; 71 L. T. 368 ; 43 W. R. 6

;

8 R. 696 : Clevela7id Water Company v. Redcar Local Board, [1895]
I Ch. 168 ; 43 W. R. 90 ; 64 L. J. Ch. 64 ; 59 J. P. 7.

'' fones V. Conway Sr'e. Water Supply Board, [1893] 2 Ch. 603

;

62 L. J. Ch. 767; 69 L. T. 265; 41 W. R. 616; 57 J.^ P. 561;

9 T. L. R. 469 : Leiuis v. Weston-super-Mare Local Board, 40 Ch. D. 55 5

58 L. J. Ch. 39 ; 59 L. T. 769 ; 37 W R. 121 ; 5 T. L. R. i : Hill v.

Wallasey Local Board, [1894] i Ch. 133 ; 63 L. J. Ch. i ; 69 L. T. 641;

42 W. R. 81 ; 7 R. 51 : ss. 16-18, atite, p. 557; 32-34, ante, p. 561.

1

t

W
\
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56 . Where a local authority supply water to any premises

they may charge in respect of such supply a water rate to be

assessed on the net annual value of the premises ascertained

in the manner by this Act prescribed with respect to general

district rates
;
moreover they may enter into agreements for

supplying water on such terms as may be agreed on between

them and the persons receiving the supply, and shall have the

same powers for recovering water rents or other payments

accruing under such agreements as they have for recovering

water rates.
^

57 . For the purpose of enabling any local authority to

supply water there shall be incorporated with this Act the

Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863, and the following provisions of

the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847 ;
(namely,)

‘ With respect ’ (where the local authority have not the con-

trol of the streets) ^ ‘ to the breaking up of streets for the

purpose of laying pipes
;

’ and
‘With respect to the communication pipes to be laid by the

undertakers
;

’ and
‘ With respect to the communication pipes to be laid by the

inhabitants
;

’ and
‘ With respect to waste or misuse of the water supplied by

the undertakers
;

’ and
‘ With respect to the provision for guarding against fouling

the water of the undertakers
;

’ and
‘ With respect to the payment and the recovery of the water

rates.’

Provided

—

That the provisions with respect to the communication pipes

to be laid by the undertakers and the inhabitants respec-

tively shall apply only in districts or parts of districts

where the local authority lay any pipes for the supply of
any of the inhabitants thereof

;
and

That any dispute authorised or directed by any of the said

incorporated provisions to be settled by an inspector or

two justices shall be settled by a court of summary juris-

diction
;
and

That section 44 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847, shall

for the purposes of this Act have effect as if the words
‘ with the consent in writing of the owner or reputed owner
of any such house, or of the agent of such owner,’ were
omitted therefrom

;
and any rent for pipes and works

paid by an occupier under that section may be deducted
by him for any rent from time to time due from him to
such owner. ^

' See s. 10 of the Public Health (Water) Act, 1878.
Hill V. Wallasey Local Board, supra.

’ The Acts incorporated are 26 & 27 Viet. c. 93, and 10 & ii Viet,
c. 17, ss. 28-34, and 44-74.
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62. Where on the report of the surveyor of a local authority
it appears to such authority that any house within their district
IS without a proper supply of water, and that such a supply of
water can be furnished thereto at a cost not exceeding the
water rate authorised by any local Act in force within the dis-
trict, or where there is not any local Act so in force at a cost
not exceeding twopence a week, or at such other cost as the
Local Government Board may, on the application of the local
authority, determine under all the circumstances of the case to
be reasonable, the local authority shall give notice in writing
to the owner, requiring him, within a time therein specified, to
obtain such supply, and to do all such works as may be neces-
sary for that purpose.^

If such notice is not complied with within the time specified,
the local authority may, if they think fit, do such works and obtain
such supply, and for that purpose may enter into any contract
with any water company supplying water within their district

;

^

and water rates may be made and levied on the premises by
the authority or company which furnishes the supply and may
be recovered as if the owner or occupier of the premises had
demanded a supply of water and were willing to pay water
rates for the same, and any expenses incurred by the local
authority in doing any such works may be recovered in a
summary manner from the owner of the premises, or may by
order of the local authority be declared to be private improve-
ment expenses.

Occupation
of Cellar

Dwellings.

Prohibition

of occupying
cellar dwell-

ings.

Occupation of Cellar Dwellings.

71. It shall not be lawful to let or occupy or suffer to be
occupied separately as a dwelling any cellar (including for the

purposes of this Act in that expression any vault or under-
ground room) built or rebuilt after the passing of this Act, or

which is not lawfully so let or occupied at the time of the pass-

ing of this Act.^

91 to 115.“

' See s. 8 of the Public Health (Water) Act, post, p. 589, as to

meaning of ‘reasonable cost.’ This s. 62 is not repealed by s. 3 of the

Public Health (Water) Act, 1878, post, p. 587, and notice can still be

given under it. Colne Valley Water Co. v. Trehaiiu, 50 L. T. 617 ;

48 J. P. 279.
The local authority can bring an action for the water rates, notwith-

standing that the works required to be done remain unexecuted. The
Southetid Waterworks Co. v. Howard, 13 Q. B. D. 215 ; 53 L. J. Q. B. 354

;

32 W. R. 923 ; 48 J. P. 469.
^ S. 72 relates to existing cellar dwellings ; s. 73 to the penalty ; s. 74

defines ‘ occupying as a dwelling
;

’ s. 75 gives powers to close cellars in

case of two convictions.

For the provisions as to cellars &c. within the metropolis, see ss. 96
to 98 of the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, ante, p. 544.

Ss. 91 to III make provisions as to nuisances in general ; andss. 112

to 115, as to offensive trades.

A man stopping up a drain, made in his land without his consent, so
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As to Highways.^

Part IV.
Highways
and Streets,

144 . Every urban authority shall within their district ex- Powers of

clusively of any other person execute the office of and be sur- of^

veyor of highways, and have, exercise, and be subject to all the
vestries

powers, authorities, duties, and liabilities of surveyors of high- 5^5
ways under the law for the time being in force, save so far as will. IV. c.

such powers, authorities, or duties are or may be inconsistent 50, vested m
with the provisions of this Act; every urban authority shall also

have, exercise, and be subject to all the powers, authorities,

duties, and liabilities which by the Highway Act, 1835, or any

Act amending the same, are vested in and given to the inhabi-

tants in vestry assembled of any parish within their district.
^

All ministerial acts required by any Act of Parliament to

be done by or to the surveyor of highways may be done by or

to the surveyor of the urban authority, or by or to such other

person as they may appoint.^

as to create a nuisance, is a person by whose act the nuisance arose.

Riddell Spear, 40 L. T. (N. R) 130. See also, as to what are nuisances

caused by the act or default of the owner, Draper v. Sperring, 10 C. B.

(N. S.) 113 ; 30 L. J. M. C. 225 ; Brown v. Bussell, L. R. 3 Q. B. 251.

' See Local Government Act, 1894, s. 25.

“ By this section the urban authority is placed in the position of sur-

veyor of highways, and also in the position of the parish itself, under the

provisions of 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 50. The surveyor appointed by the

urban authority is in the same position as the district surveyor of a high-

way board, by 25 & 26 Viet. c. 61, s. 16. But there is nothing in this

Act to make the urban authority liable to indictment for non-repair of a

highway in the same sense as that in which the parish or other person

liable ratione tenura was liable. Reg. v. Poole {Mayor of), 19 Q. B. D. 602

;

56 L. J. M. C. 131 ; 57 L. T. 485. But see the Highway Act, 1878,

s. 10, under which an indictment will lie. Reg. v. Wakefield {Mayor of),

20 Q. B. D. 810 ; 57 L. J. M. C. 52 ; 36 W. R. 91 1 ; 52 J. P. 422.

Whether the urban authority become surveyors of highways under this

section or under a local Act, the result is the same ; the period of limitation

in an action against the urban authority will be three months under s. 109
of the Highway Act, S & 6 Will. IV. c. 50, not six months under Public
Authorities Protection Act, 1893. Graham v. Newcastle-upo7i-Tyne
{Mayor of), [1893] i Q. B. 643; 62 L. J. Q. B. 315 ; 69 L. T. 6;
41 W. R. 424; 57 J. P. 596; 9 T. L.' R 343. See s. 96 of the
Metropolis Management Act, 1855.

As to the liability of a local board for damage to houses caused by
their raising a road which had sunk, and which was vested in them as
surveyors of highways, Burgess v. Northwich Local Board, 6 Q. B. D. 264

;

50 L. J. Q. B. 219 ; 44 L. T. 154 ; 29 W. R. 931 ; 45 J. P. 256.
As to the consent of the inhabitants to a rate above the maximum, as

provided by 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 5°> s. 29, Dyson v. Greetlatid Board,
13 Q. B. D. 946 ; 53 L. J. M. C. 106 ; 48 L. T. 636 ; 48 J. P. 596.

^ This provision does not empower a local board to pay the charges of
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149. All streets, being or which at any time become high-ways repairable by the inhabitants at la/ge within any urban
district and the pavements, stones, and other materials thereofand all buildings, implements, and other things provided forthe purposes thereof, shall vest in and be under the control ofthe urban authority.^

The urban authority shall from time to time cause all such
streets to be levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled,
altered, and repaired, as occasion may require : ^ they may
from time to time cause the soil of any street to be raised
owered, or altered as they may think fit, and may place and
keep in repair fences and posts for the safety of foot pas-
sengers.'* ^

Any person who without the consent of the urban authority
wilfully displaces or takes up or who injures the pavement,
a Eolicitor employed by an urban authority to conduct proceedings at the
instance of an individual for stopping up or diverting a highway under
ss. ^ and 85 of the Highway Act, 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 50 United Land Co.
V. Tottenham Local Board, 13 Q. B. D. 640: ^ L. T M C
SI L. T. 364; 32 W. R. 798 ; 48 J. P. 726.

^ ^ ’

‘ As to roads &c., see ante. Chap. XXI.
" It was held that s. 68 of the Public Health Act, 1848, only gave a

discretionary power to the urban authority to place and keep in repair
fences &c., but did not impose on them any absolute duty to do so
Wilson V. Mayor of Halifax, L. R. 3 Ex. 114 ; 37 L. J. Ex. 44. Se^
Borough of Bathurst v. Macfherson, 4 Ap. Ca. 256 : and see Burgess v.
fvorthiuich Local Board, in notes to s. 144.

See as to the highways repairable by the inhabitants at large, Coverdale
V. Charlton, 4 Q. B. D. 104 ; 48 L. J. Q. B. 128 : and see Bagshaw v.
Buxton Local Board, i Ch. D. 220 ; 45 L. J. Ch. 260 : Taylor v Cor-

4 Ch. D. 395 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 105 ; Bairdw. Tunbridge
Wells {Mayor of), [1894] 2 Q. B. 867 ; 71 L. T. 21 1 j 59 J. P. 36;
9 R. 479. As to property reverting to the owner of the soil, Rolls v.
Georges, Southivark, L. R. 14 Ch. D. 785. See Burgess v. Nortlvivich
Local Board, L. R. 6 Q. B. D. 264 ; 50 L. J. Q. B. 219 ; 44 L. T. 154

;

29 W. R. 931. See s. 27 of the Highway Act, 1878, 41 & 42 Viet. c. 77.’As to land adjoining the road, e.g. open space in front of an inn
which has remained undistinguished from the road for a long period of time,
see Sellors v. Matlock Bath {Local Board), 14 Q. B. D. 928 ; 52 L. T.’
762.

\
A highway authority, which was also the water authority, is not liable

for injuries occasioned by the natural wearing away of the road causing the
cover of a water valve to project above the road. Steele v. Hartford,
60 L. J. Q. B. 256: Thompson v. Mayor of Brighton, and Oliver v.
Horsham Local Board, 42 W. R. 161 ; [1894] i Q. B. 332 ; 63 L. J.
Q. B. 181 ; 70 L. T. 206; 58 J. P. 297 ; 9 R. m : Cosvley v. Heiv-
market Local Board, [1892] A. C. 345 ; 67 L. T. 486 ; 56 J. P. 805 ;

8 ”1. L. R. 788. Nor where a water company own a fire plug and an
accident occurs from the same cause is the company liable, Moore v.

Lambeth Watenvorks Co., 17 Q. B. D. 462; 34 W. R. 559; 55 L. J.
Q. B. 304; ss L. T. 309; 50 J- A 756- But where the apparatus is out
of repair the company is liable. Chapman v. Fylde Wateiiuorks Co.,

[1894] 2 Q. B. 599; 64 L. J. Q. B. IS; 71 L. T. S39; 43 W. R. i ;
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stones, materials, fences, or posts of, or the trees in, any such

street, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds,

and to a further penalty not exceeding five shillings for every

square foot of pavement, stones, or other materials so displaced,

taken up, or injured ;
he shall also be liable in the case of any

injury to trees to pay to the local authority such amount 01

compensation as the Court may award.
• / .

150.1 Where any street ^ within any urban district (not

being a highway ^ repairable by the inhabitants at large) or the

carriageway, footway, or any other part of such street is not

sewered, levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled, and made

good or is not lighted to the satisfaction of the urban authority,

such authority may, by notice addressed to the
^

respective

owners or occupiers of the premises fronting, adjoining, or

abutting on such parts thereof as may require to be sewered.

' Ss. 150, 151, and 152 of this Act do not apply to any district in which

the Private Street Works Act, 1892, is in force; see s. 25 of that Act,

post, p. 604.

See s. II of the Public Health Act, i^go, post, p. S93 >
as to when a

street is deemed to be paved.
- An urban authority is not empowered by this section to make new

streets and charge the owners of adjoining lands with the expenses.

Kingsto7i-upon-Hull v. Jo7tes, i H. & N. 4^9 5 !• 33 - Ike

owners of property adjoining land which comes within the definition of

the word ‘ street ’ may be required to pave and do other works, although the

ground is private property and has never been dedicated to the public.

Si. Mary, Isli7igto7i
(
Vestry), v. Bar7'ett, L. R. 9 Q. B. 278 ; 43 L. J. M. C.

85 (decided under Metropolitan Management Act, 185S) s. 105, a7ite,

p. 501) ; Midla7id Railway v. Watt07i, 17 Q. B. D. 30 ; 55 L. J. M. C. 99;

54 L. T. 482 ; 34 W. R. 524 ; 50 J. P. 405. As to what is a street : A
road which was not a highway before the Highway Act, 1835, but which

has since become a highway, but not repairable by the inhabitants at large,

none of the formalities of the Act of 1835 having been complied with, is a

street. Fe7vwickv. Croydo7t Rto'al Sa7iita 7y Authority, 216;

60 L. J. M. C. 161 ; 65 L. T. 64s; 40 W. R. 124; 55 J. P. 470;

7 T. L. R. 594. See Seabrook v. Grays TIimTOck Local Board,

8 T. L. R. 19 : Reg. v. Bu7
-
7uip, 50 J. P. 598. As to a private alley

or court, Jowett v. Idle Local Board, 57 L. T. 928; 36 W. R. 53° >

W. N. 1888, p. 87.

Where strips of land are added alongside an old footpath repairable by
the inhabitants at large, the frontagers are chargeable with the expense of

paving &c. the whole street, not merely the added strips. Eva7is v. New-
port U7-ba7i Sa 7iitary Authority, 24 Q. B. D. 264 ; 59 L. J. M. C. 8 ;

61 L. T. 684; 38 W. R. 400; 54 J. P. 374: Richards v. ILessick,

57 L. J. M. C. 48 ; 59 L. T. 318 ; 52 J. P. 756 ; W. N. 1888 92, where
the added strips alone were charged for : Wilso7i v. St. Giles, Ca 77ibe7"well,

[1892] I Q. B. I
;
61 L. J. M. C. 3; 65 L. T. 790; 40 W. R. 41;

56 J. P. 167; 8 T. L. R. 20: Derby {Mayor of)y. Grudgi7igs, [1894]
I Q. B. 496 ; 63 L. J. M. C. 170 ; 43 W. R. 74 ; 10 R. 565.

“ See FeTiwick v. Croydo7i Rtiral Sa 7iita 7y Atdhority, supra : Seab7-ook

V. G7'ays Thurrock Local Boa7'd, sup 7'a: Eva 7is v. Nezvport Urba 7i Sa7iita 7y
Autho 7-ity, supra. As to what is not a highway, see Llli7igivo7-th v.

Montgo/nery, 2 L. T. 726 : Walli7igt07t v. White, 7 Jur. (N. S.) 1013 ;

10 C. B. (N. S.) 128 : Willes v. Wallmgt07t, 32 L. J. C. P. 86 ; 13 C. B.
(N. S.) 865.

As to when premises adjoin or abut on &c., Newp07-t Ui'ba 7i Sa7iita7y
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levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, or channelled, or to be
lighted, require them to sewer, level, pave, metal, flag, channel
or make good, or to provide proper means for lighting the
same within a time to be specified in such notice.*

Before giving such notice the urban authority shall cause
plans and sections of any structural works intended to be exe-
cuted under this section, and an estimate of the probable cost
thereof, to be made under the direction of their surveyor, such
plans and sections to be on a scale of not less than one inch
for eighty-eight feet for a horizontal plan, and on a scale of
not less than one inch for ten feet for a vertical section, and, in
the case of a sewer, showing the depth of such sewer below the
surface of the ground

;
such plans, sections, and estimate shall

be deposited in the office of the urban authority, and shall be
Authority v. Graham, 9 Q. B. D. 183 ; 47 L. T. 98; 31 W. R. 121 ;

47 J- P- 133 : Lightbound v. Bebington Local Board, 16 Q. B. D. 1:77 •

55 L. J. M. C. 94; 53 L. T. 812; 34 W. R. 219; 50 J. P. 500.
‘ As to general object of this section, see Kingston-upon-HiM Local

Board v. Jones, supra. The power as to sewers conferred by the section
can only be exercised once for all when the street is first sewered &c.

'

Bonella v. Twickenham Local Board, 20 Q. B. D. 63 ; 57 L. J. M. C. i ;

58 L. T. 299 ; 36 W. R. 50 ; 52 J. P. 356 : Hornsep Local Board v. Davis,
[1893] I Q. B. 756 ; 62 L. J. Q. B. 427 ; 68 L. T. 503 ; 57 J. P. 612 :

Handsworth Local Board v. Taylor, 69 L. T. 798 ; but this is not so with
regard to paving and channeling, Barry and Cadoxton LocalBoard v. Pain,
[1895] 2 Q. B. no; 43 W. R. 504.

Owners cannot be required to raise the street to the level of other
streets, Cary v. Hull Local Board, 34 L. J. M. C. 7.

A notice with footnote that particulars of the works could be obtained
at the ofiice was held good, Bayley v. Wilkinson, 33 L. J. M. C. 161 ;

10 L. T. (N. S.) 543. A notice in part ultra vires can be enforced as to
the part which is valid. Hall v. Potter, 21 L. T. {N. S.) 454; 39 L. J.
M. C. I. But the expenses cannot be recovered without proof of the
preliminary notice, Jam'ow Local Board v. Kennedy, L. R. 6 Q. B. 128 :

Famworth Local Board v. Compton, 34 W. R. 334 ; and it is bad if it do
not sufficiently specify the works, Blackbuni {Mayor of) v. Parkinson,

33 L- T. 119 ; 28 L. J. M. C. 7 - As to an urban authority being estopped
by the terms of notice, see Gotdd v. Bacup Local Board, 50 L. J. M. C. 44 ;

44 L. T. (N. S.) 103 ; 29 W. R. 471.
Authority gave notice requiring paving with concrete, then did the

work themselves without concrete ; held they could nevertheless recover.

Acton Local Board v. Lewsey, ii A. C. 93 ; 55 L. J. Q. B. 404;
54 L. T. 657 ; 34 W. R. 745 ; 50 J. P. 708 : Kershaw v. Sheffield Cor-

poration, 51 /• P- 59- to the effect of including certain works wliich.

cannot legally be included in notice, see Afanchester {A/ayor of) v.

Hampson, 35 W. R. 334, 591.

As to the finding of fact by the justices that a road is a street within

this section, see Maude v. Baildon Local Board, 10 Q. B. D. 394

;

48 L. T. 874 ; 47 J. P. 644 ;
questioned in Corporation of Portsmouth v.

Smith, 13 Q. B. D. 184 ; 53 L. J. Q. B. 92 ; 50 L. T. 308 ; 48 J. P. 404.

And see A’eg. v. Sheil, 50 L. T. 590 ; and compare James v. / Vyvill

(or Wyrill), 51 L. T. 237; 48 J. P. 725.

A notice to pave and a notice of apportionment are not, but a demand
of payment is, a ‘ decision ’ within the terms of s. 268, from which an .

appeal will lie by memorial to the Local Government Board. Reg. v.

Local Government Board, 10 Q. B. D. 309; 52 L. J. M. C. 4; 48 L. T.

173 ; 31 W. R. 72 ; 47 J. P. 228.
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open at all reasonable hours for the inspection of all persons

interested therein during the time specified in such notice

and a reference to such plans and sections in such notice shall

be sufficient without requiring any copy of such plans and sec-

tions to be annexed to such notice. ... , u
If such notice is not complied with, the urban authority

may if they think fit, execute the works mentioned or referred

to therein,* and may recover in a summary manner the ex-

penses incurred by them in so doing from the owners in

default, according to the frontage of their respective premises,

and in such proportion as is settled** by the surveyor of tho

urban authority, or (in case of dispute) by arbdration in

manner provided by this Act
j
or the urban authority may by

order declare the expenses so incurred to be private improve-

ment expenses."*

1 jf notice is not complied with, it is not necessary for the urban

authority to issue a fresh notice, specifying the particular works required,

before it proceeds to do the works. Simcox v. Uandszvorth Local board,

8 Q. B. D. 39 ;
51 L. J. Q. B. 168 ; 30 W. R. 273 ; 46 J- P- 260.

^ Although the summary remedy may be lost by negligence, the charge

imposed by s. 257 still continues. Sunderland Corporation v. Alcock,

SI L. J. Ch. 546; 46 L. T. 377 ; 30 W. R._6SS. In proceedings before

the justices the owner may dispute his liability by showing that the road

is not a ‘street’ or that it is a ‘highway.’ Eccles v. Wirrell Rural

Sanitary Authority, 17 Q- P- D- > 55 L- J- » 34 W. R.

412 ; 50 J. P. 596 ;
and see under the Metropolis Management Acts,

Reg. V. Marshain, [1892] i Q. B. 371 ;
61 L. J. M. C. 52 ; 65 L. T. 77^;

40 W. R. 84 ; 56 J. P. 164 ;
8 T. L. R. 3.

“ Where a local Act provided that the apportionment of expenses was

to be ascertained and settled by the corporation, it was held that the

correction of it by the surveyor of the corporation after it had been ap-

proved by the corporation did not invalidate it. Mayor of St. Helens v.

47 J. P. 471-
. , ,

Any dispute arising on the apportionment, whether as to amount or

otherwise, must be dealt with by arbitration in manner provided by the

Act (ss. 179-181), and the urban authority cannot proceed to recover

the amount apportioned from any owner who has given notice that he

disputes the apportionment. Sandgate {District Local Board ofHealth) v.

Keene, [1892] i Q. B. 831 ; 61 L. J. Q. B. 775 ; 66 L. T. 741 ; 56 J. P.

484 ; 8 T. L. R. 432. But a dispute as to the prime cost is not a dispute

as to the apportionment. Folkestone {Mayor of) v. Brooks, [1893] 3 Ch. 22 ;

62 L. J. Ch. 863 ; 69 L. T. 403 ; 9 T. L. R. 504.

As to including in the apportionment an estimated sum in respect of

legal and other expenses, see WalthamstoTV Local Boards. Staines, [1891]
2 Ch. 606 ; 60 L. J. Ch. 738 ; 65 L. T. 430 ; 7 T. L. R. 446. Where
works are done by the board with borrowed money and the instalments

on the frontagers charge a higher rate of interest than the board pay, the

apportionment is good. North British Railway Co. v. Holme Ctcltrat?i

Local Board, 54 J. P. 86.
‘ The apportionment should be according to the frontage of the

premises of each owner, irrespective of the width of the street, and
whether their premises have access to it or not. Reg. v. Newport Local
Board, 3 B. & S. 341 ; 32 L. J. M. C. 97. But a claim from the owners
of property on one side which required the work has been held to be a
good apportionment. Wakefield Urban Authority v. Mander, 5 C. P. D.
248 ; 28 W. R. 922 : but compare Whitchurch v. Fulham Board, i Q. B.
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same proceedings may be taken, and the same powersmay be exercised, m respect of any street or road of which apart IS or may be a public footpath, or repairable by the inhabi-
tants at large, as fully as if the whole of such street or road wasa I^ighway not repairable by the inhabitants at large.*

lol. The incumbent or minister of any church, chapel orplace appropriated to public religious worship, which is now bylaw exempt from rates for the relief of the poor, shall not be
liable to any expenses under the last preceding section, as theowner or occupier of such church, chapel, or place, or of any
churchyard or burial ground attached thereto, nor shall any
such expenses be deemed to be a charge on such church
cnapel, or other place, or on such churchyard or burial ground'
or to subject the same to distress, execution, or other legal
process

;
and the urban authority may, if they think fit, under-

take any works from the expenses of which any such in-
cumbent or minister is hereby exempted.®

Union, i Q. B. D. 68o, decided
Management Acts and directly to the contrary, atite,

The owner of the property at the time the work is done, not when the
notice IS given, is the person liable. Hinton v. Swindon Board, 40 L. T.
(JN. o.

) 424 ; and see aw/e. Chap. XXVI. These expenses may by s. 2^7
te charged upon the premises by annual instalments for not more than
th^ty years, post, p. 585. See Tottenham Local Board v. Rowell,
I Ex. D. 514 ; ibid. IS Ch. D. 378 ; so L. J. Ch. 99.

If the urban authority proceed to recover summarily, see s. 2S i : if by
arbitration, see ss. 179-181. As to an award not being binding on any
frontager not a party to the arbitration and who has not had notice of it,
see Twibndge Wells Local Boards. Ackroyd, s Ex. D. 190 • 40 L T Ex
403 ; 28 W. R. 4SO.

j • j-

As to estoppel by decision of justices, see Reg. v. Hutchins, 6 O. B. D.
300.

^
See Bom-nemouth Commissioners v. Watts, 14 Q. B. D. 87 ; S4 L. J.

Q- 93 ; 33 W- R- 280
; Si L. T. 823 j 49 J. P. 102, as to the liability

for proportion of expenses of sewering and paving, although the contract
for the work was not under seal.

Where part only of the work was executed on a street, the urban
authority was held to have authority to fix the sum to be apportioned,
and the magistrate to have jurisdiction to entertain the complaint and to
make the order for payment. It was also held that if the frontager was
^ggiifived, his only remedy was to appeal to the Local Government Board
under s. 268 of this Act. Wake v. Mayor of Sheffield, 12 Q. B. D. 142 ;

S 3 L. J. M. C. I
; so L. T. 76 ; 32 W. R. 82 ; 48 J. P. 197 : Derby

{Mayor of) v. Grudgings, [1894] 2 Q. B. 496; 63 L. J. M. C. 170;
43 W. R. 74 ; 10 R. s6s.

‘ The mere setting out of an intended road is not such an irrevocable act
as that the person who did it, and allowed the public to traverse and use
the road, is to be held to have dedicated the same to the public. Hally. Cor-
poration ffi Bootle, 44 L. T. 873 ; 29 W. R. 862. See note 2, atUe, p. 369-

- This section does not apply to districts where the Private Street
Works Act, 1892, is in force ; see s. 23 of that Act.

“ But trustees of buildings used partly as a chapel and partly for secular

purposes are ‘ owners.’ Homtsey Local Board v. Breivis, 64 L. T. 288 ;

60 L. J. M. C. 48 ; SS J. P. 389 ; W. N. 1890, p. 189 ; 7 T. L. R. 27.
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152.' When any street within any urban district not being

a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large has been

sewered, levelled, paved, flawed, metalled, channelled, and

made good, and provided with proper means of lighting to

the satisfaction of the urban authority, such authority may,

if they think fit, by notice in writing put up in any part of the

street, declare the same to be a highway, and thereupon the

same shall become a highway repairable by the inhabitants at

large ;
and every such notice shall be entered among the pro-

ceedings of the urban authority.
_

Provided that no such street shall become a highway so

repairable, if within one month after such notice has been put

up the proprietor or the majority in number of proprietors of

such street, by notice in writing to the urban authority, object

thereto, and in ascertaining such majority joint proprietors

shall be reckoned as one proprietor. ®

154. Any urban authority may purchase any premises for

the purpose of widening, opening, enlarging, or otherwise im-

proving any street, or (with the sanction of the Local Govern-

ment Board) for the purpose of making any new street."

155. When any house or building situated in any street in

an urban district, or the front thereof, has been taken down,"*
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* This section is repealed as to districts where Part III. of the Public

Health Act, 1890, is adopted by the local authority, and s. 41 of that Act

is substituted therefor. And this section does not apply to districts where

the Private Street Works Act, 1892, is in force ; see s. 25 of that Act.

- See note 2, ante, p. 567, as to the adoption of roads under the pro-

visions of the Highway Act, 1835. But under this section a highway

dedicated to the public must, in order to vest in an urban authority, be

used and adopted by the public. Mackett v. Heme Bay &fc., 35 L. T.

(N. S.) 202.

See s. 146 as to the powers to agree as to making of new public

roads; and Reg. v. Dukinfield Local Board, 4 B. & S. 158; 32 L. J.

M. C. 230, as to owner not making new road to the satisfaction of urban
authority

;
and Willes v. Wallington, 32 L. J. C.P. 86 ; 13 C. B. (N. S.)

865, as to requiring the owners of property adjoining street to do the work
under s. 150.

Ss. 150 and 152 are not correlative. Ati.-Gen. y.\Bidder, 47 J. P. 263.

As to the works necessary precedent to declaration as a highway,
Alt. -Gen. v. Bidder, supra.

Curbing a road does not answer the requirements of this section that

the road be flagged. And as to wooden pavement, Att.-Gen. v. Bidder,
stipra.

Local authorities cannot choose which of the works mentioned in s. 152
they will have done. Their discretion is limited to their being satisfied

with the efficiency of each description of work when done. AU.-Ge?t. v.

Bidder, supra.
^ No express power is given by the Act to the urban authority to make

new streets, but this provision clearly implies the possession of that power.
See Fitzgerald’s Public Health Act, 1875.

' If a substantial portion be left untouched, the house has not ‘ been
taken down.’ Att.-Gen. v. Hatch, [1893] 3 Ch. 36; 69 L. T. 469;
62 L. J. Ch. 857 ; 57 J. P. 825 ; 9 T. L. R. 513. See Newhaven Local
Board v. Newhaven School Board, 30 Ch. D. 350 ; 53 L. T. 571 ; 34 W. R.
172 : Sutton Local Board v. Hoare, 10 T. L. R. 586.
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in order to be rebuilt or altered, the urban authority may pre-
scribe the line in which any house or building, or the front
thereof, to be built or rebuilt in the same situation shall be
erected, and such house or building, or the front thereof, shall
be erected in accordance therewith.'

The urban authority shall pay or tender compensation to
the owner or other person immediately interested in such
house or building for any loss or damage he may sustain in
consequence of his house or building being set back or forward,
the amount of such compensation, in case of dispute, to be
settled by arbitration in manner provided by this Act.^

157. Every urban authority may make byelaws with respect
to the following matters •, (that is to say,) ^

(i) With respect to the level, width, -* and construction of new
streets,® and the provisions for the sewerage thereof

:

' See the London Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 406.
^ See Masters v. Fontypool Board, 9 Ch. D. 677 ; 47 L. J. Ch. 797,

following Slee v. Mayor (3=0. ofBradford, 8 L. T. (N. S.) 491 ; 4 Giff. 262’

as to local authority having no power to interfere after plan approved.
The insertion of the words ‘ or the front thereof ’ will apply to the case

where one half of the house was taken down and rebuilt first, and then the
other half.

It has been held that a court of equity has no jurisdiction to restrain
proceedings to recover a penalty for building beyond the frontage line.

Kerr v. Corporation of Preston, 6 Ch. D. 463.
See Public Health (Buildings in Streets) Act, \%%%, post, p. 590.
“ This section is extended by s. 23 of the Public Health Act, 1890.
A byelaw made by an urban authority under this section provided

that every new street should be laid out and formed of such width and at

such level as the urban authority should in each case determine. It was
held by the House of Lords that ‘ width ’ in this section, and in the byelaw,
means width of roadway, and not width between houses on each side of
the street, and that the urban authority could not under that byelaw dis-

approve of and pull down houses in the course of erection in a new street

on the ground that the building line was too near the roadway. Robinson
v. Local Board of Bartoii Eccles, 8 Ap. Ca. 798 ; 53 L. J. Ch. 226 ; 50 L. T.

57 ; 32 W. R. 249 ; 48 J. P. 276. A byelaw that every person who shall

construct a new street shall provide at one end at least an entrance of

the width of such street is intra vires and valid. Hendon Local Board v.

Pounce, 42 Ch. D. 602 ; 61 L. T. 465 ; 38 W. R. 377. A byelaw that every

street shall be thirty feet wide is valid. Roberts v. Richards, 54 J. P. 693.

As to the meaning in a byelaw under this subsection of the words
‘person who lays out a street,’ see Sunderland Corporation v. Brosun,

48 L. T. 478. St. George's Local Board v. Ballard, [1895] i Q. B. 702 ;

43 W. R. 409.
‘ Construction ’ of a new street includes building of houses abutting

on it. Hendon Local Board v. Pounce, 42 Ch. D. 602 ;
61 L. T. 465

;

38 W. R. 377 ; but see Gozzett v. Maldon Urban Sanitaiy Authority, [1894]

i Q. B. 327 ; 70 L. T. 414 ; 58 J. P. 229.

These words ‘ new streets ’ are not confined to streets constnicted for

the first time, but apply also to an old highway, formerly a country lane,

which has long been a ‘ street ’ within the interpretation clause (s. 4) of the

Act, and which by the building of houses on each side of it has recently

become a street in the popular sense of the term. Robinson v. Local

Board of Barton Eccles, 8 Ap. Ca. 79^ ; 53 L. J- Ch. 226
; 50 L. T. 57 ?

32 W. R. 249 ; 48 J. P. 276 ;
and see IVilliams v. Pcnuning, 48 L. T.

672 ; 47 J. P. 486. St. George's Local Board v. Ballard, supra.
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(2) With respect to the structure of walls, foundations, roofs,

and chimneys of new buildings, for securing stability

and the prevention of fires, and for purposes of health :
^

(3) With respect to the sutficiency of the space about build-

ings to secure a free circulation of air, and with respect

to the ventilation of buildings :

^

(4) With respect to the drainage of buildings, to waterclosets,

earthclosets, privies, ashpits, and cesspools in connection

with buildings, and to the closing of buildings or parts

of buildings unfit for human habitation, and to prohibi-

tion of their use to such habitation.^

And they may further provide for the observance of such bye-

laws by enacting therein such provisions as they think necessary

as to the giving of notices,'* as to the deposit of plans and sec-

tions by persons intending to lay out streets or to construct

buildings,® as to inspection by the urban authority, and as to

the power of such authority (subject to the provisions of this

The section does not empower the making of a byelaw that ‘ no person

shall commence the erection of a building in a new street unless and until

the kerb of each footpath therein shall have been put in at such level as

maybe fixed or approved by the urban sanitary authority.’ Rudland v.

Mayor ts^c. of Stmderland, 33 W. R. 164.

* As to the powers of the urban authorities, see Baker v. Mayor <Sr=f.

of Portsmouth, 3 Ex. D. 157 ; 47 L. J. Ex. 223 : Hendon Local Board v.

Pozmce, supra. But it has been held that a person who, under a contract

with a building owner, built alone a line of street laid out by such owner,

is not ‘ a person who lays out a new street ’ within a byelaw ;
see Mayor

tsfc. of Simderlaftd v. Brown, 43 L. T. (N. S.) 478. As to application of

byelaws to ‘ passages ’ leading to backs of houses, see Reg. v. Goole Local

Board, [1891] 2 Q. B. 212 ; 60 L. J. Q. B. 617 ; 64 L. T. 595 ; 39 W. R.

608; 55 J. P. 535.
See Fielding v. Rhyl Lmprovement Commissioners, 3 C. P. D. 272,

as to the description of buildings within this section.

As to an urban authority having no power to make byelaws with respect

to old buildings, see Tucker v. Rees, 7 Jur. (N. S.) 629 : Burgess v. Pea-
cock, 16 C. B. (N. S.) 624; 10 L. T. (N. S.) 617.

As to a byelaw enabling the authority to retain plans deposited, see

Gooding V. Ealing Local Board, i Cababe & Ellis, 359. A byelaw that no
new house shall be occupied till certified to be fit for human habitation is

reasonable and valid. Horsell v. Swindon, 58 L. T. 732 ; 52 J. P. 597 ;

W. N. 1888, p. 97.
’ See Tucker v. Rees, supra : and Anderton v. Birkenhead Commis-

sioners, 32 L. J. M. C. 137.
A highway cannot be counted as part of the open space required by a

byelaw. Jones v. Parry, 57 L. T. 492 ; 52 J. P. 69.

The local authority may pull down a building contravening a byelaw as
to open spaces, and is not liable for damage caused thereby. Jagger v.

Doncaster Rural Sanitary Authority, 54 J. P. 438.
A byelaw required a minimum open space to be left, and that any open

space left in rear of a building should not subsequently be built on without
sanction of authority

;
the latter half is invalid. Quinby v. Liverpool {Cor-

poration),
J. P. 213.

' Waite V. Garston Local Board, L. R. 3 Q. B. 5 ; 37 L. J. M. C. 19.
® As to notice given and intention afterwards abandoned, see Sunder-

land V. Skinner, 53 J. P. 660.
As to who falls within the meaning of the words ‘ person erecting the
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Act) to remove, alter, or pull down any work begun or done in
contravention of such byelaws : Provided that no byelaw made
under this section shall affect any building erected in any place
(which at the time of the passing of this Act is included in an
urban sanitary district) before the Local Government Acts came
into force in such place, or any building erected in any place
(which at the time of the passing of this Act is not included in
an urban sanitary district) before such place becomes consti-
tuted or included in an urban district, or by virtue of any order
of the Local Government Board subject to this enactment.*

The provisions of this section and of the two last preceding
sections shall not apply to buildings belonging to any railway
company and used for the purposes of such railway under any
Act of Parliament.**

As to com-
mencement of

works and
removal of
works made
contrary to

byelaws.

ISS.** Where a notice, plan, or description of any work is

required by any byelaw made by an urban authority to be laid

before that authority, the urban authority shall, within one month
after the same has been delivered or sent to their surveyor or
clerk, signify in writing their approval or disapproval of the
intended work to the person proposing to execute the same

; and
if the work is commenced after such notice of disapproval or

before the expiration of such month without such approval, and
is in any respect not in conformity with any byelaw of the urban
authority, the urban authority may cause so much of the work
as has been executed to be pulled down or removed.'*

Where an urban authority incur expenses in or about the

buildings ’ in a byelaw made under this section, see Brown v. Edmonton
Local Board, 45 J. P. 553.

The magistrate is the exclusive judge as to whether a house is a ‘ new
building ’ within the meaning of a byelaw. Ja7?ies v. Wyvill (or Wynll),

51 L. T. 237; 48 J. P. 725. See same case as to double penalties. A
conservatory is not ‘ a building.’ Hibbert v. Acton Local Boa?-d, 5 T. L. R.

274-
‘ Before a building is pulled down an opportunity of being heard must

be given to the party offending. Cooper v. Watidsworth Board, 8 L. T.

(N. S.) 278; 14 C. B. (N. S.) 180.

- See North Kent Bailway Co. v. Badger, 8 E. & B. 728 ; 27 L. J. M. C.

106 : M. S. and L. Railway v. Barnsley Union, 67 L. T. 119 ; 56 J. P.

679 : and cases under s. 201 of the Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 473.
^ See Newhaven Local Board v. Newhaven School Board, 30 Ch. D.

350; 53 L. T. 571; 34 W. R. 172. This section is extended to the

additional matters mentioned in s. 23 of the Public Health Act, 1890, by

that section.
* See Bauman v. St. Pancras Vestry, supra, as to a builder obtaining

approval for one building and erecting another ;
see Masters v. Potttypool

Board, 9 Ch. D. 677 ; 47 L. J. Ch. 797 : Hopkins v. Smethwick Local

Board, 24 Q. B. D. 712 ; 59 L. J. Q. B. 250 ;
62 L. T. 783 ; 38 W. R.

499 ; 54 J- P- 693 ; 6 T. L. R. 286 ; James v. Masters, [1893] i Q- P- 355 r

67 L. T. 855; 41 W. R. 174; 57 J. P. 167, as to notice previous to

pulling down building. As to refusing sanction on the ground that the

building would depreciate the character of the neighbourhood, see Beg. v.

Neivcastle-on-Tyue, 60 L. T. 963 ; 53 J. P. 7^8 ; 5 T. L. R. 467. See

also Hattersley v. Buit, 4 H. & C. 523, as to the requirement of a month s

notice before building being unreasonable.
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removal of any work executed contrary to any byelaw, such

authority may recover in a summary manner the amount of

such expenses either from the person executing the works

removed or from the person causing the works to be exe-

cuted, at their discretion.^

Where an urban authority may under this section pull

down or remove any work begun or executed in contraven-

tion of any byelaw, or where the beginning or the execution

of the work is an offence in respect whereof the offender is

liable in respect of any byelaw to a penalty, the existence of

the work during its continuance in such a form and state as

to be in contravention of the byelaw shall be deemed to be a

continuing offence, but a penalty shall not be incurred in

respect thereof after the expiration of one year from the day

when the offence was committed or the byelaw was broken.^

159 . For the purposes of this Act the re-erecting of any

building pulled down to or below the ground floor, or of

any frame building of which only the framework is left down
to the ground floor, or the conversion into a dwelling-house

of any building not originally constructed for human habita-

tion, or the conversion into more than one dwelling-house of

a building originally constructed as one dwelling-house only,

shall be considered the erection of a new building.^

160 . The provisions of the Towns Improvement Clauses
Act, 1847, respect to the following matters ; that is

to say,

(1) With respect to naming the streets and numbering the
houses

;
and

(2) With respect to improving the line of the streets and
removing obstructions

;
and

(3) With respect to ruinous or dangerous buildings
;
and

(4) With respect to precautions during the construction and
repair of the sewers, streets, and houses,

shall, for the purpose of regulating such matters in urban dis-
tricts, be incorporated with this Act.

Notices for alterations under the sixty-ninth, seventieth, and
seventy-first sections, directions under the seventy-third section,

' See s. 33 of tho Public Health Act, 1890, restricting the user of
buildings, described in deposited plans otherwise than as dwelling-houses,
for the purposes of habitation.

See Marshall v. Smith, L. R. 8 C. P. 416, decided under the Public
Health Act, 1848, followed in Reay v. Mayor of Gateshead, m L. T. 92 :

34 W. R. 682
; 50 J. P. 80s, 821.

’ As to rebuilding a stable, see Hobbs v. Dance, L. R. 9 C. P. 30,
under the Local Government Act, 1858 : see Fielding v. Rhyl Commis-
sioners, supra, as to temporary buildings for workmen employed in building
works. An addition to an old building is not within the meaning of this
section. Shiel v. Mayor of Sunderland, 6 H. & N. 796 ; 30 L. J. M. C.

magistrate is the exclusive judge of whether a house is a new-
building, that being a question of fact. James v. Wyvill (or JVyrill), 51

. L. 237; 48 J. P. 725. See s. 5 of the London Building Act, 1894,
ante, p. 390.
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and orders under the seventy-fourth section of the said

Towns Improvement Clauses Act, may, at the option of the
urban authority, be served on owners instead of occupiers,

or on owners as well as occupiers, and the cost of works
done under any of these sections may, when notices have
been so served on owners, be recovered from owners instead

of occupiers
;
and when such cost is recovered from occu-

piers so much thereof may be deducted from the rent of the

premises where the work is done as is allowed in the case of

private improvement rates under this Act.
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The incorporated provisions of the

TOWNS IMPROVEMENT CLAUSES ACT,

lo & II Viet. c. 34 ,
which, it will be remembered, only apply

to urban districts, are as follows.

And with respect to Improving the Line of the Streets,

AND Removing Obstructions.

66. The commissioners may allow, upon such terms as they

think fit, any building within the limits of this special Act to be
set forward, for improving the line of the street in which such

building, or any building adjacent thereto, is situated.^

67. The commissioners may agree with the owners of any
lands within the limits of the special Act for the absolute

purchase thereof, for the purpose of widening, enlarging, or

otherwise improving any of the streets, and they shall resell

any parts of the lands so purchased which shall not be wanted
for the enlargement of the street.

68. When any house or building, any part of which projects

beyond the regular line of the street, or beyond the front of
the house or building on either side thereof, has been taken
down in order to be rebuilt or altered, the commissioners may
require the same to be set backwards to or toward the line of
the street, or the line of the adjoining houses or buildings, in
such manner as the commissioners direct, for the improvement
of such street :

Provided always, that the commissioners shall make full

compensation to the owner of any such house or building for
any damage he thereby sustains.^

69. The commissioners may give notice to the occupier of
any house or building to remove or alter any porch, shed, pro-

' ‘ Street ’ is here used in its popular acceptation of a line of buildings,
and does not include a highway generally.

’

The commissioners have no power under this section to divert a high-
way by widening it and closing a longitudinal part of the old highway

; to
do this they must apply to the magistrates under the Ilirrhwav Acts.
V. Platts, 28 W. R. 915.

- See s. ISS of the principal Act, ante, p. 573, and post, p. 390. See
Pishcr\. Proivse, 2 B. & S. 770 ; 31 L. J. Q. B. 212 ; 6 L. T. (N. S.) 711
as to gaining prescriptive rights

; Corporation ofFolkestone v. Woodward
B. R. 15 Eq. 159, as to a church. See Tear v. Freebody, 4 C. B. (N. S.l
228 ; Lord Auckland v. Westminster District Board, L. R. 7 Ch. Ap co7 •

41 B. J. Ch. 723.
' ' ’
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jecting window, step, cellar, cellar door or window, sign, sign-
post, sign iron, show-board, window-shutter, wall, gate, or fence,
or any other obstruction or projection erected or placed, after
the passing of the special Act, against or in front of any house
or building within the limits of the special Act, and which is
an obstruction to the safe and convenient passage along any
street

:

And such occupier shall, within 14 days after the service
of such notice upon him, remove such obstruction, or alter the
same in such manner as shall have been directed by the com-
missioners, and in default thereof shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding 40J.

And the commissioners in such case may remove such
obstruction or projection, and the expense of such removal
shall be paid by the occupier so making default, and shall be
recoverable as damages :

Provided always, that, except in the case in which such
obstructions or projections were made or put up by the occu-
pier, such occupier shall be entitled to deduct the expense of
removing the same from the rent payable by him to the owner
of the house or building.

70 . If any such obstructions or projections were erected or
placed against or in front of any house or building in any such
street before the passing of the special Act, the commissioners
may cause the same to be removed or altered as they think fit.

Provided that they give notice of such intended removal or
alteration to the occupier of the house or building against or
in front of which such obstruction or projection shall be 30 days
before such alteration or removal is begun, and, if such
obstructions or projections shall have been lawfully made, they
shall make reasonable compensation to every person who suffers

damage by such removal or alteration.

71 . All doors, gates, and bars put up after the passing of

the special Act within the limits thereof, and which open upon
any street, shall be hung or placed so as not to open outwards,

except when, in the case of public buildings, the commissioners
allow such doors, gates, or bars to be otherwise hung or

placed :

And if (except as aforesaid) any such door, gate, or bar be

hung or placed so as to open outwards on any street, the occu-

pier of such house, building, yard, or land shall, within 8 days

after notice from the commissioners to that effect, cause the

same to be altered so as not to open outwards :

And in case he neglect so to do, the commissioners may
make such alteration, and the expenses of such alteration shall

be paid to the commissioners by such occupier, and shall be

recoverable from him as damages, and he shall, in addition, be

liable to a penalty not exceeding 405-.

72 . If any such door, gate, or bar was before the passing

of the special Act hung so as to open outwards upon any street.
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the commissioners may alter the same, so that no part thereof

when open shall project over any public way.

73. * When any opening is made in any pavement or foot-

path within the limits of the special Act, as an entrance into

any vault or cellar, a door or covering shall be made by the

occupier of such vault or cellar, of iron or such other materials

and in such manner as the commissioners direct, and such

door or covering shall from time to time be kept in good repair

by the occupier of such vault or cellar :

And if such occupier do not within a reasonable time make

such door or covering, or if he make any such door or covering

contrary to the directions of the commissioners, or if he do not

keep the same when properly made in good repair, he shall for

every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding 5
/.^

74. The occupier of every house or building in, adjoining,

or near to any street shall, within 7 days next after service of

an order of the commissioners for that purpose, put up and

keep in good condition a shoot or trough of the whole length

of such house or building, and shall connect the same either

with a similar shoot on the adjoining house, or with a pipe or

trunk to be fixed to the front or side of such building from the

roof to the ground, to carry the water from the roof thereof, in

such manner that the water from such house, or any portico

or projection therefrom, shall not fall upon the persons passing

along the street, or flow over the footpath :

And in default of compliance with any such order within

the period aforesaid, such occupier shall be liable to a penalty

not exceeding 40^. for every day that he shall so make default.^

And with ijlespect to Ruinous or Dangerous
Buildings.

75. If any building, or wall, or anything affixed thereon,

within the limits of the special Act, be deemed by the surveyor
of the commissioners to be in a ruinous state, and dangerous to

passengers or to the occupiers of the neighbouring buildings,

such surveyor shall immediately cause a proper hoard or fence
to be put up for the protection of passengers, and shall cause
notice in writing to be given to the owner of such building or
wall, if he be known and resident within the said limits, and
shall also cause such notice to be put on the door or other
conspicuous part of the premises, or otherwise be given to the
occupier thereof, if any, requiring such owner or occupier forth-

‘ And see section 35 of the Public Health Act, 1890.
“ See White v. Hmdley Local Board, per Blackburn, J., L. R. 10

Q. B. 223 ; and Fisher v. Browse, supra. See s. 160 of the principal Act,
ante, p. 577.

® See s. 160 of principal Act, ante, p. 577.
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with to take down, secure, or repair such building, wall, or
other thing, as the case shall require :

And if such owner or occupier do not begin to repair, take
down, or secure such building, wall, or other thing within the
space of three days after any such notice has been so given or
put up as aforesaid, and complete such repairs, or taking down,
or securing, as speedily as the nature of the case will admit,
the said surveyor may make complaint thereof before two jus-
tices, and it shall be lawful for such justices to order the owner,
or in his default the occupier (if any), of such building, wall,

or other thing, to take down, rebuild, repair, or otherwise
secure, to the satisfaction of such surveyor, the same or such
part thereof as appears to them to be in a dangerous state,

within a time to be fixed by such justices
;
and in case the

same be not taken down, repaired, rebuilt, or otherwise secured
within the time so limited, or if no owner or occupier can be
found on whom to serve such order, the commissioners shall,

with all convenient speed, cause all or so much of such build-

ing, wall, or other thing as shall be in a ruinous condition, and
dangerous as aforesaid, to be taken down, repaired, rebuilt, or
otherwise secured in such manner as shall be requisite :

And all the expenses of putting up every such fence, and of

taking down, repairing, rebuilding, or securing such building,

wall, or other thing, shall be paid by the owner thereof.^

76 . If such owner can be found within the limits of the

special Act, and if, on demand of the expenses aforesaid, he
neglect or refuse to pay the same, then such expenses may be
levied by distress, and any justice may issue his warrant accord-

ingly.

77 . If such owner cannot be found within the said limits,

or sufficient distress of his goods and chattels within the said

limits cannot be made, the commissioners, after giving 28 days’

notice of their intention to do so, by posting a printed or

written notice in a conspicuous place on such building or on
the land whereon such building stood, may take such building

or land
:
provided that such expenses be not paid or tendered

to them within the said 28 days, making compensation to the

owner of such building or land in the manner provided by the

‘Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845,’ case of lands

taken otherwise than with the consent of the owners and

occupiers thereof, and the commissioners shall be entitled to

deduct out of such compensation the amount of the expenses

aforesaid, and may thereupon sell or otherwise dispose of the

said building or land for the purposes of this Act.^

78 . If any such house or building as aforesaid, or any part

of the same, be pulled down by virtue of the powers afore-

' See Cheetham v. Mayor, (s^c., of Alauchester, L. I^. 10 C. P. 249;

44 L. J. C. P. 139, as to the opinion of the surveyor being conclusive.

- See Reg. v. Lee, 4 Q. B. D. 75 ; 48 L. J. M. C. 22, where there is no

owner, as in the case of an incumbent of a church.
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said the commissioners may sell the materials thereof or so

much of the same as shall be pulled down, and apply the pro-

ceeds of such sale in payment of the expenses incurred in re-

spect of such house or building ;
and the commissioners shall

restore any overplus arising from such sale to the owner of such

house or building on demand ;

Nevertheless, the commissioners, although they sell such

materials for the purposes aforesaid, shall have the sarne

remedies for compelling the payment of so much of the said

expenses as may remain due after the application of the pro-

ceeds of such sale as are hereinbefore given to them for com-

pelling the payment of the whole of the said expenses.

Towns Im-
provement
Clauses Act.

Euinous or

Dangerous
Buildings.

And with respect to Precautions during the Construc-

tion AND Repair of the Sewers, Streets, and Houses.

79. The commissioners shall, during the construction or

repair of any of the streets vested in them, and during the

construction or repair of any sewers or drains, take proper pre-

caution for guarding against accident, by shoring up and pro-

tecting the adjoining houses, and shall cause such bars or

chains to be fixed across or in any of the streets to prevent the

passage of carriages and horses while such works are carried on

as to them shall seem proper :

And the commissioners shall cause any sewer or drain or

other works, during the construction or repair thereofby them,

to be lighted and guarded during the night so as to prevent

accidents :

And every person who takes down, alters, or removes any

of the said bars or chains, or extinguishes any light, without

the authority or consent of the commissioners, shall for every

such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding 5
/.'

80.

^ Every person intending to build or take down any
building within the limit of the special Act, or to cause the

same to be so done, or to alter or repair the outward part of

any such building, or to cause the same to be so done, where
any street or footway will be obstructed or rendered incon-

venient by means of such work, shall, before beginning the

same, cause sufficient hoards or fences to be put up in order to

separate the building where such works are being carried on
from the street, with a convenient platform and handrail, if

there be room enough, to serve as a footway for passengers,

outside of such hoard or fence, and shall continue such hoard
or fence, with such platform and handrail as aforesaid, standing
and in good condition to the satisfaction of the commissioners,
during such time as the public safety or convenience requires,

' This section is explained in Woodall v. Nutiall, 56 T. P. 150, 8
T. L. R. 68.

- Where Part III. of the Public 1 lealth Act, 1890, has been adopted by
the local authority, s. 34 of that Act is subslilutcd for this section.
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and shall in all cases in which it is necessary, in order to
prevent accidents, cause the same to be sufficiently li>/hted
during the night :

°

And every such person who fails to put up such fence or
hoard, or platform with such handrail as aforesaid, or to con-
tinue the sanie respectively standing and in good condition as
aforesaid during the time aforesaid, or who does not, while the
said hoard or fence is standing, keep the same sufficiently
lighted in the night, or who does not remove the same when
directed by the commissioners, within a reasonable time after-
wards, shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not
exceeding 5/., and a further penalty not exceeding 40s. for
every day while such default is continued.

81 . When any building materials, rubbish, or other things
are laid, or any hole made, in any of the streets, whether the
same be done by order of the commissioners or not, the person
causing such materials or other things to be so laid, or such
hole to be made, shall, at his own expense, cause a sufficient
light to be fixed in a proper place upon or near the same, and
continue such light every night from sun-setting to sun-rising,
while such materials or hole remain :

And such person shall, at his own expense, cause such
materials or other things and such hole to be sufficiently fenced
and enclosed until such materials or other things are removed
or the hole filled up or otherwise made secure

;
and every such

person who fails so to light, fence, or enclose such materials,
or other things, or such hole, shall for every such offence be
liable to a penalty not exceeding 5/., and a further penalty not
exceeding 405-., for every day while such default is continued.

82 . In no case shall any such building materials or other
things or such hole be allowed to remain for an unnecessary
time, under a penalty not exceeding 5/. to be paid for every
such offence by the person who causes such materials or other
things to be laid or such hole to be made, and a further penalty
not exceeding 40J. for every day during which such offence is

continued after the conviction for such offence :

And in any such case the proof that the time has not ex-

ceeded the necessary time shall be upon the person so causing
such materials or other things to be laid, or causing such hole
to be made.

83 . If any building or hole or any other place near any
street be, for want of sufficient repair, protection, or enclosure,

dangerous to the passengers along such street, the com-
missioners shall cause the same to be repaired, protected, or

enclosed, so as to prevent danger therefrom :

And the expenses of such repair, protection, or enclosure,

shall be repaid to the commissioners by the owner of the

premises so repaired, protected, or enclosed, and shall be re-

coverable from him as damages.'

' IVilson V. Mayor of Halifax, L. R. 3 Ex. 1 14; 37 L. J. Ex. 4.
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257.* Where any local authority have incurred expenses for

the repayment whereof the owner of the premises for or in

respect of which the same are incurred is made liable under

this Act or by any agreement with the local authority, such

expenses may be recovered, together with interest at a rate not

exceeding five pounds per centum per annum, from the date

of service of a demand for the same till payment thereof, from

any person who is the owner of such premises when the works

are completed for which such expenses have been incurred,

and until recovery of such expenses and interest the same shall

be a charge on the premises in respect of which they were

incurred.^ In all summary proceedings by a local authority

for the recovery of expenses incurred by them in works of

private improvement, the time within which such proceedings

may be taken shall be reckoned from the date of the service of

notice of demand.^
Where such expenses have been settled and apportioned

by the surveyor of the local authority as payable by such owner,

such apportionment shall be binding and conclusive on such

owner, unless within three months from service of notice on

him by the local authority or their surveyor of the amount

Public
Health Act,

1875.
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' This section does not apply to estimated expenses, even when incor-

porated with special Act empowering local authority to apportion estimated

expenses. West Ham {Mayor of) v. Grant, 40 C. D. 331 ; 58 L. J. Ch,

121 ;
60 L. T. 17 ; 5 T. L. R. 107, and see Walthamstow Local Boardw

Staines, [1891] 2 Ch. 606; 60 L. J. Ch. 738 ; 65 L. T. 430; 7 T. L. R.

446. S. 150 and this section do not create the relationship of debtor and
creditor between the owner and the local authority, Be Boor, Boor v.

Hopkins, 40 C. D. 572 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 285 ; 60 L. T. 412 ; 37 W. R. 349 ;

S3 J- P- 467-
- The charge created by this section is a charge on the property in the

hands of a subsequent owner, and continues, although the local authority
has by negligence lost its summary remedy under s. 257 against the pre-
vious owner. Sunderland Corporation v. Alcock, 51 L. J. Ch. 546;
46 L. T. 377 ; 30 W. R. 655. The charge attaches when the works are
completed, Hornsey Local Board v. Alonai-ch Btiilding Society, 24 Q. B. D.
I

; 59 L. J. Q. B. 105 ;
61 L. T. 867 ; 38 W. R. 85 ; 54 J- P. 391 ;

6 T. L. R. 30, Be Bettesworth and Bicker, 37 C. D. 535 ; 57 L. J. Ch.
749; 5^ L. T. 796; 36 W. R. 544; 52 J. P. 74°; Be Boor, Boors.
Hopkins, 40 C. D. 572 ; 58 L. J. Ch. 285 ; 60 L. T. 412 ; 37 W. R. 349 ;

53 J. P. 467. Such charge is not a ‘ land charge’ within the meaning of
the Lands Charges Registration Act, 1888, Beg. v. Vice-Begistrar of Latid
Begishy, 24 Q. B. D. 178 ; 59 L. J. Q. B. 113 ; 62 L. T. 117 ; 38 W. R.
236

; 54 J. P. 120 ; 6 T. L. K 104.
^ See ss. 21, 23, 26, 36, 41, 104, 120, 150, as to the cases in which an

owner of premises is made liable for expenses under this Act ; and ss. 46,
69, 72 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1847 ; and s. 75 of the Towns
Improvement Clauses Act. See Corporation of Birmingham v. Baker,
17 Ch. Div. 782, as to the charge created. As to notice of demand^
see Simcox v. Handsworth Local Board, 8 Q. B. D. 39; 51 L. J. Q. B.
168; 30 W. R. 273 ; 46 J. P. 260. And as to its being a ‘decision’’
within s. 268, see Beg. v. Local Govemment Board, 10 Q. B. D.
309; 52 L. j. M. C. 4; 48 L. T. 173; 31 W. R. 72; 47 J. P.
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settled by the surveyor to be due from such owner, he shall by
written notice dispute the same.'

The local authority may, by order, declare any such ex-
penses to be payable by annual instalments within a period not
exceeding thirty years, with interest at a rate not exceeding five
pounds per centum per annum, until the whole amount is paid

;

and any such instalments and interest, or any part thereof,
may be recovered in a summary manner from the owner or
occupier for the time being of such premises, and may be
deducted from the rent of such premises, in the same pro-
portions as are allowed in the case of private improvement
rates under this Act.^

308. Where any person sustains any damage by reason of
the exercise of any of the powers of this Act in relation to any
matter as to which he is not himself in default, full compen-
sation shall be made to such person by the local authority
exercising such powers

;
and any dispute as to the fact of

damage ^ or amount of compensation shall be settled by arbi-

tration in manner provided by this Act, or if the compensation
claimed does not exceed the sum of 20/. the same may at the
option of either party be ascertained and recovered before a
court of summary jurisdiction.

' Bradley Metropolitan Board, 38 L. T. (N. S.) 849: Tunbridge
Wells Board v. Ackroyd, 5 Ex. D. 199 ; 49 L. J. Ex. 403 ; 28 W. R. 450 ;

42 L. T. (N. S.) 640: Derby {Mayor of) v. Grtidgings, [1894] 2 Q. B.

496 ; 63 L. J. M. C. 170 ; 43 W. R. 74 ; 10 R. 565, and see ante, p. 569,
under s. 150.

As to an apportionment of street expenses being conclusive, although

reasonable opportunities have not been offered of inspecting plans and
estimate, see Shanklin Local Board v. Miller, 5 C. P. D. 272 ; 49 L. J.

C. P. 512 ; 29 W. R. 63 ; 42 L. T. (N. S.) 738.
An apportionment is not necessarily bad because it includes the

expenses of paving more than one street. Ib. Unless so disputed, appor-

tionment is binding, and frontager cannot set up as defence that he has

been charged in respect of too much frontage. Midlattd Railway Co. v.

Walton, 17 Q. B. D. 30 ; 55 L. J. M. C. 99 ; 54 L. T. 482 ; 34 W. R.

524 ; 50 J. P. 405. Where the land charged is subject to restrictive cove-

nants the local authority is not entitled to an order for sale free from the

covenants, Tendriug Unionv. Dowton, [1891] 3 Ch. 265 ; 65 L. T. 434 ;

40 W. R. 145.
^ It appears, therefore, that in the first place, by s. 251, the cost of

works of private improvement may be recovered from the owner or occupier

in a summary manner ; or secondly, it may be declared to be a private

improvement expense, and by ss. 213, 214, the local authority may levy a

private improvement rate on the occupier, who may deduct three-fourths of

the rate from his rent ; or thirdly, the sum may, by this section, be declared

to be payable by annual instalments.

See Bouniemoitth Commissioners v. Watts, 14 Q. B. D. 87 ; 54 L- J-

Q- 1^- 93 ; 33 W. R. 280 ; 5 1 L. T. 823 ; 49 J. P. 102, as to the liability

for proportion of expenses of sewering and paving, although the contract

for the work was not under seal.

’ See hereon Bradby v. Southampton Ij>cal Board, 4 E. & B. 1014 ;

24 L. J. Q. B. 239 ; 19 J. P. 644. A person claiming compensation may

insist on the amount being decided by arbitration, Bricrlv Hill I.ocal Board

V. Pearsall, 9 A. C. 595 ; 54 L. J. O. B. 25 ; 51 I.. T. 577 ; 49 J-
!’• S4 -
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PUBLIC HEALTH (WATER) ACT, 1878.

41 & 42 ViCT. C. 25.

An Act to amend the Public Health Act, 1875, sofar as relates

to the Supply of Water. \pth fuly, 1878.]

1 . This Act may be cited as the Public Health (Water) Act,

1878, and shall be construed as one with the Public Health

Act, 1875.

3 . It shall be the duty of every rural sanitary authority,

regard being had to the provisions in this Act contained, to

see that every occupied dwelling-house within their district has

within a reasonable distance an available supply of wholesome

water sufficient for the consumption and use for domestic

purposes of the inmates of the house.

Where it appears to a rural sanitary authority, on the report

of their inspector of nuisances, or their medical officer of health,

that any occupied dwelling-house within their district has not

such supply within a reasonable distance, and the authority

are of opinion that such supply can be provided at a reasonable

cost not exceeding a capital sum the interest on which at the

rate of five per centum per annum would amount to twopence

per week, or at such other cost not exceeding a capital sum the

interest on which at the rate of five per centum per annum would
amount to threepence per week, as the Local Government
Board may on the application of the local authority determine
under all the circumstances of the case to be reasonable, and
that the expense of providing the supply ought to be paid by
the owner or defrayed as private improvement expenses, pro-

ceedings may be taken as follows :

—

(1) The authority may serve on the owner of the house a
notice requiring him, within a time specified in the

notice and not exceeding six months from the date of
the service thereof, to provide such supply, and to do
all such works as may be necessary for that purpose.

(2) If at the expiration of the time so specified the notice

is not complied with, the authority may serve on the
owner a second notice, informing him that if the
requirements of the first notice are not complied with
within one month from the date of the service of the
second notice, the authority will themselves provide
such supply, and that the expense of providing the
supply will in that case be payable by the owner or
as a private improvement expense.

Public
Health
(Water) Act,
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(3) If at the expiration of one month from the date of the
service of the second notice the requirements of the
first notice are not complied with, the authority may,
subject as in this Act is mentioned, themselves provide
the supply, and for that purpose they may enter upon
the premises and execute all such works as appear to
them necessary for obtaining a supply of water for

the house, and for the purposes of such entry sections
102 and 103 of the Public Health Act, 1875, shall

apply until the works are completed, in the same
nianner as if an order of a court of summary jurisdic-

tion had been made for the abatement of a nuisance
on the premises, and that order had not been complied
with.

(4) Any expenses incurred by the authority in providing
such supply and doing such works may, when the
supply has been provided, be recovered in a summary
manner from the owner of the house, or may, at the
option of the authority, be declared, by their order,

to be private improvement expenses.

(5) Where the owners of two or more houses have failed to

comply with the requirements of the notices served

on them under this section, and the authority might,

under this Act, execute the necessary works for pro-

viding a water supply for each house, the authority

may, if it appears to them desirable, and no greater

expense would be occasioned thereby, execute works
for the joint supply of water to those houses, and
apportion the expenses as they deem just.

The authority may, on cause being shown to their satisfac-

tion why the requirements of a notice served by them under
this section should not be complied with, withdraw the notice

or modify the requirements thereof.

Provided that nothing in this section contained shall be

deemed to relieve the authority from the duty imposed upon
them by the Public Health Act, 1875, of providing their district

or any contributory place or part of a contributory place therein

with a supply of water in cases where danger arises to the

health of the inhabitants from the insufficiency or unwhole-

someness of the existing supply, and a general scheme of supply

is required, and such supply can be got at a reasonable cost.'

[S. 4 provides for an appeal by the osv7ier against the require-

ment to provide water supply
i\

6. It shall not be lawful in any rural district for the owner

of any dwelling-house which may be erected after the date of

the commencement of this Act, or of any dwelling-house which

after that date may be pulled down to or below the ground

floor and rebuilt, to occupy the same, or cause or permit the

' See Colne Valley IVafer Company v. Trehame, 50 L. T. 6 i 7 > 4^

J. P. 279. See s. 62 of the Act of 1875, unte, p. 566.
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same to be occupied, unless and until he has obtained from

the sanitary authority of the district a certificate that there is

provided, within a reasonable distance of the house, such an

available supply of wholesome water as may appear to such

authority, on the report of their inspector of nuisances or of

their medical officer of health, to be sufficient for the con-

sumption and use for domestic purposes of the inmates of the

house.

If the sanitary authority refuse to grant such certificate, the

owner may apply to a court of summary jurisdiction for an

order authorising the occupation of the house notwithstanding

the refusal of the certificate, and thereupon the court shall

summon the authority, and if the court, after hearing the case,

is of opinion that the certificate ought to have been granted,

the court may make an order authorising the occupation of the

house.

Any owner who occupies a house or causes or permits it to

be occupied in contravention of this section shall be liable on

conviction by a court of summary jurisdiction to a penalty not

exceeding ten pounds.

8. Where application is made to the Local Government
Board by a local authority under section 62 of the Public

Health Act, 1875, to determine what is a reasonable cost within

the meaning of that section, the Board may, for that purpose,

fix, by order, a general scale of charges for the whole or any

part of the district of the local authority, and the cost of the

supply of water to any house within the area specified in the

order shall be deemed to be determined to be a reasonable

cost within the meaning of that section if it does not exceed
the cost authorised by such general scale of charges.

[S. 11 relates to powers of urban sanitary authorities in

certain cases

[S. 12 providesfor theforms in the schedule to he usedl\

13. All powers given by this Act shall be deemed to be in

addition to and not in derogation of any other powers conferred
by Act of Parliament, law, or custom.
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PUBLIC HEALTH (BUILDINGS IN STREETS).
ACT, 1888.

51 & 52 ViCT. C. 52.

38 & 39 Viet,
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An Act to afnend the Public Health Acts in relation to Buildings
in Streets. [24//^ December, 1888.]

Whereas the provisions of the Public Health Act, 1875,
with respect to bringing forward houses or buildings in streets

are defective, and it is expedient to make further provisions in

relation thereto :

Be it therefore enacted &c. :

1 . This Act may be cited as the Public Health (Buildings

in Streets) Act, 1888, and this Act and the Public Health Act,

1875, and \here folloiv other Public Health Acts] may be
cited together as the Public Health Acts, and this Act shall be
construed as one with the Public Health Act, 1875.

2 . In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, words
and expressions to which meanings are assigned by the Public

Health Act, 1875, have in this Act the same respective mean-
ings.

3 . Section one hundred and fifty-six of the Public Health

Act, 1875, is, save as hereinafter mentioned, hereby repealed,

and in lieu thereof it is hereby enacted that it shall not be

lawful in any urban district, without the written consent of the

urban authority, to erect or bring forward any house or build-

ing in any street,^ or any part of such house or building,

beyond the front main wall of the house or building on either

side thereof in the same street, nor to build any addition to

any house or building beyond the front main wall of the house

or building on either side of the same.''^

' As to the old section see Robinson v. Barton Local Board, 8 A. C.

798 ; 50 L. J. Ch. 226.

2 The section does not apply where the building on either side is merely

begun, and its walls have not been raised to any substantial height, Ravens-

thorpe Local Board v. Hinchcliffe, 24 Q. B. D. 168 ; 59 L. J. M. C. 19 ;

61 L. T. 780 ; 54 J. P. 421. A public institution is not a building to the

line of which a building owner must conform, Att.-Gen. v. Btiscards, [i 8gi]

1 Ch. 194 ; 63 L. T. 639. The building must be looked tu as a whole in

considering what is a main front wall, «S:c. The section does not apply

unless there is a continuous line of building, Reg. v. Ormeshy Local Board,

43 W. R. 96 ;
and see Williams v. Wallasey Local Board, 16 Q. B. D-

718, as to new buildings under the repealed section.
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Any person offending against this enactment shall be liable

to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings for every day during

which the offence is continued after written notice in this

behalf from the urban authority.^

Provided that the repeal by this Act enacted shall riot

affect anything duly done or suffered, or any right or liability

acquired, accrued, or incurred, or any security given under the

section hereby repealed, or any penalty, forfeiture, or punish-

ment incurred in respect of any offence committed against

such section, or any investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy

in respect of any such right, liability, security, penalty, for-

feiture, or punishment as aforesaid
;
and any such investigation,

legal proceeding, and remedy may be carried on as if this Act

had not been passed.

' As to builder’s liability, see Bauman v. St. Pancras Vestry, L. R.

2 Q. B. 528 ; 36 L. J. M. C. 127 ;
Plumstead District Boar-d of Works

Spackman, 51 L. T. 757 ; 49 J. P. 132 ; 10 A. C. 229 ; 53 L. J. M. C. 192.

It has been held to be a question of fact, whether or not the house forms

part of a street, Reg. v. Fullford, 33 L. J. M. C. 122 ; 10 L. T. (N. S.)

346. See the cases cited under s. 73 of the London Building Act, 1894,

ante, p. 428, and see Simpson v. Smith, L. R. 6 C. P. 87 ; 40 L. J. M. C.

89 ;
disapproved in Plumstead District Board of Works v. Spackman,

supra: Corporation of Folkestone v. Woodward, L. R. 15 Eq. 159: Slee

V. Bradford {Mayor of), 8 L. T. (N. S.) 491 ; 4 Giff. 262. The offence to

which this penalty is applicable continues so long as the addition to the

house is maintained after written notice from the urban authority, not-

withstanding that the addition was completed before the notice was given.

Rumball v. Schmidt, 8 Q. B. D. 603 ; 46 L. T. 661 ; 30 W. R. 949; 46

J. P. 567.

A house at the corner of two streets may be in both for the purposes of

this enactment. Gilbert \. Wandsworth District Board of Works, 60L.T.
149; 53 J- P- 229: and see Warren v. Mustard, 61 L. J. M. C. 18;
56 J. P. 402.
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PUBLIC HEALTH ACTS AMENDMENT
ACT, 1890.

53 & 54 VicT. c. 59.

An Act to amend the Public Health Acts. [xSth August, 1890.]

PART I.

GENERAL

1 . This Act is divided into parts as follows :
—

Part I.—General
Part HI.—Sanitary and other provisions.

2
.

(i) This Act shall be construed as one tvith the Public
Health Acts.

(2) Part One of this Act shall extend to England and Wales
and Ireland, exclusive of the administrative county of London.
Parts Two, Three, Four, and Five, shall extend to any district

in which they are respectively adopted under the provisions of

this Act.

(3) This Act may be cited as the Public Health Acts
Amendment Act, 1890, and this Act and the Public Health
Acts may be cited together as the Public Health Acts.

3 . The following provisions shall have effect with regard to

the adoption of the parts of this Act, which are adoptive, by
local authorities :

—

(1) An urban authority may adopt all or any of such parts.

(2) A rural authority may adopt Part Three so far as it is

declared by this Act to be applicable to such authority,

without prejudice to the provisions of this Act relat-

ing to the investing of rural authorities with urLan

powers.

(3) The adoption shall be by a resolution &c.*

[5 . Power to Local Government Board to extend Act to

rural districts.]

6. Offences under this Act may be prosecuted, and penal-

ties, forfeitures, costs, and expenses recovered, in like manner

and subject to the same provisions as offences which may be

prosecuted and penalties, forfeitures, costs, and expenses, which

may be recovered in a summary manner under the Public

Health Acts.

’ Here follow regulations as to mode of procedure by the local authority.
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7. (i) Any person aggrieved

—

{a) By any order, judgment, determination, or requirement,

of a local authority under this Act

;

ip) By the withholding of any order, certificate, licence,

consent, or approval, which may be made, granted,

or given by a local authority under this Act

;

(c) By any conviction or order of a court of summary juris-

diction under any provision of this Act

;

may appeal in manner provided by the Summary Jurisdiction

Act to a court of quarter sessions.

(2) This section shall not apply in cases where there is an
appeal to the Local Government Board under section two
hundred and sixty-eight of the Public Health Act, 1875.

8. Any information, complaint, warrant, or summons made
or issued for the purposes of this Act, or of the Public Health
Acts, may contain in the body thereof or in a schedule thereto

several sums.

10
.

(i) All powers given to a local authority under this

Act shall be deemed to be in addition to and not in derogation
of any other powers conferred upon such local authority by any
Act of Parliament, law, or custom, and such other powers may
be exercised in the same manner as if this Act had not been
passed.

(2) Nothing in this Act shall exempt any person from any
penalty to which he would have been liable if this Act had not
been passed, provided that no person shall be liable to pay,
except in the case of a daily penalty, more than one penalty in
respect of the same offence.

11
.

(i) The expression ‘ashpit’ in the Public Health Acts
and in this Act shall for the purposes of the execution of those
Acts and of this Act include any ashtub or other receptacle for
the deposit of ashes, faecal matter, or refuse.

(2) A street or part of a street which has been asphalted or
paved with wood, tar paving, or artificial stone, or other im-
proved paving of any kind, shall be deemed to have been
paved within the meaning of any provision of the Public
Health Acts.

Provided that a street shall not be deemed to be paved to
the satisfaction of an urban authority unless it is paved with
such kind as well as with such quality of paving as the local
authority shall consider suitable for the street.

(3) In this Act if not inconsistent with the context

—

The expression ‘ local authority ’ means ^ &c.
The expressions ‘ urban sanitary district ’ and ‘ rural sanitary

district ’ mean &c.
The expression ‘sanitary convenience’ includes urinals, water-

closets, earth-closets, privies, ashpits, and any similar con-
venience.

‘ See now Local Government Act, 1894, establishing District Councils.

Q
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The expression ‘ daily penalty ’ means a penalty for each
day on which any offence is continued after conviction

therefor.

The expression ‘ surveyor,’ ‘ lands,’ ‘ premises,’ ‘ owner,’
‘ street,’ ‘ house,’ ‘ drain,’ ‘ sewer ’ have respectively the

same meaning as in the Public Health Acts.
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part III.

SANITARY AND OTHER PROVISIONS.

16. [Injurious matters not to pass into sewers.]

17. Chemical refuse, steam, &c., not to be turned into

sewers.]

18. (i) Where the owner or occupier of any premises is

entitled to cause any sewer or drain from those premises to

communicate with any sewer of the local authority, the local

authority shall, if requested to do so by such owner or oc-

cupier, and upon the cost thereof being paid in advance

to the local authority, themselves make the communication

and execute all works necessary for that purpose.

(2) The cost of making such communication (including all

costs incidental thereto) shall be estimated by the surveyor of

the local authority, but in case the owner or occupier of the

premises, as the case may be, is dissatisfied with such estimate,

he may, if the estimate is under fifty pounds, apply to a court

of summary jurisdiction to fix the amount to be paid for such

cost, and if the estimate is over fifty pounds have the same de-

termined by arbitration in manner provided by the Public

Health Acts.

(3) A local authority may agree with the owner of any pre-

mises that any sewer or drain which such owner is required, or

desires, to make, alter, or enlarge, or any part of such sewer or

drain, shall be made, altered, or enlarged by the local

authority.

19. (i) Where two or more houses belonging to different

owners are connected with a public sewer by a single private

drain ' an application may be made under section 41 of the

Public Health Act, 1875 (relating to complaints as to nuisances

from drains), and the local authority may recover any expenses

incurred by them in executing any works under the powers

conferred on them by that section from the owners of the.

houses in such shares and proportions as shall be settled by

their surveyor or (in case of dispute) by a court of summary

jurisdiction.

(2) Such expenses may be recovered summarily or may be

declared by the urban authority to be private improvement

> See Hillv. Hair, [1895] i Q. B. 906.

2 See note to that section, ante, p. 563. See Self \. H(rae Commis-

sioners, 43 W. R. 300 ; 64 R. J- Q- B. 217 ; 72 L. T. 234 [1895] i Q. B. 6S5
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expenses under the Public Health Acts, and may be recovered

accordingly.

(3) For the purposes of this section the expression ‘drain’

includes a drain used for the drainage of more than one
building.

22 . (i) Every building, used as a workshop or manufactory,

or where persons are employed or intended to be employed in

any trade or business, whether erected before or after the

adoption of this Part of this Act in any district, shall be pro-

vided with sufficient and suitable accommodation in the way
of sanitary conveniences, having regard to the number of
persons employed in or in attendance at such building, and
also where persons of both sexes are employed, or intended to

be employed, or in attendance, with proper, separate accommo-
dation for persons of each sex.

(2) Where it appears to an urban authority on the report
of their surveyor that the provisions of this section are not
complied with in the case of any building, the urban authority
may, if they think fit, by written notice, require the owner or
occupier of any such building to make such alterations and
additions therein as may be required to give such sufficient,

suitable, and proper accommodation as aforesaid.

(3) Any person who neglects or refuses to comply with
any such notice shall be liable for each default to a penalty not
exceeding twenty pounds, and to a daily penalty not exceeding
forty shillings.

(4) Where this section is in force, section thirty-eight of
the Public Health Act, 1875, shall be repealed.

23
. (i) Section one hundred and fifty-seven of the Public

Health Act, 18755^ shall be extended so as to empower every
urban authority to make byelaws with respect to the following
matters

; that is to say :

—

The keeping waterclosets supplied with sufficient water for
flushing

;

The structure of floors, hearths, and staircases, and the
height of rooms intended to be used for human habita-
tion

;

The paving of yards and open spaces in connection with
dwelling-houses

;
and

The provision in connection with the laying out of new
streets of secondary means of access where necessary for
the purpose of the removal of house refuse and other
matters.

(2) Any byelaws under that section as above extended with
regard to the drainage of buildings, and to waterclosets, earth-
closets, privies, ashpits, and cesspools, in connection with
buildings, and the keeping waterclosets supplied with sufficient

/°i!
be made so as to affect buildings

erected before the times mentioned in the said section.
' See notes to that section, ante, p. 574.
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(3) The provisions of the said section (as amended by this

Act), so far as they relate to byelaws with respect to the struc-

ture of walls and foundations of new buildings for purposes of

health, and with respect to the matters mentioned in sub-

sections (3) and (4) of the said section, and with respect to the

structure of floors, the height of rooms to be used for human
habitation, and to the keeping of waterclosets supplied with

sufficient water for flushing, shall be extended so as to empower
rural authorities to make byelaws in respect to the said matters,

and to provide for the observance of such byelaws, and to

enforce the same as if such powers were conferred on the rural

authorities by virtue of an order of the Local Government
Board made on the day when this Part of this Act is adopted,

and section one hundred and fifty-eight of the Public Health

Act, 1875, shall also apply to any such authority, and shall be

in force in every rural district where this Part of this Act is

adopted.

(4) Every local authority may make byelaws to prevent

buildings which have been erected in accordance with byelaws

made under the Public Health Acts, from being altered in

such a way that if at first so constructed they would have con-

travened the byelaws.

[21 Rooms over privies &c. not to be used as dwelling or

sleeping rooms.]

25
.

(i) It shall not be lawful to erect a new building on

any ground which has been filled up with any matter impreg-

nated with faecal, animal, or vegetable matter, or upon which

any such matter has been deposited, unless and until such

matter shall have been properly removed by excavation or

otherwise, or shall have been rendered or have become in-

nocuous.

(2) Every person who does or causes, or wilfully permits

to be done any act in contravention of this section shall for

every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding five

pounds, and a daily penalty not exceeding forty shillings.

[
27 . Provision for keeping common courts and passages

cIgcIh
1

33. (i) Where the plan of a building has been, either

before or after the adoption of this Part of this Act in any

district, deposited with a local authority in pursuance of any

Act of Parliament or byelaw, and that building is described

therein otherwise than as a dwelling-house, any person who

wilfully uses or knowingly permits to be used such building or

any part thereof for the purposes of habitation by any person

other than the person placed therein to take care thereof, and

the family of such person, shall be guilty of an offence under

this section, and shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five

pounds, and to a daily penalty not exceeding forty shillings.

(2) Provided that if such building has in the rear thereot

and adjoining and exclusively belonging thereto such an open
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space as is required by any Act of Parlianient or byelaw for

the time being in force with respect to buildings intended to

be used as dwelling-houses, and if such part of the building as

is intended to be used as a dwelling-house has undergone such

structural alterations, if any, as are necessary in the opnion ot

the local authority to render it fit for that purpose, the owner

may use the same as a dwelling-house.

34
.
(i) Every person intending to build or take down any

building, or to alter or repair the outward part of any building

in any street or court, shall— .

{a) before beginning the same, unless the urban authority

otherwise consent in writing, cause close-boarded

hoards or fences to the satisfaction of the urban

authority to be put up in order to separate the build-

ing from the street or court
;

ip) if the urban authority so require, make a convenient

covered platform and handrail to serve as a footway

for passengers outside of such hoard or fence :

{c) continue such hoard or fence with such platform a.nd

handrail as aforesaid standing and in good condition

to the satisfaction of the urban authority during such

time as they may require
;

{d) if required by the urban authority, cause the same to be

sufficiently lighted during the night
;

(e) remove the same when required by the urban authority.

(2) Every person who fails to comply with any of the

provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty not ex-

ceeding five pounds and to a daily penalty not exceeding forty

shillings.

(3) Where this Part of this Act is adopted the eightieth

section ' of the Towns Improvement Clauses Act, 1847, shall

be repealed, and this section shall be deemed to be substituted

Public
Health Acts
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Act, 1890.
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10 & II Viet,

c. 34-

therefor.

35 .
(i) All vaults, arches, and cellars under any street, and As to repair

all openings into such vaults, arches, or cellars in the surface of cellars

of any street, and all cellar-heads, gratings, lights, and coal
® ^

holes in the surface of any street, and all landings, flags, or

stones of the path or street supporting the same respectively,

shall be kept in good condition and repair by the owners or

occupiers of the same, or of the houses or buildings to which
the same respectively belong.

(2) Where any default is made in complying with the pro-

visions of this section, the urban authority may, after twenty-four

hours’ notice in that behalf, cause anything in respect of which
such default is made to be repaired or put into good condition,

and the expenses of so doing shall be paid to the urban autho-
rity by such owner or occupier respectively, or in default may
be recovered in a summary manner.

' Ante, p. 583.
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[36 Means of ingress to and egress from places of public
resort.]

Where this Part of this Act is adopted, section one
hundred and fifty-two of the Public Health Act, 1875, shall be
repealed, and the following provisions shall be substituted in
lieu thereof :

—

(1) Whenever all or any of the works mentioned in section
one hundred and fifty of the Public Health Act, 1875,
have been executed in a street or part of a street
under that section by an urban authority, and the
urban authority are of opinion that such street or part
of a street ought to become a highway repairable by
the inhabitants at large, they may by notice to be
fixed up in such street or part of a street declare the
whole of such street or part of a street to be a high-
way repairable by the inhabitants at large, and there-
upon such street or part of a street as defined in the
notice shall become a highway repairable by the
inhabitants at large.

(2) Provided that no such street shall become a highway so
repairable if within one month after such notice has
been put up the owner or the majority in number or
value of owners of such street by notice in writing to
the urban authority object thereto, and in ascertain-
ing such majority joint owners shall be reckoned as
one owner.

50 . The following provisions of this Part of this Act shall

be applicable in rural sanitary districts, namely,

—

Section sixteen, relating to injurious matter being passed
into sewers.

Section seventeen, relating to the turning of chemical refuse,

steam, &c. into sewers.

Section eighteen, relating to local authorities making com-
munication with drains, &c.

Section nineteen, relating to the extension of section forty-

one of the Public Health Act, 1875.
So much of section twenty-three, relating to the extension of

section one hundred and fifty-seven of the Public Health
Act, 1875, as applies to rural authorities.

Section twenty-five, relating to the penalty for erecting

buildings on ground filled up with offensive matter.

Section thirty-three, relating to the use of buildings described

in deposited plans otherwise than dwelling-houses.

' This section does not apply to any district to which the Private Street

Works Act, 1892, applies ; see s. 25 of that Act. See notes to ss. 152 and

150 of the 1875 Act, anU, pp. 573, 569.
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PRIVATE STREET WORKS ACT, 1892.

55 & 56 ViCT. C. 57.

A?i Act to amend the Public Health Acts in relation to Private

Street Improvement Pxpenses. \2Ztl1June, 1892.]

1 . This Act may be cited as the Private Street Works Act,

1892, and shall be construed as one with the Public Health

Acts," and shall extend only to England ;
and this Act and the

Public Health Acts may be cited together as the Public Health

.^Vcts

2 . This Act shall extend and apply to any urban sanitary

district in which it is respectively adopted under the provisions

of this Act.

3 . The following provisions shall have effect with regard to

the adoption of this Act by urban authorities :

(i) The adoption shall be by a resolution, &c.^

[
4. Local Government Board may extend Act to rural dis-

tricts.]

5 . In this Act, if not inconsistent with the context,

—

The expression ‘ urban authority ’ means an urban sanitary

authority under the Public Health Acts.

The expressions ‘ urban sanitary district ’ and ‘ rural sanitary

district ’ mean respectively an urban sanitary district and

a" rural sanitary district under the Public Health Acts, and
‘ district ’ means the district of an urban sanitary authority

or of a rural sanitary authority, as the case may require.

The expressions ‘surveyor,’ ‘lands,’ ‘premises,’ ‘owner,’

‘ drain,’ ‘ sewer,’ have respectively the same meaning as in

the Public Health Acts.

The expression ‘ street ’ means (unless the context otherwise

requires) a street as defined by the Public Health Acts,

and not being a highway repairable by the inhabitants at

large.

Words referring to ‘ paving, metalling, and flagging ’ shall be
construed as including macadamising, asphalting, gravel-

ling, kerbing, and every method of making a carriageway

or footway.

6. (i) Where any street or part of a street is not sewered,

levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled, made good, and
lighted to the satisfaction of the urban authority, the urban

* Here follow regulations providing for the mode of adoption by the
Authority.
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authority may from time to time resolve with respect to such
street or part of a Street to do any one or more of the following
works (in this Act called private street works)

;
that is to say

to sewer, level, pave, metal, flag, channel, or make good, or to
provide proper means for lighting such street or part of a street
and the expenses incurred by the urban authority in executing
private street works shall be apportioned (subject as in this
Act mentioned) on the premises fronting, adjoining, or abutting
on such street or part of a street. Any such resolution may
include several streets or parts of streets, or may be limited to
any part or parts of a street.

(2) The surveyor shall prepare, as respects each street or
part of a street,

—

{a) A specification of the private street works referred to in
the resolution, with plans and sections (if applicable)

;

(b') An estimate of the probable expenses of the works
;

(c) A provisional apportionment of the estimated expenses
among the premises liable to be charged therewith
under this Act.

Such specification, plans, sections, estimate, and provisional
apportionment shall comprise the particulars prescribed in
Part I. of the Schedule to this Act, and shall be submitted to
the urban authority, who may by resolution approve the same
respectively with or without modification or addition as they
think fit.

(3 )
The resolution approving the specifications, plans, and

sections (if any), estimates, and provisional apportionments,
shall be published in the manner prescribed in Part II. of the
Schedule to this Act, and copies thereof shall be served on the
owners of the premises shown as liable to be charged in the
provisional apportionment within seven days after the date of
the first publication. During one month from the date of the
first publication the approved specifications, plans, and sections
(if any), estimates, and provisional apportionments (or copies
thereof certified by the surveyor), shall be kept deposited at

the urban authority offices, and shall be open to inspection

at all reasonable times.

7. During the said month any owner of any premises
shown in a provisional apportionment as liable to be charged
with any part of the expenses of executing the works may, by
written notice served on the urban authority, object to the

proposals of the urban authority on any of the following grounds
(that is to say,)

(a) That an alleged street or part of a street is not or does not

form part of a street within the meaning of this Act;

ip) That a street or part of a street is (in whole or in part) a

highway repairable by the inhabitants at large
;

(c) That there has been some material informality, defect,

or error in or in respect of the resolution, notice,

plans, sections, or estimate
;
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(d) That the proposed works are insufficient or unreason-

able,' or that the estimated expenses are excessive j

{e) That any premises ought to be excluded from or inserted

in the provisional apportionment •,

(f) That the provisional apportionment is incorrect in re-

spect of some matter of fact to be specified in the

objection or (where the provisional apportionment is

made with regard to other considerations than fron-

tage as hereinafter provided) in respect of the degree

of benefit to be derived by any persons, or the amount

or value of any work already done by the owner or

occupier of any premises.

For the purposes of this Act joint tenants or tenants in

common may object through one of their number authorised in

writing under the hands of the majority of such joint tenants

or tenants in common.
8 .

(i) The urban authority at any time after the expira-

tion of the said month may apply to a court of summary juris-

diction to appoint a time for determining the matter of all

objections made as in this Act mentioned, and shall publish a

notice of the time and place appointed, and copies of such

notice shall be served upon the objectors
;
and at the time and

place so appointed any such court may proceed to hear and
determine the matter of all such objections in the same manner
as nearly as may be, and with the same powers and subject to

the same provisions with respect to stating a case, as if the

urban authority were proceeding summarily against the objec-

tors to enforce payment of a sum of money summarily recover-

able. The court may quash in whole or in part or may amend
the resolution, plans, sections, estimates, and provisional appor-

tionments, or any of them, on the application either of any
objector or of the urban authority. The court may also, if it

thinks fit, adjourn the hearing and direct any further notices to

be given.

(2) No objection which could be made under this Act shall

be otherwise made or allowed in any court, proceeding, or

manner whatsoever.

(3) The costs of any proceedings before a court of summary
jurisdiction in relation to objections under this Act shall be
in the discretion of the court, and the court shall have powder,

if it thinks fit, to direct that the whole or any part of such costs
ordered to be paid by an objector or objectors shall be paid in

the first instance by the urban authority, and charged as part
of the expenses of the works on the premises of the objector
or objectors in such proportions as may appear just.

9 . (i) The urban authority may include in any works to

' When determining whether the proposed work, e.g. sewering the
street, is unreasonable, the Court can take into consideration the existing
state of the drainage of the houses in such street, Sheffield (Corporation)
V. Anderson, 64 L. J. M. C. 44 ; 72 L. T. 242.
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be done under this Act with respect to any street or part of a
street any works which they think necessary for bringing the
street or part of a street, as regards sewerage, drainage, level, or
other matters, into conformity with any other streets (whether
repairable or not by the inhabitants at large), including the
provision of separate sewers for the reception of sewage and of
surface water respectively.

(
2

)
The urban authority in any estimate of the expenses of

private street works may include a commission not exceeding
five pounds per centum (in addition to the estimated actual
cost) in respect of surveys, superintendence, and notices, and
such commission when received shall be carried to the credit

of the district fund.

10. In a provisional apportionment of expenses of private

street works the apportionment of expenses against the premises
fronting, adjoining, or abutting on the street or part of a street

in respect of which the expenses are to be incurred, shall, unless

the urban authority otherwise resolve, be apportioned according
to the frontage of the respective premises

;
but the urban

authority may, if they think just, resolve that in settling the

apportionment regard shall be had to the following considera-

tions
;

(that is to say,)

(a) The greater or less degree of benefit to be derived by
any premises from such works

;

{b) The amount and value of any work already done by the

owners or occupiers of any such premises.

They may also, if they think just, include any premises which

do not front, adjoin, or abut on the street or part of a street

but access to which is obtained from the street through a

court, passage, or otherwise, and which in their opinion will be

benefited by the works, and may fix the sum or proportion to

be charged against any such premises accordingly.

11. The urban authority may from time to time amend the

specifications, plans, and sections (if any), estimates, and pro-

visional apportionments for any private street works, but if the

total amount of the estimate in respect of any street or part of

a street is increased, such estimate and the provisional appor-

tionment shall be published in the manner prescribed in

Part II. of the Schedule to this Act, and shall be open to

inspection at the urban authority offices at all reasonable times,

and copies thereof shall be served on the owners of the premises

affected thereby
;
and objections may be made to the increase

and apportionment, and if made shall be dealt with and deter-

mined in like manner as objections to the original estimate and

apportionment.

' The expenses of paving a footpath on one side only of a street must

be apportioned on owners of land, &c. ,
on both sides, Clacton Local Board

V. Young, [1895], I Q. B. 395; 43 W. R. 219; L. T. 877 ;
n

T. L. R. 118.
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12 .
(i) When any private street works have been completed,

and the expenses thereof ascertained, the surveyor shall make

a final apportionment by dividing the expenses in the sarne

proportions in which the estimated expenses were divided in

the original or amended provisional apportionment (as the case

may be), and such final apportionment shall be conclusive for

all purposes
;
and notice of such final apportionment shall be

served upon the owners of the premises affected thereby j
and

the sums apportioned thereby shall be recoverable in manner

provided by this Act, or in the same manner as private im-

provement expenses are recoverable under the Public Health

Act, 1875, including the power to declare any such expenses to

be payable by instalments.

(2) Within one month after such notice the owner of any

premises charged with any expenses under such apportion-

ment may, by a written notice to themrban authority, object to

such final apportionment on the following grounds, or any of

them :

—

{a) That the actual expenses have without sufficient reason

exceeded the estimated expenses by more than fifteen

per cent.

{b) That the final apportionment has not been made in

accordance with this section.

{c) That there has been an unreasonable departure from the

specification, plans, and sections.

(3) Objections under this section shall be 'determined in

the same manner as objections to the provisional apportion-

ment.

13 . (i) Any premises included in the final apportionment,
and all estates and interests from time to time therein, shall

stand and remain charged (to the like extent and effect as
under section two hundred and fifty-seven of the Public Health
Act, 1875) 'vith the sum finally apportioned on them, or if

objection has been made against the final apportionment with
the sum determined to be due as from the date of the final

apportionment, with interest at the rate of four pounds per
centum per annum, and the urban authority shall, for the
recovery of such sum and interest, have all the same powers
and remedies under the Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act, 1881, and otherwise as if they were mortgagees having
powers of sale and lease and of appointing a receiver.

(2) The urban authority shall keep a register of charges
under this Act and of the payments made in satisfaction
thereof, and the register shall be open to inspection to all

persons at all reasonable times on payment of not exceeding
one shilling in respect of each name or property searched for,
and the urban authority shall furnish copies of any part of
such register to any person applying for the same on payment
of such reasonable sum as may be fixed by the urban authority.
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14 . The urban authority, if they think fit, may from time
to time (in addition and without prejudice to any other remedy)
recover summarily in a court of summary jurisdiction, or as a
simple contract debt by action in any court of competent
jurisdiction, from the owner for the time being of any premises
in respect of which any sum is due for expenses of private

street works the whole or any portion of such sum, together
with interest at a rate not exceeding four pounds per. centum
per annum, from the date of the final apportionment till pay-
ment thereof.

15 . The urban authority, if they think fit, may at any time
resolve to contribute the whole or a portion of the expenses of

any private street works, and may pay the same out of the

district fund or general district rate or other rate out of which
the general expenses incurred under the Public Health Act,

1875, are payable.

16 . Exemption from expenses of incumbent of church.]

17. Power for limited owners to borrow for expenses.]

19 . Whenever all or any of the private street works in this

Act mentioned have been executed in a street or part of a

street, and- the urban authority are of opinion that such street

or part of a street ought to become a highway repairable by the

inhabitants at large, they may by notice to be fixed up in such

street or part of a street declare the whole of such street or part

of a street to be a highway repairable by the inhabitants at

large, and thereupon such street or part of a street as defined

in the notice shall become a highway repairable by the inhabi-

tants at large.

20 . If any street is now or shall hereafter be sewered,

levelled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled, and made good

(all such works being done to the satisfaction of the urban

authority), then, on the application in writing of the greater

part in value of the owners of the houses and land in such

street, the urban authority shall, within three months from the

time of such application, by notice put up in such street declare

the same to be a highway repairable by the inhabitants at large,

and thereupon such street shall become a highway repairable

by the inhabitants at large.

[
22 . Railways and canals abutting but not communicating

with streets not to be chargeable with private street expenses.]

[
24 . Powers of Act cumulative.]

25 . Neither sections 150, 151, and 152 of the Public

Health Act, 1875, nor section 41 of the Public Health Acts

Amendment Act, 1890, shall apply to any district or part of a

district in which this Act is in force.

[
26 . Exemption of Conservators of the River Thames.]
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Sections 6, ii.

Part I.

P\RTICULARS TO BE STATED IN SPECIFICATIONS, PLANS AND

SECTIONS, ESTIMATES, AND PROVISIONAL APPORTIONMENTS.

Specifications.— describe generally the works and

things to be done, and in the case of structural works shall

specify as far as may be the foundation, form, material, and

dimensions thereof.

Plans and Sections.— shall show the constructive

character of the works, and the connections (if any) with exist-

ing streets, sewers, or other works, and the lines and levels of

the works, subject to such limits of deviation (if ahy) as shall

be indicated on the plans and sections respectively.

These shall show the particulars of the probable

cost of the whole works, including the commission provided for

by this Act.

Provisional Apportionments.—These shall state the amounts

charged on the respective premises and the names of respective

owners, or reputed owners, and shall also state whether the

apportionment is made according to the frontage of the respec-

tive premises or not, and the measurements of the frontages,

and the other considerations (if any) on which the apportion-

ment is based.

THE SCHEDULE.

Private Street Works.

Part II.

PUBLICATION OF NOTICE.

Any resolution, notice, or other document required by this

Act to be published in the manner prescribed by this schedule

shall be published once in each of two successive weeks in

some local newspaper circulating within the district, and shall

be publicly posted in or near the street to which it relates once

at least in each of three successive weeks.
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PUBLIC AUTHORITIES PROTECTION ACT, 1893.

56 & 57 ViCT. C. 61.

An Act to generalise and amend certain Statutory Provisionsfor
the Protection of Persons acting in the Exeaition of Statutory
and other Public P)uties. \_S^l^ P)eceniber^ 1893.]

Be it enacted, &c. :

1. Protection of persons acting in execution of statutory or
other public dutyl\ Where after the commencement of this
Act any action, prosecution, or other proceeding is commenced
in the United Kingdom against any person' for any act done

‘ ‘ Person ’ includes a body corporate. Interpretation Act, 1889.
See the following cases in the repealed s. 108 of the Metropolitan

Building Act, 1855. A person employed by a building owner to erect a
building adjoining the house of another, was not within the section.
Williams v. Golding, L. R. i C. P. 69 ; 35 L. J. C. P i ; 14 W. R. 60 ;

13 L. T. (N. S.) 291. The words ‘ other person ’ in that section included
only official persons discharging official duties cast upon them by the Act,
or persons doing some act in respect of which they were performing or
intending to perform their statutory duty. Ib.

The 14 Geo. III. c. 78 , s. 100 limited actions to be brought within three
months. And where A had begun to build a party-wall, partly on the soil

of B.
,
more than three months before the action, and had not completed it

till within that time, it was held that B. might recover for such part of the
trespass as was committed within the time limited

; but that, if nothing
had been done within the three months, he must have brought ejectment.
Trotter Simpson, 5 C. & P. 51.

See, too, Wheeler v. Gray, 27 L. J. C. P. 267 ; 28 L. J. C. P. 200

;

Pratt V. Hillman, 6 D. & R. 360 ; 4 B. & C. 269 ; Wells v. Ody, 2
C. M. & R. 128, 124 ; 7 C. & P. 22.

And see the following cases on the repealed s. 106 of the Metropolitan
Management Amendment Act, 1862. That section did not apply to an
action for an injunction to restrain a nuisance, Bateman v. Poplar District
Board of Works, 33 Ch. D. 360 ; 55 L. T. 374 ; as to notice of action
under that section, see Potdsnm v. Thirst, L. R. 2 C. P. 449 ; 36 L. J.
C. P. 225 ; Doust V. Slater, 38 L. J. Q. B. 159 ;

Freeman v. Read, 32
L. J. Q. B. 322; II W. R. 802; 8 L. T. (N. S.)4S8; Martins v.

Upcher, L. R. 3 Q. B. 662; Madden v. Kensington Vestry, [1S92]

1 Q. B. 614 ; 61 L. J. Q. B. 527 ;
66 L. T. 347 ; 40 W. R. 390 ; 56 J. P.

471. Notice of claim and demand of arbitration for damage done to

buildings by the Metropolitan Board of Works was not such a proceeding
as to render it necessary that it should be made within six months after

the damage was caused, Delany v. Metropolitan Board of Works, L. R.

2 C. P. 532 ; ib. 3 C. P. III.

And see the following cases in the repealed s. 264 of the Public He.'ilth

Act, 1875. As to when action must be brought for negligence in construe-
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in pursuance, or execution, or intended execution of any Act

of Parliament, or of any public duty or authority, or in respect of

any alleged neglect or default in the execution of any such Act,

duty, or authority, the following provisions shall have effect :

(a) The action, prosecution, or proceeding shall not lie or be

instituted unless it is commenced within six months

next after the act, neglect, or default complained of,

or, in case of a continuance of injury or damage,

within six months next after the ceasing thereof :

{b) Wherever in any such action a judgment is obtained by

defendant, it shall carry costs to be taxed as between

solicitor and client.

(f) Where the proceeding is an action for damages, tender

of amends before the action was commenced may, in

lieu of or in addition to any other plea, be pleaded.

If the action was commenced after the tender, or is

proceeded with after payment into court of any money
in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim, and the plaintiff

does not recover more than the sum tendered or paid,

he shall not recover any costs incurred after the tender

or payment, and the defendant shall be entitled to

costs, to be taxed as between solicitor and client, as

from the time of the tender or payment
;
but this

provision shall not affect costs on any injunction in

the action :

(d) If, in the opinion of the court, the plaintiff has not given

the defendant a sufficient opportunity of tendering

amends before the commencement of the proceeding
the Court may award to the defendant costs to be
taxed as between solicitor and client.

tion of sewers interfering with support to buildings, Fairbrother v. Bury
Kwal Sanitary Authority, 37 W. R. 544. As to notice of action under
this section, Mason v. Birkenhead Commissioners, 6 H. & N. 72 ; 29 L.J.
Ex. 407 ;

Smith v. West Derby Local Board, 47 L. J. C. P. 607 ; Newton
V. Ellis, 24 L. J. Q. B. 337 ; 3 W. R. 476 ; Wilson v. Halifax, L. R.

3 Ex. 1 14 ; Selmes 'r. Judge, L. R. 6 Q. B. 724.
As to action being brought within six months, see Flower v. Low Leyton

Local Board, 5 C. D. 347 ; 46 L. J. Ch. 621 ; Attorney-Generalv. Hack-
7tey Local Board, L. R. 20 Eq. 626 ; 44 L. J. Ch. 545 ; Graham v. New-
castle-on- Tyne {Mayor of), [1893] i Q. B. 643; 62 L. J. Q. B. 315 ;

69 L. T. 6 ; 41 W. R. 424 ; 57 J. P. 596 ; 9 T. L. R. 343.
Where the plaintiffs paid their apportioned share of paving expenses

under the Public Health Act, 1875, to the defendants, and it was after-
wards found that the plaintiffs were not liable, it was held that the plain-
tiffs could not recover the money as money paid under a mistake of fact
and as money received to their use, without commencing the action within
the six months. Midland Railway Company v. Withington Local Board
1

1 Q. B. D. 788 ; 52 L. J. Q. B. 689 ; 49 L. T. 489 ; 47 J. P. 789.
This section also did not apply to an action for an injunction to restrain

a nuisance. Flower v. Low Leyton J^ocal Board, supra : Sellers v. Matlock
Bath Local Board, 14 Q. B. D. 928 ; 52 L. T. 762, nor where" damages
were given in lieu of an injunction. Chapman v. Auckland Guardians 22
Q. B. D. 294 ; 58 L. J. Q. B. 504 ; 61 L. T. 446 ; 53 J. P. 820.

Public
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608 Statute Law relating to Building.

This section shall not affect any proceedings by any depart-
ment of the Government against any local authority or officer of
a local authority.

^
2 . Repeal:] There shall be repealed as to the United

Kingdom so much of any public general Act as enacts that in
any proceeding to which this Act applies

—

{a) the proceeding is to be commenced in any particular
place

;
or

(b) the proceeding is to be commenced within any particular
time

;
or

(f) notice of action is to be given
;
or

{d) the defendant is to be entitled to any particular kind or
amount of costs, or the plaintiff is to be deprived of
costs in any specified event

;
or

{e) the defendant may plead the general issue; and in
particular there shall be so repealed the enactments specified in
the schedule to this Act to the extent in that schedule men-
tioned.

This repeal shall not affect any proceeding pending at the
commencement of this Act.

4 . Commencetnent.] This Act shall come into operation on
the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
four.

5 . Short title.] This Act may be cited as the Public
Authorities Protection Act, 1893.

SCHEDULE.
Enactments Repealed.

[Section 2.]

Session and Chapter Title

18 & 19 Viet. C. 122

—

The Metropolitan Building Act, 1855—
in part in part ; namely,

—

Section 108.

25 & 26 Viet. e. 102

—

The Metropolis Management Amendment
in part Act, 1862

—

in part
; namely,

—

Section 106.

38 & 39 Viet. e. 55— The Public Health Act, 1875 —
in part in part

; namely,

—

Section 264.
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LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL BYELAWS.

B Byelaw relating to the Construction of Sewers and
S’ Laying of House-Drains in London.

B Made by the Metropolitan Board of Works onthe 14th day of March, 1856,

B mider the Metropolis Management Act, 1855. It is continued in force,

by the \ 2'yd section of the Local Govertunent Act, 1888.'

B No sewer shall be made without the previous approval of the London

B County Council, &c.B Three clear days’ notice in writing shall be given to the London
B County Council by a Vestry or District Board previously to the connection

B of any sewer or drain with a main sewer, and the necessary junction for

B that purpose shall be made by such Vestry or District Board to the satis-

faction of the Council.

B By an order of the Metropolitan Board of Works ofMay 1857 {No. 4),

B il further provided:

B Where it is intended to lay house-drains into main sewers, the followingB is to be the form of notice to be given by Vestries and District Boards :

To the Metropolitan Board of Works {London County Council).

B Application having been made to the Vestry or District Board of

B by

of for leave to lay down a

pipe drain

into the main sewer, situate

inches in diameter, to and

from the house situate

the said Vestry or District Board of therefore herebyH give notice, in accordance with the regulations of the said Board
( Cotcncil)

that the said communication with the said sewer will be made by them at
the expiration of three days from the service hereof.

B Dated this day of 1 8

w The following formalities shall be observed by persons wishing to
tX branch sewers into main or other sewers, and by persons proposing to
iX branch drains into main sewers :

—

All persons wishing to make or branch a sewer either into a sewer" vested in the Metropolitan Board of Works {Lo7idon County Council), or
t into a sewer vested in any Vestry or District Board, shall, in the first

instance, lay the plans and sections relating thereto before, and apply for
‘

^
the sanction of, the Vestry or District Board in which such last-mentioned

j
* And see s. 216 of London Building Act, r894>

R R
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sewer shall be situate, and no such sewer shall be begun to be made until
the sanction of such Vestry or District Board shall have been given:

Before any Vestry or District Board shall sanction the construction of
any such sewer, they shall submit the plans and sections thereof, when the
same shall have been approved by them, to the Metropolitan Board of
"Works {^L,oudo7i County Council)^ for their sanction, in the same manner
as if such sewer were proposed to be constructed by such Vestry or District
Board.

All persons wishing to make or branch any drain into a sewer vested in
the Metropolitan Board of Works {London County Couticil), shall, seven
days before comrnencing any works for that purpose, submit a proper plan
and description in reference thereto before, and apply in writing for the
sanction of, the Vestry or District Board of the Parish or District in which
such sewer shall be situate, and no such work shall be commenced until
the sanction of the said Vestry or District Board shall have been given.

Byelaws made by the Council under Section i6 of the
Metropolis Management and Building Acts Amendment
Act, 1878 (s. 164 OF London Building Act, 1894).

I. Repeal ofprevious Byelaws.

And in lieu thereof the following are made :

—

2. Foundations afid sites of buildings.

No house, building, or other erection, shall be erected upon any site '

or portion of any site which shall have been filled up or covered with any
material impregnated or mixed with any fascal, animal, or vegetable
matter, or which shall have been filled up or covered with dust, or slop, or
other refuse, or in or upon which any such matter or refuse shall have been
deposited, unless and until such matter or refuse shall have been properly
removed, by excavation or otherwise, from such site. Any holes caused
by such excavation must, if not used for a basement or cellar, be filled in

with hard brick or dry rubbish, or concrete, or other suitable material to

be approved by the district surveyor.

The ,
site of every house or building shall be covered with a layer of

good concrete, at least six inches thick, and smoothed on the upper surface.

The foundations of the walls of every house or building shall be formed
of a bed of good concrete, not less than nine inches thick, and projecting

at least four inches on each side of the lowest course of footings of such
walls. If the site be upon a natural bed of gravel, concrete may be omitted
from the foundations of the walls, with the approval of the district sur-

veyor.

The concrete must be composed of clean gravel, broken hard brick,

properly burnt ballast, or other hard material to be approved by the dis-

trict surveyor, well mixed with freshly burned lime or cement in the pro-

portions of one of lime to six, and one of cement to eight of the other

material.

3. Description and quality ofthe sidistances ofwalls.-

The external walls of every house, building, or other erection shall,

except in the case of concrete buildings, be constructed of good, hard,

sound, well-burnt bricks, or of stone.

1 The meaning of the word ‘ site ' is governed by the interpretation of that

word in the Act, Blashill v. Chambers, 14 Q. B. D. 479. See this case as to

soil below the level of the bottom of the foundations.
2 See s. S3 of the London Building Act, 1894, ante, p. 418 ; and the

first Schedule to that Act, ante, p. 477 ct seq.
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Similar bricks shall be used in the portions of party and cross walls

below the surface or level of the ground, and above the roof, including the

chimney stacks. Cutters or malms may be used in arches over recesses

and openings in, or for facings of, external walls.

Stone used for the construction of walls must be free from vents, cracks,

and sand-holes, and be laid on its natural bed.

All brick and stone work shall be put together with good mortar or

good cement.

The mortar to be used must be composed of freshly burned lime and
clean sharp sand or grit, without earthy matter, in the proportions of one of

lime to three of sand or grit.

The cement to be used must be Portland cement, or other cement of

equal quality, to be approved by the district surveyor, mixed with clean

sharp sand or grit, in the proportions of one of cement to four of sand or

grit.

Burnt ballast or broken brick may be substituted for sand or grit, pro-

vided such material be properly mixed with lime in a mortar mill.

Every wall of a house or building shall have a damp course composed
of materials impervious to moisture, to be approved by the district surveyor,
extending throughout its whole thickness at the level of not less than six

inches below the level of the lowest floor. Every external wall or in-

closing wall of habitable rooms or their appurtenances or cellars which
abuts against the earth shall be protected by materials impervious to
moisture to the satisfaction of the district surveyor.

The top of every party wall and parapet wall shall be finished with
one course of hard, well-burnt bricks set on edge, in cement, or by a
coping of any other waterproof and fire-resisting material properly secured.

Whenever concrete is used in the construction of walls, the concrete
shall be composed of Portland cement and of clean Thames or pit ballast,
or gravel, or broken brick or stone, or furnace clinkers, with clean sand in
the following proportions, viz.

,
one part of Portland cement, two parts of

clean sand, and three parts of the coarse material, which is to be broken
up sufficiently small to pass through a two-inch ring.

The proportions of the materials to be strictly observed, and to be
ascertained by careful admeasurement

;
and the mixing either by machine

or hand to be most carefully done with clean water, and, if mixed by hand,
the material to be turned over dry before the water is added.

The walls to be carried up regularly and in parallel frames of equal
height, and the surface of the concrete filled in the frame to be left rough
and uneven to form a key for the next frame of concrete.

The thicknesses ofconcrete walls to be equal at the least to the thicknesses
for walls to be constructed of brickwork prescribed by the 12th section ' of
the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, and the first schedule referred to
therein.

Such portions of concrete party-walls and chimney-stacks as are carried
above the roofs of buildings to be rendered externally with Portland
cement.

4. Duties of Disti-ict Surveyors.-

It shall be the duty of each district surveyor, on receiving notice of the
commencement of any house, building, or other erection, or of any altera-
tion or addition, or on his becoming aware that any house, buildino- or
other erection, or any alteration or addition, is being proceeded with to
see that the provisions of the foregoing byelaws are duly observed (exc’ent
in cases where the London County Council may have dispensed wiih theobservance thereof), and to see that the terms and conditions upon whichany dispensation may have been granted are complied with.

1 Now s. 53 of the London Building Act, 1804.
See ss. 138 et seq. of the Building Act, 1894, 'ante, p. 454.

R R 2
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5. Fees to be paid to District Su7~veyor.^

6. Deposit ofplans and sections.

On notice being given to a district surveyor of the intended erection,

re-erection, alteration of, or addition to a public building, or a building to

which s. 56- of the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, applies, it shall be
the duty of the person giving such notice to deposit plans and sections of
such erection, re-erection, alteration, or addition with the district surveyor.

Such plans and sections shall be of sufficient detail to show the construc-

tion.

On notice being given to the district surveyor of the intended erection

or alteration of or addition to any house, building, or other erection, other

than a public building, or one to which s. 56- of the Metropolitan Building

Act, 1855, applies, the district surveyor may, if he think fit so to do, by
notice in writing, require the person giving such notice to produce a plan

or plans and sections of any such house, building, or other erection, or of

the intended alterations or additions thereto, for his inspection.

7. Penalties and dispensation.^

In case of any breach of any of the provisions contained in these bye-

laws, the offender shall be liable for each breach to a penalty not exceeding

five pounds, and in each case of a continuing offence, to a further penalty

not exceeding forty shillings for each day after notice of such offence from

the London County Council or the district surveyor.

In any case in which the Council think it expedient, they may dispense

with the observance of any of the foregoing byelaws, or any part thereof,

upon such terms and conditions as they may think proper, and in case of

the non-observance of any terms and conditions upon which the Council

may have dispensed with the observance of any of the foregoing byelaws,

then such proceedings may be taken, and such liabilities shall be incurred,

as if the same had been enacted by such byelaws.

Byelaws made by the Council under Section 31 of the
London Council (General Powers) Act, 1890.-'

I. Description and quality of the substances of which plastering is

to be made.

All laths used for plastering shall be sound laths free from sap, but

iron or other incombustible laths, wire netting, or other suitable material

to the satisfaction of the district surveyor may be used.

Plastering or coarse stuff shall be composed of lime and sand in the

proportion of i of lime to 3 of sand, mixed with water and hair ; but

Portland cement, Keene’s cement, Parian cement, Martin’s cement,

Selenitic cement, or other approved cement or plaster of Paris may also

be used for plastering.

The lime to be used must be freshly burned lime.

The sand to be used must be clean sharp sand, free from loam and

earthy marter.^
be used must be good and sound, and free from gre^e or

dirt ;
i lb. of hair to be used to every 3 cubic feet of coarse stuff. Fibrous

1 See s. 154 ct seq. of the same Act, ante, p. 458.

2 Now s. 82 of the London Building Act. 1894.

3 See s. 166 and following sections of the Building Act, 1894, as to recover)',

applicatioii, and appeal in respect of penalties, ante, p. 461.

4 See now London Building .^ct, 1894, ss. 164, 216.
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material to the satisfaction of the district surveyor may be used instead of

hair, and ground brick or furnace slag to the satisfaction of the district

surveyor may be used instead of sand.

The setting coat shall be composed of lime or cement mixed with clean

washed sand or of cement only.

Clear water only is to be used in mixing the material.

The Portland cement to be used must weigh not less than 90 lbs. to

the imperial bushel.

Fibrous slab or other slab plastering, of sufficient thickness and securely

fixed, may be used on ceilings, partitions, and walls to the satisfaction of

the district surveyor.

2. As io the mode in which and the materials with which any
excavation outside the site of a building is to befilled up.

Any excavation made within a line drawn outside the site of a house,

building, or other erection, and at a uniform distance therefrom of three

feet, shall not be filled up otherwise than with the natural soil or with

brick or dry rubbish or other suitable material to be approved by the

district surveyor, not consisting of, nor impregnated or mixed with, any
fecal, animal, or vegetable matter, or with dust or slop or other refuse, and
shall be properly rammed.

3. Dtcties ofDistrict Surveyors.

It shall be the duty of each district surveyor on receiving notice of the
commencement of any house, building, or other erection, or on his becom-
ing aware that any house, building, or other erection is being proceeded
with, or that any excavation is being made within a line drawn outside the
site of a house, building, or other erection and within three feet therefrom,
to see that the plastering is of the description and quality prescribed by,
and that any excavation be filled up with the material and in manner
specified in, the foregoing byelaws.

4. Fees to be paid to District Surveyors.

There shall be paid to the district surveyor in respect of his supervision
of the plastering of any house, building, or other erection, and in respect
of the filling in of any excavation made outside the site of any house,
building, or other erection, and within a distance of three feet therefrom,
an inclusive fee of five shillings, such fee to be payable in the manner and
at the time specified in s. 51 ' of the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855.

5. Penalties.

In case of any breach of the provisions contained in these byelaws, the
offender shall be liable for each offence to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, and, in each case of a continuing offence, to a further penalty not
exceeding forty shillings for each day after notice of such offence from the
London County Council or the district surveyor.

' Now s. 157 of the London Building Act, 1894.
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Byelaws as to the Formation of New Streets in the
Metropolis.

Metropolis Local Management Act.

Byelaw made by the Metropolitaji Board of Works on the
ijth day of March, 1857.

I.' Four weeks at the least before any new street shall be laid out,
written notice shall be given to the Metropolitan Board of Works, at their
office. Spring Gardens, in the County of Middlesex, by the person or per-
sons intending to lay out such new street, stating the proposed level and
width thereof, and accompanied by a plan of the ground showing the local

situation of the same.

z.'^ Forty feet at the least shall be the width of every new street in-

tended for carriage traffic
; twenty feet at the least shall be the width of

every new street intended only for foot traffic
;
provided that the said

width, respectively, shall be construed to mean the width of the carriage
and foot way only, exclusive of any gardens, forecourts, open areas, or
other spaces in front of the houses or buildings erected or intended to be
erected in any street.

3. Every new street shall, unless the Metropolitan Board of Works
otherwise consent in writing, have at the least two entrances of the full

width of such street, and shall be open from the ground upward.

4. The measurement of the width of every new street shall be taken at

a right angle to the course thereof, half on either side from the centre or

crown of the roadway to the external wall or front of the intended houses
or buildings on each side thereof ; but where forecourts or other spaces are

intended to be left in front of the houses or buildings, then the width of
the street, as already defined, shall be measured from the centre line up to

the fence, railing, or boundary dividing or intended to divide such fore-

courts, gardens, or spaces from the public way.

5. The carriageway of every new street must curve or fall from the

centre or crown thereof at the rate of three-eighths of an inch, at the least,

for every foot of breadth.

6. In every new street the kerb to each footpath must not be less than

four nor more than eight inches above the channel of the roadway, except

in the case of crossings paved or formed for the use of foot passengers

;

and the slope of every footpath towards the kerb must be half an inch

to every foot of width, if the footpath be unpaved, or not less than a

quarter of an inch to every foot of width if the footpath be paved.

7. ^ In this byelaw the word ‘street’ shall be interpreted to apply to

and include any highway (except the carriageway of any turnpike road),

and any road, public bridge (not being a county bridge), lane, footway,

square, court, alley, or passage, whether a thoroughfare or not ;
and a part

of any such highway, road, bridge, lane, footway, square, court, alley, or

passage.

8. ‘ In case of any breach of the regulations contained in this byelaw,

the offender shall be liable for each offence to a penalty of forty shillings ;

and in case of a continuing offence to a further penalty of twenty shillings

for each day after notice thereof from the Metropolitan Board of Works.

By the 401h Section of the Local Government Act, 1888, the powers

of the Metropolitan Board ofWorks are transferred to the London County

Council, and any notice which by the above byelaw is directed to be given

to the Board must henceforth be given to the Council, and any consent

which might have been given by the Board may be given by the Council,

and any notice which might have been given under the said byelaw by the

Board to an offender may be given by the Council.

^ See s. 8 of London Building Act, 1894. * Ibtd s. 12.

® See s. 5 (i) of the London Building Act, 1894. ^ Ibid. s. 200 (i).
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Regulations as to Applications for Sanction or Consent
UNDER THE LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1894.

I. General.

All applications are to be addressed to the Superintending Architect,

County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.
All applications must be in writing on foolscap paper, and all drawings

(including plans, sections, and elevations) must be on tracing linen of suffi-

cient size to permit of the approval of the Council being endorsed thereon.

The scale to which drawings are made must be drawn thereon and not

expressed in words ; the north point must be indicated on all plans.

The site must be coloured pink, the proposed building red, existing

buildings grey, and any land to be dedicated and left open for the use of

the public, blue.

The name of the person on whose behalf the application is made must
be stated. Reference must be made to the section of the Act under which
sanction is sought, and particulars must be furnished as to the nature of

the application and the situation of the street, building, or structure.

All drawings must be sent in duplicate.

II. Particulars as to Drawmgs required in each case.

(i) Nezv Streets, &^c., s. 7 and s. 10.

Plans must be to a scale of 88 feet to the inch, and must be accom-
panied by longitudinal sections to the same horizontal scale, but to a
vertical scale of ii feet to the inch, showing the natural and intended
surface levels of the streets (computed from ordnance or some other fixed
datum), and by cross sections to a scale of 22 feet to the inch.

A key plan of the locality showing the surrounding property must also
be sent.

The names proposed to be given to the streets must be submitted
; they

must be such as are not already in use.

In the event of the application being sanctioned, two additional copies
of the plans will be required.

In the case of the widening of streets under s. 10 (4) sections will not
be required.

(2) Buildings within prescribed distances, lifies offrontage, Ss^c., s. 13,
s. 17, and s. 22.

Plans must be to a scale of 22 feet to the inch, and must show the
situation of the building in relation to others adjacent. The height and
precise distance from the centre of the roadway of the proposed building
and the width of the street are to be figured.

The names and addresses of the owners and occupiers of the nearest
building on each side of the proposed building must also be sent.

In the event of an application being approved, an additional copy of
the drawings will be required.

In the case of applications under s. 13(5), the extent and height of the
old buildings on the site must be shown to the same scale.

(3) Space at rear ofdo7nestic buildings, s. 41, a 7id ope7t space about
working class dwellings tiot on the public way, s. 42.

Plans and sections must be to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to the
foot

; they must indicate the height of the proposed buildings in every
part

; there must also be a block plan to the scale of 22 feet to i inch
showing the adjoining premises, with the approximate heiuht of anv
buildings thereon. ^
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(4) Open space at rear ofdomestic buildings on old sites, s. 43.

Plans and sections to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to a foot,
showing the height and extent of the previously existing buildings and
certified by the district surveyor, must be sent, together with plans and
sections of the proposed new buildings to the same scale. The position
and approximate height of any adjacent buildings must be indicated on a
block plan to the scale of 22 feet to i inch.

*

(5) Laying out new st7-eets on a cleared a^-ea, s. 44.

In addition to the plans required under Regulations II. (i), and (so far

as any relaxation or modification of the rules of Part V. of the Act may be
asked for) under II. (3), a plan will be required to the scale of 88 feet to
I inch, showing the width of all old streets on the area and the extent and
approximate height of all old buildings thereon, as well as of the proposed
new streets and buildings.

(6) Height of buildings, s. 47 and s. 49.

A block plan to a scale of 22 feet to an inch, showing the position of
the proposed building and of any adjacent buildings, and the width of the
street.

Also a plan and sections to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to the
foot, showing the height of the several parts of the b^uilding.

(7) Tutiber in external walls, s. 55 ;
a7idfur7iace chit/mey shafts, s. 65.

Plans, sections, and elevations to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to

a foot, together with such details to a larger scale as may be necessary to

show the construction.

A block plan to the scale of 22 feet to the inch, showing the position

of the building.

(8) Pi-ojectio7is, s. 73.

In addition to the drawings, &c.
,
required by Regulation II. (2) a

plan, section, and side elevation to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to a-

foot. In the case of the application being approved an additional copy of

the drawings will be required.

(9) Additio7ial cubical extent, s. 76 ; a7td btnldi/igsfor the

stipply of electTncity
,

s. 203.

A block plan to the scale of 22 feet to the inch showing the position of

the building and buildings adjacent.

Plans and sections to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to the foot show-

ing the height of the building in its various parts.

The use to which the various parts of the building are intended to be
put are to be indicated, and any points bearing upon the question of

liability to fire.

(10) Special a 7id tempora 7y buildmgs a7id woode/t structures.

Part VII.

Applications must be accompanied by a block plan of the premises,

showing the position of the building or structure, and also by a plan,

elevation, and section to a scale of one-eighth of an inch to the foot,

together with such details to a larger scale as may be necessary to show

the construction.

A fee of Sr. must be paid to the cashier of the Council on depositing

the application, and a further fee of Sr. on obtaining a notification of the

order of the Council, and in no case will the work be allowed to proceed

until the fees are paid.
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Every application for an extension of the period for which the Council

has allowed the use of a temporary building must be accompanied by a

certificate from the district surveyor as to its condition, and as to its

stability for such further period as may be applied for, and also as to any

repairs which may be requisite.

In cases where the structure has existed for less than three years, and

if the inspection be merely to ascertain that the building has not been

altered as to condition or position, and to certify that an extension of tune

may be allowed, a fee of los. may be demanded and received by the dis-

trict surveyor.

In cases where the structure has existed for three years or more, and a

certificate with regard to structural stability is required, a fee of 20J-. may

be demanded and received by the district surveyor.

Nanmig of streets and membering of houses. Part IV.

Persons laying out new streets or building rows of houses would facili-

tate their own operations with reference to leases and the numbering of

houses required by the Council under the statute by observing the follow-

ing rules :

—

St. Paul’s Cathedral is recognised as a central point ;
and the numbering

of houses begins at the end or entrance of the street nearest to that

building, except where a street leads from a main thoroughfare to a

less important street, and then the numbering must start from the

main thoroughfare.

Taking, therefore, the sides of a street as left and right (assuming that

the back is towards St. Paul’s), the odd numbers will be assigned to

the left-hand side, and the even numbers to the right-hand side.

No name is to be used for a street unless with the approval of the

Council
;
and it must be a name consisting, if possible, of one word,

with the addition of ‘street,’ ‘road,’ or other like term, and not

already in use within the county.

Only such streets as are leading thoroughfares of considerable length

can be designated ‘ roads.’

No street under fifty feet in width can be called an ‘ avenue.’

The names ‘ gardens ’ and ‘ groves ’ can only be used when the terms

seem appropriate.

Names in some way associated with the locality are preferred.

Names for terraces or places, or other blocks of houses, and sections of

streets, usually known as subsidiary names, are not recognised.

Any person interested in property affected by any order of the Council
for re-naming streets or re-numbering houses, is permitted, on appli-

cation, to make a copy of the order and a tracing of the plan attached
thereto ; or a certified copy of the order and plan may be furnished to

him on his paying the cost of making the same.
A fee of ir. is to be charged to all persons seeking information involving

a reference to the records with regard to orders for re-naming streets

or re-numbering houses.

If a copy of an order and plan be required, there will be a further fee of
not less than u. 6d.

A more extended plan may be obtained for a larger payment.
Copies of orders and plans are to be made in the superintending archi-

tect’s department.
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Standing Orders of the Council relative to the following
MATTERS, UNDER THE LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1804.

General.

The following conditions are to be imposed in the case of buildings
sanctioned, viz.— ‘ That the building shall be commenced within six
rnonths and be completed within eighteen months from the date of the
licence; * * * that the erection be made in entire
conformity with the letter of application, and as shown on the plan accom-
panying it, and be not at any time, in any manner, altered or raised
without the consent of the Council

; and that if the plan or application be
hereafter found to be inaccurate in any particular, the consent of the
Council shall be null and void.’

Where any land is to be given up these words shall be inserted, viz. :

‘ That within three months after the erection of the building the whole of
the land coloured blue on the deposited plan be dedicated to and left open
for the use of the public.’

^

In the case of a one-storey shop these words shall be inserted, viz. :
—

‘ That no part of the proposed shop or any structure or erection connected
therewith do exceed i6 feet in height above the footway.’

Part II. Formation and widening of streets.

A copy of each plan for the formation of a new street, or for the
adaptation of a way for a street, or for the erection of a building or struc-
ture at less than the prescribed distance from the centre of the roadway, is
to be sent to the local authority in whose district the proposed street,
building, or structure is situated, with a request that they will inform the
Council within 14 days whether they have any suggestions to make with
reference to such plan, and with an intimation in cases of proposed erection
at less than the prescribed distance from the centre of the road, that the
communication is to be treated as the Council’s communication within the
meaning of section 13 of its intention to give the consent applied for if

upon consideration of the application it should think it ought to be
granted.

Whenever plans of new streets are approved, a condition is to be
attached, that the name of each street, as approved by the Council, shall
be affixed on posts at both ends of such streets until the houses are built,

when the name shall be affixed according to law.

Whenever plans of new streets to be laid out for foot traffic only are
sanctioned, a condition is to be attached binding the applicant to pave the
same over the entire surface, and by posts, bars, or otherwise, to prevent
the same from being used for carriage traffic.

Part III. Lines of buildingfrontage.

On the receipt of an application to erect or extend buildings beyond
the general line of frontage, such application, together with copies or
tracings of so much of the drawings accompanying the application as may
be sufficient for identifying the property proposed to be dealt with, and
explaining the object of the application, is to be communicated to the
local authority of the district in which the site is situated

; and the local

authority is to be apprised that the Council will be prepared to receive any
suggestions they may deem it desirable to make upon the subject within

fourteen days ; also a notice that such application has been made shall be
sent to the owner and occupier of the nearest building on each side of the

proposed building ;
and no such application shall be brought before the

Committee until after the expiration of fourteen days from the date of such

notice.
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Part VII. Hoardings.

The following regulations are to be enforced by the Council as regards

hoardings around or on vacant land.
. , . , . 1 ^ i

No existing hoardings to be increased in height so as to exceed twelve

No new hoardings to be erected exceeding twelve feet in height.

Existing hoardings exceeding fifteen feet in height to be reduced to that

height within six months of notice given.

Part XI. Dwelling-houses on loiu-lying land.

Regulation made by the Council under s. 122.

It shall not be lawful to place the underside of the lowest floor of any

permitted building at such a level as will render it liable to flooding, and

every permitted building shall be efficiently and properly drained to the

satisfaction of the engineer for the time being of the Council, either into a

local sewer or into a main sewer of the Council.

Regulations made by the Council under s. 123, with the

concurrence of the tribunal of appeal.

Every person who shall be desirous of erecting or adapting any

building to be used wholly or in part as a dwelling-house on any land in

the county of London, of which the surface is below the level of Trinity

highwater mark and which is so situate as not to admit of being drained

by gravitation into an existing sewer of the Council, shall first make a

written application for a licence. Such application shall be addressed to

the clerk of the Council.

Such application shall contain a statement as to the nature and extent

of the interest of the applicant in the building or buildings proposed to be

erected or adapted, and be accompanied by a plan and section of the

lowest floor of such building or buildings and the curtilages thereof to a

scale of -|th of an inch to a foot, and by a block plan to a scale of not less

than (which may be on a sheet or sheets of the ordnance survey, or

may be drawn on tracing linen), showing the position of such building or

buildings, and the local sewer into which it is proposed to drain such

building or buildings, and the connection of such local sewer with an

existing sewer of the Council.

Such plans and sections shall be accompanied by a description of the

materials to be used in the construction of such building or buildings, and
shall be coloured in accordance therewith. The points of the compass
shall be marked on the block plan.

The position and course of the drainage system proposed to be adopted
for the disposal of sewage and rain water, and its connection with the local

sewer or an existing sewer of the Council, shall be clearly shown on the

plans and sections, and the diameter and inclination of the drain pipes

shall be figured thereon.

The plan and section shall also indicate in figures the level above or

below ordnance datum at which it is proposed to construct the floor of the

lowest rooms.

The decision given by the chief engineer of the Council upon such
application shall be reported to the Building Act Committee, and the
committee shall report it to the Council, and thereupon, if it is to the effect

that the erection or adaptation may not be permitted, the clerk of the Council
shall by letter inform the applicant that the Council, acting upon the
decision of the engineer, has refused permission. If it is to the effect that
the erection or adaptation may be permitted, a licence under the seal of
the Council embodying the conditions of the engineer’s decision shall be
issued to the applicant.
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Byelaws made by the London County Council under
THE Public Health (London) Act, 1891.

Byelaws under s. 39 (i).

With respect to waterclosets, earthclosets, privies, ashpits, cesspools, and
receptacles for dung, and the proper accessories thereof in connection
with buildings, whether constructed before or after thepassing of this
Act.

Waterclosets and earthclosets.

1. Every person who shall hereafter construct a watercloset or earth-
closet in connection with a building shall construct such watercloset or
earthcloset in such a position, that in the case of a watercloset, one of its

sides at least shall be an external wall, and in the case of an earthcloset
two of its sides at the least shall be external walls, which external wall
or walls shall abut immediately upon the street, or upon a yard or garden
or open space of not less than one hundred square feet of superficial area,
measured horizontally at a point below the level of the floor of such closet.

He shall not construct any such watercloset so that it is approached
directly from any room used for the purpose of human habitation, or used
for the manufacture, preparation, or storage of food for man, or used as a
factor)', workshop, or workplace, nor shall he construct any earthcloset so
that it can be entered otherwise than from the external air.

He shall construct such watercloset so that on any side on which it

would abut on a room intended for human habitation, or used for the

manufacture, preparation, or storage of food for man, or used as a factory,

workshop, or workplace, it shall be enclosed by a solid wall or partition of
brick or other materials, extending the entire height from the floor to the

ceiling.

He shall provide any such watercloset that is approached from the

external air with a floor of hard smooth impervious material, having a fall

to the door of such watercloset of half an inch to the foot.

lie shall provide such watercloset with proper doors and fastenings.

Provided always that this byelaw shall not apply to any watercloset

constructed below the surface of the ground and approached directly from
an area or other open space available for purposes of ventilation, measuring
at least forty superficial feet in extent, and having a distance across of not

less than five feet, and not covered in otherwise than by a grating or

railing.

2. Every person who shall construct a watercloset in connection with a

building, whether the situation of such watercloset be or be not within or

partly within such building, and every person who shall construct an earth-

closet in connection with a building, shall construct in one of the walls of

such watercloset or earthcloset which shall abut upon the public way, yard,

garden, or open space, as provided by the preceding byelaw, a window of

such dimensions that an area of not less than two square feet, which may
be the whole or part of such window, shall open directly into the external

air.

He shall, in addition to such window, cause such watercloset or earth-

closet to be provided with adequate means of constant ventilation by at

least one air-brick built in an external wall of such watercloset or earth-

closet, or by an air-shaft, or by some other effectual method or appliance.

Waterclosets.

3. Every person who shall construct a watercloset in connection with

a building, shall furnish such watercloset with a cistern of adequate capacity
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for the purpose of flushing, which shall be separate and distinct from any

cistern used for drinking purposes, and shall be so constructed, fitted, and

placed as to admit of the supply of water for use in such watercloset, so

that there shall not be any direct connection between any service pipe upon

the premises, and any part of the apparatus of such watercloset other than

such flushing cistern.
_ , „ , , i 1

Provided always that the foregoing requirement shall be deemed to be

complied with in any case where the apparatus of a watercloset is connected

for the purpose of flushing with a cistern of adequate capacity, which is used

solely for flushing waterclosets or urinals.
, n , •

He shall construct or fix the pipe and union connecting such flushing

cistern with the pan, basin, or other receptacle with which such water-

closet may be provided, so that such pipe and union shall not in any part

have an internal diameter of less than one inch and a quarter.

He shall furnish such watercloset with a suitable apparatus for the

effectual application of water to any pan, basin, or other receptacle with

which such apparatus may be connected and used, and for the effectual

flushing and cleansing of such pan, basin, or other receptacle, and for the

prompt and effectual removal therefrom and from the trap connected there-

with of any solid or liquid filth which may from time to time be deposited

therein.

He shall furnish such watercloset -with a pan, basin, or other suitable

receptacle of non-absorbent material, and of such shape, of such capacity,

and of such mode of construction as to receive and contain a sufficient

quantity of water, and to allow all filth which may from time to time be

deposited in such pan, basin, or receptacle, to fall free of the sides thereof

and directly into the water received and contained in such pan, basin, or

receptacle.

He shall not construct or fix under such pan, basin, or receptacle, any
‘ container ’ or other similar fitting.

He shall construct or fix immediately beneath or in connection with

such pan, basin, or other suitable receptacle, an efficient siphon trap, so

constructed that it shall at all times maintain a sufficient water seal between

such pan, basin, or other suitable receptacle, and any drain or soil pipe in

connection therewith ; he shall not construct or fix in or in connection with

the watercloset apparatus any D trap or other similar trap.

If he shall construct any watercloset or shall fix or fit any trap to any
existing watercloset or in connection with a soil pipe, which is itself in con-

nection with any other watercloset, he shall cause the trap of every such

watercloset to be ventilated into the open air at a point as high as the top

of the soil pipe, or into the soil pipe at a point above the highest water-

closet connected with such soil pipe, and so that such ventilating pipe shall

have in all parts an internal diameter of not less than two inches, and shall

be connected with the arm of the soil pipe at a point not less than three

and not more than twelve inches from the highest part of the trap and on
that side of the water seal which is nearest to the soil pipe.

Soil pipes.

4. Any person who shall provide a soil pipe in connection with a
building to be hereafter erected, shall cause such soil pipe to be situated

outside such building, and any person who shall provide or construct or
refit a soil pipe in connection with an existing building, shall, whenever
practicable, cause such soil pipe to be situated outside such building, and
in all cases where such soil pipe shall be situated within any building, shall

construct such soil pipe in drawn lead, or of heavy cast iron jointed with
molten lead and properly caulked.

He shall construct such soil pipe so that its weight in proportion to its

length and internal diameter shall be as follows.
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Diameter

Lead Iron

Weight per 10 feet length
not less than

Weight per 6 feet length
not less than

35 inches 65 lbs. 48 lbs.

4 M 74 54 „
5 .. 92 „ 69
6 „ no „ 84 ))

Every person who shall provide a soil pipe outside or inside a building

shall cause such soil pipe to have an internal diameter of not less than
three and a half inches, and to be continued upwards without diminution

of its diameter, and (except where unavoidable) without any bend or angle

being formed in such soil pipe, to such a height and in such a position as

to a&ird by means of the open end of such soil pipe a safe outlet for foul

air, and so that such open end shall in all cases be above the highest part

of the roof of the building to which the soil pipe is attached, and, where
jrracticable, be not less than three feet above any window within twenty

feet measured in a straight line from the open end of such soil pipe.

He shall furnish the open end of such soil pipe with a wireguard cover-

ing, the openings in the meshes of which shall be equal to not less than

the area of the open end of the soil pipe.

In all such cases where he shall connect a lead trap or pipe with an

iron soil pipe or drain he shall insert between such trap or pipe and such

soil pipe or drain a brass thimble, and he shall connect such lead trap or

pipe with such thimble by means of a wiped or overcast joint, and he shalj

connect such thimble with the iron soil pipe or drain by means of a joint

made with molten lead, properly caulked.

In all such cases where he shall connect a stoneware trap’or pipe with

a lead soil pipe, he shall insert between such stoneware trap or pipe and

such soil pipe a brass socket or other similar appliance, and he shall con-

nect such stoneware trap or pipe by inserting it into such socket, making

the joint with Portland cement, and he shall connect such socket with the

lead soil pipe by means of a wiped or overcast joint.

In all cases where he shall connect a stoneware trap or pipe with an

iron soil pipe or drain, he shall insert such stoneware trap or pipe into a

socket on such iron soil pipe or drain, making the joint with Portland

cement.

He shall so construct such soil pipe that it shall not be directly con-

nected with the waste of any bath, rain-water pipe, or of any sink other

than that which is provided for the reception of urine or other excremental

filth, and he shall construct such soil pipe so that there shall not be any

trap in such soil pipe or between the soil pipe and any drain with which it

is connected.

Wate7'closets.

5. A person who shall newly fit or fix any apparatus in connection

with any existing watercloset, shall, as regards such apparatus and its con-

nection with any soil pipe or drain, comply with such of the requirements

of the foregoing byelaws as would be applicable to the apparatus so fitted

or fixed if the watercloset were being newly constructed.

Earthcloseis,

6. Every person who shall construct an earthcloset in connection with

a building shall furnish such earthcloset with a reservoir or receptacle, ctf

suitable construction and of adequate capacity, for dry earth, and he shall
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construct and fix such reservoir or receptacle in such a manner and in such

a position as to admit of ready access to such reservoir or receptacle for

the purpose of depositing therein the necessary supply of dry earth.

He shall construct or fix in connection with such reservoir or receptacle

suitable means or apparatus for the frequent and effectual application of a

sufficient quantity of dry earth to any filth which may from time to time be

deposited in any receptacle for filth constructed, fitted, or used, in or in

connection with such earthcloset.

He shall construct such earthcloset so that the contents of such reser-

voir or receptacle may not at any time be exposed to any rainfall or to the

drainage of any waste water or liquid refuse from any premises.

7. Every person who shall construct an earthcloset in connection with

a building shall construct such earthcloset for use in combination with a

movable receptacle for filth.

He shall construct such earthcloset so as to admit of a movable recep-

tacle for filth, of a capacity not exceeding two cubic feet, being placed and
fitted beneath the seat in such a manner and in such a position as may
effectually prevent the deposit upon the floor or sides of the space beneath
such seat, or elsewhere than in such receptacle, of any filth which may
from time to time fall or be cast through the aperture in such seat.

He shall construct such receptacle for filth in such a manner and in

such a position as to admit of the frequent and effectual application of a
sufficient quantity of dry earth to any filth which may be from time to

time deposited in such receptacle for filth, and in such a manner and in

such a position as to admit of ready access for the purpose of removing the
contents thereof.

He shall also construct such earthcloset so that the contents of such
receptacle for filth may not at any time be exposed to any rainfall or to

the drainage of any waste water or liquid refuse from any premises.

Privies.

8. Every person who shall construct a privy in connection with a
building shall construct such privy at a distance of twenty feet at the least
from a dwelling-house, or public building, or any building in which any
person may be or may be intended to be employed in any manufacture,
trade, or business.

9. A person who shall construct a privy in connection with a building
shall not construct such privy within the distance of one hundred feet from
any well, spring, or stream of water used, or likely to be used, by man for
drinking or domestic purposes, or for manufacturing drinks for the use of
man, or otherwise in such a position as to render any such water liable to
pollution.

_

10. Every person who shall construct a privy in connection with a
building shall construct such privy in such a manner and in such a position
as to afford ready means of access to such privy, for the purpose of cleans-
ing such privy and of removing filth therefrom, and in such a manner and
in such a position as to admit of all filth being removed from such privy,
and from the premises to which such privy may belong, without being
carried through any dwelling-house, or public building, or any building
in which any person may be or may be intended to be employed in any
manufacture, trade, or business.

^

II. Every person who shall construct a privy in connection with a
building shall provide such privy with a sufficient opening for ventilation
as near to the top as practicable and communicating directly with the
external air.

^

_

He shall cause the floor of such privy to be flagged or paved with hard
tiles or other non-absorbent material, and he shall construct such floor so
that It shall be in every part thereof at a height of not less than six inches
above the level of the surface of the ground adjoining such privy and so
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that such floor shall have a fall or inclination towards the door of such
privy of half an inch to the foot.

12. Every person who shall construct a privy in connection with a
building shall construct such privy for use in combination with a movable
receptacle for filth, and shall construct over the whole area of the space
immediately beneath the seat of such privy a floor of flagging or asphalte
or some suitable composite material, at a height of not less than three
inches above the level of the surface of the ground adjoining such privy

;

and he shall cause the whole extent of each side of such space between the
floor and the seat, other than any part that may be occupied by any door
or other opening therein, to be constructed of flagging, slate, or good
brickwork, at least nine inches thick, and rendered in good cement or
asphalted.

He shall construct the seat of such privy, the aperture in such seat,

and the space beneath such seat, of such dimensions as to admit of a
movable receptacle for filth of a capacity not exceeding two cubic feet

being placed and fitted beneath such seat in such a manner and in such a
position as may effectually prevent the deposit, upon the floor or sides of
the space beneath such seat or elsewhere than in such receptacle, of any
filth which may from time to time fall or be cast through the aperture in

such seat.

He shall construct such privy so that for the purpose of cleansing the
space beneath the seat, or of removing therefrom or placing or fitting

therein an appropriate receptacle for filth, there shall be a door or other

opening in the back or one of the sides thereof, capable of being opened
from the outside of the privy, or, in any case where such a mode of con-

struction may be impracticable, so that for the purposes aforesaid the

whole of the seat of the privy' or a sufficient part thereof may be readily

moved or adjusted.

1 3. A person who shall construct a privy in connection with a building

.shall not cause or suffer any part of the space under the seat of such privy,

or any part of any receptacle for filth in or in connection with such privy,

to communicate with any drain.

Waterclosets, earthclosets, andprivies.

14. Every person who shail intend to construct any watercloset, earth-

closet, or privy, or to fit or fix in or in connection with any watercloset,

earthcloset, or privy any apparatus or any trap or soil pipe, shall, before

executing any such works, give notice in writing to the clerk of the Sani-

tary Authority.

Earthclosets andprivies.

15. Every owner of an earthcloset or privy existing at the date of the

confirmation of these byelaws shall, before the expiration of six months

from and after such date of confirmation, cause the same to be reconstructed

in such manner that its position, structure, and apparatus shall comply with

such of the requirements of the foregoing byelaws as are applicable to earth-

closets or privies newly constructed.

Ashpits.

16. When any person shall provide an ashpit in connection with a

building, he shall cause the same to consist of one or more mov'able recep-

tacles sufficient to contain the house refuse which may accumulate during

any period not exceeding one week. Each of such receptacles shall be

constructed of metal and shall be provided with one or more suitable

handles and cover. The capacity of each of such receptacles shall not

exceed two cubic feet.

Provided that the requirement as to the size of each of such receptacles

shall not apply to any person who shall construct such receptacle or recep-
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tades in connection with any premises to which there is attached as part

of the conditions of tenancy the right to dispose of house refuse in an ashpit

used in common by the occupiers of several tenancies, but in no case shall

such ashpit be of greater capacity than is required to enable it to contain

the refuse which may accumulate during any period not exceeding one

week.
. .r

17. The occupier of any premises who shall use any ashpit shall, if such

ashpit consist of a movable receptacle, cause such receptacle to be kept in

;a covered place, or to be properly covered, so that it shall not be exposed

to rainfall, and if such ashpit consist of a fixed receptacle, he shall cause

the same to be kept properly covered.

18. Where the Sanitary Authority have arranged for the daily removal

of house refuse in their district, or in any part thereof, the owner of any

premises in such district or part thereof shall provide an ashpit which shall

•consist of one or more movable receptacles, sufficient to contain the house

refuse which may accumulate during any period not exceeding three days,

which the Sanitary Authority may determine, and of which the Sanitary

Authority shall give notice by public announcement in their district. Each
of such receptacles shall be constructed of metal, and provided with one
or more suitable handles and cover. The capacity of each of such recep-

itacles shall not exceed two cubic feet.

Provided always that this byelaw shall not apply to the owner of any
premises until the expiration of three months after the Sanitary Authority

have publicly notified their intention to adopt a system of daily collection

•of house refuse in that part of their district which comprises such premises.

19. Where any receptacle shall have been provided as an ashpit for any
premises in pursuance of any byelaw in that behalf, no person shall deposit

the house refuse which may accumulate on such premises in any ashpit

that does not comply with the requirements of these byelaws.

Cesspools.

20. Every person who shall construct a cesspool in connection with a
building, shall construct such cesspool at a distance of one hundred feet at
the least from a dwelling-house, or public building, or any building in
which any person may be, or may be intended to be, employed in any
manufacture, trade, or business.

21. A person who shall construct a cesspool in connection with a
building, shall not construct such cesspool within the distance of one hundred
feet from any well, spring, or stream of water.

22. Every person who shall construct a cesspool in connection with a
building; shall construct such cesspool in such a manner and such a position
as to afford ready means of access to such cesspool, for the purpose of
cleansing such cesspool, and of removing the contents thereof, and in such
a manner and in such a position as to admit of the contents of such cess-
pool being removed therefrom, and from the premises to which such cess-
pool may belong, without being carried through any dwelling-house, or
public building, or any building in which any person may be, or may be
intended to be, employed in any manufacture, trade, or business.

He shall not in any case construct such cesspool so that it shall have,
by drain or otherwise, any means of communication with any sewer or any
overflow outlet.

^

23. Every person who shall construct a cesspool in connection with a
building, shall construct such cesspool of good brickwork bedded and
grouted in cement, properly rendered inside with cement, and with a
backing of at least nine inches of well-puddled clay around and beneath
such brickwork, and so that such cesspool shall be perfectly watertight.

He shall also cause such cesspool to be arched or otherwise properly
covered over, and to be provided with adequate means of ventilation.

S S
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Receptaclesfor dung.

24. A person shall not use as a receptacle for dung any receptacle so
constructed or placed that one of its sides shall be formed by the wall of
any room used for human habitation, or under a dwelling-house, factory,

workshop, or workplace, and he shall not use any receptacle in such a
situation that it would be likely to cause a nuisance or become injurious or
dangerous to health.

25. Every owner of any existing receptacle for dung shall, before the
expiration of six months from the date of the confirmation of these byelaws,
and every person who shall construct a receptacle for dung shall cause such
receptacle to be so constructed that its capacity shall not be greater than
two cubic yards, and so that the bottom or floor thereof shall not, in any
case, be lower than the surface of the ground adjoining such receptacle.

He shall so construct such receptacle that a sufficient part of one of its

sides shall be readily removable for the purpose of facilitating cleansing.

He shall also cause such receptacle to be constructed in such a manner
and of such materials, and to be maintained at all times in such a condition,

as to prevent any escape of the contents thereof, or any soakage therefrom
into the ground or into the wall of any building.

He shall cause such receptacle to be so constructed that no rain or

water can enter therein, and that it shall be freely ventilated into the
external air.

Provided that a person who shall construct a receptacle for dung, the

whole of the contents of which are removed not less frequently than every

forty-eight hours, shall not be required to construct such receptacle so that

its capacity shall not be greater than two cubic yards.

And provided that a person who shall construct a receptacle for dung,

which shall contain only dung of horses, asses, or mules, with stable litter,

and the whole of the contents of which are removed not less frequently

than every forty-eight hours, may, instead of all other requirements of this

byelaw, construct a metal cage, and shall beneath such metal cage adequately

pave the ground at a level not lower than the surrounding ground, and in

such a manner and to such an extent as will prevent any soakage into the

ground ; and if such cage be placed near to or against any building he shall

adequately cement the wall of such building in such a manner and to such

an extent as will prevent any soakage from the dung within or upon such

receptacle into the wall of such building.

Penalties.

28. Every person who shall offend against any of the foregoing byelaws

shall be liable for every such offence to a penalty of five pounds, and in the

case of a continuing offence to a further penalty of forty shillings for each

day after written notice of the offence from the sanitary authority. Pro-

vided, nevertheless, that the Court before whom any complaint may be

made or any proceedings may be taken in respect of any such offence may,

if the Court think fit, adjudge the payment as a penalty of any sum less

than the full amount of the penalty imposed by this byelaw.
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against employer for act of servant, 124
against servant for his own act, 127
against employer by servant {see Employers’ Liability Act), 128
meaning of, under Prescription Act, 237
for interference with light {see Light)
for removal of support {see Support^
for injury to party wall, 256
notice of {see Notice)
limitation of {see Limitation)

ADDITIONS {see Extras)
to buildings, under London Building Act, 474

‘ ADJOINING LAND,’ 236

[The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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ADJOINING OWNER, UNDER THE BUILDING ACT {stt Building
Owner)

definition of, 395
*

rights of, as to party structure {see Party Structure),'436, 439
rules as to exercise of rights by, 439

ADMISSIONS
by employer in action by builder, 66

ADVANCES,
mode of providing for, 72-74
liability of trustees making, 74
whether partnership constituted by, 74
right to recover before whole sum advanced, 72
negotiated through solicitor, 74
clause providingfor, to builder, 369, 370
covenant to makeftirther, in mortgage, 373

ADVERTISEMENT,
contracts by, 12

for building contracts, 289
for tendersfor taking on building lease, 289

AGREEMENT FOR BUILDING GRANT {see Agreement for Building
Lease),

precedent of, 335
provisionfor expense of, yyj
poiuer of vendor to determine, 337

AGREEMENT FOR BUILDING LEASE,
form of, 25-31
power of entry in, for building only, 26
must be in writing, 25
what it must state and how signed, 25 n.

provision for grant of separate leases in, 25, 26, 119

how adjoining property should be described, 26

provision as to party walls, 26

stamps on, 27
the Statutes of Limitations do not run against landlord whilst tenant in

possession under, 28

where landlord allows builder to spend money in error, 31-34
specific performance of {see Specific Performance), i 17-120

rights of lessee in possession under, 27, 28

when, operates as a lease, 27, 28, 29
provision in, that leases shall be granted to nominee, 31

effect of building without, 31-34
how covenants to be inserted in lease should be included in, 26

best form of, 26, 27
whether document is, or actual demise, 27, 28, 29

where approval of plan and building condition precedent to granting lease,

29. 30
. . . ^ ,

condition to complete within certain time in {see Time), 30 ...
advisability of provision that lessor not bound to grant lease if building

standing contrary to provisions of, 1 56

sums reserved before lease granted enure by way of contract only, 30

yearly tenancy not to be implied from such payments, 30

of several houses is generally divisible, 30
rights of parties where agreement divisible, 31 •

right of mortgagee under, 30, 31

[The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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agreement for building continued.

effect of assignment of interest under, 30, 31

conditions as to title of landlord to grant lease, 34

description of parcels in, by reference to plan {see PLAN), 3

where preliminary, no damages for breach, 1 19

verbal, 31-34

,
effect of part performance, 31-34

,, ,, ,, by sublessee, 32 n.

”, what part performance necessary, 32-34

Precedent of

,

317
provisionfor expense of 57 57^

not to operate as actual demise, 325

power to determine, 323, 330
conditionsfor granting building lease in, l\%,

clause providingfor deposit of, to secure advances to builder, 369

AGREEMENT FOR BUILDING UNDERLEASE,
how covenants to be inserted should be included in, 27

Precedent of, 334

AGREEMENT TO BUILD {see Building Contract)

AIR (j(?e Light and Air ;
Light),

_ _ , • ,

when damages or injunction for interference with, can te obtained, 220,

221

ALTERATIONS {see Extras ;
Deviations),

effect of, on time conditions, 77, 78

when original contract is excluded by, 109, no
condition in building contract as to, not vitiating contrart, 1 10

when made after determination of lease, 166 «.

under London Building Act, 474
provisions in building contracts as to,

allowance to be made for, 292, 296, 300, 302
not to extend time or alter contract, 298, 309

provision as to, in agreement with architect, 378

‘ANNUAL VALUE,’ 278 {see Water Company)

APPEAL {see Tribunal of Appeal),
under the London Building Act,

to High Court,

from County Court, 441, 461
from tribunal of appeal, 466

to County Court,

as to party structures, 441
as to consents of absent owners, 469
as to security by building or adjoining owner, 444

to Petty Sessional Court,

against objections to building notice, 456
to Superintending Architect,

from district surveyor, as to projections, 430
under Public Health (London) Act. 1891

, 543, 545
„ „ Acts. 586, 593

under metropolis Management Act,

against orders of vestries &c., as to construction of works, 513
,, ,, ,, expense of sewers, 519

against order directing demolition of buildings, 803
from justice, as to penalties, 5 1

3

\fPhe italics refer to the Precedents.\
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APPLY, LIBERTY TO,
in case of future breaches of covenants, 179
in decree of action for mandatory injunction, 172

APPORTIONMENT [see Rent ; Rent-charge
; Expenses)

APPROVAL OF PLANS
by L.C.C., how given, 468

APPROVAL OF WORK [see Certificates)
a condition precedent to granting of lease, 50
by employer, condition precedent to payment, 50
right of, must be exercised reasonably, 50
employer must have opportunity of inspection, 50
by architect, 50

ARBITRATION, 17, 18
in respect of damages and compensation under Public Health Acts, 586
^ certificate being conclusive, no submission to, i;i, C2
sufficiency of verbal award, 52 n.
whether provision for, applies to disputes as to extras, 106
failure of, right to specific performance on, 118
under London Building Act, between owners of party structure, 441-447
as to contribution to expenses under London Building Act, 464
as to compensation for setting house back or forward, 407
as to dangerous structures under London Building Act, 450
power to demolish notwithstanding, 450
fortn ofarbitration clause, 307, 324
submission by agj-eement to, 385

ARBITRATOR (^see Arbitration),
appointment of architect as, 17, 46, 52
where architect occupies similar position to, 52

ARCHES [see Party Structures)
over or under public ways, under London Building Act, 427
not to be made without consent of vestry, 501

ARCHITECT,
‘ necessary officer ’ of School Board, 41 n.
when appointment condition precedent to builder’s liability, 41, 157, 158
duties and liabilities of, 40-49
practice and charges of, 382
appointment of,

when writing or sealing necessary, 40, 41
remuneration of,

agreement as to, should be in writing, 41
usual method and amount of, in absence of agreement, 41-43
when work abandoned, 43
may be made contingent or subject to approval of plans by employer. 4I

duty of, or surveyor, 44-46
implied warranty as to skill of, 44
responsibility of, for those in his employment, 44
remedy of principal against agents of, 44 «.
mode of determining whether proper skill exercised by, 44
where employer derives no benefit from work of, 44, 45
should ascertain for himself nature of ground, 45

[The italics refer to the Precedents^
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ARCHITECT—

,

French law as to liability of, for negligent construction, 64 «•

secret profits made by, 45 a .r .f.

undisclosed dealings between contractor or employer and, 45 1 40

as arbitrator, position of, 17, 46, 52

alteration in contract by, 47 n.

authority of, 46-49, 107
, c

where merely employed to prepare plans, 4b

where engaged to superintend erection of works, 46, 47> 107

to make building agreement on behalf of employer, 47

to order extras (see Extras), 107

to employ surveyor to take out quantities, 7

cannot be delegated, 47, 48

acting without, liable for breach of warranty, 48, 49, 107

joinder of employer with, as defendants in case of doubt, 49

claim of architect to indemnity against employer, 49

covenant to complete buildings to satisfaction of, 157, 158

approval of work by, condition precedent, 50

,,
plans by, condition precedent to granting lease, 29, 3^

certificate of (see Certificates), 5^-59

employer not responsible for refusal to certify, 54 . . -

fraud, collusion, or gross misconduct and unfairness of, in certifying, 54-56

negligence of, in certifying, 44, 54
death or illness of, effect on his contracts, 42

bankruptcy of, 41, 42
agreement by, to make probationary plans (see PLANS), 42, 43

ownership of plans prepared by, 43
right of employer to use preliminary plans of, 42

practice of, taking out quantities unadvisable, 9, 10

Superintending Architect under the London Building Act,

definition of, 395
power to appoint deputy, 454
regulations in department of, 615 et seq.

to be appointed by Council, 454
to define street in which building situate, 408

,, which is front of building, 416

to sign plans approved by Council, 468
Precedents ofprovisions m building contracts concerning

work to be done according to directions of employer's, 290
decision of, to be final, 295
tofurnish detail drawings to builder, 30

1

may direct part ofwork to be done before otherpart, 303
may reject materials if unfit, 291
may order removal of improper tvork &^c., 292, 296
may order re-execution of bad work, 296
to have access to works, 303

provisions in agreementsfor building leases &^c. concerning

buildmgs to be erected to satisfaction ofiiq
payment offees of, 320, 329

covenant to pay fees of, 344
form of agreefjient with, 378
suggestionsfor conduct of competition, yjc)

AREA,
definition of, under London Building Act, 393

,, with respect to recesses, under same Act, 419
how calculated for purpose of surveyor’s fees, 489

\The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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ASHPITS,
meaning of word, under Metropolis iManagement and Public Health (London^

Acts, 515. 547
.

'

provisions of Public Health Acts as to, 561, 562, 593
London County Council byelaws as to, 624

ASSESSMENTS {see Rates)

ASSIGNEE {see Assignment
; Notice)

of building agreement for several houses, obligation of, 30, 31
right of, under agreement obtained by fraud, 54, 58, 59
right of, to sue for payment on completion of work in absence of certificate

.
59

.

'

right of, to maintain an action in his own name, 70
right of, of instalments due, to recover, notwithstanding payments to builder

70, 71
^ ”

under building covenants, rights and liabilities of,

(i) Covenants running with the land or reversion,
meaning of, 180
covenants run with land only between lessor and lessee, 180
where' assigns not named, 180

examples, 180, 181
where assigns named, 18

1

examples, 181, 182
covenants simply collateral, whether assigns named or not, 182

examples, 183
as to agreements not under seal, 183
covenants running with the reversion, 183
effect of severance, 183, 184
in lease by tenant for life or mortgagor, 184

_

covenant operating as grant of incorporeal hereditament, 185
(ii) Covenants enforceable by reason of notice.

restrictive covenants capable of performance without expenditure of
money only so enforceable, 185

examples of covenants not enforceable, 185

,, ,, enforceable, 185, 186
covenants in form affirmative, implying a negative, 186
rule applies to mere parol agreement, 186

,, ,, against mere occupier with notice, 186

,, ,, against sublessee, 187
constructive notice {see Notice), 186-190
mention of assigns when material, 193, 197

during what time, liable for breach of covenant, 190
may assign to man of straw, 190 «.

of restrictive covenants may enforce them, 191
when assignee of part of building estate can enforce restrictive covenants’

affecting other lots, 191-198
where it is the intention that each purchaser should be bound by and have

benefit of the other’s covenants, 191
examples, 192

express or implied assignment necessary, 192, 193
notice acquired from a plan, 38, 196
principle of the cases, 194
building scheme, 192, 194
sale by auction or private contract, 195
sale of part only of estate, 195
right to restrain grant of other plots free from restrictions, 195
absence of formal words of covenant, 196

\The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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ASSIGNEE

—

continued.

vendor without power to fetter land retained, 196
^ ^

adjoining property of vendor, bound by same restrictions as plots sold, 197

purchasers of plots sold entitled to express restrictions on land retained, 197

subdivision of a plot subject to restrictive covenants, 197

lessor who has parted with all interest, 197
restriction of trades, 197, 198

time during which, liable under covenants, 190

assignee liable before possession actually taken, 190

liability of assignee of assignee, 190
liability for breach committed before assignment, 19

1

liability to ejectment for forfeiture in such a case, 191 «.

ASSIGNMENT Assignee)
of contract by builder, 1

9

by builder, of moneys earned before bankruptcy, 90

,, ,, ,,
^

after ,, 9^
by intended lessee under building agreement, 30
right to sue under, for payment, where no certificate given, 59
right of assignor to sue where another contract substituted for that assigned, 71-

of moneys due under building contract, 69-71, 90
of future receipts of business, 90
equitable, need not be in writing, 69

,, what amounts to, 69
stamp on, whether necessary, 70 n.

under Judicature Acts, 70
prohibition of, in agreementfor building lease, 318 (see SUBCONTRACTS)
cove7iant agamst assig7iment without 7totice, 341

to give notice of assig/i 7/ie7it, 347

AUCTION,
advertisement of sale of land by, effect of, 1

3

sale by, ‘ without reserve,’ 13 «.

c07iditio7is of sale by, of buildmg la7id vi lots, 31

1

AVOIDANCE OF CONTRACT {see Building Contract)

BAD WORK,
provisionsfor 7-e-exectitio7i of, 292, 298

BALCONY OR BALUSTRADE,
construction of, under London Building Act, 428, 429

BANKRUPTCY {see Bankruptcy Acts ; Materials for Building)
of architect, effect on his contracts, 41, 42
of builder

effect of, on assignment of sums due under contract, 71, 89, 90
effect on contracts, 89
performance by trustee of contract requiring personal skill, 89, 90
rights and liabilities of trustee if he adopt contract, 90
building leases, or option to take lease, vest in trustee, 91
personal liability of trustee for rent and breach of covenants in lease, 91
disclaimer by trustee of onerous contracts or leases, 91-96

means of disclaimer, 91, 92
time for, 92
effect of, 94

,, on a mortgage or sublease, 94, 95
when leave of Court necessary for, 93
vesting order by Court on, 94, 95
damages caused by, 95

\The italics refer to the Precede7its.'\
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BANKRUPTCY

—

continued.

of employer, 96
conditions in contract as to, of builder or employer, 96
precedents ofsuch conditions, 294, 323, 330, 333, 337

BANKRUPTCY ACTS, 1883 and 1890, 5

BASE,
definition of, under London Building Act, 391

BAY WINDOW,
whether or not a ‘ building,’ 148

BEER,
covenant for exclusive right to supply, to any public-house erected, 191

BEERHOUSE {see Covenants
; Trades),

provision as to, in covenants between purchasers of buildingplots, 367

BILL OF EXCHANGE,
action upon, given as payment for work, 65 n.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES {see Quantities), 6

BILL OF SALE,
whether building contract requires registration under Acts, 98, loi

,, cross power of distress as indemnity against overriding rent void
under, 139

mortgage of building agreement, when a, 72, 73, loi

BOILERS OF STEAM VESSELS,
buildings for manufacture of, in metropolis, 431

BOND,
action on a, 84 n.

precedesit of, from btdlder and surety, 309

BOUNDARY LINE,
dispute as to, described in plan, 36
provision as to, in covenants betzueen purchasers of buildingplots, 367

BREACH OF CONTRACT,
anticipatory, 61

BRESSUMMERS,
rules as to, under Building Act, 419, 420
definition of, under Building Act, 391

BREWER {see Covenants ; Trades),
retail, covenant against carrying on trade of, 152 n.

‘ BRICK-BUILT,’
meaning of, 18

BRICKS,
provisionfor tenant (Sr’r. not to burn, 318
covenant not to snake, 346
permissiost to lessee to make, 363

BUILD, AGREEMENT TO {see Building Contract)

\The italics refer to the Precedents.
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BUILDER {see Death ; Bankruptcy ;
Materials for Building)

may generally enter into subcontracts, 19

duty of, independently of contract, 19

power of entry to, in agreement for lease, for purpose of building, 26

allowed by landlord to build in error, 31-34

dealings between architect and, 9, 45, 46
engagement between architect and employer unknown to, 45, 46

liability of, for fees of quantity surveyor, 7, 8 {see Quantities)

cannot recover for deviations from specification, 10 {see Specification)

when relief can be claimed by, on refusal of certificate {see Certificate;),

53-56
when liable for delay, 56, 76
cannot generally sue for payment until whole work completed {see Payment ;

Performance), 60
breach of contract by, 61-66 {see Building Contract)
liability for injuries caused by, 124

,,
improper construction of waterclosets in London, 543

right to recover for work done, 50, 54, 60
where paid by instalments, 67
where work defective, 64
architect’s approval a condition precedent to, 50

demand for payment for materials by, 60
negligence or incompetence of, 64-66
when compellable to take down and rebuild structure negligently built, 64
lien of, on land for money spent, 63, 64, 66
French law as to liability of, for negligent construction, 64 «.

completion of work by, prevented by accident, 67
rights of, on substituted contract, 68
whether a ‘ trader,’ 97 «.

definition of, under London Building Act, 395
notice by, or to, under Building Act {see Notice)
Precedents ofprovisions in btnlding contracts conce?tting,

agreement by, to erect buildings according to plan Ss^c., 290, 296, 299
to be accoimtablefor materials when delivered, 290, 302
not to make subcontract, 294
to comply with rtdes of local atUhority, 294
to coifomn to Metropolitan Acts &^c., 316, 328
proviso on bankruptcy of, orfailure to complete, 294
to be liable for loss or damage to adjoming buildings, 295, 306
tofence rownd zuorks, 296
to reinove rubbish <SrV., 296
to be in atte^tdance at building, 303
to p?'ovide watclunen, 304
default by, powers of employer on, 294
to be liablefor stoppage of traffc Sxc., 306
to shore up adjoining buildings, 306
to guarantee stability ofworks, 306
to keep works in repair after completion, 298
to be liablefor injuries 6rc,

,

306
notices to, to proceed with work hfc., 310
provisions in agreementsfor building leases concerning,

to erect buildmgs according to plan Ss=c., 317, 326
to lay out certain sum on each house, 317
to use l&ndforpurposes of agreement only, 318
not to digfor clay Ofc. ,318
not to assign, 318
to applyfor and execute leases, 319, 320, 330
to occupy subject to rent and covenants in lease, 322

[The italics refer to the Precedents.
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BUILDER—continued.

to do certain works, 327
to conform to provisions of Building Acts ^^c. , 328
not to open comnnmication with other property, 328
when to be entitled to leases, 318, 319, 328, 335
to enclose gardens Gfc. ,332
to erect private houses only, 332
to have option ofpurchasing reversion, 333

provisions in building tmderlease concerning, 334
provisions in agreementfor building grant concerning,

to enclose land, 335
to re7ncrve rubbish, 336
entitled to have land conveyed in lots, 336
to occupy latid till conveyance under certain conditions, 336

covenants by (see Covenants)

BUILDING (see Covenants ; Assignee
;
Injury),

four methods of improvement of land by, i

without special agreement on another’s property, effect of, 31-34
executors expending money on, 89
pulling down, or other building operations, damage caused by, 122-I2S
laying out estates for, 145
becoming impossible (see Impossibility of Performance), i i i

-public (see Public Buildings)
under the London Building Act,

what is a, 390 n.

exempted from operation of Act, 473, 474
‘ new,’ definition of, 391
old, when within Act, 475

,, alterations and additions to, 474
„ rebuilding, 474
,, division of, 475

separation of, and cubical extent of, 430, 431
consent to larger dimensions, 432
uniting, rules as to, 432
light and air for, 409 et seq.

to be supervised by district surveyor, 454
dangerous (see Dangerous Structures), 448
position of new, with reference to street, 401-403

to be at prescribed distance from street, 401, 403, 404, 405
construction of, rules for, 418-433, 477, 478-484
erected before commencement of Act, 475
conversion of buildings, 475
height of (see Height)
not in conformity with byelaws, 462
provisions for alterations, removal and sale ofsame, 462

new, to be used as dwelling-house, to have open space attached, 409

et seq.

conversion of, into public building (see PUBLIC Building), 433

special and temporary, 434, 435
irregular, proceedings as to, 456
projecting beyond general line (see Line of Building)

under the Metropolis Management and Public Health (London) Acts,

notice of, to be given to vestry &c., 495, 521, 527

not to be erected over sewers, 509
what is a, 546
power of vestry to demolish, 496
County Council byelaws &c. as to, 610, 61 1, 612, 613, 618

\The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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BUILDING—
undor Public Hcultb Acts,

not to be erected over sewers, 561

‘ new,’ what deemed a, 577

power of magistrate to decide on, 576 n.

waterspout to be affixed to, 581

ruinous or dangerous {see Dangerous Structures)

not to be erected in ground filled up with offensive inatter, 596

described in deposited plans otherwise than as dwelling-houses not to be

used as such, 596

pTGvisiofts iti btitldiitg
^

coutfucts as to^

employer or architect to have access to, 305

adjoining, to be shored up by builder, 306

defects, after completion of, 298

covenants to erect, 344, 3S 3 > 357

,,
to expend ce7-tain sum 07t, 344

,,
tofi7tish, 339, 372, 375

,, to complete in ce7-tai7i twie, 355

,, to 7-ebuild in case offire, 340

„ 7iot to e7-ect othe7-s withm a certain lute, 345
”, to build accordmg to pla 7is, 344, 357

provisio7i iti conditiotis of sale as to, 313

BUILDING ACT {see London Building Act)

BUILDING CONTRACT {see Penalties ;
Materials ;

Extras)

who may make, 3-5
whether partnership constituted by, 16 n.

form of, 16-19
when draft of, signed, 16 ,

not generally necessary to be in writing, 16

conditional on settlement of price by third person, 19, 52

effect on, of change in anticipated circumstances, 19, 78

parol evidence to explain {see Parol Evidence), 18

duty of builder and employer independently of, 19, 20

by or with corporation or company {see Corporation), 20-24

by or with trustees of building fund, 24
efect of acting upon terms of proposed contract, 1

7

remedy in case of mistake, 17 n.

informal, ratification of, 22

dividing into sections, 24
by architect on behalf of employer, 47
action to rectify, 55
guarantee of performance of, 59
reference clause in, 57

when not conclusive, 58
refusal of one party to perform, 61-64
incapacity to perform, 62
liability for non-performance of, 62

completion of, refused or prevented by employer, 62, 63
builder not liable for penalties in such case, 63
measure of damages in such case, 63
failure of builder to complete, 63
imperfect completion of, 64 71.

where immaterial, 68
defective performance, remedies of employer on, 64
mortgage of, when a bill of sale, 72, 73
completion of, prevented by accident, 67 «.

[ The italics refer to the Precedents. ~\
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BUILDING CONTRACT

—

continued.
assignment of moneys due under, 69-71 {see Assignment)
performance of,

part performance of {see Part Performance), 64
prevented by strikes, 67 75
prevented by employer, 62, 85
becoming impossible {see Impossibility of Performance)
delayed by weather, 75

rescission of,

after part performance, 67, 68
by a substituted contract, 67 n.

on ground of absolute refusal, 62 «.

by Court on bankruptcy, 92, 93
right of, within what time exercisable, 79

deviations from {see Alterations),
effect on builder’s right to payment, 68
by subsequent agreement, 67, 77, 109
where original and subsequent agreements inconsistent, 68
by order for extra work, 77
condition as to alterations not vitiating contract, iio

injuries caused in carrying out, 122 et seq.

conditions as to time of completion of {see Time), 30, 75, 76
waiver of forfeiture under, 79
what notice sufficient to determine {see Notice), 86
conditions in, as to re-entry on bankruptcy of builder, 99
how far excluded by extras, 109, i lo

terms of, applied to extension work by subsequent agreement, 1 10
specific performance of (ree Specific Performance), 114
preliminary agreement for, specific performance of, 16, 119
Precedents of, 290, 295, 299, 308
power to determine, 294, 305
power to complete, on default by builder, 294
similarprovision in subcontract, 308
bond to secureperformance of, 309

BUILDING GRANT
in consideration of rent-charge {see Rent-charge)
agreement for {see Agreement for Building Grant)
provisions as to, in agreementfor one,

conditions on which, executed, 335
form of, 336
expense ofpreparing, 337

Precedent of, 363

BUILDING LEASE {see Agreement for Building Lease),
whether document is, or only agreement for one, 27, 28, 29
description of parcels in, by reference to plan {see PiJtN), 35-39
waiver of forfeiture under, 79
apportionment of rent in {see Rent)
clauses as to giving up land for building as required, 167
covenants in {see Covenants)
not chargeable with duty in respect of penal rents, 158 n.

reservation of minerals in, 200
Precedents (f, 338, 342, 350, 356
covenants in {see Covenants)
provisionsfor granting, in tendersfor land on building lease, 315
conditions as togranting, in agreementsfor building leases, 318, 319, 325, 328
provisions as toform of lease, 320, 329, 333

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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BUILDING continued.

not to be grattted till arrears of rentpaid b‘c., 331

tenant to pay expense of, 316, 319

2inder pozver, 350

BUILDING LINE (see Line of Buildings)

BUILDING MATERIALS (see Materials for Building)

BUILDING OWNER’ UNDER THE LONDON BUILDING ACT
(see Owner),

definition of, 39S
rights of, as to party structure (see Party Structure), 437

,, ,, intermixed property, 438
to give notice to adjoining owner of party structure, 439
dispute with adjoining owner, settlement of, 441-443
appointment of surveyor for settlement of, 441

death of surveyor or refusal to act, 443
to execute works required by adjoining owner, 440
power of, to enter to execute such works, 443
structure to belong to, until contribution paid, 448
expenses, rules as to, 445
account to be given by, to adjoining owner, 447
rules as to exercise of rights by, 439

BUILDING UNDERLEASE (see Sublease)

BURIAL GROUND,
building on, prohibited, 5
contract to build on, involving removal of corpses, void, 5

BUSINESS (see Trades)
‘ business premises,’ meaning of, 28
dangerous and noxious, 453

BYELAWS,
power of London County Council, district boards, and vestries to make, 459,

508, 526
observance of, may be dispensed with, 460
confirmation of, provisions for, 460
penalties for breach of, 509
where building not erected in conformity with, 460
copies to be kept at county hall and supplied to public, 405
old byelaws continued in force under London Building Act, 1894, 476
of London County Council,

as to sewers, 609

,, foundations and sites, 610

,, substances of walls, 612

,, new streets, 614

,, plans &c., 615
under Public Health (London) Act, 1891,

as to waterclosets &c., 541, 542, 620-626
how made, 544

nnder Public Health Acts,

power to make, 574, 595
purposes for which, may be made, 574, 575, 595
decisions as to, 575 n.

as to works made contrary to, 576
publication, and evidence, of, 509
as to sewers, for guidance of vestries, 526

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.
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CELLARS,
under London Building and Metropolis Management and Public Health

(London) Acts,

construction of, 409, 426
under streets, 501, 539
occupation of, as dwellings, 544

under Public Health Act, 1875
,

under streets, consent of urban authority necessary for, 561
occupation of, prohibited, 566
doors or coverings of, 581

repair of, 597

CERTIFICATES
by architect, condition precedent, 50-54, 57 n.

distinction between progress, and final, 51, 105

form of, writing not necessary unless so provided, 52, 53
what amount to, 52, 53, 104, 105

clause as to, not a submission to arbitration, 51, 52
are not awards, 5L 5^
effect of conditions requiring architect’s, 53, 58
when once given, architect is functus officio, 53
withheld by negligence, 54 n.

refusal of,

when builder can claim relief, 53-5^
effect of fraud, collusion, or unfairness and gross misconduct of architect,

54 . 55
where circumstances calculated to bias architect, 17, 55

purchaser entitled to, as evidence of performance of covenant to build, 34
to what extent conclusive when given, 56

for extra work {see Extras), 56, 57 .
104-106

for alterations &c. not ordered, 56

equally conclusive on employer as on builder, except in case of fraud, 57, 8

106

hut not as between employer and architect, 58

effect on property in materials, 56 n.
, 103

on matters not necessarily connected with contract, 58

on disputes arising after completion of contract, 58, 59
condition precedent to right to penalty for non-completion {see Penalties ,

57 «•

right of assignee to sue for payment on completion, though architect’s, a coa-

dition precedent, 59
provisions as to, in building contracts,

of architect, coinpletion to be testified by, 291, 304

form ofproviso for, 53
payment to be made according to, 293, 297, 304
where bad work discovered after, 29

1

prop-ess, tiot to prejudicefinal settlement, 304

provisions as to, in ap'eementsfor buildmg leases,

separate leases to be granted on, of architect, 328

provisions as to, in agreementfor building p-ant

,

335

,, ,, in mortgage, 374

CESSPOOL {see Drains),

London County Council byelaws as to, 625

CHARGE
, . o z:

expenses under Public Health Acts when a charge on premises, 585, 603

register of charges under Private Street Works Act, 1892, to be kept, 603

\The italics refer to the Precedents.'[
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CHARITY LANDS,
building leases under Charitable Trusts Acts, 4

_ ^ tt a *

leases to trustees for, must conform to Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act,

188S, 4

CHIMNEYS,
. . »

rules as to construction of, under Building Act, 422-425

CHURCH {see Public Buipmc),
included in public building, 394
not subject to rules as to height, 416

rules as to staircases &c. in, 433

CLERK
of the Works, 48
what word includes, under Metropolis Management Acts, 530

COALPLATES,
liability for damage caused by defective state of repair of, 216

repair of, 597

COMBINED OPERATION,
drainage by, 494, 529, 594

COMMISSIONERS OF SEWERS {see Dangerous Structures),

definition of, in London Building Act, 396

COMPANY {see Corporation), 4

COMPENSATION
under Metropolis Management Act, how ascertained, 51 1, 512
under London Building Act when land taken to make or widen street, 403

COMPETITION,
plans for, user of, 42
suggestionsfor conduct of 219

COMPLETION OF BUILDING CONTRACT {see Performance)

CONDITION PRECEDENT {see Approval of Work ; Certificates),
approval of building by architect or employer, a, 29, 30, 50, 51
price of work to be settled by named person, settlement is, 19, 52
when certificate a, to employer’s right to penalty, 57 n.

advance of whole sum a, to claim for repayment of part, 72
appointment of architect when a, to builder’s liability to commence work, 41

CONDITIONS OF SALE,
precedent of of buildiftg land in lots, 3 1

1

CONSENTS UNDER LONDON BUILDING ACT,
for persons not to be found, 469
expiring in vacation, 465

CONSOLIDATION
of mortgages, 73, 74
right to, reserved, 374

CONTRACT {see Agreement for Building Lease
; Building Contract)

CONTRACTOR {see Builder)

T T

\TJie italics refer to the Precedents. 1
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CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF PROPERTY ACTS, 1881, 1882, and
1892 {see also Table of Statutes, 44 & 45 Viet, c. 41, 45 & 46 Viet,
c. 39, and 55 & 56 Viet. c. 13),

right of mortgagee to sue on covenants made by mortgagor in lease under,
184

provision as to consolidation of mortgages, 73
restrictions imposed by, on right of re-entry, 161-164
conditions of re-entry go with reversion, 134
provisions of, as to title, 34
definition of conveyance under, 207 n.

general words implied under, 206, 207
forfeiture of leases,

relief against, how granted, 161

in case of non-payment of rent, 162
not granted in certain cases, 162, 163, 164

rent-charges,

remedies for recovery of, 140
provisions of Act of 1882 as to notice {see Notice), 189, 190

COPINGS AND CORNICES
construction of, under London Building Act, 428

COPYHOLD
land intended for building generally enfranchised, 4
forfeiture, on tenant making lease, in absence of custom, 4

CORNER BUILDINGS,
provisions of London Building Act as to, 408

CORNICE
overhanging, 36

CORPORATION, 4
contracts for building by or with, 20-24
rule requiring seal, 20

three classes of exceptions to rule, 20, 21

where work has been done, 21, 22
seal affixed after work partly performed, 22
where extra work done, 21, 105 n.

where work part performed and acquiesced in, 22, 23
where seal of, affixed without authority, 20 n.

points to be observed in contracts with, 23
contract by persons restricting their liability to that of a, 24

f

iersonal liability of persons contracting for, 24
atification of informal contract by directors or agents for, 22

contracts by directors of, 22, 23, 24
contract with architect by, must be under seal, 40
specific performance by {see Specific Performance), 22, 23

Precedents of building C07it7-acts svith, 295
clauses as to mte7-p7-etation ofword ui buildmg co7itrcut, 298

COST {see Covenant ;
Expenses)

of houses, p7-ovisio7i as to, in cove7ia7its betwee7i pwxhasers, 368

,, ,, ,, i7t agree7/ie7itsfor buildmg leases,

COUNTERCLAIM
for improper construction of work, 64, 65

COUNTERPARTS,
provisions in ag7-ee77ie7itsfor buildmg leases as to executing, 319, 329

\The italics 7'efer to the Precedents.]
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COUNTY COUNCIL (LONDON),
power to annex conditions to consents, 467
fees payable to, under London Building Act, 488

COUNTY COURT,
actions under Employers’ Liability Act must be brought in, 13

1

appeal to, against award under Building Act, 441
judge of, may consent on behalf of person not to be found, 469
judge of, to settle security from building owner, 444
jurisdiction of, under London Building Act, 461
appeal from, 462

COURTS,
by whom to be paved and drained in London, 500, 501, 526
provision for keeping clean, under Public Health Acts, 596

COVENANTS {see Assignee
;
Notice),

what are ‘ usual,’ 27, 28, 146, 155
general objects of, in building leases, 145
Scotch law as to, 149 n.

which ‘ run with the land ’ {see Assignee)
assignee with notice of {see Assignee)
to build, specific performance of (see SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE)
not to build on adjoining land, 146
meaning of ‘ adjoining or contiguous,’ 146
not to build over a certain height or within certain distance, 147

how distance measured, 151 m.

whether a wall is a ‘ building ’ within such, 147
wooden hoardings are ‘ a building or erection,’ 147
not to build beyond fixed line, 148, 174, 175
bay windows are ‘ buildings ’ within such, 148
as to uninterrupted prospect, 149, 250, 251
as to building discharged by operation of statute, 145
covenant to build such a house as covenantor thinks fit, 145
alteration of, by parol agreement, 145
to rebuild ‘as occasion might require,’ 14?, IC7
to ‘ new build,’ 146
non-performance within stipulated time, 146
requiring permission to build, 147
not to build ‘ opposite,’ 148
against carrying on, or building for, trades {see Trades)
when necessary by purchaser to vendor, 150
between purchasers of plots, as to class of houses to be erected, 160
restrictive, as to use of land for erection of private houses only, 150
whether schools or charitable institutions are breach of such, 150, 152
waiver of benefit of, 150
user as ‘art studio ’ or ‘ coal office,’ 150
where building erected in violation of, covenants as to elevation or

156
by lessee to build house of stipulated value on plot of land, 157
meaning of, requiring consent of lessor ‘ his heirs and assigns,’ ii;i;

landlord’s liability to enforce, 156
in absence of power of re-entry, action for damages, not ejectment
remedy for breach of covenant, 159, 160

’

remedy not lost by lessor making alterations after determination of
166 n.

as to gardens or grounds used in common, 164

form,

is the

lease.

[T/te italics refer to the Precedents.]
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COVENANTS -continued.

to repair in building leases {see Repair), 165, 166, 176
what, should be given by sublessee, 166, 167

remedy of original lessor against sublessee, 167

as to giving up land for building as required, 167, 168

to build to satisfaction of architect, 157, 158
'

independent, dependent, and concurrent, 60 158 n.

penal rents upon failure to build according to, 158, 159
modes of securing benefit of restrictive, to purchasers of plots, 160, 161

how made to run with the land, 180 et seq.

on sale of superfluous land by a railway company, 167

right to relief on breach of,

effect of delay, acquiescence, participation, 155, 172-177
where circumstances altered, 172, 173, 175
where there has been waiver with other tenants, 173

where breaches committed before purchase by defendant, 173, 176-

acquiescence in former and limited breaches, 173, 174, 175

degree of delay, 175
general rule as to remedy for breach of building covenants, 169, 17a

specific performance of restrictive covenants, 169

,, ,, by mandatory injunction, 1 70-1 72

are divisible, 183
whether Court will order building to be pulled down, 175, 176

liability under covenant to deliver up, though covenant to build waived,

176
short acquiescence bars relief on ex parte and interlocutory applications,

176
where damage trivial, 178

release of, must not be to prejudice of other lessees, 178

parties to action for breach of, 178, 179
future breaches, liberty to apply in case of, 179
assignees under [see Assignees)

how included in agreements for building leases, 26

as to making, and use of, roads or drains [see Roads ;
Drains)

to pay rates, duties, taxes, &c. [see Rates)

as to erection of party walls [see Party Wall)
provision as to assignment of benefit of restrictive covenants, 36s
provisions in agreementfor building lease, as to, to be contained in lease, 320»

321
apportionment of, in building lease, 348
by lessee,

to pay rent, 339
to pay taxes, 339
to pay premiums of insurance, 34°
to complete buildings, 339
to repair, 339
to paint, 340, 359 , , . ,

to commence andfinish painting atfixed times, 359> 3®°

that lessor may do such work on default, 360

to insure di^c., 340, 346
to rebuild in case offire, 340, 346
not to obstruct light or air, 340, 346
not to alter plan, elevation, 6xc , 340, 346

to repair roads, 340, 345 r ,0
to contribute to expense of roads, stivers, &c., 340, 345, 340 i 35°

to permit lessor to enter to inspect and give notice of defects, 34!

to repair on notice, 341

[The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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COVENANTS—
by lessee

to use premises as private house only, 341

not to cai-ry on trades orpermit nuisance &^c., 341, 347, 352

not to assign without licence, 341

to give notice ofassignments, 347
tofence ojfpremises, 344
to build according to plans &!‘c.

,

344
to expend certain sum in btdlding, 344
to produce vouchers, 344
to pay architectsfees, 344
not to erect other buildings within certain line, 345
to make new roads SXc., 345, 351, 355, 358
to make sewers and drains, 345, 351, 354, 355, 35^
to permit lessor to make same on defatilt, 345
not to make other roads or permit thoroughfare, 346
not to make bricks or digfor gravel dfc.

,

346, 369
that lessor may build agamst walls of hotises to be built, 352
that lessor shall havefree liberty of watercoui'se &‘c., 353
to lay out gardens, 354
to build accordmg to provisions of Acts, 353
to build brickwork ofcertain thickness, 353
that materials shall be approved by architect, 354
to build houses in line with one another, 354
to set up posts alo7ig road, 355
not to build on certain part ofland, 355
to build according to plans, 357
to use specified materialsfor building, 357
that t)immers shall be offreestone, 358
as to chimneys andflues, 358
as tofro7it area, 358
not to erect other buildmgs, 36

1

to complete houses infixed tune, 355
to buildpa7-ty wall, 357, 364
that lessor 77iay e7iter to 7-epair adjomi/tg

p

7-e7/iises, 347
for settle7)ie7it of disptites as to di-ams dr's.

,

36

1

as to powers ofgatekeepe7-s ofp7~ivate road dP’c.
, 359, 361

to peTform cove7ia7its ui 07-igi7ial lease, 361
and to i77de7)mify lessor the7-ef7

-
07u, 362

to yield up preitiises ui 7'epair at etid of tetmi, 341
ly lessor,

for quiet e7tjoy77ie7it, 342
to pay re7it in origi7ial lease, 362
and to i7ide77mify lessee the7-ef7-om, 362
for safe custody oforiginal lease, 363
that lessee may retain 7/ionies paid 07i accotmt of original retit, 362

iy vendee (see by lessee),

to pay re7it-charge, 364
between purchasers of buildmgplots, 365
by moTigagor,

to pay pri7icipal a7id mte7-est, 371
to insure, 373
tofinish buildings, 372, 375
that hi default 77i07'tgagee 7iiay co77iplete sa77ie, yji, 376
to procure leases to 7ii07-tgagee or execute 7ii07-tgages of saine, 376

by mortgagee,

to advancefurther stuns accordmg to p7Vg7-ess of building, 373

\_The italics refer to the Precede7its.]
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COVERED IN,
meaning of, 30
when houses to be, a condition precedent, 29
agreement to grant lease when houses, 318, 325, 336

CROSS ACTION (see Set-off)

CROSS WALL (see Party Wall),
meaning of, under London Building Act, 392

CROWN,
building leases by, 4
not bound by the Prescription Act, 236

CUBICAL EXTENT,
definition of, in London Building Act, 393

CUSTOM
of building trade, parol evidence of, 18

DAMAGES (see Injury
; Specific Performance),

measure of, on breach of building contract, 63
set-off against claims for, 64, 65
how assessed, 117
reduction of, by showing that work improperly done, 64
evidence of, not bearing upon value of work, 65
option of suing for, instead of penalty provided by contract, 84
recoverable on action on bond, 84 n.

no, for delay in making road through defect in title, 118, 201
under Lord Cairns’s Act, 177, 178, 249
after writ, 176 n.

inquiry as to, directed, though not asked by writ, 176 n.

on breach of covenant, when trivial, 178
in lieu of injunction, general rule, 249, 250

,, ,, for future injury, 250
for loss of support, when nominal, 261
where granted, in addition to injunction, 213, 214
arising from working minerals, provision for compensation for, 261
under Metropolis Management Act, how ascertained, 51 1, 512
such, to be made good in addition to penalty, 51 1, 512
liquidated (see Penalties)
undertaking in subco/itract to ansruerfor, 308

DANGEROUS STRUCTURES,
under London Building Act,

when within City of London, 449
survey of, to be made by district surveyor, 448
fees of district surveyor in respect of, how paid, 451
certificate of surveyor as to, 449
to be shored up, 449
owner of, to repair, 449
procedure on neglect to repair, 449
expense of repair, when to be paid by owner, 450
how recoverable, 451
sale of, 45

1

how surplus money from sale disposed of, 451, 463
where proceeds insufficient, 451
removal of inmates from, 451
payment of expenses in respect of, how secured, 452

[The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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NGEROUS STRUCTURES—
under London Building Act,

notice to be given to owner of, 449
proceedings to enforce notice, 449
effect of order, 449, 450
registration of orders affecting, 453
notice of application for order, 450

under Towns Improvement Clauses Act,
to be taken down or secured, 581
owner of, to pay expenses, 582

DAY WORK,
provisions in building contracts as to payment for, 303

DEATH
of architect, effect of, on his contracts, 42
of builder, effect on his contracts, 88, 89
of architect or builder, French law, 88 n.
of employer, effect on his contracts, 89
provisions as to, in agreement with architect, 379

DEED,
necessity of, in contracts with corporations {see Corporation), 20
of covenant betweeti purchasers of building plots, 365
provision as to registration of, in conditions of sale, 314

DEFECTS,
latent, discovered after settlement, 57 n.
effect of certificate’s, 53, 56

DELAY {see Time ; Penalties
; Covenants)

DEVIATIONS {see Alterations),
effect on builder’s right to payment, 68

DILAPIDATIONS,
charges of architect for estimating, 385

DIMENSIONS,
condition of sale as to, 312

DIRECTORS {see Corporation)

DISCLAIMER IN BANKRUPTCY {see Bankruptcy)
DISPUTES {see Arbitration

; Arbitrator)

DISTRESS {see Rent
; Rent-charge)

DISTRICT BOARDS {see Vestries and District Boards)
district surveyor,

definition of, under London Building Act 395disa^eement between and builder &c., proceedings on, 405, 430buildings to be supervised by, 454
^ ^

power of Council over, 454
compensation of, by Council, 458
examination of, by Institute of British Architects. 4K4.
to nave and maintain an office, 454
appointment of deputy for, 454

>> >> assistant to, 454
act on his own account in certain cases, 454

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.
]
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DISTRICT SURVEYOR—
notices to and by {see Notice), 454
entry and inspection of buildings by, 455, 468
proceedings of, in case of irregularity, 456, 457
fees of, 458. 459 , 485-488
periods at which, entitled to fees, 458
may be paid by salary instead of fees, 459
returns by, 459
to see plans carried into execution, 455
duty of, with respect to dangerous structures, 448
fees of, ,, ,,

_
451

proceedings where no notice of building given, 456, 457
notice of action to be given to, 606

duties of, with respect to foundations and sites, 61

1

power of, to enter and inspect buildings, 455
approval of, of conversion of buildings into public buildings, 3

byelaws as to duties and fees of, 61 1, 612, 613

provisions in agreementsfor building leases as tofees of, 320, 3

DISUSED BURIAL GROUNDS,
building on, prohibited, 5
definition, 5
does not include site of church, 5

contract to build on, involving removal of corpses, void, 5

DOMESTIC BUILDING,
definition of, in London Building Act, 393, 409

DOORS
not to open outwards on streets, 580

DOWRESS
is tenant for life within Settled Estates Act, 1877, 3

is not ,, ,, ,, Settled Lands Acts, 1882 to 1890, 3

DRAINS {see Sewers),
where made by lessor, usual provisions as to, 199

liability for imperfect construction of, 199 «.

where made by lessee, usual provisions as to, 201

what pass without an express grant, 203, 204, 205

right to use, where no reservation, 205

reservation by lessor of right to make and use, 212

extent of enjoyment of right to use, 212, 213

general words, appurtenances, &c. , 206, 207

rights as to, where additional buildings to be erected, 213

duty and liability of adjoining owners as to, 213 n.

remedies on disturbance of right to use,

by action for damages or injunction, 213

by abatement, 213
where vested in sanitary authority, 214

repair of,

right of dominant owner to enter premises for, 214, 21$

usual covenants for, 215

do not extend to structural alterations, 215 M.

expense of, liability for, under covenant to pay rates &c. {see Rates), 251-

construction of, under Settled Estates Act, 1877
,
and under Settled Land

Act, 1882
, 219

’

under Metropolis Management Acts,

meaning of word, 492 , 515* 5^9

\The italics refer to the Precedents.\
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continued.

under Metropolis Management Acts,

when owner of building compellable to make, 493
for blocks of houses, combined, 494
for new houses ; must be to satisfaction of vestry &c., 494 ) 49^

notice to be given before constructing, 495, 521, 527

materials of, discretion of vestry as to, 496, 521

may be made by vestry &c. at expense of owner &c., 496, 497, 5^6

powers of vestries &c. to inspect, 497
improper construction or alteration of, 496, 498
expense of examination, repair, &c. of, 498, 499

* power to vestry to cut off, improperly branched into sewer, 521

London County Council byelaws as to construction of, 609, 610, 624-626

under Public Health Acts,

meaning of word, 554, 594, 595, 599
owner or occupier may empty, into sewer, 558, 559
construction of, may be compelled, 559
expenses of such, 560
old, may be closed when new made, 560
houses in urban district not to be built without, 560
precautions necessary during construction of, 583
local authority may make communications with sewer, 594
in common for two or more houses, 594

provisions as to, in tendersfor land on building leases, 315
provisions as to making, in agreementfor building lease, 328, 332
covenants as to, 351

,, for settlement ofdisputes as to, 361
proviso that obligation under covenant to repair, shall cease on adoption bp

public, 341
provision as to, itt covenants betweeti purchasers, 368

DRAWING {see Plan)

DWELLING-HOUSE,
definition of, in London Building Act, 393

EASEMENT (see Way, Right of ; Road
;
Water

;
Drains

; Light ;

Support, Right to),

definition of, 212 n., 220
distinction between continuous and discontinuous, 202, 203
intended to be reserved, should be expressed in deed, 200, 203
extent of enjoyment of, 205, 206, 210-213
remedies in respect of disturbance or excessive use of, 213, 214
what, pass on conveyance without express mention, 202, 203, 204
of necessity, 204, 205
reservation or grant of, by implication, 205, 229-233
general words, effect of, on, 206, 207
of right to discharge water from houses, 208, 209
,, ,, to affix signboard, 209
by express grant, 227, 228
saying of, in party structures under London Building Act, 448J
extinction of, under Housing of Working Classes Act, 550
right of dominant owner to enter premises to repair drain the subject of an,

214, 215
what, passes on grant of part of a tenement, 229
grant of land subject to, t.6'1

JECTMENT,
defence to, agreement for lease, 27, 28, 30
of assignee for breach of covenant committed before assignment, 191 «.

[The italics refer to the Precedents.\
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ELEVATION OF HOUSE,
alteration of, decreed, 116
covenant not to alter, 156
Precedents ofsuch covenants, 340, 346
provision as to, in covenants between purchasers, 368

EMPLOYER [^see Owner
; Landlord

; Employers’ Liability Act •

Master and Servant), ’

liability of, for acts of architect {see Architect), 54
undisclosed engagement by architect with, 55
duty of, independently of contract, 19, 20
collusion of architect with, in refusing to certify, 54
joinder of architect with, as defendants, 49
liability of, for fees of quantity surveyor, 7, 8

,, ,, for injury caused by builder in carrying out contract, 122, 124™
128

contract conditional upon approval of, 50-52
approval of, must not be unreasonably withheld, 50, 51
must have opportunity of inspection, before payment, 50
completion of contract refused, prevented, or delayed by, 63, 85
no penalty recoverable in such case, 85
not liable to pay for defective work, 64
option to bring cross action or deduct for defective performance, 86
set-off by, for materials and work, 60
admissions by, in action by builder, 66
what acceptance of part-performed work binds, 66
right of, to building materials {see Materials for Building)
extra work, ordered by {see Extras), 107, 108
bankruptcy of {see Bankruptcy), 96
death of, effect on his contracts, 89

EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ACT, 1881,
who are within the Act, 128
provisions of the Act not compulsory, 129
employer’s liability to workmen apart from, 129, 132, 133
doctrine of volenti nonfit injuria, 132, 133
when employer liable under, 129, 130-132
limitation of liability under, 130
time of commencement of action under, 130, 13

1

as to notice of injury, 131
action under, must be brought in county court, 131

ENGINEER {see Architect)

ENTRY, POWER OF {see Power of Entry)

ERROR {see Mistake)

ESTIMATES,
incorrect, 45
acceptance of plans subject to, being near actual cost, 43
evidence as to work included in, 1

1

EVIDENCE {see Parol Evidence)
in action for damages, 65
of ownership of houses to which work done, 63
production of original contract as, on claim for extras, when necessary, 108

inadmissibility of document for want of stamp, 108

by defendant under Public Health (London) Act, 1891, 544

yrhe italics refer to the Precedents,
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EVIDENCE

—

continued.

of byelaws, 509
of performance of covenant to build, 34

EXCEPTIONS (^see Reservation)

EXEMPTIONS
from London Building Act, 473, 474
of incumbent of church &c. from expenses as to streets, 572

EXPENSES,
under London Building Act,

of Council in carrying out Act, 467
as to party structures, 445-448

,, demolition of buildings and sale of materials, 462, 463
rules for payment of, and contribution to, 463-465

under Metropolis Management Acts,
may be apportioned by vestry &c., 510, 517, 518, 519, 525, 534, 535

,, ,, spread over certain period, 510
how ascertained and recovered, 51 1, 512, 539
proceedings before justices in questions of, 512
payment of, may be required from owner or occupier, 527, 533, 535
of flagging footpaths, 533
liability of local authority in respect of open spaces, 533 n.
of repairing road not being street, 535
of reconstructing sewers improperly made &c., 536
under Public Health (London) Act, 1891, how recovered,

under Public Health Acts,
^

of drainage, 560, 588 594
of paving &c., 571
by whom payable, 585
how recoverable, 585, 604
recovery of, from owners, 585
apportionment of, how far conclusive, 585
under Private Street Works Act, 1892, 600-603

EXTERNAL WALL {see Wall)

EXTINGUISHMENT {see Light)

EXTRAS {see Alterations
; Time),

architect’s certificate when conclusive as to what are, 56, 57, 104 106usual clause undesirable, 17
^

effect of, on time conditions, 77, 78
•where special authorisation necessary to claim for,

such a provision in contract must be strictly followed, 56, 1:7 104what writings amount to written order for, 56, 57, 104 io\
difference in effect of ‘progress ’ and ‘final’ certificates, 56, 57, 105where architect s decision as to value of extras final, 105, 106whether provisions as to disputes apply to, 106
certificate as to, binds employer and builder equally, 106
where no action maintainable until value of, ascertained, 106
de/iors the orig;inal contract, no written order necessary for, 106 io7

omitted from specification not chargeable as, 10, 109claim for extras on account of error in quantities 8 o loo
^

where no special provision in contract as to
’ ^

where something ordered beyond special contract, io6, 107authority of architect to order extras, 107
where ordered by employer, io8, 109

\The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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EXTRAS

—

cofitinued.

what evidence must be given {see Evidence), 107, 108
extras done without authority, 108
mere assent of employer, not an order for, 108
builder cannot recover for better materials than contracted for, log
nor demand return of materials worked into building, 109
how far original contract excluded by additions, 109
usual clause as to orders for, not vitiating contract, no
terms of original contract applied to orders for, by subsequent agreement,
no

when original contract must be produced on claim for, 108
personal liability of architect for, 107
executed for corporation under contract not under seal, 20-24, 105 «.

allowance to be madefor, 292, 303, 309

EACIA,
rules as to construction of, under London Building Act, 428

EEE FARM RENT,
nature of, 140

FEE SIMPLE,
tenant in, building leases by, 4

FEES {see Architect ; District Surveyor)

FENCE {see Hoard),
action for non-repair of, against whom maintainable, 257
provision as to, in covenants between purchasers, 368
covenant to, offbuilding land, 344
provision as to, in conditions of sale, 312

FIRE,
destruction of subject-matter of contract, after part performance, by, 67
covenants to insure against, and to rebuild in case of, 340, 346

FIRE-RESISTING MATERIAL,
under London Building Act, 395, 484

FLAGGING
of footpaths in metropolis, 533, 534

FLATS,
obligation to repair, 272, 273
right of dominant owner to enter and repair, 273
liability of landlord in respect of common staircase, 272 n., 273
as to enforcing covenant to employ resident porter, 273
as to user of lift, 273
liability for overflowing pipes &c., 273, 274
right to support of, 272
various decisions as to, 272 et seq.

FLOOD
rendering performance of contract impossible, 112

FLOORS,
construction of, under London Building Act, 425, 426

omitted from specification, 10

FLUES {see Chimneys)

FOOTINGS,
rules as to, 436, 437, 478

\The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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FOOTWAY,
flagging of, by vestry &c., 533
provisions as to formation of, under Building Act, 396 et seq,

proTjision as to, in conditions of sale, 314
*

covenants to make, 345, 358 ,

builder to provide, 306, 315

FOREMAN,
provision that, shall be kept on premises, 294, 316
to attend at building, 303

FORFEITURE {see Re-entry
;
Time

; Materials for Building
; Con:-

VEYANCING ACT)
under Building Contract or Lease, waiver of, 79, 80
where risk of, no specific performance, 118
proviso for re-entry and, in building lease, 16 r

restrictions on right of, under Conveyancing Acts, 1881 and 1892, 161-164.
time for enforcing clause or seizing materials, 79, 80, 102
restraining a, 80

FOUNDATION {see Support),
definition of, under London Building Act, 391
power of County Council to make byelaws as to, 459
byelaws as to, 610, 6H

FRAUD
of architect in refusing certificates {see Architect), 54
how pleaded, 54 n.

by builder and architect upon employer, 58
assignee of fraudulent contract, 54, 58, 59, 71

FRAUDS, STATUTE OF,
building contracts not within, 16
contract for building lease, when within, 25
part performance taking contract out of, 31, 32, 116
claim for work done although no agreement within, 34

FRONTAGE {see Line of Building)

FROST,
suspension of work during, 303

GARDEN,
to be used in common by lessees of plots fronting same, 164
clause in building lease as to use ofsuch, 356
eiulosure of, provisionfor, 332
covenant to lay out, 354

„ „ repair, 359
lease of, 356

GAS,
Acts regulating the supply of, 275, 276
power of company to break up streets to lay pipes &c., 276
cannot be exercised in private roads, 276
affixing gas lamp to a house, 276
right to demand supply, 276
company may demand security, 276
cost of new pipes on owner’s premises, 277
liability of companies for injury in doing work, 277

\The italics refer to the Precedentsl\
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GATEWAY,
effect of conveyance of, 205 n.

‘GENERAL WORDS,’ 206, 207, 231

GRANT OF LAND FOR BUILDING {see Building Grant)

GRAVEL,
covenant not to digfor, 369

GROUND RENT (see Rent),
definition of, 135

GUARANTEE (see Security
; Surety)

of performance of building contract, 13, 14, 15

HABITABLE (see Rooms),
meaning of, in London Building Act, 396

HEDGE,
trespass between tenants in common of, 257
and ditch, presumption as to ownership of, 253, 257 «.

HEIGHT (see Elevation),
covenants as to, 147
regulations as to applications for consent, &c,, 616
definition of, in London Building Act, 393
of buildings under London Building Act,

rules as to, 416-418
procedure where Council allows extra height, 416
in a street less than fifty feet wide, 417
on a corner plot, 417

HEIR
entitled to have building completed at expense of personal estate, 89

HIGHWAY (see Roads),
right of landlord to use, for building purposes, 123

cul-de-sac may be, 217
dedication of, 216-219

who can dedicate, 216, 217
uninterrupted user by public a proof of, 216, 217
presumed if no bar erected to new road, 217
mere laying out of proposed road no, 217
private right to use of, not merged in public right, 217

may be for restricted purpose, &it not for limited part of public, 217

works necessary precedent to, 573
may be subject to reservation, 217

by whom repairable, 216, 218

extraordinary traffic, liability for expenses caused by, 123, 124

grantor of, retains all rights consistent with user by public, 218

rights of owner of, run with land, 218

but as regards public are vested in adjoining occupiers, 218

adoption of, by parish, under 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 50, 219

improper use of, is trespass, 219

lamp projecting over, 218

causing rainwater to run across, not ‘ wilful obstruction,’ 208

permitting overhanging tree, ,, ,, ,> 208

under London Building and Management Acts (see Street),

construction of arches over or under, 427

surveyors of, powers of, vested in vestries &c., 499

[ The italics refer to the Precedents. ]
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HIGHWAY—continued.

under London Building and Management Acts,
extent of interest of vestries and boards in, 500 n.
where buildings erected at less than prescribed distance, 404

under Public Health Acts,
surveyors of, powers of, vested in urban authority, 567
liability of inhabitants of urban district, for rates, 567 n.
repairable by inhabitants at large, 568, 569
when private street may be declared, 573, 598, 599 et seq.
time for action against urban authority in respect of, 567 n.
liability for damage where road sunk, 567 71.

, 568 «.

HOARDING
to be put up round dangerous structure, 449, 581
custom of City of London as to, 449 n.
to be erected during repairs, building, pulling down, &c., 495, 506, q8l. KQl
not to be erected without licence from vestry &c.

, 507
if so erected may be removed, 507
not ‘ wooden structure ’ within London Building Act, 436
London County Council standing order as to, 619 j

HOSPITAL (see Public Building),
carrying on, whether breach of covenant against trades &c., 150 k., 154

HOTEL (see Covenants; Trades),
covenant not to build, 151
provisions as to, in covenants between purchasei's, 367
provisions as to, in conditions of sale, 313

HOUSE (see Building; Line of Building)
definition of, under Public Health Act, 187

5 ’and 1891, C46 cca

*’comS!^ (Water) XcT,).%8,- Water
numbering, 409
what is a, 501

housing of the working classes act, 1890analysis of Act, 549-552
^ ’

IMPOSSIBILITY OF PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACT
general rule as to, in ^ ^

»

where caused by employer, 85
where caused by ‘act of God,’ 113
by extraordinary flood, 112
by existence of epidemic, 112
caused by alterations ordered, 112
or by impracticability of specification, 112
caused by act of law, in, 113

>, ,, party to contract, in, 113
French law as to, in «.
no excuse after election to perform in one way, 112where contract conditional on continued existence of subject 112

INDEMNITY
of architect, as against employer, 49

INFANTS,
building leases by, 4

‘ INHABITED,’
meaning of, in London Building Act, 395
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INJUNCTION {see Specific Performance),
mandatory {see Mandatory Injunction)

for interference with light, 242-250 {see Light)

for destruction of support, 270, 272 {see Support)

restraining forfeiture, 80

to pull down buildings erected in breach of covenant, 175, 176

restraining builder from preventing employer taking up and completing

works, 80 _ .

to restrain lessor granting plots of building estate free from building scheme,

19s
effect of Judicature Acts upon power to grant, 176 ti.

as to disturbance of easement, 213, 214

interlocutory, acquiescence or delay in case of, 177 {see COVENANTS)

may be made perpetual on motion by consent, 177

undertaking as to damages on, 177

damages may be granted in addition to, 213, 214

form of decree for, to restrain erection of buildings, 170 n.

INJURY {see Master and Servant)

caused by builder in carrying out contract, liability for, 124

,, ,,
pulling down buildings, 122

„ „ percolation of water from adjoining premises, 133

where, to be expected from nature of work, 125

liability of employer for {see Employer)
provision as to, caused to adjoining building, 306

INN {see Public-house)

INSPECTION
of work by employer, 50

provision for, ofwork before covering in, 333

INSURANCE COMPANY .••••.
liability of, having undertaken to rebuild where there are otner injuries

beyond those caused by fire, 112

INSURE,
conditions in Building Contracts to, 300

,) >>
Agi-eementsfor Building Leases to, yip

covenants to, 340, 346, 373

, ,,
produce receipts of insurance moneys, 340

provision that mortgagee may, in default of mortgagor, 373 n.

INTEREST,
provision as to, in mortgage, 374

covenant to pay, yi ^

IRON BUILDINGS UNDER LONDON BUILDING ACT, 434-436

Temporary Erections)

a^cdon'by building contractor against employer and architect, 104

LAMP -

projecting over highway, 218

LAND,
. ^ ,

....

four methods of improving by building, i

description of, by reference to plan, 35-39

[77«; italics refer to the Precedents.^
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LANDLORD {see Employer
; Lessor ;

Owner),
allowing stranger to expend money in building in error, 31-34
obligation of, for support to adjoining property, 122 {see Support)
where no notice of existence of adjoining building, 123
liability of, for damage caused by excavations on his land, 122
liability of, for nuisance committed on his land, 155
contracts between, and tenant, not affected by Metropolis Management Acts,

527
nor by Public Health Act, 1875, 527 «•

provisions concerning, in Agreements for Building Leases {see Covenants
-by Lessor)

to grant leases to tenant or approved nominee, 318, 319
,, ,, when buildings covered in,

to have naming of streets Qfc.

,

328

LANDS,
definition'of, under Public Health Act, 1875, 553

LAND TAX {see Rates),
Acts relating to, and its redemption, 284 n.

usually falls on landlord, where no covenant to contrary, 285
pi'ovision as to, in Covenants between Purchasers, 369

LEASE {see Building Lease)

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS {see Tribunal of Appeal)
under London Building Act, 461-467
summary proceedings, 461
by district surveyor, 461
appeal from County Court, 461

LESSEE,
expenditure by, giving an equity, 34 n.
provisions that lease shall be granted to nominee of, 31, 121
should investigate lessor’s title before build ng, 34, 187
covenants by {see Covenants

; Assignees)
benefit of such covenants to run with reversion, 180
whether an ‘owner’ under London Building Act, 394 {see Owner)

LESSOR {see Landlord; Covenants),
title of, 34, 188
rights of, on bankruptcy of lessee, 91, 94, 95
when liable for damage by drain, 199 71.

covenants by {see Covenants
; Assignees)

obligation of such covenants to run with reversion, 180

LEVEL OF THE GROUND,
definition of, in London Building Act, 391

LICENCE {see_ Materials for Building),
what constitutes a, 209, 210
revocation of, 210, 240
foiin of lice/ice to e/ijoy light,

LIFE, TENANT FOR,
form of building lease by, under Settled Laitd Act, 1882, or other powers, 350

[ The italics 7-efer to the Precedeiits.^
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LIGHT,
nature and extent of right,

same in town as in country, 221
same whether acquired by prescription or grant, 223
distinction between right to light and right to air, 220, 221
must be appurtenant to building, 221
aperture necessary to claim right, 221
right to open new windows, 221
whether access of light to such can be obstructed, 222
right of railway company to exercise such right of obstruction, 222
light must come by one and the same definite channel, 221, 225, 235
skylights, 221
right to light for trade or for special purposes, when acquired, 222, 223,

224
amount of obstruction necessary for right of action, 223
angle of 45°, 223, 247
effect of acquisition of new lights on old rights, 224
.right to light for future purposes, 224
diminution of light by plaintiff, 224
no defence that plaintiff can alter his building, 224
alteration of windows, 224, 225, 226, 227, 242
obstruction by wall at right angles to the building, 223 n.

effect of grant of, and covenant for quiet enjoyment, 227, 233
how right affected by rebuilding, 225, 226
right to, is an easement under Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890,

5 SO n.

acquisition of right,

by express grant, 227, 228
under general words implied by Conveyancing Act, 231

by acquiescence of servient owner, 228, 229
by implied grant, 229-233

on sale of house retaining adjoining land, 229
on sale of land retaining house, 233
on sale of land and house simultaneously, 230
where title equitable, 230
for term of years, 230, 236
where vendor seised of the land as trustee only, 230
where land contracted to be sold before house, but house first

conveyed, 230
where strip of land intervenes between house and land, 231
rule applies to wills, 231
extent of implied grant, 232
where grantee has notice of building scheme, 232
purchaser has not constructive notice of agreement as to lights, 233
where rights over adjoining land reserved, 236
where grantor obtains freehold of adjoining premises, 231

where dominant tenement is under lease, 232
opening for windows necessary at time of grant to give right, 231

by prescription under the Act, 233-239
how gained, 233, 234
only acquired for buildings, 234
by one tenant against another, 236
Act does not bind Crown, 236
when period begins, 235
effect of unity of possession, 235
how twenty years to be computed, 235, 237
interruption acquiesced in for a year, 237, 238
what constitutes interruption, 237, 338

\Thc italics refer to the Frecedents.l
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LIGHT

—

continued.

acquisition of right by prescription under the Act,
where right has existed for more than nineteen years, 237, 239
onus of proof on claim, 238
proof for less period gives no right, 239
Act does not apply where right gained by agreement, 239
local usages abolished by the Act, 238

by prescription at common law, 239
how right pleaded, 239
not affected by provisions of London Building Act as to party structures,

448
extinction or abandonment of the right,

by express release, 240
by agreement or acquiescence, 240
by abandonment, 240, 241, 242
whether caused by alteration of buildings, 242

remedies for interference with right,
what are, 242
what is necessary to maintain action, 243
who may bring action, 243, 244
against whom action may be brought, 244
when request to remove obstruction necessary, 244
extent of relief granted, 244, 245

relief by injunction, 245-248
when obtained ex parte, 245
mandatory injunction, when granted, 245, 247, 248
not general where buildings completed, 248
delay in application for injunction, 245, 246
acquiescence justifying refusal of injunction, 228, 229, 245, 246
undertaking as to damages required, 245
where buildings completed before application, 247, 248
injunction granted where substantial damages probable, 246 247
as to future damage, 247, 250
form of injunction granted, 247

by damages, 248-250
may be in addition to, or apaid from injunction, 249, 250
nature of property considered in granting, 249
appointment of surveyor to report on injury, 250
how damages estimated, 248, 249
general rule as to when damages given in lieu of injunction, 249as to damages for future injury, 250

"Tuilding,^r5o
obstructs lights under statutory powers of

right to prospect or privacy, 149, 250, 251
agreement as to, 377
covenant not to obstruct, 340, 346

LIGHT AND AIR,
provisions as to, under London Building Act, 409 et sea.
saving of private rights as to, under same Act, 448covenants not to obstruct.^ 340> 346
reservation of vendor's right to, in gi-ant of land, 363

LIMITATIONS
of time for proceedings under London Building Act, 461, 468
Cl”, * 1

” under Public Authorities Protection Act iSni

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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LIMITS
of London Building Act, 389

LINE OF BUILDING {see Projections),
covenant to observe, 116, 174
under London Building Act,

provisions as to, 406-409
buildings projecting beyond, when taken down to be set back, 407
definition of, by superintendent architect, 406

,, ,, notice of, 407

,, ,, appeal as to, 408
consent by Council, 408
powers of County Council exercisable by local authority, 462

County Council regulations as to applications for consent &c.
, 615, 6i8

under Public Health Acts,

power of urban authority to regulate, 573
compensation for setting building back or forward, 574, 579
improvement of, 579
purchase of lands &c. for such purpose, 579
buildings not to be brought forward beyond, as defined by Public Health

(Building in Streets) Act, 1888, 590
provision as to, in covenants between purchasers of building plots, 312

covenants to observe, 345, 353, 354, 357
provision as to, in conditions of sale, 3 1

2

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES {see Penalties)

LOANS {see Advances)

LOCAL AUTHORITY,
meaning of, under Public Health Act, 1S7S1 553
vesting of property in, 555
actions where sewers vested in, 214

^

powers and duties of, as to sewers and drains {see Sewers ; Drains), S55-5°i

,, ,, waterclosets &c. {see Watercloseis), 561-564,

594-596

„ ,, ,, water supply, 564-566 ,

action by, for water rates, 566 n.

recovery of expenses from owners by, 585 f

action against, notice of, 607 I

condition that builder shall comply with rules of, 294 ^
provision for compliance with rules of, cn covenants between purchase} s, j69 .

^ ,,
i)i co)iditions of sale, 314 I

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD,
sanction of, of purchase of premises for new street, 573

LOCAL USAGE,
admissibility of evidence of, iS

LONDON {see Metroi’OI.is),

‘city of,’ definition, 396, 514

definition of, 396, 546

LONDON BUILDING ACT, 1894, 3SS

extent of, 389 . . . r ,00
effect of contract for building contravening provisions ol,

exemptions from, 473, 474 . ,

regulations as to applications for sanction or consent under, 615-017

standing orders of County Council under, 618, 619 N

[
The italics i-efer to the P>-ecedents.\
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1

LOW-LYING LAND,
provisions as to, in London Building Act, 453
London County Council standing orders as to, 619

LUNATIC ASYLUM,
covenant against carrying on, 152 154

LUNATICS, 4

MANDATORY INJUNCTION {see Specific Performance
; Injunction)

to enforce terms of building contract, 170-172
to repair banks of canal ; to pull down wall ; to remove buildings

; to make
road at certain level, 171, 172

where injury complete before action, 172
liberty to apply in action for, not given, 1 72

for removal of obstruction of right of way, 214

,, ,, to light {see Light), 245, 247, 248

MARRIED WOMEN
effect of Married Women’s Property Act, 1882, 4

MATERIALS FOR BUILDING,
contract to provide, and build house need not be in writing, 16
better than contracted for, builder cannot recover for, nor demand return of,

109
supplied by employer, set-off for, 60
payment for, when builder fails to complete contract, 63
mortgage by builder upon security of, 72, 73
old, provision in specification for allowance for, 10, ii

,, sale of, 12

property in, and conditions for forfeiture of, 97
whether conditions operate as present assignment or licence to seize,

97-99
distinction between licence to seize, and creation of interest in, 98
when acquired after bankruptcy, 97 n.

contract should provide for, becoming landowner’s property, 98
stipulation for forfeiture of, on builder’s banlcruptcy or default, when

void, 99, 100
whether provisions as to, are within Bills of Sale Acts, 98, loi
effect of ‘ reputed ownership ’ clause on, 100

,, ‘mutual credit and set-off’ clause on, 100, loi
power to use materials and plant on default or bankruptcy, validity of,

99-101
effect of bankruptcy on work in course of construction on bankrupt’s

premises, 102
time within which right to seize, must be exercised, 102
effect of architect’s certificate, 103

Precedents ofprovisions in Building Contracts as to,

provided hy employer, 290
provisofor delay in supply of, 292
builder to be accountable for such, -when delivered, 290
to be supplied by builder, 29

1

not approved of to he replaced, 291
to belong to employer vjhen brought on premises, 294, 301, 302
provisoforforfeiture of, 294

,, for employer to take possession and use, '12't. 'xvi
bad, to be removed, 291
rejected, no extra charge to be made for, 300
to be best kind, &^c., 302
not to be removed without architect's order, 303

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.
]
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MATERIALS FOR continued.
provisions in Agreementfor Building Leases or Building Grants as to,

tenant not to re7nove, 322
’

to be property of vetidor ifagreement determined, 337
covenants to use certain, 354, 358

MEASUREMENTS,
provision that all, shall be made by architect, 306

METROPOLIS,
meaning of word, under Metropolis Management Acts, 513, 529

METROPOLIS MANAGEMENT ACTS, 491-548
meaning of, in London Building Act, 396

MINERALS,
reservation of, and of right to work, in building lease, 261
precedent of exception of, 342

MISREPRESENTATION,
action to set aside contract on ground of, 55

MISTAKE,
landowner allowing another to build in, of his rights, 32, 33
of landowner as to his rights in such case, 33
in plan {^see Plan), 35, 36, 37
recovery of money paid under, from local authority, 607 «.

MORTGAGE t^see Mortgagee
; Mortgagor),

by builder, of leases when granted, 30, 31
of building agreement, when a bill of sale, 72, 73
consolidation of, 73, 74
by builder of unfinished hotises contprised in building lease, 370
of builditig agreement, entitling to separate leases, 375
provision as to expejtses incidental to, 376
clause providmg for deposit of Building Agreement to secure^ advances to

builder, 369
declar-atio7i as to leasing povjers hi, 374
p7'ovisio7i as to residue ofterm in, iuhe7t by de77iise, 374
clause giving 7-ight to consolidate, 374

MORTGAGEE {see Mortgage ; Mortgagor),
of agreement to build several houses, right of, 30, 31, 72 et seq.

building lease by, 3
decla7-atio7i as to 77tea 7img of, 376
cove7ia7it by, to adva 7tcefu7'ther sums acco7-ding to p7

'0g7-ess of building, 373

MORTGAGOR [see Mortgage
;
Mortgagee),

building lease by, 3
cove7ia7its by (see Covenants)
decla7-atio7i as to 7/ieaning of, 376

MORTMAIN (see Charity)

MUSIC HALLS,
power of London County Council over, 53

1

[The italics refer to the Precedents.']
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NEGLECTED STRUCTURE {see Dangerous Structure),
what is a, 452
powers of London County Council to take down or repair, 452
removal or sale of materials of, 452
expenses of London County Council in connection with, 452
notice to be given to owner of, 452

NEGLIGENCE
of builder {see Buii.der), 64-66
in pulling down buildings, 122, 267, 268
liability for injury caused by, in carrying out contract, 122, 125, 127

NEW STREETS {see Streets)

NOMINEE,
appointment of, when condition precedent, 31, 121

NOTICE {see Assignee)
by trustee in bankruptcy on disclaimer {see Bankruptcy)
of action under Employers’ Liability Act {see Employers’ Liability Act)
what, necessary under Prescription Act, 238
time of completion of contract made essential by, 76
to determine contract, whether general form sufficient, 86
of restrictive covenant, specific performance against assignee or occuirier with

{see Specific Performance
; Assignee), 185, 186, 189

of building scheme, and implied right of way, 200, 201
acquired from plan of restrictive covenants, 38
of assignment of money due under contract, 70
constructive,

what is, 186
how purchaser or mortgagee affected by, 187
how sublessee affected by, 187
where underlessee contracts not to investigate title, 188 «.
rule of, only operates in favour of third parties, 189
in contract for sublease or for purchase of lease, 187, 188
effect of contract to take less than forty years’ title, 188

,, neglect to examine deeds, where such deeds do not disclose the
restrictions, 1S9

affects a mere occupier, 189
effect of Vendor and Purchaser Act on rules as to, 188
how varied by Conveyancing Act, 1882, 189
existence of windows does not constitute, of right to light {see Light),

233
under the London Building Act,

of definition of line of building, 407
to district surveyors, by builder, 454
effect of such notice, 455
primdfacie evidence of facts stated in it, 455
penalty for not giving, 471
previous, unnecessary, where emergency, 453
by district surveyor, in case of irregularity, to builder, 41:6
forms of Council as to, 459

^

to owner or occupier of dangerous structure, 449
before sale of dangerous structure, 451
between owners of party structure, 439 et seq.
foi »is ofsuch notices, where obtainable, 311
service of, 467
limitation of time where, not given, 468
to owner or occupier, to set back buildings, 403
to alter buildings not conformable with byelaws, 460by owner to occupie r, to enter building, 468

{The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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NOTICE— continued.

under Metropolis Management and Public Health (London) Acts,
lo construct drain into common sewer, 493
of intended buildings or drains, 495
to provide proper waterclosets &c., 498
to set back buildings to prescribed distance, 403
to be in writing, 466
before building or pulling down or making drain, to vestry, 495, 521
to pave and drain courts &c., 500, 501
of intention to repair street not being highway, 503, 526
to be given before breaking up street, 504
as to removing projection or obstruction, 506
service of, 511, 545
authentication of, 545
before branching drain into main sewer, 516
by Council or vestry requiring alteration &c. of sewers and drains

improperly constructed, 536, 537
under Public Health Acts,

before carrying sewer through lands, 557
of emptying drains into sewers of local authority, 558, 559
to owner or occupier to make drains, 559
not to build over sewers or under streets, 561
by local authority of intention to make sewer without district, 561
as to waterclosets &c., 562-564, 595
to owner, to obtain supply of water, 566
to pave and repair private street, 569, 600
form &c. of such, 570 n.

power of urban authority on non-compliance with, 571
of objection to private street becoming highway, 573
to preserve line of building, 590
provisions in byelaws as to giving, 575
previous to pulling down building, 576 n.

may be served upon owners, instead of, or as well as, occupiers, 577,
578

to remove obstruction or projection, 579
to cause door to open inwards, 580
to secure or take down ruinous building, 581
of intention to take such building, 581
of apportionment of expenses, 585
of dispute of such apportionment, 586

under Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893
,

notice of action under, 606, 607
to builder to proceed with work, or of termination of contract, 310
under London Building Act, as to party structures, 31 1

NUISANCE,
covenants against trade which may prove a {see Trades), 153-ISS
annoyance, grievance, distinction, 154
liability of landlord for, committed on land, 155
abatement of, 213
within Public Health Act, 1875

,

discontinuance of sewers not to cause, 558
sewers to be kept so as not to cause, 557
privies &c. to be kept so as not to cause, 562
entry on premises to examine, 563
expense in executing provisions relating to, 564
caused by stopping up drain, 565 n.

,, ,, act or default of owner, 565 n.

covenant as to, in Building Leases, 341

\Tke italics refer to the Precedents.^
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OCCUPIER Tenant ; Owner),
under the London Building Act,

definition of, 395
of dangerous structure, notice to, 449
payment of expenses by, 463-465
not to pay more than amount of rent, 464
may deduct expenses from rent, 464
notices to or by (see Notice) •

under Metropolis Management and Public Health (London) Acts,

recovery of expenses from, 527, 544
agreements between, and owner not affected, 527, 545
notices to or by (see Notice)

with notice of restrictive covenant, 186, 189

OFFENCES
against the London Building Act (see Penalties), 469-472
power to arrest persons committing, under Metropolis Management Acts,

512

OFFICERS AND SERVANTS,
liability of, for wrongful acts, 127, 128

OPEN SPACES ABOUT BUILDINGS,
under London Building Act,

provisions as to, 409-418
for habitable basement, 409
for domestic buildings, 409, 414
for working class dwellings, 410
for cleared areas, 415
for courts within a building, 415
for power to determine which is front of building, 416
regulations as to applications for consent &c., 615, 616

ORDERS
under the London Building Act, service of, 467

>y )> )) to be under seal, 466

OUSTER
from possession of party wall, 256

OVERHANGING PREMISES, 36, 253

OWNER Employer
; Landlord),

meaning of, in a private Act, 554 «.
under the London Building Act,

definition of, 394, 404
of dangerous structure (see Dangerous Structure), 449
‘ adjoining ’ (see Adjoining Owner)
‘ building’ (see Building Owner)
payment of expenses by, 463-465
contribution where more than one, 464
notices to or by (see Notice)
power of, to enter building to comply with notice, 468under Metropolis Management and Public Health (Londou) Acts
definition of, 514, 546
liability of railway company as, 525 «.
payment of expenses may be required from, 527, 544agreements between, and occupier not to be affected, 527, 545may deduct expenses from rent paid by him, 528
notices to or by (see Notice)
jiower to enter houses to comply with notices, 532

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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OWNER

—

continued.

under Public Health Acts,

definition of, 553, 594, 599
rights and liabilities as to sewers {see Sewers), 558, 559
of drain, responsibility of, for leakage, 559 n.

notices to or by {see Notice)
may request local authority to branch his drains into sewer, 594
recovery of expenses from, 585

PAINTr
covenants to, 340, 359
to commence andfinish painthtg atfixed times, 360

PARAPET,
height and thickness of, under London Building Act, 420

PARCELS,
description of, by plan {see Plan), 35-39
or no parcels a question for jury, 36
admissibility of parol evidence as to this question, 36 n.

overhanging premises, or cornice, 36

PARGETING FLUES, 423 n.

PARISH,
meaning of, 514

‘ PARLIAMENTARY AND PAROCHIAL,’ 281 n.

PAROL EVIDENCE,
to explain written building contract, when admissible, 18

of signature by agent, both for self and principal, 18

as to question of ‘ parcel or no parcel,’ 36
to identify plan, i8, 38

PART PERFORMANCE {see Performance)
of work done for corporation, 22, 23
of verbal agreement for building lease, 31-34
rescission of building contract by agreement after, 67, 68

of work, what acceptance renders employer liable for, 66

right to payment after, completion prevented by accident, 67

where payments agreed to be made by instalments, 67

where, gives right to specific performance {see Specific Performance),

116, 117

PARTIES TO ACTION {see Action)

PARTNERSHIP,
whether building contract constitutes, 16 «.

contract of, differs from that of a company^ 23

whether agreement for advances to builder constitutes, 74

PARTY ARCH,
under and over public way, construction of, under London Building Act, 427

definition of, under London Building Act, 393

PARTY FENCE WALL,
definition of, in London Building Act, 392
exempted from ,, ,, ,, when, 473

\The italics refer to the Precedents.^
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PARTY STRUCTURES UNDER THE LONDON BUILDING ACT
{see Adjoining Owner; Building Owner),

meaning of, 393
saving of rights of light, 448
rights of owners as to, 436-439
rules as to exercise of such rights, 439-441
disagreement as to work in, settlement of, 441
expenses in respect of, rules as to, 445
account of such expenses to be delivered to adjoining owner, 447
right of adjoining owner to appeal from such account, 447, 448
fomis of notices as to, 3 1

1

PARTY WALL {see Support; Party Structures),
definition of, 252, 253
effect of building wall on neighbour’s land, 21:3, 244
partition of, 256
where inscription as to ownership on wall, 254
where one of two houses sold, 254
rights and liabilities of joint owners as to, 255

' repair of, 257, 258 {see Repair)
what constitutes ouster from possession, 256
general rule as to ownership and use of, 253, 254
trespass between joint owners of, 256
up to certain height or length only, 253
underpinning, 122, 255, 257
covenant to erect, 252
expense of, liability for, under covenant to pay rates &c.

, 282 n.
repair of, liability for expense of, under general covenant to repair, 463 nunder the London Building Act,

^ ^ J

meaning of, 392, 420
temporarily undermining foundation of, 257
height of, above roof, 420
chases in, 421
openings in, 419
structure and thickness of {see Walls), 419, 478-484

covettant to build (Sr’c,, 351, 352
proviso as to, in conditions of sale &=c., 314, 315, 336

PAVING {see Street),
expense of, liability for, under covenant to pay rates &c., 281-286
contract with Corporation for, not under seal, 21 472 n.
P' metropolis. Acts relating to, 524

« '“‘I” “O P”*.ser, (ii) tenant f„,

meaning of, in Public Health Acts, 593, coq
provisions of Metropolis Management Acts as to

powers of vestries &c. as to streets, 500, 426
of courts &c. not being thoroughfares, 400
of new streets 501, 502, 503, 524, 525
liability of railway company for expense of, 403 n.
of streets which have been broken up, 404
of footways, 533, 534
meaning of ‘pave,’ 530, 434

covenant as to, 358

Terformance),
right of builder to

; general rule, 60
e ect of deviations and alterations on right to, 68

[ The italics refer to the Prccedents.'\
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PAYMENT

—

continued.

for extras {see Extras)
where contract assigned {see Assignment), 69 el scq.

action on bill of exchange given as, 65 n.

of architect {see Architect), 41-43
Precedents ofprovisions in Building Contracts as to,

of builder, by instalments, 293, 297, 300, 304
of agreed stun to befull compensation, 300
accounts to be delivered before, 304
of subcontractor, 309
ofivorkmen to be at building, 303
suspension of, till defective work made good, 298
of wages by employer, 293

PENALTIES,
whether sums stipulated for are, or liquidated damages, 80-84
penal rents, 158, 159
relieved against, 81

use of either term in contract, not conclusive, 81, 82
candn of construction to ascertain whether sum penalty or liquidated damages,

82, 83
a sum should be fixed for breach of each stipulation, 83, 84
option of suing for either damages or, 84
where action is upon a bond, 84 n.

specific performance where sum stipulated for as, 84
not recoverable when delay caused by employer, 85
for delay may be set off, 86
right of employer to either deduct or recover, 86
distinction between penal rents and, 159
under the London Building Act, 469-472

recovery of, 461
application of, 462
for breach of byelaw of County Council, 612, 613, 614, 626

under Metropolis Management Acts,

for neglect of notice to construct drains &c. , 493, 496
for building house without proper watercloset &c., 496
for improperly making or altering drains &c., 498
for neglecting to pave and drain courts &c., 501

for breaking up street without notice to vestry, 504
for removing subsoil from under street &c.

, 538
for not reinstating pavements and placing lights, 505
for neglecting to remove obstructions, 506
for not erecting hoards, 507
for breach of byelaws, 509
recovery of, provisions for, 512, 529, 532, 539
appeal as to, 513
several, included in one summons, 532
damage to be made good in addition to, 5 1

2

for improperly making branches to, or openings in, sewers, 521

for proceeding with works without giving notice to vestry &c., 521, $27

for neglecting to carry out works required by vestry &c., 522

applicable to all persons causing offences against Acts, 522

for encroaching on, or interfering with, sewers, 523, 524

for making or branching sewers without Council’s or vestry’s approval or

contrary to plans approved, 536, 537
under Public Health (London) Act, 1891

,

for offences as to waterclosets &c., 542
how recovered, 544
must be proceeded for within six months, 529

\The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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PENALTIES

—

continueJ.

tmder Public Health Acts,

for improperly emptying drain into sewer, 559
for building house without drains in urban district, 560
for building over sewers or under streets, 561
for building house without watercloset &c., 561
for neglecting notice to provide waterclosets &c. for factories, 562, 563,

595
for allowing watercloset &c. to cause nuisance, 563
recovery of, 577, 592, 593
for causing damage in streets, 569
for bringing building forward, 591
jurisdiction of Court of Equity as to such, 574 w.

liability of builder to such, 591 71.

for commencing or removing works contrary to byelaws, 576
for erecting buildings on ground filled up with offensive matter, 596
for using building described in plan otherwise than as dwelling-house,

such, 596
for not removing obstruction, 580
for not causing door to open inwards, 580
for neglect as to covering for cellar doors, 581
for not putting up waterspout, 581
for neglect of proper precautions during repairs in street, 583, 584, 597
for erecting houses in rural district without water supply, 589

a/td liquidated da 7)iages
,
provisions as to, zuke7-e work 7iotfatished byprescribed

tir/ie &^c., 292, 297, 301, 309
waiver of, i>i case of accident, 298

,, ,, st/'ike, 292

PERFORMANCE OF WORK {see Approval
; Part Performance •

Penalties; Time; Impossibility),
' ’

guarantee of, 59
how surety for, discharged {see Surety'), 13-15
right of builder to payment on, general rule as to, 60
refusal of, by one party to contract, 61, 62
incapacity equivalent to refusal, 62
where refused or prevented by employer, 61, 62, 78
builder not liable for penalties in such case, 62
measure of damages in such case, 63
failure of builder to complete, 63, 64
through negligence or incompetence, 64-66
defective, cross action or set-off for (see Set-off), 60

,, option of employer to bring cross action, or use same in reduction
of claim, 64

PERSONAL LIABILITY (see Warranty of Authority)
of persons contracting for corporation, 24, 48
of directors of company, upon implied warranty, 24
of trustees of building fund, 24
of trustee in bankruptcy, 91
of architect, for extras, 107

PIPES (see Gas
; WATER Company)

for vapour or water, under London Building Act, 425
for supply of water, under Public Health Act, 1875, 564
for conveying hot water at low pressure not within Act 421:
gas and water, rights of owner of highway as to, 218
provisions as to, in building agi-ee/nent, 306

[The italics lefer to the P>-eceJents.\
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PLAN,
referred to in agreement, parol evidence to show identity of, 18
description of parcels by, 35-39
duty of judge to explain construction of, 36
reference to incorrect plan on lease or sale, 36, 37
if accurate is tantamount to view of property, 37
effect of, on overhanging premises, 36
notice of restrictive covenants acquired from, 38
as evidence that whole estate shown bound by building scheme, 196
representation of state of adjoining land by, 37, 38, 196
right of way over roads laid down on, 37, 38, 201
where deed operates with, to grant right of way, 37, 38, 201
how far vendor bound by, 100
tracing of, usually furnished with abstract though mere reference sufficient,

parol evidence to identify, 18, 38
payment for, where work abandoned, 43
ownership of, 43
as to byelaw authorises them to retain, 575 n.
architect’s charges for, 383
preliminary, 42, 43
should be made of building before pulling down, 226
probationary,

what is, 42
reasonable time to prepare

; a question for jury, 42
prepared subject to a contingency, 42
accepted subject to estimate being near actual cost, 43

remaining to be approved of
; specific performance in such case, 118

under London Building Act, to be property of Council, 468
of structural works in streets, under Puljlic Health Acts, 570, 6co et seq. '

byelaws as to deposit of
; under Public Health Act, 1875, 575

Frecedents ofprovisions in Building Cojitracts as to,

admission by builder ofsufficiency of, 291
custody of, 295
and specification to explain each other, 302
copy of, builder may take, 304
detail, provisionfor reconsideration of, by architect, 302

, ,
to be kept at building, 304

provisions as to, in tendersfor land on building leases,

to be previously approved byfreeholder, 314
to shoT.u site ofevery house, 315

covenant not to alter, 340
to build according to, 344, 357

provisions as to, in agi-eemefit with architect, 378, 379

PLANT {see Materials for Building)

PLEADINGS,
statements in, how far binding in other proceedings, 66

PORTICO,
construction of, under London Building Act, 428
conveyance of, 254

POWER OF ENTRY (see Re-entry),
in agreement for lease, for purposes of building only, 26
for complying with notices or orders under London Building Act and

Metropolis Management Acts, 468, 532

[ The italics refer to the Precedents. J
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POWER OF ENTRY—
to remove buildings erected in breach of covenant, i6o

in agreemenisfor building leases,

for purpose of building, 317, 334
to landlord, to view work, 320

,, to graze cattle, -p-O

in agreementfor building grant, for buildingpurposes, 335
in Building Grant, for non-payment of re7it-charge, 365

,, Lease, to inspect and give ?iotice of defects, 341, 347

POWER OF SALE,
in Mortgage, provision for, 373 376

POWER TO DETERMINE {see Re-entry, Proviso for)
Building Contract, 294
Ag7-eeme7itfor Buildmg Lease, 323, 330, 333

>> >) G7'ant, 337
Buildmg Lease, 342

POWERS, BUILDING LEASES UNDER, 5
Frecede7it ^350

PRECEDENTS, TABLE OF, 287

PRE-EMPTION,
covenant giving right of, 182

p7-ovisionfor right of, in ag-ee7/ie7itfor buildi7ig lease, 333

PRELIMINARY PLANS (see Plans)

PREMISES,
meaning of, under Public Health Acts, 1875 and 1891, 546

‘PRESCRIBED DISTANCE,’
definition of, in London Building Act, 391
buildings to be, from street, 401-403
compensation when, increased, 403
effect of erecting buildings at less than, 404

PRESCRIPTION (see Way, Right of; Support; Light)

PRIVACY (see Light)

PRIVATE STREET WORKS ACT, 1892, 599

PRIVIES (see Waterclosets),
rooms over, not to be used as dwelling or sleeping rooms, 596

‘ PROBATIONARY DRAWINGS’ (see Plans), 42, 43

PROCEEDINGS
under Metropolis Management Acts not to be quashed for want of form, 51

PRODUCTION,
ack7iowledg77ie77t ly lessor of lessee’s right to, 362

PROGRESS CERTIFICATES (see Certificates)

{The italics refer to the r7-eccdcnts.]
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PROJECTIONS,
under London Building Act,

general rules as to, 428-430
under Metropolis Management Acts,

to be removed by owners on notice from vestry iS;c.
, 505

may be removed by vestry on making compensation, 506
under Towns Improvement Clauses Act,

removal of, provisions as to, 579, 580

PROSPECT {see Light),
covenant for uninterrupted, 149
precedent ofsuch covenant, 340

‘PROTECTED TRANSACTION’ UNDER BANKRUPTCY ACT, 100

PROVISO,
repugnant to a covenant is void, 24
merely limiting personal liability is valid, 24

for re-entry and forfeiture {see Re-entry), 161

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES PROTECTION ACT, 1893,

provisions of, as to notice of and time for actions, 606, 607

,, ,, as to costs and tender, 607

PUBLIC BUILDING,
definition of, under London Building Act, 393
construction of accesses and stairs in, 433, 59^

conversion of buildings into, 433

PUBLIC HEALTH ACTS, SS3-605
surveyor to local authority liable to penalties for taking out (juantities under

a contract with the authority, 9, 10

PUBLIC HEALTH (WATER) ACT, 1878, 587-589

meaning of ‘ reasonable cost ’ under, 589

powers of Act cumulative, 589
duty of rural authority to provide water supply, 587

procedure for enforcing such requirement, 587

recoveiy of expenses incurred by authority, 588

houses in rural districts not to be without water, 588

penalty for erecting houses without, 589

PUBLIC-HOUSE {see Covenants; Trades),

covenant against erecting, 1 51, 186

not within covenant against offensive businesses, 1531 tS4

covenant for exclusive supply of beer to, 181, 186, 191

provision as to, in covenants between purchasers of building plots, 367

PULLING DOWN {see Buii.ding)

houses or inclosures, restrained, 168

within ten feet of public thoroughfare in London, notice to be given to vestry,

495 ”•

lessee will be restrained from, 168

negligence in, 122, 267, 268

party wall, 255, 256

for purpose of repair, 270

where covenant to rebuild, 165, 166

plan fhould be made prior to, 226

notice previous to, 576
. 1

whether Court will order building erected in breach

down {see Covenants), i 75> ^7^

bad work, prcmisionsfor, 298

of covenant to be pulled

{The italics refer to the Precedentsi\
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PURCHASERS,

'*”363
grants or agreements for building grants {see Builder), 335,

how affected by notice of covenants {see Notice)
of land from railway companies, rights of, 262
ofbuildingplots, deed ofcovenant between, 365

QUANTITIES,
‘ bill ’ of, usual method of obtaining tenders, 6
sometimes made part of the contract, 6
‘ taking out ’ the, 6
surveyor to take out {see Quantity Surveyor), 6
where employer liable for, 7, 8
„ builder liable for, 7, 8
,, builder contracts upon erroneous statement of, 8. o. toono guarantee by employer of accuracy of bill of 8

builder generally bound by, 8, 9
’

practice of architect taking out, 9
rectification of schedule of, 8, 9 n.
suggested agreement as to, 9
claim for extras on account of error in 8

precedent of note to bill of, 307
rectification oferrors in, 291, 300

QUANTITY SURVEYOR {see Quantities)
authority of architect to employ, 7where builder or employer liable for fees of, 7, 8

QUANTUM MERUIT,
right to recover on, 62, 63 no

RACKRENT,
definition of under Public Health Acts, 1875 and 1891 C47 rr,meaning of, m a private Act, 554 «.

^ ^ ^53

RAILWAY COMPANY {see Corporation)
as to pnvate roads of, 406

'

exemptions of, from London Building Act, 403, 433
). Management Amendment Act iSon r-,Afrom Public Health Acts, 576

1890, 536

rates &c.
caused by building, 281-286
‘ parliamentary and parochial,’ 281 n
pneral covenant to pay, 281
bability of lessee of a theatre under such covenant 282

r'srrr.'” t
meaning of duties,’ ‘ rate’s’ tased « ImdCd ’ a

vendor and

'

S7en4^rco4r„"Tavf;;g'!tt:s^^^
tenant, 283, 284, 527

^ ‘ contracts between landlord and
sewers. Acts relating to, 284

[ Tbe italics refer to the Precedents.]
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KATES &C.—continued.

I general covenant will include future, 283
increased liability for, where land improved by building, 283, 284, 285 i.

redemption of land tax by landlord, 285 (

definition of, under Metropolis Management Act, 514 3

provision for payment of, in tendersfor land on building leases, 315 1

provisionsforpayment of, in agreementfor building grant, 335 t

covenants to pay, in building leases, 339
provision as to paymerit of, in conditions of sale, 312

REBUILD, \

covenant to pull down and {see Repair), 165 ^

precautions necessary where number of new houses may exceed number of i

old buildings, 166
j

covenants to. Precedents of (see Covenants), 340 i

RECESSES,
rules as to, in London Building Act, 419

RECITALS
in building underlease, of original least ^c., 356
in mortgages, 370, 375
in building contract, 299

REDEMPTION,
proviso for, in mortgage of building lease. Precedents of, 372, 375

RE-ENTRY, PROVISO FOR,
in case of bankruptcy of builder, 96
and forfeiture in building lease, 16

1

effect of omission of words ‘ to re-enter ’ from, 161 n.

provisions of Conveyancing Acts, 1881 and 1892, 161-164, 183, 184

does not apply to breach of negative condition, 164

on breach of covenant against trade buildings &C. desirable, 160

general, on non-payment of rent, extends over all jiremises, 140

in building lease for several houses, 1 38 et seq.

where rent apportioned, 137
into each distinct part of premises, 137

statutory provisions for apportionment of conditions, 137

Avhere agreement for building lease is divisible, 3*

statutory provisions as to, on apportionment of reversion, 137

what, vendor entitled to on open contract, 160

not affected by reservation of penal rent, 159

Precedents of, in ag'eementsfor building leases, 33°! 333

in building leases, 342
in ag-eementfor building grant, 337
in building g-ant, 364
to be reserved in underlease or assignment

,

348

into that part only where default made, 355

REFUSAL
of one party to perform contract (see Pereormance), 61, 62

RELEASE
of restrictive covenants must not be to prejudice of other lessees, 17S

REMUNERATION (see Payment)

I

\The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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RENT,
varieties of, at common law, 135
ground rent, definition of, 135
peppercorn rent, definition of, 135
apportionment of benefit of rent-service, 135, 137, 183 184

” ” ^tirden
,, 137—140 18^ iSa

cross power of distress, whether void under Bills of Sale Acts 1 ’orent-service, rent-charge, and rent-seck defined, 13c, 140
’

fee farm rent defined, 140
^

chief rent defined, 140
apportionment of benefit of rent-charee 140 I4 i t8i
effect ofrelease from rent-charge, 141

^ ^

apportmnment of burden of rent-charge, 141, 142 183 i8awhere lease of several houses for distinct sifms 1^,7

XS. “< as Louses a„

-g-^eement, 30

f non-payment of {see Re-entry)deduction of expenses under London Building Act from, 464
Acts fro.„, ss,

,, for bicilding Oil Otherparts of land 343
” ^ .

Ipremises tcsedfor trade.
„ Pfoportio7iatepartofincaseofre-e7itry\xo„ m agreemeiitsfor buildmg leases, 31Q, 322

^

.. for land on buildino' leases ^rcapportionment of in agreementsfor building leases

covenant's to pay,
leases, 347, 348, 349

clause as to, in tender or buildinp- agreement 31c 1 1 n

piovisions in such agreement as to,
amount andpayment of, 333

•/. 336
g>-ant of landfor building in consideration of 364

REPAIR {see Support)
covenants to, in building leases,

of sapJSing tandingf265'°2^f''2
a*”". -'^9

STKOCTOSK)

Z‘,ZuP7i9 w, 32S

[The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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REPRESENTATIONS
by lessor as to prospect enforced, 149
that adjoining land bound by building scheme, 37, 3^» *96, >97

of absence of restrictive covenant, 188, 189

REPUDIATION
of contract, 61

RESCISSION OF CONTRACT {see Building Contract; Power to
Determine)

RESERVATION,
nature and requisites of, 199
distinction between, and an ‘ exception,’ 199

of right to remove minerals, 261, 263

of right of way {see Way, Right of), 200, 203

of rights to light, 236
of right to make a sewer, 199, 200, 203

of minerals &c., 200
of support, implied, 265, 267

of right of way, 338
of use ofadjoining landfor building ^c.

, 338, 367

ofpassage of water &^c., 338, 343

of minera’s, 342
of light and air, 363

RIGHT OF WAY {see Way, Right of)

ROADS {see Way, Right of ;
Highway ;

Street)

wben made by lessor,

usual provisions as to, on laying out estate for building, 199

covenant by lessor to make roads, construction of, 200

all roads provided for by building scheme must be made, 201

when made by lessee,

usual provisions as to, on laying out estate for building, 201

when right of way over, passes without express mention in deed or will, 203,

204, 205
grantee of right of road may lay down flagstone, 21

1

distinction between private and public, as to access, 21

1

right of dominant owner to enter and execute, 214, 215

when shown on plans (see Plans), 37, 38, 201, 202

jiresumption as to soil of, in absence of express grant, 202

extent of right to use, for building purposes, 21 1, 212

right to break up, to lay down pipes, 212, 218

„ ,, gas pipes, 276 (see Gas)

dedication of, to the public, 212 «.

repair of,

usual covenants as to, 215, 216

liability for damage caused by defective repair of coalplate, 216

three kinds of, distinguished, 216 n.

lormation of, under Settled Estates Act, 1877, and Settled Land Act, 188^,

219
under London Building Act,

, r>„c.

buildings to be prescribed distance from centre of, 401-403 (see l RE-

scRiBED Distance, Street)

under Metropolis Management Acts,
^

power of vestry or district board to repair, not being a ‘street, 535

under Public Health Acts,

power given to declare them highways, 573, 604
_

inust be to satisfaction ofurban authority before dedication, S7j, 599 «

consent of inhabitants to rate above the maximum, 567 n.

[
The italics refer to the Precedents.'l
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V.Oh'D'i—conlintted.

provisions as to, in tendersfor land on building leases, 315
provisions as to making, in agreementsfor building leases, 332
covenants for repair of, in building leases, 340
jn-oviso for obligation under stick covenant to cease on adoption of by public,

341
covenants as to making, 351
provision as to, in covenants between purchasers, 368
covenant not topermit thoroughfare, 346
covenant as to power ofgatekeepers ofprivate roads, 361
provision as to, in conditions of sale, 312, 313

ROADWAY,
definition of, under London Building Act, 390
‘ centre of,’ definition of, under same Act, 390

ROOFS,
rules for construction of, under London Building Act, 421
removal or falling in of, not to prejudice proceedings as to irregular buildings,

469

ROOMS,
habitable, under London Building Act, 426, 427

RUNNING WITH LAND, COVENANTS {see Assignees)

SAFE CUSTODY,
undertaking by lessorfor, of original lease, 363

SALE,
power of, in Mortgage, 373, n. 376

SCAFFOLDING {see Materials),
provisions in building contracts as to, 291, 297, 303, 305, 306

SCHEDULE
to building agreements, as to form of lease in, 27

>> >> )) costs in such a case, 325 n.

>> M ) description of property in, 31;

of prices, 6
r r 7 . 00

to deed ofcovenant between purchase7's of buildingplots, 367, 369

SCHOOL {see Trades
; Covenants ; Public Building),

carr}-ing on, a breach of covenant against business &c., 150
whether a nuisance, 154

SCHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON,
exemption of certain buildings of, from London Building Act, 406

SCOTCH COURTS,
specific performance in, of building contracts, 115

SECURITY {see Guarantee
; Surety)

for performance of building contract, 13, 14, 15
for performance of restrictive covenants relating to buildinir i eg
on appeal from award under Building Act, 442
by builditig owner of party structure, 444
PfoV!s?on for, for performance of building contract, 29?, 31c
bondfor, for peiformance of building contract, 309

et seq.

[The italics refei to the Precedents.^
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SEPARATE USE {see Married Women)

SERVANTS AND OFFICERS {see Officers)

SET-OFF,
by employer for work improperly done, 64, 65, 68
by employer for work done or materials supplied, 60
of penalties for delay in performance of contract, 86

SETTLED ESTATES {see also Settled Estates Act; Setti ed Lan
Act),

building lease by infant interested in, 4
lunatic interested in, 4
tenant for life of, 5

SETTLED ESTATES ACT, 1877,
building leases under, 3

SETTLED LAND ACTS, 1882 to 1890,
building leases under, 3
tenant for life under,

when an infant, 4
a lunatic, 4
tenant in tail, 4

building lease by tenantfor life under, 350

SEWERS {see Drains ; Penalty),
under Metropolis Management Acts,

meaning of word, 492 w.
, 515

duties of vestries and district boards with respect to, 491
new, approval of County Council requisite for, 492
how expense of alteration of, borne, 492
branching of private drains into, 493, 494
contribution towards construction of, 492, 497, 519
certain, to vest in London County Council, 783
no buildings to be erected over, without consent, 509
may be made by owners or occupiers of land at their own expense, 516
sanction of vestry &c. required before branching into main, 516
notice to be given in such case, 516
abandonment or alteration of, previously approved, 517
in new streets, expense of, 517
expense of, where previously only open, 518
land chargeable in less proportion than house property, 518
where estimated expense of, exceeds actual cost, 518

„ „ ,, less than ,, ,, 519
part of expense of, may be paid out of sewers rates, 519
appeal against order as to expenses of, 519
openings into, regulations as to, 520
where no proper, within 200 feet of building, 522
encroachments on, or interference with, penalties for, 523, 524
byelaws as to construction of, for guidance of vestries &c.

,
526

council or vestry may require reconstruction of sewers improj^erly made
or branched, 536, 537

under Public Health Acts,

meaning of word, 554, 594, 599
vested in local authority, 555
local authority may purchase, 556
repair, maintenance, and making of, 557, 560, 600

\The italics refer to the Precedents.']
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SEWERS

—

continued.

under Public Health Acts,

may be carried under roads &c., 557
not to be used to convey unpurified sewage into streams, 557, 558
liability of landowner to support, 557 n.

acquiescence of owners where, placed without compensation, 556 n.

alteration and discontinuance of, 558
as to sewer being insufficient through increase of drainage, 558 n.

provisions as to connection of drains with, being made by local

authority, 594
cleansing and ventilation of, 558
map of system of, 558
powers of owners and occupiers to drain into, 558
use of, by owners and occupiers without district, 559
expense of constructing, 560
new, when houses to be drained into, 560
building over, not permitted, 561
without district, 561
precautions necessary during construction of, 583
London County Council byelaws as to construction of, 609, 610

provisio7i as to, in tendersfor land on building leases, 315
provisions as to, in agreementsfor building leases, 332
covetiant as to 7-epair of, in building lease (see Drains), 340, 351
proviso for obligation under covenant to repair, to cease on adoption by public

of, 341
covenant to make (see Drains)
provisofor lessor to make main, 352
provisio7i as to, in covenants between pwchasers, 368

SHOP (see Trades),
house converted into, without structural alteration, 156
does not include tavern, 152 n.

SIGNBOARD,
easement to affix a, 209

SITES,
power of London County Council to make byelaw's as to, 459
byelaws as to, 610

SKY SIGNS
under London Building Act, 41;'?

SOLICITOR,
charges of, when employed by urban authority, 568 n,
advances negotiated by, 74

SPECIAL BUILDINGS,
under London Building Act,

application to Council for, necessary, 434
plans and particulars of, 434
regulations as to plans, 616

SPECIFICATION,
when inaccurate, 8 n., 10
nature of, 10
necessary details omitted from, not chargeable as extras, 10 loono implied warranty of correctness of, 10

’

builder contracting on basis of, is bound by, 10
builder cannot recover for deviations from, 10
providing for allowance for old materials, 10, i r

[77ie italics refer to the Precedents.^
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£jPEC I FICATION—continued.

impossibility cf performing contract owing to impracticability of lo it a
charge for, in schedule of architect’s charges, 383

’

ownership of, „ ,, ,,384
provisions in building contracts as to, 291, 304

admission by builder of sufficiency of, 291
and drawings to explain each other, 302
copies of, to befurnished to builder, 304
note to, 307
provision as to, in agreement with aichitect, 378

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE,
general rule as to, 114
of agreement for building lease, 1

1

7

of preliminary agreement for building contract, 119
of building contracts not, as a rule, decreed, 114, 169
proper course is an inquiry into damages, 1

1

7

exceptions to general rule, 115
no, of covenant to spend given sum in building, 114, 157
where work defined, 115
where work to be executed on defendant’s land, 115
of agreement to make and maintain archway, roads, stations, sidings,

wharves, &c., 115, 116
where building is by way of easement, 1 16
where there has been part performance, 116, 117
against companies who have received whole benefit of contract, 117
public inconvenience ; incorporation for other purposes ; Statutes of Limita-

tion ; no defences in such case, 1 1

7

no, where damages a complete remedy, 1 1

7

nor after damages recovered, 117
how damages assessed in such case, 1 1

7

of agreement for lease, and damages for breach of building agreement, 1 1

7

such lease to contain covenant to build, though not in terms stated, 118
damages in addition to, or substitution for, 118 n.

no, where anything remains to be decided or approved, 118
nor where it would impose risk of forfeiture, 118
nor where it would involve breach of prior agreement, 118
no, where terms of contract uncertain or incomplete, 119
of part only of contract not generally decreed, 119
as where right to separate leases under agreement for several, 120
of contract for lease independent of option to purchase, 1 20
of contract for sale of land, 120

of building contract by corporation, 22, 23, 117
of verbal agreement for lease after expenditure, 120

effect of provision for penalty or liquidated damages, 84
no, on default of plaintiff in collateral agreement, 120
Court will construe agreement before granting, 120

will not be granted of agreement ‘ subject to contract to be settled,’ 121

mandatory injunction instead of {see Mandatory Injunction), 121, 170,

171, 172
Covenants {see Covenants)

to build, not generally decreed, 114, 169
of restrictive, 169, 170
relief granted in such case whether covenant express or implied, 169

form ofjudgment in such case, 1 70 n.

where breach threatened, 170
where particulars of sale misleading, 170

to spend given sum in building, refused, 114, 157
as to elevation of house, 116

[ The italics refer to the Precedents, ]
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• SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS,’
extent of term, 151 «.

SQUARE,
definition of, in London Building Act, 393

STAIRS AND STAIRCASES,
rules as to, under London Building Act, 426
ventilation of, 426

STAMPS
on agreements for, and on, building leases, 27
on order to pay moneys due under contract to third person, 70 n.

in respect of penal rent, in building lease, 158 n.

if premium be paid, 356 v.

want of, inadmissibility of documents as evidence for, 1 18

STANDING BY {see Acquiescence),
on part of corporation, 22

,, landlord, and allowing building, '31-34
and allowing breach of covenant against trades {see Trades), 155

STATUTE,
performance of contract rendered impossible by, 113, 38 «.
effect of, on covenants to build or not to build, 145

STEAM VESSELS,
buildings for manufacture of, 431

STORY,
definition of ‘ground,’ ‘basement,’ ‘first,’ &c. in London Building Act, 392

>> )>
‘ topmost ’ in London Building Act, 392

height ,, ,, 418
in roofs, 422

STREAMS {see Water),
pollution of, by sewage, 558 «.

STREET {see Highway
; Roads

; Footway ; Expense),
under London Building Act,

definition of, 390
formation and widening of, 396-406
making of, subject to Act, 396
widening, altering, or adapting, subject to Act, 396
new street, sanction of L.C.C., 397
application for ,, ,, how made, 397when person deemed to commence to make, 397
grounds for refusal of sanction to formation of, 307
adapting way for use as street, 398, 399
grounds for refusal of sanction, 399, 400
when L.C.C. may require greater width of, 401
rules as to position of new buildings with reference to, 401-402when extra width may be required, 401

^

naming and numbering of, 409, 617
^ regulations as to formation of new, 614,

under Metropolis Management and Public Health (London) Acts
vested in vestry or district board, 499

*

meaning of word, 514, 530, 546
paving of {see Paying)

[77/e tialics refer to the Precedent
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STREET

—

continued.

under Metropolis Management and Public Health (London) Acts,
vaults and cellars under, 501
repair of, not being highways, 503, 526
no thoroughfare to be made without consent of owner, 503
notice necessary before breaking up, 503
not to be broken up without superintendence of vestry &c.

, 504
•

when broken up to be reinstated without delay, 504
and lights to be placed at night to prevent accidents, 505
may be reinstated by vestry &c.

, 496, 497, 505
projections into {see Projections), 505
hoards in {see Hoard), 495, 506
prevention of obstructions in, 505
penalty for obstructing, 506
expenses of removing obstructions, how recovered, 51

1

new, provisions against accidents in laying out, 508
subsoil under street not to be removed without consent of vestry, S37,

538
^

‘ new,’ meaning of, 530
under Public Health Acts,

meaning of word, 554, 594, 599
to vest in urban authority, 568-572, 604
repair of, 568, 599
private

;
paving &c. of, compellable, 5^9, 600

expenses thereby incurred, how recoverable, 571, 604
apportionment of such expenses, 571 n., 600, 603
exemption of incumbent of church &c. from same, 572, 604
when sewered &c., may be declared highways, 573, 598, 604
purchase of premises for improving or constructing, 573, 579
power to make byelaws as to, 574
line of {see Line of Building)
projections in {see Projections)
doors in, to open inwards, 580
cellar doors in, 581
precautions to be taken during repairs &c. in, 583, 584
procedure as to paving &c. where Private Street Works Act, 1892,

adopted, 600-603
provision for landlord to have naming of 328 {see Roads)
proviso hi building leasefor lessor to make main, 352

STRIKES,
performance of work prevented by, 67 n.

,

provision as to time of completing work in case of, 75
Precedents of such provisions, 292, 305

STRUCTURE {see Dangerous and Neglected Structures),
meaning of, in London Building Act, 448

SUBCONTRACT,
when permissible, 19
conditions in contract not to make, 294
Precedent of, 308

SUBLEASE,
covenants in {see Covenants), 27, 166, 167
agreementfor Intilding under lease, 334
building sublease, 356

[ The italics refer to the Precedents. ]
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SUBLESSEE,
outlay by, as much part performance as if by tenant, 32 n.

liability of, for covenants in original lease, 167
obligation of, to investigate title, 187
contract by, not to investigate lessor’s title, 1S8 u.

‘SUBSTANTIAL’
merely a relative term, 18

SU.MMONS,
under London Building Act, service of, 467

,, Metropolis Management Acts, service of, 511

SUPPORT, RIGHT TO (,see Party Wall),
definition of, 259
how acquired, 262
implied grant of, 262
effect of reserv'ation of mines, 263
nature and extent of right,

of land,

is a natural right, 259, 260, 262
when varied by conveyance or agreement, 260;/., 261, 262, 263
effect of removal of minerals on, 260
extent of right, 260
how right affected by building, 260, 261

of buildings,

how acquired, 263
how affected by removal of minerals, 261
provision for compensation for damage by working minerals, 261
of railways, 262
obligation and right to repair a supporting building, 269

from subjacent and adjacent soil, 263
express grant of, 263
implied

,, 264, 265, 267
removing support by draining, 265
when acquired by prescription, 265, 267
as to knowledge of person against whom right claimed, 266, 267

from adjacent buildings, 267, 268
’> >> )> under Prescription Act, 268
” ’> >) where there are intervening buildings, 268,

269
extinction of the right,

imposition of greater pressure on the land, 269
increasing weight of ancient buildings, 269
pulling down for purposes of repair, 270

remedies for disturbance of the right,
right to sue for disturbance of support, 270
when cause of action arises, 271
remedy for prospective damage, 271
when right to injunction accrues, 270, 271, 272

in case of buildings in flats, 272
obligation to repair, 272, 273
of sewer, liability of landowner for, 557

SURETY (see Guarantee)
for performance of building contract, how discharged, i ^lor payment according to building contract, 13

^

contribution between co-sureties, 13 w.
judgment against principal not binding on, i ?
rrecedent ofbondfrom builder and, 309

14, IS

\_The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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SURVEYOR {see Architect; Quantity Surveyor ; District Surveyor)
of highways, power and duties of, transferred to vestries &c., 499
definition, in Metropolis Management Acts, 530

,, ,, Public Health Acts, 553, 594, 599
appointed by Court to ascertain amount of injury, 250

SUSPENSION
ofwo7-k, employer may order, 305

TAVERN {see Public-house; Trades; Covenants)

TAXES {see Rates
; Land Tax)

TECHNICAL WORDS,
admissibility of evidence to explain, 18

TELEPHONE,
right to erect wire of, across street, 500 n.

TEMPORARY ERECTIONS,
conditions of sale as to, 313
under London Building Act,

application for, necessary, 434
conditions of removal, 435
regulations as to plans for, 616

TENANT {see Occupier)
in fee simple {see Fee Simple)
in tail {see Tenant-in-Tail)
for life {see Life, Tenant for)
from year to year {see Year to Year)
at will, building on land in error, 32
building on his landlord’s land, effect of, 33
under agreement for building lease {see Builder)

TENANT-IN-TAIL {see Settled Land Act), 5

TENDER,
bill of quantities, usual method of obtaining, 6
when tender and specification form contract, 10
when, and acceptance form contract, 1

1

where acceptance of, conditional upon signing contract, li, 12

whether advertisement for, amounts to express offer, 1

2

effect of acceptance of, 1

2

of amends before action under Metropolis Management Acts, 511

,, ,, ,, ,, Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893,

fo7-m for 7naking, for plots to be let on building leases, 314

THEATRES {see Public Building),
powers of London County Council over, 531

TIME {see Penalties
;
Acquiescence),

conditions as to, of completion of building contract, 30, 75
where landlord wrongfully takes advantage of such condition, 30
reasonable, condition to complete within, 75 m.

,, a question for jury, 75
when ‘ of the essence of the contract,’ 75, 76
general rules as to, 75-77
delay caused by employer, no penalties recoverable, 85

\The italics refer to the Precedents.'^
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TIM E

—

continued.

extension of, 76

,, by parol agreement, of, limited by deed, 145
meaning of particular terms as to, 76
effect of order for extra work upon conditions as to, 77, 78
where express agreement to do work and alterations in specified, 78
within what, right to avoid contract or seize materials must be exercised, 79,

80, 102

where only slight delay in completion, 76
delay in application for relief on breach of covenant {see Covenants), 172
during which assignee liable under covenants, 190
for disclaimer, by trustee in bankruptcy {see Bankruptcy), 92
Precedents ofprovisions as to, in builditig contracts,

svork to be completed in a given, 291, 297, 301, 305, 315
penaltyfor delay infinishing, 292, 297
proviso in ease ofdelay in supply of materials by employer, 292
extension of, in case of strikes &^c., 292

,, for additional work,
in subcontract, 308
orderfor extras 7iot to extend, 309

pi'ovisions as to, in tendersfor land 07i building lease, 315
provisions as to, in agreementsfor building leases,

buildings to be erected in a certain, 317, 327
provision as to, in agreementfor building grant, 335

TITHES,
what are, 142
where land subject to, is laid out for building, 143
how payable since the Tithe Act, 1891, 143, 144
provisions as to, in conditions of sale, 314

TITLE, LANDLORD’S
provisions of Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874, and Conveyancing Act 1881

as to, 34
V b > ,

provisions of Conveyancing Act, 1882, as to, 189
should be inquired into before building, 187
provisions as to, in agreementsfor building leases, 319

’> >> )> ,, grant, 336
OWNS IMPROVEMENT CLAUSES ACT,

sections of, incorporated with Public Health Act, 1875, S 77 > 578, 579-584TRADES {see Covenants),
’

covenants against erecting houses for carrying on, 149
,, restricting user of premises for, not void as perpetuities, 149

tr’ade, 149, ^50
” ” ” ” of

,
” run with the land, 150how performance of such covenants secured, 158

advisability of proviso for re-entry on breach, 150, 160
specified,

inn; tavern, 151, 152,

covenants as to building for, 15

1

public- house
; hotel; beerhouse; ‘beershop’

) 53 . 154, 173. 175
‘vintner,’ 152
trades with, included, 152, 153
tenan^t not to use premises for other than, not broken by non-user, 15 1,

meaning of ‘ trade,’ ‘ business, ’ ‘ calling, ’ 1 50, 1 5 1 i c ^
as to schools or charitable institutions, 150, 154 174
breach of covenant as to

, by carrying on part of’prohibited, 153

{The italics refer to the Precedents.']
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TRADES

—

continued.

offensive,

general covenant against, or nuisances, 153, 175
where covenant against ‘ noisome or offensive ’ trades, 154
liability of landlord for, on his land, 155

which may be a nuisance,

general covenant against, 153-155
distinction between nuisance, annoyance, and grievance, 154, 155
when lessor restrained from permitting his tenants to carry on, in breach

of his covenant, 197, 198 ,

when tenant bound by landlord’s covenant against trades, 197, 198
covenant against building for, without licence of lessor, his heirs, or assiens

155
.

’

acquiescence in breach of covenant against, 155 {see Acquiescence, Stand-
ing by)

covenants against, whether ‘continuing,’ 150
,) )) how far user without structural alteration a breach, 156
>> >1 under penalty of monthly sum, breach restrained, 159
,, in restraint of, not ‘usual,’ 155

landlord’s liability to enforce covenants against, 156
reservation in lease ofadditional rent ifpremises usedfor, 343
covenants in building leases dr’r. against, 347, 352

TREES,
in streets, penalty for damage of, 569
overhanging highway, 208

TRESPASS,
between joint owners of party wall {see Party Wall), 256
between tenants in common of hedge, 257

TRIBUNAL OF APPEAL,
definition of, in London Building Act, 396
appeals as to streets, 405

,, ,, distance of buildings from streets, 402

,, ,, line of building, 408
constitution of, 465
salary and expenses of, 465
enforcement of orders of, 466
expenses of officers of Council when appearing before, 465, 466
fees received by, to be paid to Council, 466
may state a case for High Court, 466
officers of, 465
]3rocedure of, 466
provisions as to members of, 465

TRUSTEES {see Bankruptcy),
advances by, 74
of creditor’s deed, completion of debtor’s contract by, 71, 89

TURNPIKE ROAD {see Highways; Roads)

TURRET,
construction of, under London Building Act, 42S

‘TWELVEMONTH,’ 77 »

UNCERTAINTY
of terms of agreement for lease : specific performance where, 1 19

[ The italics refer to the Precedents. ]
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UNDERGROUND ROOMS ^see Cellars)

UNDERLEASE {see Sublease)

UNDERPINNING .

injury caused by, 122
by building owner in London, 437, 444

URBAN Authority {see corporation ; local Authority),
in what respect different from other corporations, 22
power of, to retain plans, 43 n.

may supply gas, 276
duties and powers of, as to highways and streets {see Highways and Streets),

569 et seq., 598, 599 et seq.

duties and powers of, as to line of building {see Line of Building)
may make byelaws, 574

USAGE {see Custom)

USUAL COVENANTS,
stipulation for insertion of, in building lease, undesirable, 27
what are, 27, 28

VARIATIONS {see Alterations)

VAULT {see Cellars)

VENTILATION,
provision for, in London Building Act, 415, 426

VESTRIES AND DISTRICT BOARDS,
duties and powers of, as to drains {see Drains)

)i >t ,, sewers {see Sewers)
>> )> >> waterclosets and ashpits (w VVaterclosets)
j> ). ,, streets {see Streets)
)) ,, ,, paving Paving)

powers and duties of surveyors of highways transferred to, 449power of, to make byelaws for certain purposes, 508
may apportion sums or acts to be paid or done, 510
when, may either recover penalty or do the works, 522
power of London County Council to make byelaws for, 526may require payment of costs &c. from owner or occupier, 527may flag footways and levy the cost, 535

VIEW {see Prospect
; Light)

‘VINTNER,’ 152

VOUCHERS,
covenant to produce, 344

WAGES {see Payment),
condittoii for employer tofind moneyfor, 293
to be paid at building, 303

\\ AIVER Time
; Penalties; Acquiescence)

of forfeiture under building lease or contract, 79, 80
of benefit of covenant against trade, 152
of covenant with some of several lessees, 173
provision for, ofpenalty in case of accident, 298

[ The italics refer to the Precedents.]
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WALLS [see Party Wall),
whether or not a ‘ building,' 147
under the London Building Act,

‘ external,’ meaning of, 392
>> I) ..in covenant to repair, 392 «.

‘ cross,’ meaning of, 392
‘ base ’ of, meaning of, 391
structure and thickness of, 418, 419-421, 477-484
recesses and openings in, 419
of dwelling-houses, rules for, 477-481
of buildings of the warehouse class, 481-484
byelaws as to substance of, 610
partly destroyed, when whole wall to lie pulled down, 474

WAREHOUSE CLASS, BUILDING OF THE
rules of London Building Act for separation of, 430
..^ .. .. .. walls of, 4^t—484

definition of, in London Building Act, 394

WARRANTY [see Guarantee)
of authority, 24, 48, 49, 107

WASTE,
building a house is not, 168
pulling down houses or inclosures, 168

WATER,
percolation of, into adjoining house, 133, 134
right to discharge, from houses, 208, 209
under Public Health (Loudon) Act, 1891

,

all houses to have proper supply of, 543
no new house to be occupied until supply of water provided, 543
cutting off supply of, 543

pipes to convey, must be kept in repair, 215
extent of enjoyment of right of passage for, 210
supply of, to houses, 277, 566 [see Water Company)

,, provisions of Public Hjealth Act, 1875, as to, 564-566
.. ,, Public Health (Water) Act, 1878, as to [see Public
Health (Water) Act)

grant ofright ofpassage of in building lease, 338
reservation of such right in building lease, 338, 343, 357
covenantforfree liberty of watercourse, 353

WATERCLOSETS,
under Public Health (London) Act, 1891

,

obligation to provide, 540
in manufactories &c., 541
byelaws as to, 541, 620-624
offences with regard to, 542
liability of contractor &c. for improper construction, 543

under Public Health Acts,

no house to be erected without, 561
construction of, may be compelled, 562
earth-closet may be substituted for,* 562
in factories, 562, 595
public, 563
to be kept so as not to become nuisance, 563
examination of, on complaint, 563

provision as to, in covenants between purchasers, 369

,, ,, in conditions ofsale, })\ef

[The italics refer to the Precedents.']
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WATER COMPANY,
Acts regulating supply by, 27
definition of, 529, 555
powers of, under special Acts, 277
may break open streets &c. to lay pipes, 277
rights of, over private roads, 277
right to demand supply of water to houses from, 277, 278
where owner wishes to join his pipes to company’s, 278
power of owner to remove service pipes on notice, 278

j> ), )) pavement between company’s pipes and his house,
278, 279

supply and repair of cocks and cisterns by, 279
supply by meter, 279
meters and pipes not liable for distress, 279 «.

liability of company for damages, 279, 280
payment of rates according to ‘annual value,’ 278 n.

WATERWORKS,
definition of, under Public Health Act, 1875, 555

WATERWORKS CLAUSES ACT,
incorporation of part of, with Public Health Act, 1875, 565

WAY {see Street)
definition, in London Building Act, 390

WAY, RIGHT OF {see Roads),
reserved to lessor in building lease, nature of, 199
when grant of, shown in places {see Plans), 37, 38, 201
of necessity, 204, 205
whether, passes on grant of land without express mention, 202, 203
where road defined, 203, 204
same rules apply to wills, 204
general words, when used to pass a, 206
provisions of Conveyancing Act as to general words, 207
whether ‘ appurtenances ’ will pass a, 206, 207

,,
‘ all ways now used or enjoyed,’ 206, 207

effect of Conveyancing Act, 1881, on general words, 207
effect of alteration in condition of property on extent of, 21 1, 212
grantee of, may lay down flagstone in road, 21 1

’

can be used only to go to dominant tenement, 212
colourable use not allowed, 212
reservation in favour of grantor of, by implication, 205
implied to grantor, for what purpose and to what extent, 203
reservation of, should be expressly mentioned in conveyance, 20'?
extent of, 2 10-2 1

2

how gained by prescription, 207, 208
disturbance of, remedies in respect of,

by abatement, 213
by action for damages or injunction, 213, 214
of reversioner, 214 ^

granted to public {see HighwSV)
grani of, in building lease, 356
resei'vation of, in building lease, 357

‘WEEKLY ACCOUNTS,’
meaning of, 18

W ILL, TENANT AT {see Tenant)

Y Y

[The italics refer to the Precedents.~^
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WOODEN STRUCTURES,
not to be erected without licence, 4^

for erection of, not required, 436penalty for erecting without licence, 470
WORKMEN WAOES; Mastm arb Sbkvart; E.Mr,,oyEKs’ L.a..l,tv

power to discharge, 294, 303
liability of, for tortious Acts, 127, 12S

j> ,, for improper construction of waterclosets ca-jno action against, after judgment against employ^,
YEAR TO YEAR, TENANT FROM

{.The italics refer to the Precedents.}
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Standard Legal Works.

The Law of Public Health and Local Govern-
ment. Eleventh Edition (1895) :

m
Embracing the Public Health Consolidation Act, 1875, and all otlierActs
giving Powers to Sanitary Authorities up to and including the Local Government
Act, 1894. By Alex. Glen, M.A., LL.B., and A. .F. Jenkin, Barristers-
at-Law. In two vols. (\ ol. i containing the Public Health Act, i^TK,'and

and Vol. 2 the subsequent Statutes); Price 63r.

Mr CaZ
There is no book on the subject bearing any comparison with this] one byMr. Ulen The work must be considered absolutely complete.”

^ ’

If
speak in too high terms of Mr. Glen’s ‘ Law of PubUc HTealth

’

throughout evidence of the care and accuracy with which it h,as been compiled, and which,with the vast amount of information given, renders it an indispensable guide. An index^ extendine:over eighty pages, facilitates reference to any part of this magnuin opus."
®

The Law of County Government

:

Being the Local Government Act, 1888 ; together with thg Statutes connected
therewith, with Notes and a comprehensive Index, by Alex. Glen, M.A.
LL.B., and W. E. Gordon, B. A., Barrister-at-Law. (1890.) Price ;^2 2r.

'

Laiv 28th June, tSpo.—“Mr. Gten’s method is viell known, and for this species of-law we
kn^ow of no better treatment than the annotated sections. The whole field is familiar to the author
whose fanuly seem to have settled down upon it without fear of adverse possession. Concise and
clear, while comprehensive and complete, the volume now before us will give to the large number 01
personas now concerned in the administratioh of local government, full information and instruction.
Mr. Gorfon proves a valuable coadjutor, and by skilful 'treatment of the miscellaneous statutes,
crowns the work of Mr. Glen. We congratulate them on-the successful accomplishment ofwhat must
have been a very arduous and difficult task. The Index is admirable."

London Government, under the Local Govern-
ment Act, 1888:

By the late J. F. B. Firth, M.I., LL.B,, and Edgar R. Simpson, M.A., , :

LL.B., Barristers-at-Law. (1888.) Price 2Oi.
~ "

,

.r

The Election of County Councils under the Local •

Government Act, 1888. Second Edition:

By Frank R. Parker, Solicitor and Parliamentary Agenfr (Author of “'The
Powers, Duties, and Liabilities pf an Electipp Agent and of a*.Returning Officer

at a Parliamentary Election in England or Wales ”
;
“ An Analytical Index and r '

Digest to the Judicature Acts and Rules,” etc.) (1892.) -Price 20r. '^7

The Education Acts Manual. Seventeenth Edi- f

tion : . i:

Embracing the Education Acts, 1870— 1891. By Sir Hugh Owen, R.C.B., 7:
,

Barrister-at-Law. (1891.) Price 21 r.

School Board Chronicle.—“ Crammed with information, always to the point, and always correcL

Law Times.
—“ Thoroughly deserves the large measure of popular favour which it has received.

^

Notice of the 13th Edition .
—“Our readers know well our opinion of the .supreme excellence

of Owen’s Manual.”

Notice 0/ the lUth Edition.— “ Is the very model of all that such a book should be.



Standard Legal Works.

The Parish Couneillop; his Powers, Duties, and
Liabilities.

F. Rowley, Parker. (1895.) Price 6.?.

The Law of Settlement and Removal

:

i

By A. F. VULLIAMY (1895), Clerk to the Ipswich Board of Guardians.

Price 12j. 6(f.

The Licensing^ Laws. Second Edition:
The five Licensing Acts are arranged sd as to form one comprehensive statute,
with copious explanatory notes, with an introduction giving a full description of
the Licensing System, and an Appendix of Statutes ; the whole forming a com-
plete handbook. By G. C. Whitf.ley, M.A., Cantab., and the late F. J.Lowe, LL.M., Cantab., Barristers-at-Law. (1888.) Price 8j. 6(/.

jLa7v Times.— “ A decidedly creditable and useful publication.”

CambHdge Chronicle.— complete treatise upon the Licensing Laws, which it simplifies
• and explains.

Manchester Guardian .
— ** Very carefully done , , . especially valuable.”

Fry’s Lunacy Laws, Third Edition :

Containing all the Statutes relating to Private Lunatics—Pauper Lunatics
Criminal Lunatics—Commissions of Lunacy— Public and Private Asylums
and the. Commissioners in Lunacy

; Avith an Introductory Commentary. Notes
to the Statutes, including Rrferences to decided Cases ; and a Copious Index of
129 pages. By G. F. Chambers, Barrister-at-Law. (1891.) Price 15r.

corrned/eTlndfntefe'fom
^

happiris'^oneVgrowfng^S^^^^^
compendium of the law of which it treats, which, un-

A Treatise on the Law of Costs in an Action
in the Queen’s Bench Division, and in the
Court of Appeal

:

Under the Judicature Acts, and New Rules of the Supreme Court. ByWILIAM Edward Gordon, M.A., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law^

The Powers and Duties of an Election Agent
and of a Returning Officer at a Parlia-
mentary Election in England and Wales.
Second Edition (1892) :

?• Rowley Parker, Solicitor and Parliamentary Agent.

Price 31 j. 6rf.

Parker’s Election Manuals

:

For use at all Elections held under the Ballot Act.
Solicitor and Parliamentary Agent. (1892.)

By F. Rowley Parker,
Price 2s. 3d. each.

A Manual for the Presiding Oflacer.A Manual for the PoUing Agent.A Manual for the Counting Assistant.A Manual for the Volunteer Assistant.




